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1.1

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND
The oil embargo and the sudden awareness of the United

States to the cost of our current dependence upon foreign
energy sources has set this country forth on a project to
obtain energy

s~lf-sufficiency

by the early 1980's.

As a

direct result, the United States requirements for coal in
1985 may be as much as 1.7 billion tons per year.

With the

annual production of coal in the early 1970's running
between 575 million to 600 million tons per year, this
estimate indicates that the U. S. production of coal must
triple in about 15 years.

More conservative estimates,

some of which were made before the energy crisis and oil
embargo of 1973-74, indicated that the United States
requirements would be about one billion tons per year in
the early 1980's.

The published goals for President Ford's

Project Independence (our country's plan to achieve energy
self-sufficiency by 1985) include a requirement for 1.2
billion tons of coal to be produced annually by 1985.
The mere setting of this goal to double or triple coal
production over a 10 year period is not sufficient.

A

concerted effort by the entire country, including consumers,
producers, and governmental agencies, must be made in order
to obtain these goals.

The projected demands which may be

placed upon the coal industry come at a time when coal
production, and, specifically, productivity have encountered
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many setbacks. Coal production in recent years has been
considerably below the projected 1985 demands. In fact
the total tonnage of mechanically cleaned coal in this
country was actually decreasing until 1972, e.g., 335
million tons ih 1969 to 271 million tons in 1971. In 1972,
the total tonnage of mechanically cleaned coal increased
for the first time since 1967 to a total of 289 million
tons. Figure 1-1 delineates the U.S. coal production and
related consumption in the period 1950-1974.
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Figure 1-1
U.S. Supplies and Uses of Coal (Million Tons)

While U.S. production of coal fluctuated between 400
and 600 million tons annually since 1950, the productivity
(production per man shift) enjoyed a nearly uninterrupted
rate of increase. This increase in productivity in all
types of mines held true until the enactment of the Coal
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Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 which appears. to have
reduced the productivity of underground coal mining.

Strip

mining has continued to enjoy increases in productivity,
however. Figure 1-2 shows the
mines from 1910 to 1974.
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Figure 1-2
U.S. Soft Coal Productivity by Mine Type

Assuming that the industry is unable to make dramatic
improvements in productivity in existing mines and that
600 million additional tons of coal annually are required
by 1985, then 70% of the projected 1.2 billion annual
tonnage must come from mines not now in existence.
Specifically, enough new mines must be op~ned to produce
an additional 600 million tons of coal annually over the
next decade, in addition to mines needed to replace those
that are being closed as they are worked out. According
to Dr. John Fallon, then Director of the Federal Energy
Administration, April 7, .1975, in a speech given to the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, the
following action will be necessary to achieve the 1985
production levels:
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Develop 140 new 2 million ton per year Eastern
mines,

under~round

develop 30 new 2 million ton per year Eastern
surface mines,
develop 100 new 5 million ton per year Western
surface mines,
recruit and train 80 thousand new Eastern coal
miners and
recruit and train 45 thousand new Western coal
miners.
This plan of action is ambitious to say the least.
Disregarding the long-term problems confronting the coaI
industry, the short-run obstacles alone are considerable.
To open a new coal mine takes many years lead time; normally
eighteen months are required to develop a new surface mine,
and five to nine years are required to develop a new
underground mine. To achieve an increase in coai production
of 600 million tons per year by 1985 will require that, on
the average, one new underground mine (2 million tons/yr.)
and one new surface mine (5 million tons/yr.) be brought
into production every month for the next ten years. In
contrast, only 13.mines with capacity greater than 2 million
tons per year were brought into production during the
decade of the 1960's.
It is certainly feasible for the industry to open the
new mines and produce the extraction equipment required.
Assuming it can also solve the manpower requirements, the
next step toward increased coal production is coal benefaction equipment and the facilities in which the coal is
cleaned. It will be necessary to design and construct as
many coal preparation plants as new coal mines. The old
philosophy that one need only extract the coal from the
ground and allow the consumer (primarily electric utilities)
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to worry about the processing artd consumption of the coal
is being altered rapidly.
With the current emphasis on coal utilization and with
the mounting concerns over the waste disposal practices of
the coal mining industry, it is imperative that individuals
involved with the coal production industry, and specifically
those involved with the monitoring of this industry, have
a. basic understanding of th-e·· ·processes and techniques of the
physical cleaning of coal, the known potential pollutants,
and the current practices for control of these pollutants.
1.2

PURPOSE

The purpose of this manual is to provide an introduction
to and assessment of the physical cleaning of coal together
with its environmental impact. Specifically, this manual
covers the general characteristics of the coals found in the
United States, provides an overview of the coal preparation
plant, discusses the major equipment and processes currently
utilized in the physical cleaning of coal, identifies the
primary wastes produced during the coal cleaning operation,
and discusses the techniques of control currently applied to
those wastes.

The information contained will provide an

overview of the state-of-the-art of the physical cleaning
of coal, together with an understanding of the environmental
issues and concerns which need to be addressed.
1.3

ORGANIZATION

The manual is organized in such a way that it will
allow the reader to absorb the material he needs without
having to read the entire work. The nature of coal, its
. origin, some of its basic properties and the objectives of
physical coal cleaning are discussed in Chapters 2 and 3.
A generalized discussion of the coal preparation
operation, the coal cleaning plant, process modules and
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process flow sheets are provided in Chapter 4. Chapters 5
through 10 address the major activities within the coal
preparation plant as defined in Chapter 4.
Chapter 11 reviews the coal preparation plant in total,
providing insight into the quantities of coal, refuse and
transporting media in each of the generalized areas
discussed in Chapters 5 through 10. In addition, the
subject of relative cost for the cleaning of coals of
different sizes at different levels is addressed to assist
the reader in developing or analyzing the cost/benefit
relationship of coal beneficiation.
Chapters 12 and 13 discuss the known waste streams
emanating from the coal cleaning operation as they originate
within the prep,ration plant and the current practice of
minimizing and controlling those waste streams.
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2.1

THE NATURE OF COAL

COAL AND ITS ORIGIN
Coal may be defined as a combustible material formed

from accumulations of plant material: trees,

(including--

roots, trunks, bark, leaves), bushes, ferns, pollen and
spores.

During the time most coal was formed, the air was

very humid.

Many of the plants were huge ferns and trees

which died and were replaced time after time for thousands
of years.

The growing accumulations of the dead and dying

material in a swamp or bog gradually became rotten soggy
masses commonly referred to as peat.
During the Pennsylvanian Age, 300 million years ago,
the great peat swamps of North America extended over
enormous areas along wide coastal plains.

These swamps

provided sufficiently wet conditions to permit exclusion of
air from much of the vegetable materials before decay could
begin and the rapid accumulation of the materials thwarted
bacterial action.

In addition, acidity of swamp water

normally prevented bacterial action at a few inches or a
few feet below the water level.

As the peat accumulated,

the weight of the top layers compacted the lower layers by
squeezing out large amounts of water.
After a while, large areas of the earth's surface sank
and streams and oceans invaded the swamps carrying salt
water, clay mud and sand.

The salt water killed the

remaining plants and the peat accumulations were buried
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beneath tons of clay and sand.

The burial of the peat by

the sediment accompanied by the physical and chemical
effects associated with the changed environment and by the
loss of water and volatile matter resulted in a change of
color and appearance of the peat; the peat became lignite,
which is the lowest ranked coal.
successive.invasions of the sea and the piling of
layer upon layer of sedimentary material resulted in the
deep burial of the lignite deposits. Deep burial resulted
in a rise in temperature, and the additional pressure
squeezed out more of the retained swamp gases and moisture.
These activities contributed to the process of
"coalif ication" or the completion of the metamorphosis of
-'the plant debris and the formation of bituminous coal.
In some geographic areas and under special circumstances,
still another step occurred in the coalification process.
The layers of coal, together with the underlying and
overlying strata, were subjected to awesome compressive
forces as the great plates of the earth's crust moved and
pushed against each other forming mountainous folds. This
wrinkling of the crust produced high temperatures, and the
coal, thus heated and compressed, changed again; this time
the resulting product is called anthracite.
Many geological factors influence thickness, continuit~
quality and mining conditions of coal. Some geological
features occurred during peat accumulation or shortly
thereafter, others occurred millions of years later. The
.recognition of the nature of these features is important
in the mining operation and ultimately affects the physical
cleaning of the coal. Several of the more common features
that affect coal cleaning are described below.
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Figure 2-1
Some of the Features Affecting the Continuity of Coals
Coal removed by modern stream erosion at A; preglacial
erosions at B; by a stream after coal deposition at C;
and at D, the stream was present throughout the time
of peat accumulation.

Shale partings--streams periodically flood the
peat swamps where the vegetable material accumulates, depositing mud and silt layers that
become bands of slate and siltstone after the
vegetable material is coalified. In general,
the closer the peat beds were to the flooding
stream, the thicker the deposits left and the
more total was the disruption to the bed.
Washouts--after the plant material has been .
accumulated and buried by various sediments, it
may be removed by the erosive actions of streams.
This activity is called a washout. Washouts
may occur shortly after deposition of the peat
or after coalification is complete.
Faults--Faults are fractures in the rock sequence·
along which the strata on each side of the
fracture appear to have moved in different
directions. The movement may be measured from
inches to miles and in any direction from
horizontal to vertical. Two of the most common
types of faults observed are illustrated below.
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Where stresses are in opposite directions,
rocks have been pulled apart at the fracture
surface and displacement is as illustrated
for a "normal fault". Where horizontal
compressive forces are responsible for faulting, one block may be shoved over the other
producing a "thrust" or "reverse fault".

Figure 2-2
Faults
With Normal Fault (A) strata above fault have moved down
to those above; with Reverse Fault (B) strata above have
moved up.

Clay veins--irregular, vertical to inclined
tabular masses of elastic material (clay, sand
or silt) that interrupt the coal seam are called
elastic dikes or ''clay veins" (see Figure 2-3).
These clay veins may be from a fraction of an
inch to several feet thick and may extend for
some distance into the strata overlying the coal.
They frequently contribute to roof instability
as the coal is mined. The clay veins tend to be
numerous in some areas and commonly intersect
each other. They add to the waste material that
must be removed from the salable coal as well
as creating safety hazards and drainage problems.
Concretions--the coal as well as the associated
rocks commonly contains aggregations of minerals
in spherical, disc-like or irregular forms. They
may be microscopic or several feet across,
although the most commonly observed size is
several inches wide. Mine and roof shales
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commonly contain concretions made up of Calcite
(CaC03}, Dolomite (CaMg(C03} 2 }, Siderite (FeC03)
and Pyrite (FeS2). The presence of large concretions in mine roof material may have a considerable
effect upon roof stability creating safety hazards
and adding to the waste material. In the coal
headed for a preparation plant, pyritic concretions
are common, ranging from less than an inch to
several feet and are usually referred to as
sulfur balls.
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Figure 2-3
A Clay Vein Interrupting the Coal and Overlying Strata
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Igneous Intrusions--in some areas, the coal and
associated strata may have been intruded by oncemol ten igneous rocks forcibly injected into the
sedimentary sequence from below. The igneous
rock is commonly seen as a dike which is a nearly
vertical tabular mass cutting across the bedding
of the sediments. Depending on the size of the
igneous mass and its temperature, the coal is
thermally affected, being either advanced in rank
or coked immediately adjacent to the igneous body.
The igneous rocks that occur within a coal seam
are much harder than the coal which may cause
mining problems and contribute to preparation
problems.
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Figure 2-4
Igneous Intrusion
An igneous dike cuts through a coal bed and spreads
out into a sill at the top of the bed. A thin zone
adjacent to the igneous rock has been thermally
altered to natural coke.
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2.2

PROPERTIES OF COAL
The material we call coal is classified by a series of

chemical analyses and physical tests which define the coal
in its various stages of metamorphism.

Coal increasingly

metamorphoses (responds to pressure and heat) from lignite
and subbituminous ranks through the high-volatile, mediumvolatile, low-volatile bituminous coal ranks to anthracite
and meta-anthracite.

Coalification is a gradual process

and the classification of coal by ranks is just an
identification of the various stages of that process and is
based upon such properties as the percentage of fixed carbon,
the percentage of volatile matter, calorific value and the
agglomerating character as shown in Table 2.1.

However, the

classification by ranks does little to describe the overall
complexities of the chemical and physical composition of
different coals.
Coal is a very complex material and its chemical
composition varies widely.

The principle differences

between coals can.be traced to the different plant
assemblages in the original forest, and to the history of
the coal bed

sine~

it was formed.

The original peat bogs and coastal swamps were
occasionally subjected to flooding by streams from adjacent
hills.

As this happened additional clay and silt were

deposited in the swamp.

These additional deposits became

mixed with the plant debris and are responsible for the ash
content of the coal:

The muddier the original bog, the

greater the ash content of the coal.
buried, other changes occurred.

As the peat became

The deeper it was buried,

the greater the compression and heat experienced by the bed.
The greater the compression and heat, the more the volatile
constituents were removed:

The more volatiles removed, the

greater the carbon content of the coal.
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In order to classify coal, we must be able to
recognize the different classes.

This recognition is

accomplished on the basis of identification of unique
characteristics.

The characteristics which permit the

distinction between two specimens of coal are called
properties.

The physical properties are concerned with the

characteristics of coal in its natural state, or prior to its
end use as a fuel.

For example, the hardness of coal

determines the maintenance cost on coal handling equipment;
the specific gravity of coal determines the coal preparation
techniques used in a cleaning plant as well as the capacity
of coal bins, boats and size of cargo and other coal storage
facilities.

The physical properties are, of course,

dependent upon the chemical constituents that make up coal.
The chief physical properties important to coal preparation
are:
Specific Gravity
Size Stability and Uniformity
Friability
Resistance to Weathering
Grindability
Presence of Impurities
The chemical constituents that are important to coal
preparation relate primarily to the impurities in the coal,
i.e., those that are not carbon such as moisture, ash,
pyrite, sulfur, etc.
2.2.1

Specific Gravity

The density of coal is its weight per unit of volume.
The specific gravity of coal is its density referred to the
density of water at 4°C.

Various values ranging from 1.23

to 1.72 are recorded in literature for the specific gravity
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of "pure" coal. The variations are due to differences in
rank, differences in moisture and ash content and differences
in methods used to determine specific gravity. The specific
gravity of clean coal increases with rank and ranges from
lignite to anthracite. Coal of a given rank has a higher
apparent specific gravity when wet than when dry, and
similarly, a change in specific gravity is exhibited with the
change in ash content: Higher ash content gives higher
specific gravity. The most important use of this physical
characteristic is the part that it plays in the cleaning
of coal by wet cleaning methods. The basic principle on
whic.h these operate is that the specific gravity of coals
differs from their associated impurities and that there is
a relationship between the velocity with which the particles
fall in water and their relative densities.
Shale, clay and sandstone, if pure, have a specific
gravity of about 2.6. Carbonaceous shale ranges in specific
gravity from 2.0 to 2.6 depending upon the quantity of
carbonaceous material present. Other impurities such as
gypsum, kaolin and calsite have specific qravities of
2.3~ 2.6 and 2.7, respectively, while the specific gravity
of pyrite is about 5.0. Since the specific gravities of
all these impurities are considerably greater than the
specific gravity of coal, these impurities will fall to
the bottom of a container filled with water more rapidly
than coal. If the water is given a pulsating motion by
compressed air, for example, causing the water to move up
and down, the impurities will be kept at the bottom and
the coal at the top where it can be recovered.
2.2.2

Size Stability and Uniformity

Size stability and uniformity of a given coal are
critical to the coal cleaning operation because the cost of
cleaning the coal increases dramatically as the percentage
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of fine size coal in the preparation plant increases.

The

size stability of coal may be expressed as a function of
friability and/or weathering.
2.2.2.l

Friability--The strength of coal is displayed,

among other ways, in its ability to withstand degradation
of ·size upon handling.

The tendency towards breakage during

handling, termed "friability", depends to some extent on the
toughness, elasticity and fracture characteristics as well
as upon strength.

The greater the friability of a given

gr~ater

the chance for size degradation, e.g.,

coal, the

very friable coal will produce a larger percentage of fines
when the coal is fed to a crusher.
Friability normally increases with coal rank (with the
exception of anthracites) reaching a maximum in coals of
the low-volatile group.

Coals of somewhat lower rank than

low-volatile are usually relatively non-friable and, hence,
resist degradation in size with its accompanying increase
in the amount of surface exposed to oxidation.

With coals

of subbituminous rank, degradation by slacking or weathering
supplements that due to breakage or handling.

Anthracites

are compared in friability to the subbituminous coals;

both

are harder than bituminous coals and decidedly more
resistant to breakage than the very friable low-volatile
coals.

Lignites were found to be the least friable of all

coals.
2.2.2.2

Weathering--Weathering is the tendency of

coals to disintegrate or slack on exposure to weather,
particularly when alternately wetted and dried or subjected
to hot sunshine.

Lower ranked coals like lignite slack very

readily; subbituminous coals slack to some extent but less
readily than lignite; and bituminous coals are affected
only slightly by weathering.

The size degradation caused

by slacking is expressed as a precentage and termed slack
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index. Slack indexes of five percent or less characterize
bituminous coals where as the slack indexes for lignite
approach 100 percent.
2.2.3

Grindability

Grindability of coal, or the ease with which it may
be pulverized, is a composite physical property embracing
other specific properties such as hardness, strength,
tenacity and fracture. A general relationship exists between
the grindability of a specific coal and its rank. Coals
that are the easiest to grind are found in the mediumvolatile and low-volatile groups. These coals are
decidedly easier to grind than coal of the high-volatile
bituminous, subbituminous and anthracite ranks. The most
common index of grindability is the Hardgrove grindability
index. Table 2-2 shows the varying grindability of some
Table 2-2
Grindability Indexes of Some American Coals
County

Sr ate

Pennsylvania
Pcnmylvania
Pcnmylvania
Pennsylvania
Wcq Viri,:inia
Wc~t Virginia
West Virginia
West Virginia
Virginia
Virginia
Virginia
Virginia
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Illinois
Kentucky
Kentucky
Kentucky
Ohio
Ohio
Indiana
Alahama
Utah
Pennsylvania

Red

<·amhria

Lower Kittanning
Lower Freeport
Pittsburgh
Upper Freeport
Sewell
Pocahontas No. 3
l'owclllon
No. 2 Gas
Morris
Taggart
Upper Banner
Rnvcn
No. <i
No. 6
No. 5
No. 7
Elkhorn Nos. 1 & 2
Hight Splint
No. 12
No. 8
No. 9
No. V
Black Creek
Castle Gate
Various

lndinna
Washington
Westmoreland
Faye lie
McDowell
Wyoming
Wyoming
Wisc
Wisc
Dickenson
Buchanan
Sangamon
Williamson
Fulton
Vermillion
Pike

Hell
Muhlenhurg
Harrison
Belmont
Sullivan
Walker
Carbon
Schuylkill
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/fanigrm·c
( i rindahi/ity
Index
109

92
55
6.'i
R(,

%

511
70
43
62
R4

98

55
57
63
56

42
40

55
51
50

55
44
47

38

United States coals. The capacity, power input for
pulverizing and repair costs of pulverizers vary with the
grindability index.
coal is to grind.
2.2.4

The higher the index the easier the

Impurities in Coal

Coal is not a uniform substance, but rather a mixture
of combustible metamorphosed plant remains that vary in
both physical and chemical composition. The diversity of
the original plant materials and the degree of metamorphism
or coalif ication that have affected these materials are the
two major reasons for the variety of physical components in
coal.· This widely varying composition greatly affects the
preparation characteristics of the coal.
2.2.4.1 Moisture--The percentage of moisture present
in a given coal bed corrunonly called "bed moisture", is more
or less constant throughout a given mine and is a general
characteristic of the rank of the coal. Bed moisture may
range from a low of 1, 2 or 3 percent in bituminous coal to
a high of 45 percent in lignite. The actual moisture
content of a given coal as it enters a preparation plant or
a steam generator is dependent upon a number of factors in
addition to its bed moisture. The mining methods used to
extract the coal, the storage techniques of both the raw
and the clean coal products, the method of cleaning and
drying of the coal and the method of transporting the coal
to user may all affect the moisture content of a coal.
The moisture in the coal, whether inherent or surface,
can be considered as an impurity from the viewpoint of
utilization. It is, of course, a dilutant in that it reduces
available energy yield of the coal in proportion to the
amount of moisture present and even in excess of this
amount for some uses, especially for coal's largest single
customer--. electric power generation. Not only does moisture
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replace

po~ential

energy in proportion to the amount present,

but it further robs Btu output because the moisture must be
heated to stack temperatures in the boiler furnace before
it is expelled.
2.2.4.2

Minerals--The mineral impurities occurring

in coal may be classified broadly into those that form ash
and those that contribute sulfur.

From the standpoint of

coal cleaning, both the ash-forming and the sulfurcontaining impurities may be subdivided into two classes-impurities that are structurally a part of the coal and
hence not separable by physical means, and inorganic
impurities that can be eliminated to a greater or lesser
extent by crushing and ordinary cleaning methods.

The

relative rate at which the mineral and the organic materials
accumulated in the swamp determines the physical character
and ash content of the product that resulted.

If organic

matter predominated, the product formed was coal containing
some inherited impurities.

If silt predominated, a

carbonaceous shale was formed.

Products intermittent

between these two are classified as bone or boney coal
depending upon the amount of silt incorporated in their
structure.
Coal ash varies greatly in its chemical composition.
It is a mixture of silica (Si02) and alumina (Al203) which
came from sand, clay, slate and shale; iron oxide (Fe203)
from pyrite and marcasite; magnesia (MgO) and lime (CaO)
from limestone and gypsum; the alkalis, sodium oxide and
potassium oxide (Na20 and K20); phosphorus pentoxide (P205);
and miscellaneous amounts of trace elements.

Table 2-3

shows the important minor and trace elements found in most
coals.

Much more detailed listings may be found in the

referenced literature.

The residue from these minerals

after the coal has been burned is called ash.
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The average

Table 2-3
Minor and Trace Elements in Coal

Minor Elements
(about 1% or more, on ash)

Trace Elements
(about 0.1% or less, on ash)

Pollutant:

Named as Hazardous:

Sulfur

Beryllium

Cadmium

Nitrogen

Fluorine

Mercury

Arsenic

Lead

Ash-Forming:

Selenium

Sodium

Others Analyzed:

Potassium

Coal Basis

Ash Basis

Boron

Lithium

Vanadium

Scandium

Chromium

Manganese

Cobalt

Strontium

Nickel

Zirconium

Copper

Barium

Zinc

Ytterbium

Gallium

Bismuth

Iron
Calcium
Magnesium
Silica
Alumina
Titanium

Germanium
Tin
Yttrium
Lanthanum
Uranium
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ash content of the entire thickness of a coal bed is at
least 2 or 3% even for very pure coals, and 10% and more
for coals found in most commercial mines. Coal material
that is too high in ash for ordinary use may be called
bone coal, bituminous shale or black slate.
Some ash-forming impurities are so finely divided and
so intimately mixed with pure coal substances that they may
be considered a structural part of the coal. Impurities
of this type cannot be separated from the coal by physical
preparation. The chief value of determining them quantitatively is that they fix a minimum ash content of the cleanest
portion of the raw coal~-the so-called true, fixed, normal
or inherent ash content. In the washing processes for
eliminating impurities, the value of inherent ash may be
approached as a limiting minimum to designate the portion
of the ash content of coal that is structurally part of the
coal itself and, therefore, cannot be separated by mechanical
means. Other impurities are interbedded with coal and may
be in thin layers or in thick rock-like deposits. Clay is
the most common substance in banded impurities consisting
mainly of one or more of the three common clay minerals-kaolinite, illite and montmorillinite.
2.2.4.2.l Clay and Shale One of the principal
contaminants of raw coal is clay or shale from the roof
and floor or from interbedded partinqs. Clay presents
major problems to the coal preparation plant. Approximately
95% of the coal cleaned in this country is cleaned using some
type of wet processing. The majority of these wet process
techniques use the difference in density between coal and
its associated impurities as the basis for separating the
coal from the impurities.
The pronounced tendency of clays to disintegrate in
water and to form plastic masses have definite implications
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in terms of the design and operation of preparation plants,
i.e., they show up as an additional capital cost in plant
design and as an operational cost on a daily basis. The
direct operational difficulties (cost} associated with the
particle disintegration and the resulting dispersion of
colloidal matter appear in the form:
of contamination to and increased viscosity of
dense-medium suspensions,
difficulties in dewatering and drying of the fine
coal sizes,
difficulties in the filtration of froth-flotation
products and
handling difficulties in the disposal of fine
refuse.
In addition to the items listed above and with specific
reference to the low-ranked lignite and subbituminous coals,
other operational difficulties arise when the lattice
structure of the particular clays associated with these
coals render them susceptible to swelling. These clays may
swell to such a degree that their apparent specific gravity
is altered significantly. This alteration brings the
specific gravity of the clay down to 1.60, very close to that
of the coal itself. As the specific gravity of the clays
approaches that of the coal being washed, several things may
happen. First, the clay becomes extremely difficult to
separate from the coal. Secondly, the apparent density of
the wash-bath is altered significantly allowing slate to be
discharged with the coal at the top of the washer.
(Specifics of the washing operation are addressed in
Chapter 7.)
The problems generated by clay and shales in a washing
plant appear to be related to the rank of the coal. In
anthracite coal, the shale is so well indurated and
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compacted that it is called slate and it shows very little
tendency toward particle disintegration.

On the other hand,

clay and shale in low-rank coals, such as subbituminous,
.exhibit a maximum amount of particle disintegration and an
amplification of the difficulties discussed.
2.2.4.2.2

Sulfur--Of the minerals found in coal, sulfur

is the most important single element impeding the
utilization of coal as a clean fuel.

Many U.S. steam coals

contain high percentages of sulfur which must be reduced as
air pollution regulations become increasingly more stringent.
The reduction of sulfur in coal is a difficult problem
which has long been under study.
Sulfur in coal is reported in detailed chemical
analysis as sulfate sulfur, pyritic sulfur and organic
sulfur.

The sulfur content of coals varies from 0.1 to

10.0% by weight.
Sulfate sulfur, or that part of the total sulfur that
can be extracted by treatment with hydrochloric acid, is
usually of only minor importance (less than 0.1 weight
percent).

The sulfate sulfur occurs in combination with

either calcium or iron and is usually water-soluble,
originating from in situ pyrite oxidation.

The amount of

sulfate sulfur in a coal increases rapidly with weathering
as the oxidation of iron sulfides gives rise to ferrous
and ferric sulfates.
The term pyritic (sulfide) sulfur is used to refer to
either of the two dimorphous forms of ferrous disulfide
(FeS 2 )--pyrite or marcasite.

The two minerals have the

same chemical composition, but have different crystalline
forms.

Pyrite is isometric (cubic) and marcasite is

orthorhombic.

The victorian brown coals of Australia are

an exception in that marcasite is virtually the only
sulfide material reported.
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Microscopic pyrites occur predominantly in coal in
four forms:
1.

Veins--generally thin and film-like along the
vertical joints (cleat) , but may be up to several
inches wide and contain large pyrite crystals with
well deve£oped crystal faces.

2.

Lenses--extremely variable in shape and size but
generally flattened and elongated in cross sections,
ranging in size from a fraction of an inch thick
to several inches in diameter.

3.

Nodules or balls--roughly spherical in shape and
from inches to several feet in diameter. These
sulfur balls are usually not pure pyrite but
include one or more of the following--calcite,
siderite, clay minerals and organic matter.

4.

Pyritized plant tissue--often included with the
carbonate minerals in a "coal ball", which is a
portion of coal in which the plant material has
undergone replacement by inorganic material
rather than coalif ication.

Sulfide sulfur occurs as individual particles (O.l
micron to 25 cm. in diameter) disseminated throughout all
coal deposits. Pyrite is a dense mineral (4.5 gm/cc)
compared with bituminous coal (1.30 gm/cc), but like coal
is quite water-insoluble unless oxidized.
The organic sulfur is a part of, and chemically bonded
to, the coal: it cannot be removed unless the chemical bonds
holding it are broken. The amount of organic sulfur present,
therefore, defines the theoretical lowest limit at which a
coal can be cleaned by physical methods. Where organic
sulfur is associated with certain constituents of coal,
gravimetric reductions may be possible: however, organic
sulfur is generally considered to be uniformly distributed
throughout the coal and not amenable to reductions by
conventional mechanical cleaning.
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Only the sulfide and sulfate sulfur forms in coal may
be removed by mechanical cleaning. The extent of that
removal, which is possible (10% to 90%), is primarily a
function of particle size of the pyrite and the nature of
its dissemination. Very small and highly disseminated
pyrite particles are nearly impossible to separate from
coal. The pyrite may be of microscopic size and so
intimately mixed with the coal that it cannot be liberated,
or it may be predominantly coarse and readily released from
the coal when crushed. For a given situation, the removable
sulfur is the total sulfur less the sum of the organic sulfur
and that portion of the finely disseminated pyrite which
cannot be removed.
2.3

COAL RESERVES

Coal is found on every continent of the world,
including Antarctica, although most of the coal deposits are
found in the Northern hemisphere. According to the "Survey
of Energy Resources", World Energy Conferences, coal has
been mined in 70 countries of the world, however, 80% or
more of all identified coal reserves occur in the United
States, the Soviet Union and China.
Due to the many different methods used to estimate
coal reserves, and because available information on coal
varies widely, comparisons of the reserves between or among
countries is very difficult. The United States Bureau of
Mines and the United States Geological Survey dat~ indicates
that the United St~tes has at least one-fifth to one-sixth
of all the coal in the world. Approximately one-eighth of
the land area of the United States is underlain by coalbearing strata. These strata occur in at least 37 states.
Figure 2-5 depicts the coal fields of the United States.
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Figure 2-5
The Coal Fields of the United States
(Source: U.S. Geological survey)

In addition to indicating the geographic distribution
of coal, Figure 2-5 shows the range of coal ranks within
the United States. Nearly all the bituminous and.
anthracite coal is found in the Eastern half of the country.
Although the full range of coal ranks is found in the
Western half of the United States, most Western coal
reserves are sub-bituminous coal or lignite. In most of
the coal-bearing areas shown in Figure 2-5, more than one
coal seam is present (from a few seams to 117 that have
been identified in West Virginia). The individual seams
range in thickness from a fraction of an inch to more than
100 feet. Most of the bituminous coal seams are 20 feet thick
thick or less and most mining has been in seams from 3 to 10
feet thick.
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'
According td-~he 1974 Keystone Coal Industrial Manual,
"The identified and hypothetical reserves of coal in the
United States amounts to some 3,224 billion tons. However,
based on current technology, economics and environmental
regulations, only some 150 billion tons could reasonably be
extracted".
ff

There are three main classes of reserves. They are:
measured, indicated and inferred. They may be described as
follows:
1.

Measured (proven) reserves lie within 1/2 mile
of a point of observation and are considered to
be within 20 percerit of true tonnage.

2.

Indicated (probable) reserves are based on points
of observation approximately 1 mile apart, but not
more than 1 1/2 miles, covering a band 1 1/2 miles
wide surrounding the area of proven reserves.

3.

Inferred reserves, in general, lie more than 2
miles from points of observation. Sometimes this
category is broken into strongly inferred reserves,
which are estimated by projections beyond the 4
mile limit. The Bureau of Mines frequently reports
known reserves that represent the sum of measured
and indicated reserves.

In computing the volume of reserves in each of the
thickness categories for each bed, the total thickness of
coal is used, exclusive of partings greater than 3/8 of an
inch thick. Beds or parts of beds made up of alternating
layers of thin coal and partings are omitted if the total
partings exceed one half the total thickness or if the ash
content exceeds 33 percent. Frequently, the distribution of
reserves is also categorized according to thickness of
overburden: 0 to 1,000 feet, 1,000 to 3,000 feet and 3,000
feet to 6,000 feet.
The breakdown of total U.S. coal resources according to
Keystone is as follows:
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Billion Tons
Mapped and explored (identified)
0-3,000 ft. overburden . . . . . .

1,581

Unmapped and unexplored (indicated
and probable)
0-3,000 ft. overburden . . . . . .
3,000-6,000 ft. overburden . . . .

1,306
337

Total

3,224

However, the economically exploitable coal, which is defined
as "material having a thickness of more than 28 inches and
less than 1,000 ft. overburden ... " and from identified
reserves, is stated to be less than 260 billion tons. Of
this figure, the United States Bureau of Mines says we will
recover 50%. of the underground reserves (105 billion tons)
and 90%+ (45 billion tons) of the surface reserves for a
total of 150 billion tons.
The coal fields of the United States, identified by
regions and type of mining, are shown in Figure 2.6. The
Appalachian Region, which stretches northeastward from
Alabama through Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, Ohio
and Pennsylvania, is the largest deposit of high-rank
bituminous coal in the world, and contains most of the
anthracite coal in the United States.
One of the characteristics of the Appalachian Region
coals which enhances their value is their ability to form
coke or agglomerate when heated in the absence of, or with
a limited supply of air. All of the coals are not used for
coke-making, however, because some contain more sulfur than
is desirable for metallurgical-grade coke. We have more
information on the quality of these coals than for those
found in any other region in the country. This is due to
the many analyses of the coals made by Federal and State
agencies in connection with the use of these coals, not
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only for coke-making, but for light, power and heat in the
industrial, commercial and residential sectors of the
economy.
West Virginia ranks second to Illinois in total
bituminous coal reserves, but first in reserves of bituminous
coal among the states in the Appalachian Region.
Approximately 46 percent of West Virginia's reserves are
low-sulfur coals (here defined as 1.6 percent sulfur or
less) and 45 percent are medium-sulfur coals (3 percent or
less), making a total of 91 percent of the reserve having
relatively little sulfur.
West Virginia coals vary so greatly that it is
convenient to separate them as northern and southern coals.
In the North, the Pittsburgh bed produces medium-sulfur
coals, and the upper Freeport and Sewell beds produce lowsulfur coals that are excellent for steam generation. In
the South, the Lower Kittanning, No. 2 Gas, Peerless, Cedar
Grove and Sewell beds produce some of the finest steam
quality coal mined in the United States. As the sulfur
content of these coals is generally low, only the ash-content
needs to be reduced.
In Pennsylvania, large quantities of bituminous coal
are produced for electric utilities. Most of this coal comes
from the Upper and Lower Freeport, Upper and Lower Kittanning
and Pittsburgh coal beds. These are generally medium-sulfur
coals (85 percent of the reserve contains 3 percent or less
sulfur and 35 percent has a sulfur content of no more than
2 percent). The Central Pennsylvania beds, including both
medium and low-volatile coals, generally contain less sulfur
than those in the western part of the state and are upgraded
primarily to reduce the ash content before they are used for
steam generation.
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In Ohio the principal coal beds mined are extensions of
Pennsylvania's Pittsburgh, Middle and Lower Kittanning, Upper
and Lower Freeport and Sewickley (Meigs Creek) bed; these
coal beds usually contain medium-ash and high-sulfur. They
are used primarily for steam generation.
Maryland's coals are similar to those of the eastern
portion of the bituminous fields of Pennsylvania, but these
usually have low-sulfur content. In eastern Kentucky and
Virginia, the coals are of low-sulfur content. In Tennessee
and Alabama, the sulfur content of the coal ranges from low
to high.
Of the bituminous deposits, about two-thirds are located
in the states east of the Mississippi River. The coal fields
or deposits in Illinois, Indiana and western Kentucky contain
29 percent of the estimated remaining bituminous coal
reserve, but Illinois alone has the largest bituminous
reserve of all states. Coals in these states are generally
hi~her in sulfur, especially organic sulfur, with almost 80
percent of the reserved containing more than 3 percent sulfur.
There are, however, several small deposits of low-sulfur
coals in southern Illinois and Indiana where sulfur content
averages 1.5 percent or less.
The Interior Western region contains large deposits
of medium to high-volatile bituminous, which have not been
extensively mined because they are too far from the eastern
cente'rs of population and industry. These deposits extend
across Iowa, Missouri, eastern Nebraska, Kansas and into
Oklahoma, with a related bed in Texas. A smaller area of
low-volatile bituminous and anthracite extends over into
Arkansas.
The small lignite beds in Texas and Arkansas extend
over into Alabama and are properly in the Gulf Province.
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They are of only fair quality and few analyses for them are
available. They have been included with the interior western
region in the USBM studies for convenience.
Coals in the Northern Great Plains province comprise
enormous deposits of lignite and subbituminous, which have
scarcely been touched. Lignite is characterized by a high
content of water and ash, and an ash content of alkaline
earths which is significantly higher than other coals.
The ~estern region is defined here, as in the USBM
studies of coals by regions, to include the deposits in the
Rocky Mountain states and a few isolated deposits in the
Pacific Northwest. A southwest sub-region at the FourCorners area of Arizona, New Mexico, Utah and Colorado has
been established for washability data collection. The coals
of the western United States are geologically younger than
the eastern coals, and 70% are subbituminous or lignitic
in rank. Although the lower rank western coals are generally
of low-sulfur content and of ten contain only medium amounts
of ash, they also are of lower calorific value and are
mostly used for steam generation where they can be mined
easily and utilized close to their source. However, in
some recent applications, these coals are being shipped to
eastern steam generators.
On a broad regional level, only the bituminous coals of
South Appalachia and some of the lignites of the West will
directly, or with the best coal cleaning technology, meet the
most ·strict sulfur emission levels, although there are other
seams with substantial reserves which can comply. The coals
of North Appalachia, as a group, can be prepared to meet some V"'
regional state implementation plans. Overall, the cleaning
of northeastern coals combusted for power generation would
result in 34% sulfur reduction (nearly 3 million tons af
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sulfur annually) utilizing current cleaning practice; this
level would be increased to 46% (over 4 million tons
annually) by the application of the best known preparation
technology.
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3.
3.1

OBJECTIVES OF COAL PREPARATION

BACKGROUND

Coal often exists in its natural state with many
impurities, i.e., sulfur, clay, rock, shale and other
inorganic materials generally called ash. During the past
decade increasing emphasis has been placed on removing the
impurities, especially those which result in sulfur oxide
emissions upon combustion of the coal.
Historically, in the United States coal preparation
has been utilized only for specific coals destined for
carbonization. The reasons are varied; primarily to reduce
their sulfur content, to provide a specific uniform product,
to enhance salability, and to improve the economic advantages for coal marketing by developing a superior product.
The technological and economic growth of the last 25 years,
the resulting degradation of our Nation's environment and
the introduction of emission standards for air pollution
control (sulfur oxides) have changed this picture
considerably in recent years.
Years ago, in the hand-loading days of our coal
industry, the quality of coal produced was generally
satisfactory (regardless of use) because only the cleanest
seams were mined and the majority of impurities inherent in
mining operations were not loaded out with the coal.
However, productivity per man was very low. Mechanization
improved productivity, but impurities increased to the
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extent that some form of cleaning became necessary at many
mines, even those in the cleanest seams. The transformation
from hand-loading to mechanical mining was quite rapid
during the mid 1930's. Tipples and earlier type cleaning
devices became inadequate almost overnight. The quality
of coal was jeopardized again with the adoption of fullseam mining throughout the industry. Cleaning units were
installed on coarse coal sizes to eliminate the manpower
required for hand picking the coal as it came from the mine.
In addition, due to the marked increase in finer sizes in
the run-of-the-mine coal called "ROM", cleaning units were
installed to pick up the slack in the coal output.
Today with the thinner dirtier seams being mined, the
impurities in the raw coal may be not only from the seam
itself, but also in extraneous material taken in mining
of the roof or floor. With increased mechanization·, a
higher proportion of top and bottom material is taken in
mining, which increases the tonnage of reject to be handled.
Also, the effects on mining practice of the coal mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969 have contributed significantly to
the increase in impurities in the ROM coal. For example,
the water sprays on continuous miners used to ally the dust
at the face seem to add significantly to the moisture
content of the raw coal while excessive rock dusting adds
other incombustibles to the ROM coal.
3.2

CURRENT PRACTICE

Coal is providing an increasing share of energy
consumed by stationary sources (utility, industrial,
conunercial and residential). Demand for electrical energy,
the shortage of available oil and gas and stagnation of
nuclear power development, have made critical the issue as
to whether energy can be made available, in its desired
fonns, to meet future demands without sacrificing the.
environment.
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Today raw coal is cleaned to remove as much noncarbonaceous material as is economically feasible in order
to produce a uniform high-quality feedstock for any
desired use. Some of the reasons for coal preparation are:
removal of substantial quantities of sulfur
from coal,
concentration of carbon in the clean coal,
removal of ash,
reduction in concentration of trace elements and
uniform quality of product including ash,
moisture and Btu content.
Coals have highly variable characteristics by seam and
by geographical location. Coals are prepared by size
reduction and sorting, based upon particle size and density,
to create uniform products of high calorific content and
reduced mineral levels; especially sulfur. However, only
the pyritic sulfur fraction of the total sulfur content is
amenable to separation by physical processing. This
limitation of sulfur reduction to the natural organic sulfur
level of a particular coal means that the level of coal
quality improvements attainable is varying, being constrained
by processing objectives, cost, processing technology and
coal characteristics.
The specific ways of preparing coal are of course
determined by its end use. Most of the coal produced in
this country is consumed either by carbonization--to
produce metallurgical and chemical coal--or by combustion-to raise steam for electric power generation, to obtain
process heat and steam for manufacturing and mining industries
or for space heating. Although many of the same methods
are used in evaluating coals for different uses, the
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problems, bodies of knowledge and approaches associated with
carbonization and combustion in each area are sufficiently
dissimilar that coal evaluation in each area merits separate
discussion.
3.3

METALLURGICAL COKE

Another fuel form, metallurgical coke, is almost
universally used in blast furnaces, both in ferrous and
non-ferrous smelting. Coke is the hard, condensed residue
resulting from the slow combustion of bituminous coal in the
absence of air. This process distills and drives off the
volatiles and leaves a high-carbon product, i.e., coke.
During decomposition, the coal mass fuses and swells
and becomes plastic. The volatile substances driven off
during the coking process range from simple gases such as
CO, C02, H20, H2, N2, CH 4 , H2S, S2 and NH 3 to various
complex hydrocarbons and other organic compounds, some
containing nitrogen and sulfur. Gradually the mass
solidifies as the process reaches completion.
The by-product coke oven, as shown in Figure 3-1, is
the primary tool for processing coke in the United States.
The oven is externally heated and allows for the recovery of
the coal gases, coal tar, and other valuable by-products.
Not all coals are suitable for coking purposes and
those that are selected must be carefully prepared before
carbonization to produce a high quality coke. The main
purpose in cleaning coals is to reduce moisture, ash and
sulfur content; however, coal is also prepared to obtain a
uniform product. This is important because coal often
varies in quality in different areas of a mine. By preparing the coal, a blending of the various qualities can be
achieved to assure a uniform coke with minimum ash and
sulfur content.
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When used for metallurgical purposes, the presence of
sulfur compounds in the fuel represents a genuine problem.
For example, in high or vertical furnace processes a
lowering of the sulfur content in coke by 1 percent saves
from 18 to 20 percent of the fuel, considerably increasing
the efficiency of the metallurgical aggregates and
contributing· to an improvement in the quality of the metal.
Also, sulfur in coal used for metallurgy is apt to
contaminate the metal. This holds equally true fcir
several other elements which comprise the ash content of
coal such as phosphorous and arsenic.

Coke pusher

...

~

Figure 3-1
By-Product Coke Oven

3.4

STEAM COAL

About two-thirds of the electric energy in the United
States is generated by coal-fired plants. Many of these
plants use high-sulfur coal although increasingly more
stringent Federal, State and local air pollution regulations
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have intensified the demand for clean fuels and superior
control devices.
The major problem of coal-burning power plants is
reducing the air pollutants in stack gases. In most of
these plants1 a chief pollutant is sulfur dioxide from the
combustion of organic sulfur compounds present in the coal.
Stack gas cleaning systems are expensive to install and
operate, and in some cases would not be needed if most of
the pollutants were removed from the coal prior to
combustion.
The sulfur dioxide standards now applicable to the
power industry include Federal regulations which primarily
relate to new facilities and those imposed by the
individual State Implementation Plans (SIP's). These
regulations apply to steam generating facilities which
were started or modified after August 17, 1971, within 180
days of the time they came on-line. They apply to all
facilities having more than 250 million Btu/hour input
(about 10 tons of coal). Besides the maximum 2 hour average
value of 1.2 pounds S02 per million Btu fired, corresponding
values for particulate matter are 1.0 pound and no greater
than 20% opacity, and for nitrogen oxides, 0.7 pounds per
million Btu fired.
Estimates made in accordance with Project Independence
(the President's plan for the United States to be energy
self-sufficient by 1985) call for the demand of coal to
expand to between 1.2 and 1.7 billion tons per year by
1985. About 94 billion tons of naturally occurring low
sulfur coal can be foreseen as a supply that meets air
quality regulations. The remaining portion will have to be
regulated by using contro1 devices or by coal preparation.
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Available methods for controlling sulfur oxide
emissions from stationary combustion sources fall into the:
following major categories:
the physical removal of pyritic sulfur by physical
coal cleaning prior to combustion,
the scrubbing of sulfur oxides from the combustion
flue gas and
the conversion of coal to a clean fuel by such
processes as gasification, liquifaction and
chemical extraction.
Of these methods, physical removal of pyritic sulfur is
the least expensive and the most highly developed method.
The degree of sulfur reduction possible depends upon the
characteristics of the raw coal and its amenability to
sulfur release upon crushing. These characteristics are
unique to specific coals and vary from coal to coal. Until
such time as new coal conversion technology becomes available
and economical, most sulfur oxide emission control will be
affected by physical coal cleaning, flue gas scrubbing or
a combination of both.
Additionally, the use of coal in coal fired plants with
high ash content r~sults in a greater loss of efficiency,
yields a greater amount of ash and leads to greater losses
in the flue gases. Also, the loss of sensible heat and
combustible matter in the ash is. greater and the cost of
drying is correspondingly increased .
.With the exception of coal used by some stoke~s or wet
bottom furnaces, coal used in utility power plants is
normally pulverized. The cost of grinding and the wear and
tear of the pulverizers are disproportionately increased if
the coal has a high ash content because the shale is harder
to grind than the coal. Furthermore, the mineral matter in
· the dust entering the combustion chamber must be heated to
the flame temperature without contributing anything to the
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heating and the incombustible dust must be discharged from
the furnace. The flue gases generally carry large quantities
of incombustible dust which is either discharged through
the stack or accumulates on the stack walls.
Other than poor design or operation, the quality of the
coal greatly effects the efficiency of the combustor. In
addition to the operational costs and problems, the
increased transportation costs ·(transporting moisture and
other impurities) and the increased disposal cost of the ash
add considerable emphasis to the merits of clean coal.
3.5

SUMMARY

Coal is used in sintering, pelletizing, zinc retort
smelting, blast furnace smelting and other metallurgical
processes. For these processes, special coals prepared to
rigid specifications are used to get the desired
metallurgical results
By far the largest
,. at lowest cost.
application is in the form of coke for the iron blast
furnace.
Coal is also becoming the primary fuel for steam
generation for electric utilities. The mechanical coal
cleaning process will allow certain coals to be combusted
without additional sulfur emission controls and in those
situations where such controls are still necessary, prior
coal cleaning helps reduce the emission control costs.
For whatever purpose coal or coke is used, it is to the
advantage of the consumer that the fuel should contain the
minimum amount of ash. Incombustible material in the fuel
reduces its gross calorific value, increases the weight that
must be handled and transported, gives rise to difficulties
of combustion and involves further expense in its disposal.
Also, ash in coal increases the production of smoke and
results in the discharge of fine dust from chimney stacks,
especially from the stacks of pulverized fuel boilers.
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It is clear that with an increasing electric load
generated by coal, the emission of so 2 into the atmosphere
must be kept at an acceptable level. There have, however,
been difficulties in perfecting S02 clean-up systems and
processes. Most estimates indicate that these processes
will not reach widespread corrunercial usefulness before the
mid-1980's because of chemical and mechanical problems.
This fact, coupled with the need to meet stringent air
quality standards passed by the Federal Government, provide
the rationale for preparing raw coal to remove as much
pyritic sulfur as possible before firing.
Clean coal's greatest applicability is to:
(1) installations which are not able to use flue gas
desulfurization, such as industrial boilers of small size,
and (2) existing combustors which require clean coal to
meet State Implementation Plans (SIP's).
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4.
4.1

THE PREPARATION PROCESS

OVERVIEW

The coals of the United States have highly variable
characteristics by seam and by geographic location. Since
coals vary so widely, coal cleaning processes are typically
engineered for each coal source and designed with respect
to the use to be made of the coal. There is a considerable
process uniformity among plants, but each plant is usually
individually designed.
Coals are prepared by size reduction and subsequent
particle sorting based upon particle size and density. The
level of coal quality improvements attainable is variable,
being constrained by processing objectives, cost,
processing technology and coal characteristics.
For years, preparation plants were designed to produce
multiple sizes of coal for various customers, such as lump,
egg, stove, stoker and nut sizes. Today, however, plants
are designed to produce only one product of definitive
characteristics for one specific customer. The preparation
plant is designed to remove the non-combustibles from the
coal at the minimum practical operating cost and at the
optimum practical yield. However, the ROM coal is
prepared only to the extent that is necessary to make the
product salable.
The range of coal cleaning processes now being practiced in the United States may be generalized into four
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individual levels of preparation.
defined as follows:

These levels may be

Level 1--no preparation, direct utilization of
the run-of-the-mine product.
Level 2--removal of gross non-combustible impurities, plus control of particle size and promotion
of uniformity (typically 95% material yield and
99% thermal recovery)~ Little change in sulfur
content.
Level 3--single-stage cleaning allowing little
component liberation. Particle sizes less than
3/8 inch usually are not prepared. 80% material
yield and 95% thermal recovery. Limited ash
and sulfur content.
Level 4--multi-stage cleaning with controlled
pyrite liberation. Usually incorporated
dewatering and thermal drying. 70% material
yield and 90% thermal yield. Maximum ash-sulfur
rejection, and calorific content of product.
Preparation practice for most coals used by electric
utilities lies between levels 2 and 3. The preparation
practices for metallurgical coals are typically level 4.
The relative costs of these different levels are indicated
in Table 4-1. The extent to which a specific coal can be
cleaned is dependent upon the characteristics of the coal
and the sophistication of the preparation process. The
limitations are often both economic and technical.
The technical limitations of the preparation process
relate primarily to the very small component particles
existing in coal. Many of these particles are residual
structures of vegetation and minerals, generally irregular
in shape. The pyrite particles in many coals are less than
1 micron (0.0004 inch) in their longest dimension. Particles smaller than 50 microns cannot be practically separated
from each other, and separating them is usually inefficient.
Larger particles, or those less homogeneous in composition,
respond more readily to separation.
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TABLE 4-1
PREPARATION PLANT CAPITAL AND OPERATING COSTsl
Eastern Bituminous Coal
Design Capacity
Clean Coal
Tons/Yr
3,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000

Level 4

$25,200,000
17,500,000
9,000,000

Level 3

$11,200,000
8,100,000
4,350,000

Level 2

$3,200,000
2,500,000
1,500,000

Western Subbituminous
Utility Coal 2
6,720,000
3,360,000
2,040,000
1,580,000
1,200,000

10,000,000
5,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
Cleaning Cost $/Tons

0.00 3
1. 744

o.os3
0.174

o.os6
0.126
1.

Mid-1974 dollars
Level 4 - Detailed, elaborate facility (75% recovery).
Level 3 - Removal of liberated mineral matter (75% recovery).
Level 2 - Removal of only gross mineral matter (95% recovery) .

2.

Only Level 1 or 2 is applicable.
necessary.

3.

Includes labor, power, maintenance - no amortization or return on
investment. Thermal drying adds about 25% to capital costs and
30% to operating costs.

4.

Includes straight line financing at 8% interest, 20 years life and
5% ROI.

5.

Eastern Bituminous coal cleaning - three million ton per year.

6.

Western Subbiturninous coal cleaning - ten million ton per year at
Level 2.

7.

The capital costs utilized for cleaning eastern bituminous coals at
Level 4 ranged between $23,000 and $25,000 per ton of raw feed capacity per hour. Utilizing the "Best Practice" cited in Table 4-2
would increase this value to about $30,000 per ton of raw feed capacity per hour. The value would increase to an estimated $40,000 per
ton hour if the "best Cleaning Technology Available" were developed.
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Lignite - Level 1 only considered

To be separable, impurity-containing particles must
have masses greater than the pure coal particles. The
difficulty in separating small size particles (less than
50 microns) results from their slower response to the
acceleration of gravity than larger particles; they
literally float within the coal. Moreover, since most of
the separation is done in water pystems, a further complication exists in working with small particles in that
removal of the water from them is significantly more
difficult and more costly than removing water from the
larger-sized particles due to the smaller porosity of the
smaller particles or of the combination of particles.
Because of the technical difficulty in separating small
particles, the separation costs increase as the particle
size decreases. The processes which will remove more
pyrite from the coal necessarily utilize smaller particle
sizes and are considerably more costly. Accordingly, coal
cleaned primarily for ash removal is cleaned with as large
a particle size as is practical. It is for this reason
that coal processing plants which were not designed for
sulfur removal often do not function well as pyrite
removers.
The economic limitations of coal preparation are
varied and numerous. Cleaning of coarse coal is relatively
simple and less costly than cleaning of the finer sizes.
The fine coal portion in the raw coal feed has materially
increased as mechanization of mining process has increased,
thus adding considerably to cleaning plant costs. Wet
cleaning units for fine coal are not themselves expensive;
it is the equipment necessary to dewater and dry the product
that adds significantly to the cost. Clarifying the process
water and thermal drying substantially increase plant
capital investment. Yet many modern cleaning plants must
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contain this equipment in order to obtain the desired ash,
sulfur and moisture in the product and still recover the
greatest amount of salable coal.
The disposal of waste refuse developed during the coal
cleaning process (CCP) represents an additional cost which
must be attributed to the preparation plant. Sample
capital and operating costs for several coal refuse
disposal operations in Kentucky and Alabama have been
developed. In 1969 dollars, these values were about $0.27
per ton of refuse or $0.09 per ton of salable clean coal.
To that, an additional cost of about $0.01 per ton of
refuse must be added for final disposal site reclamatio~.
These costs do not incorporate any consideration of land
values.
The cost of refuse disposal depends upon:
Distribution between coarse and fine refuse
sizes: For example, fine refuse poses similar
problems to the disposal of flue gas desulfurization sludge, and poses even more severe
potential water pollution problems. Coarse
refuse disposal costs about twice that of fine
refuse disposal while the latter may require
greater land area and more complex engineering.
Research continues to develop procedures to
convert the fine refuse to more dense and
manageable form. Labor and maintenance costs
are higher for coarse refuse disposal while
power costs are greater for fine disposal when
they must be pumped away.
Distance from preparation plant to disposal area.
Local topography and land availability for
disposal site construction.
Existing or impending environmental controls.
In addition, coal preparation processes are consumers
of energy--they both utilize it in the processing and lose
some of it in the rejected refuse. Most energy consumed
during coal processing is utilized for one of the following:
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to move the coal components through the cleaning
system,
to create new surface area by breaking or
crushing,
to activate equipment to manipulate the particle
separation,
to remove water from the coal and
to operate environmental protection systems.
In general, processing energy requirements increase with
the beneficiation level and decrease as particle size·
increases.
Among the factors which may determine the final
delivered cost of coal to an electric generating station
are:
the cost of run-of-the-mine coal at the mine
portal,
the cost of cleaning,
the cost of handling and disposal of preparation
plant refuse,
the level of clean coal yield and thermal
recovery,
the cost of coal storage at the mine, preparation
plant and generation station,
the cost of coal loading at the mine or preparation plant and unloading at the generating
station and
the transportation costs.
Other economic impacts which must be compared between
use of run-of-the-mine coal and clean coal are:
the pulverization costs {power consumed and plant
maintenance) and
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the disposal cost of ash developed during coal
combustion.
The economic implications of coal preparation are presented
in Table 4-2 comparing sample costs for the same coal
burned "as mined" and cleaned. The clean coal, with a
0.6% lower cost, on a weight basis is 5.2% higher cost in
terms of ¢/MM Btu or mills/KWHr generated. This cost
comparison model neglects several factors which are dif f icult to quantify, but would undoubtedly enhance the value
of prepared coal. Among the factors favoring clean coal
are:
greater reliability of power plant performance,
reduced coal handling costs and storage costs,
greater heat-release capabilities--boiler
capacity design,
reduced slag-fouling maintenance in boiler and
heat transfer systems and
reduced quantities of fly-ash for collection.
4.2

PREPARATION PLANT MODULES

The physical cleaning of coal may be categorized into
five general processes'· when examined strictly in relation
to the preparation plant. These are:
plant feed preparation,
raw coal sizing,
raw coal separation,
product dewatering and/or drying and
product storage and shipping.
The sizing, separation and dewatering processes may each
be further broken down into three sub-process.es which are
used for coarse, intermediate or fine sized coal,
respectively.
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TABLE 4-2
COMPARATIVE COAL COSTS FOR UTILITY CONSUMPTION UTILIZING
CLEANED COAL AND RUN-OF-MINE FROM THE SAME MlNE

BASIS:

1 TON CLEANED COAL
Prepared Coal 2

Run-of-Mine Coal

Value at shipping point
$ expression

14.46:

13.31 3

¢/MM Btu

52.20

45.30

mils/KWhr

5.35

4.64

$ expression

18.25

17.86

¢/MM Btu

65.90

60.70

mils/KWhr

6.76

6.23

Value at Utility (Includes Transportation)5

Value as fired (includes coal grinding costs)6
$ expression

18.38

18 .14

¢/MM Btu

f>6.40

61. 70

6.80

6.33

mils/KWhr
Total fuel costs at utility (includes ash disposal) 7
$ expression

18.62

18.73

¢/MM Btu

67.20

63. 7::>

mils/KWhr

G.89

6.53

Basis for Comparative Cost Calculations
Coal Data
Clean Coal Yield
Thermal loss in cleaning

83.20%
5.85~.

Heat Content (Btu/lb)
Run-of-Mine
Clean Coal
% increase

12,240
13,850
13.20

Ash Content (Wt. %)
Run-of-Mine
Cleaned coal
i decrease

16.40
7.90
51.80
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TABLE 4-2 (Continued)
COMPARATIVE COAL COSTS FOR UTILITY CONSUMPTION UTILIZING
CLEANED COAL AND RUN-OF-MINE FROM THE SAME MINE
1.

Based on Central Pennsylvania low volatile bituminous coal. Assessed
at $14.46/T based on average U.S. selling price for utility coal,
May 1974. This price was equivalent to 65.8¢/MM Btu, and represents
an average calorific content of 11,000 Btu/lb SOURCE: Federal
Power Commission Data. Coal News. No. 4226, 1/14/74. National
Coal Association, Washington D.C. It is further assumed for this
example that the figure of $14.46/T includes $1.80/T contribution
to the UMWA Royalty Fund.

2.

Assumed cleaning cost $1.50/T of clean coal. A constant moisture
content of run-of-mine and cleaned coal is assumed.

3.

Value of run-of-mine coal $9.28/T. 1.20 tons required to prepare
1.00 ton of clean coal. Upon direct sale of the run-of-mine product,
the $1.80/T UMWA Royalty would be added.

4.

1971 U.S. average for coal: 10,252 Btu used to generate 1 KWhr.

5.

Assumed shipping cost $3.79/Ton (for 1973). SOURCE: Coal Traffic
Annual, 1974 edition, p. 27. National Coal Association, Washington
D.C. The cost advantages of storage and handling 20% less coal
in cleaned form at the power station have not been included.

6.

The grinding of coal for pulverized firing to 70% minus 200 mesh
requires energy consumption which varies with coal hardness.
Hardness is usually expressed as Hardgrove Grindability Index.
A 55 HGI coal uses 7.9 KWhr/T, while a 100 HGI coal uses 4.4 KWhr/T.
For these calculations power was charged at 3 cents per KWhr. The
value for the softer coal was utilized for clean coal while the
harder coal value was used for run-of-mine coal. SOURCE: Private
conununication - Mr. Richard Borio. Combustion Engineering, Inc.
Windsor, Conn. February, 1975.

7 .. Calculations based upon $3.00/Ton for ash disposal at the utility ..

Source of Table:

Lovell, Harold L., Sulfur Reduction Technologies
in.Coal by Mechanical Beneficiation (Third Draft),
Pennsylvania State university, March 5, 1975.
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The preparation plant module diagram, Figure 4.2,
graphically portrays the major module categories. In
addition, this chart shows the main refuse streams at their
points of origin. The individual processes may be defined
in the following manner:
Plant feed preparation--This process is primarily an initial size check, an initial size
reduction and the storage of the raw coal. The
raw coal storage may be either open or closed.
Open storage typically refers to piles of coal
stored upon the ground {usually conical).
Closed storage refers primarily to raw coal
that has been stored in a closed silo, generally
from 2,000 to 5,000 tons capacity. The initial
separation and reduction is normally performed by
a rotary-type breaker which separates ROM only
as being over six inches or under six inches.
Any product that is over six inches and passes
the breaker is directed immediately to the coarse
refuse disposal pile. All other product is
impact reduced by the breaker and fed directly to
the preparation plant or to the storage ar~u.
Raw coal sizing--Raw coal sizing typically
consists of a primary size check and a secondary
size check which separates the coal into coarse,
intermediate or fine sizes. Primary sizing is
usually accomplished by a raw coal screen or a
scalping deck which separates the coal into
coarse or intermediate sizes. The coarse product
is reduced in size as necessary {usually 2" or
1 1/4" x 0), and returned to the sizing operation.
A secondary size check which is either a wet or
dry vibrating screen separates the intermediate
sizes from the fines and directs the product to
module three - raw coal separation.
Raw coal separation--This process works with the
coarse, intermediate or fine sizes, and has
unique separation processes suited to the three
individual size groupings. Most of these processes are based upon gravity separation of the coal
from the unwanted impurities. After 'separation,
the products are directed to module four - product
dewatering.
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Product dewatering and/or drying--This includes
dewatering and drying of the coarse and intermediate sizes and an individual dewatering,
possibly with a thermal drying process, for the
fines.
Product storage and shipping--This includes
storage, handling and shipping operations and
may take a variety of forms.
The level of detail for any individual module is
variable and directly dependent upon the number and the
degree of complexity of the individual components that
comprise the operating tools. For example, plant feed and
initial product sizing are usually straightforward
operations {operationally and from the potential for
environmental impact and the ease of environmental control).
However, product separation is extremely variable in
regard to the number of possible combinations of equipment,
the influence of the specific coals, refuse or by-product
generation, etc. Therefore, within the product separation
module, the level of detail of module or sub-module
development may be considerable. Each of the process
modules will be discussed in separate chapters.
As with any operation involving man, materials and
machinery, there are a multitude of individual units or
combinations of units available to perform any specific
operation or task. For the purposes of the manual only
those units or combinations of units that are most typical
will be discussed; esoteric units will be discussed only
where their uniqueness or future benefit to the coal
cleaning process merit special attention.
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5.
5.1

PLANT FEED PREPARATION AND RAW COAL STORAGE

OVERVIEW

The plant feed preparation and raw coal storage module
consists of an initial size check, initial size reduction
and storage of the raw coal before it is fed to the preparation plant. This module is highlighted in Figure 5-1.
The first step in the coal cleaning process is the
delivery of the run-of-the-mine (ROM) coal to the plant
site. The coal may be delivered in railroad cars from
distant mines, by trucks from the strip pits or by
conveyors or mine cars from the working faces in underground mines. The equipment for raw coal handling starts
underground at the mining headhouse or at the truck dump
at surface mines. For example, some underground mining
·sections have surge feeders which are equipped with
breakers to reduce the top size of the coal before it is
discharged onto the conveyor -belt or into the mine cars,
and the truck dump itself at some surface mines may serve
to reduce the initial size of the ROM coal either from
impact breakage or crushing by the weight of the coal pile.
We will not address at this point the transportation
of the ROM coal to the plant site; however, it is important
to recognize in the preparation plant design the condition
of the coal as it comes from the mine.
5.2

INITIAL SIZE CHECK

ROM coal may contain very large pieces of rock, wood
or other impurities as well as coal. The method of mining
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has a major effect upon both the size consist and amount of
impurities found in the ROM coal. Where conventional
mining is still used, there will be a high percentage of
large coal lumps, but very little rock. Where mechanical
full-seam mining is used, large pieces of rock m_ay accompany the coal. However, continuous mining machines tend
to create more coal fines.
When the ROM coal is delivered to the preparation
plant site, it is dumped into a surge bin or surge feeder
which controls the feed through the first process module.
Usually the first piece of equipment actually belonging to
the preparation plant that the ROM coal contacts is the
run-of-the-mine scalper.
The ROM scalper is aptly named. It literally scalps
the large pieces of coal and rock off the top of the ROM
coal feed as shown graphically in Figure 5-2. The purpose
of the scalping screen is to size the ROM coal prior to
the primary, or initial, crushing operation. The scalper
helps reduce wear on the primary crusher by allowing the
finer coa:l and waste material to bypass the crusher; it
improves belt conveyor life by allowing a bed of fine
material to be placed on the belt prior to the larger
lumps, and it allows for the use of a smaller crusher
because of the reduced tonnage which is being fed to it
(see Figure 5-2).
As noted in Chapter 2, the abrasiveness of coal is a
major problem which must be dealt with during the coal
cleaning operation. By eliminating the quantity of fine
material entering the primary breaker and by providing
an impact bed on the conveyor, the ROM scalping screen
greatly assists in prolonging the life of the equipment
involved in the first module.
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The ROM scalping screen may be fixed or vibrating.
It is usually installed with a slope between 20 and 35
degrees.

The slope of the screen dictates its capacity.

An increase in slope of the screen will increase the
velocity

of the material passing over the screen and

hence increase its capacity while reducing its efficiency.
The scalping screen is necessarily of very heavy duty
construction enabling it to handle the large tonnages of
coal and rock involved (up to 1500 tph).

The screens are

designed with the length twice the width to allow sufficient time for the majority of the smaller material
(usually 6 inches x 0) to fall through the screen openings
onto the conveyor belt.

In some cases, lightweight wire

mesh or canvas type material is installed over the screen
flow to slow the flow and allow, more of the smaller material
material to fall through the openings.

However, since the

oversize (that material passing over the screen) is crushed,
sizing efficiency is of secondary importance.
5.2.l

Fixed ROM Coal Screen

If the scalping screen is fixed, it is generally
referred to as a bar screen or grizzly.

This is the

simplest type of screening device found in the coal
preparation plant.

The grizzly consists of equally spaced

parallel bars made of cast or forged alloy steel installed
parallel to the feed flow and inclined about 30 degrees.
The grizzly works well with a relatively dry, non-sticky
ROM coal feed.
5.2.2

Vibrating ROM Coal Screen

If the characteristics of the ROM coal are other than
dry and non-sticky, it is usually necessary to install a
vibrating type ROM coal screen.

The vibrating ROM coal

screen is usually installed at 25 degrees of slope, and
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has a single, perforated plate deck with an impact section
built into the feed end to absorb the impact of the large
pieces of rock and coal. Skid bars to assist the large
pieces in their journ~y are usually located at the feed
end of the screen and, in some cases, over the entire
screen deck depending upon the size consist and abrasiveness of the ROM coal. The deck openings normally range
from 4 to 8 inches with the norm being 8 inches. The
scalper operates with a relatively large stroke (~ inch)
because of the large openings. The ~-inch stroke will
generally prevent the sticky clay or wet coal from adhering
to and clogging the screen deck. Figure 5-4 depicts a
large vibrating ROM coal screen.
5.3

INITIAL SIZE REDUCTION

There are two primary objectives in crushing coal.
One is to reduce the run-of-the-mine coal to sizes
suitable for cleaning or further reduction; the other is
to reduce the coal to market size. The second step in the
plant feed preparation and raw coal storage module is the
reduction of the ROM coal to make it suitable for cleaning.
There are many types of crushers available, but for
any particular job one specific type of crusher will
probably perform better than any other. The problem is
to determine the one crusher that will give the desired
product in the capacity required at the lowest cost per
ton. The selection of the proper type of crushing facility
depends in part upon the following considerations:
maximum size of the feed coal,
desired capacity,
desired product size,
friability of the coal,
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Figure 5-4
Vibrating ROM coal Screens
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presence and percentages of rock, sulfur balls,
clay, etc.,
quality of resulting fines and
moisture content of the feed coal.
The maximum input size, the desired product size and the
capacity desired are all engineering characteristics
which are important to equipment.selection and are selfexplanatory.

The friability and moisture content of the

coal as well as the presence and percentages of rock,
sulfur balls and clay as important criteria for equipment
selection require further discussion.
The friability of the coal not only

contribute~

to

the existing state of the ROM coal, but also denotes the
ease with which the coal may be further reduced, i.e.,
whether the coal may be easily impact reduced or whether
the coal must be crushed in a roll-type or other type of
crusher.
The presence, nature and quality (usually expressed
in percentages) of impurities play an important role in
equipment selection as well.

The size, relative hardness

and percentage of rock and sulfur balls when weighed in
relation to the friability of the coal may eliminate one
type of crusher or another, i.e., the rock may aid in
breaking the coal in a Bradford-type rotary breaker and in
forcing the coal through the perforated plates in the
breaker (see Figure 5-2).

On the other hand, if a large

percentage of clay is present, and a Bradford-type breaker
is used, the entire perforated plate surface may soon be
plugged and everything entering the breaker will go
directly to the refuse bin.

Likewise, if the moisture

content of the ROM coal feed is too high, the wet fines
may plug the perforated plate in the Bradford-type breaker,
or they could literally jam a roll crusher.
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5.3.1

Rotary Breaker

The rotary breaker is a heavy trommel screen having
lifters on the inside. The rotary breaker actually serves
a dual purpose in that it both reduces the size of larger
pieces and removes coarse refuse and tramp iron. The use
of this breaker is specifically confined to ROM coal.
The raw coal feed enters at one end and the undersize
quickly passes through the perforations in the outer shell.
The lifters continually raise both coal and refuse on the
ascending side as the shell revolves. The material slides
off the lifters as it reaches the top and falls down onto
the bottom, which after a few revolutions will consist of
the larger pieces of both coal and refuse. Breaking at
this stage is largely due to impact. As the larger pieces
are broken down to smaller sizes, they pass through the
perforated shell, and only those pieces which are not
sufficiently reduced in size pass through the exit end of
the breaker and report to the refuse bin. It is important
that the ROM coal have a suitable friability index to allow
it to be sufficiently broken, while the refuse must be much
harder so that it is not broken, thus permitting its
discharge from the exit (refuse) end of the breaker.
The rotary breaker has several advantages over other
types of breakers (see Section 5.3.2) such as better dust
control (Figure 5-5 and 5-6) and the effective elimination
of large refuse without the loss of carbon. However, as
noted in Section 5.3, there are several limitations to its
use. For example, if the feed contains sticky clay, the
breaker tends to roll the clay into balls which become
pounded into the shell perforations and which will eventually plug up the breaker (at which time the breaker must
be stopped and cleaned out, effectively curtailing the
operation of the entire plant).
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Table 5-1
Sizes and Capacities of Rotary Breakers

Size
Diam. x
Length, Ft

Capacity
Approx.
Thp

Type
of
Coal

10

75- 150

Soft

6

x

7

x 14

15- 20

125- 250

Soft

9

x 17

40- 50

275- 450

Medium

10.5 x 19

60- 75

500- 750

Meiifium
or
ard

12

5.3.2

Motor,
Approx.
Hp

8

x 22

100-150 1,000-1,5000

Hard

Other ROM Coal Crushers

If the rotary breaker is not utilized for the primary
size reduction operation, pick breakers, hammermill, ring
crushers, jaw crushers, single- and double-roll crushers
and two-stage crushers are common types of crushers that
have been applied to reduce coal to a smaller size for
cleaning purposes.
The usual alternative, however, is a single- or
double-roll crusher (mostly double-roll in modern plants).
Single- and double-roll crushers are manufactured in
various grades, from light-duty models for processing
straight coal to heavy-duty models for handling large
quantities of rock plus coal. Most models have springrelease mechanisms which enable the crushers to avoid
failure when metal pieces such as miner cutting teeth,
etc., are encountered in the ROM coal feed. Roll-type
crushers break coal by compression (Figures 5-7, 5-8),
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Figure 5-7
Cross s e ction of double-roll crusher
Source:

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company

Figure 5-8
Crushing Heads
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i.e., a tooth penetrates a piece of coal and splits it
into smaller pieces in an action that is similar to that
of driving a wedge.

The double-roll crusher has several

major advantages when used for initial size reduction:

it

produces a very small amount of fines and it· is very
adjustable, allowing it to accomodate the varying nature
of ROM coal.
Table 5-2
Capacities of Double-Roll Crushers

Roll Size
Diam. x
Width, In.

Max. Size
of Feed,
In.

Speed of
Rolls
RPM

Product Size, In.
4
5
6
7~

Min.
Motor
Hp

Soft Bituminous Coal
24 x 36

6-16

130

170

200

270

300

15

30 x 48

8-20

115

250

330

400

450

25

1/3

1/6

1/6

Hp per Ton Crushed

Medium Hard Bituminous Coal
24 x 36

6-18

130

200

260

290

350

15

30 x 48

8-24

115

300

390

460

575 .

25

1/4

1/8

1/8

1/8

Hp per Ton Crushed

Hard Bituminous Coal
24 x 36

6-20

130

220

290

350

450

15

30 x 48

8-24

115

375

470

550

700

25

1/6

1/10

1/10

1/10

Hp per Ton Crushed

The other types of crushers mentioned are used occasionally as ROM coal crushers, though typically they are
reserved for fine coal crushing.
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Detailed discussions

concerning these crushers, their applicability and the
engineering of fine coal crushing are in Chapter 7.
5.4

RAW COAL STORAGE

The third and usually the final step in Module One
is the storage of the raw coal. This storage function
has become an increasingly important operation in the new,
larger preparation facilities for several reasons:
To limit interruptions of feedstock to the
preparation plant, i.e., to allow the mine and
the plant to function independently with delays
in one not affecting the operation of the other.
To allow controlled feed to the plant which
improves its efficiency--the plant can usually
operate at a much faster rate than the mine and
the plant should not operate much below its
designed operating level to achieve maximum
beneficiation of the coal.
To facilitate blending of various ROM coals to
assist in evening out chemical and physical
variations which may occur if coal from more than
one mine is processed, or if the plant is
servicing a very large mine where the characteristics of the coal from various places in the
mine vary considerably.
On the other hand, however, several problems are
encountered when storing coal for extended periods of
time, so that common practice in modern preparation plants
is to store only enough raw coal to feed the preparation
plant for a four to eight hour period, thus eliminating
the major problems. A discussion of coal storage problems
appears in detail in Chapter 9.
Storage of the raw coal is generally classified as
open storage, closed storage or a combination of both.
(Figures 5-9 and 5-10 depict open and enclosed storage
facilities.) The selection of the raw coal storage
facility is dependent upon a number of factors. Factors
of primary importance are:
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Figure 5-9
Open Raw & Clean Coal Storage

I' igure 5-10
Enclosed Raw & Clean Coal Storaoe
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the plant location in relationship to the mine(s),
the mode of transport of the ROM coal to the
plant site,
the average weather conditions,
the plant capacity, etc.,
the characteristics of the ROM coal and
the capital investment required.
The plant location in relationship to the mine or
mines and the mode of transport of the ROM coal to the
plant site play an important role not only in determining
whether or not the storage function occurs before the
initial size check and size reduction or afterwards as
depicted in Figure 5-1, but also in determining the method
of stora9e. For example, if the preparation plant is
some distance from the mine and the primary method of
haulage of the ROM coal is rail car, the ROM coal will
usually be held in the rail cars and processed through
the initial size check and size reduction only as needed
for feedstock. If, on the other hand, the coal is transported to the plant site by conveyor or truck, it is
obvious that major delays will occur in the mining
operation if some storage is not provided at the plant
site.
The characteristics of the ROM coal, coupled with or
independent of the climatic conditions, may dictate the
storage facility. If, for example, there are strong,
prevailing or persistent winds, as found in some
mountainous areas and some parts of the Midwest, it may be
impossible to store coal in open storage without serious
windage losses and serious air pollution generation in the
form of dust. If the coal is very moist and therefore
not as subject to windage, but the climate is very wet,
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serious water pollution in the form of acid runoff may be
generated by open, uncontained storage facilities.
If the preparation plant capacity is

~mall,

250 to

600 tons per hour (tph), and if the characteristics of the
ROM coal and/or the climate are not too severe, the
initial capital investment required to build a closed
storage facility may simply be beyond the financial reach
of the potential developer.
5.4.1

Open Storage for Raw Coal

Ground storage piles for raw coal are usually conical
or wedge-shaped.

The conical pile is the simplest form of

storage and the one most of ten selected for raw coal
storage.

The conical pile is usually flat bottomed with

coal in the dead storage area as shown in Figure 5-11 or
with an earthfill in the shape of a doughnut (Figure 5-12)
which helps to minimize the dead storage area.

The ROM

coal is usually delivered to the pile via a stacker
conveyor which may be equipped with a telescopic chute to
minimize dust generation.
Other than the potential pollution problems, the most
critical factor in ground storage is the recovery of as
much coal as possible with a minimum of expense for
equipment and labor.

A simple 15,000 ton conical pile

with one center opening to the conveyor gallery will
deliver only 3,000 tons of coal to the plant (this is
called "live" storage).

The other 12,000 tons are "dead"

coal and would have to be bulldozed to the feeder opening
to be recovered. By extending the conveyor tunnel across
the diameter of the pile and providing a multi-feeder
arrangement, 50% to 60% of the coal becomes live storage.
The problems of obtaining maximum, open, live
storage of the raw coal is ·reduced in a few of the very
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Figure 5-11
Conical Pile and Dead Storage

14'-0" DIA. CONCRETE
STACKER TUBE
110'-0" HIGH FROM
TOP OF TUNNEL

4 RECLAIM FEEDERS
CAPACITY- 750 TPH EACH

RECLAIM BELT CONVEYOR
CAPACITY- -2500 TPH

Figure 5-12
Conical Pile with Earth Fill
to Eliminate Dead Storage
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large preparation plants by using wedge-shaped piles
ranging from 25,000 tons to 100,000 tons of total storage.
However, this type of raw coal storage is rare and shall,
therefore, be addressed in detail in Chapter 9 as a clean
coal storage technique.
5.4.2

Closed Storage for Raw Coal

Storing raw coal in enclosed bins provides protection
against the elements, minimizes the potential for airborne
pollutants and provides for near 100% live storage.
Various types of enclosed bins and silos are available.
The majority of the larger capacity bins are cylindrical
in shape and usually are made of steel or concrete.
5.4.2.l Steel Storage Bins The typical steel raw
coal storage bins have between 1000 and 1500 ton capacities,
although steel bins up to 60 feet in diameter holding
approximately 4000 tons have been built and bins up to 100
feet in diameter with capacities of 10,000 tons have been
proposed. Steel storage bins have sloping bottoms constructed of steel plate which makes possible the gravity
withdrawal of all the raw coal contained within. In
preparation facilities that clean coal for more than one
company, the use of several of these steel storage bins
allows for the segregation of the individual property.
In other cases where the coal from varying sections within
a mine or from various mines have significantly different
characteristics, several steel storage bins may be required
to assure proper blending of the coals to obtain a uniform
feedstock for the plant.
Low capacity steel storage bins are less expensive to
construct than similar concrete silos; however, their
capacity per diameter (floor space consumed) and maintenance
problems (especially when corrosive high-sulfur,
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high-moisture or highly abrasive coals are handled)
minimize their use in new preparation facilities.
5.4.2.2

Concrete Silos--With the advent of new

concrete construction technology and the increasing size
of raw coal storage facilities (larger than 1500 tons), it
is now more economical (when the costs are expressed in
dollars per ton of storage capacity) to construct storage
facilities of concrete.

Additionally, when storage is

expressed in terms of floor space utiliziation, the
concrete silo is usually superior.
A 60 foot diameter steel bin typically has a capacity
of about 4000 tons, while a 70 foot diameter concrete silo
will have a capacity of up to 10,000 tons.
As with the steel

bins~

the concrete silos provide

nearly 100% live storage of raw coal and excellent protection from the elements plus they eliminate all the
pollution problems associated with coal storage.

The

details of a concrete silo are shown in Figure 5-13.
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6.
6.1

RAW COAL SIZING

OVERVIEW

There are three general reasons for sizing operations
in commercial coal preparation practices today. They are:
to separate raw coal into various sizes to feed
different types of cleaning units,
to assist in the recovery of fines in the
original feed and in the recovery of fines
produced during the processing operations and
to assist in the recovery of solids used to
control the specific gravity in cleaning units.
The raw coal sizing module includes primary and secondary
size separations with the resultant material being raw
coal feed that is distributed to three separate processing
circuits--coarse, intermediate and fine. This module is
shown in Figure 6-1.
Most coal cleaning processes require that for maximum
efficiency the coarse and fine sizes be cleaned separately.
Raw coal is separated by size (sized) in a wet or a dry
screening operation with the choice being dependent upon
the method of additional processing. It must be noted,
however, that screens are used many times during the coal
cleaning process and that this section of the manual
addresses only the initial sizing process. An example of
the varying screen uses is given in the following scenario
(numbers refer to details shown in Figure 6-2):
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The run-of-the-mine coal is fed to the scalping screen
with the oversize from the scalper going to a crusher
(1). Material going through the deck of the scalper
is combined with the crusher discharge and fed to a
raw coal sizing screen (2). The fine-size (slack)
coal which goes through the raw coal sizing screen is
either loaded out as a finished product or goes to
module three for further processing (3). The material
over the deck of the raw coal sizing screen is fed to
a prewet screen prior to being fed to the coarse coal
circuit (4). Float material from the coarse coal
circuit is fed to a drain and rise screen which may be
followed by a dewatering screen and additional sizing
screens (5). The sink material from the coarse coal
circuit is fed to a drain and rise screen with the
refuse material being fed either to a dewatering
screen or directly into a refuse bin (6).
6.2

NOTES ON SCREENING

The fundamental function of screening is to pass the
undersized coal particles through the screen surface and to
reject, i.e., pass over the screen surface, the oversized
coal particles. The individual particles should be
brought to the openings of the screen and presented to
those openings at a minimum velocity and in such a manner
that the passage of undersized particles will not be
hindered or prevented by rebound from the edges or walls
of the opening. If every particle of undersized coal could
be brought to the screen openings individually, at substantially zero velocity, in a direction perpendicular to the
plane of the opening, with the center of the particles
projected cross section in line with the center of the
last opening, and if the screening surface had no thickness,
every undersized particle would pass through the screen.
But tonnage requirements prohibit individual and low
velocity presentation of coal particles, while mechanical
considerations prevent perpendicular presentations of the
particles to the openings and the use of very thin
screening surfaces.
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In reality, then, the particles on the screening
surface are crowded and continually interfering with each
other at the openings; they are presented at high speed,
nearly parallel to the screen surface with their most
projected cross section in line with the center of the
openings. As a direct result, many of the undersized
particles are prevented for a considerable time from
passing through the openings either due to their speed of
travel or their angle of attack, and many, in fact, are
rejected entirely as oversized.
Most of the screening principles in past practice have
assumed that the only force operating on a coal particle
on a screen was the vertical component of gravity.
Although in modern screening practics the vertical component of gravity is the principle force involved, other
forces are brought into play. This is accomplished by:
sloping the screens so that the horizontal
component of the particle's momentum becomes
the principal force affecting the approach of
the particle to the opening and
by shaking or vibrating the entire screen or its
screening medium in such a way as to contribute
additional forces to the particles. These
forces aid in the stratification of particles
above the screen and influence the angle,
velocity and direction of the particles
approaching the openings. The forces also give
additional energy for the passage of smallerthan-opening particles or for the rejection for
a later trial at passage of near~size and
larger particles.
Thus, screening is not only a single static process
of particles dropping through an opening under the inf luence of gravity, but a dynamic one in which each particle
is aided in reaching a favorable position over, and given
enough force to go through, an opening, or to be rejected
for another try with different orientation at another
opening~
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In commercial sizing or screening, two basic
processes take place:
stratif ication--the process or phenomenon
whereby the larger sized particles of coal rise
to the top of the bed being shaken or vibrated
while the smaller sized particles sift through
the voids and find their way to the bottom of
the bed, and
·
separation--the process of particles presenting
themselves to the openings and being rejected
if larger than the opening or passed through if
smaller.
Stratification of particles helps screening by the
vibration action which forces the finer sizes through the
screen wire while the coarser sizes, rising to the top,
add force to push the small pieces through the opening.
It should be noted that stratification is continually
upset or nonexistent in a rotary type or trommel screen.
This offers some insight for the recognized lesser
efficiency of the rotary screen versus a vibrating screen.
On the other hand, the relative gentleness of shaker
screens effect little stratification and they are consequently fed very thin beds of coal which also accounts for
their relative inefficiency, in the sense of the ability
of equal screening areas of various types to remove the
undersized coal from a given feed.
In the separation process it is important to recognize
that coal particles are of an infinite number of sizes .and
shapes, and it is required that the near-sized particles
have the opportunity to present themselves to the opening
in many different positions to insure their passage. The
ratio of feed to a given screen size directly affects this
separation function. Note that for low tonnages (tph of
feed) the efficiency actually increases with increased feed.
This is due to the fact that a bed of oversize coal
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particles on top of the marginal sized coal particles
pr.events the marginal sized particles from bouncing excess i vcly, thereby increasing their number of trials to pass
through the openings. This axiom is true up to a point.
After the optimum is reached, the efficiency rapidly drops
off as the feed increases simply due to the fact that the
screen is not large enough (length vs width vs bed depth)
to allow for the proper stratification which would ensure
the necessary separation.
Figure 6-3 illustrates the stratification and
separation of the coal particles as they move across a
screening surface.

Figure 6-3
Representation of Screening
Action in the Longitudinal Direction

In Figure 6-3 the rise between "a" and "b" shows the effect
of stratification taking place. The area "a" to "c" is
often referred to as the area of saturation screening where
particles up to about 75 percent of aperture size are
crowding through the screen deck. In the area from "c" to
"d" the final process of fit and pass or reject takes place.
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The thickness of the coal bed on the screen deck is
important to develop the ultimate screening efficiency.
The speed of travel of the material on the screen deck
determines the appropriate thickness.

In addition, the

slope or inclination of the screen affects not only the
capacity in binding which is a term describing the lodging
of pieces of coal or slate resulting in a decrease in open
area for the particles to pass through the screen, but
determines the rate of travel of the particles across the
screen surface, which determines its thickness, etc.
Among the other factors affecting screening efficiency,
the choice of the proper screening media is extremely
important.

In choosing the proper media, consideration

must be given to the desired product size, the load on
the screen and the metal that is most economical for the
particular screening problems encountered.
The types of screening media now most widely used in
coal preparation are:
perforated or punched plate
woven wire cloth and
profile wire screens.
Perforated screens can be obtained in a variety of
opening shapes and sizes in a variety of metals:

Mild

steel for normal applications, high carbon steel, A R
steels and other trade alloys for extremely abrasive
applications; and stainless steel and manganese bronze
where corrosion is severe and where smaller openings are
needed.

Additionally, rubber, ceramic and synthetic

coating on mild steel plates have proven successful on
many extremely abrasive and corrosive applications.

As

Figure 6-4 illustrates, the perforations may be of various
shapes and sizes.

Additionally, the openings may be
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staggered to give the coal particles a better chance to
find an opening through which they may pass.
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Figure 6-4
Standard Types of Perforated Screen

The percent of open screening area varies directly
with the screening capacity and efficiency, but varies
inversely with the load carrying capacity and the anticipated life of the screen.

Woven wire cloth generally is

used oh vibrating screens where a maximum percent of open
area is desired.

The wire cloth in this application may

be woven with wires of various diameters ranging from .02
inches to 1 inch.
surfaces of rubber,

As with the perforated plate, special
~name!,

etc., may be applied.

In

choosing the proper wire cloth, two factors are most
important:

sizing accuracy and screen life.

The rectangu-

- lar and slotted weaves provide more screening capacity
than the square weave and are generally more efficient in
screening coal, but less accurate in sizing.
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The woven

wire cloth is available in all standard mesh openings and
in space openings 1/8" to 10 11 (mesh denotes the number of
openings per lineal inch and space denotes the actual
dimension of the clear openings).
The final type of screening surface usually
encountered on coal processing screens in the profile rod.
The term profile is applied to this type of screening
medium because the screen surface rods have a definite
profile (c~oss section). The most common profile rods are
shown in Figure 6-5.

Tri-lb!

Grizzly- Rod

110-Rod

Rouod Rod

Figure 6-5
Common Types of Profile Rod Screens

Today, with the improved metal and design, there are
many sloping vibrating units to choose from. The main
problem is to establish the correct slope angle and screen
area needed to accomplish the desired separation.
Vibrating screens (Figure 6-6) are the mainstay of
today's coal preparation plants. They find application in
all phases of coal processing--from scalping of raw coal
to dewatering of extremely fine sizes of coal or refuse.
The two types most commonly found in preparation plants
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6.3

APPLICATION
6.3.1

The Raw Coal Screen

Raw coal separations are made at openings from 3/4"
to 6 mesh with most of the separations occurring in the
range of 3/16" to 5/16".
The raw coal screen is usually a single deck or
double deck, two-bearing, circle-throw, inclined screen.
The purpose of the top deck of the double deck unit is to
relieve the load on the lower deck and to increase the
overall capacity of the screen. Either wet or dry
screening is utilized with the majority of the preparation
plants being designed for wet screening. The duty of the
raw coal screen is to remove fines--normally minus 3/16"
in size--prior to the coarse coal sysle.

The fines would

upset the specific gravity of the bath if they were
allowed to enter it, and they may be loaded out as slack
coal or transferred to another part of the plant for
.further processing either in the intermediate coal circuit
or in the fine coal circuit.
(Refer to Figure 6-1.)
When dry screening raw coal, the surface moisture and
the amount of clay present are important considerations
and must be known. The major effect of these factors is
the plugging of the screen surface with the secondary
effect being the inefficient screening due to fine particles sticking to the coarse size particles, and riding ·
over the screens with the oversized materials. The amount
of moisture and clay which will produce binding is
difficult to establish since it varies with the type of
coal, the size of the feed and the screening surfaces used.
Vibrating screens for dry screening raw coal are
selected by using standard screen selection formulae,
except for the Pocohontas seam coals which are sized from
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a specific table.
(These standard screen selection
formulae may be found in The Screening Bible, publication
PM 1.1 of the Allis-Chalmers Crushing and Screening Equipment Division.) Because of the variables in raw coal, it
may be advisable to increase the calculated screen area by
20 percent to insure an acceptable installation.
Pocohontas seam coal is very friable and for this
reason is much finer as it comes from the mine. This
results in a greater amount of undersized particles to be
removed and the screen areas calculated by the general
formulae tend to be misleading. Screens handling Pocahontas coal are selected on the basis of the amount of coal
passing through a square foot of the available screen area
rather than on the total feed to a deck.
If only one separation is required of the raw coal
screen and if the feed has a top size of about 4" to 7",
a single deck screen can be used with wire cloth having
the long dimension of screen openings parallel to the
particle flow. This method has the advantage of using the
larger sizes of coal to scour the cloth in order to
prevent binding and allowing higher moisture coals to be
screen dried. The disadvantages are the inaccurate sizing
obtained with the rectangular opening and the increased
wire cloth damage due to handling large feeds. The
screening capacity of a single decked screen with
rectangular openings in tons per square foot is high, but
the single decked screens must be larger than double deck
screens because the entire load is carried on one deck
instead of being split to two decks. Manufacturer's tables
give the recommended screening surface when dry screening
raw coal on a single deck screen using rectangular openings
with a maximum of 5 percent. surface moisture in the screen
feed. Other tables give the maximum surface moisture
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permissible in the feed when dry screening raw coal.

If

the moisture exceeds these amounts, binding or plugging
will probably occur caused by the fine coal adhering to
the screen wires or by wedge shaped particles lodging in
the openings.

Several methods to prevent binding may be

used, including:

increasing the amplitude or speed,

changing the screening surface, using

dra~

chains or by

using a heated deck.
6.3.2

Pre-Wetting Screens

The raw coal may be screened either wet or dry
depending upon the ultimate treatment of the fine fractions
of the feed and the moisture content of the feed.

If the

feed preparation (raw coal screening) was performed dry,
there may still be some fine coal particles adhering to
the oversized coal.

These must be removed so the fine

coal will not interfere with the subsequent processing.
If the surf ace moisture of the coal is high enough to make
dry screening impractical, wet screening with sprays must
be used.

If the coarse coal is to be cleaned by the

heavy media process, it is essential that the coal enter
the vessel at a constant moisture content in order to
maintain the specific gravity of the separating medium.
Screens for wet sizing are selected by using the standard
screen formulae.

The pre-wet screening process is shown

in Figure 6-7.
The amount of water used on pre-wetting screens
depends upon the size of the coal and the amount of the
undersized material to be removed.

Three to six gallons

per minute (GPM) of spray water per ton at a minimum of
30 psi is recommended for screening on wet screens.

In

addition, the feed should enter the screen in a soaked
condition.

This is usually accomplished by adding water
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Figure 6-7
Pre-wet Screening Operation

to feed in the chute ahead of the screen.

More water per

ton of coal must be used on the finer separations and on
double decked screens than on larger separations and on
single decked screens.

Usually two or more rows of sprays

are used.
Capacity of pre-wetting screens is determined by the
maximum depth of the material on the screen deck that can
be successfully rinsed by water sprays.

The maximum

material depth will vary with the feed size since the
smaller sizes are more difficult to rinse.

Pre-wetting

screens are usually selected so that the bed depth does
not exceed two or three times the top size of the coal.
App~oximately

6 to 8 inches of coal is considered the

maximum depth that can be pre-wetted completely.
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7.
7.1

RAW COAL SEPARATION

OVERVIEW
The overall economics of a coal preparation plant

are governed by a number of interdependent parameters
which individually and collectively affect the final
results.

The most significant of these factors is the

amount of salable clean coal, or plant yield.

The plant

yield is dependent upon the raw coal separation module.
The raw coal separation module {module #5) highlighted in
Figure 7-1 is defined as those portions of the preparation
plant processes which either mechanically or hydraulically
separate the coal from its associated impurities.
Although by this definition moisture is considered an
impurity, moisture will be specifically eliminated from
discussion under module #3 and addressed in detail as a
separate entity, "Module #4 Product Dewatering and Drying"
in Chapter 8.
Once the theoretical yield for a particular coal has
been determined from washability studies {see Chapter 11),
the optimum return is achieved by approaching this
theoretical yield as nearly as possible in a practical
commercial operation.

As indicated in Figure 7-1, raw

coal separation is the largest process module and is
extremely variable in regard to the number of possible
combinations of equipment, the influence of the specific
coals, the refuse/by-product generation, etc.

Optimiza-

tion, therefore, depends upon the combination of several
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processes to produce the ideal combination of the coarse
and fine coal components which will result in the maximum
yield of clean coal.
7.2

SPECIFIC GRAVITY SEPARATION

In the mechanical coal cleaning process, all of the
commercially acceptable techniques to remove ash, sulfer
and other impurities from the ROM coal are based upon
specific gravity separation of the coal from its associated
impurities with the exception of froth flotation (see
7.3.6}. An understanding of the mechanism of specific
gravity separation is essential to an understanding of the
coal cleaning process. An ideal cleaning process is one in
which all coal lighter than a pre-determined density is
recovered in a washed product and all the heavier material
is eliminated in the refuse. There is no mechanical coal
cleaning process that can achieve this goal; however,
some processes approach the goal more closely than others.
The factors affecting the performance of these varying
equipment configurations are discussed in the paragraphs
which follow.
Coal usually of low specific gravity and the associated
impurities of high specific gravity report largely to their
proper product, washed coal and refuse respectively. However, as the specific gravity of separation is approached,
the portions of misplaced material (that portion of material
reporting to an improper product, coal in refuse or refuse
in coal} increases rapidly. Figure 7-2 illustrates the
impact of misplaced material as the specific gravity of
separation is reached. The lower curve (B} is characteristic
of the relatively sharp separation that can be achieved in
dense-medium cleaning units (see 7.3 Methodologies). The
upper curve (A} is
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characteristic bf Baum jig cleaning units (see Section 7.3
Methodologies). With either type of cleaning unit, a high
proportion of the near gravity material (the material just
lighter or just heavier than the density of separation)
reports to the wrong product.
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Misplaced Material in the Separation Products

The mechanics of the separation process is a complex
physical process and one which to some extent has not been
fully defined. Particle size and shape affect the degree
of separation. The finer sizes of coal are treated less
effectively than the coarser sizes in all cleaning
processes. Figure 7-3 shows the unique distribution curves
for a .particular coal when both the coarse and fine
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fractions were treated on a table (see 7.3.5.3).

The

curve for the fine coal fraction, 48-mesh x O, shows a
considerably less sharp separation with a greater percentage of misplaced material.

The presence of more coarse

material in the fine coal feed may improve the characteristics of the curve.

In the actual cleaning operation,
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certain types of washers require a rather small range in
the size of the feed they will tolerate. Examples include
the mechanical jig and most classifier-type units. However, even where the washer is designed to take all coal
from 6" down to 0, some compromise must be made in the
sharpness of separation. Consequently, if tonnage is
·fairly high and a sharp separation is desired throughout
the full size range, several separate cleaning systems
must be installed for the coarse and fine fractions, e.g.,
one system for 6" x 3/4", one system for 3/4" x O" and
one for the ultra-fines, 48-mesh x O.
Research conducted by the U.S. Bureau of Mines indicates that the shape of the particles also affects the
refuse sizes. The size and shape of a particle as well
as its density determine its path in a moving fluid: flat,
tabluar pieces are considerable more difficult to remove
than are particles of more nearly cubic or spherical shape
due primarily to the media's resistance to the particles
which must pass through it, and to the fact that a mass of
particles are being processed simultaneously which
interferes with the free movement of particles within
the medium. Other factors influencing the distribution
curve include throughput, the mechanical condition of the
cleaning unit, and the adequacy of the control of the
cleaning unit and the feed rates.
The ideal condition for separation of coal with the
heavier specific gravity refuse is a still bath of the
proper specific gravity. The proper specific gravity may
be achieved through true or artificial solutions, and the
more precisely the specific gravity of the solution is
controlled, the sharper the resulting separation. A
number of systems have been developed to create the actual
or artificial specific gravities needed to effect the
separation which will be discussed in the next section.
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7.3

METHODOLOGIES

The methodologies of raw coal separation are varied
and numerous. Figure 7-1 points out that the raw coal
separation module has been broken down into three distinct
process areas: coarse, intermediate and fine size coal
cleaning circuits. One example of each of these areas is
identified in Figure 7-4. For the purposes of this
discussion, each of these categories will be addressed
individually. It must be remembered that in reality there
is considerable overlap among the systems.
The profitable operation of a coal preparation plant
under today's stringent product standards and ever-rising
labor and equipment costs requires that the preparation
engineer continually strive for maximum recovery of salable coal. Reliable performance data are a prerequisite to
the design of the new plant or to the expansion of existing
facilities, and they serve as a yardstick with which the
engineer can measure the performance of the plant. Having
such data and a washability analysis of the raw coal, the
preparation engineer can make a rational choice of cleaning
equipment. Utilizing this data, the engineer may address
each of the raw coal fractions (coarse, intermediate and
fine) with the two main tools of coal preparation: Dense
Medium Separation and Hydraulic Separation.
7.3.1

Dense Medium Separation of Coarse Coal

To meet the current product quality requirements,
dense media vessels are cleaning an ever-increasing
percentage of the total clean coal prepared. Today
approximately 40% of the mechanically cleaned coal is
washed through dense media equipment. Dense media cleaning
is based on a rather simple principle. Just as small
pieces of wood float while sand sinks in water, coal will
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float while refuse sinks when placed in a medium that has
a specific gravity which is between the specific gravities
of the coal and refuse.
Commercial application of the dense medium process is
a practical extension of the familiar laboratory float-andsink test (see Chapter 11), which is used as a standard
for 100% efficiency gravimetric separation.

Commercial

plants do not exactly duplicate laboratory float-and-sink
separations for the following reasons:

suspensions, rather

than true liquids, usually are used as a separating medium;
the introduction of feed and removal of the float-and-sink
introduce disturbances in the separating medium; agitation,
or upward currents in the vessel, normally is required to
keep the separating medium in suspension; and the practical
need for high throughput does not allow sufficient retention time for perfectly separating near-gravity material.
Theoretically, any size particle can be treated by
dense medium processes; practically, however, sizes from
6" to

~

11

are normally cleaned in the coarse coal circuit.

The benefits of washing finer than

~

11

material are usually

off set by the increased medium loss and reduced cleaning
capacity.

The ideal separating medium would be a true

liquid having the following properties:

low in cost,

miscible with water, capable of adjustment over a wide
range of specific gravities, stable, non-toxic, noncorrosive and low in viscosity.

Although no ideal medium

exists, a variety of dense media have been developed, but
only the suspensions of magnetite and sand have found
widespread commercial application.
A suspension may be defined as any liquid in which
insoluble solids are dispersed and kept in a state of
fluid energy.

The stability of suspensions used in coal

preparation range from nearly stable suspensions using
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ultra-fine magnetite to highly unstable suspensions of
relatively coarse sand in the Chance process.
The specific gravities of separation for coals range
generally from about 1.35 to 1.90. To achieve this range
of specific gravity while keeping the volumetric concentration at a reasonable level, it is necessary to either
select high specific gravity solids or to introduce upward
currents in the separating vessel. As the usually accepted
volumetric concentration is between 25 and 45 percent, a
size and specific gravity of the suspended solids must be
selected that will provide for the desired separating
specific gravity while at the same time have the required
medium stability. The coarser the solids, the higher the
settling rate, the lower the viscosity, and the easier it
is to recover the medium~ the finer the solids, the lower
the settling rate (hence the greater stability), the
higher the viscosity, and the more difficult it is to
recover the medium. Additionally, the higher the specific
gravity of the suspended solids, the lower the volumetric
concentrations for a given specific gravity. It is,
therefore, possible to select the specific gravity, size
consist and volumetric concentration of the suspended
solids to achieve medium characteristics that provide
overall optimum performance and economy ..
· Control of density, viscosity and settling rate of a
suspension is necessary for efficient separation of coal
and impurities. A number of excellent discussions of these
properties of a suspension are available (see references).
7.3.1.1. Magnetite Dense Media Coal Cleaning In
general commercial usage, magnetite dense media coal
cleaning is a separation of coal from the ash, pyrite and
other impurities in a suspension of finely divided
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magnetite in water in which the coal floats and the
impurities sink. The stability of the suspension of
magnetite in the water is maintained by the fine magnetite
grind, the amount of coal and shale slimes and the general
agitation of the refuse-removal mechanism causing recirculation of the magnetite media.
There is no standard f lowsheet for dense medium
cleaning with a magnetite medium. Each plant is tailored
to produce a specified product from a raw coal having
specific washability characteristics. Functionally, the
process involves the following operations:
raw coal pretreatment,
cleaning,
product recovery and
medium recovery.
Raw coal pretreatment--Inasmuch as dense medium
processes cannot process the full size range of
the raw coal, it is necessary to limit the
particle sizes of the raw coal fed to the washer.
Limiting the top size of the coal sent to the
washer is usually accomplished by crushing,
screening or a combination of both and has been
discussed in Chapter 6. The most important raw
coal pretreatment function is the removal of
those sizes too fine for washing by dense medium
processes. If the finer sizes are to be
marketed without further cleaning or if to be
cleaned by dry methods, multideck vibrating
screens using h~ated screen surfaces are used
extensively. Where the fine sizes are to be
cleaned wet, screening usually is accomplished on
wet multideck vibrating screens or sieve bend
screens. It is imperative that this function is
done at high screen efficiency to prevent a
buildup of fines in the medium circuit which
increases the viscosity of the medium and significantly increases the loss of media.
In addition to. presizing, the raw coal must be
wetted before washing. This is accomplished
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automatically if wet sizing is used or can be
accomplished by spraying the coal with water or
dilute media, or by wetting in a sluice containing medium prior to its entering the washer.
The surface moisture content of the raw coal
entering the washer is usually between five and
10 percent depending on its size consist. One
of the reasons for wetting the coal is to prevent
"rafting" of particles in the separator; another
reason is the need to feed to the separator a
known and constant amount of water which can be
compensated for by adding high specific gravity
of the dense medium constant.
Washing--The function of the washer is to effect
a separation of the raw feed into a clean coal
product and a refuse; some washers are designed
to produce a middling product in addition to a
clean coal product.
Washers vary widely in design, performance,
capacity and operation to the extent that there
is a washer of the type and capacity available
for any need. Because of the wide variety of
washers, they will be covered later in the
chapter.
Product recovery--The products from the washer
must be separated from the medium and the medium
subsequently recovered. In most cases, the
products flow over a short stationary screen
where the bulk of the medium is removed without
dilution and returned to the medium circulating
system. The products then flow onto a vibrating
draining screen for additional medium recovery
and then onto a vibrating rinsing screen where
sprays of water wash the remaining magnetite
from the products. The screens are made sufficiently long to allow most of the water to drain
from the products (see Chapter 8). The dilute
medium from this operation is sent to the medium
conditioning recovery system.
Medium recovery system--It is the function of the
medium recovery system to recover the magnetite
that is rinsed from the products on the rinse
screen and to remove the nonmagnetic material
from a portion of the main medium circulation
system for viscosity control. The amount of
medium to be diverted from the main dense medium
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circulating system rarely exceeds 10 percent.
The actual amount that needs to be cleaned is a
function of the amount of nonmagnetic fines that
concentrate in the dense medium, due to either
inefficient prescreening or the friability of the
coal being washed.
The basic apparatus of a magnetite dense-medium coal
washing process is illustrated in Figure 7-5.

The system

comsists of the following:
1.

The separating vessel which is filled with the
suspension of magnetite and water. Figure 7-6.

Figure 7-6
Dense Media Separating Vessel

2.

An overflow weir or some means of mechanically
assisting the coal across the surf ace of the
bath and out the separator. Figure 7-7.

3.

When a third product is desired, a middling
removal system. Figure 7-8.

4.

A refuse removal system.

1 28

Figure 7-9.

Figure 7-7
Mechanical Coal Removing System

Figure 7-8
Middling Product Removal System
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Figure 7-9
Refuse Removal System

5.

Drain and rinse screens for removing magnetite
media from clean coal, middlings and refuse
prodvcts. Figure 7-10.

\

Figure 7-10
Drain and Rinse Screens
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6.

dense media sump and pump which collects and
drains media from all products and r 0 1 ur,s the
media to the separating vessel . Fiyu e 7-11 .
A

Figure 7-11
Dense and Dilute Media Sump and Pump

7.

A dilute dense media sump and pump which collects
the rinsings from the rinse screens of all
products and sends a message to media recovery
apparatus (see Figure 7-11).

8.

A media recovery system is a cleaning system
which densifies and cleans the magnetite from
the associated coal and clay slimes. Figures
7-12 and 7-13.

9.

A fresh water supply for rinsing sprays.
Figure 7-14.

10.

A magnetite feeding system which adds fresh
magnetite. Figure 7-15.

11.

A density control system which maintains a
desired specific gravity in the bath. Figure
7-15.
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Figure 7-12
Magnetite Recovery Unit

Figure 7-13
Recovery of Magnetite from Spent Media
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Figure 7-14
Make Up Water Head Tank

Figure 7- 15

Magnetite Feed and Density Control System
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The basic operational sequence begins as the sized
feed for the vessel is pre-wet in a stream of circulating
water and is introduced at or below the bath surface.
The coal floats just below the bath surface and flows, or
is mechanically assisted out of the separator with some of
the_ magnetite medium. The high-ash material, shale and
other impurities sink in the magnetite suspension and are
removed from the bottom of the bath. The coal is drained,
rinsed of media and sized. The refuse is drained and
rinsed.
The drain portion from both products goes to the
dense media sump for direct return to the separator to
maintain the minimum level and stability in the bath. The
diluted media from the rinsing portion of the product
screens is piped to the dilute medium sump where the mag-·
netite is thickened. The thickened magnetite is pumped to
a double stage of magnetic separators for further magnetite
concentration and medium cleansing. Overflow water from
the diluted medium sump is returned to the surface as
pre-wet and spray water. Figure 7-16 highlights a typical
magnetite recovery circuit.
The concentrate (thickened) clean magnetite from the
magnetic separator is returned to the separator bath via
the dense medium sump. A portion of water and slimes
removed from the coal and refuse by the magnetite separator
may either be used in the pre-wet screen on the incoming
feed, or may be sent directly to water clarifier-thi~keners
where the solids go to a fine coal recovery circuit and
clarified water returns to the spray system.
The capac'ity of the separators {dense media washers)
is a function of the size constancy of the feed, the
quantity of near-separating gravity material in the feed
and the amount of refuse in the feed. The width of the
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The patented D.S.M. recovery cin:uit. used exclusively in this country by Roberts & Schaefer, is
unique in its ability to keep magnetite losses to a
minimum.
Each of the three main units of the reco""ry circuit has a specific function and. when combined
in proper sequence. they produce the most efficient
cin:uit for the recovery of magnctJte.
The cyclone classificr receives the rnw dilute
medium and concentrates the la'll" part of the
non-mal!llt?tics in the underflow while dln:ctlng
the major ponion of the finely ground magnetite.
whether magnetic or not. to the overflow and
thence into the magnetite thickener.
The magnetic separator receives the underflow
from the cyclone classifier. Magnetics arc recovered and din:ctcd to the thickener. Tailings arc
divrrted 10 the fine coal cleaning circuit.
The ma~nctite thickener receives the cyclone
dassifier overflow containing magnetite and minus I 50M (nominally) coal solids, and also the
concentrated magnetite from the scpara1or.
The thickener takes advantage or lhl' scJf.flocculating properties or the magnctitr to agJ,tlonwrate ii magnetically and is sized to dassify at the
same point as 1he cyclone thickener so as 10 purge
1hc systt•m of coal solids.
The overall effect of the cin:uil is lo purify the
medium at each pass while retain)n~ tilt~ major
portion of the non-magnelics. and to k<'l'P a n•ady
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bath controls the capacity which ranges from 10 to 15 tons
of coal per hour per foot of bath width in the l" to l~"
size ranges, and from 15 to 25 tons per hour in a 2" to 3"
size range.
The use of magnetite (5.0 specific gravity) permits
practical suspension density ranging up to 2.0 specific
gravity. The lower limits per semi-stable suspension is
'
about 1.30 specific gravity.
The performance data of various sized fractions of all
the plants studied by the U.S. Bureau of Mines support the
following conclusions:
The recovery efficiency is generally decreased
as the size-fraction values decrease, but with
little correlation to the amount of near-gravity
material present.
The separating specific gravity value increases
as the size fraction value decreases, a normal
characteristic of upward current vessels.
The sharpness of separation criterion seems to
substantiate the generally accepted theory that
sharpness of separation deteriorates when
washing finer material. This can be shown by
the increase of probable error, the imperfection
factor and the error area in the finest sizes.
In general, the actual recovery, ash error and
total misplaced material increase as the particle
size decreases. The increase in total misplaced
material is normally caused by an increase in
the float coal reporting to the refuse.
7.3.1.2 Sand Cone Dense Media Coal Cleaning Sand
cones are used to clean raw coarse coal with specific
gravities below the practical range of Baum jigs, or to
clean coals that are difficult to clean efficiently
because of the amount of near-separating gravity material.
present in the feed .. Although sand cones normally clean
+~" coal, they are capable of washing +1/16" coal, but
such use greatly reduces cone capacity.
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Sand flotation, as applied to the washing of coal,
means a floating of coal in a fluid mixture of sand and
water in which bone, slate and other refuse will sink. A
mixture of sand and water is maintained in a fluid state by
mechanical agitation and upward currents of water having
low velocity.
The most popular coal cleaning process using a sand
suspension is the Chance Cone process, first patented in
1917. The first anthracite and bituminous coal Chance Cone
plants were installed in 1921 and 1925, respectively.
The feature of the Chance Cone process distinguishing
it from most other dense medium processes is that the sand
particles are of such a size that they settle readily in
water. The process, therefore, requires some method of
maintaining the sand in. suspension: This may be accomplished by stirring the sand-water mixture and using rising
currents of water of such velocity as to hold the sand in
suspension; the relative importance of each varies
according to whether the specific gravity of the medium is
high or low. In anthracite practice, where the specific
gravity of separation is commonly 1.70 or higher, stirring
is the primary method of keeping the sand and water
uniformly distributed throughout the cone. In bituminous
practice, where separations at 1.50 specific gravity are
common, the rising currents are the primary method.
The Chance sand cone apparatus consists of the
following:
1.

a separator cone filled with a fluid mixture of
sand and water,

2.

an overflow weir to permit the coal to float
out of the top of the separator,

3.

a middlings column when a third product is
desired,
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4.

a classifier column connecting with the base of
the cone,

5.

an upward refuse value,

6.

a refuse chamber,

7.

a lower refuse valve,

8.

desanding screens for removing sand and water
from the cone products,

9.

a main sand sump to which all sand and water
from the clean coal desanding screen is conveyed,

10.

a refuse sand sump to which all sand and water
from the refuse desanding screen is conveyed,

11.

a circulating water pump to return water to the
cone agitator nozzles and desanding sprays,

12.

a refuse sand pump to return sand and water to
the cone and

13.

a manifold through which water for agitation is
supplied to the cone.

Figure 7-17 depicts the Chance Cone process.
The basic operational sequence of the Sand Cone
process begins with the feed to the cone being introduced
at the vessel surface.

The coal floats just below the

surface of the fluid mass and flows out of the separator
with some sand and water.

The bone, slate and other

refuse sink in the fluid mass and are removed by alternate
opening and closing of the two refuse valves.
The coal is dewatered, desanded and sized simultaneously and the refuse material is dewatered and desanded.
Sand and water removed by the desanding screens go
sand sumps where the sand settles out.

to

the

Sand from the

refuse sump is pumped to the main sump and the sand from
the main sump is recirculated to the cone.

Overflow water

from the main sand sump is returned to the cone and
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desanding sprays by the circulating pump. Fine silt that
settles out in the outer ring of the main sand sump is
drained from the settling tank to a thickener for recovery
of the water and the silt.
Owing to the upward water currents of low velocity in
the sand cones, the large particles are floated at slightly
lower specific gravities than the small particles. This
characteristic of the cone may be either advantageous or
disadvantageous depending upon the washability of the coal
and the market.
Refuse removal is usually effected in a double-gated
refuse chamber, which fills and empties from 20 to 60 times
per hour depending on the quantity of refuse in the feed.
However, one company successfully operates a cone that
continually siphons the refuse product onto a desanding
screen, thus eliminating the refuse chamber.
The feed particles to the separator may range from 8"
to 1/8" in size, however, treating such a wide range would
greatly impair the performance of the cone. When the size
range to be cleaned is wide, it is preferable to size the
feed and to use two separate washers. General practice in
the United States is to feed 4" or 6" top size material
with the bottom size of 3/8" or 1/4" to the separator.
The benefits of washing coal finer than 1/4" in a sand
cone probably are off set by the reduced capacity in
increased sand losses. However, in certain instances coal
is being washed down to 1/1.6" size successfully·.
The capacity of the separator depends upon the size
consist of the feed, the quantity of near-separating
gravity material in the feed and the quantity of refuse in
the feed. In general, this capacity is approximately two
tons clean coal per hour per square foot of surface area.
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·Separator capacity may decrease if the feed is too closely
sized or if the feed contains a large percentage of finer
sized particles, excessive near-separating gravity material,
or a large percentage of refuse. The nominal capacities of
10, 12 and 15 foot cones would be 155, 225 and 350 tons of
clean coal per hour when washing 6 x 1/4" bituminous coal
11

at 1.40 specific gravity.
The upper limit of practical separation specific
gravity is approximately 1.65 using silica sand; the lower
limit is about 1.35 specific gravity.
7.3.2

Dense Media Coarse Size Coal Washing Equipment

There are a number of commercially available dense
media coal washing devices. Only a few of the more
important units will be addressed to give the reader an
idea of the range of equipment and techniques available.
The Tromp process, developed by K. Tromp in Holland,
was the first to employ magnetite commercially as a medium~
The distinctive feature of the Tromp vessel is a bath of
dense medium which increases gradually in density from the
surface downward. All other established processes aim at
keeping the density as uniform as possible in order to make
a sharp separation between the material which floats and
the material which sinks. A common criticism of unstable
media is that it is difficult to maintain the required
uniform density. However, if the variation in density is
--·--. -·-·cont ro 11 ed to a predetermined gradation as in the Tromp
system, the advantage is gained that, in addition to the
coal floating to the surface of the bath, the middlings and
reject concentrate in the medium at different levels
corresponding to their densities and, thus, the equivalent
of series of float-and-sink separations takes place in one
bath. This is achieved in the two-product bath by admitting
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controlled gravity recirculating medium of the same density
through four feed points (headers) across the width of the
bath. Directional baffles direct the medium to four zones
vertically and horizontally. The gradation in medium
settling is controlled by sending a medium to the bath
which will give the correct specific gravity separation at
the cut point where the clean coal scrapers leave the bath.
The same purpose is achieved in the three-product bath for
control of clean coal middlings separation. However, to
control the refuse-middlings separation, medium of a predetermined higher gravity is admitted to the bath through
a single point with' its flow directed to the middle of the
bath. The same gradation principle applies.
Three different Tromp vessels are marketed in the
United States by the McNally Pittsburg Manufacturing
Company and serve as the standards for shallow bath
separators, two product separators and three-product
separators.
McNally Tromp Dense Media Vessel--The washing
unit shown in Figure 7-18 consists of a shallow
tank filled with a suspension of relatively
coarse material. The medium is introduced by
four horizontal pipes and distributed in horizontal layers across the feed end of the bath by
baffle plates. It then travels the full length
of the bath, the top layer flowing through the
emission screen at the clean coal exit from the
medium level and finally discharging with the
refuse over the horizontal weir at the opposite
end of the bath. The material to be separated
is likewise distributed horizontally across the
full width of the bath in a uniform layer. This
is usually accomplished by means of a vibrating
screen which serves as a double purpose of
providing uniform distribution across the width
of the bath and removing undersized material
from the feed. The McNally Tromp bath makes a
sharp separation by the use of the McNally Tromp
principle of laminar flow combined with automatic
density regulation. The laminar principle
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Figure 7-18
McNally Tromp Dense Medi a Vessel

provides for continuous, uninterrupted horizontal
flow currents from the feed end to the discharge
end of the bath. This action compensates for any
tendencies of unstable media to settle out across
the entire width of the vessel. By adjusting the
fluid level the float material can be controlled
to keep moving the full distance of the bath in
a suspension layer of specific density. The
automatic density control circuit consists of a
density measuring device and a density recording
controller to maintain the recirculating media
at a constant, preset, specific gravity. A
differential pressure cell is mounted on the side
of the heavy media, recirculating sump to automatically control the level in the sump.
The bath is available in widths from 4 ft. to 10
ft. with capacities up to 475 tons per hour of
raw feed depending upon the size range and the
amount of sink material in the feed.
McNally Tromp Three-Product Dense Media Vessel-This vessel is designed to separate and clean
three products from a raw coal feed.
Therefore,
a high and low gravity separation is obtained
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in a single unit rather than two.
shows this unit.

(

Figure 7-19

---Figure 7-19
McNally Tromp Three-Product Vessel

Source:

McNally-Pittsburg Manufacturing Company

McNally Tromp three-product vessel consists of a
shallow tank filled with high and low gravity
media consisting of a suspension of finely
ground magnetite and water. A low gravity medium
is introduced through the four horizontal feeders
and is distributed in horizontal layers across
the feed end of the bath by baffle plates. A
high gravity medium is introduced into the lower
portion of the vessel by a fifth header and
flows in a horizontal layer escaping through the
adjustable underflow gate.
The material to be separated is distributed
horizontally across the full width of the vessel
in a uniform layer. On entering the low gravity
medium the coal floats and is removed by a
scraper conveyor while the middlings and refuse
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sink to the high gravity section where the final
separation of the middlings and refuse is made.
The final separation is accomplished by a single
scraper conveyor which carries the middlings
float material on the top flight and the refuse
sink material on the bottom flight.
The laminar principle functions as discussed.
An air lift in the high gravity section accomplishes the same function for the high gravity
media. There is a minimum of turbulence in the
baths since the coal, media and conveyors move
en masse in a substantially horizontal direction
except for the refuse faction which settles
vertically. The media density and level circuit
is completely automatic. ·
McNally Lo-Flo Dense Media Vessel--The Lo-Flo
vessel· shown in Figure 7-20 is essentially a
tank filled with heavy media to which coarse
coal is fed uniformly and gently. The operation
of the vessel more closely simulates the actual
laboratory sink-float conditions than any other
production vessel in its capacity and operation.
A single conveyor skims off the float product
and on its return removes the sink product. The
two products exit at opposite ends of the vessel.
The density is controlled automatically either
by bubble tubes, differential pressure (DP)
cells, or nucleonic devices. Operating level in
the vessel is maintained by constant overflow of
the media.
The Lo-Flo density media vessel is available in
widths from 6 ft. to 9 ft. The capacity will
vary with the size range and the amount of sink
material in the raw coal feeds, changes or
adjustments to the vessel which are required for
varying feed characteristics may be quickly and
easily accomplished.
Other types of dense media cleaning units are discussed
in the paragraphs which follow.
The DMS Dense Medium Precision Coal Washer,
shown in Figure 7-21, is manufactured by the
Daniels Company. It is a trough type unit using
a transverse flow where the introduction of raw
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Figure 7-20
McNally Lo-Flo Vessel
Source:

McNally-Pittsburg Manufacturing Company

Figure 7-21
OMS Dense Media Coal Washer
Source:

The Daniels Company
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feed and the discharge of clean coal are transverse to the removal of refuse.
As the presized and prewetted feed enters the
washer, it is forced under the surface of the
bath by a patented submergence baffle. Thus,
the actual separation between float-and-sink
particles takes place well below the.surface of
the medium. Particles lighter than the specific
gravity of the medium rise to the surface and
overflow the weir .. ~long with a quantity of dense
media; particles heavier than the specific
gravity sink to the bottom of the bath where
they are removed continuously by a slow-moving
rectangluar flight conveyor.
Approximately 10 percent of the circulating dense
medium enters the washer through a series of
purge ports. This gentle upward current flows
through the bedded refuse moving between the
conveyor flights along the bottom of the vessel,
purging the refuse of coal which might have
become trapped.
The DMS Washer is available is capacities ranging
from 100 tph to what is claimed to be the world's
largest dense medium washbox, featuring a feed
capacity of 800 tph, a refuse removal capacity of
250 tph and a clean coal overflow weir 20 ft.
long.
The Link-Belt tank-type heavy media separator
(see Figure 7-22) is manufactured by the LinkBelt Company. Prewetted and sized feed enters
the vessel together with dense medium of the
desired specific gravity. The clean coal floats
across the bath and discharges over a weir with
the overflowing medium; the rejects sink to the
bottom of the tank and are removed by means of a
double strand chain-and-flight conveyor.
A greater part of the medium drained from the
clean coal and reject is collected in a medium
sump and is pumped back to the feed inlet sluice;
the remaining medium is fed back to the funnel
shaped bottom of the tank where it is used to
create an upward current in the vessel to prevent
the magnetite from settling.
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Figure 7-22
Link-Belt Tank-Type Heavy Media Coal Washer

The Barvoys vessel, shown in Figure 7-23, is a
deep trough-type vessel. The Barvoys System was
designed originally in Germany for washing softstructure coals and employed suspensions of
barytes and clay which approached a true liquid.
As now fabricated and marketed by the Roberts
and Schaefer Company, it is designed to use a
standard magnetite dense medium. The Barvoy
trough-type washer utilizes lifters to remove
the clean coal product out of the bath, thus
reducing the quantity of medium to be recirculated through the unit.
The refuse sinks to the
bottom where it leaves the washer via a chainand flight conveyor.
Because of its down draft
principle of operation, there is a minimum of
degradation and no middling build-up or gravity
fluctuation within this vessel.
Capacities up
to 500 tph per vessel are available.
The DSM trough-type vessel, developed by the
Dutch State Mines, is shown in Figure 7-24.
It
now is manufactured and distributed in the United
States by the Roberts and Schaefer Company. The
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vcss0l uses u chain-and-flight conveyor for
removal of the float-and-sink products. Vessels
having a capacity up to 360 tph are available.
Heyl and Patterson H&P Heavy Media Washbox for
cleaning coarse coal is shown in Figure 7-25.
Presized raw coal enters one side of the washer
along with a small portion of dense medium. The
float coal flows across the bath and overflows
the clean coal weir with the bulk of the dense
medium.
Sink settles to the bottom of the
vessel by means of a chain-and-flight conveyor.

Figure 7-25
H&P Heavy Media Wash Box
Source: Heyl and Patterson, Incorporated

The major portion of the circulating dense medium
enters the vessel via a baffle over the entire
length of the feed side of the vessel where it
discharges near the bottom of the bath.
This
flow of medium provides a gentle current which
assists the float coal toward the clean coal
overflow weir. A small portion of the dense
medium is introduced at the bottom of the vessel
to add stability to the suspension and to purge
the sink of trapped float particles.
Dense media washers not specifically addressed include the
miscellaneous manufacturers of the Sand Cone process and
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those.that produce the different drum-type vessels, such as
the WEMCO drum separator.
7.3.3

Hydraulic Separation of Coarse Coal

In general commercial usage, the hydraulic separation
of coarse coal is restricted to jigging.
Jigging is a process of particle stratification in
which the particle rearrangement is based upon the differences in their relative specific gravities and results from
an alternate expansion and compaction of a bed of particles
by a pulsating fluid flow. The particle rearrangement
results in layers of particles which are arranged by
increasing density from top to bottom of the bed. This
response, developed from the many and continuously varying
forces acting upon the particles, is a solid-fluid
separation more related to particle density and less to
particle size.
Jigging is one of the oldest techniques for washing
coal. Jigs have been designed in many forms and they are
still the most common type of coal cleaning device.
Although some jigs have used only air as the separating
medium, practically all jigs today use water as the medium.
The water is actuated by means of pistons or air under
pressure producing the pulsations required for the stratification of the lighter specific gravity coal particles
from the heavier rock or impurities in the raw coal. One
complete upward and downward movement of the water is
called a cycle or revolution. A half cycle is called a
stroke. The relative upward movement of the water through
the screen is called the pulsion stroke; the relative
downward movement of the water through the screen is called
the suction stroke.
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The stratification is usually carried out in a rectangular, open-top container, called a jig, in which the
mass of particles (termed a "bed'') is supported on a
perforated base through which the water flows in alternating
directions.

Following the particle stratification, the

particle bed is physically "cut'' at any desired particle
density plane thus creating the desired quality products.
Figure 7-26 graphically simulates the results of the
stratification

proc~ss

and highlights the susceptibility

Figure 7-26
Simulated Results of Stratification Process in
a Coal Washing Jig

of the particle bed to physical cutting at desired particle
density planes.
The mechanics of the jig includes the means for
continuously introducing the raw coal for moving the water
through the coal bed in a controlled manner as well as for
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separating and removing the stratified particles from the
system in two or more product groups.
In coal preparation, this highly versatile unit opera·,
tion is more preferably applied to a wide size-range of
particles with top sizes up to eight inches than to a
closely-sized .fraction. Single jig washers have capacities
from five to greater than 700 tons per hour of feed coal.
The separation resu_l ts attainable by jigging have favored
this unit operation as optimum for creating a clean coal
product as required by steam coal specifications. Although
the jig is use~ in preparing coals which {:I.re difficplt.to
separate, its' limitations t.o achieve both quality products
and high reco,very are being recognized iri comparison with
heavy media-based processes which make sharper separations
from feeds having, high "near-gravity" contents. The
accuracy of the densimetric stratification in t~e upper
portions of the jig- bed are less pre~ise and, as in most
mineral preparation unit operations, high recovery and.
product quality are interdependent and inverse process,,
characteristics.
•'

Jigs are made in three different types differing
mainly in the mechanism for getting the reciprocating
movement of the water rel.ative to the screen:
Plunger Type--in which the movement is caused by
the reciprocating of a plunger moving in a
compartment of the tank.
Basket Type--in which the box containing the bed
is reciprocated in still water.
Air Pulsated Type--in which the tank is built in
a shape of a U tube and the movement of the water
is caused by applying low pressure compressed air
· to the closed leg of this U tube and then exhausting it.
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The greater number (_about 75%) of jigs in use are air
pulsated and are called Baum jigs, named after the original
inventor, Herr Fritz Baum of Germany, who developed it over
75 years ago.

In America the Baum jig is built as a multi-

cell series arrangement and since it takes a mixed sized
feed and requires a source of compressed air in addition to
the customary jig accessories, it does not lend itself to
the construction of small units.

Consequently, Baum jigs

are the largest of this class of equipment.
The jig box is a U-shaped steel container divided into
several sections as indicated in Figure 7-27.

On one side,

longitudinally near the top, is a perforated screen plate
which supports the particle bed and on which the particle
separation is effected.

The region below the support screen

and forming the bottom of the U is referred to as the "hutch
compartment".

Usually a screw conveyor is located at the

Figure 7-27
Typical Baum-Type Jig
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bottom to remove fine particles wh,ich :hav.e -P~!=ls~q ttn:ough
the screen with the flowing water~·.
On the side opposite the screen plate is a· cha-nib.er
(sometimes referred to as the pulsion chai:n~er) in' which the
water pul,sations are initiated. In the Balin\ jig~· a sealed
air chamber above the hutch water compartment i,.~ ·fitted·
with an air valve whic:::h connects t9 a high pressure ~ir"
supply. This valve is actuated mechanically to adm~t air
·over the hutch compartment forcing water through the
supporting screen base to expand the bed. In another valve
position, the air ab9ve the water in the hutch compartment·
is allowed to exhaust under the pressure head .developed by
the water and part~cles;. In the plunger or "·bash" type
unit, a piston-like plunger operating fr_om. an eccentric,
forces the water through the perforated screen plate. The
upward movement of the water through the screen from air
pressure or plunger-activated water pressure is referred to
as the "pulsion" stroke while the downward water movement
is termed the "suction" stroke.
To better ·understand th.e operation, consider first a
single cell. This cell is filled with water until the surface rises almost to the air slide valve connection. The
raw coal to be separated is put on the jig screen,
compressed air is supplied to the slide valve, and the
eccentric shaft started t~rning over. During half the
stroke of the slide valve compressed air is admitted into
the closed end of the one leg of the cell. This air exerts
its pressure on the surface of the water and forces it down
through this leg, .around the turn in the hutch, up the other
leg, through the jig screen and then through the bed of raw
coal. This is the pulsion stroke. At the end .of this half
of the valve stroke the compressed air is cut off and
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remains cut off during the second half stroke. In the
second half stroke the valve opens a passage for the
release of the compressed air in the closed leg of the
cell and exhausts it to atmosphere. The surface of the
water in the open leg, having been raised above that in
the closed leg by the force of the air, now falls back
downward and tends to equalize with the surf ace in the
closed leg. This is the suction stroke. This double
stroke of the valve, with the resulting pulsations of the
water, is repeated with each revolution of the shaft.
At this point, without going into the theory of
jigging, it must be accepted that the falling velocity of
coal is less than that of the heavier refuse and, therefore, during the pulsion stroke, the coal will rise
farther in the bed than an equivalent particle of refuse.
During the suction stroke the refuse will fall farther than
an equivalent particle of coal. After a sufficient number
of pulsations the purest coal will be concentrated at the
top of the bed while the refuse will be at the bottom on
the jig screen. There will not be any sharp interface
above which there will be coal and below which there will
be refuse. There will be a gradual gradation from the
lightest, purest coal in the top stratum to the heaviest
refuse at the bottom. Figure 7-28 displays the various
stages in the stratification process.
Any quality of clean coal can be removed by scraping
off layer after layer starting from the top. The quality
of the aggregate will become lower and lower as more layers
are added.
The U-shaped container as a whole acts as a passageway through which the pulsations from the sealed chamber
are delivered to the materials resting on the screen. The
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Figure 7-28
Various Stages in the Stratification Process

jig box is divided vertically into compartments. The
compartments are separated by fixed weirs which control the
flow of the float strata. A compartment is actually a
complete jig in itself including means of separating and
removing the lower particle layers from the screen bed.
Thus, a multi-compartment jig is really a series· of two or
more jigs designed to produce multiple products and
function as a primary separator (remove heavier refuse) and
a secondary operation (produce a quality coal product),
i.e., the float material from one compartment feeds into
the second compartment.
In turn, each compartment is divided into two, three
or four cells. The number of cells is varied according to
the difficulty of separation, each representing a "stage"
of washing. Each cell can be controlled separately as
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regards to the pulsations and water introduction. Water is
introduced continuously into each cell to replace that
removed with the products and to fulfill other functfons.
The water introduction plays a major role in the jig
operation and its volume is an important control parameter.
The support screen normally has 1/4" aperatures,
although openings as large as 1 1/4" have been reported.
The size of the openings is used as a means of modifying
suction intensity or to of fer some control of the fine
particle sizes when the feed is high in flaky impurities.
Within the solids discharge location at one end of
each compartment, the two layers (clean coal and refuse}
are split and a refuse ejector withdraws the bottom layer
(refuse or middling} as it is collected on the screen
plate and drops it into the boot of an elevator adjacent
to the hutch compartment. The elevator with its boot is
built integral with the jig. The adjustment of the refuse
gate height, the refuse withdrawal rate and a float control
determines the refuse separation. The rate of refuse
withdrawal is usually controlled by a float located in the
jig bed. The upper layers containing quality coal pass
over a weir into a delivery sluice for dewatering.
A control (float or other device} is immersed in the
jig bed at a point near the level where the division of
the coal strata from refuse strata occurs. It represents
an automatic control sensor. The float functions as a
hydrometer that measures the specific gravity of the coalrefuse-water mixture at a selected level in the jig bed.
The measurement is usually made at the peak of the pulsion
stroke. The specific gravity measured is a function of
the refuse level in the jig bed. The float height level
varies with specific gravity of the bed at the set location
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and actuates suitable mechanical devices to change the rate
of refuse withdrawal. The floats are subject to a high
wear rate.
Although there is much similarity in plunger and Baumjig cycles, there is a significant difference which distinguishes them. Those aspects of a Baum jig which control
air volume or pressure may be related to the nature of the
strokes in a plunger-type jig. In the pulsion stroke of a
plunger jig, it is doubtful if the mechanical attainment
of the initial rapid impulse desired to lift the bed is
fully adequate or is followed by a sufficient speed
reduction to allow optimum bed opening and direction
reversal of the flow. Too slow a plunger speed may retard
downward bed motions thus reducing efficiency of the
suction stroke. During the suction stroke in a Baum jig,
the water and particle mass is moved solely by gravity;
but control can be exerted by the rate of air release and
water introduction, whereas the configuration of the
eccentric or cam activating the plunger governs in the
mechanical type. It is the control capability of the
"back suction" which is unique in the Baum concept. As
regards densimetric stratification, back suction is always
objectionable as it modifies particle settling rates and
enhances the compact bed formation. Thus, the cycle control
tends to be more versatile and effective in an air-operated
jig, which results in a relatively low capacity per unit
screen area for the plunger jig and also a closer adjustment to attain equivalent separations. The Baum jigging
action is obtained by delivery of a suitable volume of air
at the proper pressure to the air receiver. As air is
admitted on the pulsion stroke of a Baum jig, the air
pressure produces a sharp upward movement of the water,
since water compresses very little. When the incoming air
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is stopped, the air in the pulsion chamber continues to
expand, simultaneously reducing the air pressure. During
this reduction in air pressure, the water movement
decreases and the particle bed opens from the bottom upward.
The air-pulsation principle permits a closer approach to
unhindered stratification between pulses, thus a more
effective cleaning of all sizes. It is the nature and
frequency of the jig cycle which achieves the desired
particle stratification.
7.3.4

Hydraulic Coarse Coal Cleaning Equipment

Generally speaking, the fundamental features of jigs
were known from antiquity onward, but little progress was
made until recent times. The principal features of jig
design that require attention are:
Development of a proper jigging cycle, with
ready adjustments as to length of stroke, duration and character of cycle.
Even transmission of Jigging ~otion from point of
application to point of utilization of motion.
Use of suitable bed material or ragging, whenever a hutch product is secured.
Rapid evacuation of strata and conveyance from
jig.
Design with respect to the relative tonnages of
heavy and light strata.
There are a number of hydraulic jigs commercially
available. Several of these units are addressed in detail.
McNally Norton Standard Washer--This washer as
depicted in Figure 7-29 is a fully automatic unit,
which stays in balance at a pre-determined
specific gravity separation point despite
variations in tonnage or characteristics of the
incoming feed. It is a Baum-type jig using air
to distend the bed intermittantly to effect
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stratification of both coal and refuse on the
limits of specific gravity.
Operation of the washer is simple and positive.
Raw coal is cleaned in two stages. A primary
separation at the feed end of the washer removes
the heavier refuse material. The secondary
compartment divides the coal into a bottom layer
of middlings on which rides a second layer of
quality coal. At the discharge end the two
layers are split, the good coal passing into a
prima~y sluice.
Middling materials are
discharged separately for rejection or
reprocessing; or they may be delivered as a
second grade of coal.

Figure 7-29
McNally Norton Standard Washer
Source: McNally-Pittsburg Manufacturing Company

A primary advantage of McNally Norton washer is
its ability to handle fluctuating tonnages, and
varying qualities of raw coal feed while delivering a continuously uniform product. Tonnages
that can be handled by one washer range up to
500 tons per hour.
McNally Mogul Washer--Illustrated in Figure 7-30,
this washer is designed primarily to provide an
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automatic Baum-type jig that can easily handle
flat slabby refuse. Forward flow of the coal and
reject increases capacity in the primary end of
the Mogul washer.
Any stratification made in the first two cells of
the secondary compartment is not distended or
interrupted, but is further stratified in the
remaining two cells, giving a cleaner more
efficient separation. The bed is maintained at
a selected depth by the float mechanism which
varies the opening of the discharge gates to
match the volume of reject in the washer feed.
The evacuating gates are air operated. The gates
consist of multiple pivot fingers.
These
discharge gates are equipped with a perforated
stainless steel plate through which the upward
impulses pass from the adjacent washing cell.
The washer is available in capacities up to 600
tph for some coals.

Figure 7-30
McNally Mogul Washer
Source: McNally-Pittsburg Manufacturing Company
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Figure 7-31
McNally M0gul Washer as Observed in a Preparation Plant

McNally Giant Washer--The tonnage capacity has
been greatly increased by rearranging the
washing cells. The washer has a total of 180 sq.
ft. of effective washing area, provi0ing 20%
greater washing area, and a tonnage capacity of
750tph. The combined washing compartments are
10 ft. wide. The primary compartment consists
of two cells while the secondary compartment
consists of four cells. Any stratification made
in the first two cells of the secondary compartment is not distended or interrupted, but is
further stratified in the remaining two cells
giving a cleaner, more efficient separation.
This unit is shown in Figure 7-32.
Adjustable positioning of the pistons along the
push rod provides a wide range of adjustment in
the intake and the exhaust interval of each cell.
The various speed drive permits setting the
impulse frequency to suit the separator requirements while maintaininy positive synchronism of
the impulse to each cell. The impulses to the
primary cells are directly and positively opposed
to those of the secondary cells. Spiral
conveyors for handling the gob material have been
eliminated.
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Figure 7-3 2
McNally Giant Washer
Source: McNally-Pittsburg Manufacturing Company

Batac Jig--To improve the performance and to
obtain greater capacities than available with
standard jigs, recent radical modifications have
been made in the design and operation of this new
jig called the Batac.
In the Batac jig the principle of causing the
pulsations to the raw coal feed in the water
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medium is the same as in the Baum jig. However,
the methods of air distribution, the pulsation
action of the air by new type of valves, and the
bed control have been greatly improved and
automated.
In the Baum Jig, air under pressure is forced
into a large chamber on one side of the jig
vessel, with the air pulsated by the action bf
sliding or rotary valves (see Figure 7-33). This
creates a pulsating and suction action in the jig
Water, thereby causing a stratification of bhe
particles that are to be separated in accordance
with their relative specific gravities.
Distribution of this force beginning on one side
of the jig frequently causes unequal variations
in the jigging action over the width of the jig
bed and 1 therefore, unequal variatioris in the
stratification within the bed.

/
AIR INLET/
AIR CHAMBER/

~SCREEN·

/

Figure 7-33
Baum Jig Cross Section
Air is forced under pressure into an
air chamber on one siQe of the jig
vessel and is pulsated by action of
sliding or rotary valves.
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In the Batac jig, there is no side air chamber.
Rather, it is designed with.a series of multiple
air chambers, usually two to a cell, extending
under the jig screen for its full width, thus
providing for a uniform air distribution.
This principle of air distribution originated
in Japan and is used in their Tacub jig. The
Batac, derived from the words Baum and Tacub,
was developed using this principle by Humboldt
Wedag of Germany.
Figures 7-34 and 7-35 illustrate a six-cell
three compartment Batac jig. The heavy specific
gravity material in the coal discharges through
the screen plate perforations and at the end of

Figure 7-34
Side View Cross Section of Batac Jig
Jig is designed with a series of multiple
air chambers, usually two to a cell,
extending under the jig screen for its
full width so as to provide uniform air
distribution.
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the compartments through shale ejectors. Primary
rejects or refuse may be discharged by the bucket
elevator from either the first compartment alone
or, depending upon the quantity of heavy refuse
to be discarded, from both the first and second
compartments.
Secondary rejects may discharge to the second
bucket elevator, either from the second compartment or only from the third compartment. The
secondary rejects may, if the character of the
material warrants, either go to final reject, be
returned back to the jig feed for recirculation,
or may be classed as middlings or secondary
product. The secondary rejects may also be
recleaned in a heavy-media system.
This latter step may be desirable in some very
difficult coals containing a high percentage of
near gravity material or if it is necessary to
clean the coal at a low specific gravity of
separation. This retreatment, if required,
involves only a relatively small tonnage of the
total jig feed.
The standard Baum Jig uses either piston or
rotary type of air valves. The Batac jig uses
a flat disc design, which provides a sharp cutoff
of the air input and exhaust. These valves, both
for inlet and outlet of air, can be infinitely
varied as to speed and length of stroke. The
ability to vary the cycle characteristics of the
pulsation and suction is of inunense value in
opening and closing of the bed to obtain proper
stratification in the bed as the raw coal
characteristics change in terms of size consist
and/or variable densities.
These air valves are operated from an electronic
solid-state instrument cabinet generally
installed in the plant control center.
The electronic components for controlling the ·
action of the air valves in the Batac jig {whose
speed is measured in milliseconds) are in
modular slide-in form and, if a malfunction does
occur, they can easily be replaced in a few
moments.
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Figure 7-35 .
Batac Jig Cross Section
Heavy specific gravity material in the
copl discharges through the screen
plate perforations and at the end of
the compartments through shale ejectors.

For controlling the bed level of the stratified
material in the jig, a number of floats are
installed along the width of the jig in each
compartment. These floats are automatically
controlled by inductive coils which can be set
to measure the various densities of separation.
They trigger hydraulically operated refuse
ejector ~alves which increase or decrease the
bed level, as required.
In case of a plant stoppage or loss of feed to
the jig, a float mechanism near the feed end of
the jig is used to bypass the jig air used for
pulsation. This prevents a disturbance of the
jig bed and avoids the usual misplaced material
which would otherwise occur if the jig is
operated without raw coal input.
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7.3.5

Separation of Intermediate Size Coal

The current emphasis on cleaning the smaller coal
particles is the result of new mining techniques and
equipment which produce ·a finer Size of ROM coal, a result
of the need to crush coal to further reduce its size prior
to washing to liberate coal-associated impurities such as
pyrite (only through the liberation of these impurities
can an acceptable final product be provided at the maximum
yield), and a result of ever-increasing production costs
which require the maximum recovery of clean salable coal
to justify the existence of the industry. As pointed out
in previous discussions, the cleaning of the smaller coal
sizes is inherently more difficult and the preparation
costs increase with decreasing size.
The differentiation between intermediate and fine
size coal cleaning equipment becomes very complicated and
somewhat arbitrary. On an industry-wide basis, coal
cieaning equipment is classified as either coarse or fine
coal cleaning equipment. However, for the purpose of
clarification this disucssion will divide the "fine" coal
cleaning equipment into intermediate size coal cleaning
and fine size coal cleaning equipment. The intermediate
size coal cleaning equipment addresses primarily 3/4" x 0,
although some of the equipment discussed has top sizes in
the range of l~" and other generally address ~" x 0 coal.
The fine size coal cleaning equipment discussion will be
restricted to the froth flotation of the ultra fine coal
sizes primarily 48-mesh x O. A complete understanding of
the interdependence and inter-relationships of both intermediate and fine size coal cleaning equipment may be
obtained from a review of the flow charts discussed in
Chapter 11.
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The intermediate size coal cleaning equipment may be
classified into four general groups. These are:
dense media cyclones,
hydrocyclones,
wet concentrating tables and
fine coal launder and jigs.
7.3.5.l Dense Media Cyclones--Generally speaking,
crushing raw coal tends to free particles of good coal
from particles of impurities. However, with the reduction
of particle size below~", the difficulty of gravimetric
separation increases. This is so~ because the time
required for any particle to settle in water is dependent
upon its specific gravity and the resistance of the water
to the settling of that particle. The larger the particle,
the faster the sinking rate in proportion to a given fluid
resistance-mass ratio.
Conventional jigs take advantage of this fact with
the impulses and free water to form strata of different
specific gravity material. As particles become smaller,
settling rates are increased. The settling time of fine
particles can be reduced by the application of force to
them. Figure 7-36 depicts a basic dense media cyclone and
the idealized flow pattern within the cyclone.
In a cyclone, this force is brought to bear centrifugally by admitting raw coal and water under pressure into
the cyclone tangentially near the top. The resultant
forces are centrifugal. In a typical cyclone the centrifugal force acting on a particle in the inlet region is
about 20 times greater than the gravitational force in a
static bath. As the feed descends in the conical section
of the cyclone, the centrifugal force is further increased
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and may reach to over 200 times gravity at the apex. At
this point, the cyclone has accomplished a size classif ication of the particles resulting from the fact that under
centrifugal force, the larger particles will travel to the
perimeters of the cyclone and the smaller particles will
remain near the center.

Feed

I Feed iNet

2 Qverfk>w chamber
J Woshed cool outlet
4
-'
6
7

Cylindrical section
Conical section
Replaceable underflow orifice
Vortex finder

Refuse

Figure 7-36
A Dense Medium Cyclone and the Idealized Flow Pattern Within

To achieve a gravimetric classification, the water is
made dense by the addition of fine-ground magnetite with
the result that the particles having a higher specific
gravity are forced to the permiter of the cone and passed
out through the apex as refuse, while the particles of
lesser specific gravity remain near the vortex finder and
pass out through the top of the cone as clean coal. In
conventional cyclones, the mass generally is admitted at a
tangent. Gravimetric classification commences in the feed
line and arrives in the cyclone partially separated,
leaving for the cyclone itself only .the final gravimetric
separation.
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The general flow pattern of the medium in a cyclone,
shown in Figure 7-36 consists of a descending vortex that
originates at the inlet and progresses through the cyclone
to the underflow outlet. As the descending vortex passes
down the cyclone, part of the fluid peels off toward the
center of the cyclone to form an ascending vortex. This
ascending vortex, in turn, surrounds a cylindrical air
core that encircles the entire longitudinal axis of the
cyclone. An additional factor that influences the separation is the progressive inc.rease in specific gravity of
the medium as it descends toward the apex. This increase
occurs because the centrifugal force also tends to force
the medium particles toward the cyclone wall. Therefore,
they are preferentially caught in the descending vortex
resulting in progressively higher concentrations of medium
particles as the apex is approached. As might be expected,
then, the specific gravity of the medium.flowing through
the underflow orifice is higher than the specific gravity
of the circulating medium. Conversely, the specific
gravity of the medium passing through the overflow orifice
is less.
If there is some mystery to cleaning coal by mixing
it in a dense fluid and whirling it around in a cone, it
is understandable. The paths followed by the coal and
impurity particles in a cyclone have been studied by
observation in a glass or clear plastic cyclones and are
still not fully understood. The refuse particles flow to
the wall soon after they enter the cyclone. They are
entraine·d in the descending vortex and are discharged
through the underflow orifice. The coal particles are also
initially entrained in the descending vortex. Some of
these migrate to the ascending vortex in the upper part of
the cyclone. Curiously, a large number of the coal
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particles descend well into the conical part of the
cyclone before they are trapped by the ascending vortex.
This behavior has been explained by postulating a barrier
of high specific gravity that is due to circulating medium
particles in the lower part of the cyclone. When the
descending coal particles reach this zone, they migrate
toward the central air core. They are then caught in the
ascending vortex and pass through the overflow opening.
The existence of a barrier, however, cannot entirely
explain the path of the coal particles because observation
of the coal particles in a glass cyclone using an organic
heavy liquid shows that they behave similarly; that is,
many coal particles descend well into the conical section
before they migrate to the ascending vortex. Clearly, a
heavy liquid is homogeneous and a barrier cannot be present,
yet the separation is very sharp. It is also interesting
to note that the specific gravity of separation is almost
always higher than the specific gravity of the medium when
using either a heavy liquid medium or a magnetite dense
medium.
The dense media cyclone is generally selected for low
specific gravity separations where there are high accumulations of near gravity materials. Both fine and coarse coal
medium systems can be used advantageously and economically
when combined. The top size that any cyclone cleaner
should be fed depends upon the design of the entire coal
washing plant. If a washing plant uses either coarse dense
media or jig washing in combination with a cyclone, the
selection of the cyclone depends upon the point of separation most economical for the highest recovery of fine and
coarse coals. That point of separation may be anywhere
from~" to l~".
Generally, it is not economical or
advantageous to go to sizes above ~" in cyclone washeries
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if both coarse and fines are washed. If a cyclone washer
is to be the only washer installed in the plant, more than
likely the feed size would be approximately l~". This top
size, again, depends upon the individual washability
characteristics of the coal which indicates the proper top
size where a maximum yield will result when obtaining a
predetermined ash content.
A number of factors relate to the proper selection of
cyclones for any given problem. The size and number of
cyclones required for any given situation depends upon the
size of the coal to be treated in the cyclone, the wash
coal recovery expected and the suitability of a particular
bank of cyclones to a particular situation. Cyclones
could be offered in many different sizes to accomodate each
and every problem. However, most manufacturers have found
it practical to offer cyclones in two or three sizes, such
as 18, 20 and 24 inches. The size relates to the inside
diameter of the inlet chamber. Smaller sizes are available.
Larger sizes are being studied. Regardless of the size
most economical and selected for the particular problem,
preparation engineers are capable of designing the entire
circuit to suit each and every application. The normal
design capacity for 20 inch cyclones is approximately 50
tons per hour and for a 24 inch cyclone is approximately
75 tons per hour. The normal refuse design capacity is
about 60% of the cyclone feed capacity. Figure 7-37
depicts a typical dense media cyclone circuit. A media
recovery circuit is depicted in Figure 7-16.
The cyclone is useful for washing coal only when it
is properly integrated into a complete coal washing system
for fine coal. The effectiveness of ·any cyclone is
critically dependent upon the control of the dense medium
itself and is economically feasible only when the magnetite
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used in the dense media can be reused with a minimum of
losses. The largest loss of magnetite in any plant generally occurs from magnetite adhering to the refuse and to
the clean coal product. Some losses also occur with the
tailings from the magnetic separator. In preparation
plants where large tonnages are concerned, additional
equipment is included in the plant for recovery of very
fine coals (~mm x 0), i.e., flotation cells, filters and
thickeners. Since added equipment is used in these more
complex plants, it is possible to recover magnetite more
efficiently. For example, the tailings from the magnetite
separators may be fed to the froth flotation circuit where
any residual magnetite will report as refuse to the flotation cells. If a magnetic separator is used on the
thickener underflow (flotation tailings) added magnetite
may be recovered. Additionally, in some heavily equipped
plants, the use of a centrifugal dryer on the clean coal
rinsed product may be added. By the addition of a spray
in the centrifuge, more magnetite is rinsed from the clean
coal which reports to the effluent from the centrifuge.
This, in turn, is directed to the flotation cells for
recovery.
7.3.5.2 Hydrocyclones--A hydrocyclone is very similar
in construction to a heavy media cyclone but is less
efficient without the magnetite. Essentially, it is a
cylindro-concial unit with an included apex angle of up to
1200, much greater than the included apex angle of the
dense media cyclone which is around 140. The hydrocyclone
also has a longer vortex finder than does the dense media
cyclone or the hydraulic or classifying cyclone. Figure
7-38 depicts a cross section vi~w of a typical hydrocyclone
and demonstrates the separation process. The coal and
water slurry is introduced tangentially and under pressure
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into the central feed chamber.

The cycloidal configuration

of the inlet imparts an initial circular motion to the
slurry and initial centrifugal separation of the particles
begins. As the slurry moves downward into the conical
section, the centrifugal force acting on the particles
increases with the descreasing radii.
Particles of different sizes and specific gravity form
a hindered settling bed in the first conical section (A)
(refer to Figure 7-38), and the separation process takes
place in three separate steps. Light, coarse particles
are prevented from penetrating the lower strata of this
bed by the coarse heavy fractions (middlings and refuse).
As a direct result, the water as it passes from the periphery of the hydrocyclone towards the vortex finder erodes
the top of the stratified bed and removes the light coarse
particles via the central current around the air core and
up the vortex finder.
The remainder of the bed which has not measurably lost
its stratified character is forced into the second conical
section (B) by the mass of new material entering the
hydrocyclone. As indicated, the centrifugal force is
considerably increased and additional stratification and
erosion takes place. As the lighter pure coal particles
are removed, the heavier "middling" coal particles are
exposed. The lighter of these middling particles are swept
up and discharged via the vortex finder. The heavy
middlings that spiral upward in the central current of
departing water may by-pass the orifice of the lower vortex
finder due to their higher specific gravity. Consequently,
the coarse heavy middlings fraction tends to recirculate
to the stratified bed and finally enters the third concial
section (C).
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In this last and smaller conical section, the bed is
finally destroyed as coarse particles fan out along the
wall in a single layer, exposing the small particles that
so far have been shielded from the central current. The
central current of departing water in this smallest section
is relatively weak, having spent itself in the preceding
sections. The upward current that remains separates the
small particles from the remainder of the material, with
preference for those of low specific gravity. Thus, the
fine, light particles are finally discharged up through
the vortex finder by a process of elutriation. The fine
and coarse refuse is discharged through the apex.
The specific gravity of separation of a hydrocyclone,
and hence the clean coal ash content, is regulated in
general by varying the dimensions of the discharge orifices.
For example, the clean coal ash content can be reduced by
decreasing the diameter of the vortex finder or increasing
the diameter of the underflow orifice. To achieve the
same result, the length of the vortex finder can be
decreased. Generally, the vortex finder length is not
changed, but the distance that it projects into the
conical section of the cyclone is varied by adding or subtracting shims between a flange on the vortex finder and
the bottom of the overflow chamber. This has the same
effect as changing the length of the vortex finder.
Capacities of the units are affected by the diameter of
the.vortex finder and limited by the diameter of the apex.
Generally, a single stage hydrocyclone system can produce
a clean coal essentially free of misplaced refuse; however,
a significant characteristic of the hydrocyclone that
detracts from its performance is that a substantial portion
of the low specific gravity particles report to the refuse
product. Therefore, two-stage treatment is recommended
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and is especially applicable for minus ~ inch or minus 3/8
inch raw coal. For example, the raw coal is first treated
in a primary hydrocyclone which produces a finished clean
coal product. The refuse is recleaned in a secondary
hydrocyclone. The clean coal from this secondary hydrocyclone joins the clean coal from the primary unit to form
the final clean coal product; the refuse from the secondary
hydrocyclone is the final refuse product.
The separations that are obtained in a hydrocyclone
are not nearly as sharp as those that are characteristic
of the dense medium cyclone. Therefore, the hydrocyclone
is not applicable for difficult-to-clean coals or for
separations at low specific gravities. The hydrocyclone
may be especially applicable for treating minus 28-mesh
coal if the coal is not amenable to flotation. If fine
pyrite is present in the feed, the hydrocyclone is
reported to be superior to flotation for lowering the
sulfur content of the clean coal.
The coarser particles of an easy-to-clean coal with a
top size of ~ inch or 3/8 inch can be cleaned about as
efficiently in a two-stage hydrocyclone as on a concentrating table. However, the concentrating table cleans the
finer particles much more efficiently than the hydrocyclone
'
and, although the hydrocyclone takes up considerably less
floor space than the concentrating table, the large
quantities of water and power required for operation of
the hydrocyclone must be weighed by the preparation
engineer.
7.3.5.3 Wet Concentrating Tables--It is estimated
that 75,000,000 tons of metallurgical coal are cleaned
annually on tables in the United States alone. In recent
years, the trend has been toward cleaning of utility coal
which formerly was burned with little or no preparation in
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electrical power generating plants. Strict regulations
concerning S02 emissions have helped to increase the use
of tables to remove pyritic sulfur from raw coal before
the coal is burned.
Many modern coal preparation plants in which tables
are used feature dense media vessels to clean the coarse
fraction and froth flotation to clean the extreme fines.
The 3/8" x 0 or ~" x 0 raw coal is run across fixed sieves
separating at about 48-mesh, and the ~" x 48-mesh fixed
sieve overflow goes to double-deck tables while the 48-mesh
x O underflow reports to flotation cells. This is a
simple flow-sheet and produces good results, so long as the
sulfur content of the 48-mesh x 0 fraction is not a problem
(the pyrite will float right along with the coal). This
problem can be overcome by sending the fixed sieve underflow to classifying cyclones ahead of the flotation. The
48-mesh x approximately 100-mesh cyclone underflow, which
contains free pyrite down to about 325-mesh, then rejoins
the \" x 48-mesh fraction at the table distributor. The
tables will efficiently provide ash reduction through 100mesh while simultaneously rejecting free pyrite down to
325-mesh. In the meantime, the -100-mesh classifying
cyclone overflow has gone to flotation with most of the
sulfur already removed.
Today's modern wet concentrating tables are the
natural outgrowth of an evolutionary process that began
years ago. The introduction of suspended, multiple-deck
tables in the late 1950's and early 1960's by the Deister
Concentrator Company has been the latest significant
development in the manufacture of concentrating tables.
This has eliminated to a large extent two of the primary
disadvantages of concentrating tables, namely the need for
large amounts of floor space and the need for massive
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concrete foundation piers and flooring to absorb the impact
of the drive mechanisms. Figure 7-39 depicts the suspended, multiple-deck tables in their two most common
configurations.
The table employs the principle of flowing a mixture
of coal and water over a series of riffles which are
shaken rapidly to effect·a separation of the coal by
particle size and specific gravity. Basically, the table
consists of a pair of steel channels upon which is mounted
a rubber-cov~red deck and a drive mechanism. The flat,
rhomboid-shaped deck is approximately 17 feet long on the
clean-coal side and 8 feet long on the refuse side. It
is supported in an essentially horizontal plane, but slopes
enough (perpendicular to the motion of the deck) so that
water fed along the upper long side will flow across the
table surface and discharge along the lower clean-coal
side. The deck is attached to a differential motion drive
which gives it a quick return conveying motion, moving
material lying on the table surface away from the drive end.
\

Attached to the rubber covering on the deck is a
system of rubber riffles tapering toward the refuse end of
the table and parallel to the direction of the conveying
motion. Standard body riffles are approximately ~ inch
high at the drive end of the table. Between each set of
three or four body riffles are high (over 1 inch at the
drive end) "pool" riffles. These riffles form dams,
behind which stratification of the bed occurs. Low-density
particles ride over the riffles, reporting to the cleancoal side. of the table; high-density particles are carried
behind the riffles by the differential-motion drive to the
refuse end of the table (see Figures 7-40 and 7-41).
At one corner of the long diagonal and above the deck
is a feedbox with a slotted bottom to spread the feed onto
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Source: Deister Concentrator Company , Inr.
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Figure 7-40
Rubber Riffles on a Concentrating Table

Figure 7-41
A Fully Loaded Table in Good Adjustment
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the deck. Beside the feedbox and along that sid~ of the
deck is a trough; having adjus~able gates ·through which
'
the flow of dressing water to the deck is distributed.
Because of the reciprocating action of· the table and·
the transverse flow of water, the pulp fans outimmediately
upon contacting.the table surface. The upward sl9pe of
the table toward the·refuse end, usually 1/8 to ~ inch
per foot, and the retaining effect of the pool riffles ·
cause the slurry to form a pool near the feedbox. In t~e
pool, the bed of material is several particles deep and
substantialiy above the standard riffles and becomes the
zone of primary stratification. In this zone the shaki~g
motion of the deck combined with the cross current of
water stratifies the particles by density, similar to the
action of a jig washer.
Without doubt, the most fundamental principle of the
table is the vertical stratification according to spec:.if ic
gravity that occurs behind the riffles d~e to thri differential shaking action of the deck. The particles that make
up the feed become arranged so that the finest ·and heaviest
particles are at the bottom and the coarsest and lightest
particles at the top. The smallest, heaviest particles
are carried out by table movement toward the refuse end at
..
a faster rate than coarse, heavy particles. The lightgravity larger pieces ride on the top layer of particles
and flow on down the slope of the deck as a result of the
cross flow of wash water at right angles to the shaking
movement of the table. Since stratification and separation
of particles are not complete as a result of any one
riffle, a series of riffles ·is used; repeating the cycle
of stratification and hindered settling from riff le to
riffle, obtaining purer refuse products as the particles
fan out and progress forward and downward over the table.
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Conversely, the purer, cleaner coal is discharged at the
drive end of the table.
As graphically portrayed in Figure 7-42, successive
samples collected along the side and end of the table,
starting at the head-motion end, show a steady increase in
ash content and a steady decrease in the average particle
size for each individual specific-gravity fraction.
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Concentrating tables are provided with a number of
adjustments which should be used to obtain the bes·t
possible operation. Among these are:
(1) speed, (2)
length of stroke, (3) feed rate, (4) amount and distribution of wash water, (5) water-to-solids ratio of the feed
pulp, (6) uniformity of feed, (7) riffle design, (8) side
tilt and (9) end elevation. The reciprocation of the deck
usually is 260 to 290 strokes per minute depending on the
characteristics of the raw coal and the feed rate. If
there are high percentages of refuse in the raw coal or if
the feed rate is high, an increase in the frequency is
required.
Closely related to the frequency is the amplitude.
The amplitude and frequency are varied to maintain the
mobility of the bed necessary for stratification while
retaining the coal on the deck long enough for proper
separation. In order to move large quantities of refuse
material along the deck, an amplitude as long as l~ inches
may be required. Conversely, the stroke may be less than
~ inch long when coals containing high percentages of
near-gravity material are washed. The amplitude and frequency of the stroke are decreased as the amount of neargrayi ty material in the feed increases. A nominal 3/8 inch
to 0 coal would require a stroke amplitude of about 3/4
irich and frequency of 275 strokes per minute. Generally,
a fine feed will require a higher speed and shorter stroke
than a coarse feed.
The cross slope and amount and distribution of
dressing water to the table can be changed easily and
quickly to compensate for minor variations in feed rate
and composition. The cross slope is generally less than
so, and the dressing water side of the table is higher than
the clean-coal side. The feed dilution (water to solids
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ratio) normally used on a table is 2:1. The quantity of
water used in the feed slurry varies, but the normal ~eed
dilution is 40% solids for a ~" x 0 size coal feed, and
may drop to 33% solids for 3/4" x 0 coal.
Perhaps the most important of all table adjustments
is the end elevation or the amount of upward inclination
of the deck measured along the line of motion from the
feed end to the discharge end. By creating a moderate
slope that the high specific gravity particles will climb
more readily than will the low specific gravity minerals,
the separation is greatly improved. The high specific
gravity minerals are forced to spread out in a thin, wide
band which allows much sharper cuts to be made between
clean coal, middling and refuse. The correct amount of
end elevation varies with feed size and is greatest for
the coarsest and highest gravity feeds. A nominal 3/8 inch
to 0 feed would require 3 to 4 inches of end elevation.
Table capacity varies with the size consist, the
percentage of reject contained in the feed and the washabili ty of the table feed. Coarser feeds handle at higher
rates than do finer feeds; and feed rates will be limited
by the percentage of reject above 25%; and as the difficulty of cleaning decreases, feed rates can be increased.
The majority of all installations in bituminous coal are
on 3/8" x O, or ~" x 0 or deslimed fractions of some top
size where, on coals of normal washing characteristics,
capacity per double-deck table is 25 tph feed, i.e., 12~
tph per deck. For 3/4" or ~" top size, commonly handled
when cleaning steam fuels, capacity of 30 tph per twin-deck
table can be expected.
7.3.5.4 Fine Coal Launders and Jigs--Standard coal
washing jigs, as discussed in Section 7.3.4, often treat
the total size range of coal and retreatment of the smaller
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coal sizes is usually required. Although the fine coal
washers have nearly died out in this country, Roberts and
Schaefer is reintroducing a "fine coal jig". The Batac
jig was developed by Humboldt Wedag of Germany and incorporates features of both the Baum jig and the Japanese
Tacub jig. This jig has been discussed in detail in
Section 7.3.4. The unit is designed to clean primarily 2"
x 0 coal and it is hoped that the finer coal sizes will
not have to be reclaimed as with other types of jigs or
launders. At the moment, less than 6% of the intermediate
coal sizes are effectively cleaned using fine coal launders
or jigs and supporting data on the effectiveness of the
Batac jig is still incomplete.
7.3.6

Separation of Fine Size Coal

As indicated in Chapter 8, other than just pumping
away the black water from the plant, a number of methods
are used to remove the ultra-fine coal and refuse solids
from the recirculating water in a coal preparation facility.
However, only one system is successful in separating only
the salable coal from a -48-mesh size feed--froth flotation.
As noted in various portions of Section 7.3 and in Chapter
8, a number of systems or pieces of equipment either
concentrate or classify the finer sized particles for
feeding to the froth flotation process. Figure 7-43
highlights a number of these entities.
Froth flotation of fine coal is a unique cleaning
process when compared to every other separating system
discussed in that the flotation process does not utilize
the specific gravity difference between coal and refuse to
effect a separation. In fact, the flotation process is
not a physical process at all, but rather a chemical
process that depends upon the selective adhesion of air
bubbles to the coal particles and the simultaneous wetting
or water adhesion to the refuse solids. The adhesion of
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the air bubbles to the coal particles causes the coal to
be buoye~ up through the rather turbulent and foamy slurry
to the top where they can be removed (usually with wooden
paddles) as a concentrate while the wetted refuse particles
remain with the underflow and are removed to a settling
system. One type of froth flotation cell is depicted in
Figure 7-44. Figure 7-45 depicts the foamy coal-laden
"froth" at the top of a typical flotation cell and Figure
7-46 depicts a typical multi-cell froth flotation installation.
Froth flotation cells are upright trough type steel
tanks which h.ave a central agitating device to create the
air bubbles. The fine coal slurry, usually from 4 to 12
percent solids, enters at one end in conjunction with a
frother reagent of one kind or another. The treated slurry
flows through several adjoining cells and the frother coal
(coal that is buoyed up) is decanted from the surface at
about 25% solids. The tailings or underflow continue to
migrate to the far end of the multi-cell where they are
removed with the bulk of the water to some type of a
recovery system (usually a static thickener}. The concentrated coal solids are usually fed to a vacuum filter for
final recovery and subsequent dewatering.
The major factors affecting the flotation of coal
within the froth flotation process are:
particle size,
oxidation and rank of the coal,
pulp density,
pH and water characteristics,
flotation reagents and
equipment
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THE FLOTATION CONCEPT

Flotation selectively separates different
minerals by agitation, dispersion and gas
induction. An intimate mixture of air and
mineral-laden liquid is produced by dissemination of air throughout the liquid. Chemical
reaQents are added which selectively form a
water-repellant coating on the mineral
particles to be floated. Millions of tiny bubbles
are created by the air/liquid mixture. The
coated mineral particles adhere to the
bubbles and are carried to the surface where
they are removed by simple displacement.
Frothing reagents increase bubble surface
tension, forming a firm mineral laden froth at
the pulp surface. Minerals which are not to be
floated are wetted and so remain in the pulp.
Either the floated or the depressed minerals
may be the valuable portion.

Flotation is produced in one of two ways.
Many mechanical-pneumatic flotation
machines use external compressors to blow
air through the cells. This produces a turbulent
froth of relatively large bubbles. WEMCO
aeration is induced by a rotor that entrains
air in its vortex. This reduces turbulence to
a minimal level while providing maximum
dispersion of small bubbles.
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Particle size is ~mportant from both mechanical and
economic considerations. As noted, the intermediate size
coal cleaning equipment can usually do a respectable
clean_ing job down to 48-mesh. As a general rule, it is
more economical to clean coal by the standard specific
gravity method (Deister tables or dense media cyclones)
than bye froth flotation, down to the minimum sizes these
devices can efficiently handle. Consequently, even though
particles as coarse as 3/16 inch may be floated by froth
flotation, it is generally considered uneconomical. From
the mechanical side, the coarse sizes are more difficult
to handle due to the increased flotation rate (it takes
longer retention time in the flotation unit for the
coarse particles to be buoyed to the surface). The very
fine size coal, say below 150-mesh, is more difficult to
float than the 48 to 150-mesh, but to a lesser extent than
those exceeding 48-mesh in size. Figure 7-47 highlights
the floatability of coal based on particle size.
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The rank and oxidation of the coal entering the
flotation cells affects their floatability. Generally, low
volatile coals are easier to float than most high volatile
coals. Lignite is the least floatable form of coal. On
the other hand, a highly floatable coal will become difficult to float if it has become highly oxidized.
The percent of solids in the coal-water slurry (pulp
density) also affects the froth flotation. Pulp densities
may be found between 3 and 20 percent, with an approximate
average of 7 percent. The large variance in pulp density
is due to treating slurries with varying particle sizes.
As a general rule, the coarser the coal particles, the
higher the pulp density, and the finer the coal particles,
the lower the pulp density.
Both the recovery efficiency and the quality of the
froth product are directly affected by the quality of the
water in the coal-water slurry. Coal recovery is the
highest when the pH of the water is between 6 and 7.5.
The ash content in the float coal increases as the pH
value increases; however, the higher the pH value the lower
the percentage of pyrite in the float coal. The amount of
soluble salts in the water affects flotation results, but
little is known of their effect. Colloidal clays or slimes
in the water inhibit the flotation process. The clays or
slimes may be controlled by the proper use of chemical
agents in the flotation cells or by removing them ahead
of the flotation step.
The importance of using the proper amount and kind of
reagents is extremely critical to the flotation process.
There are three general classes of reagents: frothers,
collectors or promoters and modifying agents. The main
purpose of frothers (frothing agents) is to facilitate the
production of a stable froth, i.e., they must create a
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froth that will sustain itself long enough to buoy up the
coal particles and hold them on the surface until they can
be removed. The only substances which can be frothers are
ones which can change the surface tension of the water.
Examples of frothers are amyl and butyl alcohols, terpinol
and cresols. Kerosene, crude oil and various coal tars
are occasionally used, however, the choice of any frother
depends upon its availability, price and effectiveness on
the particular coal being treated.
The function of the collector or promoter reagent is
to promote contact between the coal particles and the air
bubbles by forming a thin coating over the particles
rendering them water repellent. The collector must be
selective, that is, it must coat only the coal particles;
it must not coat the refuse particles. Most of the collectors used in the flotation of coal are both frothers and
collectors. Examples are MIBC (methyl isobutyl carbinol)
and kerosene. For most coals, a combination frothercollector is generally all that is needed, including
oxidized or low rank coals.
The largest number of reagents used in the froth
flotation process are generally grouped under the heading
of modifying reagents. Most reagents of the category may
have several functions or varying functions under varying
conditions:
Depressing agents--are used to inhibit the
flotation of unwanted particles by coating them
so they will not attach themselves to the rising
air bubbles. Sodium and potassium cyanides are
effective depressants of zinc and iron sulfide
(pyrite) minerals.
Activating agents--are substances which so alter
the surface of a mineral that it may be filmed by
a collector or frother collector allowing it to
more readily attach itself to the rising air
bubbles.
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pH regulators--are used to govern the degree of
alkalinity or acidity of the flotation slurry.
Dispersing agents--are used to remove the slimes
or clays by acting as a flocculant, and thus
aiding in their settling within the flotation
cell.
As noted earlier, the removal of ash and pyrite from
the coal-water slurry presents a dichotomy: as removal of
ash increases, the percent of pyrite in the clean coal also
increases. With the increased emphasis upon pyrite removal
and the continuing requirements for a low ash coal, the
U.S. Bureau of Mines has developed under direction of
A. W. Deurbrouck, and patented, a unique two-stage froth
flotation process to remove the pyritic sulfur.
The process consists of a first stage, standard coal
flotation step, in which high ash refuse and coarse or
shale associated pyritic sulfur are removed as tailings.
The first stage coal froth concentrate is then repulped
in fresh water, pH is maintained below 7, and a coal
depressant, a pyrite collector and a frother are added in
a second stage to float any of the pyritic material carried
over into the first stage froth; the second stage underflow
is left as a final clean coal product.
Laboratory and pilot plant flotation tests with coals
from various coal beds throughout the Appalachian region
showed that pyritic sulfur reduction of up to 80% could be
achieved by using this technique.
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8.
8.1

PRODUCT DEWATERING AND DRYING

OVERVIEW

Removing water from clean coal and refuse products is
a major coal preparation problem, second only to the
removal of pyrite. Excessive moisture in the coal and
refuse leaving the plant is an undesirable impurity for
numerous reasons, i.e., the moisture:
compounds the handling and haulage problems of
the coal and refuse,
increases the transportation costs of the clean
coal and the refuse,
reduces the effective Btu content of the clean
coal,
causes undue absorption of energy during the
combustion process and
renders the coal undesirable for coking.
Clean coal and refuse coming from a wet cleaning unit
are usually accompanied by large volumes of water which
must be removed as the product is sized and the heavy media
removed (if media are used) prior to additional processing.
Provisions for dewatering or for dewatering and drying
clean coal and refuse are, therefore, a necessary part of
wet cleaning plants. Drying of the ROM coal feed may also
be necessary in a dry cleaning plant if the moisture
content of the raw coal is not low enough to permit air
tabling.
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The product dewatering and drying module is defined as
all activity relating to removing water from the clean coal
and refuse products.

This module is highlighted in Figure

8-1.
8.2

METHODOLOGY
The removal of moisture from coarse size coal is

relatively simple, while the removal of water from 10-mesh
coal or finer is a major problem usually requiring an
individual solution at each cleaning plant.
There are a number of methods that are used in the
dewatering of coal and refuse and in the dewatering and
drying of coal.

These dewatering methods may be generally

grouped into five categories:
natural drainage,
screening,
centrifugal dewatering,
thickening and filtering and
heat drying.
In practice, considerable overlapping of applications occur
among these dewatering techniques.
8.2.1

Natural Drainage

Natural drainage by the use of hoppers and bins has
been practiced for years, but has been largely replaced by
the sizing and dewatering shakers or vibrating screens.
Today, natural drainage is usually practiced only on the
coarse sizes of coal and refuse.

The products are gener-

ally delivered to specifically designed bucket elevators
and bins where the surface moisture is allowed to drain
away (see Figure 8-2).

Natural drainage is generally rapid

and complete for coal coarser than
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hand, coal fines and clay particles greatly increase the
necessary time for complete drainage.
Natural drainage is usually used for preliminary
dewatering of the coarse refuse in the modern preparation
plant and is of ten accomplished by utilizing drainage
conveyors and bucket elevators. In most installations the
conveyors are inclined, and the conveyor speed is timed to
allow the natural drainage or to at least provide a high
degree of dewatering prior to further dewatering by means
of vibrating scre~ns. Where vertical elevation is desired,
perforated bucket elevators are usually employed (see
Figure 8-2).
The natural drainage process by means of conveyors,
bucket elevators and hoppers may reduce the surface moisture content of the coarse coal or refuse to 5 or 6 percent
under normal operating conditions.
8.2.2

Screens

Fixed screens, shaking screens and vibrating screens
are often employed for dewatering coal and refuse.
Screens are a natural choice for the initial dewatering
operation because of their ease of use, their ability to
size the coal simultaneously, their maximum retention of
the particles which insures adequate rinsing for media
recovery and their relative low cost. A typical vibrating
screen installation is shown in Figure 8-3.
Screens are commonly used to dewater coal and refuse
of all sizes. However, when the shaking screen is used
for dewatering coals smaller than 3/8 inch or ~ inch, the
screen capacity decreases so rapidly that an excessive
screen length is required or a number of screens must be
used to dewater any considerable tonnage. The high speed
shaking screens can be successfully used to dewater plus
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Figure 8-2
Natural Drainage via a Bucket Elevator

Figure 8-3

Typical Vibrating Screen Installation
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3/4 inch to plus ~ inch bituminous coals to a final surface moisture of 3%. Normally, however, high speed shakers
are operated so as to give a final surface moisture in the
range of 5 to 10%. The minus 28-mesh material· is generally
removed in this process and must be further dewatered or
sent to the waste dump.
The particle movement and high capacity dewatering
effect of the shaking and vibrating screens are achieved
by high intensity vibrations and by the continuous tumbling
of the product particles on the screen surf ace owing to
the opposition of the screening surface to their forward
flow. The only difference between the vibrating screens
used for sizing and the vibrating screens used for dewatering is that in the dewatering operation the screens are
used at less steep angles than when used strictly for the
sizing operations. In general, the vibrating screens will
yield higher capacities in dewatering operations than will
shaker screens because greater energy may be imparted
directly to the particles through the increased amplitude
available in the vibrating screen.
The vibrating and shaking screens used in dewatering
coal and refuse may be selected by the use of standard
screen formulas (see Chapter 7), but the surface moisture
of the product requires considerable additional attention
before the final selection process is completed.
As the surf ace moisture of the coal increases from the
bone dry state, a point is reached where the coal particles
begin to adhere to each other due to the surface tension
of the moisture film. As this point is reached, the fine
particles stick to the oversized particles and begin to
ride over the screen, resulting in poor screen efficiency.
As the surface moisture continues to increase, another
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point is reached where the damp particles wet the wire on
the screen surface and binding commences.
(As the wire
becomes coated with a film of moisture, the fine particles
adhere to them. As the process continues, the screen
apertures are progressively closed off by a blanket of
material until, ultimately, screening ceases.)
The residual surface moisture of coal is usually
considered to be a function of the surface area of the
coal, although many other factors may contribute. If we
assume that the surface moisture is in direct proportion
to the surface area, then the finer sizes having the
greater surface area for a given weight will hold the most
water. For example, the surface moisture of l~ inch x ~
inch coal would be lower than the surf ace moisture of ~
inch x 0 coal if measured in comparable environments. However, the actual surface moisture depends upon the type of
coal, the size distribution of the particles, the efficiency of the preceding screening, the ash content, the
tonnage handled, the retention time on the screen, the
interruptions in the screen surf ace and whether the product
is from the top or the bottom deck of the screen.
The dewatering screen selections are based on handling
a bed depth of material thin enough to be free draining.
The depth of the ~roduct on the screen is a function of the
size of the particles being dewatered since the smaller the
average particle size1 the more difficult it is to drain
the bed and, therefore, the thinner the bed must be.
(The
presence of the fine coal particles tends to fill the voids
and hold the water.)
Coarse coal may be sized and dewatered on the same
screen, but fine coal is not usually sized at this point
since the primary purpose of the screen is to retain the
salable coal solids while removing the water.
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When dewatering the fine coal on screens, the openings in
the screen surf ace are usually very small (~ mm to ~ mm)
and it is necessary to provide sufficient screen area to
pass the water. Fine coal has a tendency to pack, stratify
or to form a blanket or a cake. Better dewatering can be
obtained if the bed is periodically disturbed. In order
to mix up the bed of coal, cross darns are usually used on
the screen surface. Cross darns force the coal to climb
over the darn, making the bed more porous and permitting the
free drainage of water. On the other hand, some operators
use a water spray to break up the bed of coal or in conjunction with the cross darns.
The capacity of fine coal dewatering screens is
influenced by the amount of water in the feed. If the
amount of water is too great, the high entrance velocity
resulting will cause the coal to flush down the deck,
reducing the screen area available for dewatering. Under
these conditions the surface moisture of the dewatered
coal will be very high and, under extreme conditions, free
water may be discharged with the coal. In order to prevent
excessive surface moisture of the dewatered product, the
amount of water admitted with the feed must be limited.
Tables 8-1, 8-2, 8-3, 8-4 and 8-5 give the capacity of coal
dewatering screens at various sizes of product and show the
maximum amount of water that can be admitted with the feed.
If the free water with the coal will exceed the amount
indicated, a stationary sieve ahead of the screen must be
used to reduce the incoming water.
8.2.2.1 Special Purpose Screens for the Heavy Media
Process The heavy media process (discussed in detail in
Chapter 7) is a method of cleaning coal based on the differences in specific gravity between coal and its impurities.
The raw pre-wetted coal is fed to a separatory vessel
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Table 8-1
TPH Capacity of Vibrating Screens
Dewatering Presized Coal at !..t"

Screen Maximum Water
Width (Ft.; with Feed (GPM)

3
4
5

6
7

8

750

1050.
1350
1650
1950
2250

Size of Coal

%x 'I.
60
84

108
132
156
180

p~

x

'I.

2 x ·~

65
91
117
143
170
195

3x

75
105
135
165
195
225

'I.

4 x 'I.

80
112
148
180
215
248

5 • 'la 6 x 'la
95
100

90

126
162
198
234
270

133
171
209
247
285

140
180
220
260
300

Table 8-2
TPH Capacity of Vibrating Screens
Dewatering Coarse Presized Coal at ~ mm

Maximum Water
Screen
Width (Ft.) with Feed (GPM) ';., x ~a >;. x

3
4
5
6
7

8

350
490
630
770
910
1050

45
63

Size of Coal

'I. 1';. x

so

70

55
77

81

90

99

99

110
130

121
143
165

117
135

lSO

·~

1•;. x

~a

2';. x

60

65

84
108
132
156
180

91
117

't.

143

170
195

2';.x ~. 3~.

70
98
126
154
182
210

75
105
135
165
195
225

'I. 4 x

~

80

112
148
180
215
248

Table 8-3
TPH Capacity of Vibrating Screens
Dewatering Fine Coal at ~ mm

Screen Maximum Water
Width (Ft.) with F..d (GPM) 1 x 0 'taxO

Size of Coal

•;.JC 0

•;.. x 0

'I. JC 0

25
35

22
32
40
49

3
4

170
230

35

30

27

49

42

38

290

6
7
8

63

350
410
470.

54
66

60

s

n

91
105

78
90

so

45

55
65
75

71
82
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•;.. x 0 ~xO

20
28
36
44

15
21
27
33

58

52

67

60

39
45

IOM • 0
12
17
22

27
32
37

Table 8-4
TPH Capacity of Vibrating Screens
Dewatering Fine Coal at ~ mm
-

ScrHn Maxl•u• Water
Width (ft.) with Feed (GPM) lxOl~xO %•0
42
46
37
275
3
59
52
65
385
83
76
67
495
5
102
93
83
605
6
120 110 97
715
7
127 113
139
825
8

'

-

-

Sise of Coal
•;.. x 0
~.o
35
30
49
42
63
54
77
66
91
78
105
90

I

..

:;.

I

0 %•0 lOM • 0
~7
22
17
38
32
~

so

31

'°

60
71

.49

82

67

38

.cs

58

52

Table 8-5
'!'PH Capacity of Vibrating Screens
Dewatering Fine Coal at 1 mm
-

-·

Sise of Coal
Maximum Water
Screen
Width (ft.) with Feed {GPM) 1 x 0 ~·0 %•0 •;.. x 0
~·0
40
49
37
31
45
550
3
56
52
68
63
45
770
72
67
88
81
58
990
s
83
107
86
72
99
1210
6
97
127 117 104
85
1430
7
113
97
145 135 120
1650
8

'

-

-

0 't.. 0 lOM x 0
30
25
20
42
35
28
54
45
36
66
SS
44
78
65
52
90
75
60

~••

containing a suspension of finely ground media (usually
magnetite, Fe 3o4 ) and water creating a synthetic specific
gravity which is maintained at a point between the specific
gravity of the coal and the specific gravity of the refuse.
This synthetic specific gravity will allow the coal to
float and will permit the refuse to sink.
To help illustrate the screens used in a heavy media
system, Figure 8-4 outlines a typical installation. Ahead
of the heavy media vessel, vibrating screens are used for
pre-wetting the feed and removing the fines. {Refer to
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(1) Pre-wetting the incoming coal controls
Figure 8-4.}
the amount of water introduced into the heavy media vessel
and assists in the maintenance of the desired specific
gravity in the vessel. Removing the fine material ahead
of the vessel prevents contamination of the.separating
media with fines. Fines have a tendency to remain in
suspension which adversely affects the specific gravity.
Following the heavy media vessel, the sink, float and
middling products (if recovered) are handled separately to
remove the water and to recover the media riding on the
product particles. A media recovery screen (2) drains the
media, washes and then dewaters the coal, middlings or
refuse. In order to perform these three operations, 16
foot or longer screens are usually selected, although in
some installations two shorter screens are used in tandem.
The drain section is usually the first 4 to 6 feet at the
feed end of the screen and the media drained off at this
point may be returned directly to the vessel since it is
of full strength. Following the drain section, the product
is washed using spray water and the media recovered is
concentrated before being returned to the heavy media
system.
(3) Approximately 4 to 6 feet of screen length is
used for washing with l~ to 3 GPM of spray water used per
ton of coal. The remaining length of the screen is used
for dewatering the product.
Media recovery screens are selected on the basis of
the.bed depth that can be successfully drained and rinsed.
Table 8-6 shows the capacity of typical media recovery
screens. The tonnages indicated are maximum feed rates for
average media recovery. The values shown in Table 8-6
should be increased by approximately 30% if the media
recovery screen is used for refuse because of the reduced
volume of material per weight (water) and because the
refuse tends to drain more quickly.
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Table 8-6
TPH Capacity of Single Deck Low-Head Media
Recovery Screens at ~ mm

Size of
Screen (ft.) ~"x ~mm

3 x 16
4 x 16
5 x 16
6 x 16
7 x 16
8 x 16

16
22
28
35
42
48

8.2.2.2

Feed Size
1
;.,"

x 10 Meah ';.. X 14 1" x ';." 11;.•x 1;." 2" x ';." 3" x t;.• ... x '4"
34
43
32
36
52
60
25
48
73
44
51
60
85
35
61
57
94
65
78
110
45
75
70
94 115
80
135
55
89
83
95
112 136
65
170
102
95
110
130 157
210
75
H

M X Ila II

6" x ~·

80

85
118
151
185
218
250

110
140
170
200
230

Special Purpose Combination Screens (Inter-

mediate and Fine Size Coal Circuit)

In some cases, special

combination sizing, dewatering and desliming screens may
receive the fine coal feed coming from concentrating
(Deister) tables.

These screens are usually of the double

deck variety with the top deck arranged to make a separation at 10-mesh, 1/8 inch, 5/32 inch or 3/16 inch round.
The oversize from the top deck is usually set at

~

mm

separation size and the over product is routed to a
centrifuge prior to going to the heat dryer.

The undersize

from the bottom deck is thickened, filtered and recovered
or disposed of in a settling pond.
Horizontal 16 foot screens are usually selected for
this application.

Either deck may be the limiting deck

(capacity) depending upon the separation and the analysis
of the feed.

Table 8-7 gives the capacities of typical

screens for various operating conditions.

At least one

row of sprays is recommended for the top deck to break up
the cake, and at least three rows on the bottom deck.
Blinding and flooding of the bottom deck are typical in
this application and the screens must be watched carefully.)
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Table 8-7
TPH Capacity of Combination Sizing, Dewatering and
Desliming Screens Handling 3/8 x 0 or 1/4 x 0 Coal
Top Deck
Siae of
Screen (Ft.)

3. 16
4. 16
s. 16
6. 16
7. 16
8 x 16

Bottom Deck

Approx.@
Feed
Surface
2'1.. , .1875 x l't.. Moisture (%) .10. 0 ~. 0

Screen Cloth Opening

.10. 211a.© .125 J:
@

@

@

37
52

41

67

73
90
106
122

56
78
100
123
145
165

82
97
110

57

(1) Called 10 mesh by some operators.
(2) Surface moistures depend upon the analysis of the
overproduct from the deck and the type of coal.
Surface moisture will decrease as the top size of

11-17
11-17
11-17
11-17
11-17
11-17

19
26
34
41
48

56

21
30
38
47

SS
~

~ •• 0

24

33
43.
52

62
71

Approx.@
Surfac.
Molature (")

26-32
26-32
26-32
26-32
26-32
26-32

the overproduct is increased.
(3) Indicated capacity is only approximate. Use screen
fonnula for wet screening to determine area required. Bed depth may be the limiting factor.

8.2.2.3 Special Purpose Solid Recovery Screens All
wet process preparation plants use large quantities of
water which are eventually reused or discarded. This water
contains fine coal or refuse solids which must be removed
if the water is to be reused or discarded. In the past,
coal operators used settling ponds or abandoned mines to
settle the fine coal solids and then either reused the
water or discharged it into streams. Modern practice in
closed circuit preparation plants is to install machinery
for collecting the solids from the plant slurry and reusing the water. The equipment used to clarify the slurry
normally consists of rakes, spiral or bowl classifiers,
drag tanks, settling cones, centrifuges, cyclones and
filters. A special purpose vibrating screen may be used
as an auxiliary to these solids-recovery units. The screen
(when used) usually follows the thickening unit and precedes the centrifuge or filtering units. Under certain
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conditions, solids-recovery screens are used alone and the
underflow from the screen is sufficiently clarified for
reuse in the plant.
Most coals are excellent filtering agents, and.this
phenomenon is used in recovering solids on a vibrating
screen. In order to form a deep filtering bed on a solidsrecovery screen, it is necessary to use cross dams or to
run.the screen uphill. Figures 8-5 and 8-6 depict typical
solids-recovery screen applications. The thick layer of
coal created on the screen deck acts as its own filter by
trapping further solids introduced with the feed. Solidsrecovery screens usually have openings of ~ mm, or the
first section with ~ mm and the balance with ~ mm openings.
These screens have heavier deck construction than standard
screens because of the increased load of coal and water
carried on the deck.
Solids-recovery screens can be operated by either
forming a bed with ~ inch x 0 coal or refuse and then
depositing the slurry on the bed 6 to 8 feet down the
screen or by using the slurry to form the bed and then
recirculating the fines and water that initially pass
through the screen as the second layer on the previously
formed bed. In the latter case, the slurry is usually
sent to a secondary cyclone for thickening before it is
returned to the screen. In order to form a filter bed,
15 to 20% of the solids in the slurry must be larger than
the screen openings and the feed should contain 40 to 60%
solids. Refuse is used as a filter bed if the solids
recovered contain high ash and are to be discarded as refuse. Tables 8-8 and 8-9 show capacities of typical solids
recovery screens.
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Figure 8-5
Solid Recovery Screen Applications
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Table 8-8
TPH Capadty of Solids Recovery Screens Receiving
Only Fine Coal Feed 1 mm or ~ mm x 0

Max. TPH of
Estimated Surface
Max. TPH of
Openings in
Siu of
Secondary Cyclone
1
mm.
x
0
Feed
Molature of Cake
Screen (ft.) ScrHn Surface (MM.)
Underflow to Top Bed
-- ·- --·-- --

•;.

3 x 16
4 x 16
5 x 16
6 x 16
7 x 16
8 x 16

---· ----,-·--

--------

8

~

12
16
20
24
28

•;.

~
~
~

~to 1
1 to 1 ~
1~ to 2
2 to 2~
2~ to 3
3 to 3~

22
22
22
22
22
22

to
to
to
to
to
to

28
28
28
28
28
28

Table 8-9
TPH

of Solid Recovery Screens Receiving
Coal and Thickened Fine Coal Slurry

Cap~city

~"

x O

Max. TPH Max. GPM Water
Mux. TPH of
Estimated Surface
Openings in
Siu of
with Feed
Cyclone Underflow Molature of Cake
Screen (Ft.) $c:reen Surface (MM.) ~" x 0 feed
3 x 16
3 x 16
4 x 16
4 J( 16
5 x 16
x 16

s

6 x 16
6 x 16
7 x 16
7 x 16
8 x 16
8 x 16

~
4' - ~feed end
followed by ~
~
4' - ~ feed end
followed by ~
~
4' - ~ food end
followed by ~

•;.

4' - ~feed end
followed by ~
~
4' - ~ feed end
followed by ~
~
4' - ~feed ond
followed by ~

12

150

3~

20 to 25

13
16

200
200

3~

4•1i

18 to 23
20 to 25

19
21

250
250

6

24
25

300
300

6
7•1i

18 to 23
20 to 25

30
30

350
350

71fi

18 to 23
20 to 25

35
35

400
400

10 .

8~

18 to 23
20 to 25

40

450

tO
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4•1i

-

.

8~

.

18 to 23
20 to 25

18 to 23

8.2.2.4 Special Purpose Fixed Screens Screens,
particularly those used for fine sizing, dewatering and
recovery of dense media, comprise a significant part of
the cost of coal preparation plants. Their capacity is
low (as indicated in Tables 8-1 through 8-9) in relation
to their floor space requirement. In addition to their
initial cost, screens add proportionately to the building
cost. The use of screens is increasing because of the
increased proportion of the fines in the washery feed and
the present trend toward recovering the finest sizes of
coal. Thus, any improvement in the capacity of screens
contributes substantial reductions in plant capital costs
as well as increasing the throughput capacity of the plant.
The sieve bend is a curved stationary sieve developed
by the Dutch State Mines. Figure 8-7 depicts a typical DSM
sieve bend. The patented design of these units evolved
from development work initiated in the Netherlands during
the early 19SO's. The screens were first used in dewatering and coarse sizing applications. Today, the sieve bend
is usually placed ahead of the vibrating screen in order
to reduce the water load on the screen, although occasionally it is used as the only sizing and dewatering device
for certain operations.
The sieve bend is a truly fixed ~screen having no
vibrating or moving parts. The sieve bend operates without
power if it is positioned at a lower elevation than its
source feed. The fluid action of the feed and the force of
gravity combined with the centrifugal force developed from
its curvilinear shape aid in its.operation (see Figure
8-8) .
The sieve bend is usually made of Bixby-Zimmer or
Wedgewire screen surface with the openings in the surface
at right angles to the flow of the feed down the screen.
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Fioure 8-7
Sieve Bend
Photo courtesy of Dorr-Oliver, Incorporated
DSM Screentm is a registered trademark
of Dorr-Oliver, Incor~orated
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The feed slurry is introduced tangentially to the sieve
bend by the means of a feed box. The feed flows by gravity
down the arc of the surface and is discharged at approximately a 45 degree angle from the sieve bend. The actual
separation obtained is approximately one-haif the opening
size in the surfaces.
The sieve bend is an inefficient device for sizing
and dewatering compared to the vibrating screen. The overproduct will have a considerable amount of free water and
the separation is not exact. The ~ieve bend will only
function properly within a relatively narrow capacity
range. A sieve bend used in conjunction with a vibrating
.screen will give a higher efficiency and will dewater
better than a vibrating screen alone. The sieve bend is
frequently used ahead of the vibrating screen as a replace~
ment for the conventional stationary sieve in the flume in
order to relieve the load on the vibrating screen. For
approximate duplication of dewatering results, a screen
used in conjunction with the sieve bend can be 2 to 4 feet
shorter than a vibrating screen used alone.
A new type of vortex dewatering sieve which combines
the characteristics found in cyclones, sieve bends,
vibrating screens and cross flow screens has achieved
significant results in several U.S. coal preparation plants
during the last several years. The new dewatering device
is called the vor-Siv and is manufactured by the Perforated
Metal Divisions of the National Standards Company under
licensing agreement with the Polish Government. The Vor-.
Siv, shown in Figure 8-9, is a cross between a sieve bend
and a centrifuge; it has no moving parts, yet provides
highly efficient centrifugal dewatering action.
Separation of fine-grain solids through the use of the
Vor-Siv is accomplished by the spiraling or vortex flow of
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a slurry over a stationary inverted cone-shaped wire
screen. ~he feed is introduced into the Vor-Siv through a
directional nozzle onto a circulating raceway. A certain
minimum head is necessary to accelerate the feed slurry
against the walls of the raceway, causing partial stratification qf solids· aw_ay from the associated water. As the
semi-stratified feed stream loses energy, it spills from
the raceway into a conical basket made of radially-slotted
profile wire. The remaining energy in the feed stream
creates a downward spiraling vortex flowing perpendicular
to the slotted openings in the upper three-fourths of the
basket. The solids flow down the screen to a discharge
outlet at the point of the vortex while the liquid with
the undersized particles flows through the fine slits of
the screen. The Vor-Siv is reportedly capable of performing several tasks such as classifying, desliming, scalping
and dewatering prior to the vibrating screen or centrifuge
process. However, to date, the most common use for the
Vor-Siv has been the dewatering of clean coal prior to
centrifuging.
Comparisons of generally accepted sieve bend and
cross flow screen applications and Vor-Siv applications
are of interest. Sieves and cross-flows with 28-mesh
sizing capability are generally assumed to have a capacity
of about 30 to 40 gpm per square foot of wire surface.
Some applications of sieve bends and cross-flows have been
as low as 20 gpm per square foot of screen area while most
Vor-Sivs are operating in the nominal range of SO to SS
gpm per square foot. Feed rates on sieve bends of 30 to
40 gpm per minute and Vor-Sivs at 50 to 55 or even 70 gpm
can be expected to produce moisture in high 20 and low 30
percentile. A Vor-Siv at 70 gpm separating at 28-mesh
can reduce moisture to about 28%. Generally 34 to 38
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percent surface moisture can be expected from sieve bend
and cross-flow screen applications .
. 8.2.3

Centrifugal Dewatering

In a centrifuge, the coal and water are subjected to
a spinning action which usually increases in intensity as
the coal progresses through the machine. The spinning
action, or centrifugal force that is induced tears the
water away from the coal ·particles and produces a dewatered
coal.
Centrifugal force is widely used when a force greater
than that of gravity is desired for separation of solids
and fluids of different densities, i.e., coal and water.
A centrifugal force is created by moving a mass in a curved
path. The force is exerted in a direction away from the
center or curvature of the path. The centripetal force is
a force applied to the moving mass in the .direction toward
the center of the curvature which causes the mass to travel
in a curved path. If these forces are equal, the particle
continues to rotate in the circular path around the center.
·If these forces are not equal, the particle pass~s through
the screen and exits the device as fine size coal. Figure
8-10 graphically depicts the centrifugal force activity
within a horizontal centrifuge.
In addition to the centrifugal force, the initial
impact of the coal particles against the screen surf ace and
the subsequent impact of the coal against coal plays an
important part in the dewatering process within a centrifuge by breaking down the surf ace tensions between the coal
solids and the water.
The effectiveness of the dewatering action for any
particular machine is governed by the size consist of the
coal feed and the centrifugal force imparted to the water
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on the coal. Fine coal has a larger surface area per unit
weight than coarse coal so its capacity for retaining
moisture is much greater: As the quantity of fines entering a centrifuge increases, the cake moisture increases.
As the percentage of fines in the slurry feed increases,
longer centrifuging time or increased centrifugal force is
required to maintain a cake or minimum moisture content.
Since the centrifugal force speeds up the separation
of the solids from the liquid, it would seem logical to
design machines for maximum centrifugal force. Pure
centrifugal force is not, however, the only consideration.
While centrifugal force helps solids settle, this same
force is the enemy of solid discharge. Discharging coal
particles becomes more difficult as the centrifugal force
increases. For example, at 3,000 gravities and one ton
per hour solids throughput, the discharge scroll of a
solid bowl centrifuge is in effect pushing 3,000 tons of
coal solids per hour up the drainage duct and consuming a
great deal of energy in the process. Additionally, when
centrifuges are operated in the higher force ranges,
tremendous pressures are set up between the solids and the
centrifuge bowl creating high frictional forces which
combine with the very abrasive characteristics of the coal
causing costly machine wear.
In general, three types of centrifuges are currently
being used in the U.S. to dewater fine bituminous coal.
These include the solid bowl or Bird, the perforated basket machines and the vibrating basket machines (both
horizontal and vertical axles). These major types are
discussed briefly in the paragraphs that follow:
Solid Bowl Centrifuges, shown in an example in
Figure 8-11. The two principal elements of the
solid bowl centrifuge are the contoured rotating
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· bowl which is the settling vessel and the conveyor or scroll which discharges the settled solids.
The bowl has adjustable overflow weirs at its
larger end for the discharge of the effluent.
The solids are discharged at the opposite end
through fixed ports. As the bowl rotates, the
centrifugal force causes the slurry to form an
annular pool, the depth of which is determined by
the adjustment of the effluent weirs. The solids
discharge end of the bowl is reduced in diameter
so that it is .not .submerged in the pool and thus
forms a drainage deck for dewatering the solids
as they are conveyed across it by the scroll.
The principal advantage of the solid bowl centrifuge is that is can be used to dewater very
dilute fine slurries. However, this machine
requires considerable power because it must
accelerate the water load as well as the solids,
and because the scroll must push the solids up
to the discharge ports.
Perforated Centrifuges are shown in Figure 8-12
which depicts a perforated basket centrifuge with
a transport device, and Table 8-10 highlights
typical performance characteristics of perforate
basket centrifuges. These units have two
rotating conical drlims. One drum turns inside
the other at a slightly slower speed. The outer
drum or basket is usually made of stainless steel
wire with replaceable screens mounted on its
inner surface. The inner drum or scraper carries
the blades which move the coal downward to the
discharge area. The wet coal enters the machine

Table 8-10
36 In. Diameter Positive Discharge Perforate
Basket Centrifuge Performance

Feed--65 tph, Ix x 0"--20% to 35% surface moisture
% Recovery--90% depending upon friability of coal
% Product Moisture--6% surface moisture
Motor Requirements--50 hp, 180 rpm, normal starting torque
Operating Speed Range--550 rpm to 750 rpm
Approximate G Forces Developed--150 to 300
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at the top where it falls on the apex of the cone
and the centrifugal force developed by the
rotating cone throws the coal-water mixture
against the screen. The water passes through the
perforations and is collected in an effluent
chamber. The coal is gradually worked to the
bottom by the scraper where it drops out by
gravity.
Vibrating Basket Centrifuges are displayed in
Figures 8-13 and 8-14 which depict perforated
basket vibrating centrifuges. Typical reference
data for these units are shown in Table 8-11.
These vibiating basket centrifuges, whether
horizontal or vertical, are the most common units
being installed in modern preparation plants.

Table 8-11
Typical Performance Data for Vertical
Vibrating Basket Centrifuges

Feed Range - 60 to 150 tph
Sizes Handled l~" to 48 Mesh
Horsepower - 25 - 40 hp drive motor,
5 hp Vibration motor
% Recovery - 97% or higher depending upon friability
of coal
Operating Basket Speeds - 200 to 450 rpm
Approximate G forces developed - 25 to 120
Feed Size - !.i" x 28 Mesh

These units differ from other perforated basket
machines in that the rotating basket is vibrated
in such a manner that the coal solids are
expelled from the machine without the use of a
transport device. The slurry feed passes down an
inlet chute where it is gently distributed onto
the inner surface of the screen basket. The
rotating screen basket is kept in axial vibratory
motion by a vibrating unit. The axial vibrations
move the coal solids towards the larger diameter
of the basket. In addition, the vibrating action
keeps the basket opening clear and constantly
loosens up the cake which improves the dewatering
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action of the centrifuge. The dewatered solids
which are thrown out at the large diameter end of
the screen basket fall freely down to the collection belt. The liquid which is centrifuged out
is ejected at the side. These machines are not
operated at as high a speed as those with
transport devices, therefore the product moisture
is usually higher. However, machine wear is low,
horsepower requirements are less and there is
little or no product degradation.
8.2~4

Filtration

Dewatering by filtration is coming to play a major
role in all wet cleaning plants.

The recovery of clean

coal solids and refuse solids from the fine coal circuit
is the primary function of these filters.

The filters

process a suspension with a high percentage of coal or
refuse solids and separate the water to produce a compact
wet cake with an approximate surface moisture of 18 to 40
percent, depending upon the size consist of the feed.
Coal and refuse slurries have been successfully
dewatered by both vacuum filters and pressure filters.
The most common filtering system found in the coal preparation plants in this country is the vacuum filter.

The

separation of the solids on a vacuum filter is accomplished
by placing a filter surface in the suspension and applying

a suction behind the filter to draw the water and solids to
the filter, thereby retaining the solids on the surface and
drawing the water through.

The solids trapped on the fil-

ter {the cake) are slowly rotpted approximately 120 degrees
out of the slurry mixture to permit the cake to dry.

The

cake is then lifted off the filter surface before the
surf ace re-enters the suspension by increasing the air
pressure behind the filter to loosen the cake and then
removing the cake from the surface with scrapers.
There are two basic types of vacuum filters in use-the disc filter and the drum filter.
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Figure 8-15 depicts

a typcial disc-type filter and its associated activities.
Disc-type filters range in diameters up to 13~ feet with
as many filter discs as necessary to provide a sufficient
amount of filtering surface. The discs operate in a trough
with some type of agitating device to help keep the solids
in suspension.

SLURRY FEED

HOPPER
INDIVIDUAL

TROUGH·
FILTRATE

Figure 8-15
Operational Diagram of a Coal Vacuum Filter

Figure 8-16 depicts the individual filter compartments for a new disc-type filter and Figure 8-17 shows the
standard disc filter in a preparation plant. The disc-type
filter has several advantages over the drum-type filter:
the disc filters are lower in initial capital cost, require
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Figure 8-17
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less floor space per filter capacity and maintenance costs
are less.
The operating principles of drum-type filters are
similar to the disc-type filter except the filter surface
is one long drum of varying lengths and diameters. Figure
8-18 shows a profile of the drum-type filter. The only
advantage to a drum-type filter over the disc-type is that
if a thin filter cake is being produced, the drum-type
will generally permit more complete removal of the filter
cake •.
Although pressure filters have found wide acceptance
outside the United States, their extremely high initial
cost and lack of automation has made them unacceptable to
the American coal preparation industry. The pressure filter produces a relatively dry filter cake and a solid free
effluent {less than 1000 ppm solids) .
Table 8-12 c.ompares
the relative differences between a pressure filter and a
disc filter producing 30 tons per hour solids from a 30%
solids feed.
Table 8-12
Pressure vs Disc Filter

Pressure Filter

Disc Filter

Feed

30% Solids

30% Solids

Dry Tons Per Hour

30

30

Cake Moisture

20-23%

34-40%

Capital

$2. 4 million

$200,000

It is obvious that although the pressure filter
produces a much more desirable cake, the capital cost is
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appreciably higher than a disc filter.

The operating

costs are also higher because of the semi-automatic,
cyclical nature of the filter which requires nearly constant
attendance by an operator.
The performance characteristics of any of the filters
discussed above are dependent upon a multitude of varia~
bles, the most important of these are listed and discussed
in the paragraphs that follow:
Filter feed solids concentration--is perhaps the
most important variable to be considered. A
general plot of the dry cake output vs feed
solids concentration is shown in Figure 8-19.
The coal slurry exhibits a sharp incremental
rate increase of filtration rates above 35 percent solids. Above the approximately 58 percent
solids, the transport of coal slurry to the
filter is difficult. Controlling the solids
concentration between the limits of 45 to 55
percent by the use of thickening devices such as
cyclones and classifiers minimizes filter area
requirements and filter operating costs.
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Size consists of solids in feed--for the usual
minus 28-mesh clean coal slurry, the general
f!ltratio11 ~ate.curve shown in Figure 8-19 holds
true. However, as particle size decreases, the
feed solids concentrations at which a sharp
increase in filtration rate occurs decreases,
and there is a decrease in the maximum obtainable
feed solids concentration. However, it has been
established that the minus 200-mesh portion of
the solids have the most significant impact upon
filtration rates. The minus 200-mesh solids
contain a very high percentage of clay or slimes
which reduces the permeability of the cake,
reduces the filtration rate and increases the
cake moisture.
Filter media--contributes to a great extent to
the filtration rate, cake moisture content and
filtrate clarity of the filtering operation. The
three most effective filter media in use in
modern preparation plants are stainless wire
mesh, saran and polyethylene. The filter characteristics of each of these filter media are
similar. They all generally permit the minus
200-mesh particles to pass, have minimum blinding
characteristics and good cake release characteristics. The primary differences between any one
medium and another relate to initial capital
cost and filter life. Stainless steel wire may
have an initial capital cost of $3.00 plus per
square foot of surface area and a filter life of
up to three years. On the other hand, saran and
polyethylene may have a filter life as short as
three months.
Cake air requirements--are primarily a function
of cycle time and coal particle size. However,
coal cakes of minus 28-mesh particles generally
require an air flow expressed as three cubic
feet of free air per minute per square foot of
area (3 cfm/ft2)-compressible. On minus 28-mesh
coal, at least 22-in. mercury vacuum must be
generated to obtain the minimum cake moistures
and the maximum cake rates--3 cfm/ft2, permits
a vacuum differential of at least 22-in. mercury.
Because coal cakes are essentially non-compressible, increasing the vacuum differential would
not be economical either in increased solids
recovery or decreased cake moisture control.
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Figure 8-20 is a schematic diagram of a fine size coal
filter installation and depicts the degree of complexity
of this portion of the fine size coal dewatering and drying
module. The complete description of the entire filtering
circuit is beyond the scope of the presentation; however,
when one considers the cost of operating a filter circuit
vs the recovery of between 50 and 100 tph of solids, it is
not difficult to comprehend the high cost of fine size coal
dewatering.
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Figure 8-20
Schematic Diagram of a Typical Fine Coal Filter Circuit

8.2.5

Thermal Drying

As discussed in the other portions of Sectibn 8.2,
surf ace moisture of the coarse coal product may be removed
by natural drainage and/or screening; however, for the
intermediate and fine size coal and refuse sizes, the
additional step of centrifugation or filtration is usually
required. When a surface moisture of intermediate and
fine sizes of coal is required which goes beyond the
limits of the mechanical devices discussed, the remaining
moisture must be removed by evaporation in some form of a
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heat dryer. Thermal coal dryers may be grouped into six
basic types. These are:
fluidized bed,
suspension or flash,
multi-louver,
vertical tray and cascade,
continuous carrier or screen and
drum or rotary type.
Coal industry trends in the application of the
preceding types of drying facilities have exhibited:
expanding general application of coal drying (from 32 to
57 million tons between 1958 and 1964} and expanding
specific application of fluidized bed coal drying (from 1
to 38% of all coal dryers between 1958 and 1964}. However,
while in 1972 there were 184 preparation plants employing
thermal drying units, in 1973 that number had decreased
to 162. Likewise, the thermally dried tonnage of bituminous
coal and lignite fell from 53 million tons in 1972 to 46
million tons in 1973. Indications are that during 1974
less than 10% of the total production of bituminous coal
and lignite was thermally dried.
In 1973, the distribution of the six types of dryers
discussed was as follows:
fluidized bed (66},
multi-louver (16},
rotary (36),
screen (12),
suspension or flash (31} and
vertical tray and cascade (1),
for a total of 162 thermal drying units.
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All industrial coal dryers now in use are the continuous direct contact type which employ convection as a major
means of heat transfer. Thus, hot gases and wet coal are
brought into intimate contact with each other on a continuous gas flow--coal feed basis. The hot gases used for
thermal drying are usually the gaseous combustion effluent
from a coal burner. Sufficient excess air is fed to the
burner to generate an off gas of the optimum temperature
range for coal drying. This gas contains unburned oxygen
and nitrogen from the burner air feed and carbon dioxide
and water vapor as gaseous combustion products. A fan or
blower is used to force the hot gas up through the
fluidized bed- of ,drying coal. A knowledge of the behavior
of the fluidized coal bed and of the drying properties of
the combustion of gas over a range of temperatures is
necessary for an understanding of thermal coal drying and.
is beyond the scope of this publication. A typical coal
dryer is shown in Figure 8-21.
A multitude of factors affect the performance
capability of a thermal coal dryer: drying temperatur~,
heat, fuel, inlet temperature, air volume and dryer size.
However, the greatest single factor affecting performance
is temperature. Temperature in the drying zone should
always be as high as safety will permit. When low
temperatures are used, sensible heat losses in the
exhaust gas are usually greatly increased because a high
air flow is needed to deliver the required heat. Moreover,
lower temperature means low thermal efficiency, higher
fuel and power requirements and increased amounts of dust
carryout. Coal drying temperatures vary according to the
type of dryer, coal and drying conditions. For example,
a cloud of minus 200-mesh coal dust containing 32% volatile
matter will ignite at approximately 1,100 degrees
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The No. 10 Flowdryer includes exceptional features and reveals extensive flexibility of Flowdryer to meet
practica lly any production requirement or air control standards. Among special features of this unit capable
of handling 594 tph at 11.6 percent moisture, feed size range of 6 mesh to 0 and achieve 53 tph evaporation
rate are: • an unusually high pressure drop through drying bed. resulting in high velocity drying gases
breaking up and effectively drying filter cake balls; • an oversize furnace with the added volume providing
better mixing of drying gas with product. uniform temperature and pressure under drying bed, and longer
furnace life; • a band of high alumina refractories at burner level and supe r duty refractories in remai nder
of the furn ace walls for minimal wall erosion; • Judicious use of stainless steel for free flow of materials;
and • special high energy scrubbers to meet air pollution control standards. Scrubbers employ stack
testing extensions for sampling emission

Figure 8-21
Typical Thermal Coal Drye r
Source:

McNally-Pittsburg·Manufacturing Corp.
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Fahrenheit, while a layer of such dust will ignite at
about 350 degrees Fahrenheit. The ignition temperatures
discussed are above normal coal dryer discharge temperatures and do not take into account the spontaneous heating
of coal which is influenced by particle size, volatility,
mineral matter, moisture and temperature. For example.
bituminous coal which is heated to only 140 to 150 degrees
Fahrenheit can catch on fire.from spontaneous combustion
within hours after being loaded into railroad cars.
There has been much written on the design theory and
operational characteristics of each of the various types
of thermal coal driers--a detailed discussion of the
inner workings of these units is beyond the scope of this
work. However, the following discussion will outline the
functioning of fluidized bed dryers~ Basically, the
principle of fluid bed drying is uncomplicated: Air
heated by either a pulverized or stoker-fired coal furnace
is pulled upward through a constriction plate by a
negative pressure suction fan. The heated air passing
through the orifices of the constriction plate creates
extremely high velocity air currents which suspend the
coal above the plate in a buoyant effect and cause the
mass to act like a turbulent liquid. This "liquid"
flows at a relatively even depth from the feed end to the
discharge end of the dryer. In order to overcome the
relatively high pressure drop, most dryers employ two
fans. The intake fan pressurizes the furnace providing
enough pressure to overcome the resistance to and through
the restriction plate. An exhaust fan beyond the primary
dust collector creates a suction, pulling the hot gases
on through the collecting system and out the exhaust
stack. It is assumed that all the drying gases pass
through the dust collector, thereby preventing the loss
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of fines through leakage. The coarse dried material
discharges from the dryer through a motorized conveyorairlock. The fines which are suspended in the air stream
are collected and usually recombined with the coarse
material at the discharge.
The principle of f luidization as applied to the
drying process has resulted in a thermally effi~ient method
of moisture removal from the coal solids. The fluidized
coal solids are completely surrounded by hot drying gases
and intimate contact is obtained between the air and the
coal. For every material there is a certain gas flow rate
which will suspend the material so that its particles
become disengaged and can be moved with a small amount of
energy. While drying can be obtained in any phase of
fluidization, the optimum condition is in the mild or
incipient phase of fluidization. Operation at this point
reduces dust loading, yet provides sufficient agitation to
give good air to surface contact.
Air volume is controlled by sensing the amperes of
the induced draft fan motor, and a balance is maintained
by opening and closing the induced draft fan damper. The
temperature is controlled by sensing the exhaust gas
temperature of the dryer and controlling the burning rate
of either the stoker or the pulverizer. The exhaust
temperature is the prime controlling point; however,
should the inlet temperature exceed the present high limit,
the control will then switch the inlet temperature controller automatically and turn the air furnace to a low fire.
Should either the furnace or dryer exhaust gas temperatures exceed a pre-set high limit, the drying system will
fail and the following sequence of events will occur: a
visual signal lamp will light up, a warning horn will
sound, the furnace by-pass stack damper will ope~ to
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by-pass the hot furnace gases to the stack and, to provide
further insurance, a protection damper located between the
air furnace and the dryer will close and isolate the dryer
from the furnace completely--simultaneously a cooling
damper will open to cool down the dryer. A central static
pressure gauge is located in the control panel in the
control room to indicate whether any plug-ups occur at
various points throughou_t the system.
The feed rate of the dryer is controlled by a surge
bin and variable speed screw feeders. As the rate of surge
varies, level indicators located within the bin sense the
level and increase or decrease the speed of the screw
feeders to maintain balance within the dryer. Most dryers
are designed to automtically handle load fluctuations and
start and stop operations as encountered in normal preparation plant operations or in emergency shutdowns with a
minimum of operator attention and maximum safety. Figure
8-22 shows a typical thermal dryer installation and
Figure 8-23 highlights potential air pollution problems.
8.3

THICKENING COAL AND REFUSE SLURRIES

As indicated in Section 8.2, Methodologies of Dewatering and Drying the coal and refuse solids, there is usually
considerable underflow from the screening or centrifuging
processes. This underflow contains a percentage of coal
or refuse solids that must be recovered. In addition,
specific elements of the intermediate and fine size coal
cleaning circuits discussed in Chapter 7 create very
dilute slurries of coal or refuse products. In each
instance, these dilute slurries must be thickened before
they can effectively be further processed by filtration or
if coarse enough by centrifugation. Of the devices used
to thicken these slurries in the modern preparation plant,
two merit discussion: hydraulic cyclones and classifiers.
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Figure 8-22
The Thermal Drver

Figure 8-23
Obvious Air Pollution
Problems When Unchecked
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8.3.l

Hydraulic Cyclones

In addition to the centrifuges discussed in Section
8.2.3, the cyclone thickener uses the principles of ·centrifugal force to thicken or classify coal or refuse solids
and thereby aid in product dewatering. Cyclone thickeners
are essentially hydraulic centrifuges: They are either
used as a secondary dewatering circuit for intermediate
coal sizes or as a primary circuit in dewatering fine size
coal solids.
A cut-away view of a hydraulic cyclone is shown in
Figure 8-24. The cyclone body generally consists of a
short cylindrical section attached to an inverted truncated
conical section. The apex of the conical section is
referred to as the underflow orifice. A central overflow
orifice or vortex finder is fitted to the base of the cone.
Although the complex inner workings of the cyclone are not
fully understood, there is a basic understanding of how the
unit functions. The coal and water mixture· enters the
upper part of the cyclone tangentially at a high velocity
through an orifice into the cylind~ical section, thereby
creating a centrifugal force field. The heavier particles
move to the outside wall. arid slide downward to the apex
of the cone and out the underflow orifice in a thickened
slurry. The lighter particles, having less tendency to
settle at the wall, are forced to the overflow by the
upward velocities at the core of the cyclone. Figure
8-25 depicts the flow patterns within a cycl6ne.
The cyclone underflow sprays into a collecting trough
and flows by gravity to the secondary dewatering process.
The overflow, which may or may not need further processing, is controlled by an overflow valve as well as by the
size of the underf1ow and overflow orifices. ·Normally
the underflow volume is about 10 percent of the feed
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Figure 8·24
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volume. By closing down the overflow valve, back pressure
is applied which forces more material out the underflow;
the result is lower underflow concentrations and higher
recovery of fine solids.
The performance characteristics of cyclone thickeners
vary greatly with the actual and relative diameters of the
upper and lower outlet valves as well as with the diameter
of the inlet orifice. All--hydraulic cyclones incorporate
easy adjustment of these dimensions. The nature of the
spigot discharge varies according to operating conditions.
Under normal conditions the discharge is a peripheral
whorl breaking into a spray as it leaves the spigot or
nozzle. Subsequently, air enters the center of the whorl
and discharges through the center of the similar whorl at
the top of the overflow pipe. This air column is generally
.accepted as being continuous from bottom to top forming
the core of :the vortex. When the bverflow tube projects
to the level of the junction between the cylindrical and
conical section, solids recovery is maximized.
Extensive experimentation has shown that although
throughput with a given feed orifice increases with the
increase in feedline pressure, solids recovery at the
underflow does not increase. This is taken to be because
the decreased time of residence within the cyclone counterbalances the increase in settlement rate resulting from
the velocity increase. However, if the pressure increase
is accompanied by a reduction in the nozzle area so as to
keep resident time constant, solids recovery is increased.
A decrease in the spigot diameter with no other changes
increases pulp density in the underflow. If this reduction
in diameter is carried too far, the air core is lost and
solids elimination decreases sharply. A decrease in the
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diameter of the overflow pipe decreases the solids content
of both overflow and nozzle products. Solids in overflow
increase with the solids content of feed.
Cyclone thickeners are available in many sizes. The
size chosen for a particular installation is directly
dependent upon the size consist of the feed. For example,
three inch diameter cyclones are used to process fine
slurries containing particles generally having 8-mesh by
0 size range. The units are normally arranged in banks
containing 22 cones each, with a common manifold in the
one feed line and one overflow line. One bank of the
cyclones will handle a flow of approximately 250 gpm of
slurry at a feed pressure of 40 psi. The top size of
feed to an 8 inch diameter cyclone should be less than
3/16 inch. The standard 8 inch diameter cyclone will
process approximately 110 gpm of slurry at a feed pressure
of 40 psi. The 8 inch diameter cyclones are normally
arranged in banks of two, three or four cones with common
feed and overflow manifolds.
The 14 inch diameter cyclone has a capacity of 325
gpm at a feed pressure of 40 psi and is designed to handle
slurries with particles up to 1/4. inch. They may ·be
operatad as a single unit or connected in parallel to make
up banks. Figure 8-25 displays a bank of 4 cyclones in an
actual preparation plant. Typical performance data on a
14 inch diameter cyclone is shown in Table 8-13.
8.3.2

Classifiers

Classifiers are frequently used in coal preparation
plants to assist in the dewatering of coal and refuse
solids. However, their most typical operation is the prethickening of the refuse solids suspended in the plant water
circuit prior to the thickening or filtering operations~
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Table 8-13
Typical Performance of a 14-inch Diameter
Hydraulic Cyclone
------- -- --

-

--

---~

Application: Thickening of 28 mesh by 0 fine coal slurry.
Flow: 300 gpm per cyclone.
Feed Pressure: 25 psig
Size. Microns 1111d Ty/.., Mt•.1·/i

-------·-··-.

0- 20
20- 44
325-200
200-100
+ 100

Microns
Microns
Mesh
Mesh
Mesh

Feed

U ml<'rf/011·

01·erfiow

27.0%
12.0%
9.0%
15.0%
37.0%

3.7%
3.0%
5.0%
19.6%
68.7%

53.8%
22.4%
13.5%
9.7%
0.6%

I00.0%
100.0%
100.0%
Concentration by Weight
10.0%
46.0%
5.0%
Recovery
53.5%
· Remarks: Above results show typical 14-in. cyclone performance thickening feed to
sludge screen or vacuum filter.

'This function is primarily a sizing operation of the
solids in suspension. These sizing classifiers do not
require additional water besides that present in the slurry
being treated. They utilize free-settling conditions to
effect sizing as much as possible and are unaffected by
the specific gravity and shape of the particles. The size
at which a separation is made ranges from 20- to 300-mesh.
Sizing classifiers are operated at the dilutions ranging
from a solid content of 3 to 5 percent by weight if sizing
is at the extreme fine end or up to 30 or 35 percent by
~eight if sizing is at the coarse end.
There are a variety of classifiers in use, but they
may be grouped into two main types on the basis of the
flow of the slurry: horizontal-current and vertical current. The most common type of classifier in use in coal
cleaning plants is the horizontal-current mechanical type
classifier. These types of classifiers generally have
mechanical devices to agitate.the slurry and to carry the
settled solids away and are typified by the spiral or
screw classifier, shown in Figure 8-26.
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I'igure 8-25
'rypical Hydraulic Cyclone Installat.ion

Figure 8- 26

A Working Screw Classifier
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. Screw clasifiers consist of an inclined, roundbottom tank with one or two spirals mounted on a throughshaft parallel to the tank bottom.

The spiral structure

effects the necessary agitation in the pool and conveys
the settled solids up the bottom of the tank to the
discharge lip.

_

The slurry is fed into the classifier with

a minimum head and at pool level to minimize undesirable
agitation.

The pool leyel is maintained by adjusting the

height of the overflow weirs.

The overflow drops into a

collection pipe and is usually routed to a thickener.

The

underflow may report directly to the refuse belt if
sufficiently dewatered or to a secondary dewatering device.
The amount of water overflowing the weir determines the
size of the separation since the water overflowing the
weir varies with the velocity and vice versa.

Additionally,

the speed of the spirals may have an effect on the size of
separation.

Speeding up the spirals pulls more material

into suspension and increases the agitation thereby
effecting a separation at a coarser level.
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9.
9. l

CLEAN COAL STORAGE AND HANDLING

OVE.RVIEW

The larger handling and producing systems in use
today are dependent on an assured supply of coal of
specific quantities being available at a specific time.
It is no longer feasible to load clean coal at the rate
of production of the coal cleaning plant. Since the
inception of the unit train, clean coal storage, in some
form, has become an economic necessity~ Several of the
more important reasons for storing o.f clean. coal are:
to quickly and.economically load uriit trains~.
barges and other intermittent bulk transport
conveyances,
to facilitate the attainment of maximum product
uniformity of shipped clean coal,
to keep clean coal on hand for domestic and
truck trades and
to eliminate the dependency on preparation plant
production.
The relationship of the clean coal storage module to the
preparation plant is highlighted in Figure 9-1.
The reasons for clean coal storage are clear. There
are, however, numerous adverse factors to be considered.
Among them are:
the oxidation and spontaneous combustion of the
coal,
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the alteration of the physical properties of coal
while being stored,
·
the loss of product due to wind and erosion1. and
degradation due to rehandling and
the increased capital cost of handling and storage facilities.

The affinity of a coal stockpile to spontaneously heat
is very difficult to assess. It is, of course, directly
dependent on the amount of oxidation which takes place, but
oxidation, in turn, is dependent on many other factors
such as the rank of the coal (the higher the rank, the less
tendency to oxidize) , the size consist of the coal in the
pile, the method by which it is stacked, 'the temperature
at which the coal is piled, external heat additions, the
amount and size of pyrite present, moisture content,
ventilation conditions in the pile, storage time and the
presence of foreign materials. Because each of these
variables is important, the spontaneous combustion of a
coal stockpile may take place under a certain set of
environmental conditions at one location, while not taking
place at another site with slightly altered conditions or
different coal characteristics.
Coal weathers as it oxidizes in storage. Weathering
or "slacking" as it is sometimes referred to, ·occurs more
readily in low-rank coals than high-rank coals. It is
defined as the disintegration of the coal on exposure to
the weather, particularly when alternately wetted and dried
or subjected to hot sunshine. This phenomenon is detrimental from the utilization standpoint, both in decreases
of heating value and loss of coking properties of the coal.
This factor has substantial bearing on the selection of
storage facilities at the plant, i.e., whether they should
be open or closed, although it has been found that the
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oxidation rate decreases with time and generally the loss
in heating value is not as great as once it was thought
to be.
Another consideration as to storage type is the
potential loss of coal product through windage (dust loss}
and erosion. This consideration is dependent on the
geographical location of the proposed storage site and may
be of significant importance.
The impact of any of the above factors may be greatly
reduced by using closed storage facilities such as bins or
silos. Closed storage systems are high capital cost items
and their use is restricted by economics. However, the
time of storage factor is of great importance in determining the type of storage. It has been found that short-term
storage, if done properly, can usually be of the open type
while a great deal more consideration must be given to
coal which is to be stored for longer periods of time. The
optimum storage of clean coal lies not only in the selection of the adequate type, but also in the proper construction and maintenance of the storage facility.
9.2

CLEAN COAL STORAGE

The reasons for storing clean coal have been presented
previously; and tne methodologies of clean coal storage
will now be discussed. As a minimum, ~ hour of rated
plant capacity of clean coal is suggested as the minimum
storage necessary to provide a reserve against production
interruptions which would directly impact efficient
transport of the clean coal. It is, however, more corrunon
to store larger quantities of clean coal either in bins
or silos or in ground storage facilities. Bins and silos
may be singular, monolithic storage areas ranging in
capacity from 1,000 tons to 15,000 tons per unit. It is
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common to find multiple clusters of bins or silos at a
storage facility. The cluster storage approach provides
flexibility, better reliability and the advantage of being
able to blend the final product mix. Ground storage capacity, on the other hand, ranges from a low of about 5,000
tons to a high of 30,000 tons and oftentimes more. Storage
facilities appea~ in a number of shapes with a multitude
of contributing variables. The use of large singular silos
is becoming more and more popular with increased unit train
loading, and as more economical methods of constructing
the concrete silos are developed, space-saving considerations have also added impetus to the trend toward this
type of storage.
The industry trend is toward increased use of the unit
train concept for removing clean coal from the storage
area. Therefore, plant installations must have storage
facilities amenable to this system. The criteria used in
the decision as to which type of storage will be used at
a particular site include such factors as:
Whether or not the coal has been thermally dried.
There is a natural reluctance to put the coal in
open storage if it has been thermally dried. If
the market calls for a low moisture coal, a
closed storage bin or silo is desirable.
Is dust control critical? If so, a closed bin
or silo is desirable. If dust control is desirable but not critical, a standpipe or telescoping
tube in an open stockpile is adequate.
Is the weather such that coal would tend to
freeze in open storage or in rail cars? A
closed bin or silo is often better.
What initial capital is available for investment
in storage facilities?
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9.2.1

Open Storage for Clean Coal

Open storage, often called ground storage, is the
least expensive of all storage methods. It simply consists
of storing the clean coal directly on the ground or in
shallow pits in any of several configurations dependent on
the handling system being used.
The most common of the open storage configurations is
the conical-shaped pile. As displayed in Figure 9-2,
this configuration is used in over 60% of coal operations
employing unit train loading. A conical storage pile may
have a flat bottom using either coal in the dead storage
area or earth filled into a doughnut shape to serve as the
dead area. The majority of operators employing conical
pile storage use dead coal as a satisfactory enclosure.
The dead coal also constitutes a reserve for the loader.
Instead of coal, fabricated enclosures may occasionally be
employed. Earth embankments are used in a number of
installations. These embankments may completely enclose
the storage pile, or if terrain permits, may be left open
at strategic points for bulldozing or other methods of
moving to create additional storage. The slope of the
enclosure wall is usually 40 to 45 degrees or approximately
the angle of repose of the coal being handled. Additionally, the storage area may be cut into hillsides using the
natural rock as a partial enclosure.
Concial stockpiles may have varying capacities
depending on the height of the pile and the angle of
repose of the coal. The major disadvantage of this type
of storage is the relatively low ratio of live to dead
storage. Assuming a 450 angle of repose, only about 1/5
of the coal in a conical pile is live coal if the only
recovery opening is in the center of the pile. To avoid
this, several openings may be used extending across the
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diameter of the pile.
ratio to about 55%.

This may increase the live coal

Buildup of the conical pile usually begins on a prepared, compacted surface. A fixed, cantilevered, stacker
conveyor delivers coal to the pile and is usually equipped
with a telescopic chute or fixed standpipe with multi-level
openings to restrict dust. The pile is situated over the
reclaiming tunnel and necessary feeders which feed onto a
reclaiming conveyor whirih, in turn, may deliver the product
to a loadout hopper over the track or tracks for unit train
loading.
Another open storage method consists of a long wedgeshaped pile which is capable of storing from 40,000 to
100,000 tons of clean coal. These wedge-shaped piles are
built with a traveling stacker that operates with a belt
conveyor running parallel to the pile. The conveyor is
generally elevated to about half the height of the pile,
either on an earth fill or on a steel structure. The pile
is built as the movable tripper slowly traverses the length
of the pile. The stacker may have either a f~xed or a
hinged boom, the latter serving to practically eliminate
dust problems.
Wedge-shaped piles can either be reclaimed by using
an under-the-pile conveyor system similar to that previously described for a conical pile, or a stacker/reclaimer
system may be employed for both functions. Both systems
are shown in Figure 9-3. The stacker/reclaimer system is
a more recent innovation, adapted from.strip mining
technology and initially used at power plants, but now
appearing at preparation plants as well. It is quite a
versatile storage method which allows storage on both
sides of the conveyor track.
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A final type of open storage, frequently found at
power plants and finding increased application in preparation plants is the kidney-shaped stockpile shown in Figure
9-4.

Stack•
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Figure 9-4
Kidney-Shaped Stockpile
Source:

Coal Preparation, op.cit., p. 15-18

The kidney-shaped stockpile is formed by a stationary
radial stacker with a boom that rotates through an arc and
which raises and lowers as necessary. The stacker may be
either ground or tower mounted. This type of storage has
the major advantage of being able to stock a large supply
of clean coal using a minimum of space and handling. Offsetting this advantage, however, are the disadvantages of
high capital investment, high maintenance costs and the
need for a more complex reclaiming arrangement to achieve
maximum efficiency.
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9.2.2

Closed Storage for Clean Coal

For various reasons, such as to prevent freezing, it
may be desirable to use enclosed storage facilities.

When

such a situation exists, bins or silos are generally used.
These storage vessels are predominantly circular in shape
and may be made of either steel or concrete.

An example of

a facility employing a combination of both the steel and
concrete type silos is shown in Figure 9-5.

Figure 9-5
Steel and Concrete Storage Silos
Source:

FMC Mining Equipment

Both the steel and concrete silos have arrangements to
withdraw coal through the bottom of the silos.

These may

be either in the form of a surface conveyor or a buried
conveyor arrangement.

A sloped steel plate or treated

earth fill in the bottom of the silos assures total
recovery of the coal by using gravity.

Larger diameter

silos or bins 100 feet in diameter, for example, generally
have more than one feeder chute at the bottom as shown
in Figure

9-~.
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Monolithic Concrete Bin

The past trend in the industry was towards a cluster
of smaller (1,500 to 2,000 tons per silo) concrete silos.
'These were generally of the precast stave-type silos,
were less expensive than the larger·monolithic bin types
and provided considerable flexibility in blending the final
product. Some recently built unit train facilities employ
as many as five or more silos at a single site. However,
the current trend is to a single larger storage silo as
depicted in Figure 9-6.
Though occasionally used for clean coal storage, the
rectangular-type bin has found only limited application.
However, these bins are used for flood-loading or choke
loading unit train cars from other types of storage
facilities. This type of bin is commonly built at the same
capacity as the hopper cars being loaded. They do vary
in capacity, but the majority of rectangular bins are under
200 ton capacity. A typical installation is shown in
Figure 9-7.
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Figure 9-7
Flood Loading From Steel Surge Bin

In contrast to open storage facilities, enclosed
storage facilities practically eliminate blowing dust and
windage losses and protect the clean coal from the elements.
Additionally, these facilities provide nearly 100% live
storage of clean coal and eliminate all the pollution problems associated with coal storage.

9.3

CLEAN COAL HANDLING
Most coal handling systems incorporate a storage

arrangement to provide several thousand tons live storage.
This is critical when systems such as the unit train are
being used which require a rather rapid loadout.

The

development of the unit train with its attendant economics,
more than any other factor, has contributed to the
widespread construction of storage and high-speed loading
facilities.

As this is the most prevalent of today's

systems, primary emphasis will be placed on it during the
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following discussions. Other systems employ waterborne
loading, as in the use of barge haulage, and slurry pipelines, although this system is not practiced widely as yet.
9.3.1

Unit Train Loading

The unit train has been defined as a complete train
of conventional size and equipment operating on a regularly scheduled cycle movement, with dedicated or private
cars and assigned locomotives, between a single origin and
a single destination. The typical unit train loading
facility in the United States has a load-ou~.capacity of
3,000 to 3,500 tons per hour, with a maximum to date of
11,000 tons per hour at one installation. Though the
railroads handle larger trains over the road, the largest
usually placed for loading at mines is around 10,000 tons,
with the smallest ranging from 3,000 to 3,500 tons. The
nwnber of cars using a single track loading ranges from
30 or 40 to over lOD cars. Specially designed cars for
unit train service are being used in increasing numbers.
The size of special experimental cars has reached 240 tons.
Single track loading is the general rule. However,
two loading tracks are used in some layouts with a maximum
ranging up to six. With few exceptions, car loading is
done from an overtrack surge.hopper ranging in capacity
from 85 to 300 tons. Flood loading rates may exceed 3,000
tons per hour. Where more than one silo or row pile is
operated, each has its own complement of feeders--in the
case of silos, usually 6 to 8 feeders are strategically
located across the bottom. In one installation located
over a train sized tunnel, only one chute per cone is
required to load at the rate of 6,000 tons per hour.
Another installation, shown in Figure 9-8, utilizes
two adjacent silos with a single pass-through tunnel for
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loading a 94-car unit train.

The cars are 100 tons

capacity and the entire load-out can be accomplished in
under two hours.

The locomotive first backs the empty

cars through the tunnel, and when the direction is
reversed, loading commences continuously until the entire
train has been loaded.

An operator controls the feed

chute, which serves to contour the load as well as control
dust and constant loading conditions.

Figure 9-8
Two-Silo Unit Train Loading System
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There are basically three approaches used in the
loading of unit trains:
conveyor.

locomotive, car

ha~l

and tripper

The first system is the fastest, whereby

conventional locomotives move the cars in one pass on 01ie
or more parallel tracks. The surge bin used has a capacity
of around 1 1/2 times that of the railroad cars.

As the

cars move under the load point, the loading chute or chutes
can be lowered to permit flood loading and contour control.

Figure 9-9
Minimal Unit Train Loading Facility

The car haul system consists of a reversible doubledrum hoist with haulage ropes leading to dummy cars on the
end of both strings of cars.

One string of cars is moved

in one direction and loaded while the other string is
simultaneously moved in the opposite direction.

Upon

completion of car loading in one direction, the hoist is
reversed and loading commences in the opposite direction.
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Figure 9-10
Maximized Unit Train Loading Facility

Loading cars are normally removed and replaced with empties
before the car haul begins in opposite directions to reduce
the load on the hoist.

Figure 9-11
Car Haul System of Unit Train Loading
Source:

McNally-Pittsburq
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The third system is one in which the train remains
stationary while being loaded by a movable tripper running
parallel to the train.

Two strings of cars are positioned,

one on each side of the tripper.

As the tripper completes

loading of one string it reverses the direction and begins
loading the other string.

Meanwhile, the loaded string of

cars is removed and replaced with an empty set.

Figure 9-12
Unit Train Loading With Movable Trippe r
Source:

McNally-Pittsburg

In a variation of unit train loading, a stacker/reclaimer can be used to load directly from an open storage
pile onto a conveyor which is discharged by the use of a
movable tripper.

A stacker/reclaimer is shown in operation

in Figure 9-3.
A particularly efficient operation at the York Canyon
Mine near Raton, New Mexico, was built by McNally-Pittsburo
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(Figure 9-13) . This system loads 84 gondolas in less than
two hours. As the gondolas pass through a tunnel under.neath the conical coal stockpile, a hydraulically activated
gate and chute load the 100 ton cars. The system is
estimated to haul 700,000 tons of bituminous coal per
year.
9.3.2

Barge Loading

As with unit train loading, flood loading of barges
involves both silo and ground storage of the coal, usually
in the higher ranges of capacity. For example, 14,000
tons for a single silo and 75,000 tons for a ground storage
facility, fed by a traveling stacker. Lo~ding rates of
5,000 tph will permit loading of 15 barges in less than
5 hours.
Barge loading has enjoyed an increase in popularity
during recent years for several reasons. This is a lowcost shipping method which is becoming more efficient as
the waterway systems and equipment are improved. There
are numerous varieties of loading systems employed for
barge loading, generally paralleling technologies used for
unit train loading. For example, Figure 9-14 shows barge
loading using a movable tripper with telescoping chute
to control dust. loss and load contour characteristics.
Five basic types of barge loading plants are encountered as follows:
A simple dock from which trucks dump directly
into the barge.
A stationary-chute type which works well where
river fluctuations are not too great and banks
are steep.
An elevating-boom type where the barges moved
back and forth in the river beneath. The
elevating boom allows more loading time if river
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elevations change greatly. This type is advantageous where the river bank is a considerable
distance from the loading channel since the
elevating boom and conveyor belt can be combined
to span the shallow water area adjacent to the
river bank.
Floating-barge type, with the loading boom
mounted on a floating, or spar, barge and
pivoted for easier loading. This unit requires
a steep bank or fill to permit retraction and
extension of the main conveyor with changes in
the water level.
A tripper-conveyor type, in which the barges are
stationary and the loading chute moves back and
forth to load thus eliminating barge shifting
dur.ing loading.

Figure 9-14
Barge Loading with Movable Tripper
Source:

McNally-Pittsburg

Figure 9-15 depicts three different barge loading facilities.

The first, a dock loading facility, the second, an

elevated trans-waterway facility, and the third, a unitbarge facility.
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Pigurc 9-15
Various B arge Loadinq Facililic "·
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9.3.3

Slurry Pipeline

Coal slurry pipelines have been proposed as a low cost
and environmentally sound method of moving coal. Unless
the length of haul exceeds 500 miles, the problems of water
supply, pipeline right of way, dewatering and costs of
facilities cannot be justified. However, one slurry pipeline is in continuous successful use in Arizona. On the
obher hand, if coal is desulfurized by some physical coal
preparation technique resulting in a finely ground wet
product, a pipeline may be a feasible choice for transporting the coal.
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10.
10.1

REFUSE HANDLING

OVERVIEW

Coarse refuse material is transported by a variety of
materials handling systems, singly and in combination with
others. A listing of the systems includes:
aerial tram,
conveyors, both belt and metal pan,
trucks, both end and bottom dump,
side dump mine cars,
scrapers and
bulldozers.
As with mine development refuse, the majority of
operators in the past have transported and deposited coarse
refuse under relatively uncontrolled conditions. Little
or no attention was given to effective compaction or other
density control methods. Water content depended upon that
which came from the plant, along with additions or removals from the dump surface in conjunction with current
weather conditions. Placement, drainage and stability have
usually been a matter of circumstance.
When controlled placement of coarse refuse is in
effect, however, the materials handling system might
include modifications such as intentionally routing the
trucks to all areas of the dump in order to achieve some
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surface compaction, the utilization of conventional
compactors and rollers, control of placement to achieve
drainage·and stability, etc. When this is done, however,
construction control techniques often predominate over the
density or related technical control procedures, resulting
in an improved but not necessarily adequate structure.
The placement of fine size coal refuse is almost
exclusively by hydraulic methods, that is, materials
pumped from the preparation plant to a settling pond.
When the settling pond is ~he final disposal site for the
fine refuse, control of the placement consists of varying
the location of the discharge of the pipeline since the
coarser particles will settle closer to the discharge
point, and the fine particles further away where the
ponding of .the water is occurring. The effect of the
point of discharge, with the resulting segregation, can
be of significant importance to the stability of an impoundrnent. In recent years, incised ponds adjacent to
the preparation plant have been utilized for plant water
clarification, particularly where process equipment such as
thickeners can perform the primary solids removal work.
These ponds are usually of a smaller volume than the conventional refuse embankment impoundments, and must be
cleaned periodically of the settled solids. This method
requires an excavator, such as a dragline or a front end
loader to load the settled materials for haulage to the
final disposal site. The treatment or utilization of
the fine materials at the dump or embankment then depends
upon the method of construction in use at the site.
10.2

MATERIALS HANDLING

With increased emphasis on clean fuels coupled with
technologically sophisticated extraction practices, the
percent of material discarded as refuse per ton of mined
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materials has increased. Presently more than 20 percent of
the total raw coal production is considered refuse. This
figure is increasing and may reach as high as 40 percent by
1980 according to industry estimates.
10.2.1

Refuse Handling by Aerial Tramway

Aerial tramway handling is widely used in the hilly
Appalachian coal fields. Preparation plants in this
region are commonly situated in the valleys, and the
disposal areas are usually over the top of the adjacent
hills.. Aerial tramways are ideal in this application
since many times the slopes are too great for truck disposal methods.
Tramcar sizes vary in capacity from 10 to 90 cu. yds.
and are able to travel at rates of up to 1750 fpm. Tramways seldom are operated at less than 1000 fpm. This type
of system hauls and dumps the refuse at any point below
the track cables. The system is.set up so as to be "fail
safe" enabling the tramway to stop in case of any
malfunction.
10.2.2

Refuse Handling by Belt Conveyor

The use of a belt conveyor system for refuse handling
involves the removal of refuse via the belt to a location
adjacent to the disposal area where it is distributed by
truck, scraper loader or stacker units. Bins are used at
the discharge end if the truck or scraper loader distribution is being used, but these are not necessary when
stacker distribution is being used.
Belt conveyors are able to attain high tonnage rates
over grades which would make wheeled vehicles inefficient.
However, use of belt conveyors should be evaluated
carefully since the cost per ton mile tends to remain
constant no matter how far the belt is extended, whereas
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Figure 10-1
Continuous Aerial Tramway
Source:

Interstate Equipment Corporation

the cost per ton mile for wheeled vehicles tends to
decrease as the haulage distance increases.
Continuous combination conveyor systems are used at
many installations, consisting primarily of a conveyor
and elevator arrangement. These units operate in one
direction and are able to negotiate slopes in excess of
30 degrees. The carriers range in capacity from 6 to 10
cu. yds. and the tramways are generally operated at speeds
between 400 and 600 fpm.
Belt size is dependent on factors such as desired
refuse removal rate, refuse characteristics (e.g., density
and flowability} and haul profile. Also, various idler
configurations are available. Conventional three-roll
idlers are provided in widths from 18 through 72 inches.
They are commonly spaced at 4 to 5 feet intervals on
channel or truss frames. Figure 10-3 shows a cross section
view of a three-roll idler belt arrangement.
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Figure 10- 2
Three-Roll Idler Conveyor Belt System

A common feature of refuse disposal conveyor belts is
the turned-over or reversed-return run where the belt is
mechanically twisted to prevent the wet, refuse-carrying
side from contacting the return idlers.

This provides

advantages such as decreased wear on the return idler
shell, prevents build-up of wet sticky material on the
return idlers and consequent adverse effect on belt
alignment, and prevents deposition of carry-back material
along the beltway.
10.2.3

Vehicular Haulage Units

Trucks and scraper loaders have long been used to
disperse material at the immediate disposal area.

Trucks

are also being used increasingly as primary haul units
from the plant to the disposal area, mainly due to the
increased sizes of trucks now available.
vehicles are suitable for refuse disposal:
rear dump trucks,
side dump trucks and
scraper loaders.
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Three types of

Each vehicle type has the advantage of being able to
spread the refuse thinly over the disposal area, a mandatory requirement for many of today's disposal areas.
Compaction of the disposal area is facilitated by driving
these vehicles over the area while discharging the loads.
Using haulage units such as trucks for refuse disposal also
provides greater flexibility; for example, dependency on a
single unit, as in conveyor disposal, is greatly reduced
when two or more trucks are used for primary ref use
haulage. The disposal pattern can also be more readily
adjusted to conform to natural contours, to develop
stability or to gradually raise the level of the area
above the existing landscape. Moreover, the capacity.of
the system can be increased simply with the addition of
another unit ..
To achieve these advantages, a common contemporary
practice is using a combination of truck and belt conveyor
transport for refuse handling. The belt is extended as
far as is economically feasible, many times right to the
.disposal site. The belt discharges into a surge bin
which is then used for loading the trucks or scrapers.
Figure 10-4 depicts such a setup.
Another method of refuse handling is through slurry
pipelines. This method has received more emphasis in
recent years as the laws and regulations dealing with
stream pollution have become more stringent. In general,
greater use of hydraulic disposal is made for fine size
refuse than for coarse refuse, primarily because of the
high pressure head necessary to transport the coarse
refuse through long lengths of pipe at steep grades.
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Figure 10-3
Combination Conveyor
and Truck Refuse Handling System
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11.
11.1

THE COMPLETE PREPARATION PLANT

OVERVIEW

For the purpose of clarity and to ease the understanding of the very complicated and interdependent process of
the physical cleaning of coal, the discussion heretofore
has addressed the individual process modules within the
preparation plant. However, to.gain a complete
understanding of the physical coal cleaning process and
its related costs, it is necessary to look at the . :
prepa_ration plant as a unitized entity.
As the pressures mount to preserve an acceptable
environment and because the oxides of sulfur (principally
sulfur dioxide (S0 2 ) that comes from the burning of
sulfur-bearing coal and oil in stationary sources) ranks
second in total quantity of pollutants discharged into
the atmosphere, coupled with the projected significant
increase in the quantity of coal to be consumed annually,
it is readily apparent that a substantial reduction in
the amount of S02 emitted to the atmosphere must be
achieved. Studies conducted by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and the U.S. Bureau of Mines have
indicated that relatively few American coals from the
Eastern and Midwest coal producing areas may be cleaned
to relatively low sulfur levels, i.e., to about one
percent of total sulfur content, by the utilization of the
best available physical coal preparation technology (see
Chapter 4). Table 11-1 shows the percent of samples
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from the four major coal producing areas that will meet
the EPA standard of 1.2 lbs S02/MBtu.
Table 11-1
Percent of Coal Samples Meeting EPA Standards
of 1.2 lbs/S02 per MBtu*

Region

% Meeting

Northern Appalachian

31

Southern Appalachian

63

Midwest

4

Western

98

*

Based on crushing to pass 14-rnesh and cleaning
at a 50% Btu recovery.

As noted in Chapter 4, The Preparation Process, the
range of coal cleaning practices in the United States is
very broad; from no preparation and direct utilization of
run-of-mine product to multi-stage cleaning with controlled
particle size, maximum ash and pyritic sulfur removal,
extensive dewatering including thermal drying, maximum
calorific content and maximum product recovery.

It is,

however, anticipated that the majority of new preparation
plants built will approach the maximum designed
capability for ash and pyritic sulfur removal and will,
therefore, fall into Level 4 as defined in Chapter 4.

It

is imperative, then, that a discussion of a complete
"unitized" preparation plant address a maximized plant.
11.2

THE COMPLETE PLANT
Figure 11.1 is a flow chart for a typical, modern

preparation plant as defined by Level 4 in Chapter 4.
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diagram contains all of the elements of the process modules
defined in Chapter 4 and a majority of the equipment types
discussed in Chapters 5 through 10. Figures 11-2, 11-4
and 11-5 dissect Figure 11-1 and reduce it to the components of the coarse, intermediate and fine size coal
cleaning circuits, respectively. By the selective elimination of first, the fine size coal cleaning circuit and
secondly, the intermediate size coal cleaning circuit, a
more complete understanding may be obtained for preparation
plants falling into Levels 3 and 2, respectively.
11.2.1

The Coarse Size Coal Circuit

Figure 11-2 highlights the coarse size coal circuit.
The run-of-mine coal enters the preparation plant area
at a truck or rail car dump or directly from the mine via
a belt conveyor. The ROM coal is conveyed directly to a
rotary breaker where its top size is reduced to 5 or 6
inches. All material which will not degrade in size to
5 inches or less is eliminated from the system without
further processing and transferred directly to the refuse
bin. The coal and associated impurities which have been
reduced in size to 5 inches or less are conveyed to the
raw coal storage facility (see Chapter 5, Raw Coal Storage
and Handling, for details). The ROM coal is stationary
while in storage. Upon entering the actual preparation
plant, the coal will remain in constant motion until it
completes its circuit and is once again stabilized in the
clean coal storage facility or, if refuse, until it reaches
its final destination in the refuse pile or slurry pond.
When the ROM coal enters the preparation plant from
the raw coal storage facility, it first encounters a raw
coal screen which begins the initial size separation
process. All coal larger than ~" is transmitted directly
to the pre-wet screen where it is hit with water sprays to
deslime (removal of the small particles sticking to the
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large particles and removal of silt and clays) the coal
and to thoroughly wet it to simplify the dense media
washing process.
(See Chapter 6, Product Sizing, for
details.) The ROM coal smaller than~", including
the products carried by the water from the pre-wet screen
enters the intermediate size coal cleaning circuit.
The raw coal passing over the pre-wet screen is
transmitted directly to the Dense Media Separator where
raw coal separation is achieved through a closely controlled specific gravity bath. All product (coal) with a
specific gravity of approximately 1.4 (in this case) floats
or remains in the top of the was.her and all product heavier
than the 1.4 specific gravity settles and is removed by the
ref use removal system.
(See Chapter 7, Product Separation,
for details.)
The overflow from the dense media washer (float
product) is conveyed directly to a clean coal screen where
the coal is first drained of the excess dense media (usually
magnetite) and then washed with clean spray water to remove
any of the dense media still clinging to the coal. The clean
coal is then dewatered by the vibrating action of the screen.
The refuse product of underflow from the dense media washer
is conveyed directly to a refuse screen where it is first
allowed to drain. The refuse is then washed with spray
water to remove any remaining dense media and finally
dewatered by the vibrating action of the screen and
conveyed directly to the refuse bin.
(See Chapter 8,
Product Dewatering and Drying, for details.) The
underflow from the drain portion of both the clean coal
screen and the refuse screen is piped directly to the
dense media sump and returned to the dense media washer.
The underflow from the spray wash area of these screens
is piped to the rinse sump from which it enters the media
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recovery circuit discussed in Figure 7-16. Figure 11-3
illustrates the activities surrounding the clean coal and
refuse screens.
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Figure 11-3
Highlights of the Drain and Rinse Process
in the Coarse Coal Circuit

The product (clean coal) from the top deck of the
clean coal screen (coal larger than ~ inch in this case) is
considered to have been sufficiently dewatered by the
screen, i.e., its surface moisture has been reduced to 10%
or less, and will, therefore, not require further dewater:: ..
ing. However, the coal larger than l~" is usually reduced
to a smaller size before storage. In this example, the coal
oversize on l!:i" screens is conveyed directly to a coal crusher
where its top size is reduced to l~" or less. The product
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from the coal crusher is conveyed to the clean coal
storage facility.
(See Chapter 9, Clean Coal Storage
and Handling.)
11.2.2

The Intermediate Size Coal Cleaning Circuit
-

The intermediate size coal cleaning circuit is defined
as that portion of the preparation plant that cleans coal
smaller than 3/4 or 1/2 inch, but generally larger than
48-mesh. As pointed out in Figure 11-4, which highlights
the intermediate size coal cleaning circuit, the circuit
in this example may be considered as having three
individual points of origin:
the underflow of the raw coal screen,
the underflow of the pre-wet screen and
the product of the second or bottom deck of the
clean coal screen in the coarse coal circuit.
As discussed in earlier chapters and as shown in Figures
11-4 and 11-5, there is considerable overlap of equipment
and functions within the preparation plant. For the pur~
pose of clarity, every attempt. is made to keep the
discussion confined to the linear flow. It should be kept
in mind that the flow is not always linear and that the
flow may in fact backtrack upon itself and that the
definitive and arbitrary ground rules for describing the
coarse, intermediate and fine size coal circuits are
highly flexible and subject to a multitude of variables
and interpretations.
Referring to Figure 11-4, the underflow from the raw
coal screen contains the majority of the ROM feed stock
that is 3/4" or smaller in size. This underflow slurry
is piped directly to a sieve screen where a separation is
made at 28-mesh. The overflow from the sieve screen
(particles larger than 28-mesh) is transported to the
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distributors for the concentrating tables. The underflow
from the sieve screen is piped to the hydrocyclone sump
whicp in this example is considered to be in the fine size
coal cleaning circuit.
A second point of entry to the intermediate size coal
cleaning circuit is the underflow from the pre-wet screen
in the coarse size coal circuit. This underflow contains
the balance of particles smaller than 3/4" or ~" contained
within the raw coal feed and that which has developed from
size degradation during the initial scre~ning process. The
pre-wet screen underflow product reports directly to the
-----·· -· -· ·-·· -·-' ·--· -..
distributor boxes for the concentrating tables. Refer to
Chapter 6 for details of the product sizing process module.
.

The distributor boxes which collect the overflow from
the sieve screen and the underflow from the pre-wet screens
- ----·
--·
..
evenly distribute the combined products to 20 concentrating
tables where the clean coal is collected as a product along
the long side of the table, and the refuse product is
collected along the short side of the table (see Chapter
7 for details). The refuse product, being a fairly coarse
slurry (28-mesh or larger) is fed to a screw classifier
where the solid product is collected and conveyed to the
refuse bin. The remaining slurry of water and ultra-fine
refuse product is piped to the static thicken~r for
settling and eventual disposal. The clean coal product,
on the other hand, is fed to a sieve bend to begin its
dewatering and drying cycle. The sieve bend will make a
separation at approximately 28-mesh with the overflow going
to a centrifugal dryer and the underflow reporting to the
fine size coal cleaning circuit.
The third entry point to the intermediate size coal
cleaning circuit in this example is the product of the
second deck of the clean coal screen in the coarse size
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coal circuit. The clean coal product from the bottom deck
of the clean coal screen is conveyed directly to the centrifugal dryers. This product is usually one inch or
smaller in size. As noted, the parameters of the intermediate size coal cleaning circuit generally refer to 3/4"
or ~" and smaller particles. However, at this point in
the process module the coal has been cleaned within its
appropriate process module and is being combined during
the dewatering and drying process group. As pointed out in
Chapter 8, the percent of surface area increases as the
product size decreases. As the percentage of surface area
increases, the moisture retention per unit weight increases.
The surf ace moisture of the top deck product of the clean
coal screen has been reduced to 10% or less; however, the
surf ace moisture of the bottom deck product may be as high
as 30% or more necessitating an additional dewatering and
drying step.
The slurry overflow product (moisture and ultra-fines)
from the individual centrifugal dryers is piped directly
to the effluent sump from which it enters the fine size
coal cleaning circuit. The centrifugal underflow product
as depicted in Figure 8-13 is conveyed to a thermal dryer
for final drying (see Chapter 8 for details). Upon
completion of the thermal drying process, the intermediate
size clean coal product is combined with the coarse size
coal product in the clean coal storage facility.
11.2.3

The Fine Size Coal Cleaning Circuit

Figure 11-5 highlights the fine size coal cleaning
circuit in the exampled preparation plant. For the purpose
of this discussion, the fine size coal cleaning circuit is
defined as that portion of the preparation plant coal
washing circuit that processes coal and refuse products
28-rnesh or smaller. It must be noted that all of the
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equipment contained within this description with the
exception of the froth flotation module may be classified
as belonging to the intermediate size cleaning circuit in
a different example, i.e., a metallurgical coal cleaning
plapt which produces a low sulfur clean coal product as
well as a high sulfur middlings product.
As may be observed from Figure 11-5, the fine size
coal cleaning circuit feed has three points of origin:
1.

the underflow from the initial sieve screen in
the intermediate size coal cleaning circuit,

2.

the underflow from the sieve bend screening of the
concentrating tables' clean coal product slurry and

3.

the slurry and ultra-fine effluent from the
centrifugal dryers.

In this example, the largest portion of feed stock for the
fine size coal cleaning circuit comes from the underflow
of the initial sieve screens in the intermediate size coal
cleaning circuit. This slurry of coal and refuse flows by
gravity to a hydrocyclone sump on the bottom floor of· the
preparation plant where it is pumped to hydrocyclones for
hydraulic product separation as discussed in detail in
Chapter 7. The underflow (refuse) from the large hydrocyclones is piped to a screw classifier where it mixes
with the reject product from the concentrating tables and
is subsequently removed to the refuse pile or slurry pond
as previously described or, more typically, this underflow
would be retreated on the tables or in a dense-medium
cyclone. The overflow clean coal product (approximately
65% ·of the feed solids} is piped to the cyclone sump where
it is collected and pumped to a bank of 10" classifying
cyclones which make a product separation at approximately
48-mesh. Coal particles smaller than 48-mesh are contained
in the overflow. The underflow product is routed directly
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to the vacuum filter for recovery and initial dewatering
(see Chapter 8). The overflow product is piped to a splitter box which feeds the froth flotation circuit. (Note:
Flotation circuits typically treat 28-m x 0, 48-m x 0 or
100-m x O.)
The second point of origin for the fine size coal
circuit is the underflow from the sieve bend which is the
initial dewatering device for the clean coal product of
the concentrating table module. The third point of origin
for the fine size coal cleaning circuit is the effluent
slurry from the centrifugal dryers. The ultra-fine coal
slurry products of the sieve bend and the centrifugal dryers
are piped to the effluent sump from which they are pumped to
the bank of clean coal classifying cyclones. The overflow
from these cyclones reports to the froth flotation module
and the underflow, 48-mesh or larger, reports to the vacuum
filter module for recovery.
The minus 48-mesh size cyclone overflow products
collected in the splitter box are equally distributed by
the splitter box to the various froth flotation cell groups.
In a single stage froth flotation circuit, the float
product is skimmed off the top of the cells as the clean
coal product and is piped to the vacuum filter for initial
recovery and dewatering. The sink product or refuse effluent is piped to a static thickener for recovery and disposal. In the u. s. Bureau of Mines two-stage froth
flotation process, the float product is piped to a second
set of froth cells where the sink product (clean coal) is
routed to the vacuum filter module and the float product
(pyrite) joins the sink product (refuse) of the first stage
flotation cells and is piped to the static thickener (review
Chapter 8 for details).
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The product recovered by the vacuum filter (described
in Chapter 8) is conveyed to the thermal dryer where it
joins the clean coal product of the intermediate size coal
circuit for final drying. Upon completion of the thermal
drying operation, this combined clean coal product joins
the clean coal from the coarse and intermediate size coal
cleaning circuits in the clean coal storage facility.
11.2.4

The Refuse Recovery Circuit

Figure 11-6 highlights the refuse recovery circuit of
this particular flowsheet. The recovery circuit is broken
down into four major areas:
1.

solids recovery--dry,

2.

refuse slurry concentration and solids disposal,

3.

refuse slurry concentration and slurry disposal
and

4.

dust collection and disposal.

The dry solids recovery and disposal is simple and
straightforward. The refuse solids are generated in the
coarse coal circuit {as noted in Section 11.2.1) as reject
material from the rotary breaker and as dewatered solids
from the coarse refuse screen. These solids are conveyed
directly to the refuse bin where they await transport to
the solids disposal area (see Chapter 10, Refuse Handling,
for details) .
The refuse slurry and dry solids disposal circuit is
also straightforward. The water and refuse slurry from
both the hydrocyclone module and the concentrating table module in the intermediate and fine size coal cleaning circuit
is piped directly to a spiral classifier. The classifier
concentrates the larger solids (plus 28-mesh) and discharges them to a conveyor system for transport to the refuse
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bin. The moisture carried out of the classifier is
collected via natural drainage during the conveying process
and piped to the static thickener.
The refuse ultra-fines, including the silt and clay
particles generated throughout the coal washing system,
are collected as a slurry underflow from the spiral classifier or as a slurry underflow from the froth flotation
module. This slurry is piped directly to the static
thickener where it is concentrated with the aid of various
flocculants and piped in a highly concentrated slurry form
to the refuse pond. The clarified water overflow from the
static thickener is returned to the plant water system.
In a more sophisticated preparation plant, the thickened
concentrate underflow from the static thickener would be
routed to a refuse recovery vacuum filter and the filtrate
would be conveyed to the refuse bin for later transport
to the waste dump.
The dust collection system in this example consists
only of a dust collector and wet scrubber attached to the
thermal drying module. The slurry generated from the wet
scrubber is piped to the static thickener.
11.2.5

Process Quantities

To comprehend the physical coal cleaning process and
to obtain an overall perspective of the material flow
within the preparation plant, it is imperative that process
quantities expressed in terms of percent of total product
processed be understood. Table 11-2 summarizes the product
quantities found in Figure 11-7 by coarse, intermediate and
fine size coal circuits. These figures are based on a
ROM coal feed of 1000 tons per hour (tph) to a plant
utilizing 7070 gallons per minute (gpm) of process water
with a yield of 697 tph clean coal and 303 tph reject
material.
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Table 11-2
Process Quantities For a Typical 1000 tph Coal Cleaning Plant

Note:

Reference Figures 11-1, 11-2, 11-4, 11-5 and 11-6

Coarse Size Coal

I

% of Total

w
w

tph

1

%

of Total

69%

Dewatering Circuit

0

210 tph

21%

38. 7%

tph

I

% of Total

10%

Dewatering and Drying

226 (From Coarse
Coal Circuit)

47 (Classifying
S::yclones)

363 tph

52.1%

I

tph

%

of total

Coarse Size
Refuse Recovery

100 tph

1000

62.7%

90 tph

20 (Froth Flotation)

9.2%

190 tph
Intermediate Size
Refuse Recovery

20 tph

697

303
1000
tph

Process Water

12.3%

1860 GPM
Process Water

26.3%

4340 GPM
Process Water

61.4%

6.6%

Thermal Dryer Dust
3 tph

870 GPM

29.7%

Fine Size
Refuse Recovery

-3 (Dust Loss to
Thermal Dryer)
64 tph

Refuse

Tot. toh

Dewatering and Drying

137 (From Concentrating Tables)

270 tph

Fine Size Coal

Washing Circuit

washing Circuit

Washing Circuit

690 tph

Intermediate Size Coal

Total Refuse

1.0%

A review of Table 11-2 shows that the coarse size
coal circuit processed 69% of the total plant feed with a
clean coal yield of 71% or 496 tph.

The intermediate size

coal circuit washes 21% of the total plant feed with a
yield of 65% or 137 tph; however, the intermediate size
coal circuit must dewater and dry 52.1% of the total clean
coal yield. The fine size coal circuit washes 10% of the
total plant feed with a yield of 64% or 64 tph and dewaters
and dries 9.2% of the total clean coal yield. Figures
ll-7a, b and c graphically display the relative process
quantities (the thickness of the varying lines represents
the percentage of the total product being processed through
the coarse, intermediate and fine size coal circuits).
11.3

THE ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT OF COAL PREPARATION
Other than the general guidelines discussed in Table

4-1, it is beyond this discussion to outline or define
specific costs for the physical cleaning of coal (particularly in view of today's changing economy). However, a
general discussion of the economic aspects, design and
operational characteristics of coal cleaning plants may be
beneficial.
The overall economics and management of a coal
preparation facility are governed by a number of interdependent parameters which individually and collectively
affect the final performance. A preparation plant's
benefit to the operator, and ultimately to the customer,
is measured through its return on investment. The
sensitivity analysis desplayed in Figure 11-8 and 11-9
shows how the various parameters affect the return on
investment through unfavorable change from planned or
expected values. As illustrated in Figure 11-8, for
metallurgical coals, the selling price negotiated is the
primary and most sensitive variable, followed by the yield,
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UNFAVORABLE CHANGE FROM EXPECTED VALUE

Figure 11-8
Sensitivity Analysis for Metallurgical Coal
Source:

Birtley Engineering, Salt Lake City, Utah

For energy (steam) coal, the selling price is
determined by heat energy content (x cents per million
Btu's) and is, therefore, not considered as an independent
variable.

As Figure 11-9 illustrates, the transportation
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of the clean coal product is the major factor affecting the
level of income followed by yield and mining costs.

Again,

the operational costs and capital investment are relatively
non-sensitive variables .

...
...~
::>

O.Olo'-_ _ ___._ _ _ _l._O_ _ ___..11_ _ ___,IO

'rt UNFAVOAABL E CHANGE FROM EXPECTED VALUES

Figure 11-9
Sensitivity Analysis for Steam Coal
Source:

Birtley Engineering, Salt Lake City, Utah

Most of the factors considered in Figures 11-8 and
11-9 are fixed and beyond the control of the preparation
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plant and, as shown, any change from the expected or
planned values dramatically impacts revenue and R.O.I.
However, one variable--clean coal yield--is to a great
extent controllable within the preparation plant. Once
the theoretical yield for a particular coal has been
determined, the optimum return is achieved by approaching
that recovery level as nearly as possible. Using the
standard case data presented in Figure 11-8 {selling price
of $35/ton for metallurgical coal), a one percent increase
in yield from 75% to 76% for a facility producing 2 million
tons of coal annually would resul~ in a net revenue
increase of $700,000.
The optimization of the clean coal yield is dependent
upon successful design and operation of the preparation
plant. The most important step towards the ultimate
success of the plant is the selection of the flowsheet.
The actual design of the physical structure, the placement
of the equipment, the availability of an adequate water
supply, etc., are ancillary and are usually dependent upon
the process flow selected. In the selection of the flowsheet, several questions must be asked. The answers to
these questions must be clearly defined and well documented.
The most important questions are:
What are the properties of the raw coal?
What are the washability characteristics of the
raw coal?
Will further reduction of ash, sulfur or mois-·
ture improve either the salability or the
realization?
11.3.l

Defining Properties of Raw Coal

Coals vary considerably in quality; therefore, it is
necessary to determine the properties of a given coal to
effectively evaluate its worth for a specific use.
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Electric utilities pay for coal on its effective heat value
witn appropriate credits or penalties if the properties of
given clean coal vary from the established ash, sulfur or
moisture levels. Steel companies judge coal as to its
coking strength, expansion or swelling properties, ashsulfur-phosphorous-carbon content and how well it blends
with other coals to make a good coke.
In the establishment of the properties of a given coal
the coal is ordinarily analyzed first as to its "proximate"
or "ultimate" analysis:
Proximate Analysis--is used to determine the
moisture, volatile matter, ash content and fixed
carbon content of a specific coal.
Proximate
Moisture
Fixed Carbon
Volatile Matter
Ash
Total

Analysis, %

100.0

The ash and moisture content are important
because they affect the heating value of the coal.
Additionally, the moisture content may influence
the capacity of the pulverizer used in pulverized
coal burning systems and the ash content is a
major contributor to slag in the blast furnace
and will remain in the coke in coking coals. The
volatile matter content reflects coke yield, is
an indicator of coke quality, is indicative of
the ignition temperature of the coal and correlates with the amount of theoretical air need
for combustion and the fineness of pulverization
required for the most effective use of the coal
as a fuel.
Ultimate Analysis--is used to determine the
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur and
ash content of a given coal. This analysis is
used in combustion calculations to determine air
requirements, and to obtain material balances
in boiler tests. The amount of sulfur in the
coal determines the air pollution potential and
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Analysis, %

Ultimate
Carbon
Hydrogen
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Sulfur
Ash
Total

100.0

the corrosiveness of the combustion products.
Additionally, .the sulfur content of the coal
used in steel making is apt to contaminate the
metal product.
The coal is further analyzed depending upon its end use by
any one or a series of tests as outlined by the following:
Calorific Value--is used to determine the calorific or heating value of the coal expressed in
Btu's per pound of coal. The calorific value is
basic to obtaining heat balances in firing coal
to produce heat or steam and it is usually
specified in contracts for steam coal.
Coal-Ash Fusibility--measures the temperature at
which the coal-ash will soften and become fluid
when heated under prescribed conditions. The
type of burning equipment to be used governs the
desirability of using coals with either low or
high melting ash.
Coal-Ash Composition--is reported as metal oxides
and commonly included analysis for Si02, A1203,
Cao, MgO, Na20 1 K20 and P 205. The ash composition is important in boiler design and operation
and may be used as a guide in determining the
fouling or corrosion characteristics of a coal
or in predicting the ash-softening temperature.
Free-Swelling Index--is used to determine a
relative measure of the caking properties or
free burning quality.of a coal. The term caking
refers to the fusion of the coal in a fuel bed
into a large coherent mass that interferes with
the uniform flow of air through the fuel bed and,
therefore, determines the type of burning
equipment to be used.
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Hardgrove Grindability Index~-is a measure of the
hardness of a given coal or the ease with which
it may be pulverized.
Audibert-Arnu Dilatometer and Gieseler Plastometer--tests are used to measure the plastic
properties of a coal which are related to the
viscosity of the fluid coal during the coking
process. The best coking blend contains coals
whose ranges of plasticity approximately
coincide.
11.3.2

Washability Studies

To determine the preparation method and the equipment
which is to be used to clean the coal (flowsheet development} washability studies must be conducted to determine
the size and specific gravity distributions of the coal.
All of the coal washing processes discussed in this
presentation with the exception of froth flotation, effect
a separation between the coal and its related impurities
on the basis of the difference in the specific gravity of
their components. Coals vary in the relative amounts of
material of different densities present, and it is this
factor that determines the washability or "upgrading" of
the specific coal. Washability studies, then, are
conqucted to determine how much cleaned, salable coal can
be produced at a given specific gravity level and with what
degree of separation difficulty.
The washability studies of the specific coal are made
by testing the coal sample at pre-selected, carefully
controlled specific gravities. The specific gravity
fra~tions are collected, dried, weighed and analyzed
(generally} for ash and sulfur content. A table is
compiled showing the weight percent of each specific
gravity fraction, together with an analysis of that
fraction. The data are mathematically combined on a
weighted basis into "cumulative float" and "cumulative
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sink" and these combined data are used to· develop the
"washability curves" that are characteristic for that coal.
This testing procedure is commonly termed float-and-sink
analysis, or specific gravity fractionation.
The washability curves shown in Figure 11-10 are
plotted from the data collected during the testing. Five
curves are generally drawn from the dat~: Specific gravity
(yield), cumulative-float ash, cumulative-sink ash,
elementary ash and +0.10 specific gravity distribution.
The most important of these curves are:
specific-gravity (yield),
cumulative float coal--ash and
plus and minus 0.10 near gravity material
distribution.
The specific-gravity (yield) curve is plotted directly
from the cumulative-percent weight float data and specificgravi ty fractions. This curve indicates the quantity of
clean coal that can be theoretically obtained by washing
at a certain specific gravity. The cumulative-float ash
curve is plotted directly from the cumulative percent
weight float and cumulative percent ash float and shows
the theoretical amount of ash content in a particular
quantity of floated coal. The ~0.10 specific-gravity
distribution curve shows the percentage (by weight) of the
coal that lies within plus 0.10 and minus 0.10 specificgravity units at any given specific gravity. The plus
and minus 0.10 near-gravity material distribution curve
indicates the ease or difficulty of cleaning the particular
coal being evaluated.
11.3.3

Determining Economical Washing Specific

Gravities
As a general guide for determining the lowest practical specific gravity to wash a particular coal, especially
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Typical Washability Curves

when jigs and tables are used, it is oftentimes arbitrarily
designated that the point at which 10 percent of the total
raw coal feed lies within

~0.10

specific gravity of the

separating gravity is the lowest specific gravity at which
it is practical to operate a coal cleaning plant.

Most

engineers will, therefore, utilize the +0.10 specific
gravity distribution curve as a starting point in predicting the product that may be expected from a particular
coal.

For example, referring to Figure 11-11 and assuming

a separation at 10 percent near-gravity material in the
float product, the following information may be obtained:
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Determination of Economical Washing
Specific Gravities

By projecting downward from the ±0.10 specific gravity
curve (Point A), it is determined that the separating
gravity for 10 percent near-gravity material in the float
product will be 1.48 (Point B); the yield or float product
will be 85.5% of the feed (Point C); the ash content of the
float product will be 5.8% (Point D).
A careful review of Figure 11-11 will show that if a
higher specific gravity is chosen at which to effect
separation of the coal and its related impurities, the
total ash content of the coal increases rapidly. If
a lower specific gravity is selected as the washing
gravity, then the percent of near-gravity material in the
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float product begins to reach totally unacceptable levels
for Baum jigs and tables, as defined in Table 11-3.
Table 11-3
Impact of Near-Gravity Material on the Separation
Process (for Tables and Baum Jigs Particularly;
Not for Dense Medium Processes)

Quantity Within ± 0.10 Specific
Gravity Range, percent
0-7
7-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
Above 25

11.3.4

Ease of Separation
Simple
Moderately Difficult
Difficult
Very Difficult
Exceedingly Difficult
Formidable

Selection of the Process Flowsheet

A very good picture of the make-up of a specific coal
and the expected yield of an acceptable clean coal product
can be obtained from the test data as outlined in Sections
11.3.1, 11.3.2 and 11.3.3.

Once the quantity (tons per

hour) of feed to the preparation plant and the size
constituents of the feed stock have been determined, the
te~t

data are utilized to determine the preparation method

or methods.

The preparation method combined with the

unique characteristics of the coal determine the equipment
whi¢h must be selected to produce an acceptable clean coal
product~

If, for example, the coal to be processed is easily
cleanable (low percent near-gravity material) with a low
sultur content and fairly strong (does not degrade in size
during processing) and if the size consist of the feed
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stock is primarily limited to the coarse coal sizes (70-80%
over~ in.), then probably a very straightforward flowsheet
can be selected. The coarse size of the feed will usually
permit sufficient drying by natural drainage and mechanical
dewatering eliminating the requirement for a thermal dryer.
The low sulfur content will eliminate the need to reduce
the size of the feed stock to liberate the pyrite. Without
a requirement to dramatically reduce the size of the feed
and with a low percentage of fines in the feed, an elaborate and expensive fine coal cleaning system will not be
required.
On the other hand, if the feed has a high percent of
fines (due to the nature of the coal or the mining method)
of if the coal in question has a high sulfur content, then
a very complicated and interrelated f lowsheet must be
selected to ensure an adequate yield with a clean coal
product of acceptable ash and total sulfur content.
As noted in Section 11.3, the clean coal yield is the
most sensitive factor in determining success or failure of
a particular coal preparation plant (as related to return
on investment). All of the variable discussed in Chapter 11
may directly affect the clean coal yield, and therefore the
f lowsheet required for a particular coal will determine
whether or not that particular coal can economically be
provided to a particular customer.
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POTENTIAL POLLUTANTS

INTRODUCTION

The potential pollutants or materials which will have
a deleterious impact on the land, air, water and animal
life in and around coal preparation plants are becoming
increasingly regulated by the individual states and to
some extent by the Federal Government. It is anticipated
that further Federal levels of control will be promulgated.
It is, therefore, imperative that a basic understanding of
the potential pollutants, i.e., source, be developed and
that ultimately a complete understanding of methods or
methodologies for control of such pollutants be achieved
(see Chapter 13).
The deleterious effects to or the negative environmental interactions of coal preparation as it applies to
the land include concerns of land usage, zoning regulations
and coal waste piles and their stability, i.e., how these
factors relate to site selection for the preparation plant
(including transportation access), raw and clean coal
storage facilities and refuse disposal practices.
The air pollution from coal preparation relates
primarily to particulate emissions including fugitive
dust from transportation, such as haul-roads, and from
bulk handling of coal and coal waste products as well as
particulate emissions from thermal drying processes and
from burning refuse piles. There is also additional air·
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pollution potential in· the form of unacceptable, gaseous
emissions from the thermal drying processes and from
burning waste piles.
The potential water pollution from coal cleaning can
affect both surface and ground water sources. The contamin~nts include water-soluble salts principally originating
from the oxidation of pyrites, acids, iron-aluminum-sulfate
ions, trace elements and suspended solids (coal and
minerals) originating from the process water or added to
it during coal cleaning as well as suspended solids from
the runoff of waste piles and the immediate area of the
plant site.
The direct environmental impacts to the animal life
(including the plant work force) other than air and water
revolve primarily around the noise generated by the
transportation of coal and waste and by the individual
process units within the coal cleaning plant.
12.2

IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL POLLUTANTS

12.2.l

Solid Refuse

A study of the geologic foundation of coal is the
first step in understanding the composition of the solid
refuse from the coal cleaning operation. In addition to
the impurities formed in the coal during its deposition,
mineral impurities were carried by the ground water into
the porous layers of fully developed coal seams. The
mining, crushing and washing processes tend to concentrate
many of these impurities in the refuse or gob.
Coal refuse consists primarily of coal, slate, carbonaceous and pyritic shales and clay associated with the coal
seam. During the cleaning and preparation process, these
materials are separated from the coal and are then disposed
as spent or refuse materials. The refuse generated in the
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preparation plant consists of material ranging from
colloidal size to 12-inch or large maximum particle size.
Prior to the passage of environmental control legislation,
the fine-grained portion was disposed in nearby streams or
rivers, and the coarser materials on refuse piles. Subsequent to the implementation of the environmental legislation,
the fine refuse is often pumped as a slurry to a settling
pond where the suspended solids settle or are filtered from
the water. The coarse refuse, which ranges upward in size
from fine sands, is conveyed to the disposal area by trucks,
scrapers, conveyors or aerial tram.
There are several unique characteristics of coal
refuse material. First and most important from a physical
properties standpoint, is the abnormally low specific
gravity of the fine refuse which averages about 1.5 (see
Table 12-1) as compared with an average soil value of 2.65.
As a result of the low specific gravity value, the resulting in-place dry density- of the fine material, regardless
Table 12-1
Specific Gravity Results for Fine Coal Refuse
Number of Samples

Range of Specific Gravity

8
15
4
2
1
Average Specific Gravity
Source:

1.30 1.41 1.61 1.81 2.01 = 1.53

1.40
1.60
1.80
2.00
2.20

W. A. Wahler and Associates

of its method of disposal, is also very low, with average
values of 50 to 70 pounds per cubic foot. The low density
of the fine wastes can create two deficiencies:
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1)

at low density, the material cannot adequately
resist the upward flow of water from an
impoundment and, therefore, if placed in the
foundation area without proper ballasting from
heavier materials, it can create serious problems
of internal erosion (piping), and

2)

the low density may result in the inability of
the material to mobilize an adequate effective
stress to resist shearing forces.

The coarse coal refuse, on the other hand, generally
possesses a specific gravity more like that of a natural
soil material. The coarse materials, however, contain
flat, plate-like particles typical of slates and shales,
which undergo rapid weathering to clay after the material
has been deposited on the refuse pile. Also, if dumped
in a loose fashion, the coarse coal refuse will have a
high porosity (volume of voids) and tend to ignite by
spontaneous combustion. The burning of the coarse refuse
causes the material to fuse together, thereby resulting
in a net volume reduction and the possible development of
large voids in the materials during the burning process.
Coal refuse and burned refuse, often called red dog, also
tend to weather faster than most other alluvial or
residual soils.
In an effort to build a model of a typical coarse
coal refuse dump, W. H. Davidson of the USDA Forest Service
conducted a physical and chemical analysis of 79 refuse
piles typical of the major seams mined in each inspection
district in Pennsylvania. In all, 304 samples were
collected. Four samples ·each were taken from 72 piles,
two from weathered refuse in the 0- to 6-inch layer and
two from unweathered refuse at the 24-inch depth. Seven
piles were too small to warrant taking four samples, so
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only one surface and one deep sample were taken. Each
sample consisted of a composite of material from two holes
about 10 feet apart, and each weighed about 20 pounds.
Samples were placed in labeled paper bags and air dried.
Physical analysis of the samples consisted of
separating the refuse into four size classes: less than
2 mm (soil size), 2 mm to 1/4 inch, 1/4 inch to 2 inches,
and over 2 inches. Each sample was then analyzed, by
standard laboratory methods, for the following chemical
properties: pH, total acidity (meq H+/100 gm), conductance
(mmho/cm), sulfates (ppm so 4 ) and phosphorus (ppm P).
After physical and chemical analysis, the data were
examined for similarities by coal seam or geographic
region. If there were no such similarities, classifications were attempted by combinations of physical and
chemical characteristics with pH as the primary factor.
Further classification could be made by size composition
(expressed as percentage of soil-size particles), total
acidity, phosphorus and cornbinatio'ns of these factors.
Evaluation of the data obtained from the laboratory
analyses revealed no distinct correlations of either
physical or chemical characteristics with inspection
district, coal seam being mined or even the depth from
which the sample was collected. Thus, no general classification can be made. Summaries of the analyses are shown
in Table 12-2 and 12-3. Data from 268 samples were used
in the summaries as the remaining 36 samples were from
piles containing· refuse from two or more different coal
seams. Values of pH·ranged from a low of 2.0 to a high of
9.4. Values in the very high acid ranges were far more
common than in the slightly acid to alkaline ranges. Only
21 samples (7 percent) were pH 6.1 or above. There were 29
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(8 percent) in the range pH 4.1 to 6.0, 140 {47 percent)
in the range pH 3.1 to 4.0 and 114 {38 percent) were pH
3.0 or less. The other chemical characteristics showed
the same wide range of variance.

Table 12-2
Distribution of 12article Sizes in sam12les of
Underground-Mine Refuse (in ;eercent)
Seam
Size

Sample

A

B

c

Average
Median
Highest
Lowest

7
4
19
0

4
1
31
0

5
0

l/4"-2

Average
Median
Highest
Lowest

36
41
54
21

2 mm
-1/4"

Average
Median
Highest
Lowest
Average
Median
Highest
Lowest

>211

<2 nm

Nuni>er of
samples

Source:

Pittsburgh

C'

0

E

5

lB
0

4
3
17
0

5

0
34
0

4
30
0

4
3
20
0

30
29
84
4

25
2B
37
9

33
27
65
20

31
32
61
9

35
33
72
12

32

33
59
12

26
24
43
18

2B
26
58
0

27
30
37

30
2g
53

19

27
27
37
14

27
26
52
6

2B
28
43
17

31
30
52
16

37
37
67
1

44
43
57
33

35

35

33

41
49
11

36
67
9

33
62
0

37
34
63
16

10

BB

B

16

26

50

70

w.

19

H. Davidson, USDA Forest Service

Northeastern Forest Experiment Station
Kingston, Pa.

Based on the research done by Mr. Davidson and others,
it is generally concluded that it is not possible to
develop a definitive personality profile of coal waste
disposal dumps. However, it is possible to generalize
about the overall nature of refuse deposits.
Early refuse deposits were relatively small in volume;
however, as mining rates increased, refuse accumulation
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rates increased. Although mining and coal processing
technology improved with increasing coal production quantities, refuse disposal technology did not keep abreast,
and as a direct result, coal refuse deposits grew to
enormous size without regard to long-term safety or environenvironmental consequences.
Table 12-3
Selected chemiqal characteristics of
samples of underground-mine refuse

Sample

Seam
A

Average
Median
Highest
Lowest

3. l
2.9
4.1
2.6

Average
Median
Highest
Lowest

8.5
5.8
22.2
2.3

Average
Median
Highest
Lowest

0.87
.75
2.23
.22

Average
Median
Highest
Lowest

1,209
657
3,227
235

j Average
· Median
Hf ghes t
Lowest

0.2
.2
l.O

Number of
samples

.0

10

B

c

C'

D

pH
3.0
3.4
3.5
3.8
3.1
3.3
3.6
3.2
3.4
4.4
6.1
6.8
2.2
2.4
2.6
3.0
Exchangeable acidity {meq H+/100 g)
9.8
6.4
5. l
6.4
4.4
4.2
6.7
7.0
15. 6
10.5
14.5
113.0
3.4
.6
2.4
2.4
Conductance (mmho/cm)
l. 51
0.32
o. 31
1.88
.64
. 61
. 21
.22
5.06
20.20
l.30
l. 71
.27
. 12
.10
.08
Sulphates (ppm 50 4)
12,097
739
3,395
873
1,087
4,688
788
520
50,438
26. 575
2,000
3,037
362
62
235
37
Phosphorus (ppm P)
0.6
l. 3
1.8
1.0
.7
.3
.9
1.0
15.5
1.0
2.2
16.5
.o
.2
.3
.o
88

Source:

16

8

26

E

Pittsburgh

3.8
3.4
9.4
2.4

3.6
3.1
7.7
2.4

8.0
6.5
39.0
.4

8.8
9.1
33.4
.3

1.61
.86
8.57
. 12

2.30
2.48
6.75
. 12

4,643
1,050
30, 150
62

10,953
6,937
30,150
270

3. l
1.4
16.5
.0

6.7
6. l
21.0
.7

50

70

W. H. Davidson, ibid

The "calm bank", "slate dump", "refuse dump" or
"waste heap" was, in the earliest mining days, simply the
easiest spot for random dumping of unwanted material.
This "spot" may have been adjacent to the preparation
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plant, over the nearest hillside or in the nearby stream
bed. Varicus methods have been employed to transport
material to the waste dump. Each method was developed to
take advantage of the terrain and to apply to the type and
quantity of refuse being produced. In most cases it is
the characteristics of the refuse that dictate disposal
techniques. Disposal, as well as construction, can be
viewed as consisting of two operations--conveyance and
placement. Coarse refuse is conveyed to the disposal site
in a number of ways, including: hauling in trucks over
access roads, in cars on rails, on aerial tram systems, on
conveyor belts and sometimes combinations of more than one
system. At times, coare.e refuse is crushed and conveyed
in a slurry with fine refuse in pipelines. Fine refuse
is almost always conveyed in a slurry through pipelines
to a disposal area, normally an impoundment.
The failure to properly allow for and to accordingly
plan and engineer these waste sites has caused many of them
to become environmental hazards. Disposal practices can
be adverse in a number of ways, including: burning coal
refuse dumps which pollute the air, contaminated or acid
water drainage which will degrade a water course, pcor
stability characteristics·which present a high degree of
hazard to life and property downslope from the waste
deposit and unsightly waste facilities which cannot be
converted to other uses after mining operations have
terminated (without inordinate expenditures). offer a
serious aesthetic blight. Additionally, these waste
deposits usually support little or no vegetation and,
therefore, contribute heavily to airborne dust.
12.2.2

Mine Site and Waste Dump Drainage

The potential for contamination of water supplies,
both surface and ground water, has been recognized in most
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mining areas for a considerable time, and some measures to
control degradation of waters have been initiated. Potentially the most hazardous threat involving water--the
sudden failure of a refuse retaining structure, thus
releasing large quantities of contaminants and/or dump
volume of flood water and sludge--has, to a large degree,
been neglected.
The production of harmful water pollutants from coal
mine sites and/or from coal associated strata has been a
recognizable fact in the United States for over two hundred
and seventy years. In 1689, Gabriel Thomas observed that
the colored water flowing from streams in this country was
similar to that which flowed from the coal mines in Wales.
Water pollutants, such as acid, were being produced before
any known coal mines were operating in this country. The
coal mining industry has contributed to the increase of
pollution by exposing large amounts of sulfide materials
that enable the reaction of water, oxygen and sulfur containing materials to form acid.
Mine drainage includes all types of mine water
associated with coal mining operations. Mine drainage
from coal mine sites may be acid, alkaline or neutral,
depending upon the type of rocks or strata the water passes
through, the distance it travels and the time it remains
in contact with soluble minerals. The drainage may contain
a lot of impurities or only a small amount. A substantial
amount of mine drainage is neutral or slightly alkaline
and contains only minor impurities.
The most difficult type of mine drainage to handle is
acid mine drainage. ~his type of drainage is formed by
the reaction of air and water with sulfide minerals present
in or associated with the coal bed or refuse pile. By far,
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Figure 12-1
Typical Disposal Sites
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the most common acid-producing sulfide mineral is iron sulfide, but other sulfide minerals, i.e., copper, zinc or lead
(cu 2 s, ZnS or PbS) may be found associated with the deposits.
According to Ronald D. Hill, the exact mechanism of
acid mine drainage formation is not fully understood, it
is generally believed that pyrite (FeS2) is oxidized by
oxygen (Equation 1) or ferric iron (Equation 5) to produce
ferrous sulfate and sulfuric acid.
(1)

2FeS2 + 2H20 + 702 - - - - 2FeS0 4 + 2H 2 so 4
(pyrite)
(ferrous iron +
sulfuric acid)

Subsequent oxidation of ferrous sulfate produces
ferric sulfate:

The reaction may then proceed to form a ferric
hydroxide or basic ferric sulfate and more acid:
(3)

Fe2 (S04) 3 + 6H20

2Fe (OH) 3 ' + 3H2S04

(4)

Fe2 (S04) 3 + 2H20

2Fe (OH)

(S04) + H2 S04

Pyrite oxidation by ferric iron
(5)

14Fe+++ + Fes 2 +

8H 2 o~l5Fe++

A low pH water is produced (pH 2-4.5).

+ 2so4= + 16H+

At these pH levels,

the heavy metals such as iron, calcium, magnesium, manganese, copper and zinc are more soluble and enter into the
solution to further pollute the water.
The mining and subsequent washing of coal is not a
prerequisite to the formation of acid mine drainage;
however, coal mining has greatly contributed to the
generation of acid drainage.

The contribution of coal

cleaning to acid mine drainage is tremendous and must not
be overlooked, particularly when it may be difficult to
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classify mine drainage as occurring from an abandoned
underground coal mine or from an abandoned coal ref use
pile.
Historically, the amount of coal refuse generated
annually in the United States has been increasing at an
ever greater rate than the amount of raw coal mined. This
increase has been continuous since 1930, and is due to two
factors: changing mining methods, and increased emphasis
upon clean fuels. With the development of mechanized
mining techniques and equipment, full seam mining was
introduced. Greater quantities of impurities associated
with the coal seam could be excavated with the coal,
transported to the surface and removed before marketing.
While there have been exceptions where the impurities
(refuse, gob) were treated not only with concern for
operating convenience over the life of the plant, but also
with considerations for eventual abandonment, on the whole,
refuse disposal has been rather casual. The result has
been the development of many large, undesigned and often
poorly constructed coal refuse dumps and impoundments
offering an ideal environment for the formation of an
acidic drainage containing many suspended solids, dissolved
iron and other compounds which may enter the streams and
rivers as runoff or seepage. In addi~ion, the continual
exposure to the elements causes erosion which in turn
offers new material for oxidation which produced more
acid, and the resultant environmental contamination cycle.
A full appreciation of the problems of water pollution

caused by acid mine drainage requires a basic understanding
of occurrences and movement of water in the ground and the
modes of ground water entrance into mining areas as well as
the characteristics of the entire cover, adjacent mining
operations, ad infinitum.
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The quality of the water affected by acid mine drainage
is variable, but general criteria for the identification
of streams with major mine drainage influence are given in
Table 12-4. Due to the low pH, the dissolved solids
loading may contain significant quantities of iron,
aluminum and other heavy metals depending on mineralogical
composition of the coal/refuse deposit. The most useful
indicator of acid mine drainage presence and concentration
is sulfate. Calcium sulfate, the most common neutralization product, is soluble at concentrations usually
encountered in receiving streams. The other materials in
acid mine drainage tend to precipitate or plate out of
solution and are difficult to analyze reliably as the pH
and alkalinity of the receiving water change. Because
sulfates are usually present. in receiving streams in low
concentrations and are found in high concentrations in
acid mine drainage, the presence of sulfate gives an
accurate indication of mine drainage presence.
Table 12-4

CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING ACID MINE DRAINAGE

pH

Less than 6.0

Acidity

Greater than 3 mg/l

Alkalinity

Normally 0

Alkalinity/Acidity

Less than 1.0

Fe

Greater than 0.5 mg/l

S04

Greater than 250 mg/l

Total Suspended Solids

Greater than 250 mg/l

Total

Greater than 500 mg/l

bis~olved

Solids

(After Herricks and Cairns)
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The relationship between acid mine drainage intensity
and stream-flow is important. Mine drainage volume and
discharge intensity have been shown to be seasonally
related. The mine drainage volume is dependent on rainfall
infiltration to underground areas and refuse piles.
Although pyrite oxidation is not appreciably changed by the
amount of water present, the concentration of pyritic
oxidation end products will vary with volume. Because the
infiltration rate is greater during the winter, the
volume of discharges is normally increased from December
through April. Infiltration decreases during the summer
months; thus, mine discharge volumes also decrease.
The major source of acid is pyritic materials located
above normal water levels. When the mine or pile is
flooded by high base flow (i.e., high infiltration rate)
the pyritic oxidation is limited by oxygen transport
relationships in the water reducing overall AMD concentrations. If flow through the mine or pile has been low for
some time, the oxygen-rich atmosphere allows rapid oxidation of pyrite, and large quantities of oxidation products
may be present on unflooded surfaces. As water flow
increases, these oxidation products are put into solution.
The first flush discharges, caused by high flow, may be
highly concentrated.
Superimposed on this pattern of seasonal changes in
base flow and AMO concentration are several concentration
and stream impact relationships. First, because the first
flush discharges may be more concentrated, the assimilative
capacity of the stream may be overloaded from sludge loads.
Second, the capacity of the receiving stream to assimilate
a given acid mine drainage volume and concentration varies
with stream drainage and is particularly related to the
percentage of base flow represented in the receiving stream,
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presence of calcareous rocks and several physical factors
such as temperature.
Temperature and seasonal climatic conditions affect
AMO in other ways. The AMD from underground sources or
buried waste piles during the summer months is usually
poorly oxidized because oxygen is limited in the mine
drainage. The oxidation of this mine drainage in the
receiving stream places .a severe oxygen stress on the
receiving stream. Thus a secondary stress occurs due to
the high oxygen demand of the mine drainage which occurs
when water temperatures are generally high, and dissolved
oxygen is low.
A second season~lly related AMO discharge problem
occurs from surface sources. Pyritic materials on gob
piles are well oxidized. During the winter months the
reduced surface temperature reduces oxidation rates, and
temperatures below freezing prevent runoff from the gob
piles. The initial melt carries the oxidation products
into the receiving stream, but the high assimilative capacity of the stream due to the normal high stream discharge
reduces its effect. On the other hand, chemical reactions
on the gob piles are increased during the warm sununer
months. Rainfall during this period usually occurs as
high intensity storms which flush unvegetated areas rapidly .
The accumulation of pyritic oxidation end products make the
initial runoff highly concentrated, and acid mine drainage
sludges precede the increased stream flow.

.

An additional problem associated with the water
effluents from the coal cleaning operation and waters
draining from the plant site is the quantity of fine
coal and refuse materials carried in suspension. These
waters are characterized by a heavy concentration of
suspended solids and a deep black color. The black color
of the coal fines imparts a characteristic (black-water)
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look to the receiving streams.

The suspended solids may

settle to the bottom in quiet pools. If the bottom
organisms upon which the fish live are covered by these
fines, then the coal and refuse fines are detrimental to
the water life by destruction of the food supply. In
addition, the settled solids can restrict the natural
development of water life eggs laid at the bottom of the
stream.
12.2.3

Air Contaminants

Literally any substance not normally present in the
atmosphere, or measured there in greater than normal
concentrations, should be considered an air contaminant.
More practically, however, a substance is not labeled as a
contaminant until its presence and concentration produce
or contribute to the production of some deleterious effect.
The factors that contribute to the creation of an air
pollution problem are both natural and man-made. The
natural factors are primarily meteorological, sometimes
geographical and are generally beyond man's sphere of
control, whereas the man-made factors involve the emission
of air contaminants in quantities sufficient to produce
deleterious effect and are within man's sphere of control.
The natural factors that restrict the normal dilution of
contaminant emissions include: temperature inversions,
which prevent diffusion upwards; very low wind speeds,
which do little to move emitted substances away from their
points of origin; and geographic terrain, which causes the
flow to follow certain patterns and to carry from one area
to another whatever the air contains. The man-made factors
involve the contaminant emissions resulting from some
human activity, e.g., coal preparation.
Coal preparation plants were specifically named as
major sources of air pollution in 40 CFR Part 52,
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"Prevention of Significant Air Quality Deterioration",
published as proposed in the Federal Register, July 16,
1973. Substances considered air contaminants in and around
coal preparation plants fall into two general classes
based on their physical state and on their chemical
composition. These are:
1)

aerosols (particulate matter) and

2)

inorganic gases.

12.2.3.l Aerosols or Particulate Matter Matter
dispersed into the atmosphere may be organic or inorganic
in composition, and in the liquid or solid physical state.
By definition, they must be particles of very small size
or they will not remain dispersed in the atmosphere. Among
the most common aerosol emissions found from the coal
preparation plant site are coal dust, carbon or soot
particles; metallic oxides and salts; acid droplets; and
silicates and other inorganic dusts.
The non-stack or fugitive emissions from the coal
preparation process occur from operations in which the coal
or its waste products are stored, transferred or reacted
as highlighted in Figure 12-3. The ROM coal is transported
(by truck, conveyor or rail car) to the preparation plant.
The transport and the subsequent transfer to a storage
pile or silo are the first opportunities for fugitive coal
and/or road dust emissions. As noted earlier, if the ROM
coal is stored in an open pile, it may be subject to
wind-blown coal losses. If the pile is dry and the
locale is subject to high and frequent winds and pile
working, these losses can be serious. Additionally, unless
outdoor conveyors and transfer points are enclosed and
appropriately controlled, coal being transferred may be a
source of wind~blown coal dust.
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Within the coal cleaning plant, the initial raw coal
sizing operations, prewetting operations, some dewatering
and mechanical drying operations such as centrifugal
drying and the mechanical transportation of the cleaned
coal and refuse products may be sources of fugitive
emissions. The final transfer of the cleaned coal and
refuse products and the storage of those products is also a
significant source of a~rosol emissions, particularly if
th~ local waste pile should ignite through spontaneous
combustion. The final transfer of the cleaned coal to
railroad cars, barges or trucks and the subsequent transfer
to the user is the last primary opportunity for fugitive
emissions from the coal cleaning operation.
In addition to the fugitive aerosol emissions from the
general preparation plant site, the largest single source
for particulate matter dispersement into the atmosphere
is the thermal coal dryer. The emissions from the thermal
dryers include combustion products from the coal fired
furnace, but these quantities are a small fraction of the
particulates entrained by the flue gases passing through
the fluidized bed of intermediate and fine sized coal.
Emission factors for coal thermal dryers are shown in
Table 12-5. The particulates emitted from the coal
composition unit consist primarily of carbon, silica,
alumina and iron oxides in the fly ash as well as trace
quantities of heavy metals. Table 12-6 shows a typical
analysis of the heavy metals content of particulates
emitted from thermal dryers.
The concern about the trace element content primarily
relates to air pollution, but can extend to coal water
drainage and, to a lesser extent, to process waters associated with coal preparation plant operations. Despite
growing interest, only limited data are available on these
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Table 12-5
Particulate Emission Factors for Thermal Coal Dryera
Uncontrolled emissionsb
Type of dryer

lb/ton

kg/MT

Fluidized bed
Flash
Multilouvered

20

10

16

8
12.5

25

aEmission factors expressed as units per unit weight
of coal dried.
bTypical collection efficiencies are: cyclone
collectors (product recovery), 70 percent; multiple
cyclones (product recovery), 85 percent; water
sprays following cyclones, 95 percent; and wet
scrubber following cyclones, 99 to 99.9 percent.
Source:

trace metals.

EPA Publication AP-42, 2nd Edition

The analytical difficulties in such

determinations can be formidable and limiting due to the
requirements for evaluation at the part-per-billion level.
The range of concentration, quantity and particle
siz~

of atmospheric pariculate emission is dependent upon

the type of combustion unit in which the coal is burned,
the collection device{s) used to reduce particulate
emission from the thermal dryer stack and the ash and surf ace moisture content of the coal being burned.
12.2.3.2

Inorganic Gases

constitute the second major

group of air contaminants found in and around coal preparation facilities.

The inorganic gases generated include

the oxides of nitrogen, the oxides of sulfur {primarily
S02) including sulfuric acid, carbon monoxide and water.
All of the inorganic gases are products of the thermal
drying operation or burning coal refuse piles.
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Table 12-6
Trace Metal Analysis of Particulate Emissions from a Coal Dryer

Element
Be
Cd
As

v
Mn

Ni
Sb
Cr
Zn
Cu
Pb
Se
B

Concentration
E.emwa

Element

1
50
100
50
50 to 100
20 to 30
50
30
100
30
30

K

Ca
Si
Mg
Bi
Co
Ge
Mo
Ti
Te
Zr
Ba
Al

10

c1so=4

F

Li
Ag
Fe

Na

10
1
5000
300

Sn
Sr

Concentration
,e,emwa
1000 to 2000
3000
1.5%
1000
10
10
30
10
500
100
10
200
1.0%
40 to 118
1040 to 3920
50
100

aParts per million by weight

Source:

EPA 450/2-74-02la

A number of compounds must be classified as oxides of
nitrogen, but only two, nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen
dioxide (N0 2 ) are important as air contaminants. The first,
nitric oxide, is formed through the direct combination of
nitrogen and oxygen from the air in the intense heat of any
combustion process. The nitric oxide emitted to the
atmosphere through the flue gases is then able, in the
presence of sunlight, to combine with additional oxygen
to form nitrogen dioxide. Usually the concentrations of
nitric oxide in the combustion effluents constitute 90
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percent or more of the total nitrogen oxides. Nonetheless,
since every mole of nitric oxide emitted to the atmosphere
has the potential to produce a mole of nitrogen dioxide,
one may not be considered without the other. In fact,
measurement of their concentrations of ten provides only a
sum of the two reported as the dioxide.
The primary deleterious effects of the oxides of nitrogen
relate to the toxicity of the dioxide (such as damage to the
lungs), its contribution to photochemical smog and its accompanying sharp odor. Nitrogen dioxide in concentrations of
approximately 10 ppm over an 8 hour period can produce lung
injury and edema, and in greater concentrations, e.g., 20 to
30 ppm over 8 hours, can produce fatal lung damage.
The air contaminants classified as oxides of sulfur
consist essentially of only two compounds, sulfur dioxide
(so 2 ) and sulfur trioxide (so 3 ). The source of both
compounds is the combination of atmospheric oxygen with the
sulfur in the coal being combusted for the thermal dryers.
The total emitted quantities of the sulfur oxides is
directly related to the sulfur content of the coal, the
type of combustion unit and the amount of excess air used
during the combustion process.
Normally, sulfur dioxide is emitted in much greater
quantities than sulfur trioxide. Sulfur trioxide is usually only formed under rather unusual conditions and is in
fact normally a finely divided aerosol rather than a gas.
The primary deleterious effects of the sulfur oxides
relate to their toxicity. Both the dioxide and the
trioxide are capable of producing illness and lung injury
at concentrations as low as 5 to 10 ppm. Further, each can
combine with water contained in the flue gases or from the
atmosphere to form toxic acid aerosols that can corrode
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metal surfaces and destroy plant life. Sulfur dioxide by
itself also produces a characteristic type of damage to
vegetation. In concentrations as small as 5 ppm, sulfur
dioxide is an irritant to the eyes and the respiratory
system. Both the dioxides and trioxides of sulfur can
combine with particles of soot and other aerosols to
produce contaminants more toxic than either of the contaminants alone. The combination of the dioxides and trioxides
with their acid aerosols have also been found to exert a
synergistic effect of their individual toxicities.
12.2.4

Noise

Noise in coal preaparation plants typically results
from numerous simultaneous noise sources. Although the
noise-producing machinery varies with the plant process and
arrangement, the basic noise-generating mechanisms are the
same for many different machines. The machinery found in
coal cleaning plants may be classified in terms of the
basic noise-producing mechanisms, and noise control may be
approached in relation to these mechanisms. The primary
mechanisms are: impacts, fluid flows and structural vibrations. Impacts of coal on coal or coal on steel dominate
in screens, chutes, hammer mills, hoppers and bins; impacts
of steel on steel are responsible for the noise of car
shakeouts and for the gear noise of crushers. Fluid flow
noise emanates from flowers, fans, vacuum pumps, valves and
air blasts. Structural vibrations contribute to the noise
of screen shaking mechanisms, blowers, gear drives, pumps,
centrifugal dryers, conveyors, feeders and the snubbing
tanks of vacuum pumps.
Tables 12-7 and 12-8 present a rank-ordering of
machinery in terms of need for quieting, taking account of
both the noise levels and the worker exposure. All items
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Table 12-7
Rank Ordering of Equipment in Terms of Noise Source

TYPCIAL SOUND

LEVEL AT WORKER
RANK

POSITION dB (A)

EQUIPMENT

l

Car Shakeout

2

TYPCIAL
WORKER PROXIMITY

110-120

2 Workers, Full-Time

Screens

95-105

Predominant In-Plant
Noise Source; Many
Workers, Often Near
Full Time

3

Picking Tables

90- 95

l Worker, Full Time

4

Blowers, Dryers,
Air Pumps, Fans,
Crushers, Air
Valves, Feeders,
Flighted Conveyors, Chutes

90-105

Maintenance and
Operational Support
Workers

5

Motors, Gear
Drives, Liquid
Pumps, Hoppers

85- 95

Maintenance and
Operational Support
Workers

6

Belted Conveyors, Deister
Tables, Flotation Cells, Water
Falls, Rotary
Pumps, Heavy
Media Vessels,
Cyclones

75- 85

Maintenance and
Operational Support
Workers

Source:

Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc.
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Table 12-8
Typical Major Equipment List in a Large Processing Plant
and Associated Noise Level dB(A)

EQUIPMENT

NUMBER OF UNITS

Heavy Media Cyclones

...

TYPCIAL NOISE
LEVEL dB(A)

18

80

Crushers

3

100

Rotary Breaker

1

100

Scalping.Screens
(Shaker Drive)

2

100

25

95

1

100

10

95

Disk Filters

8

85

Vacuum Pumps

8

95

Root es Blowers

4

95

Car Shakeout

1

115

Conveyors (belt)

10

80

Conveyor Drives

10

95

Chutes

36

90

Fans

2

95

Vibrating Feeders

4

90

10

100

Flotation Cells

8

75

Pumps

6

85

Clean Coal Screens
(Shaker Drive)
Refuse Screens
(Shaker Drive)
Centrifugal Dryers

Tappers or Air Blasts

Source:

Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc.
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except those in the last group (group 6) must be quieted
if it is desired to provide a plant noise environment that
is below the 8 hour per day allowable 90 dB{a) level.
Most existing statutes governing industrial community
noise prescribe maximum permissible A-weighted levels of
50 dB(a) for nighttime (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.) and 55 to 65
dB(a) for daytime, as measured at the boundaries of
surrounding residential areas. These values assume that
the noise level fluctuates little with time; more stringent
restrictions may apply for fluctuating noise levels. Since
the noises emanating from coal cleaning plants tend to be
essentially non-fluctuating, one may take 50 dB(a) for
nighttime and 60 dB(a) for daytime operation--as measured
at the community boundary nearest the plant--to be reasonable criteria.
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13.
13.1

CONTROL OF POTENTIAL POLLUTANTS

INTRODUCTION

Each class of pollutant (as identified in Chapter 12,
Potential Pollutants) may include many different compounds,
emanate from several different site sources and contribute
in varying degrees to the overall pollution problem. The
control and/or disposal of each class of pollutants is
equally interrelated even to the point that one control
technique may in itself serve as a primary source for some
other form of pollution.
The largest single source of potential pollutants
from the coal preparation process is the solid refuse.
With the possible exceptions of airborne coal dust and the
particulate and gaseous emissions from the thermal drying
process, and of coutse nois~, solid coal refuse is the
principal source of all pollution emanating from a coal
preparation site. Accordingly, this chapter is broken down
into three general areas:
Refuse disposal and pollution control technology,
Air pollution control and
Noise control.
13.2

REFUSE DISPOSAL AND POLLUTION CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

The amount of coal refuse generated annually in the
United States has been increasing at an even greater rate
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than the amount of raw coal mined. This increase has been
continuous since 1930, and is due to two factors: changing
mining methods and increased emphasis upon clean fuels.
As stated previously in this manual, prior to the
_early 1920's, when the mechanization of underground mining
began, only the thicker and more productive seams were
developed; and the coal was mined, picked and loaded underground by hand. During this hand loading process, coal
and refuse were usually separated underground and the
reject materials were permanently stored in worked out
portions of the mine. As a result, with few exceptions,
only marketable coal was transported to the surface.
With the development of mechanized mining techniques.
and equipment, full seam mining was introduced. Greater
quantities of impurities associated with the coal seam
were excavated with the coal, transported to the surface
·and removed from the coal before marketing. Since this
material has no immediate use, it is usually disposed of
as economically as possible, and in such a manner that the
disposal does not interfere with the overall mining
operations.
The quantity of coal refuse generated in 1969 exceeded
100 million tons for the first time. Estimates are that by
1980 the reject ratio may reach as high as 40% of the total
coal mined; i.e., the total annual amount of coal waste
generated will be in excess of 200 million tons. This
is a conservative estimate, based on a reject ratio
of 40% of the total production of 500 million tons.
However, the dynamics of the production estimates are
very volatile due to the distorted energy situation in
the 1970's, and as noted earlier, c~rrent estimates are
that coal production will reach one billion tons per year
shortly before 1985. Such production could mean that the
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amount of coal refuse would be as much as 400 million tons
per year.
There are basically three types of refuse material
involved in the disposal process: mine development refuse,
coarse preparation plant refuse and fine preparation plant
refuse. The mine development refuse contributes a relatively minor amount of the total disposal volume but is
significant because of the difference in the materials and
characteristics. Coarse refuse considered herein is a
product of the preparation plant during the cleaning or
benefication of the run-of-mine coal. Coarse refuse is
generally removed by mechanical screening, although hand
picking, heavy medium processes and cyclones are also
utilized for the separating operation. The· actual size of
the coarse refuse will vary with the preparation plant
process, but ~s generally larger than \ inch. Some coal
.operations with large amounts of shale partings included in
the coal seam will have coarse refuse in varying amounts
in the +4 inch range.
The term "washing the coal" generally refers to a
heavy medium separation plant, where a differential specific gravity separation is achieved based upon the creation
of an artificially high specific gravity through the use
of a dense medium. Ground magnetite or sand usually serves
as the heavy medium material. The crushed coal is intro· duced into a heavy media vessel and the specific gravity of
the contained slurry is controlled to allow the lighter
coal to float to the surface of the vessel. The refuse
fractions {usually the shale and sandstone) are heavier
than the contained coal and settle to the bottom of the
vessel where a mechanical arrangement allows its removal
for reporting to the coarse refuse handling system. Since
the heavy media material is a high cost item, both the
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coarse refuse fractions and the clean coal fractions are
rinsed to remove the finely ground particles adhering to
them~
The heavy media material is then removed from the
wash water (using magnetic separation devices in the case
of magnetite) for recycling to the cleaning circuit.
As indicated, the fine refuse is developed at various
points in the coal cleaning process depending on the benef ication method utilized. For example, the wash water
from the heavy media recovery system contains fine
particles of coal, silica, shale and other materials and
must be clarified before the water is returned to the plant
process reservoir or released from the plant.
The primary generators of fine coal refuse are:
wet screen processes,
dense media washing systems,
fine coal circuit, i.e., froth flotation and
dewatering systems.
Coarse refuse material is transported by a variety of
materials handling systems, singly. and in combination with
others. A listing of the systems would include:
aerial tram,
conveyors, both belt and metal pan,
trucks, both end and bottom dump,
side dump mine cars,
scrappers arid
bulldozers.
As with mine development refuse, the majority of operators
in the past have transported and placed coarse refuse under
controlled conditions. Little or no attention was given to
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effective compaction or other inplace density control
methods. Water content "depended upon that which came from
the plant, along with additions or deletions from ,the dump
surface in conjunction with current weather conditions.
When controlled placement of coarse refuse is in
effect, the materials handling system might include modifications such as intentionally routing the trucks to all
areas of the dump in order to achieve some surf ace
compaction, or the utilization of conventional compactors
and rollers. When this is done, however, construction
control techniques predominate over the density or related
technical control procedures, resulting in an improved but·
not necessarily quality controlled structure.
The placement of fine coal refuse has almost exclusively been through hydraulic methods, that is, a slurry
pumped from the preparation plant to a settling pound.
When the settlement pound is the final disposal site for
the fine refuse, control of the placement consists of
varying the location of the discharge of the pipeline since
the coarser particles will settle closer to the discharge
point and the fine particles will settle further away
where the ponding of water is occurring. The effect of
the point of discharge, with the result in size segregation,
can be of significant importance to the stability of an
impoundment. In recent years, incised ponds adjacent to
the preparation plant have been utilized for plant water
clarification, particularly where process equipment such
as thickeners can perform the primary solids removal work.
These ponds are usually of smaller volume than the
conventional refuse embankment impoundments, and must be
cleaned periodically of the settled solids. This method
requires an excavator, either a drag line or a front end
loader, to load the settled materials onto trucks for
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haulage to the final disposal site. The treatment or
utilization of the fine materials at the dump or embankment
depends upon the method of construction in use at the site.
A disposal site is a geographical location of a past
or present refuse product unit, or units, such as mine or
plant, along with the associated refuse disposal deposits.
A disposal area is part of a site and is that general area
or plot of land which is used for long term storage or
disposal and consists of a dump, or impoundment, or a
combination of dumps and impoundments. The basic difference between a dump and an impoundment is that, while both
are long term accumulations of mine or plant refuse
materials on or in the earth, a dump is not capable of
impounding liquids and an impoundment is capable of
impounding liquids. An impoundment includes three elements:
the retaining elements such as the embankment, a depression, etc., and the element of retention capability created
by storage space available to retain liquids· (unused
storage capacity). A disposal site may have more than one
disposal area.
Until recently, coal refuse disposal in the United
States has not been the object of appreciable industry,
government or private interest over the years. The results
of the literature search for this work has indicated the
paucity of materials that exist of the subject. The
textbook and industry reference manuals, while exceedingly
specific on other aspects of the coal preparation disciplines, are either lacking completely or woefully deficient
in their coverage and treatment of the refuse disposal
problem. In the early 1950's when most Appalachian states
began to enact and enforce stream pollution control
legislation, the coal preparation plants were faced with
finding an economical method of complying with the new
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laws. Previous to this time, the majority of the plants
had disposed of their coarse refuse on dumps generally
referred to as slate dumps. The plant water was usually
allowed to enter the streams with a minimum of clarifica~
tion. In attempting to find the least expensive way to
clarify the plant waters and sludge which oftentimes
previously had gone directly into the nearest stream, the
coal industry adopted the practice of using coarse mine
refuse to construct impoundments in which water clarif ication could be accomplished. Although the coarse fractions
of the fine refuse were removed by the sedimentation in
the ponds, along with some of the other finer fractions,
the finest material was removed by the process of
filtration as the water seeped through the coarse slate
dump dams. Since the basic objectives of the water
clarifications system thus developed was to filter the
plant water by passing it through their dams, little or
no attempt was .made to control the flow of water over or
around the retaining structure. The coarse refuse dtimps
which were not useful directly as impoundment embankments
were often converted into filtration structures and were
allowed to continue to grow in size as coal refuse
accumulated.
When the coal refuse dump on the Middle Fork of
Buffalo Creek failed, the coal industry, with assist from
the concerned government and citizens groups, had to take
stock of its solid refuse disposal and water clarification
problems. In the years between February 1972 and February
1975, it is highly probable that more stability investigation of coal refuse dumps and impoundments were conducted
by engineering personnel than in the entire previous
history of the American coal industry.
The probability of the refuse deposit failures and
the magnitude of the consequences of such failures have
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increased dramatically in recent years as a result of
several factors, the most important of which are:
changing practices in waste water disposal,
finer materials resulting from changing mining
and coal preparation practices,
larger and higher disposal embankments,
more rapid refuse material accumulation resulting
from processing coal from several mines in a
single preparation plant,
more rapid refuse material accumulation resulting
from accelerated mining rates,
degradation of refuse materials due to chemical
alteration, mechanical breakdown and weathering
processes, and
increased habitation of immediately hazardous or
potentially hazardous areas resulting from more
intensive domestic utilization in mine areas,
as well as the increase of mining operations in
inhabited areas.
13.2.1

Refuse Disposal Versus Constructed Embankments

Disposal practices can be environmentally adverse in a
number of ways, including burning coal refuse dumps which
pollute the air, contaminated or acid water drainage which
will degrade a water course, poor stability characteristics
which present a hazard to life and property downslope from
the waste deposit and unsightly waste facilities which
cannot be converted to other uses after mining operations
have terminated, without inordinate expenditure.
The potential for contamination for water supplies,
both surface and ground water, has been recognized in most
mining areas for a considerable time, and some measures
to control degradation of waters are widespread. But the
potentially most hazardous threat involving water--the
sudden failure of a refuse retaining structure, releasing
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large quantities of contaminants or a flood of water and
sludge--has to a large degree been neglected.
As a direct result of these factors, disposal of coal
refuse ·products is now taking a new meaning due to federal
and state safety and environmental regulations. In order
to assure safety and environmentally suitable disposal of
refuse, the dumps and impoundments will have to involve
careful planning, design and. construction as well as
dumping. Where material is deposited on a steep hillside
all of the material to be disposed of will have to be
placed in such a manner as to be stable; the entire deposit
will have to be designed and constructed so that all of
the material placed is stable. Where a long and wide
valley is available for disposal use, it may be possible
to properly construct a relatively small retaining structure, of carefully placed and compacted refuse material
which will then retain large amounts of material dumped
behind it. Thus, what would usually be a darn if water
were stored behind it can become a retaining structure
where dry material is stored. If site conditions permit
and the project is properly planned, the more expensive
construction can be limited to a small part of the total
disposal effort and the majority of the material can be
dumped with few, if any, stability or environmental
problems.
Dumping is a term that means disposal with little
effort being expended after waste material is removed from
its conveyance, other than perhaps spreading to best
utilize the space reserved for its disposal and to
facilitate transport and dumping of subsequent loads.
Construction, on the other hand, means careful placement,
compaction and material selection so as to develop a
structurally stable unit--stable unto itself or stable as
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a retaining structure to retain or support other material
deposited behind it.
In addition to being required by law, other incentives
for developing properly constructed ref use disposal
facilities exist. Technology exists today from the soil
mechanics and engineering geology fields, as applied in
earth dam design and construction, to properly develop
safe and suitable refuse deposits. This technology only
needs to be applied to mine refuse disposal to construct
environmentally acceptable refuse deposits with minimal
hazards. In addition, considerations such as improved
land use (including upgrading in some cases) may provide
counterbalancing assets which might offset some of the
additional development.costs by reducing the potential
liability which would directly reduce insurance costs and
eliminate the possibility of lawsuits whiie at the same
time reducing maintenance and work interruption costs.
Contrast a "dump disposal" operation (Figure 13-1) with a
planned coal refuse site (Figure 13-2) which is constructed
according to methods and techniques well known to the soil
mechanics and earth dam engineering community--The
planned disposal site has a good appearance and displays
characteristics of planning and management. When the
mining operation terminates, abandonment procedures are
complete and the site will remain environmentally acceptable. The preplanned site has a very low hazard potential
and, in many cases, is available for other uses including
agriculture and recreation. The properly built refuse
deposit is not susceptible to combustion nor does it
contribute significantly to water supply degradation.
The development of an effective, economic and
environmentally acceptable refuse disposal system cannot
rely upon chance or accidental design. Rather, it must be
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Figure 13-1
Specific Gravity Results for Fine Coal RefusP.

Figure 13-2
Common Characteristics - Coarse Coal Refuse
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the result of systematic development and compilation of
data and information utilized in a refined engineering
effort to develop an overall plan to encompass the life of
the disposal facility from original construction through
operation and maintenance to final abandonment.
The basic data required for a decision to open or
reactivate a mine are usually coal seam and coal market
data. If the mining company has the coal reserves available to meet a given set of market conditions (the physical
and chemical composition of the coal product along with
the basic price information), the approval is given to
prepare an economic and engineering study of the proposed
mining operation. Once a mining method and preparation
plant process, which together satisfy the basic coal seam
and coal market data, have been adopted, initial refuse
production estimates can be made concerning the size
range, the qualities and the quantities of the various
sizes which will be produced. Since the size range of the
refuse material will have a controlling influence on the
type of disposal facility that can be utilized for
effective long term storage, a site availability study
with this as its prime datum should be inititated. For
example, if large amounts of plant water with suspended
solids are to be produced, a large cross-valley impoundment may be the best type of disposal facility for this
type of refuse product, but a suitable site for such an
impoundment may not be available.
The site availability study would include
considerations of both underground as well as surface
refuse disposal sites. Modern day land values and the
consequences of environmental impact should not be
overlooked when evaluating underground sites, even though
the engineering and operating restrictions may appear to
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be greater. The disposal system capacity requirements
should be treated somewhat separately from the disposal
type selection in order to define what amounts of the
various size ranges might best be adequately handled
together or, conversely, which should be handled separately.
As in the cross-valley site mentioned above for large
volumes of plant water with susp~nded solids, perhaps
there are also significant quantities of coarse refuse
which if placed in the cross-valley fill area might
utilize too much of the disposal capacity of that site and
would, therefore, be better handled at another site.
The site availability studies should be used as an
interactive feedback to the preparation plant process,
assuming the coal seam and coal market data permit modifications to the plant flow sheet, through the mining method
selection to consider any feasible alternatives, and back
again to the disposal size and capacity requirements for
another disposal site type selection. This process can
iterate as many times as the project evaluator feels are
economically fruitful, but in most cases, the number of
available sites will serve to govern the number of
evaluations that can be performed.
Once a disposal site (or sites) has been selected and
the type of refuse deposit determined, selection of the
materials handling system can proceed. While this may seem
to be primarily an economic analysis to achieve the lowest
combined capital and operating costs, the impact of the
materials handling system on the engineering properties of
the deposited refuse material cannot be overlooked. These
properties can be significantly affected by the selection
of a particular method of materials handling, or by the
particular manner in which a materials handling system is
operated. For example, for many years coal refuse has been
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dumped from aerial trams with no recognition of the
potential influence on engineering properties of refuse
materials, such as stratification and permeability, by
the method being used. The addition of bulldozers and
compactor~ to the handling system in order to develop a
more acceptable end result, may make the aerial tram
system acceptable to a given set of site and operating
conditions, even though the improvement will result in an
addition to the capital and•operating costs.
The final step in the disposal system requirements
development is an economic consideration of the overall
system configuration. If the economics appear to be
unrealistic or unattainable for a given project, reason
dictates a recycling through the mining method selection
phase to achieve, if possible, an economically acceptable
disposal system. Figures 13-3 and 13-4 are flow charts of
a Refuse Disposal Systems Development Procedure.
13.2.2

Refuse Disposal Site Selection Criteria

Site investigations must consider the effect of refuse
disposal practices on all environmental factors, not only
factors which might be affected by catastrophic embankment
failure. The primary environmental factors to be considered are water quality, air quality, sedimentation,
erosion, fish and wildlife, forestry and general aesthetics.
These factors should all be considered at an early stage
duripg the investigation, so that environmentally poor
sites do not receive undue emphasis. It is important that
all of these factors be considered together with equal
weight, at least in the general overview. Unless an overall perspective is maintained, there is a tendency to
give one or two environmental factors unbalanced weight at
the expense of others. This environmental perspective must
also include real-world socio-economic factors so that a
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negative approach is avoided. It is very easy to point out
existing and potential problems without relating them to
the whole picture. A positive and practical approach is
required that may require elements of compromise.
To a large degree, the success or failure of an
existing or proposed refuse embankment is dependent upon
how ground water is controlled. This control applies to
seepage conditions through both the foundation and the
embankment. The introduction of water into and earth or
coal refuse embankment is probably the greatest single
factor influencing the stability of the embankment.
Therefore, investigation of permeability characteristics
of embankment and foundation materials is essential. In
addition, percolation of water through coal refuse materials often results in degraded water, usually highly acid,
which can pollute waters downstream from the site. If
the dump is burning, seepage water may be thermally
degraded, or even in a gaseous state. Temperature can
affect both seepage rates and the quality of water.
Hydrogeologic investigation should include analysis of
foundation materials, both solids and bedrock, and analysis
of embankment materials. Both hydraulic characteristics
and water quality considerations should be included in
these analyses.
13.2.2.l Hydrologic Investigations--Hydrology deals
with the quantities, distribution and circulation of
precipitation and water both in the atmosphere and on the
land. Hydrology is the science used to relate the
phenomenon of precipitation to surface runoff. This runoff
must be either impounded or routed past any restriction in
its path or serious erosion or failure could result. The
importance of performing an adequate hydrologic investigation to evaluate the impact of precipitation on an
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impoundment and the possible hazard that could result from
an adverse combination of hydrological factors which could
produce unusually severe flood conditions, therefore,
cannot be overemphasized.
A flood, as defined herein, is any relatively high
flow that overtops the natural or artificial banks in any
reach of stream and consequently constitutes a hazard to
structures which lie along or partially block the natural
drainage path. Where the stream channel is blocked by a
coal refuse disposal structure, high precipitation and
possible overtopping of the structure, resulting in
embankment failure with the consequent release of impounded
water, constitutes a severe hazard. A common mode of
catastrophic failure for many types of earthf ill structures
is initial overtopping by stored water resulting from the
lack of adequate flood bypass facilities, such as spillways
or control structures. Once overtopped, an earthfill
structure may fail in minutes.
Flood flows are normally the: result of intensive
precipitation. However, the amount of water that directly
becomes runoff and the speed at which this runoff accumulates and forms a flood peak can vary substantially because
of different terrain conditions. Once the precipitation
reaches the ground, t4e runoff may be delayed or modified
by such factors as freezing and thawing, vegetal cover,
antecedent piecipitation and soil moisture, land use,
infiltration which relates to the type of soil and basin
geometry which relates to the size, shape and slope of the
drainage area. Generally, these factors are relatively
similar for specific regions. However, there can be
substantial differences within a region and care should be
utilized to recognize these differences.
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The climatic conditions which are responsible for the
rainfall and snow can also vary significantly within a
region. Localized storms, as well as large regional
storms, would, in fact, be expected to vary, with nonuniform precipitation intensities and durations occurring
simultaneously throughout the entire area. All these
factors, those relating to precipitation and those relating
to ground conditions, must be considered if a realistic
and safe design of a coal refuse deposit which can safely
pass flood flows is to .be accomplished. Moreover, all of
these factors are an established part ·Of ordinary earth darn
design procedures.
In addition to the previous factors, small rural
watersheds, due to overland flow, have different runoff
characteristics than larger ones. Overland flow is that
water which travels over the ground surface to a watercourse and is the dominating factor for small watersheds.
Because of the overland flow factors, ~mall watersheds are
more sensitive to high intensity rainfall of short durations and to land use. Small watershed are defined as a
watershed of 10 square miles or less. The effects of
channel flow and basin storage suppress these sensitivities
on larger watersheds. The significance of all ·this is that
a short, intense storm would cause a high, flashy, flood
peak on a small watershed and a lower, though longer
lasting peak on a larger one. This implies that basic
hydrologic data collected by the U.S. Geological Survey
· and other agencies on larger streams throughout the country
over a long period of time cannot always be readily
transposed from large, nearThy watersheds to smaller ones,
without major modifications being applied to the data.
The same applies for design techniques developed for
impoundments on large watersheds.
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One of the more critical phases of hydrologic planning
relates to the determination of a peak design flood.
Designing for the flood with a recurrence interval of once
in ten years or once in one hundred years, or any other
flow below that which is considered the maximum possible
flood involves a calculated risk be~ause there is always a
chance that a maximum possible storm may occur. Localized
thunderstorms represent a particular threat to a small
watershed. The chance does exist of an extremely intense
storm occurring over a very small area, one square mile
or less, in an area such as the Appalachian region and such
events do occur each year. However; the magnitude of the
localized runoff from such a storm would represent a
relatively rare event for a specific watershed as a whole
and could have a theoretical recurrence interval of a
500 year or even a 1,000 year flood if applied to an
entire large watershed.
The selection of a design frequency must rest on
economic analysis policy decisions and local practice,
after a careful evaluation of the consequences of a failure
are ascertained. As a rule, some risk not associated
with the loss of human life must be accepted. The degree
of risk depends on flood characteristics and potentialities
in the basic and on the extent of development downstream
of the proposed or existing deposit.
Flow frequency analysis is used by engineers as an
aid in the evaluation or design of water-use or control
projects. Such an analysis provides the final solution for
a flow problem in some cases, but in most cases, the
analysis is ohly one of the st~ps in an engineering study
in which the project evaluation or design must advance
beyond the scope of flow frequency analysis. In th~ latter
case, determination of the probable maximum flood is often
required by regulatory agencies.
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A flow frequency analysis consists of a study of past
records of flow, followed by a statistical estimate of
frequencies of future flows. If such records are available and cover a period of 20 years or more, the flood
flows shown by the records may be analyzed to provide
flood frequency values. Outstanding flood events can be
analyzed to provide runoff factors for use in determining
the probable maximum flood.
Flow records which cover only a few years may not
include any flood of great magnitude and should not be
used without comparing the results with data from nearby.
watersheds which have similar runoff characteristics.
However, analysis of the results may give some or all of
the runoff factors needed to compute the probabl~· maximum
flood.
Statistical analysis of flow records does not provide
reliable estimates of probable maximum flood flows. The
determination of the probabl~ maximum flood should be based
on a study of storm potential, and runoff distribution as
related to the physical characteristics of the watershed.
Generalized charts for estimating probable maximum
precipitation east of the 1050 meridian are published in
Technical Report No. 40, U.S. Weather Bureau, Department
of Commerce.
Step by step procedures for computing the probable
maximum flood are presented in Design of Small Dams, Bureau
of Reclamation, Department of the Interior, 1965, p. 19-61.
These procedures cannot usually be applied to small watersheds since rainfall and runoff data are often lacking and
bacause of the widely varies physical nature of small
basins.
When basic data is insufficient or lacking, empirical,
or semiempirical methods are used for estimating peak
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runoff from small watersheds. Many of these methods are
inadequate for evaluating the hydrologic factors involved
and the results obtained are often unreliable. The better
methods for estimating peaks, when historic and other
hydrologic data are unavailable, are those which correlate
such factors as rainfall intensities, land use, watershed
dimensions, slope and frequency of occurrence which have
been developed and tested for a specific region. several
of these methods and a brief description are listed below:
1.

The U.S. ·Bureau of Public Roads Method--This
method makes use of a topographic index and a
precipitation index. These indices vary from
place to place, resulting in a series of
relationships, expressed as curves, for different
parts of the United States.

2.

The Cook Method--U.S. Soil Conservation Service-This method uses an empirical relationship
between drainage area and peak flow with modifications for climate, relief, infiltration,
vegetal cover and surface storage. Charts are
presented for easy application.

3.

The Chow Method--relates peak flow to rainfall
excess and has charts for runoff, climatic and
other factors. Developed primarily for
Midwestern areas.

4.

Various State Highway Methods--Many states have
developed their own data and methods. Some of
these provide fairly reliable results.

Procedures and references for using these methods are
presented by: Chow, V. T., Handbook of Applied Hydrology,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1964, pages 25-16 to
25-25.

Maximum flood peaks do not always represent the most
critical aspect of flood flows. Since the majority of coal
refuse deposits are constructed on small watersheds and are
sensitive to high intensity rainfall of short duration, the
incoming peak flows resulting from such a storm will have a
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high peak flow but the volume of water contained by the
flood will not be exceptionally large because of the short
duration. Another storm with smaller rainfall intensities
but with a much longer duration can produce a larger
volume of water. In situations involving coal refuse
impoundments, various storm conditions should be considered.
13.2.2.1.l

Seepage and Pore Pressure

The destructive

power of water is well r~£~r.~ed in the annals of history.
Water moving through soil pores and rock fractures is
capable of exerting forces that can cause massive landslides or destroy major engineering works. Seepage theory
has been developed in great detail in many textbooks;
however, discussion relating to practical application of
the theory is available in only a few. As with most
analytical tools available to the engineer, mathematical
theory is the basis of seepage analysis. It is, therefore,
incumbent upon the engineer to develop these parameters
used in the analysis in a way that is consistent with the
theory and accurately reflects the actual conditions.
In performing a seepage analysis, even though the
analysis itself may have a high degree of reliability, the.
result may be greatly in error if the assigned permeability
is in error by a factor of even 100. Since permeability
may change during the life of the structure, and labora~
tory test results can easily differ from field results by
a factor of 1,000, most experienced engineers regard
seepage theory as a means of predicting the general order
of magnitude of problems and to indicate potential problem
areas that require special design consideration.
In this
light, it is easily understandable that there exists no
substitute for field observations and periodic surveillance
of earth structures such as coal refuse dumps and
impoundments.
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The need for control of pore water pressure and seepage
in earth structures is well recognized. The forces of
gravity are constantly being exerted downward on all soil
and rock. These same forces act on water in soil voids
and thus seepage forces develop within the soil mass.
Under the proper combination of soil and pore water
conditions, the potential for mass instability can become
great.
Pore water pressure and seepage forces are quite
different; in fact, they are virtually opposite. Pore
water pressure has to do with the motion of the embankment
material, while seepage forces are caused by the motion of
the water through this material.
When an embankment is placed, the lower layers, both
of the foundation and the embankment material, compress
under the load of the material above. The individual
particles do not themselves compress, rather they rearrange
themselves under the force of the weight above. As a
result, compression necessarily leads to a reduction in the
relative amount of empty space (the volume of the so-called
"pores") in the soil.
If the pores contain any water, this reduction in
pore volume may lead to a saturated condition where the
pores are completely filled. Even if the material in the
embankment was not saturated when it was placed, it may
readily become so as it compresses (this compression is
called "consolidation"). Reaching saturation is a critical
condition, due to the incompressibility of water. Once
saturation is reached, no more consolidation can occur
until some of the water has been squeezed out of the
weighted, or loaded, material. In the interim any added
load will literally "float" upon the water in the soil,
creating only water pressure rather than consolidation.
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This pressure, i.e., the water pressure over and above
that caused by the weight of the water itself, is called
excess pore water pressure.
Excess pore water pressure is serious for several
reasons. First, as long as it exists, say in the bottom
layer of an embankment, the material above that layer is
not exerting its full weight upon the foundation. But the
frictional resistance to··motion over the foundation is a
direct function of how much weight is exerted. If most of
the weight is being carried by the water and is thus
unavailable for frictional resistance, the entire embankment might slide forward propelled by the water impounded
behind it (indeed, some witnesses have spoken of dams
which failed in this way as "opening like a gate on
hinges"}.
Even when no water is impounded, as when an 'impoundment is under construction or material is simply being
piled up, excess pore water pressure may cause failure
along an including surface because the weight of the
material above is greater th.an the frictional resistance
along the surface. Such a surface, or "failure plane",
may even form within a homogeneous mass of material,
leading to sudden and catastrophic failure.
It must not be thought that because excess pore water
pressure is a transient phenomenon it is thereby shortlived. For a fine-grained material such as clay, silt or
fine sized coal, it might take a dozen years for the
excess pore pressure in a consolidating zone to fall by
one half. Total consolidation in clay can often take
a century, at least in theory. It is the great slowness
with which excess pore pressure abates in fine soil that
makes necessary the very flat slopes found on earth dams
built upon such material. These dams must be designed to
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float on the saturated soil, because it is not economical
to wait for even partial consolidation. However, in the
same terms, the coal refuse disposal area which is to be
developed over a period of years may be able to take
advantage of the partial consolidation which will occur
and use steeper slopes than those found in earth dams,
thus saving land area. Indeed, this partial consolidation
effect apparently accounts for the fact that many existing
mine refuse embankments stand at slopes which are deemed
impossible under conventional earth dam design theory.
The second serious consequence of excess pore water
pressure is that it causes seepage and seepage forces. In
order for the excess water to squeeze out of a consolidating mass it must flow through the pores of the material,
which causes a frictional force in the direction of flow.
Such forces are called seepage forces.
Seepage forces may be caused by conditions other than
excess pore water pressure due to consolidation; in fact,
they will occur wherever water flows or "seeps" through a
porous medium. Such _forces are always present, for
example, in the lower layers and foundation of an embankment, which impounds water, or in the hillside beneath a
perched or hilltop reservoir. Moreover, seepage forces
may act in any direction, depending upon where the water
must flow in order to reach lower pressure. Such
directions may be difficult to predict because the ease of
flow, or "permeability" may vary.greatly from one direction
to another at any given spot. In general, however, the
seepage forces in an embankment which is consolidating will
be more or less horizontal and outward from the center.
These forces can be large and can contribute considerably
to the gliding-type failures described above.
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When impounded water seeps under an embankment, the
seepage forces at the "toe", or downstream edge, will often
be vertical as the water escapes from the ground. This
condition, which can be very serious, may sometimes be
recognized by such things as active seeps, boils or
quicksand near the toe or by a heavy stream flow in dry
weather. If such conditions are observed, action should
be taken at once to either lower the level of the impounded
water or alleviate the excess pore water pressure at the
toe by means of drains, because the toe of an embankment is
particularly critical to its stability.
If a condition of excess pore water pressure is
anticipated or is throught to exist, this can be detected
and monitored by a device called a piezometer. If piezometers are installed when a disposal site is developed and
carefully monitored, they may be used to plan the placement
of material to achieve relatively steep slopes with safety.
Since the soil mass of slopes may contain moisture but
be free of excess pore water pressure and quite stable
because seepage forces have not developed, a knowledge of
internal water force is critical to safe and economic
design. Therefore it follows that adequate stability
anaylsis is contingent upon a thorough understanding·of
the internal water conditions of dumps and embankments.
No engineering property of soil materials is more
variable than the coefficient of permeability. The three
areas that influence permeability are: 1) factors associated with the properties of the water or other permeant,
2) factors associated with the physical properties of the
soil, and 3) chemical effects of the soil-water system.
The following chart (Figure 13-5) by_Cedergren is for
inert soil particles; coal refuse has permeability
characteristics which also vary over at least this wide
a range.
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Coefficient of Permeability (Ft/Day)

Although the quantity of seepage exiting an earthen
structure is important for dams, it has little consequence
in analysis of dumps and impoundments providing the
discharged water is controlled, i.e., internal soil erosion
(piping) is nonexistent and surface erosion is tolerable.
The crucial elements in a satisfactory stability analysis
are engineering properties of the material involved,
seepage forces, internal static hydrostatic pressure and
the upper boundary or line of saturation. This saturation
boundary is often referred to as the phreatic surface. It
is important to note at this point that a theoretical
seepage analysis may be a futile academic exercise if the
embankment construction technique is not known with reasonable accuracy, if the operation of the impoundment is at
variance with the analysis, or even if the refuse material
changes as the coal seam characteristics change.
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The flow of water through a porous medium (soil) may
be represented analytically by the LaPlace Transform. This
transform governs the two-dimensional flow of an incompres~
sible liquid (water) through an incompressible porous
material (soil particles} • Graphically the LaPlace
equation may be represented by a set of curves that, taken
as a group, are known as a flow net. The flow net has been
generally accepted as a method of studying pore pressure
and seepage flow, and is widely used for evaluation of
·seepage conditions in embankment type structures. For
practical solutions to engineering problems, mathematical
solutions have proven to be unmanageable even with the use
of sophisticated computer programs, but fortunately a
useful flow net can almost always be prepared by a
practiced soils engineer. The development of a useful
flow net, however, demands a knowledge of materials
behavior.as well as of the limitations of the boundary
conditions inherent in the mathematical analysis.
13. 2. 2. 2 Stability Analysis In the last 20 years,
both understanding of soil shear strength by the engineering profession, and methods of laboratory testing and soil
sampling have been vastly improved. In addition, improved
methods of computations for stability analyses have been
developed. As a result of this progress, and also because
of the great need which exists for an analytical means of
estimating the margin of safety of earth dam embankments
against shear failure, stability analyses have become
firmly established analytical procedures. It must be kept
in mind, however, that near1y·a11 computation procedures
are based on assumptions which are often, of necessity,
gross simplifications of conditions which may actually
exist. Therefore, stability analyses should be considered
primarily of value as a tool to evaluate.an embankment's
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relative stability rather than a procedure which produces
absolute, inflexible numerical results. There is no
substitute for practical experience and the judgment which
it brings. Great caution is required in the interpretation
of the results obtained by stability analysis which have
been tested primarily upon well-compacted, quickly erected
embankment dams. When one uses the absolute numerical
value of the safety factor to justify the acceptability of
a given design, reliance is being placed on several
assumptions, the validity and limitations of which are
often not well understood. But it is easy to show that
small changes in assumed shear strength parameters or pore
water pressure cause appreciable differences in the calculated results. Therefore, because the specific gravity of
the sludge derived from the separation process is very low
and the average shear strength parameter high, a doubly
difficult problem exists when sludge forms the foundation
for a coarse refuse deposit.
13.2.2.3 Physical Properties of Coarse Coal Refuse
The physical properties results presented herein were
compiled from the test results produced by W. A. Wahler and
Associates in conjunction with research work performed for
the U.S. Bureau of Mines and the Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration, and investigatory and analytical
work for coal mining companies. Several other references
were reviewed and, where available, appropriate data have
been included. Two references in particular, "Tentative
Design Guide for Mine Waste Embankments in Canada",
prepared for the Mines Branch Mining Research Center, and
"Spoil Heaps and Lagoons", a technical handbook prepared
by the National Coal Board of England, contained specific
test results which have been included for comparative
purposes. Other than the two cited references, and the
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results from W. A. Wahler and Associates' detailed work
at some ten sites located in West Virginia, it must be
concluded that detailed, publicly available information on
the index and engineering properties'of coarse coal refu~e
is limited. The data which are presented, however,
represent a cross section of industry practices and are
probably indicative of results that would have been developed had there been a greater amount of data available for
review.
As mentioned previously, the effect of consolidation,
the influence of degradation (caused by natural weathering)
and accelerated weathering associated with burning refuse
dumps are important areas of needed future research. The
data on the physical properties of coarse coal refuse as
presented herein indicates that a breakdown or degradation
of the coarse coal refuse does occur. However, the data
are inconclusive with regard to the specific influence
that such degradation may have on the material properties
characteristics.
13.2.2.3.1 _Grain Size. Distribution. This gradation
results for 128 samples of coarse coal refuse are presented
on Figure 13-6 in the form of a range of all samples
tested, a range encompassing 70 percent of all data, and
the arithmetic average. These data represent gradation
results from burning as well as nonburning refuse dumps
which were constructed by aerial tram or ·random truck
dumping methods. While these data have a rather broad
range, elimination of the upper and lower 15 percentiles
reveals a reasonably narrow range for the remaining 70
percent. The heights of the refuse dumps from which the
data were obtained range from tens to several hundreds of
feet. Similar data on grain-size distribution from the
National Coal Board of England and the Canadian Mining
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Research Center are presented on Figures 13-7 and 13-8,
respectively. The data shown on Figures 13-6 through 13-8
indicate the same general band of gradation results.
Sufficient data were not available from these sources to
determine the middle 70 percent distribution of test
results.
The effects of particle breakdown due to weathering
and handling are clearly shown on Figure 13-9, which
presents the average gradation results of "fresh" coal
refuse from three. sites, as well as the average gradation
for the 128 samples referenced on Figure 13-6. These
samples were obtained directly from the surf ace of the
dumps within one day after deposition. When comparing
the average gradation results of all samples with those
of the fresh material, it is observed that the material
when originally deposited on the dumps was classified as ·
well-graded gravel with more than 60 percent of ~he
material coarser than the #4 sieve and less than 10 percent
finer than the #200 sieve. The gradation results for the
average of all samples tested, however, indicate that less
than 40 percent of the material is coarser than the #4
sieve and approximately 15 percent of the material is finer
than the #200 sieve. The approximate parallel nature of
the two average gradations shown on Figure 13-9 below the
#4 sieve indicates that the majority of the breakdown is
occurring on the plus #4 particles sizes.
Only 18 gradation results were available for completely degraded coarse refuse, commonly referred to as red
dog. Although these results are not presented herein, the
average gradation for the 18 samples was almost identical
to that of the average for the 128 samples referenced on
Figure 13-6. These results could be misleading, however,
because sampling and testing of this type of material is
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extremely difficult.

When the burning of a refuse dump

goes unchecked, the coarse refuse sometimes fuses together
into blocky masses \:ith maximum dimensions as great as one
to four meters; other times, the burning produces large
lenses of fine·, powdery material.
13.2.2.3.2 Atterberg Limits The majority of the
coarse refuse material is nonplastic. A total of 17
samples out of some 150 samples tested in the laboratory
exhibited some plasticity and results are presented in
Figure 13-10. Th~ average results indicate a liquid limit
of 30 percent and a plasticity index of less than 10.
13.2.2.3.3 Specific Gravity Specific gravity values
for the'coarse coal refuse vary from about 1.6 to greater
than 2.4, depending upon the composition of the materials.
The specific gravity results for 37 coarse refuse samples
are presented in Table 13-1, below.
Table 13-1
Specific Gravity Results for Coarse Coal Refuse

N\llllber of sam,12les

Ran2e of seecific GravitX:

3
9
13
4
8

1.60
1.81
2.01
2.21

-

1.80
2.00
2.20
2.40
2.40

Average Specific Gravity = 2.14

13.2.2.3.4 Natural Water Content and Dry Density
The natural water content and dry density of coarse coal
ref use depends directly on the method of disposal used and
whether or not the dump is burning. Results for the
in-place water content and dry density obtained from eight
sites in West Virginia are summarized in Figures 13-11 and
I
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W.A. Wahler & Associates

13-12, respectively.

These data were obtained from both

field density testing and measurements obtained in the
laboratory.

The water content results shown in Figure

13-11 indicate a range from 2 percent to 28 percent, with
approximately 90 percent of all data falling between 4
percent and 16 percent.

The arithmetic average of the

natural moisture content based on dry weight for the 141
samples tested was 10.4 percent.

In-place dry density

results, shown on Figure 13-12, indicate a wide range from
60 to 116 lb/cu ft (pcf) , with about 84 percent of the
results higher than 80 pcf.

The arithmetic average of the

137 samples was 90.4 pcf.
As mentioned previously, it is very difficult to
obtain undisturbed samples of burning coal refuse.

The

excessively high temperatures associated with this problem
(above 5000 F.) makes drilling and sampling of these
materials hazardous.

Obviously at these elevated tempera-

tures, all free water is driven off.

The natural moisture

content and dry density data presented on Figures 13-11 and
13-12 contain the results of only a few samples obtained
for burning coal refuse.

More research regarding the

physical composition and engineering properties of burning
coal refuse is needed.
13.2.2.3.5

Compaction Characteristic.:

A total of 38

compaction tests were performed on coarse coal refuse in
accordance with ASTM D-1557-70, modified to 20,000 ft-lb/cu
ft compactive energy.

The results are presented in Table

13-2.
The compaction test data presented in Table 13-2
indicate a broad range in maximum laboratory densities from
76.2.to 123.7 pcf.

A somewhat progressive increase in

maximum laboratory density can be seen when the data are
grouped according to ranges of specific gravity.
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W.A. Wahler & Associates
Figure 13-12

factors influencing the scatter of data are the difference
in specific gravity and gradation for the individual
samples tested.
Table 13-2
Compaction Characteristics--Coarse Coal Refuse
Number of
Tests
3
8
13
14

Range of
SEecific Gravity
1. 75
1.81
2.01
2.21

13.2.2.3.6

-

Laboratory Compacted
Maximum Drx Density, pcf

1.80
2.00
2.20
2.63

Low

High

Average

76.2
89.9
90.6
92.2

95.5
104.4
108.5
123.7

87.7
98.6
102.5
109.4

Permeability

Optimum Moisture
Contents, %
Low High Average
7.5
7.5
6.5
7.5

19.5
14.0
11.5
15.0

12.6
10.5
9.7
11. 7

The coefficient of permea-

bility as used by the soils engineer is the superficial
velocity of water as it passes through a soil under a unit
gradient.

The value of the

coeff~cient

of permeability

reflects the ease with which water will flow through a soil
and must be known in order to calculate the quantity of
flow.

The range of permeability reflects the ease with

which water will flow.

The range of permeability for soils

is extremely great, varying from greater than 1 cm/sec
(1,000,000 feet/year) for clean gravels to lo-8 cm/sec
(0.01 feet/year) or less for clays.
Approximate values of permeability can be obtained by
field testing procedures.

The reliability of the values

obtained depends on the homogeneity of the stratum tested
and on certain restrictions of the mathematical formulas
used.

If reasonable care is exercised in adhering to the

recommended procedures (see Hovrslev, 1949, or United
States Bureau of Reclamation Test Method E-18), useful
results can be obtained.
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Two methods of determining the coefficient of permeability that are used most often in the field are the
infiltration or pumping-in tests and the pumping-out test.
In the first method, water is introduced into a drill hole
or test pit of known dimensions, and the rate of seepage
observed under a fixed or variable head. The second, and
less used method, involves the.drawing out of water at a
constant rate from a drill hold and observing the rate of
drawdown on the water table in observation wells placed in
a geometric pattern, usually radially at various distances
from the point of water withdrawal. Interpretation of
test data must be made on the basis of simplified formulas
or flow net analyses with application of proper judgment
regarding geological factors such as channeling, layering
and the anisotropic characteristics of the deposits.
The permeability characteristics of the coarse coal
refuse materials were evaluated by reviewing both field
and laboratory test data. Values of the coefficient of
permeability range between lo-2 and lo-6 cm/sec, with a
typical value of lo-4 cm/sec. Similar permeability data
are presented to the National Coal Board of England
reference for coarse coal refuse with values ranging from
lo-2 to 5 x lo-6 cm/sec. The ratio of horizontal to
vertical permeability, which is needed to correctly construct a flow net for a given impoundment, does not seem
to vary significantly for the sites investigated. Unlike
compacted material, which usually exhibits a ratio of kh
to kv on the order of 10 to SO, the permeability results
of the corase refuse indicate a ratio of less than 10,
with a majority of the results less than 2. The low ratio
of kh to kv is undoubtedly due to the lack of compaction
and the generally loose nature of most of the impoundments
studied.
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13.2.2.3.7 Compressibility The compressibility
.
characteristics of the coarse refuse are difficult to
investigate in the laboratory because of the coarse nature
of the materials. Data from saturated, isotropically
consolidated triaxial tests, as well as one saturated
anisotropically consoldidated triaxial sample, with average
initial densities varying from 85 to 95 pcf, were evaluated
and the results are presented in Figures 13-13 in the form
of axial strain versus maximum effective principal stress
for the sample consolidated under K0 conditions (no lateral
deformation) and volumetric strain versus maximum effective
principal stress for the isotropically consolidated
samples.
.

A range of volumetric compression of 3 to 6 percent
was observed for the anisotropically consolidated samples
as compared with 9 percent for the isotropically consolidated samples at 100 psi maximum principal effective
stress. This stress corresponds to an embankment height of
about 150 feet. Because of the relatively high permeability value of the coarse material, the time delay
associated with the consolidation process is extremely
short. In other words, the straining within a saturated
embankment due to a load application would occur very
rapidly. Additionally, the magnitude of the volumetric
compression is considered to be high when compared to an
average value of less than 3 percent volumetric strain at
100 psi for a well-compacted material with similar
gradation characteristics to that of the coarse coal
refuse.
13.2.2.3.8 Shear Strength Shear strength parameters
of the coarse refuse material were determined from
laboratory triaxial tests performed on 51 samples, and are
presented in Figure 13-14 in the form of shear strength
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W.A. Wahler & Associates
Figure 13-13
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versus normal stress for both effective and total stress.
These samples consisted of either laboratory fabricated
or undisturbed tube samples and were tested under ICU test
conditions. The shear strength parameters for the coarse·
refuse materials, ba~ed on effective stresses, vary from
34o to 41°, with essentially zero cohesion intercept. It
is interesting to note that the dry density of the triaxial
samples varied considerably, and yet the effective stress
friction angle was found to vary less than 10. The influenc.e of the scatter in density is more reflected in the
shear strength paramteres based on total stresses, wherein
the friction angle varied from a value less than 15° to
approximately 20° with 7 psi cohesion intercept.
The relatively high values of shear strength of the
coarse refuse materials indicate one very important point.
Since the material is inherently quite strong when
compared to other construction materials, if proper
construction techniques are utilized, a dam or dump made
with these materials, utilizing current earth dam design
standards, can provide a safe, adequate structure.
13.2.2.4 Physical Properties of Fine Coal Refuse
The physical properties of the fine coal refuse materials
similar to those for the coarse materials discussed in
13.2.2.3 were also evaluated for the eight sites in West
Virginia. Unlike the coarse materials, which are conveyed
to the disposal area by aerial tram or dump truck methods,
the fine materials are conveyed to the disposal area in a
slurry. The physical properties of these materials,
particularly in grain-size distribution and resulting
in-place dry density, are significantly influenced by the
location of the discharge line and the distance of flow
before these materials arrive at the settling pond.
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13.2.2.4.1

Grain-size distribution--The gradation

results for 63 samples of fine coal refuse collected from
eight sites in West Virginia are shown on Figure 13-15.
The results,·presented in the form of a range of all
samples tested, a range encompassing 70 percent of all
data, and the arithmetic average, indicate that the fine
coal refuse materials have an average of 45 percent of the
material passing the #200 sieve. The range in percent
passing the #200 sieve varies from approximately 18 percent
to 98 percent, which merely reflects the influence of the
point of discharge and the settling characteristics of
the fine refuse materials.
13.2.2.4.2 Plasticity characteristics--The minus #40
fraction of the fine refuse materials is nonplastic.
Numerous attempts were made to perform Atterberg Limits
testing on the fine refuse materials and although a liquid
limit ranging between 30 and 50 percent was achieved on
some samples, it was not possible to roll threads to 1/8
inch diameter in order to determine the plastic limit and,
therefore, the material must be classified as nonplastic.
13.2.2.4.3 Specific gravity--Specific gravity values
for the fine coal refuse vary from about 1.3 to 2.2,
depending upon the percentage of coal in the material. The
specific gravity results for 30 fine refuse samples are
presented in Table 13-3.
13.2.2.4.4 Natural water content and dry density-The natural water content and dry density of the fine
refuse materials were determined from both field density
and undisturbed tube samples. Results of the natural water
content for 87 samples are shown on Figure 13-16, in the
form of observed water content versus frequency of occurrence. A range in natural water content from 8 to 56
percent was observed, with an average value of 30.9 percent.
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Table 13-3
Specific Gravity Results for Fine Coal Refuse

Number of Samples

Range of Specific Gravity

8
15
4
2
1

1.30
1.41
1.61
1.81
2.01

Average Specific Gravity

=

-

1.40
1.60
1.80
2.00
2.20
1.53

A total of 78 field dry densities were determined for
the fine refuse materials and the results are presented in
Figure 13-17.

The dry density results vary from 44 to 84

pcf with 85 percent of all data ranging between 48 to 68
pcf.

The arithmetic average dry density was 55.2 pcf.
Although the density results are exceedingly low for

the fine refuse material, when compared to an average dry
density of 110 to 120 pcf for typical soil materials, the
void ratio of the fine-grain materials indicates a
generally close packing of the individual grains.

An

average void ratio, which is a comparison of the volume of
voids to the volume of solids within a given sample, of
0.5 or less is not uncommon.
13.2.2.4.5

Compaction--The moisture density charac-

teristics of the fine refuse materials were determined
from a total of 15 samples compacted in accordance with
ASTM D-1557-70, modified to 2,000 ft-lb/cu ft compactive
energy.
13-18,

The compaction results are presented in Figure
in the form of maximum compacted laboratory dry

density versus moisture content.

The data have been

grouped according to ranges of specific gravity and the
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Figure 13-18

results indicate that a maximum dry density between 57.5
and 66.5 pcf is achieved for a specific gravity between
1.3 and 1.4 and a range of 74.0 to 81 pcf is achieved
for specific gravity values between 1.41 and 1.70.
When the range of in-place dry density values previously referenced is compared to the maximum laboratory
densities, it is observed that the ponding methods being
utilized to dispose of the fine refuse materials result in
a relative compaction of approximately 75 to 85 percent;
however, the in-place moisture content is 10 to 20 percent
higher than the optimum moisture contents. If the
fine-grained coal refuse is to be used as a construction
material for water-retaining structures, the material could
be compacted by the use of mechanical compaction equipment
to higher densities than those determined for the in-place
materials. However, regardless of the density to which
the material is compacted, it must be recognized that the
low specific gravity and resulting in-place dry densities
could lead to piping or instability problems if the finegrained material is not properly ballasted, or confined,
by the heavier materials. On the other hand, the low
permeability of the fine-grained material will be necessary
to retain water. Most likely some form of zoned structure
will prove to be optimal.
13.2.2.4.6 Permeability--The permeability characteristics of the fine coal refuse materials were determined by
thoroughly reviewing the disposal methods and l~boratory
test results. This evaluation indicated that a significant
degree of anisotropy is developed in the fine-grained
refuse materials because of their method of disposal. The
fine-grained materials in the field are found to be highly
lenticular with stratifications varying from fractions of
an inch to several inches in thickness. The finest-grained
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silts (ML) usually constitute the thinner partings, and
probably reflect variations in inflow of the slurry. The
ML materials exhibit a coefficient of permeability of
about lo-7 cm/sec, whereas the fine- to medium-grained
silty sand (SM) which constitutes the coarser fraction of
the fine-grained material, has a maximum coefficient of
permeability of about 3 x lo-4 cm/sec. The ratio of
horizontal to vertical permeability for the fine refuse
material was found to vary between 15:1 to 100:1, with an
average value of approximately 25:1.
The National Coal Board of England reference indicates
a range in the coefficient of permeability of lo-3 to
5 x lo-7 cm/sec in the horizontal direction, and lo-6 to
7 x 10-8 cm/sec in the vertical direction.
The high degree of anisotropy of permeability values
for the fine refuse materials is extremely important to
recognize when considering the stability characteristics of
refuse impoundments, especially if the fine-grained
materials form the foundation for an overlying coarse
refuse embankment. The reason for the concern is that
the relatively high ratio of horizontal to vertical permeability causes water to flow preferentially in a horizontal
direction through these materials, thereby possibly
transmitting high pore pressures to the toe of the
embankment. The deficiency described above was shown to
be a contributing cause in the 1972 failure of Dam No. 3 on
the Middle ~ork of Buffalo Creek in West Virginia.
13.2.2.4.7 Compressibility--The compressibility
characteristics of the fine refuse materials were investigated utilizing triaxial test results. Because of the
extremely low density and nonplastic characteristics of the
fine refuse materials, it is very difficult to prepare
samples for one-dimensional consolidation tests.
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The results of compressibility from the triaxial
tests are presented on Figure 13~19 in the form of axial
strain versus maximum effective principal stress for
samples consolidated under isotropic, as well as anisotropic test conditions. A range of volumetric compression
of 2 to 4 percent was observed for the anisotropically
consolidated samples, as compared with approximately 6
percent for the isotropically consolidated samples at 100
psi maximum effective principle stress. The initial dry
densities for the above referenced triaxial samples varied
from 52 to 64 pcf. These data indicate that the finegrained materials are, in fact, less compressible than the
coarse-grained materials referenced in the previous section~
Again, it should be pointed out that the compressibility
characteristics of the fine-grained material are not
unusually high, and therefore these materials could be
safely used as construction materials if proper construction techniques and adequate protection against uplift and
piping potentials are incorporated in the design.
13.2.2.4.8 Shear strength--Shear strength parameters
of the fine refuse material were determined from laboratory
triaxial tests performed on 32 samples and are presented in
Figure 13-20 in the form of shear strength versus normal
stress for both effective and total stress. These samples
consisted entirely of undisturbed tube samples and were
tested under ICU test conditions.
The shear strength results presented in Figure 13-20
indicate that the angle of internal friction, based on
effective stresses, ranges from 37 to 40.5 degrees with
little or no indicated cohesion, and that the angle of
internal friction based on total stresses, is approximately
20 degrees with a cohesion intercept varying from 3 to 10
psi. The shear strength results of the fine refuse
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materials are remarkably consistent, considering the
range in dry densities tested and obviously reflect the
angularity observed in the fine-grained materials. As
stated previously, the shear strength characteristics of
the fine refuse materials also indicate a range in values
consistent with other construction materials. In
conclusion, although the low specific gravity and corresponding dry unit weight under any conditions of placement
are not desirable physical properties for the fine-grained
materials, it is possible to utilize them for embankment
construction if these materials are properly confined or
ballasted in order to maintain their stability against
liquefaction and piping. Moreover, they may be essential
in construction of impermeable layers or zones for
impoundments.
13.2.2.5

Conclusions Regarding Physical Properties of

Coal Refuse Materials The physical properties of coal
refuse materials, which have been described and summarized
above, indicate that these materials exhibit many
characteristics that can be analyzed using conventional
soil mechanics theory. Although the amount of published
data available for this compilation is relatively small,
those data presented represent a range of physical
properties obtained from a number of different sites which
constitute a cross section of industry-wide practices. As
more sites are examined in detail, the amount of data
regarding the physical properties of coal waste will
increase and, when integrated with these data, will
measurably increase the validity of the conclusions
presented herein.
The coarse refuse material generally has adequate
shear strength, permeability and compressibility characteristics consistent with other soil or rock construction
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materials which have been successfully used in the
copstruction of earth and rockfill dams. It is also
concluded that, using existing conventional earthmoving
and compaction equipment, dams or dumps utilizing coal
refuse as the major construction material can be constructed to similar design standards which currently govern the
construction of earth or'rockfill dams, though there will
no doubt evolve significant differences as coal refuse
engineering develops.
There are several aspects of the material behavior
which require additional research, specifically, the
influence of degradation of these materials caused by
natural weathering or burning, and the effect of long
placement times. Needed research should be directed not
only toward an understanding of the physical aspects of
weathering and the resulting influence of the degradation
on the physical properties of the materials, but also on
the techniques used in the engineering analysis of the
stability and performance of refuse dams or dumps.
The fine-grained coal refuse exhibits unusually low
specific gravities as a result of unrecovered coal which
remains in the refuse slurry. However, these materials
exhibit relatively high shear strength characteristics
when compared to other fine-grained construction materials,
·and therefore, it is possible to utilize these materials
for embankment construction when ballasting or confinement
techniques are employed to maintain their stability against
liquefaction and piping. Indeed, in some ways coal refuse
materials may prove to be attractive as construction
materials in non-mine related engineering construction.
A properly constructed dump or impoundment must be

adequate in two principal ways: long term stability and
environmental acceptability. A stable refuse deposit may
not necessarily be environmentally acceptable. For
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example, highly acid water may drain in to a stream from
an otherwise "safe" embankment. On the other hand, a waste
deposit cannot be environmentally acceptable without also
having long term stability. A properly constructed refuse
deposit cannot be accomplished solely by good construction
techniques. If careful site selection procedures are not
used, if the concept of how the deposit will be formed and
will perform are not understood and if the design is not
properly carried out, sophisticated construction methods
will be totally wasted.
13.2.2.5.l Unique characteristics of coal refuse-~
There are several unique characteristics of coal refuse
material. First and most important from a physical
properties standpoint, is the abnormally low specific
gravity of the fine refuse which averages about 1.5 (see
Table 13-3) as compared with an average soil value of 2.65.
As a result of the low specific gravity value, the resulting in-place dry density of the fine material, regardless
of its method of disposal, is also very low, with average
values of 50 to 70 pounds per cubic foot. The low density
of the fine wastes can create two deficiencies: 1) at low
density, the material cannot adequately resist the upward
flow of water from an impoundment and, therefore, if placed
in the foundation area without proper ballasting from
heavier materials, it can create serious problems of
internal erosion (piping), and 2) the low density may
result in the inability of the material to mobilize an
adequate effective stress to resist shearing forces. On
the other hand, the low density makes the highly impervious
fine material easy to transport, compared to ordinary soil.
The coarse coal refuse generally possesses a specific
gravity more like that of a natural soil material. The
coarse materials, however, contain flat, plate-like
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particles typical of slate~ and shales, which undergo
rapid weathering to clay after the material has been
deposited on the refuse pile. Also, if dumped in a loose
fashion,. the coarse coal refuse will have a high porosity
(volume of voids) and tend to ignite by spontaneous
.
combustion. The burning of the coarse refuse causes the
material to fuse together, thereby resulting in a net
volume reduction and the possible development of large
voids in the materials during the burning process. Coal
refuse and burned refuse, red dog, etc., also tend to
weather faster than most other alluvial or residual soils.

.

13.2.2.5.2 Conveyance and placement--As discussed
previously, it is the characteristics of the refuse that
often dictate disposal techniques. Disposal, as well as
construction, can be viewed as consisting of two opera~
tions--conveyance and placement. Coarse refuse is
conveyed to the disposal site in a number of ways
including: hauling in trucks over access roads, in cars on
rails or on aerial tram systems, on conveyor belts, and
sometimes combinations of more than one system. At times,
coarse refuse is crushed and conveyed in a slurry with
fine refuse in pipelines. Fine refuse is almost always
conveyed in a slurry through pipelines to a dispo~al area,
normally an impoundment. ·All of these conveyance techniques can still be used if they are used in the proper
manner and if other techniques are used in the placement
of at least some of the material so as to construct a
stable deposit.
Final placement of materials in the structural
elements--dams or retaining structures--will differ from
placement by simple dumping. In the dump, spreading will
usually be the only operation, whereas in the constructed
element, spreading, zoning and/or compaction will follow
placement.
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Placement or dumping of coarse refuse is largely
dictated by the conveyance method, although this is not a
necessary result if economics indicate that a second
handling of the material justifies using two methods to
place material where it is to go, rather than changing
entirely to another method. Truck hauling, which is
probably the most common conveyance method today, is relatively flexible and all forms of dumps and retaining
elements for impoundments, discussed below, can be built
with flat slopes having some compaction with a minimum of
rehandling, if the trucks are carefully routed.
Aerial tram operations in the past have been the
least expensive conveyance method, but rehandling is
necessary to obtain compaction and relatively flat slop~s.
Tram dumping is not as flexible as truck dumping, although
suitable embankments can be built with the tram system~
In practice, most aerial tram dumps become cross-valley
inpoundrnents and many are enormous in size. Aerial tram
operations will lose some ofi their economic advantage if
material must be rehandled to construct flatter slopes and
to obtain a degree of compaction, although they can be
used to transport materials to the site for construction
of the retaining structure and to dump material in the
storage area behind the retaining structure if properly
planned as part of the system.
Conveyor belts almost always require rehandling of
the materials. In addition, conveyor systems are
relatively inflexible, although continuing development is
producing more portable systems. With the necessity of
constructing coal refuse embankments with improved stability characteristics, relocation of materials may be
necessary for more systems and conveyor systems may come
into greater use.
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Rail handling systems were relatively common 30 to 50
years ago. They are the least flexible and are seldom used
today on a large scale. Slurry disposal in a reservoir,
where .the solids can settle out or the water can be
filtered out through a stable filter-retention structure,
is and will reamin the most economical method of fine
refuse disposal at most plants.
13.2.3

Types of Refuse Deposits

In order to facilitate communication on an organized
basis, a classification system for coal refuse deposits,
as developed by W. A. Wahler and Associates, is included
as part of this manual.
A refuse dump is a permanent or long term accumulation
of mine, mill or plant refuse materials including low grade
coal, development rock and other products left over after
mining and processing of coal. A dump can be on or in
the earth and is not capable of impounding fluids. Dumps
have accumulated on a variety of land forms and assume
various shapes depending upon the original land forms, the
type of material disposed of and the equipment used for
disposal. Figure 13-21 portrays the simple dump forms
discussed.
13.2.3.1 Ridge Dumps ·In some cases, coal refuse
materials have been dumped along ridge crests so that the
refuse materials reached their angle of repose on both
sides of the ridge. This type of dump is usually
constructed by dumping from cars off a rail system or by
use of dump trucks. Because the material falls downhill
to its angle of repose, a low margin of safety is developed: as the deposit grows, local or gross instability can
result, and sooner or later a stability condition
determined by the foundation materials will develop. This
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type of deposit does have certain elements that tend
toward stability because as material is dumped, natural
sorting takes place as the coarser material tends to roll
further, coming to rest near the base of the slope. The
resulting configuration provides stratification of
material parallel with the slopes and reasonable drainage
characteristics that will tend to keep water from building
up in the dump. If instability develops, treatment is
often difficult because usually the material is spread
thinly over a large area and a large amount of material
may need to be moved to improve its stability. This type
of dump is particularly susceptible to both long term
creeping failure and catastrophic failure.
13. 2. 3. 2 Side-hill Durn_p A side-hill dump is similar
to a ridge dump except the deposit is on one side of a
ridge or hill~ This type of dump is often constructed by
dumping off the side of a hill with mine cars or trucks,
although other techniques also are used. Stratification
of materials may also develop, as with the ridge method,
but may not be as pronounced because considerable dumping
may take place on the flat surface that develops at the
top of the deposit and the dump is usually thicker than
the ridge dumps. The side-hill dump is one of the most
common types of dumps. If the dump is unstable and the
mass of material involved is large and if it is located
adjacent to a flowing stream, it can slide across the
drainage course causing water storage behind the failed
portion of the dump with the potential for sudden release
of the stored waters when the "slide" dam is overtopped.
13.2.3.3 Cross-Valley Dump This type of dump, as
the name implies, is built across a valley or stream
course. The deposit is rare because in practice it usually
is capable of impounding liquids and becomes a cross-valley
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impoundment--which is very common. This type of dump is
usually very coarse-grained; therefore, the rate of
permeability is high and it is prevented from impounding
water because the outflow potential is equal to or greater
than the inflow potential. Without the capability of
impounding liquids, a cross-valley dump is generally a low
hazard deposit, although slopes can be unstable and subject
to sliding. It may also become an impoundment during a
severe storm condition, or if it becomes clogged by silt
and loses its permeability.
13.2.3.4 Valley Fill Dump When a cross-valley dump
or impoundment completely fills a valley and has no
capability of impounding liquids, it becomes a valley fill
dump. Valley fill dumps may be very large volume deposits;
they can be environmentally very acceptable, providing
erosion control measures are adequate. This type of fill
may be the most acceptable dump because it is in a form
that is relatively easily stabilized and abandoned; a large
flat surface can be made available for new uses after
refuse disposal ceases.
13.2.3.5 Waste Heap A waste heap, as the name
suggests, is a pile of refuse and is most often formed
where local terrain is relatively flat. It can be built
with a range of equipment types. Because it lacks the
capability to store liquids during its entire development,
it can be a low hazard type of deposit if its slopes are
adequately flat and graded so as to be stable. Aesthetically, a waste heap could be poor unless extensive
revegetation and landscaping measures are taken.
13.2.3.6 Complex Dump ·This category of dump is used
for a deposit that consists of more than one of the basic
shapes such as a complex side-hill cross-valley dump or
one which consists of so many combinations of other types
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as to defy description with a combination term. Many large
deposits have a very irregular shape and are best described
as "complex". Complex dumps develop when the mode of
operation has changed and disposal techniques are modified
as the dump is enlarged or when a very large amount of
material must be spread over an irregular landscape. Dumps
with a variety of forms may be difficult to analyze in an
engineering sense, because it is very difficult to determine material properties and distribution and to establish
with certainty which sections are most critical. Thus,
their hazard potential and environmental acceptability may
be difficult to evaluate with a high degree of assurance.
13.2.4 Construction Techniques Proposed for
Consideration
Many new construction techniques will be required to
reduce existing hazards and to minimize hazards at new
disposal sites. The current concern for environmental
effects will place a greater pressure on the coal industry
to develop new and acceptable procedures. In addition, new
engineering practices will have to be developed to deal
with some of the unusual properties of coal refuse. Both
research and active experience must be developed with
emphasis being placed on modification of existing deposits
so that they may be converted to other uses and on the
planning of new sites so that they can be readily abandoned
and permitting new uses of the disposal areas.
Much of the equipment presently used for coal refuse
disposal is adaptable to the application of new techniques.
Some equipment which is not commonly used by the coal
industry should be considered for wider use, including
earth compaction, moisture conditioning and screening
and grading equipment for material size selection.
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13. 2. 4 .1

Modification of Existfng Deposits

Described below, with an emphasis on construction techniques, are some of the ways that existing deposits can
be made more acceptable. Use of modern engineering
analysis is pre-supposed as essential to modification of
construction practic&.
13.2.4.1.l Active deposits--Present construction
practices encompass the use of most of the equipment and
procedures needed for modification of inadequate slopes
and graded embankments. For minor slope repairs and
grading, the bulldozer is the most adaptable. However,
bulldozers become inefficient when large quantities of
materials are moved relatively long distances, and
equipment not commonly used on dumps (such as scrapers,
loaders and trucks) but presently used elsewhere on the
mine property should be considered for large dump degrading
operations.
For spreading refuse dumped from trucks or tram lines,
bulldozers are effective, but scrapers should also be
considered. The spreading of refuse into layers should be
encouraged, even though little compaction is achieved,
because the exposure of refuse to air promotes oxidation
and reduced combustion potential upon burial. This is
particularly effective if active disposal areas can be
alternated, thus affording longer exposure. By alternating
disposal areas, equipment can be more easily routed across
embankment surfaces, thus achieving a further degree of
compaction.
Combustion control on an active deposit can begin with
some of the construction techniques described above.
Further, construction equipment is usually present on a
refuse disposal site, and often a widespread fire can be
prevented if the development of hot spots is noted, and
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irrunediate sealing and surf icial wetting measures are
initiated at a smoldering location on the embankment.
13.2.4.1.2 Inactive deposits--Some deposits are
operated on an occasional basis and some are abandoned for
a while to be reused when again convenient. These are
inactive deposits where the operation may begin again at
some unknown time. Full abandonment is not planned, but
operations have been suspended. Maintenance on such
deposits is difficult because they have not been protected
for long term self-maintenance, and yet are not kept up
by daily operation. A proper program of maintenance and
observation will be necessary to keep such deposits in
proper repair.
13.2.4.1.3 Abandoned deposits--Every effort should be
made to find suitable uses for abandoned coal refuse
disposal sites. A number of successful reclamation or
reuse projects are reported each year. Such an effort
will improve the image of the coal industry and in some
cases, may prove profitable to the company. Many old and
burned out refuse piles serve as quarries for red dog,
which is used for many purposes in the mining areas of
Appalachia. Care must be exercised in mining red dog
because several people are killed each year trying to mine
this material by excavating from the downhill toe. Because
the material is relatively stable, they are often able to
mine it until quite a high and steep cut is made. Failure
of the cut often comes suddenly and with lethal results.
Existing abandoned sites may require the construction
of some measures to minimize their hazards and improve
their environmental acceptability. The coal industry has,
for some years, been developing equipment and techniques
for seeding exposed slopes, particularly in strip mining
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operations. Many new procedures, some of them fairly
inexpensive, are becoming available through use of soil
chemistry and agronomy, whereby slopes can be graded or
treated with certain materials or chemicals that can
maximize revegetation efforts. Other construction procedures such as rolling of slopes could be used to minimize
erosion. Many new erosion control techniques are presently
being developed through research and experimental
· demonstrations.
13.2.4.2 Proposed Deposits Construction of new coal
refuse deposits can be most satisfactorily and economically
accomplished through adequate site selection, design and
construction techniques with an emphasis on an overall plan
leading to a suitably abandoned refuse facility. Earth dam
technology provides the basis for constructing zoned ref use
dumps. Since often the only construction material available is coal refuse, the material can be mechanically
graded so that materials of different gradations are made
available. Grizzlies and screens used in coal processing
can also be used for coal refuse grading. Many operations
use grading techniques for coal processing and, in some
cases, the grading used for processing could be utilized
for refuse disposal if the materials are not remixed prior
to disposal. Refuse dumps could then be constructed by
placing graded zones, internal drains and filters for
better stability characteristics.
Earth dam construction technology also offers
construction control procedures, whereby moisture conditioning and testing procedures are used to determine
whether compa~tion techniques are effective and the desired
results are being achieved.
If relatively sophisticated techniques for embankment
construction are used, they should be adequately controlled
by surveying techniques that help monitor the position of
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the elements of the embankment as it is being constructed.
The performance of the embankment during construction and
later can also be monitored with instrumentation which is
installed during construction. Instrumentation equipment
and devices available include piezometers, surface and
subsurface settlement markets, slope indicators and others
with relatively sophisticated applications.
13.2.5

Types of Refuse Impoundments

An impoundment is a permanent or long term accumulation of mine, mill or plant refuse, on or in the earth,
that is capable of impounding liquid. Impoundments
associated with coal refuse disposal have been used as
settling and filtering facilities and to store fine coal
refuse (sludge/slurry}. Ct.her coal refuse impoundments
serve as storage for coal processing plant water. Water
may also be stored without intent to store; this type of
facility is still termed an impoundment. Some impoundments
serve the dual purpose of acting both as settling ponds and
as water storage facilities. Even though a given facility
normally does not store liquids, it is an impoundment if
it has the potential to impound, that is, if during a
flood, water can build up in the retaining portion of the
facility.
The ponds that develop on most tailings deposits
serve multiple functions: to provide for collection and
storage of water in water-short areas, and to provide a
settling pond to remove suspended solids from the tailings
before the water is reclaimed or disposed.
These are the useful aspects of the ponds. There are
also a number of undesirable aspects to them, including the
following: 1) in the event of an embankment failure, the
ponds provide a quantity of liquid to enlarge the volume
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of material flowing downstream, thereby providing greater
erosion and carrying capacity to the material involved;
2) the more water involved in a flowing mass, the further
it can flow; 3) the pond provides a constant source of
water for saturation of the mass of tailings and, in many
ca~es, at least partial saturation of the containing
embankment. This increases the probability of liquefaction
failure under adverse conditions and lowers the strength
of the embankment below the phreatic surf ace even under
normal conditions; 4) the disposal capacity of a structure
is reduced by the volume required for the pond; 5) the
consolidation of the materials below the phreatic surface
is reduced due to the buoyant effect of water below the
surface of saturation (phreatic surface); and 6) the pond
provides a source of water that can infiltrate into the
ground, degrading naturally-occurring ground water.
Figure 13-22 displays the simple impoundment forms.
13.2.5.l Cross Valley Impoundments This type of
impoundment is one of the most common types in regions
with steep terrain. Cross-valley impoundments are often
very large, and are particularly subject to flood hazard
problems because watersheds are often relatively large.
A very large precentage of the cross-valley impoundments
in the Appalachian region were considered inadequate in
1972 from the flood hazard standpoint. Many had inadequate
or no spillways or other flood bypass facilities. A
considerable number could have stored floods of record, but
the impounding element (dam) often would have been
structurally inadequate to store such a large volume of
water and would fail due to application of seepage forces
before it could be overtopped.
Cross-valley impoundments are constructed by several
methods. The most common methods are by dumping.from
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aerial tram cars, whereby the deposit rises with an
approximately horizontal or inclined crest across the
entire valley; or dumping by trucks, whereby the crest
level may be highly irregular along its lehgth. Aerial
tram construction does not normally receive compaction of
any sort; truck-dumped fills receive some compaction by
equipment passage, particularly if some effort is made to
vary travel routes, but even this compaction is cosmetic
rather than real unless the lift thickness and moisture
content of the material is controlled and the equipment
haul carefully regulated.
13.2.5.2 Side-Hill Impoundments Another very common
type of impoundment normally used to store sludge is the
side-hill impoundment. Most of these facilities grew over
an older side-hill dump. Although side-hill impoundments
generally have relatively smaller drainage areas and thus
·are not subject to. as great a flood threat as cross-valley
impoundments, they are often constructed with too thin and
too steep embankments, and are particularly subject to
piping failures and slope failures. Retaining embankments
for side-hill impoundments are usually constructed by
truck hauling and dumping. Some side-hill embankments and
attendant impoundments grow to enormous size, although
they seldom rival the size of the largest cross-valley
impoundments. One of the bad aspects of this type of
impoundment is that it often keeps a large portion of the
entire deposit saturated, thus lowering the general
stability of the structure, as well as the impoundment area
itself.
13.2.5.3 Diked Pond niked ponds are generally
only built where flat topography is available. They are
simply constructed by building a dike around the pond area.
Usually they are best adapted to truck operations. Where
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diked ponds are kept small, they usually do not pose great
hazards, but seldom do they aesthetically fit well into
the environment because of their long exposed dikes.
13.2.5.4 Incised Ponn Incised ponds are least
subject to creation of potential hazards because they are
~onstructed below existing ground levels.
Usually material
that is excavated from the pond area is used to construct
dikes. Therefore, in practice, an incised pond often
becomes a•combination of a diked pond and an incised pond.
Obviously, to obtain a large storage volume, a large
quantity of material would need to be excavated and
disposed of elsewhere to matintain a pond in a strictly
incised pond state.
13.2.6

Construction Technigues for Impoundments

Many of the construction techniques used prior to
Buffalo Creek were actually highly innovative and large
volumes of materials were moved at very low cost. The main
problem was that the practices involved only minimal
considerations of environmental adequacy and hazard
mitigation. Sometimes, this consideration could have
been achieved at very low cost and with satisfactory
results if consideration had been given at the proper time
to be effective.
that
were
land
very

A few valley fill embankments have been constructed
have reasonably adequate drainage; these facilities
revegetated and were available for other purposes as
uses changed. Their hazard potential was usually
low and confined to a very narrow and low-lying area.

Some operators mix coarse and fine refuse, normally
resulting in solid embankments and obviating the need for
an impoundment. Several variations of mixing operations
have been used. Some operators pipe slurry to a series of
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small ponds, the use of which is alternated so that
drainage takes place from previously used ponds. After
water has drained, the ponds are dipped and the partially
dried slurry trucked to a coarse refuse deposit. Another
method is to thicken and dewater the slurry at the plant.
The coarse and fine refuse are then mixed and carried to
the refuse deposit by truck or aerial tram. Still another
method used to obtain a degree of mixing is to form small
impoundments by excavating and diking on a coarse refuse
dump. Slurry is pumped into these small impoundments and
then covered with coarse refuse when the ponds are full,
thus at least partly mixing the refuse or at least dispersing the fine-grained material throughout the mass of
the dump. Although some "mixing" operations produced high
hazard disposal sites, in general, hazards are considerably
lower at operations where one of the mixing procedures is
used.
A few operators achieve relatively low hazard disposal
dumps and impoundments, although they may be relatively
poor from an environmental standpoint and therefore diff icult to abandon. For example, some construct many small
side-hill dumps rather than one or two large dumps or
impoundments. Although such practice is unsightly, hazards
can be kept to a minimum. Other operators construct very
large flat-sloped and wide-crested embankments that can
safely store very large floods .. Some of the resulting
impoundments have low hazard potentials, but these
facilities have almost always had severe environmental
problems and are most difficult to abandon adequately.
Thus, safety and environmental suitability must be planned
and achieved in concert, rather than as separate objectives
and operations. Unfortunately, just which combinations are
best has yet to be established. Several examples do exist
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where coal refuse deposits were graded to drain properly,
were revegetated, had long term stability and environmental
suitability and were made adequate for other uses.
Unfortunately, prior to the Buffalo Creek disaster, most
coal refuse disposal techniques were inadequate in some
way from the standpoint of hazard minimization as well as
environmental suitability.
Probably the most widespread hazardous practice
involved failure to recognize potential flood hazards;
where coal refuse embankments were constructed across
streams without providing adequate flood bypass facilities.
Disposal of coarse refuse at its angle
standard practice at most operations. Most
were constructed this way regardless of the
conveyance or placement, the resulting form
ment or the strength of the foundation.

of repose was
embankments
mdde of
of the embank-

Sometimes, during placement, coarser materials can
be concentrated near the downstream toe of an embankment
with a minimal change in construction procedure. This
should be encouraged, as better drainage characteristics
of the embankment will result and the stronger material
will be at the toe where it will do the most good.
Many coal ref use impoundments are enlarged by pushing
coarse material over the impounded sludge and increasing
the height of the embankment. This procedure may be
desirable if abandonment is close at hand, but such a
construction method must be understood and properly used,
recognizing the characteristics and limitations of the
materials utilized. If the strength characteristics of
the embankment are to be improved, downstream slopes need
to be flattened and weight increased at the toe by construction of buttress fills.
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Often a relatively minor adjustment can be made in
sludge disposal to improve some impoundment's characteristics. Sludge can be discharged near the face of the
embankment. Through natural sorting, the coarsest material
will settle near the embankment, and fines and water will
be driven into the upstream portion of the impoundment.
This procedure is especially to be recommended if the
upstream method of construction is.to be used. Using a
multiple discharge system would further increase the
natural sorting process. Where coarse material is lacking,
cyclones can be used at the pond to separate materials on
the basis of size to assure placement of the coarser
material where its favorable structural characteristics
will be most useful and the fine material where it will
not constitute a hazard. Actually, such practices are the
first step in initiating systems whereby sludge is
mechanically sorted and used as a construction material in
a zoned embankment similar to techniques practiced in the
metals mining industry.
Strip mining practices produce some of the finest
rock excavations seen anywhere. This technology is available to the coal mining industry for construction of cuts
in rock for spillways where flood bypass facilities are
needed.
Even with the best practices and construction
techniques, occasionally an emergency can develop. If an
emergency plan is drawn up before an emergency develops,
construction equipment available on the site can be
effectively rallied to prevent or mitigate a disaster.
For example, if a boil forms on the face of an impoundment
dam or dike, it could develop into an embankment failure
unless quickly arrested and should, therefore, be
considered a serious condition. If equipment operators
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and plant personnel know what is expected, control
measures can be initiated, such as immediate placement of
reverse filters if material is available or placement of
rocky materials if filter materials are unavailable. Use
of piezometers to detect excess pore water pressure will
help prevent emergencies and allow for economical placement.
With careful planning and design, advantage can be
taken of how liquid or semi-liquid sludge relates to the
impounding embankment and sufficient area to avoid
constructing by the upstream method can be provided.
Additionally, starter dikes usually constructed of low
permeability materials can be incorporated into the
remaining embankment so that a high phreatic surf ace is
not created. Where a high phreatic surface will be created
by an impervious starter dike, the dam must be able to
withstand the pressure or consideration should be given to
deliberately designing and constructing a previous starter
dam which will preclude buildup of a high phreatic surf ace
in the dam or dump. In either event, the practice must be
to determine what is to be achieved and to achieve that
result rather than to follow a "standard" practice without
understanding its probable performance characteristics.
Many new impoundments can be planned so that spillway
construction costs can be minimized. Spillways can be
constructed at succeeding elevations as impoundments are
brought up. In some cases, disposal sites can be adapted
to a dual spillway concept which incorporates a service
spillway to carry unusual runoff. If the embankment is
properly constructed and can retain the design flood,
drainage ditches with their attendant problems can be
omitted.
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13.2.7

Surveillance, Maintenance and Abandonment

Coal waste dumps and impoundments must be maintained
or they will deteriorate and create safety or environmental
problems. When abandonment is contemplated, the deposits
must be prepared so that they will maintain themselves
in a manner similar to the adjacent natural materials or
they will cause lasting problems for everyone concerned.
It is desirable that the deposits maintain themselves as
compatible as possible with the rest of their environment-neither degrading faster than the natural material in the
vicinity, nor being grossly more resistant to natural
processes than is the adjacent natural material.
Surveillance by direct and instrumental observation
is necessary to monitor the condition of deposits prior
to abandonment and to assure that maintenance is accomplished when needed and to assure that the maintenance is
adequate to control local problems before they develop
into serious matters. Surveillance also can monitor slope
or deposit degradation during operation so as to provide
a basis for estimating the type, nature and rate of
degradation to be used either for design of abandonment
measures or for concluding that abandonment can be made
without undue modification or trouble.
Routine surveillance and maintenance of operating
and inactive deposits is also necessary to detect and
minimize or remove hazards on both dumps and impoundments.
Waste deposits can only be maintained in a safe manner
through systematic and continuous monitoring of the deposit
conditions. A specific surveillance program has proven
to be considerably more effective than undefined haphazard
observation; moreover, only a skilled engineer understands
the mechanics of slope stability.
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Surveillance and maintenance are also required to
detect and prevent air pollution through dust and combustion control and to evaluate and reevaluate construction
and dumping procedures in order to keep them effective,
efficient and economical, as well as keeping the deposits
safe and environmentally suitable.
In summary, the reason for establishment of routine
surveillance and maintenance procedures for coal refuse
deposits is largely to prevent hazardous practices or
conditions from developing or continuing. In other words,
they are preventative measures that, if properly planned,
will achieve the following goals:
prevent development of hazardous operations or
conditions;
control air and/or water pollution;
result in more effective and probably less
expensive refuse disposal (if costs of failures,
emergency repairs or required restructuring of
deposits are considered); and
incorporate, or lead to, an abandonment procedure
that will require little or no maintenance or
surveillance.
A routine maintenance program is required during the
active period of refuse disposal and during the period of
implementation of an abandonment plan. Ideally, after a
deposit is abandoned, no further maintenance is required.
However, in practice, maintenance should taper off as
slopes achieve a stable inclination, vegetative cover is
more permanently established, erosion controlled and the
deposit becomes a stable portion of. the environment.
Nonroutine maintenance includes repairs or measures to
rectify unforeseen conditions such as a slope failure or
an outbreak of burning.
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It would be impractical to require an operator to
maintain a maintenance program after abandonment in most
cases. A more practical solution is to require abandonment
procedures that will need little maintenance and will
encourage establishment of other land uses such as home
and commerical sites, recreation, grazing, etc., that will
maintain stable conditions. Title to the land after
abandonment can be transferred to other ownerships and
other uses that should be responsible for the use and
condition of the land. The operator should be responsible
for creating a condition that is attractive to other land
uses.
Even with an enlightened approach.to land reuse by
coal companies, a procedure for transferring surveillance
responsibilities to appropriate agencies after abandonment
may be needed. These agencies might include a number of
state agencies, such as: the Soil Conservation Service,
Public Health Service, etc. After an operator declares a
site abandoned and tentative approval is given, surveillance should be continued by the operator long enough to
reasonably judge whether or not the abandonment procedure
is effective. The main point is that some vehicle is
needed to keep a watchful eye, even after abandonment of a
properly constructed refuse deposit.
13.2.7.1 Surveillance Surveillance techniques can be
separated into routine visual inspections and special site
monitoring incorporating instrumentation results and other
sophisticated monitoring techniques. Routine surveillance
should be performed by responsible company personnel, as
well as regulatory agency inspectors, who are familiar with
factors that cause hazardous and environmentally degrading
conditions. The big advantage of coal company inspections
is the day to day familiarity with site conditions as they
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develop. Also, there should be no need for more than
quarterly or bi-annual inspections by agency personnel,
if the facility is properly inspected, documented and
maintained by company personnel.
Special monitoring of a refuse deposit is required
when the deposit has been allowed to develop in an uncontrolled manner and/or where signs of instability or
environmental degradation are detected. Where such
conditions exist, data from instrumentation arrays may be
required to adequately judge the condition of the deposit.
The selection and installation of instruments must be
performed by or under the supervision of a person experienced in the techniques. This type of monitoring may have
a limited duration, if the structure is determined to be
performing satisfactorily and abandonment is complete.
However, other monitoring objectives such as water quality
or internal termperatures might require activities for
indefinite periods. Interpretation of the results of
specialized monitoring data usually requires sophisticated
techniques of analysis. For example, if the purpose of
instrumentation is to determine stability, the study must
be performed by an experienced and competent soils engineer.
Good surveillance and recording techniques can add to
the body of knowledge concerning the performance of
embankments and impoundments. The recorded performance
should be compared to the performance anticipated during
the design and analysis phase. The designer needs to know
how the facility is performing so he can formulate modifications if necessary. He also needs to protect his
client's investment, as well as his own reputation.
Sometimes embankments do not perform as intended, because
unforeseen difficulties can develop even though the design
was done according to current standards of practice. At
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other times, a facility is not constructed as intended
because of improper procedures which can be honest
mistakes. Further, conditions can change after the
facility is constructed through some natural or man-induced
process. Surveillance provides an element of protection
for everyone involved.
Legislation currently under consideration will most
probably broadly modify the Coal Mine Health and Safety
Law, and it may put abandonment under the proposed Mined
Area Reclamation Act. In any case, the coal companies
will be required, among other things, to perform strict
surveillance procedures on designated coal waste deposits.
Federal legislation has defined the responsibilities
of the Mining Enforcement and Safety Administration (MESA} .
These responsibilities were formerly part of the U.S.
Bureau of Mines' activities. This authority, under the
1969 Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Law charges MESA
with conducting routine surveillance inspections. If
conditions are not considered satisfactory by the District
MESA office, the Technical Support Centers, as well as
outside consultants, can be called upon to furnish
assistance. With this program hopefully hazard mitigation
can be achieved before major hazards can develop.
The 1972 National Dam Safety Act (P.L. 9L-367}
provides for a national dam inventory program to be
administered by the U.S. Corps of Engineers. Under this
porgram all dams, including mine refuse impoundments that
fall under legal definitions of a dam, will be surveyed.
Eventually, regular inspection and surveillance will be
initiated for control of potential hazards under the new
law. This may be accomplished directly by the U.S. Corps
of Engineers, the individual state or MESA.
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Surveillance by regulatory agencies has two basic
objectives: 1) to inspect facility conformance to an
acceptable plan and 2) to inspect facility performance.
An additional objective is to see that documentation of
the history of the deposit is maintained for later
reference if problems develop. Facility performance should
determine the need for changes in routine maintenance
procedures, for remedial work and, of course, for emergency
action if hazardous conditions develop.
13.2.7.2 Embankment Surveillance and Instrumentation
Surveillance as used herein is defined as the routine
visual inspection of a structure's performance as well as
the systematic collection, analysis and interpretation of
data obtained from various t~pes of instruments installed
within a dam to aid in monitoring and evaluating the
performance of a structure. Routine surveillance should be
performed by responsible company personnel, as well as
regulatory agency inspectors who are familiar with factors
that cause hazardous and)environmentally degrading conditions. The big advantage of company inspections is the
day-to-day familiarity with site conditions as they develop.
Also, there should be no need for more than quarterly or
bi~annual inspections by agency personnel, if the facility
is properly inspected, documented and maintained by company
personnel.
Good surveillance and recording techniques can add to
the body of knowledge concerning the performance of
embankments and impoundments. The recorded performance
should be compared to the performance anticipated during
the design and analysis phase, or with a developed historical record of structure response. By using the knowledge
gained, a more precise, and hence more economical, design
may often be developed.
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Special monitoring of a tailings or leach dump
deposit is required where it was allowed to develop in an
uncontrolled manner and/or where signs of instability or
environmental degradation are detected. Where such
conditions exist, data from instrumentation arrays may be
required to adequately judge the condition of the deposit.
The selection and iQstallation of instruments must be
performed by or under the supervision of a person experienced in the techniques. Interpretation of the results of
specialized monitoring data usually requires sophisticated
analysis. For example, if the purpose of instrumentation
is to determine stability, the study must be performed by
an experienced. soils engineer.
13.2.7.2.l Surface Monuments The installation
techniques for a monument included the setting of a 3- or
4-foot long section of rebar into a 12-inch diameter by
12-inch deep concrete collar. This method of installation
is relatively fast and inexpensive. Two men can easily
install 8 to 10 or more monuments in one day.
The total number of surf ace monuments will vary at
each site depending on the size of each dam and the method
of construction being used. For example, on any dam being
constructed by the upstream method, surface monuments
should be installed on each major bench at the quarter
points (distance between each monument equal to approximately 25 percent of the total berm length) if the berm
is less than 600 meters in length, the fifth points (20
percent of the total berm length between monuments) if the
berm length is between 600 meters and 1500 meters in
length, or at 300 meter stations if the berm length exceeds
1500 meters. If the dam is being constructed by the
downstream or centerline method however, the installation
of surf ace monuments cannot be completed until each time
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that a berm has been constructed which usually occurs near
the end of complete construction.
The time interval of readings of surf ace monuments for
tailings dams being constructed by peripheral discharge
methods can be scheduled to provide a maximum amount of
information. Survey readings should be scheduled such that
three or four sets can be obtained at equal time intervals
during deposition and then at monthly intervals after the
pond has been filled until it is observed that any major
horizontal and vertical movements due to pond filling have
ceased. It is convenient to plot the resulting data on
semi-logarithmic paper (one leg cycle by 70 divisions)
with the time in days from point of first filling as the
abscissa and settlement and/or horizontal movement in
tenths of foot as the ordinate. Long term monitoring data
for each monument should be plotted on an arithmetic grid
with settlement or horizontal movement vs day of the year.
Significant data regarding the loading history, such as
day of first and final filling of a pond, should be superimposed on both graphs referenced above to aid in the
interpretation of resulting data.
13.2.7.2.2 Piezometers ·Although open well piezometers are often used in monitoring refuse dams, this
type of piezometer does not respond quickly enough to
changes in pore pressure to be used in tailings dams. The
use of pneumatic piezometers is preferred because of
their more rapid response time.
With regard to locating piezometers in the field, it
is better to select certain areas of the dam as test
sections and concentrate instrumentation efforts rather
than randomly installing a number of instruments throughout
the deposit. The number of test sections required will, of
course, vary depending on the size and type of the
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structure to be instrumented and the method of construction;
however, two test sections having three to six piezometers
each should be considered as a minimum. For tailings. dams
being constructed by the upstream method, a typical pattern
of piezometer location at each test section may consist
of the following:
Existing Tailings Dams--For existing tailings
dams, the piezometers should be installed on a
bench located at less than one-half the height
of the structure. The piezometers should be
placed using a down-hole technique at an approximate elevation corresponding to the one-third and
two-thirds height of the dam as measured from the
berm elevation to the foundation. This
installation technique should be repeated at
approximately 50-foot height intervals.
New Tailings Dams--The installation technique and
number of piezometers to be used in a new
structure is dependent on the construction method
to be used. For dams using a centerline or
downstream method, it may only be necessary to
install several piezometers in the downstream
half of the embankment in order to determine the
location of the phreatic surface with regard to
the foundation contact or drainage collection
system (if used). For new dams using an.upstream
method, a technique similar to that referenced
above for existing dams should be considered
except that at approximately 50-foot height
intervals, piezometers should be installed at a
depth of 10 and 30 feet in each of two holes
located about 100 and 200 feet inside the crest
of the dam. The above scheme will provide a more
thorough picture of pore pressures acting within
the exterior shell of the dam than that proposed
for existing dams.
13.2.7.2.3 Internal Movement Oevices--The installation
of a device such as a slope indicator to monitor internal
movements within a tailings dam or leach dump can provide
valuable information regarding historical trends for a
given construction method. Although the costs associated
with installation and data collection are by no means
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insignificant, serious qonsideration should be given to
including at least one internal measurement device for
any major structure.
13.2.7.3 Maintenance Maintenance of active refuse
disposal sit~s is performed to provide reasonable assurance
that elements of a facility are functioning as intended.
This is especially important where modern, cost saving
design practices are ~sed.
Access roads, necessary so that a site can be
approached routinely or during an emergency, are often
neglected. Roads that are difficult to pass over during
good weather can be expected to be impassable during bad
weather.
In the absence of vegetative slope cover, routine
grading and grooming of the deposit's slopes to drain
properly can prevent deep and extensive erosion, which in
itself can trigger a failure. Grading equipment should be
available so that regular grading can be accomplished.
Often no additional equipment to perform such maintenance
is required if careful and proper scheduling of work is
planned. One of the simplest grading techniques that can
minimize erosion on an embankment face is to grade the
crest surface so that water falling or accumulating on the
crest will drain away from the downstream face into the
impoundment.
Drainage ditches, spillways, drain pipes, decant
towers (all water conveyance facilities) need to receive
regular, routine maintenance inspections and periodic
maintenance cleaning to clear or prevent blockage by logs,
vegetation or sliding or eroded materials.
Occasionally, in spite of routine maintenance, extensive erosion, landslides or some other unexpected situation
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may occur.

These happenings need not be hazardous in
t~emselves, if prompt maintenance measures are then
initiated. A catastrophic failure often occurs after a
series of events takes place which is initially caused by
a relatively innocuous event.

Maintenance should be considered an integral part of
an active or even an inactive deposit. However, abandoned
sites cannot be economically maintained forever by a coal
operator. Converting a coal refuse deposit to another use
and conveying responsibility for any continuing maintenance
should be one of the incentives for properly abandoning a
refuse site.
13.2.7.4 Abandonment Perhaps the most difficult task
to properly plan for in advance is abandonment. The primary reason for this is the difficulty in predicting the
amount, type and rate of disposal, which can all change
rapidly with changes in technology and in economic and
market conditions.
Nevertheless, an abandonment scheme should be for
formulated as an integral part of the refuse deposit design.
The planning will save the coal industry money in several
ways. It establishes long term objectives to achieve and
makes abandonment a part of the overall mining system (with
the advantages of systems analysis) ; costly modifications
will not be required simply to abandon a site; and the time
r~quired for final abandonment can be greatly reduced below
that which apparently otherwise may be required under
legislation currently under consideration. The latter can
be achieved by planning the growth of the deposit so that
some abandonment procedures, such as the establishment of
vegetation on slopes, can be started immediately on at
least part of the deposit.
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Abandonment of a dump may largely consist of grading the
deposit to drain adequately, and to initiate revegetation
measures for erosion control and aesthetic reasons. Many
new and surprisingly inexpensive techniques to control
erosion and to promote revegetation are under development.
Such measures not only promote good will toward the coal
operator but also can pay large returns in hazard mitigation.
Impoundments present more difficulties for planned
abandonment because of the large flat surface that may be
wet and inaccessible to equipment. If abandonment is
nearing, the pond surface can be gradually reduced by
grading from the peripheries. The pond surface should be
crowned so that surf ace runoff water drains toward the
margins of the pond area and is then carried past the
pond and retaining embankment. In some cases, low
permeability soil can be used on the surface to act as a
sealant to reduce both combustion potential and surf ace
infiltration of water and to provide a better material to
initiate revegetation.
More attention should be given by the industry to use
of the site after abandonment. In the long run, coal
companies may be overlooking valuable benefits that could
more than pay for land reclamation with good land-use
planning. Impoundments can be developed into safe recreational reservoirs with dump surfaces graded to support
shore side development. Also, some existing side-hill
dumps are large enough to support recreational areas.
Nearby communities may be in need of an impoundment for
water supply storage or, conceivably, for a sewage
treatment lagoon. Thus, in some cases, it may be safer
and offer other advantages to develop a reservoir rather
than to breach an impoundment. In many Appalachian states,
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where flat land is scarce and principally confined to
flood plains, refuse deposit surfaces and strip mine
benches may be excellent areas for home sites and commercial building sites.
13.2.8

Embankment Construction Inspection

Today, more than ever, construction of embankments
requires a team effort. The ever-increasing escalation of
costs, the need for faster scheduling and the changes
occurring in the industry require full cooperation and
understanding among all the parties involved. Successful
production of the work under the traditional process
requires the utmost order and efficiency to obtain the
highest potential benefits. This goal can be reached only
through the understanding that all parties have a mutual
goal and are obligated to cooperate and perform to the best
of their ability in order to produce a satisfactory job.
This is difficult where many people of diverse backgrounds
are involved from beginning to end. Successful construction requires not only proper planning and design, it also
requires continuous checking, coordination, foresight, good
judgment and coordinated efforts by informed and qualified
individuals to accomplish the desired ends~
Inspection and control of embankment construction is
necessary to assure that the structure is completed in
accordance with design assumptions and requirements as set
forth in the plans and specifications, and to insure that
the construction costs are minimized. Effective execution
of this task requires that each member of the project staff
be aware of his place in the process, including his
responsibilities, authority and proper line of communication.
The site inspector's responsibilities are necessarily
variable in scope. The inspector must be completely
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familiar with the construction documents before commencement of the work. He should have a close relationship to
the project designers and notify the designer of any
discrepancies observed, and request clarification for all
items not fully understood. The inspector must organize
and maintain a system of construction records such as:
~

a daily log book and daily report system,
progress reports on a systematic basis,
correspondence file,
payment file,
change order file,
shop drawing and sample submittal file,
substitutions file,
test and inspection results file and
site conference file.
The site inspector may be a full time employee of the
operator if the designer and regulatory agency can be
assured that he has the necessary knowledge, skill and
integrity to perform the inspection duties in a professional manner. However, an inspector employed by the
designer, who is highly trained and knowledgeable in the
field of construction inspection, would be preferable from
a technical standpoint. The assigned representative must
be given enough authority to make timely decisions on the
part of the operator. The operator should establish a
sufficient allowance in the project budget to provide for
the services of the construction inspector and/or the
construction inspection staff to control construction of
all structural elements of the disposal systems including
the necessary dams and retaining structures (usually made of
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refuse material). Limited inspection is also needed
to control routine dumping to assure that the planned
operation is followed. Inspection will have to be full
time or part time depending upon the nature of the work
and how critical it is to the performance of the system
when completed.
13.2.8.l Requirements of Plans and Specifications
The person in charge of performing the work, the inspector
checking the operation, as well as the operator, have the
responsibility to see that plans and specifications are
clear and that these documents are not misinterpreted.
Therefore, a thorough study of the construction documents
will be required by those performing the work and
inspections prior to commencement of construction. Any
errors, inconsistencies or omissions discovered must be
properly dealt with prior to construction, if possible, or
as soon as recognized if construction has commenced.
13.2.8.2 Verifications of Design Assumptions
Inspection and testing are possibly more important for
earth structures than most other works, because of
potentials for errors and deviations in actual materials
properties from those assumed in the design and the
potential seriousness of these deviations. By conducting
inspection and testing during fill placement, it will be
possible to check characteristics of the materials against
those assumed in the design. If the conformance is not
proper, the inspector must inform the person in charge of
the construction so that timely and proper modifications
can be made. If the refuse material from a particular
area will not meet specification requirements, it may be
necessary to seek out another source or possibly continue
placing the same material under a modified design. Any
design modification must be reported to and approved by
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the regulatory agency prior to commencement of the modified
construction work.
13.2.8.3 Site Inspector's Function
Proper material
gradation is the utmost importance in zoned embankments
impounding sludge and water. Another important aspect is
to continually check material compaction by field density
tests. This will serve the constructor in his efforts to
attain the goal set for material strength and compression.
If such testing should indicate densities below those
assumed in the design, additional compactive effort,
possibly under changed moisture content, or by the use of
different compaction equipment, or a combination thereof,
may be required. If significantly greater densities are
being achieved than anticipated during design, it may be
possible, under certain limited conditions, to reduce
the compactive effort with a resulting savings in construction cost.
Proper recording of the construction operations and
results achieved will provide a basis for evaluating the
effectiveness and efficiency of the design, equipment and
procedures. The analysis of these evaluations could
result in design modifications, the selection of more
efficient equipment or a change in procedures which could
provide significant economical benefits. These economical
benefits might be realized on the project under construction and they may also be applicable to similar jobs in
the future.
The importance of a competent construction inspector
cannot be overemphasized. Good inspection can be worth
many times its cost in preventing errors and omissions of
construction that might impair the safety and durability
of the project and interfere with obtaining value for the
money invested. Good inspection demands the results
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needed but also relieves any unnecessary requirement or
impediment to the program that can be eliminated without
adverse results to the program. This means that improved
procedures can be used if they produce results compatible
with the design requirements and specifications.
The construction inspector's basic function is to
assure that the most reasonable compliance possible with
the construction specifications is achieved, consistent
with the design objectives. In addition, he serves as an
extra pair of eyes and should not be satisfied with merely
reporting mistakes in the work after they are made. He
can avoid misunderstandings by continually reviewing the
construction documents and working in conjunction with the
person in charge of construction. He should look ahead
and be fully acquainted with the construction documents
and all phases of the work. He can thus help avoid costly
and time-wasting mistakes and foresee bottlenecks due to
delayed delivery of material or improper scheduling of
the work. By promptly inspecting delivered materials and
observing the preparation and installation, he can prevent
costly tearout, replacement or redoing of the work. In
these.and other ways, he can perform a real service to the
operator and designer. He thus becomes an important member
of the team needed to ensure a smooth-running construction
process and a safe and properly constructed project.
The construction inspector must be continually alert
to any condition that could impair the safety or functioning of the completed project: modifications to existing
structures, as well as construction of new projects, may
create temporarily oversteepened slopes, may loosen
temporary fills, may block streams, etc., and should
therefore be carefully observed and their potential for
creating a hazard judged.
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·Note, however, that the site inspector is not
responsible for and should not, in most instances, undertake responsibilities that are not a part of his services;
for example:
Telling the constructor how to construct the
work.
Guaranteeing that the work is constructed in
strict compliance with the contract documents.
(This is the responsibility of the constructor.)
Interpreting or ruling on the intent of the
construction documents.
Accepting the work or portions of it. The
designer is responsible for recommending this
to the operator.
Methods of operating equipment, including safety.
This is the constructor's and health and safety
regulatory agency's responsibility.
13.2.8.4 Re2ulator~ A9:enc~ The regulatory agency
should receive and review a complete set of plans and
specifications, including corrections and amendments
thereto. These should be evaluated from the standpoint of
adequacy, completeness, construction safety and potential
for creation of future hazards. The approval of the plans
will be based on such review. Approval of the plans and ·
specifications for construction does not imply that the
completed project will not be disapproved if construction
is not performed in accordance with the plans and
specifications.
The regulatory agency should have its inspection staff
regularly check the construction operations. As a minimum,
the site should be visited when foundations are exposed
and. prepared for placement of materials whenever a new
operation commences, and at regular intervals. During
these visits, inspectors should cover the entire site,
paying particular attention to the following:
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foundation conditions and preparation,
unusual site conditions not anticipated in the
design,
construction procedures,
methods of on-site inspection and control,
test frequencies, methods and results,
any hazardous conditions and
rate of progress.
A complete written record should be made of each
inspection and photographs should be taken of critical
items, as well as general site pictures and operations.
If any deficiencies are observed, they must be recorded
and reported to the operator's representative. It is the
operator's responsibility to devise a method of correcting
the deficiency. The regulatory agency must make certain
the deficiencies are corrected, but they cannot infringe
upon the operator's authority by dictating the method of
correction.
The methods of inspection and testing to be applied
during con?truction will depend to a considerable extent on
the provisions of the specifications. The inspection
techniques will be dictated by the type of specifications-method specifications or performance specifications.
In Method Specifications, as they are defined herein,
the method of construction is outlined so that the constructor may produce the finished product for the required
services throughout the desired period of time. It
therefore becomes necessary to observe construction to
ensure that the specified method is followed and periodically test the placed materials as the work progresses.
Obviously, method specifications impose greater burden on
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the designer; the product can only be as good as that
resulting from the specified method of construction. If an
inadequate product results, revised construction techniques
or design revisions will have to be made, as an adequate
product must be produced.
On the other hand, Performance Specifications allow
the constructor to carry out the construction work as he
chooses. However, he must arrive at the required product.
The adequacy of the product can be measured by tests, as
noted under Testing in the following section, similar to
those performed under conditions of method specifications.
13.2.8.4.1

If method specifications are used--

Operations--As the specifications outline the
thickness of material lifts, the number of
passes to be applied to each lift and the type
of compaction equipment to be used for compaction, the inspector will have to check that
the constructor complies with these specifications. Furthermore, the constructor must use
the specified material type and place material
at the specified moisture content.
The latter may be difficult to comply with due to
weather conditions. Also, the available
materials may be somewhat different from those
anticipated. For these reasons, specifically,
modifications in the plans and specifications
may be required to obtain the desired end
product. The inspector should also assure that
the constructor complies with plans and
specifications as they relate to zoning in an
impoundment facility, the required final grades
and the like.
Testing--The primary tools for evaluating the
degree of compaction are earthwork control tests.
These are usually conducted in the laboratory
and define the maximum dry density and optimum
moisture content for the various laboratory
compaction methods. The optimum moisture
content is the amount of moisture which gives
the maximum density for a given compactive
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effort, or that which requires the least
compactive effort to achieve the highest degree
of compaction.
The test results will assist the inspector or
technicians, as well as the constructor, in
moisture conditioning during construction so
that the minimum compactive effort will suffice
to achieve the required compaction. In addition,
the control tests will serve the purpose of
evaluating whether the required fill compaction
is met. This in turn will indicate whether the
required strength of the placed material is as
specified.
Gradation tests to check actual drainage
characteristics of the materials used are also
required during construction. Some fine-grained
soils must have specific plasticity characteristics. Atterberg Limits testing is generally
performed as a check to confirm these characteristics.
13.2.8.4.2

If performance specifications are used--

Observations--As the constructor in this case
will not be guided as to how to perform the work,
but rather will have to guarantee that the
product is in compliance with requirements, he
may exercise his own judgment with respect to
construction procedures. The inspection
procedure will take a somewhat different form in
comparison to that required when method specif ications are used. Checking of lift thickness of
the material placed and the number of passes
over each lift with the compaction equipment
will not be required. The inspector will,
however, be required to observe to see that the
general construction procedure is adequate and
that improper materials are not placed.
Extensive testing will, in this case, be required
to evaluate the consistency of the product with
plans and specifications. The tests will
indicate whether or not the product may perform
as anticipated and serve the intended purpose.
If negative results are indicated, removal of
the placed materials and replacement with
adequate materials will be required if material
gradations are improper, or the material would
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need reworking if, for example, moisture
conditioning is improper or compacted densities
are inadequate.
If the constructor consistently cannot produce
the required product by the construction
procedure he follows or other methods he may try,
the designer may be forced to modify the
specifications to a method specification.
However, this should be avoided, if at all
possible. It will be preferable that the
constructor modify his construction procedure
so that the required product can be produced.
Testing--Testing procedure should be similar to
those outlined above. The number of tests
would most likely have to be greater. Hence, a
greater number of technicians should be anticipated in comparison to those required when
method specifications are used.
13.2.8.S
It is always necessary to provide written correspondence
among the parties to fulfill the requirements of the
specification documents and/or regulatory agency requirements. In addition, the orderly construction of the work
requires distribution of information to many sources, and
this is best done in writing.
Correspondence is achieved through the use of letters,
memoranda, forms, reports, graphs, electronic devices,
etc. It is recommended that adequate documentation be
developed during the construction phase as a good practice
by all the parties. Many types of forms have been
developed, and it can be said that there is a form for any
need. Many organizations, individually or through
collaboration with other organizations, have developed
forms in an effort to standardize, but complete unanimity
as to type, contents, arrangement, etc., is not always
achieved.
On the proper forms, the inspector, having assured
proper compliance with plans and specifications, should
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provide confirmation to the interested parties. The
reports should contain a summary of the construction
procedure followed and the results of all field and
laboratory tests. These reports should be submitted on a
regular schedule to the regulatory agency.
The construction procedure and test results should be
reviewed with the design organization during construction.
This may be advantageous from the standpoint of initiating
timely and beneficial construction revisions to possibly
obtain the required result for less cost.
13.2.9

Embankment and Impoundment Recognition Summary

While it is true that many coal refuse dumps and
impoundments have been standing for considerable periods of
time, this should not be taken as any guarantee that a
given dump or impoundment is not unstable today. A slope
of an embankment may remain relatively undisturbed for
many years even though it is in a metastable condition;
that is, the factor of safety is only slightly greater than
one. Any change in the condition of the slope or its
material constituents can cause a concomitant change in its
stability. Figure 13-23 indicates the four basic elements
of interest in recognizing how changes in slope properties
can create stability hazards.
More detailed discussions of stability are available
elsewhere in this report, and in referenced literature.
The purpose of this section is to present a basic summary
of hazard causes and their recognition.
13.2.9.1 Conditions Affecting Stability From the
basic stability diagram (Figure 13-23), it can be seen
that any change in conditions in any one of the four areas
will affect the overall stability characteristics of the
embankment.
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LOADING AREA
(forces causing failure)

MATERIALS
A.REA

(Properties affect stability)

\
forces resisting

failure)
TOE AREA

Figure 13-23
Basic Stability and Hazard Diagram

13.2.9.1.l

Loading area

Additional loading can be

due to additional materials placed on the crest for disposal, by heavy vehicles running on or near the crest, or

by the introduction of water due to seepage from ponding
on the upper

surfac~

13.2.9.1.2

of the embankment.

Toe area

Removal of the material at the

toe, as is often done in excavating red dog products for
domestic and industrial use, can decrease the forces
resisting movement.

Any other changes in the toe area
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caused by erosion of the surface, or by wave action from
a pond created immediately downstream, will also affect
this area. The practice of placing final clarification
ponds at the toes of coal refuse embankments (a fairly
common practice) is especially .to be discouraged.
Excavation into the natural ground material in the
immediate vicinity of an embankment can also have resultant
effects, regardless of the purpose of the excavation.
13.2.9.1.3 Materials area Steepening of the slope
can be caused by red dog excavations, by road construction
on the face of the embankment or by surf ace erosion caused
by uncontrolled drainage on the slope face. In the case of
overtopping of an embankment, rapid erosion can take place
with resultant slope steepening.
Burning of the carbonaceous material in a coal refuse
dump or inpoundment can cause a reduction in volume and/or
the density. This may lead to cracking of the embankment
and the opening of seepage paths in to the materials area.
Explosions within burning banks have occurred upon the
introduction of water. However, all of the results of
burning are not adverse, since the shear strength of the
material may be ultimately increased and, where sufficiently high temperatures occur, fusing of siliceous
materials may take place.
If sudden vibratory stresses are applied to the
materials in a relatively loose state, particularly if
they are saturated, a reduction in the effective stress
between the particles can take place, thus reducing the
shear strength. These vibratory stresses may result from
blasting, equipment operating on the dump, mining subsidence, impact of dumped or sliding material and finally
from seismic shocks. In extreme cases, liquefaction of
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the material can result from this type of embankment
loading, with resultant disastrous failures.
13.2.9.1.4 Foundation area Any increase in the
water level (the phreatic surface) within the foundation
or within the materials area can produce a reduction in
effective shear strength. This increase in water level,
or pore pressure, can be caused by surface water entering
the material, seepage water from the pond behind the
embankment, blockage of diversion culverts under or
within the embankment or the construction of an embankment
over an area with natural springs. Other factors might
include changes in permeability due to subsidence in the
area, filter materials becoming inoperative or ineffective
due to clogging and chemical or weathering changes of the
dump materials. Finally, in extreme temperature zones,
freezing of the downstream face may cause buildup of
seepage water because of the reduction in the permeability
of the exit area.
Piping, wherein material is removed by internal
erosion due to large quantities of water moving through the
foundation of the embankment, can form voids and affect
stability. Cracks due to burning, dump settlement or
areal subsidence can lead to piping failures, as can the
collapse of pipes or culverts within the embankment or
under the foundation area.
Rapid drawdown of the liquid retained behind an
embankment can cause abrupt changes in the seepage forces
involved in the upstream slope. Slopes aginst which
water has been retained for a considerable period will
have usually achieved seepage equilibrium and are more
susceptible to drawdown distress. Drawdown problems are
directly in proportion to the length of time the water
has been impounded and to the rate of drawdown, and
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inversely proportional to the permeability of the slope
materials.
13.2.9.2

Forms of Instability

Signs of distress or

instability in an embankment are usually related to the
factors discussed in this chapter. Many of the signs have
unique visible characteristics which can aid in reducing
the cause of the distress.
13.2.9.2.l Rotational slips Movement of material
under unstable conditions within a dump or impoundment
frequently will be an approximate cylindrical or spherical
surface. Other movements may take noncircular forms such
as wedges, depending upon many factors including shear
strength, cohesive and frictional components, foundation
characteristics and stratification of the dumped material.
Rotational slipping usually exhibits tension cracks
at the top of the slope, accompnied by slumping or bulging
of the material near the toe of the slope. If the foundation material is soil, the bulging may take place in the
natural ground beyond the toe. Rotational slips develop
at variable rates, and the signs may be visible for only
a short period of time before failure, or they may be
discernible over long, slow periods of deterioration.
13.2.9.2.2 Surface slips When dumps are constructed
with little or no compaction and the slope material is
essentially at the angle of repose, as is the case with
aerial tram dumping without additional equipment utilization, sliding of shallow surface layers may take place in
a manner resembling sheet flow.
13.2.9.2.3 Flow-type slides Some granular refuse
materials may be dumped in a manner that results in a
material which will permit rearrangement of the granular
mass into a more dense state under stress conditions. If
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the material is saturated, the attempt to achieve the more
dense mass may be inhibited by the inability of the water
to escape from the mass rapidly enough, resulting in the
temporary suspension of the material in the water (excess
pore water pressure). The result is an unstable mass
resembling a viscous liquid which will move as a flow
slide.
A rapidly moving stream of water and water-borne
particles may result from intense surface runoff on a
slope, or from large piping volumes of water exiting
the mass. The suspension of solids will have a consistency
near that of a heavy mud, and the flows are termed mud
flows.
13.2.9.2.4 Creep When the materials that form an
embankment move at a slow, steady rate down and parallel
to the existing slope, the failure is known as creep.
Since the rate of movement of all the materials on the
slope may not be the same, the slide surface usually
will not remain parallel, but will either form waves
parallel to the crest length (when the upper portion moves
faster than the lower portion) , or create tension cracks
parallel to and near the crest (when the lower portion
mo~es faster than the upper portion) .
When a slope is in
a metastable condition, a single action, such as cutting
an access road on or near the downstream toe of an
embankment, may initiate a creep failure. Should the
failure accelerate, either a flow-type or deep-seated
slide may develop.
13.2.9.2.5 Back-sapping When the flow of water on
the downstream face of an embankment is intermittent,
either due to piping or surface runoff, a concentrated
area of erosion may be produced which continues to progress
up the slope. Each subsequent movement of material will
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be of increasingly greater areal extent, and the resulting
physical evidence is termed back-sapping. Excavation ofslope material on a continuing basis, again red dog mining
is a good example, can result in this type of slope
movement.
13.2.9.3 Factors Affecting Stability There are many
factors that can and will affect the stability of an
embankment. The majority of these factors are involved
with water in its various roles, embankment size (height
and other dimensions) and movement. A list of most of
the factors that affect embankment stability follows, and
must be included in any general data form being utilized
for coal refuse disposal evaluations:
size (height, width, volume),
slope steepness,
slumping, sloughing, sliding--is is surficial
or deep-seated?
cracks--are they parallel to embankment crest or
to the stream direction?
burning,
seepage--location, volume, is it carrying solids?
heavy downstream stream flow in dry weather,
elevation :of free pond water with respect to
embankment features,
sink holes in impounded sludge surface,
boils in downstream toe area,
bank erosion,
embankment vegetation,
methods and location of current refuse disposal,
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abutment conditions--can a slide above the
embankment endanger it?
reservoir and watershed--can a slide (a seiche)
into the reservoir cause overtopping?
vegetation in the watershed,
has mining taken place beneath the area-embankment, reservoir, etc.
These factors may be considered the most important
ones affecting visible signs of instability. However, they
are not the only factors of which one must be aware. The·
following pertain to important factors concerned with more
specific areas such as appearance of the site, embankment
characteristics, sludge disposal procedures and water,
both as they relate to the embankment and to possible
flooding.
13.2.9.3.1 Appearance of the Site In general, it has
been found that the better the physical appearance of the
site and the disposal operation, the safer will be the facility. However, like most generalities, this is not always
true, and one must be able to distinguish between cosmetic
and real safety practices. For example:
Is the vegetation cleared from the pond and
embankment areas?
Is the disposal of the cleared material properly
controlled?
Is rubbish other than coal refuse being randomly
disca:rded?
Is the embankment burning?
Is the materials handling equipment in good
condition?
Is the embankment graded?
tated?
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Groomed?

Revege-

13.2.9.3.2

General Embankment Characteristics

The

following items describing the characteristics of the
embankment should be noted by a competent inspector:
Is the embankment active, inactive or abandoned?
Is the embankment being enlarged?
How? Where?

At what rate?

Is the material fine or coarse? Does the
material weather from coarse to fine?
Is the material being compacted?
degree?
How high is the embankment?
final height?

How?

To what

What is the planned

How wide is the embankment? What is the top
(crest) width? What is the base width? What
are the slopes?
Is the embankment being raised by the upstream
method? The downstream method? Another method?
Is the embankment burning? Could the introduction of water cause an explosion? How much has
burned? What percent is red dog?
Is rubbish or other combustibles being deposited
with the refuse?
Are there cracks in the embankment?
Direction of cracking?

Where?

Have there been slides on the surf ace?
type? What extent?
Does the embankment retain water?
Is there a pond now?

What

Fine sludge?

Is there a diversion pipe in or beneath the
embankment? Is the pipe clear or obstructed?
Can the water level be fully controlled?
Is there seepage present? Where? What volume?
Any coloration? Any solids being transported?
Does seepage pond on the slope?
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What is the embankment foundation? Was it
stripped or grubbed? Was a key trench or any
other barrier included in the foundation?
13.2.9.3.3 Sludge Disposal Considerations The
following items describing the characteristics of the
embankment should be noted by a competent inspector:
At what rate is sludge being deposited?
Continuously? Intermittently? Are there
periods when .the pond dries out?
Where is the sludge being deposited? Upstream
or near embankment? Does the sludge deposition
erode the embankment?
What is the relationship between sludge, water
and available storage? How fast is available
storage being filled? Is there adequate
f reeboard?
Is there evidence of piping in seepage water?
Are there boils on the face of the embankment?
Are there sink holes on the sludge surface?
13.2.9.3.4 Water as it Relates to Embankment Stability.
Many, if not most, of the signs that indicate
embankment distress are associated in some way with either
subsurface or surf ace water in relation to the retaining
eropankment.
The less the difference in elevation between any
seepage water on the downstream face and the
water level in the pond, the greater the cause
for concern. Try to relate how the embankment
has been constructed with the location of any
.seepage and visualize the phreatic line.
Remember that water emerging on the downstream
face may not be free, that is, no apparent
surface flow may be taking place.
On the downstream face are there:
Gross changes in color in a zone or on an
approximately horizontal line?
Vegetation differences in color or amount
in this zone or on this line?
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Variations in surface erosion? (Often
erosion is more pronounced below the zone
of saturation.)
Minor surf ace slides below the zone of
saturation?
If there is free water visible on the downstream
face:
Identify the point or points where the
water exits.
Estimate.the quantity, temperature, quality
and clarity.
If the solids are being carried, estimate
the quantity and source.
Determine if the seepage flows are causing
erosion of the face.
Does the seepage flow pass beyond or is it
ponded on the surf ace?
Try to relate present or past seepage areas
to corresponding pond levels.
13.2.9.3.5 Water as it Relates to Floodinq Since a
major rain storm and the resultant high storm runoff might
substantially increase any hazard associated with the
impoundment, the following factors should be determined:
How is the possible storage volume available?
How much of the possible storage volume is filled
with sludge?
How much of the possible storage volume is filled
with water?
What is the size of the watershed behind the
impoundment? Determine the runoff characteristics of the watershed such as amount of
vegetation, infiltration potential, etc.
Have any provisions been made to carry runoff
around the impoundment? Are there diversion
ditches? Are they functional and maintained?
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Would they be blocked by slides during high
runoff?
Is there a spillway? How was .it constructed:
Open cut? Pipe? What is the relationship of
the spillway size to the estimated storm runoff?
Does the spillway discharge pass over the
embankment so as to erode the downstream slope?
How would a rise in the pond water level affect
the phreatic surface in the embankment? What
effect would such a rise have on the embankment
stability?
13.2.9.4 Hazards Rating System When what appears to
be a potentially disastrous condition at a refuse disposal
site is identified or suspected, an Emergency Hazard Rating
System is useful on which to base a degree of reaction and
to facilitate communication. The setting of a numerical
hazard rating on a site under study, while desirable from
an administrative and field inspector's point of view, is
a difficult, if not impossible, procedure. Since a
single deficiency can be the cause for a site to require
immediate review or action, a combination of minor
deficiencies from several rating elements does not
necessarily best indicate that a site is safe or unsafe.
·A simple direct system is best for this purpose, and
an Emergency Hazard Rating System based along the following
lines can be utilized:
I.

High Potential for Loss of Life

II.

High Potential for Loss of Property

III. Low Potential for Loss of Life or Property
IV.

No Potential for Loss of Life or Property

It is also desirable to have a rating system for less
immediate situations. In this context, a more complex
system can be developed. For example, an evaluation
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system can be established based on the physical conditions
of the deposit and the consequences of failure.

The

condition rating can be obtained from the results of the
inspector's observations and data from the Basic Data
Forms (see Appendix A), such as size, storage volume,
etc.

The consequences of failure ratings can be assessed

from the determination of the characteristics of the area
that could be affected by a failure.

Table 13-4 outlines

one possible approach.
Table 13-4
Possible Consequences of Embankment Failure

Conseguences of Failure

Condition

High potential for loss
of life and property

A. Major Deficiencies,-

II.

High potential for loss
of property

B. Major Deficiencies-Dump

III.

Low potential for loss

c. Minor Deficiencies

IV.

No potential for loss

D. No deficiencies

I.

Impoundment

The priority for review can be determined by combining
the relative importance of each of the two categories shown
in Table 13-4 and placing the combined ratings in descending order of importance as follows:
1.

IA

High potential for loss of life and
property; Major Deficiencies--Impoundment

2.

IB

High potential for loss of life and
property; Major Deficiencies--Dump

3.

IIA

High potential for loss of property; Major
Deficiencies--Impoundment
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4.

IIB

High potential for loss of property; Major
Def iciencies--Dump

5.

IC

High potential for loss of life and
property; Minor Deficiencies

6.

IIIA Low potential for loss; Major Deficiencies-Impoundment

7.

!IC

8.

IIIB Low potential for loss; Major Deficiencies-Dump

9.

ID

High potential for loss of property; Minor
Deficiencies

High potential for loss 0f life and
property; No Deficiencies

10.

IIIC Low potential for loss; Major Deficiencies

11.

IVA

12.

!ID

High potential for loss of property; No
Deficiencies

13.

!VB

No potential for loss; Major Deficiencies-Dump

14.

IIID Low potential for loss; No Deficiencies

15.

IVC

No potential for loss; Minor Deficiencies

16.

IVD

No potential for loss; No Deficiencies

No potential for loss; Major Deficiencies-· Impoundment

These ratings, and the basis for them, are not
intended to be stringent or constraining.

They cannot be,

due to the nonspecific nature of the contents of the
evaluation.

They are only intended as a preliminary

method upon which an order of priority for review of
refuse deposits can be based.

A certain degree of flexi-

bility must be allowed because of the many variables
invoived.
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13.2.10
Deposits

Control of Mine Drainage from Coal Refuse

As documented in EPA publication EPA-R2-73-230,
Control of Mine Drainage from Coal Mine Mineral Wastes,
z. V. Kosowski, 1973, with proper planning and diligent
attention to basic details, relatively basic and simple
technology can be applied to the stabilization of most
coal mine mineral waste deposits with the subsequent
control of pollution and with a minimal impact on the
environment. Recognizing that the indicated report was
based on what was accomplished at one site, in one
location under a given set of conditions and that it should
not be construed as applicable to every individual situation, the following conclusions may be applied as axioms:
1.

Acid runoff from refuse piles can be controlled
by covering the mineral wastes with soil,
establishing a vegetative cover and providing
adequate drainage to minimize erosion.

2.

No significant differences were observed in acid
formation rates from the three individual test
plots covered with a nominal 1 foot, 2 feet or
3 feet of soil. However, it was more difficult
to uniformly place 1 foot of soil on the steeper
slopes.

3.

Slurry lagoons containing the fine coal rejects
can be stabilized and the air pollution p~oblem
controlled by either a vegetative cover established directly on the mineral wastes without
soil or by the application of a chemical
stabilizer. Chemical stabilization is only a
temporary measure, and vegetative covers should
be the permanent solution to slurry lagoons.

The primary ojective of the demonstration project
conducted in cooperation with the Midwestern Division of
Consolidation Coal Company was to establish water and air
pollution abatement_ techniques which would provide an
essentially permanent stabilization, would require a
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minimum of maintenance and be aesthetically pleasing. The
basic principle adopted consisted of sealing the coal ref use
with a suitable cover to minimize the movement of water
and air into the refuse, thereby reducing or eliminating
the subsequent formation of acid, siltation, erosion or
fugitive aerosol emissions.
During the course of the project, the primary attention was directed towards the vegetative covers that could
be established and maintained with conventional agriculture
techniques and machinery. Since the surface of the refuse
disposal site was highly acidic (pH < 3) and could not by
itself support a vegetative cover, a suitable thickness of
clean earth was placed on the graded refuse pile and a
vegetative cover established thereon.
The mechanism of control originally postualted was
as follows:
1.

The cover should be sufficiently impermeable to
decrease or stop water movement into the pile.
When this occurs, the products of oxidized
pyrite will not be washed away during periods
of rainfall, and fresh pyrite surfaces will not
be exposed. Further, a vegetative cover can
function as a water-consuming layer through the
principles of evapotranspiration, thus further
reducing the quantity of water entering the
interior of the pile.

2.

The cover should be sufficiently impermeable to
oxygen to act as an efficient diffusion barrier.
Since oxygen (and water) must be continuously
present to support the pyrite oxidation reaction,
any material effectively separating the pyrite
from the atmosphere will cause the oxidation ·
reaction to either slow down or cease completely.
The characteristics of the cover then control the
oxidation reaction. In addition, the cover can
function as an oxygen-consuming layer. A
vegetative cover such as grass may build up
enough organic matter in the soil to support high
rates of aerobic bacterial activity. Such a
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layer can be effective in removing oxygen from
the soil atmosphere before it reaches the zone
of pyrite oxidation.
3.

The above phenomena, either singly or in combination, should reduce the acid formation over a
period of time to negligible quantities.

The question of soil thickness in covering refuse
piles appears to be a controversial one. From a technical
standpoint, it is difficult to justify topsoil cover
greater than one foot thickness on a properly graded refuse
pile with adequate drainage control. Anything greater than
one foot can be regarded as safety factor to camouflage
improper grading and inadequate drainage. Of course, as
the graded slope increases beyond the aforementioned, the
difficulty of applying a nominal one foot of soil cov~r
increases correspondingly.
When clean earth is to be used to cover a refuse
pile as a prelude to establishing a permanent vegetative
cover, a sufficient number of soil samples should be
taken from the borrow area and analyzed for soil nutrients.
If a substantial depth of soil is to be moved from the
borrow area, core samples to the ultimate depth of the
borrow area should be taken and analyzed. Submitting
samples from surf ace scrapings can lead to erroneous
results, since rarely will the soil from the surface of a
borrow area find its way on the surface of the covered
refuse pile. The areas to be seeded should be divided
into smaller segments that can be limed, fertilized,
seeded and mulched promptly (e.g., within one or two days)
after the earth cover has been applied. Otherwise heavy
rains inevitably occur that lead to erosion and gulleys
and the necessity of redoing what has already been done.
Regarding specifics of fertilizers, lime requirements and
seed mixtures for grass covers, it is almost impossible to
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recommend any specifics because soils, climatology and
ultimate land use vary so widely. Drainage and pH control
of the soil are basic to the establishment of most
vegetative covers. Native grasses with a good past
performance record should be favored. Fertilizer application should be made on the basis of the grass seed selected.
It is good practice to include in the grass seed mixture
at least one species of native legumes. A complete and
comprehensive listing of grass seed mixtures with
recommended fertilizer requirements and other valuable
information is available in the Department of Agriculture
"Grass, The Yearbook of Agriculture, 1948", available from
the Superintendent of Documents. Additionally, the benefits
of surface treatment with an alkali such as limestone, lime,
fly ash or waste alkaline products (prior to covering with
earth) have not been adequately demonstrated. It is
recognized that even if effectively sealed, most refuse
deposits would continue to generate acid for several years.
It is therefore paramount that after sealing and during
establishment of the vegetative cover, the most important
parameter, i.e., the one given the next highest priority,
is erosion and drainage control. Everything else should be
considered as being secondary. Uncontrolled runoff damages
everything. Reducing the velocity and controlling the flow
of runoff can make the greatest single contribution in
ultimately abating pollution from refuse piles. A variety
of measures are available to control runoff. These include
proper grading, subsurface drains, diversion ditches,
terraces and vegetative covers.
It is not possible to lay down any hard and fast
rules as to a specific slope for the grading operations, as
every situation is different. Slopes greater than 1:2
are more difficult (but not impossible) to construct and
maintain with conventional ear.th-moving equipment.
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Techniques developed in the interstate highway program
and in major construction projects can be directly applicable to refuse pile grading. Equipment such as graders,
tractors, bulldozers and earth-carrying vehicles is readily
available, and improvements in capacity, reliability and
efficiency are continuously being made by the manufacturers.
When ~he slopes exceed the capability of conventional
earth-moving equipment, a variety of other equipment is
available such as draglines and shovels and, under extreme
conditions, manual labor. Bench terracing is another
practical alternative that may be adopted for extremely
steep and/or long slopes. The top of the pile should be
formed into a dished plateau or bowl. All peaks and
ridges should be graded toward.the low point in the bowl
since this helps to reduce the amount of runoff and surf ace
water draining along the sides of the pile with a
corresponding reduction of erosion and gullying. Adequate
drainage from the bottom of the dished area is a must and
can best be accomplished by open ditches made and
maintained out of a variety of inexpensive materials--wood
troughs, concrete-lined channels or large-diameter metal or
plastic pipe cut lengthwise and firmly anchored into the
ground. Grass sod should not be overlooked as an effective
alternative. The total cost of grass sod may not be as
high as other alternatives. The collection and treatment
of the drainage will be addressed in Section 13.2.12,
Preparation Plant Process Water. Slurry lagoons, because
of their unique physical and chemical characteristics,
should be treated differently. Grading is usually neither
required nor desired. However, drainage control is
extremely important because of the unstable nature of the
slurry material. Adequate drainage facilities and erosion
control should be provided to reduce the velocity and
control the flow of runoff. Where gulleys already exist,
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these can be filled with bales of straw, slurry, clean
earth or other inert fill. When a permanent vegetative
cover is planned, careful attention to opening the dikes
at strategic points must be provided since most slurry
lagoons are completely enclosed during active operations.
This will require the construction and maintenance of
permanent, stable structures at the outlet of the lagoons
to control the runoff and direct it into the nearest stream.
Otherwise, channeling and gullying will take place and
slurry will be deposited in the nearest stream.
The establishment of a permanent grass cover directly
on the slurry lagoons, without the use of topsoil, is a
relatively simple procedure provided a vehicle is obtained
that will traverse the lagoons with a load. The procedure
consists of soil testing, limestone application, fertilizer
addition, grass seed sowing and mulching with ·straw. For
purposes of establishing grass covers, slurry lagoons can
be classified as free-draining, very poor-grade soils.
Drought-resistant species and legumes native to the area
should be considered for use in any grass seed mixture for
slurry lagoons. Straw is the preferred mulch for both the
refuse pile and the slurry lagoons since the soils are
essentially barren of any humus. Chemical stabilization of
slurry lagoons is only a temporary measure because of
solubility, abradability and nonrenewable nature of the
chemical agent. Because chemical stabilization does
provide almost instantaneous stabilization and dust
suppression, it does present an attractive temporary option.
However, permanent vegetative covers should be the ultimate
solution for slurry lagoons.
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13.2.11

Closed Water Circuit

The possibility that regulations will be developed
stating that for "coal preparation plants, zero discharge
systems will be required" have forced the coal industry
to actively pursue 100% closed water circuits. The current
need for more and cleaner energy is in direct conflict with
the goal to completely close the preparation plant water
circuit. To produce a higher quality product (less sulfur
and ash at a respectable Btu recovery) , the coal must b.e
crushed finer and finer to liberate the entrained
impurities. The smaller the coal particles become, the
more complicated the coal washing process becomes. The
direct result is that much greater washing capacities must
be incorporated into the preparation plant which in turn
means an increase in the use of water.
For a typical 1200 ton per hour plant, a waste water
treatment facility that can handle approximately 800 gpm
of slurry containing as much as 75 tph of solids with 75%
of the particles being 200 mesh or finer and with an ash
content in excess of 50% must be available. The problem
in closing a water system of this magnitude is how to treat
the waste material effectively and economically to produce
a product that is 100% acceptable in terms of water effluent
standards while at the same time creating a handleable
solids material.
The techniques of dewatering and drying of the clean
coal and refuse products has been addressed in detail in
Chapter 8; however, the final water clarification problems
begin as the water effluent from the dewatering and drying
process leave the actual process flow. The dilemma in
closing a plant water circuit begins with the thickener
design. Depending upon size consist and ash content, the
engineer has to choose the type of thickener that not only
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provides low initial capital investment but also a low
operating cost. The final decision of what type to install
is usually dictated by the projected thickener feed size
consist and quantity of waste water to be processed.
13.2.11.1 Thickeners and/or Clarifiers Thickeners
are usually circular tanks, 40 to 200 feet in diameter.
The slurry is introduced into the thickener at the center.
The clarified overflow is removed at the outside edge of
the top rim of the tank. As the slurry flows from the
center to the rim, the solids settle to the bottom of the
tank, where they are scraped to the center of the tank by .
plows. In one type, there is a slowly revolving vertical
shaft in the center of the tank with a number of radial
arms attached to the shaft, parallel to and a short distance
above the tank bottom with vertical plates (plows) set
obliquely to the arm and attached to the bottom of the arm.
The.plows direct the settled solids to the center of the
tank where they are removed as tank underflow. Any degree
of removal of solids which can be settled can be attained
in a thickener by the proper correlation of capacity and
dimensions. Figure 13-24 shows a steel tank flat bottom
thickener and a concrete tank sloping bottom thickener.
Most thickeners are installed with some type of arm
lifting device, particularly in applications involving
flotation tailings. The fine clays may occasionally tend
to gel, which retards the flow to the withdrawal point
causing a ring or "donut" formation. · If the arms can be
raised and lowered, the ring can usually be broken up.
Also, there is always the possibility of coarse coal entering the thickener due to flotation cell malfunction or to
a screen break. A lifting device may permit continuous
operation without excessive torque on the mechanism by
lifting out of the coarse settled solids and lowering the
rakes as these solids are removed.
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Figure 13-24
Thickener Tank Designs

Feedwells in the tank center are designed to quiet the
incoming flow prior to entry into the tank proper. There
are many designs and modifications which dissipate the high
inlet velocity head by imparting a high degree of small
eddy formation and, preferably, a radially uniform distribution of flow into the tank. A poorly designed feedwell
will result in jets or streaming beneath the feedwell skirt
which can create undue turbulence in the thickener
resulting in an overflow containing unsettled solids.
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Pumping systems for withdrawing the underflow have
typically been installed by means of a tunnel system
beneath the thickener. The pump may be located at the
center of the thickener in an enlarged section of the
tunnel, or the pump suction piping may lead through the
tunnel to a pump house adjacent to the tank. Figure 13-25
depicts the standard Tunnel System.
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Figure 13-25
Standard Tunnel Solids Withdrawl System

To accelerate the settling of the solids, chemicals
for flocculation are usually added. Many types of
chemicals are used including inorganic types, such as
alum, lime, iron salt and sulfuric acid and organic types
such as pre-gelatinized starch and synthetic organic
polymers.
Another form of separating equipment is the Drag Tank,
which is a relatively long horizontal tank of rectangular
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or trapezoidal· cross-section, with one end inclined. The
suspension of solids in water is fed in at the end
opposite the inclined end and the overflow is removed from
the top near the latter end. As the water flows through
the tank, some of the solids settle to the bottom. A flight
conveyor is provided for the removal of the settled solids.
The path of the conveyor is along the horizontal bottom, up
the inclined end, returning over the top and vertically
downward and finally turning and connecting with the horizontal portion. Dewatering takes place after the conveyor
leaves the water and passes up the incline. The amount of
dewatering depends on the length of the incline and the
conveyor speed. The conveyor speed should be approximately
the horizontal velocity of the suspension through the tank.
In passing through a Drag Tank the solids in a feed
suspension settle by an amount which depends upon the time
available for settling and the terminal velocity of the
solids. The time for settling is a function of the crosssectional area of the tank, the volume flowing and the
distance between the inlet and overflow.
The EIS clarifier, a high capacity sedimentation
device, built by the Enviro-Clear Company, was introduced
commercially quite recently. Adapted from the sugar beet
processing industry, the EIS clarifier combines the attributes of modern synthetic flocculants with bottom feed of
the effluent into previously formed zone of flocculated
solids. The newly flocculated feed, moving through this
bed, causes additional agglomeration of the floccules
present. In effect, the resident agglomerated solids zone
acts as a filter bed, thus eliminating the free-settling
zone normally present in conventional thickeners. The line
of demarcation between the agglomerated solids and the
effluent is very sharp and hence provides an interface for
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control of solids withdrawal. The capacity of this unit
is said to be 8 to 10 times greater than for conventional
thickeners.
First installation of this thickener was made at the
Grapevine Preparation Plant of U.S. Steel Corporation;
there, a 35 foot in diameter EIS thickener is used to
clarify approximately 3,850 gpm of feed containing an
average of 3.7% solids. The overflow contained approximately 240 ppm of solids, and the underflow contained
approximately 34% solids. Flocculant was added at the
concentration of 6 ppm.
1

After determining the thickener design, the engineer
is then faced with the real problem: What is to be done
with the solids being pumped out of the thickener
underflow? The viable alternatives are:
impoundment,
underground stowage,
mechanical dewatering,
thermal drying,·
incineration or
chemical mixing.
13.2.11.2 Impoundment The techniques of impoundment
construction and use have been discussed in detail in
Section 13.2.2 through 13.2.9. However, under new laws,
the use of impoundments or slurry ponds is being closely
regulated and the building of slurry ponds has become a
very expensive and time-consuming process, assuming the
operator is fortunate enough to be issued a permit, is
blessed with a certain amount of good dam building material,
has the appropriate land and terrain and has a good report
from the geomechanical analysis of the proposed site. In
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mining areas where these favorable conditions exist, an
impoundment is still the least expensive alternative in
closing a water circuit.
Impoundment makes closing a plant water circuit sound
easy, but for those operators not fortunate enough to have
building materials or good lying land readily available,
the project becomes somewhat more complicated and expensive,
particularly where the operator has to dynamite and excavate an area for the impoundment and then line the entire
pond. At this point, the economics become such that other
alternatives of closing a plant circuit must be
investigated.
13.2.11.3 Underground Stowage The second easiest
way to discard the thickener underflow or fine waste is
to pump it back underground.· Some operators employ this
process on a limited basis and many are initiating a
pre-planned mining program at newer deep mines to possibly
allow for future pumping of waste slurry into old workings.
Underground stowage necessitates better planning between
the mining and preparation groups in order to insure proper
mine support, barrier pillars and life expectancy of the
void. This system of disposal will lag many years behind
actual mining because entries must be driven to the dip
and all equipment recovered before stowage can proceed.
Along this same line, abandoned mines make an excellent
area in which to pump if the operator is assured of
relatively large number of voids in the mine, is positive
that all the barriers between mines are still intact and
has determined that the stowage area will not become a
source of acid mine drainage or otherwise impact the
ground water.
13.2.11.4 Mechanical Dewatering The accepted methods
of dewatering a thickener underflow fall into the category
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of mechanical dewatering which includes filters, centrifuges and high speed screening devices. Historically,
each method has had various problems. Disc filters have
been hampered by a poor release and low tonnage when
filtering refuse. This situation has been helped by the
use of different construction materials for filter bags
and the "snap blow" process frequently found in dewatering
other mineral concentrates. Drum filters have been used
on a limited basis in the coal industry. Other industries,
particularly sewage plants, are using the drum filters
with much success on minus 10 micron particles.
Pressure filters have been used in Europe for a number
of years, but have not been installed in this country yet
{U.S. Steel may be in a prototype stage}. This type of
filter has been found to produce a relatively dry filter
cake and a solid free effluent. Table 13-5 compares the
important pressure filter elements versus the same elements
in a disc filter needed to produce 30 tons per hour of dry
solids from a 30% solids feed.
Table 13-5
Pressure Filter Use vs Disc Filter Use

Pressure Filter

Disc Filter

Feed

30% solids

30% solids

Dry Tons per Hour

30

30

Cake Moisture

20 - 23%

35 - 40%

Capital

$2. _4 million

$200,000

Source: M. J. Gregory, Manager-Preparation
North American Coal Corporation, Powhatan Point, Ohio
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It is obvio~s from Table 13-5 that although the pressure
filter produc~s a much more desirable cake, the capital
cost is appreciably higher than a disc filter. The operating costs are also higher because of the semi-automatic
cyclical nature of the filter which requires nearly
constant attendance by an operator.
EIMCO Envirotech is testing a horizontal belt type
vacuum filter with steam as a filter aid. In laboratory
tests, reportedly, they were able to dewater 200 to 400
pounds of feed per hour per square foot of active filter
area to a final moisture content of 7 or 8% on cleaned
coal samples. It is possible that the horizontal belt
type filter may be applied to fine refuse solids.
The conventional BIRD centrifuge has been modified
recently in an attempt to close the preparation plant
water circuit. The solid bowl centrifuge for coal refuse
dewatering has typically been a low tonnage machine whose
effluent usually contains a fair amount of extremely fine
solids which were recirculated to the thickener and
sometimes resulted in a solids buildup. By increasing the
pool depth and moving the solids concurrently, a test model
of the new "H" series centrifuge has proven a solids
recovery in excess of 99.9%. The unit is now available
in 15 and 30 ton per hour sizes (see Figure 8-11).
When handling the refuse material described earlier,
mechanical dewatering devices cannot process as much
tonnage as they could if a cleaner material, i.e., one
with a majority of the suspended solids settled out of
solution, was being dewatered. Both filters and centrifuges are affected in a similar manner. To help increase
the capacity of these units, polymeric flocculants are
used to accelerate the settling of the suspended solids.
Polymeric flocculants have a proven ability as dewatering
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aids, but are relatively expensive and must, therefore,
be selected and applied carefully. Typically, flocculants
applied to materials analyzing 70% minus 200 mesh producing
filter cakes between 30 and 40% moisture have ranged in
costs from $0.005 to $0.35 per ton of refuse solids
recovered: The higher the ash content of the refuse, the
higher the chemical additive costs. Additionally, as
demonstrated in Figure 13-26, the addition of more and
more polymer does not insure an increase in solids
recovery and an accompanying dryer product from the
dewatering mechanism (in this case a filter). In fact, if
too much polymer is added, the risk of producing a filter
cake that holds more moisture is created and the resulting
cake becomes excessively difficult to handle. Consequently,
it is advisable to operate a thickener at a less than
optimum condition when using polymer in order to compensate for the frequent swings in refuse tonnage being
treated.
Most mechanical dewatering processes involving refuse
material are menaced with one major problem if they
achieve near success in closing the water circuit--the
dewatered material contains a high percentage of moisture
and is usually difficult to handle. The solids are in a
semi-fluid state and cause problems on haul roads and
particularly in disposal areas. Heavy equipment is unable
to maneuver over the material and an attempt to mix coarse
refuse with this material results in the entire refuse pile
becoming unstable. Segregated disposal is also difficult
because the area containing the fine refuse material is
useless for.additional dumping or grading until further
dewatering is accomplished by evaporation or natural
runoff, generating unwanted fugitive water emissions.
Because of this problem, further dewatering may be necessary to accomplish the objective of a closed water circuit.
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13.2.11.5 Thermal Drying or Self-Incineration There
are numerous approaches to dewatering refuse tailings by
thermal methods, all of which require technical and economic assessment on a case-by-case basis. Both direct heat
and indirect head contact systems have been studied
experimentally. Generally it is felt that neither the
direct nor indirect dryer system has strong potential
application in success~ully dewatering fine refuse slurry
as generally both produce a product that though dry, still
lacks characteristics attractive for subs9quent handling
and final disposal and because of the tremendous added
capital and operating cost of a secondary thermal dryer and
particulate recovery system. However, North American Coal
Corporation has successfully thermally dried a fine refuse
material containing:
Moisture
29.3%
Dry Solids
70.7%
35.72%
Ash
Heating Value
B,700 Btu/lb.
Total Dry Solids
using the Denver Holo-Flite Conveyor. The unit was
successful in drying the material, but is more economically
feasible drying fine coal than fine refuse.
Thermal approaches to dewatering are available,
however, that are uniquely different than that of just
drying the material. These systems are the fluid-bed
calcining agglomerator and the multiple-hearth incinerator.
Pilot plant tests have indicated that when a mechanically
dewatered refuse slurry of 35 to 45% moisture .is introduced
to a multiple-hearth incinerator and ignited, it can
consume itself and generate enough heat to pre-heat and
ignite the incoming feed. According to John Anderson of
U.S. Steel Corporation, solids having over 50% ash and less
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than 9000 Btu per pound {dry) have successfully burned
autogenously. M. J. Gregory of North American Coal Corporation found that self-incineration was maintained on a
refuse material containing the following:
Moisture
Dry Solids
Volatiles
Fixed Carbon
Ash
Heating Value

31.0%
69.0%
15.0%
34.2%
51.0%
6,000 Btu/lb.
Total Dry Solids

The multiple-hearth incinerator or roaster has been
utilized in the mineral industry for many years. It
requires only enough oxygen through a very low-velocity
air supply to provide a slightly excess oxygen mixture
for partial carbon combustion and to off set radiation
losses. The product produced is in the form of a highly
stable, non-weathering semi-clinker bearing a size consist
of about 90% 2" x 1/8". Experimental results indicate
that stack emission particulate limits and S02 emission
limits are satisfactorily attainable. Throughput rates on
a wet basis appear to be in the range of 18-24 lbs./ft.2
per hour.
The fluid-bed agglomerator is a modification of a
fluid-bed drying unit in which refuse slurry is injected
into a previously heated fluidized bed of inert material.
If the refuse slurry contains sufficient Btu's and is
metered in at a balanced rate within a range of about 37
to 44% solids, maintenance of heat availability for
autogenous combustion of the refuse solids can occur on a
steady-state basis without auxiliary fuel needs. As the
system stabilizes and the carbon is consumed, ash pellets
are formed and are released for disposal from the
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fluidized bed at a system controlled rate and in a stable,
non-weathering form.
13.2.11.6 Chemical Additives The possibility of
adding chemicals to the waste water slurry which will
produce a residual solid of substantial strength while
allowing the process water to be freed and recirculated to
the plant as makeup water is being investigated by the
Dravo Corporation. It appears from initial investigative
reports that this process may have merit particularly
where mechanical mechanisms cannot handle 100% of the plant
load.
Addition of the solids reagent to a refuse slurry
amenable to the treatment results in a chemical bond
between the slurry solids and the water associated with
the slurry. A cementation reaction occurs with the solids
taking on a set within a relatively short time and developing an increasing strength. Most of the water combines
reactively with the solids. Following the set time period,
the solids become readily handleable if further transport
is desired or if allowed to remain at the initial location
of deposit, will set progressively harder to the point of
being absolutely stable and non-weathering. This would
permit repetitive disposal-set cycles upon previously
stabilized deposits.
Provided the nature and characteristics of the refuse
solids permit reaction with the reagent (and many coal
refuse slimes do) the treatment requires little capital
expenditure, however it has been determined that 'often up
to 10% by weight of reagent must be added to the dry
solids in the slurry to effect results. Furthermore, it
has been determined that the higher the percent solids
concentration of the slurry being treated, the faster and
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.more successful the set re~ption, and the smaller the
,:;
percent of reagent that must be added. The minimum solids
•
concentration level for effective cementation appears to be
about 35% with significant improvement in results at 40%
solids.
13.2.12

Preparation Plant Process Water

The water used in coal preparation operations is
usually obtained from one or more of the following sources:
rivers and streams,
mine water and wells,
public supplies,
captured surface runoff water and
treated water from slurry ponds or collection
ponds for fugitive water effluent from waste
deposits or plant sites
In some instances, coal prepar_ation plants may be located
near a stream in which case the use of this water is highly
advantageous primarily because pumping costs are low and no
treatment is generally required. Waste water from coking
plants located near preparation plants has been used in
some fine coal circuit installations. Other preparation
faciliti~s, located near power plants, may utilize the
water from the power plant cooling circuit--although this
water may be higher in temperature than surrounding rivers
and streams, it is generally less costly and possesses
distinct advantages in several preparation processes.
Usually, clean streams void of contaminants from sewage,
organic matter or acid drainage are acceptable as sources
of water. In most cases, however, the water is obtained
at the lowest cost including any treatment that is necessary.
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The consumption of water per ton of coal treated in the
individual plant varies over a wide range depending upon
availability of local water, cost of the water, the type of
cleaning process, whether or not the plant water cirucit is
open or closed, the quality of the feed water and the
requirements of effluent treatment prior to release of the
water to a natural drainage system if the plant water
circuit is open. Although appreciable savings of water can
be achieved by the addition of plant water clarification
systems, the amount of water required for coal preparation
has been increasing over the years, particularly due to the
increasing complexity of preparation process.
The water quality has some effect on all the operations in preparation plants. Changes in water quality
during coal preparation occur as fine coal and mineral
particles, such as clays, become suspended in plant process
waters. These particles vary in size from 28 mesh to
colloidal dimensions. It has generally been agreed upon
by water scientists that particles from 0.1 to 74 microns
determine the properties of water. It has also been determined that concentrations of solid matter in preparation
plant wash water should be less than 5 percent or between
30 to 110 grams per liter. The primary disadvantages of
using water charged with solids during the coal cleaning
process are:
The solids cause excessive wear, chiefly on
pumps and cyclones by erosion.
The solids may alter the density of the cleaning
process (bath) and may increase the viscosities
of the heavy media used in the separation process.
The solid laden waters do not adequately rinse
the washed products.
The rapid increase of froth flotation has introduced
a new aspect of water treatment requirements. As indicated
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in Chapter 7, most cleaning processes in use in preparation
plants do an acceptable job down to 48 mesh. A large
percentage of the 48 mesh to 100 mesh fractions of coal
now produced is being sent to the settling ponds or
recovered in closed water systems as refuse. The trend is
that more operations are resorting to froth flotation to
recover the fine size coal, with the result being that, in
aqdition to the suspended solids in the process water, the
action of dissolved minerals or salts in various promoting
agents that are added to enhance flotation, flocculation
and filtration significantly effect the properties of the
process water. Also, run-of-mine coal contains varying
amounts of minerals and soluble salts. Some minerals and
salts such as chlorides and sulfates of the alkalais and
alkaline earth metals dissolve easily in water. Under
certain circumstances, the salts will significantly change
the pH of the circulating water. For example, calcite,
aragonite and dolmite are slightly soluble to the extent
of 14 parts per million in pure water at 25° c. The
influence of additional salts present in solution increases
the solubility of carbonates. Thus, sodium cholride in
concentrations of up to 7% by weight can increase the solubility of calcite by 3.8 grams per liter. However, if the
water contains carbon dioxide, or if any additional acid
is present, the carbonate will neutralize the acid to a
value proportional to its concentration. Soluble clays
may also exhibit basic properties. It is conceivable for
pyrite, marcasite and other sulfites that are normally
insoluble in water, to oxidize and to form ferrous sulfate
and sulfuric acid. The oxidation of iron sulfite has
serious effects on pH, normally lowering it to between 2.8
and 5. Iron sulfate is sometimes used as an agent to
promote the action of flocculant electrolites. The
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addition of salts, through either artificial or natural
means will increase the conductivity of the solution.
A variety of processes, both physical and chemical,
are being used to clarify plant process water, depending
upon the undesirable characteristics of the water. If the
process water consists only of suspended solids, typical of
many cleaning plants, settling ponds or lagoons are
constructed near the active operation. Water is directed
into the ponds and the solids are allowed to settle. The
ponds should be large enough to handle peak flows expected
at the site. The clear effluent is decanted and recycled
back into the cleaning plant, or it is discharged into
the nearest natural drainage facility.
Large ponds can be constructed which can be used for
many years, or several smaller ponds can be constructed
in parallel. If the large pond is used, provisions should
be made to cover the solids in the pond after it is
filled and abandoned, otherwise the dry and fine solids can
be picked up by high winds and create an air pollution
problem. Covering the solids with clean earth, fertilizing
and planting grass is an effective way of completing the
job.
If land space for ponds is not available, thickeners
are generally used. The overflow from the thickener is
usually recycled back into the cleaning plant, but if
sufficiently cleaned, it can be discharged into the streams.
Underflow from the thickener is pumped to a black water
pond for final disposal.
When the process water consists only of suspended
solids and acids, with little or no iron, acid neutralization operations can be used with finely ground limestone
(calcium carbonate}. However, the reaction product is
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gypsum (calcium sulfate) which coats the limestone and
makes it unreactive. Therefore, when using limestone to
neutralize non-iron containing process water or collected
fugitive acid mine drainage, the use of a rotary tub-type
mixer is reconunended to grind away the gypsum that sticks
to the limestone. The neutralized water is then directed
to a settling pond or lagoon.for solid separation, with
the effluent discharging into the stream or recycled into
the cleaning plant.
If the process water or collected site fugitive water
contains large amounts of dissolved iron, two types of
treatment plants can be used depending upon whether the
water is acid or alkaline. If the water is alkaline, it
is simply aerated (either neutral or forced) in a large
lagoon. Upon aeration, the dissolved iron changes into an
insoluble form called ferric hydroxide, or yellow boy, and
it can be separated from the water in a settling pond.
Although the process itself is simple, high volumes
of iron-containing sludge are formed. The sludge can
present serious disposal problems, particularly in
mountainous areas where la~d suitable for ponds is scarce.
Under certain favorable conditions, sludge has been pumped
back underground into worked out sections of an active mine
or into properly sealed abandoned mines. The sludge may
also be transferred into worked out strip pits and covered
with spoils and topsoil during the normal reclamation of
surface mining operations.
If the water is acidic, a chemical treatment plant
may be built adjacent to the preparation plant. Hydrated
lime (calcium hydroxide) or quick lime (CaO) is added to
the acid water, followed by a forced aeration. The water
then passes into a pond where sludge settled out to the
bottom and a clear overflow is dischargccl into the stream
or returned to the plant.
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The use of lime generally leaves the water saturated
with dissolved salts which, in many instances, tend to
scale equipment and piping, leading to high maintenance
and repair costs. Other alkali chemicals such as caustic
soda (sodium hydroxide) or soda ash (sodium carbonate) will
decrease scaling but have found only limited application
due to their high cost.
13.2.13. Coal Waste Disposal Summary

As is portrayed in Figure 13-27 and discussed in
detail in Sections 13.2.1 through 13.2.12, there are a
multitude of techniques for handling coal refuse disposal
and its associated pollution problems. The costs of coal
refuse disposal and the associated stabilization of the
refuse deposits will vary widely and will depend upon the
quantity of refuse, the size of the refuse, the availability and type of disposal site, the amount of potential
pollutants present, the ease of control of the pollutants
and varying meteorological conditions. Every solid refuse
stream or associated water pollution problem is a special
case and must be thoroughly investigated before the
treatment process is selected.
13.3

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

As stated in Chapter 12, the air pollution from coal
preparation plants relates primarily to particulate
emissions, including fugitive dust from the transportation,
such as haul-roads, and from the bulk handling of coal and
coal waste products as well as the particulate emissions
from the thermal drying processes and from uncontrolled
refuse pile fires. There is also additional air pollution
in the form of gaseous emissions from the thermal drying
processes.
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13.3.1

Summary of Proposed Air Quality Standards

Standards of performance have been promulgated for new
coal preparation plants. The standard limits emissions of
particulates (including visible emissions) from the
following sources, which are the affected facilities:
Thermal dryers, pneumatic coal cleaning equipment (air
tables), coal processing and conveying equipment (including
breakers and crushers), screening (classifying) equipment,
coal storage, coal transfer points and coal loading facilities.
The standards apply at the point(s) where undiluted
gases are discharged from the air pollution control
system or from the affected facility if no air pollution
control system is utilized. The standards for these
sources would limit particulate emissions to the atmosphere
as follows:
Particulate Matter from Thermal Dryers
1. No more than 0.070 gram per dry standard
cubic meter (0.031 grain per dry standard
cubic foot) .
2. Less than 20 percent opacity.
Particulate Matter from Other Affec'ted Facilities
Less than 20 percent opacity.
Most states do not have specific air pollution
limitations for coal preparation plants but rather make
them subject to a general process weight regulation. Three
states do, however, have codes applicable exclusively to
coal preparation plants. The most restrictive is 0.02
gr/dscf for thermal dryers--this regulation does, however,
permit exit concentrations to increase with decreasing
capacity. In addition, all coal producing states have a
general visible emission restriction which limits all
sources to a maximum 20 percent opacity.
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13.3.1.1

Selection of Pollutants for Control

Emissions

from thermal dryers include combustion products from the
coal-fired furnace, but these quantities of emissions are
a small fraction of the particulates entrained by the flue
·gases passing through the fluidized bed of coal. During
testing operations preceding the publication of EPA
450/2-74-02la, initial emission samples from thermal dryers
were analyzed for products of combustion and heavy metals.
Table 13-6 presents the results of the analyses of combustion
products. The table permits a comparison with the standards
of performance for coal-fired power plants.
Both NOx and so 2 emissions were found below the performance standards required of new coal-fired power plants.
Admittedly, the dryers tested were processing (and using as
fuel) low-sulfur coal. However, only 12 percent of all
thermally dried coal is greater than 2 percent sulfur,
primarily because thermal drying of lower quality coals is
not generally an economically attractive alternative.
Table 13-6
Combustion Product Emissions from
Well-Controlled Thermal Dryers

Pollutant
NO

x

sox
HC (as methane)

Concentration, ppm

Emission ratg
lb/(Btu x 10 )

Coal-Fired
Power Planta
6
lb/(Btu x 10 )

40 to 70

0.39 to 0.68

0.70

0 to 11. 2

0 to 0.09

1.20

20 to 100

0.07 to 0.35

co

50

30

a Standards of Performance for Fossil-Fuel-Fired Steam
Generators as Promulgated in 40 CFR 60.40

Source:

EPA Publication EPA 450/2-74-02la
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Finally the wet scrubbers used to control particulate
emissions from thermal dryers also appear to control so 2
emissions. The two dryers tested emitted S0 2 at 0-10
percent of the levels expected, based on firing rate and
fuel sulfur content.
13.3.2 Applying Dust Collection Equipment to the
Coal Cleaning Process
A coal preparation plant has several incentives
besides the law to strive for good dust control, including
the elimination of a nuisance and providing more pleasant
working conditions, the reduction of maintenanc"e cost and
lost time due to unnecessary machine wear, the elimination
of a major safety hazard and the recovery of a salable
product.
Whenever a preparation plant utilizes thermal drying,
dry screening, crushing, transfer points or silo storage,
there should be some type of dust collection equipment to
capture and remove the dust.
The non-stack fugitive emissions from coal utilization
processes occur from operations in which coal or its
products are stored, transferred or reacted. Wind-blown
dust from coal piles is one example of a fugitive emission,
as is smoke from a burning coal waste disposal pile.
Run-of-mine coal is transported (by truck, conveyor or
railroad car) to the preparation plant. This transport
and the subsequent transfer to a storage pile or silo are
the first opportunities for fugitive emissions (coal dust).

.

Open pile storage can be subject to wind-blown coal
dust losses. If the pile is dry and the locale is subject
to high and frequent winds and pile working, the losses can
be serious. Unless outdoor conveyors and transfer points
are enclosed, coal being transferred to the crushers and
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screeners can be a source of wind-blown coal dust. The
final transfer of coal to the rail cars or trucks, and its
subsequent transport to the user, is the last potential source
of fugitive emissions.
There are three principal methods available for the
measurement of fugitive emissions. Each is designed to
sample a specific class of fugitive emission. The methods
and their applications can be summarized as follows:
Quasi-Stack--A duct and fan are fitted to capture
the emissions from a local source. Standard
stack sampling methods are used for analysis.
Point sources such as storage silo leaks,
materials pouring, etc. are readily measured
using this sampling method.
Roof Monitor--A vent or roof monitor used for
venting of a building or enclosure is· used as an
air sample source. Ambient air monitoring
equipment is used to measure the emission flux
through the monitor or vent. Flow measurements
using anemometers can thereby be used to develop
mass emission rates for the building or enclosure.
This is therefore best used for indoor, tightly
enclosed structure fugitive sources.
Upwind-Downwind--A meteorologically based sampling
array is used to determine the emission flux into
and out of an open source. A three-dimensional
network of ambient air samplers upwind and
downwind of the source serves to determine
pollutant concentrations. Knowledge of wind
speed and direction allows determination of the
emission rate. There is a need in many cases
to also run tracer tests and use diffusion
modeling to refine the results. The environmental
impact of outdoor and multipoint complex sources
can be evaluated in this manner.
One of the most important tasks is to match the
fugitive emission source to the sampling methods and control
methods most adaptable to that source. Fugitive sources
most amenable to measurement by the quasi-stack method are
readily controlled by use of a permanent hood and duct.
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Those sampled through roof monitors can best be controlled
by treatment of the individual in-plant sources which
produce the emission or, if necessary, the roof monitor
vent air itself. Those outdoor sources for which upwinddownwind sampling techniques are applicable can be
controlled by such methods as enclosing individual sources
(e.g., transfer points} and ventilating through a control
system, placing operations creating fugitive emissions
in a building, improved maintenance, use of surface active
agents on exposed material piles, planting of vegetative
covering and paving and wetting of dusty plant roadways.
In addition, scheduling of operations to avoid fugitive
emissions could be considered as a method of administratively controlling these emissions. An example would be
to avoid coal reclaiming on those days when wind direction
and speed and surface dryness would maximize fugitive
emissions and their impact on surrounding areas.
Table 13-7 is a matrix of the probable fugitive
emission sources, feasible sampling strategies and potential
control methods for a coal preparation plant. For overall
plant emissions, which will thereby establish its impact
on ambient air quality (stack and fugitive emissions), an
upwind-downwind sampling method is useful. It must be used
with tracers and modeling to serparate the coal dryer stack
emissions from the fugitive emissions. For individual
fugitive emission sources, quasi-stack or upwind-downwind
strategies are the most applicable. Although the upwinddownwind strategy can be used for individual sources, some
tracer and modeling work must be done to separate iridividual
source contributions.
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•rable 13-7
Fugitive Emissions from Coal Preparation Plants

Probable Source

Feasible Sampling l
Stratedes

Potential Control Methods

Coal Transport to Plant
and from Plant

Upwind-Downwind

Coal Storage Piles

Upwind-Downwind

Use silos, wet pile, build windbreaker

Stacker-Reclaimer

Quasi-stack or
Upwind-Downwind

Cover conveyor, hood reclaim wheel

Coal Conveyors

Cover railcars, trucks or conveyors

Quasi-stack or
· Upwind-Downwind

Cover conveyors, hood transfer points

Crushing and screening
building

.Roof monitor or
Quasi-stack

Enclose and treat building vents,
hood transfer points

Waste Fines transfer

Quasi-stack

Cover conveyors, hood transfer points

Waste storage

Upwind-Downwind

Use silos, wet pile, build windbreak,
use vegetatlon cover

Gob Pile Fires

Upwind-Downwind

Control dumpinR, dilute waste with
inerts

TOTAL PLANT

Upwind-Downwind

See individual sources

13.3.2.l Exhaust hoods The use of exhaust hoods
over dust sources such as transfer points, screens and
crushers is the usual method of keeping the dust out of the
plant air and off the coal product. A minimum exhaust air
velocity of 300 feet per minute over the total opening is
usually effective in preventing the escape of all
objectionable dust. For best results, hoods must be. very
carefully designed to utilize the direction of air currents
produced by the flow of coal and movements of machinery.
Since large air volumes are reflected in rather expensive
dust-collecting equipment, it is important to design hoods
having minimum opening and strong air motion close to the
dust source and yet with sufficient clearance for passage
of coal. It cannot be overemphasized that all hoods,
cover plates and air ducts must be arranged for quick and
convenient removal, for easy access to machinery and for
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cleaning purposes. In practice, many covers or enclosures
have been removed permanently to save the time required for
removing and replacing them. Air exhausted from hoods
seldom contains the coarser dust particles, and the dustgrain loading of this air is usually low. This often
permits the reuse of this dusty air for dedusting coal if
such is practiced.
The desirability of recirculating the dusty air is
apparent when one considers that the air quantities for
exhausting from hoods are considerable.
13.3.2.2 Ducts Air ducts are required for transporting the dust-laden air from hoods or dedusters to the
dust-collecting apparatus. To prevent settlement of coal
dust an air velocity of 3000 feet per minute must be
maintained for all dust sections where settlement is likely
to occur, as in horizontal or slightly inclined sections
and turns.
Ducts must be designed to carry the maximum amount of
air that it is contemplated to use at a selected velocity
and pressure. A material increase or decrease in the air
velocity is sure to cause difficulties, either from dust
settling in the ducts or from insufficient fan and motor
capacity. In doubtful cases a duct larger than required
is preferable, as its area may be reduced by installing
baffles at suitable intervals from the top side of the
duct. Branches must enter the main duct at an angle of
about 30 degrees, but never exceed 45 degrees, ~referably
near to the top and in the tapered section of the duct.
The inside of the duct must be smooth and free of
projections. Laps of joints should be in favor of the
air flow.
Bends and elbows are commonly designed with a radius
of not less than twice the diameter of the duct. Wear
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from abrasion is very severe on short radius.turns.
Airtight clean-out openings should be provided along the
bottom of the duct where dust might settle and always
where the dust changes directions or a branch enters.
Duct sections should be equipped with airtight joints
readily taken apart, either of the flange type with gaskets
or the removable band type. Ducts must be built of sheets
heavy enough to resist abrasion and also suction pressure
without pulsating. All dust-collecting equipment must be
strong enough and supported sufficiently to be safe if
accidentally filled with dust. Each dust installation has
its own particular problems that must be solved; vibration
from other units is one of them. In extreme cases it may
be necessary to use flexible connections between pipe
sections.
13.3.2.3 Mechanical Collection Equipment The types
of mechanical dust collection equipment may be broadly
grouped into six general classification types:
Gravity Settling Chambers--A gravity settling
chamber is, essentially, a relatively large
compartment into which a dust laden gas stream
enters to have its velocity greatly reduced so
that particles can settle out by the force of
gravity. This means of collection is effective
only for relatively coarse particles, since
the gravity settling rate of fine particles is
extremely low. For example, a coal dust particle
of 100 microns in diameter will settle at a rate
of about 70 feet per minute, a 10 micron particle
will settle at a rate of about one foot per
minute and a one micron particle will settle at
a rate of abou~ 0.01 feet per minute.
Inertial Separators--An inertial separator
utilizes the difference in inertia between a gas
stream and the heavier suspended particles by
effecting a sudden change of direction of the gas
flow stream.
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Centrifugal Collectors--Centrifugal or cyclone
collectors employ centrifugal force to separate
the suspended particles from the gas stream. As
with the coal washing equipment of similar design,
the dust laden gas stream enters the cyclone
cylinder tangentially. The resulting centrifugal
force throws the dust particles to the wall of the
cylinder while the gas stream spirals upward to
an inner vortex and is discharged axially through
an outlet port. The dust particles fall downward
into the cone and are removed.
Wet Scrubbers--This term is applied to a wide
variety of equipment using various mechanisms to
bring about contact between dust particles and
water. The objective of wet scrubbers is to
cause the small dust particles to adhere to
larger droplets of water so that the effective
size of the dust particles is greatly increased,
enhancing their separation by mechanical means
such as impingement or inertial separation. To
increase the probability of contact between dust
particles and water .in a scrubber, the water is
usually introduced in the form of a fine spray.
As ~hey incoming gas stream and suspended
particles encounter the water droplets, the gas
flows around the droplets but the particles, due
to their greater inertia, tend to impinge on
the droplets.
Fabric Filters--In the fabric filter, the gas
stream with its suspended particles is passed
through a woven fabric at low velocity. The
fibers that comprise the fabric of fer obstacles
to the flow and thus intercept the dust particles.
There are two primary types of bag filters, the
tube or bag type and the envelope type. In the
tube type, the individual filters are cylindrical
tubes, usually from five to 12 inches in diameter
and up to 30 feet in length. The individual
filters of the envelope type are cloth forms
stretched over a rectangular frame.
Electrostatic Precipitators--In the electrostatic
precipitator, the dust particles are electrically
charged by means of ionization of the carrier
gas and transported by the electric field to
collecting electrodes. The particles are then
neutralized on the collecting surf aces and removed
for disposal. The major components of an electro-.
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static precipitator are: a source of high voltage
current (up to 70,000 volts), an electrode system,
an enclosure to provide a precipitation zone and
a system for removing precipitated dust.
Each of these general categories have advantages or
disadvantages based upon their application to specific
problems. As indicated, the gravity settler is primarily
a large particle size collector. Because of its low
efficiency on fine dusts, the gravity settler is seldom
used for recovery of coal dust except where it can effectively remove coarse, abrasive particles ahead of a more
efficient collector. Likewise, the inertial separator is
very inefficient for separation of small particles and
thus is of little value considering the present day
requirements for dust collection.
On the other hand, the cyclone collector is one of
the most widely used types of collectors in coal preparation
plants, even though the efficiency drops off rapidly at
about the 10 micron size levels. If the incoming gas flow
is increased in a given cyclone, the velocity of the
particles is also increased, thereby improving the separation
capability of the cyclone. However, increased velocity
also results in increased pressure differential and higher
power consumption. Concurrently, the separation force is
inversely proportional to the radius of the cyclone. Thus,
for any given cyclone velocity, a cyclone of smaller radius
will be more efficient at removing smaller particles than
will a cyclone with a larger radius. Therefore, to achieve
high efficiencies with cyclone collectors, a large number
of small radius cyclones in parallel may be employed
instead of a single large cyclone tube. It must be remembered that within a cyclone, there is always considerable
turbulence because the outer vortex is moving downward,
while the inner vortex is moving upward. This turbulence
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causes some of the larger particles to be carried out with
the exhaust gas. There is, therefore, an overlapping in
the size distribution of materials caught and lost in
cyclones.
With wet scrubbers, which include spray chambers,
packed beds, wet cyclones, impingement scrubbers and
orifice or venturi scrubbers amongst their numbers,
practically any degree of efficiency can be attained, even
on sub-micron particles, if sufficient energy is expended
into the system. The necessary energy may be spent either
to create turbulence in the gas stream or to break up the
input water into a large number of small droplets and
propel them at a high velocity into the gas stream; or,
the energy may be expended as a combination of these methods
where' energy from a motor is used to intimately mix the gas
stream and the water. In a spray chamber system, the gas
stream passes through a water spray that may be cocurrent,
countercurrent or normal to the gas flow with a minimal
energy expenditure; however, recovery efficiency for small
dust particles (those less than a few microns in size) is
also low. In a packed-bed scrubber, the gas stream flows
through a packing material usually concurrently to a stream
of water to achieve contact over a large surface area, but
requires more energy than a spray chamber. A packed scrubber
as depicted in Figure 13-28 can produce high mass and heat
transfer rates along with an ability to handle viscous
liquids and heavy slurries. A two stage scrubber operating
at a pressure drop of 8 to 10 inches of water gauge will
collect 98% of the particles greater than one micron.
In a wet cyclone, the action is similar to that in a
dry cyclone except that a stream of water is sprayed
radially across the gas stream. The fine dust is flushed
to the bottom of the vessel and discharged, and the clean
air is spun through a fixed entrainment separator and
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Figure 13-28
Surface Aera of Packed-Bed Scrubber

discharged to the atmosphere.

In the impingement

collectors, the gas stream impinges upon a reservoir of
water and usually passes through the water to create a
turbulent layer of bubbles, gas and dust, which results in
a large contact area.

A typical impingement scrubber

design is shown in Figure 13-29.

The gases flow upward

through succeeding impingement plate stages and pass through
a separator stage where the gas velocity is accelerated,
casuing inertial separation of the retained water droplets.
This type of scrubber can remove 97% by weight of particles
above one micron in size with a gas velocity of 500 fpm at
an operating pressure drop of 2 to 3 inches of water
gauge per stage.
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Figure 13-29
Typical Impingement Scrubber Design

In the so-called "high-energy wet scrubber", of which
the orifice and venturi scrubbers are the prime examples,
the gas stream passes at high velocity through a restricted
opening, at which point water is also introduced.

At

the throat of the venturi, the gases, flowing at 12,000 to
18,000 fpm, produce a shearing force on the water stream
which casues the water to atomize into very fine droplets.
Impaction takes place between the dust entrained in the
gas stream and the liquid droplets.

As the gas decelerates,

collision continues and agglomeration of the dust laden
water droplets takes place.

A venturi-type scrubber

operating in a pressure drop range of 30 to 40 inches water
gauge is capable of an almost quantitative collection of
particles in the size range of 0.2 to 1.0 microns.
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As

indicated, th~- general efficiency of wet collectors increases
as the pressure differential across the restriction
increases; however, a higher pressure differential also
means greater energy consumption. As with all wet scrubbers,
the resulting waste water slurry must be dewatered and the
water purified for reuse.
The fabric filter has its application where high
collection efficiency of extremely fine dust particles is
required and where gas temperatures and humidity are
moderate. Although bag houses operate at the highest
collection efficiency levels (99.9+ percent}, they also
have serious limitations. For example, bag houses are
probably one of the most expensive solutions and they
usually require the most space for installation. On the
whole, however, bag houses generally require much less
energy to achieve their high-efficiency recovery and do not
have water requirements.
Electrostatic precipitators are excellent for specific
dust collection problems. The precipitators can collect
small particles down to less than one micron in size with
very low energy consumption and it can be built for high
difficulties encountered when using an electrostatic
separator in removing coal dust from air streams are due to
high humidity of the incoming gas and the possibility of
a spark discharge and the resultant explosion hazard.
13.3.3
Process

Specific Applications to the Thermal Drying

The most difficult air pollution problem associated
with the coal cleaning operation is the control of the thermal dryers' emissions. The exhaust air with temperatures
up to 2000 F. ,normally contains a great quantity of fine
particulates from the drying process and from the combustion
process and usually has a high moisture content. While a
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cloth collector would provide the desired cleaning
efficiency at a low pressure drop, the temperature and
moisture would present problems and make its reliability
extremely doubtful.
Years ago, thermal coal dryers, including our present
day fluid bed dryers, utilized only low pressure drop,
medium efficiency collectors. Exit concentrations were
in the range of 0.10 to 0.17 grains/dscf. With the recent
reductions in the allowable discharges from these dryers,
the coal operators have had to switch to a higher degree
of collection efficiency which cannot be met by the low
pressure drop, medium efficiency scrubbers. As a direct
result, the high pressure drop scrubber has emerged as the
only practical method to provide the required clean air.
As shown in Figure 13-30, the initial control device
for thermal dryers is a dry centrifugal collector which
retains up to 95% of the entrained fines and returns them
to the coal product. All secondary emissions control
systems are venturi type wet collectors. The venturi
collector can be fabricated in a number of shapes and
designs with great flexibility of operating pressure drop
and efficiency. This equipment normally requires 6 to 8
gallons of water/1000 cfm and allows recirculation of slurry
water up to 5% solids. The resulting water-dust slurry
is easily fed to the clarifier thickener for recovery.
13.4

NOISE POLLUTION CONTROL

The primary noise-producing mechanisms in coal
cleaning plant equipment are impacts, mechanical vibrations
and aerodynamic and hydrodynamic sources. Of these sources,
impacts are the most prevalent and include impacts of coal
and refuse against steel or vice versa. Mechanical
vibrations that are not the results of impacts occur due
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Two considerations are of importan·ce in relation to
the noise produced by coal cleanin~ plants:
hearing damage to personnel employed in such
plants and
annoyance to people in communities near such
plants.
The maximum permissible noise exposure of plant personnel
is delineated by the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1969, where it states that the standards of noise
prescribed under the Walsh-Healy Act shall be applicable
to each coal mine.
The occupational noise exposure portion of the WalshHealy Act delineates the following:
Protection against the effects of noise exposure
shall be provided when the sound levels,
measured on the A scale of a standard sound level
meter at slow response, exceed the permissible
exposure shown in Table 13-8.
Table 13-8
Permissible Noise Exposures Prescribed by
. the Walsh-H~aly Act

Duration
(hours per day)
Permissible Sound
Level (dBA, slow
response)

8

8

4

92

95

3

2

l~

1

;

90

97

100

102

105

less
..

llO

For impulsive or impact noise, the maximum
permissible sound pressure level corresponds
to a measured instantaneous peak value of 140 dB.
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When employees are subject to sound levels
exceeding these shown in Table 13-8, feasible
administrative or engineering controls shall be
utilized. If such controls fail to reduce the
sound levels to the values listed in the table
{or to lower values) personnel protective
equipment shall be provided and used to reduce
sound levels to the requirements of the table.
If the noise is unsteady and involves maxima that
occur at intervals of one second or less, the
noise is to be considered as steady.
In all cases where the sound levels exceed the
values specified by the Act, a continuing,
effective hearing conservation program must be
administrered.
The noise dosage a worker recieves is determined by
the ratio of the length of time the worker spends in a
particular noise environment divided by the noise exposure
in that particular environment. If the worker is exposed
to several different sound levels, his total dosage would
be the sum of each of the individual dosages. The
equation for determining the dosage is:
D

=

+

C3
rr-

+ •••

3

where C is the actual duration of exposure at a given steady
state noise level and T is the noise exposure limit for
the level present during the time C. According to MESA (the
Mine Enforcement and Safety Administration) regulations, the
total dosage should not exceed unity (one) for any worker
for a full day of work. Figure 13-31 is a graph of time and
noise exposure expressed in hours per day to which a worker
can be exposed to each (A) weighted sound level.
Most existing statutes governing industrial community
noise prescribe maximum permissible A-weighted levels of
50 dB(a) for nighttime (10 p.m. to 7 a."m.) and 55 to 65
dB{a) for daytime, as measured at the boundaries of surroun-
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Figure 13-31
Maximum Daily Noise Exposure Permitted by MESA

ding residential areas. These values assume that the
noise level fluctuates little with time; more stringent
restrictions may apply for fluctuating noise levels. Since
the noises emanating from coal cleaning plants tend to
be essentially non-fluctuating, one may take 50 dB(a) for
nighttime and 60 dB{a) for daytime operations--as measured
at the community boundary nearest the plant--to be
reasonable criteria.
Noise is defined simply as an unwanted audible sound.
An audible sound is a disturbance or vibration of air
sensed by people or wildlife. Anything that causes air
to vibrate or anything that sets something else in motion
which in turn causes air to vibrate may be considered a
noise source.
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Sound typically propagates from a source to a receiver,
i.e, to a person or item of equipment whose noise exposure
is of concern, via diverse paths. These paths may be very
complicated, involving not only reflections but also
conversions between vibrations of air and vibrations of
structural components. For example, a noise source in an
enclosure causes the enclosed air to vibrate, the air
vibrations set the enclosure walls into motion, which in
turn produces vibrations of the air outside the enclosure.
Virtually every noise problem may be approached
conceptually in terms of three basic elements:
sources,
paths and
receivers.
Noise control then, in essence, involves reduction of
noise generation by the significant sources, reduction of
the propagation of noise from the sources to the receivers
along defined paths and/or rendering the receivers more
tolerant to the noise. For example, rubber liners may be
used to reduce noise-producing impacts of coal on steel
chutes (reduction of noise generation at the source);
enclosures may be constructed around noisy machinery
(obstructing the noise propagation path) ; or the amount of
time a worker can spend in a noisy location may be limited
(making the worker more tolerant of a higher noise level
without suffering hearing damage).
13.4.1

Reduction of Preparation Plant Noise

The majority of preparation plant functions are controlled from a central operator's position, with the
operator at some distance from the equipment itself. Few
items of equipment require by their nature immediate
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physical contact between a worker and the equipment or the
coal being processed. Therefore, noise control enclosures
would not directly impede the coal cleaning process.
However, it is mandatory that preparation plant personnel
see the flow of coal through chutes and screens and across
table decks, thereby complicating the design of closefitting enclosures and limiting their utility. In
addition, the maintenance activities of a preparation
plant frequently includes cutting and welding of worn or
damaged parts. Therefore, noise reduction treatment
applied to any surfaces subject to repair by these means
must not impede torch-cutting either by being unsafe or
by being prohibitively expensive to replace. Also, during
routine maintenance of the plant equipment, it is often
times necessary to move large items of equipment. This
means that any noise control enclosure or partitions must
have large doors, be accessible from overhead or be
completely removable. The primary safety concern in any
coal cleaning plant is dust buildup and the resultant fire
and explosion hazard. Thus, fibrous acoustical materials
which tend to retain dust cannot be used without expensive
treatment. Additionally, all noise reducing installations
must be designed for easy cleaning by water hosing.
An effective noise control program must first attack
the noisiest sources. However, only those sources that
contribute to worker exposure are important from the
standpoint of industrial health. For this reason, the
importance of quieting a noise source depends both upon
the noise level and the proximity of the workers.
Table 12-7 presented a rank ordering of machinery,
taking into account noise levels and the proximity of the
workers under normal operating conditions. Although several
sources offer conflicting ranking priorities, it is generally
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concluded that the most severe hearing damage-risk problem
is associated with the car shakeout operations.

The second

most significant problem is associated with vacuum filter
blowers and vacuum filter pumps.

The third most significant

noise control problem and the one contributing most to the
structural vibration is associated with the vibrating
screens used in abundance throughout the plant.
The following item by item discussion deals with
specific available noise treatments applicable to various
items of preparation plant machinery and are paraphrased
from

Coal Cleaning Plant Noise and Its Control prepared

by E. E. Ungar, et al of Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc. in
1974 for the U. S. Bureau of Mines.
Car Shakeouts--The pounding of the shakeout
mechanism against the railcar side cannot be
reduced without reducing its efficiency for
unloading the car. Padding of the contacting
surf aces or clamping the shaker to the car sides
would reduce the noise, but also the efficiency
of the unloading operation. The only practical
means for dealing with the noise of shakeouts
consists of providing an enclosure for the
shakeout operator and his helper. The enclosure
must provide at least 40 dB(a) of noise reduction.
Its walls and ceilings need to be built of
massive panels, its door should be self-closing
with airtight rubber seals and its window must
be double-glazed.
Vacuum Blowers and Pumps--The in-plant noise
associated with the vacuum blowers and pumps
comes primarily from the air inlets and discharges.
The noise is typically dominant, pure-tone
(single-frequency) components at frequencies
that correspond to the rotor lobe or fan blade
passage rates and harmonies of those. Noise
control can best be accomplished by means of
mufflers or ducts affixed to the ports. Where
the predominant noise is a single tone at a
fixed frequency, mufflers tuned to this frequency
are quite useful.
If the dominant noise consists
of a multitude of pure tones and/or broadband
noise, then a muffler consisting of a long,
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labyrinthe, acoustically lined duct is required
for muffling purposes.
Screens--The simplest add-on method for reducing
the noise generated by screens consists of
building an enclosure around the screen. Noise
reductions of 10 to 15 dB(a) may be realized
with enclosures that also cover the driving
mechanism. Few such installations are anticipated due to projected problems related to screen
maintenance, screen observation difficulties or
enclosure life and safety problems.
Replacement of the steel decks with rubber-coated
or other resilient duct material would reduce
the severity of impacts and the associated noise.
Reductions on the order of 5 to 10 dB(a) may be
expected for the impact-related component of
screen noise, but the total noise reduction would
be only between 2 and 8 dB(a). The performance
and economic advantages and problems of rubber
coated and similar decking are not clear.
Although the initial cost is about three times
that of conventional decks, the estimated life
oT·--Ehe___coateCI-screen- ae-ckff rs---proj.ectea-· to--r»ebetween three and five times that of conventional
·steel decks.
Reduction of impact severity and the associated
noise may be obtained also by reducing the stroke
and speed of· the shaking mechanism. However, the
screens process flow capabilities will be
greatly diminished, making this approach
unacceptable.
Reduction of the noise contributed by the eccentric
weight driving mechanism may be achieved by use
of gearing manufactured to closer tolerances and
tighter bearings. Additionally, covering the
mechanism with a closely fitting enclosure that
is acoustically lined and vibration-isolated
from the case would offer noise reduction
potential up to 10 dB(a); however, the associated
cooling and maintenance problems are not known.
Where the noise is caused by a chattering of the
screen supporting springs against the mounting
pads or screen frame, insertion of a resilient
pad between the spring end and the associated
_chattering point may produce a 5 dB(a) reduction.
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Al ternati veiy"°, replacement of the springs with
air bags at a considerable expense would yield a
15 dB(a) reduction.
Hoppers, Bins and Chutes--Impact noise reductions
of about 5 dB(a) can be achieved by lining the
hoppers, bins and chutes with rubber or similar
covering although the availability, wear,
repairability and costs are not known. A widely
employed useful approach consists of placing
.welded ledges or similar obstructions to the
material flow on the walls so that a protective
layer of material remains in place to absorb
the impact.
Air Valves and Air Blasts--Water valves are not
a significant noise source. However, air valves
and blasts have significant noise levels. Air
valves like those on Baum jigs tend to be
extremely noisy due to the explosive and hissing
noise associated with the venting process. The
noise control methods for these air valves is
the same as that for vacuum pumps and tends to be
expensive.
The air blasts that are used to aid material
flow in chutes and hoppers generate loud hissing
noises due to the high air exit velocity and the
impingement of the air stream on solid surfaces.
A velocity reduction of 20% should result in
little loss of material moving but may reduce
the noise level by several dB(a).
13.4.2
Communities

Control of Plant Noise Intrusion into Nearby

As in most noise problems, the generally most effective
means for control consist of reducing the noise at its
source. The coal preparation plant noise that reaches
nearby communities typically is due primarily to only a
few items of machinery or equipment that are (a) much
noisier than others, (b) located outside the plant
buildings or near openings (doors or windows) in such
buildings, and/or (c) located near the observation
position. In most practical situations, the offending item(s)
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can be picked out simply by listening to the noise and by
knowing the operating cycles and closed-in noise characteristics of the likely problem items.
Once the prime contributors to the observed noise have
been identified, they may be quieted by the various
applicable techniques that have been described in.the
previous section.
For items located inside plant buildings near
openings, significant noise reduction can often be obtained
by closing these openings. Where total closure is not
feasible, i.e., because of ventilation or continuous
accessibility requirements, operators may alternatively
provide these openings with mufflers or barriers. Mufflers
would in essence appear like tunnels or ducts extending
from doors or windows, with acoustical lining on their
insides. These tunnels and ducts should be curved or
bent to eliminate all "line-of-sight" communication
between the inside of the building and the outside, and
they should be several times as long as their greatest
cross-sectional dimension.
Barriers consisting of walls or panels placed outside
of the doors and windows should also be placed so as to
eliminate the possibility of line-of-sight contact between
the inside and the outside. These barriers should not be
flat and parallel to the building wall; they will work
better if they are curved or accordion pleated. They do
need to be covered with acoustically absorptive material
on the side nearest the noise source, and they generally
need to be considerably larger than the openings they
protect.
Building walls that are of relatively lightweight
sheet metal and/or plastic present little obstruction to
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noise. Since most of the noise goes through the walls,
closing off of openings in such walls has no appreciable
effect on the noise reaching nearby communities. In such
cases, the needs to consider quieting of all of the noisy
equipment in the plant and/or improving the plant walls by
adding secondary, preferably heavy, walls outside the ones
that are already there may have to be considered.
Where possible community reaction to noise is a problem,
operators obviously should not reduce the in-plant noise
produced by valves, and by air intakes and exhausts by
ducting these to the exterior of the plant. If such ducting
already exists and if the noise emanating from it may
bother the community, mufflers should be added at the ends
of these ducts.
Walls or earth berms constitute useful means for
protecting communities from plant noise provided, however,
that these are close enough to the noise source and large
enough so that the shortest sound path around these
barriers is longer by a considerable percentage than the
most direct sound path in absence of the barrier. Thus,
impractically large barriers are required to have a
significant effect on communities located at considerable
distance from the plant.
Weather, notably wind, temperature gradients and
humidity also affect the long-range propagation of sound.
Particular combinations of conditions enhance this propagation, others impede it. The operator may always expect
occasions where sound refracted by the atmosphere greatly
reduces the effectiveness of a given barrier installation.
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14.
14.1

REMOVAL OF CONTAMINANTS FROM COAL

OVERVIEW
The combustion of coal results in the formation of

pollutants which include oxides of sulfur and nitrogen,
plus the elemental forms or compounds of beryllium,
chlorine, fluorine, arsenic, selenium, cadmium, mercury,
lead and other potential pollutants.

Sulfur oxide,

nitrogen oxide and particulate air pollution emissions from
coal combustion exceeded 28 million metric tons in 1974.
Sulfur dioxide (50 ) is the pollutant of principal
2
concern. Annual 50 emissions from coal combustion in
2
1974 were estimated to be 20.5 million tons.
This represents 65% of the total so

emissions for that year.
On a
2
national basis the 5.3 million tons of NOx emissions from
coal combustion represented 24% of the total 1974 NO
emissions.

x

Emissions of other potentially hazardous

elements or compounds while not as large may present
environmental or health problems because of their concentration in process waste streams, concentration in the
environment or effects produced by prolonged exposure at
low concentrations.

Coal-fired electric utility plants are

the major source of sulfur oxide air pollution in the
United States today.

In 1974 the electric utilities burned

390 million tons of coal with an average sulfur content of
2.2 percent.

The amount of coal consumed by electric
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utilities is anticipated to reach 500 million tons by 1980
and approximately a billion tohs by the year 2000.

It is

therefore imperative that sulfur oxide emissions be
controlled.
Only 14% of the 455 U. S. coals tested for physical
cleanability by the

u.

S. Bureau of Mines are capable of

meeting federal new source performance standards (NSPS) for
steam generators (1.2 lb so ;10 6 Btu) as mined. Available
2
methods for controlling sulfur oxide emissions from
stationary combustion sources fall into the following
major categories:
The physical removal (coal cleaning) of pyritic
sulfur prior to combustion.
The removal of sulfur oxides from the combustion
flue gas.
Conversion of coal to a clean fuel by such
processes as gasification, liquefaction and
chemical extraction.
Physical and chemical coal cleaning processes are capable
of removing major quantities of pollution species (especially sulfur) prior to coal combustion.

As discussed in

Chapter 2, sulfur exists in coal in two principal forms:
organic sulfur, which is bonded to the coal structure, and
inorganic sulfur, generally in the form of pyrite.

U. S.

coals vary widely in the relative amounts of organic
and pyritic sulfur.

Physical coal cleaning with equipment

normally used for removal of ash and mining residues is
capable of separating coal and pyritic sulfur.

Chemical

cleaning is capable of removing both pyritic and organic
sulfur.
Of the 455 U. S. coals tested for cleanability by the
U. S. Bureau of Mines, it has been estimated that for a
inch top size feed if physically cleaned to a 90% Btu
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l~

recovery, 24% could meet NSPS.

Physically cleaned at the

same top size and to the same Btu recovery, 35% are capable
of meeting a standard of 2.0 lb so ;10 6 Btu, while over 60%
2
6
are capable of meeting a standard of 4.0 lb so ;10 Btu.
2
6
Many states have emission standards as high as 4.0 lb so ;10
2
Btu. Thus, there may be a significant application of physical
coal cleaning to meeting state emission regulations.
Chemical coal cleaning is capable of higher levels of
desulfurization.
applicability.

Thus it potentially has a wider range of
In some instances, depending upon the coal,

the emission regulation and site specific considerations,
it may be the most cost effective method for
control.

so 2

emission

However, for other cases, chemical coal cleaning

may not be competitive with either physical cleaning or
flue gas desulfurization.

Figure 14-1 presents the

ranges of estimated costs and the degree of applicability
for different sulfur emission control strategies.

As

indicated, of these three methods the physical removal of
pyritic sulfur is potentially the lowest cost and certainly
the most developed method technologically.

However, as

stated in Chapter 2, the amount of total sulfur reduction
that may be obtained by physical methods is limited to
that quantity of the total sulfur content that is not
chemically bonded to the coal; i.e., the pyrite and sulfate
sulfur.

Organic sulfur comprises from 30 to 70% of the

total sulfur of most coals.

Sulfate sulfur content is

usually less than 0.05% and it is an oxidation product that
is readily removed during physical coal cleaning.
As discussed in detail in Chapter 7, the techniques
now widely used on a conunerical basis for the removal of
these impurities include jigging, heavy media separation,
water-only cyclones, tabling and flotation.

These methods

depend upon differences in physical and chemical properties
of the coal and impurities to achieve separation.
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100

1965 the EPA, the

u. s.

Bureau of Mines, the Bituminous Coal

Research, Inc. and others have cooperatively evaluated these
and other techniques for the selective removal of pyrite
from c;.oal.

Some of the "other" techniques evaluated have

included thermal-magnetic separation, immiscible liquid
separation, selective flocculation, electrokinetic
separation and two-stage froth flotation.

Techniques which

rely upon differences in specific gravities of the coal
and pyrite particles have been found to be the most commercially viable for desulfurization.

Froth flotation which

depends upon the selective adhesion of air bubbles to the
coal particles has also been found to be a useful commercial
technique.
Because some coals are more amenable than others to
sulfur removal by physical methods, studies have been
performed on

u.

S. coals to determine pyrite liberation

by size reduction and separation by specific gravity
differentials.

The 455 samples tested to date are from

mines which provide more than 70% of the coal used in U.
utility boilers.

s.

The laboratory float-sink tests performed

in organic liquids of specific gravities ranging from 1.3
to 1.9 and size fractions from a minus

l~

inches to a minus

14 mesh provide information on the pyritic sulfur which
can be removed from these coals.
The results of these float-sink or washability studies
indicate that the pyritic sulfur removal generally increases
with reduced coal particle sizes and specific gravities.
Crushing to finer sizes liberates more of the dense mineral
matter from the coal matrix and low media specific gravities allow more of this dense material to sink.

At low

specific gravities a cleaner product is obtained; i.e., ash
ash and pyritic sulfur are decreased.

However, this

clean product is obtained at reduced Btu recovery.
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Theoretically at very fine si~~s a large percentage of the
pyritic sulfur could be released from the coal matrix and
separated without excessive Btu losses. This fact is
extremely important. It implies that to enhance sulfur
removal more of the coal must be crushed and processed
· at finer sizes than historically practiced in coal
preparation. This will require modifications to current
processing plant design practices. These design changes
will necessarily incorporate techniques for improved fine
coal separation, dewatering and drying. Modified pollution
control and waste disposal techniques will also be required.
Table 14-1 presents data on the amount of pyritic
sulfur which can be removed from coal samples from six
regions by crushing to a top size of 3/8 inch and by
separation at a specific gravity of 1.6. It is important
to note that the pollutant potentials of the cleaned coals
represented by the data in column 5 are significantly
different.
{The term "pollutant potential" is used
since it is assumed that all the sulfur contained in the
cleaned coal is converted and emitted as so 2 .) For
example the average so 2 pollutant potential for the
Northern Appalachian, the Southern Appalachian and the
Eastern Midwest coal region samples are 2.7, 1.3 and 4.2
lb so 2;10 6 Btu, respectively.
14.2· WASHABILITY STUDIES
A washability analysis is an evaluation of those
physical properties of a coal which determine its
amenability to improvements in quality by cleaning. This
includes stage crushing to release impurities and specific
gravity fractionation to show the quality and quantity of
the cleaned product. A washability study is made by
testing the coa.l sample at preselected, carefully controlled
specific gravities. This is termed "float-sink" analysis
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Table 14-1
a
Swnrnary of the Physical Desulfurization Potential of Coals by Region
Cumulative Analyses of Float 1.60 Product

Ash

Pyritic
Sulfur

Total
Sulfur

.Pounds
S02/l06
Btub

92.5

8.0

0.85

1. 86

2.7

13,766

56

35

96.1

5.1

0.19

0.91

1. 3

14,197

8

Alabama

10

96.4

5.8

0.49

1.16

1. 7

14,264

29

Eastern
Midwest

95

94.9

7.5

1.03

2.74

4.2

13, 138

71

Western
Midwest

44

91. 7

8.3

1.80

3.59

5.5

13,209

78

Western

44

97.6

6.3

0.10

0.56

0.9

12, 779

None

455

93.8

7.5

0.85

2.00

3.0

13, 530

60

Percent
No. of
Samples

Btu
Recovery

Northern
Appalachian

227

Southern
Appalachian

Region

IJl

co

1--'

SOf Removal
Ef iciency
Required for
NSPSd
in Percent

Calorific
Content,
Btu per
Poundc

U.S. Total

aSununary of the composite product analyses for 3/8 inch top size, float-sink tested at 1.6
specific gravity.
bBased upon the moisture free Btu value of the float coal and assuming all sulfur is converted
to so . Actual emissions will vary depending on the as-fired coal moisture content and the
2
conversion efficiency of sulfur to so .
2
cMoisture free basis.
dValues may require adjustment to account for the as-fired coal moisture content and efficiency
of sulfur conversion to so 2 • NSPS - Federal New Source Performance Standards for Steam
Generators (1.2 lb so 2;106 Btu).
Source:

U.S.B.M. RI 8118 as modified by James Kilgroe USEPA in a paper entitled
"Physical and Chemical Coal Cleaning for Pollution Control"

or specific gravity separation.

Mixtures of organic liquids

are commonly used to obtain the desired specific gravities
of separation.

Chemical analyses of the various specific

gravity fractions of the coal are used to compile the
washability data which indicate how well the coal can be
prepared.
14.2.1

Description of Testing Procedures (Float and

Sink Analysis}
The following information is quoted exactly or paraphrased from the U. S. Bureau of Mines RI 8ll8 by J. A.
Cavallaro, M. J. Johnston and A.

w.

Deurbrouck as

published in 1976.
Collection of Samples
Face samples were collected from surf ace and deep
mines which were producing coal primarily for consumption by electric utilities.
In general, an
attempt was made to sample the largest utility coal
producing mines in the United States; therefore, the
455 coal mine samples reported in this publication
represent mines which provide more than 70 percent of
the annual utility coal production.
Face samples were collected according to the
procedure recommended by Fieldner and Selvigl and
Holmes2, except that the dimensions of each sample
cut were expanded to permit 600 pounds of coal to be
taken from the face.
Partings and impurities were
not removed from the samples unless otherwise noted.
The face was cleared of loose coal or dirt for a
width of approximately 5 feet.
Loose pieces of roof
were also taken down to prevent their falling into
the sample while it was being obtained. Within the
1

Fieldner, A.C. & W.A. Selvig. Notes in the Sampling and
Analysis of Coal. Bureau of Mines Technical Paper
586, 1938, 48 pp.

2 Holmes, J. A. The Sampling of Coal in the Mine. Bureau
of Mines Technical Paper 1, 1918, 22 pp.
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cleaned off area on the face, the coal was cut from
the roof to the floor in a channel one inch deep and
about 3 feet wide to remove any altered or otherwise
inferior coal. The floor was then cleared and smoothed
and a sampling cloth was spread prior to collecting
the sample.
The actual channel sample was cut perpendicular to the
lay of the coalbed, approximately 10 inches deep and
wide enough to provide a sample of 600 pounds. For
example, for a 4-foot-thiqk coalbed a channel 30.5
inches wide would be collected. The exception to this
rule would be when a strip mine sample is obtained
where the overburden has been removed.
In this case,
the depth and width of the channel would be equal.
For example, for the 4-foot-thick bed noted above,
the channel would be 17.5 inches deep by 17.5 inches
wide.
The collected sample includes all partings and
other impurities occurring in the channel.
Sample Preparation
The 600 pound channel samples collected in the field
are loaded into steel drums and returned to the coal
preparation laboratory for processing. The sample
preparation procedure is outlined in the f lowsheet
shown in Figure 14-2. Each sample to be tested is
air dried and then crushed to l~ inch top size using
a single roll crusher. The sample is then coned,
long piled and shoveled into four pans, according to
ASTM specifications, and divided into two portions
by combining opposite pans.
One of the l~ inch by 0 portions is processed as is;
the other portion is crushed in a jaw mill to 3/8 inch
top size. This 3/8 inch by 0 material is then
riffled into two portions; one is processed as is
(3/8 inch by O) and the other is crushed to 14-mesh
top size in a hammer mill and processed.
A head sample is riff led from the 14-mesh by O portion
for proximate analysis (moisture, ash, volatile matter
and fixed carbon) and for determination of calorific
value, fusibility of ash, free-swelling index,
Hardgrove grindability index and sulfur forms and
content (pyritic, organic and total).
Since the
minus 100-mesh material represents such a small
percentage of the weight of the two coarser size
fractions analyzed, it is removed prior to float-sink
testing and is not presented in this report~
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Gross sample
crushed to
Ii - inch top size

I

Long piled and divided

I~ inches X O
crushed 1o
i-inch top size
.

Screened

Riffled

100 mesh

i inch x O

x0

-finch XO
crushed to
14-mesh top size

Screened

100 mesh XO

Indicates float-sink tested

Figure 14-2
Flow Diagram Showing Preparation of Face Samples
Source:

U. S. Bureau of Mines RI 8118
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The various sized fractions are then float-sink
tested at 1.30, 1.40 and 1.60 specific gravities
using CERTIGRAV, a commercial organic liquid of
standardized specific gravity; the solution tolerance
is ±0.001 specific gravity unit and is monitored
using a spindle hydrometer. Those samples processed
by Commercial Testing and Engineering Co. were further
float-sink tested at 1.90 specific gravity.
The principle of float and sink testing procedure is
as follows: weighted amounts of the different size fractions
are added gradually and in small quantities to the liquid
of the lowest gravity.

The total fraction which floats is

separated from the fraction which sinks.

The liquid

absorbed by the coal is eliminated, if necessary, and the
procedure is repeated successively with liquids extending
over the desired range of specific gravities.

The fraction

which sinks in the liquid of highest specific gravity is
also obtained.
are determined.

The weight and ash content of each fraction
The results are expressed as percentages

of the size fraction treated and are calculated also as
weighted percentages of the total sample treated, excluding
the dust.

The results are usually set out graphically in

a series of curves.
For the two coarser sizes, the separation is ma.de in
a screen bottom container which is inserted in 10
gallon capacity vessels containing the organic liquid.
The sample is placed in the 1.30 specific gravity bath,
in small quantities to prevent entrapm~nt, and is then
stirred and allowed to separate. The lighter specific
gravity coal fraction is removed from the surface of
the bath with a screen wire strainer; the heavier
specific gravity material settles to the container
bottom which is then raised above the liquid level
to drain. The container with the heavier specific
gravity material is then placed in the 1.40 specific
gravity solution and the process is repeated. This
is continued until the sample is separated into the
desired specific gravity fractions.
For the 14-mesh by 0 size fraction, the separation is
made in glass separatory flasks joined by standard
ground taper joints. After the sample separates, a
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stopper is passed through the float layer and inserted
into the neck of the separatory funnel. Both products
are filtered; the "floats" are dried and prepared for
analysis, while the "sinks" are reintroduced into
another separatory flask containing a heavier specific
gravity liquid and the float-sink procedure is
continued.
Upon completion of the float-sink testing, the specific
gravity fractions of the three sized samples are
analyzed for ash, pyritic sulfur and total sulfur
content. All chemical analyses are reported on a
moisture-free basis unless otherwise noted. Raw coal
moisture, as presented in the appendix tables, is the
moisture contained in the sample after being air dried
at the coal preparation laboratory. The air dry loss
is not included in the moisture determination. It is
felt that under normal conditions the moisture content
as reported here would closely simulate the moisture
content of the coal burned at the power plant.
Specific gravity separations of fine coal are particularly difficult, especially with coals that are
porous and contain high inherent moisture contents,
because the heavy liquid used can penetrate the pores
and increase the apparent specific gravity of the coal.
This explains the unexpectedly low weight recoveries
noted occasionally for the float 1.30 specific gravity
fraction of the lower rank coal samples crushed to
14-mesh top size.
The float-sink data from the channel samples are not
to be construed as representing the quality of the
product loaded at the mine where the sample was taken,
but rather as indicating the quality of the bed in
that particular geographical location. Float-sink
data are based upon theoretically perfect specific
gravity separations that are approached but not
equalled in commercial practice.
14.2.2 Description of Testing Procedures (Total
Sulfur and Form of Sulfur)
The total sulfur content in a sample of coal may be
determined by any one of three methods according to ASTM
Testing Procedure D 3177-75. The procedures appear in the·
following order:
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Eschka method
Bomb washing method
High-temperature combustion method.
The Eschka method consists of incinerating coal and
coke with Eschka mixture (2 parts of light calcined
magnesium oxide (MgO) and one part of anhydrous sodium
carbonate (Na2co 3 ). After allowing the contents to cool,
the contents are thoroughly washed with hot water; a small
quantity of hydraulic acid is added to make the washed
solution slightly acid and the sulfur is precipitated out
by the addition of a hot 10-percent solution of barium
chloride (BaCl22H 2 0). After cooling and washing, the
filtered precipitate is ashed and weighed. The sulfur
content is calculated as follows:
Sulfur percent in the analysis sample equals:
(A-B) x 13.738

c

where:
A = grams of Baso 4 precipitated,
B = grams of BaS04 correction and
C = grams of sample used.
Total sulfur may also be det'ermined in the washings
fron the oxygen bomb calorimeter after the calorimetric
determination.

The

u. s.

Bureau of Mines has found that

the results from this method check closely with those of
the Eschka method.

In addition, the bomb-washing methods

save considerable time over the Eschka method and is
therefore primarily used by the U. S. Bureau of Mines Coal
Analysis Laboratory.

In this technique, the bomb is fired,

cooled and depressurized as specified.

After washing with

distilled water and methyl orange until no acid reaction
is observed, the washings are collected and titrated with
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standard ammonia solution to obtain the acid correction for
the heating value.

After boiling, washing and filtering the

resulting solution, hydrochloric acid is added and the
heated solution is precipitated with barium chloride as
~escribed

for the Eschka method.

Again the sulfur content

is calculable by the formula:
(Weight of BaS04 - blank) x 13.74
Weight of sample

=

Percentage of Sulfur
Permissible difference of the same sample, same laboratory
follow:
Permissible differences,
percent
Ultimate
Analysis of
Sulfur, percent

Eschka
Method

BombWashing
Method

0 - 2

0.05

0.10

.08

.15

.10

.20

2 - 4
Over 4

In the high-temperature combustion method, a weighed
sample of coal is burned in a tube furnace at a temperature
of 13500 C. in a stream of oxygen. The sulfur oxides and
chlorine formed are absorbed in a hydrogen peroxide (H o )
2 2
solution yielding hydrochloric (HCl) and sulfuric (H so )
2 4
acids. The total acid content is determined by titration
with sodium hydroxide (NaOH), and the amount of sodium
chloride (NaCl) resulting from the titration of the HCl
is converted to NaOH with a solution of mercuric oxycyanide
(Hg(OH)CN). This sodium hydroxide is determined titrimetically and used to correct the sulfur value which is
equivalent to the amount of H2 so formed during the
4
combustion of the coal. The percent of sulfur is calculable
as follows:
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s =

1. 6 O3 (F (a-a ) - F (b-b )

1

1

w

2

1

where:
S = percent sulfur in coal.
a = millilitre of NaOH solution used in
full determination.
millilitre of NaOH solution used in
blank determination.
b = millilitre of H2 so in full
4
determination.
b = millilitre of H so in blank
1
2 4
determination.
normality of NaOH solution.
normality of H so solution.
2 4
grams of coal taken.
After the total sulfur content in a particular coal
sample has been determined, the three commonly recognized
forms of sulfur in coal (sulfate sulfur, pyritic sulfur
and organic sulfur) may be determined as defined in ASTM
Designation:

D 2492-68 {reapproved 1975) .•

The sulfate sulfur is determined by extracting a
weighed sample of coal with dilute hydrochloric acid
followed by precipitation with barium chloride {Bacl )
2
and weighing as barium sulfate. The sulfate sulfur is
soluble in dilute hydrochloric acid; pyritic and organic
sulfur are not. This procedure is summarized in u. s.
Bureau of Mines Bulletin "Methods of Analyzing and Testing
Coal and Coke":
"Weigh out a 2.0000-gram sample, weighed to
0.1 mg, and place it in a 250-ml beaker. ·Add
3 ml of 1:3 ethyl alcohol and swirl to wet the
sample. Cover the sample carefully with 50 ml
of hydrochloric acid (1:3). Cover with a watch
glass and place on a hotplate to boil.
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.
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At the end of 20 minutes, filter the contents
of the beaker, retaining th~ coal material left
on the filter, after washing six times with cold
water, for the pyritic sulfur determination. To
the filtrate add 10 ml of bromine water and heat
almost to boiling. Add 20 to 25 ml of 1:1 ammonium hydroxide, and let stand on a hotplate for
20 minutes. Filter while hot, discarding the
residue left on the filter after washing five or
six times with hot water. Increase the volume of
the filtrate to 200 ml with distilled water.
Neutralize the filtrate with hydrochloric acid
(2:1) and add an excess of 5 ml, using methyl
orange indicator. Heat the solution to boiling,
add slowly 20 ml of hot 10 percent barium chloride solution, and allow to stand for several
hours. Filter and wash the precipitate with hot
water until free of chlorides, ignite the filter
paper, and weigh the barium sulfate. The weight
of barium sulfate, in grams, multiplied by 6.868
represents the percentage of sulfur combined as
sulfate in the coal."
Pyritic sulfur is determined by extracting a weighed
sample of coal with dilute nitric acid followed by titrimetric determination of iron in the extract as a measure
of pyritic sulfur. The extraction process with the use
of nitric acid involves oxidation of ferrous iron to ferric
and sulfide sulfur to sulfate, both of which are soluble in
nitric acid. Because the extraction dissolves sulfate and
pyritic sulfur plus a small amount of organic sulfur, the
dissolved sulfur is not a reliable measure of pyritic sulfur.
Consequently, pyritic sulfur is obtqined by determining the
amount of iron combined in the pyritic form which is equal
to the difference between nitric acid and hydrochloric acidsolution iron.
The sample of coal used for the pyritic sulfur determination may be a separately weighed sample or the residue
from the hydrochloric acid extraction for sulfate sulfur.
If the residue is used, two acid extractions are carried
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out on the same sample, the nitric acid treatment being
applied to the coal residue from the hydrochloric acid
extraction for determination of sulfate sulfur. Determination of iron in the hydrochloric acid extract is unnecessary,
because iron in the nitric acid extract represents pyritic
iron. However, there are certain limitations to the use of
sulfate sulfur residue.for determination of pyritic sulfur
in coal: if pyritic iron is high, the large sample required
for determination of small amounts of sulfate sulfur will
contain large quantities of iron and may require dilution;
the determination of pyritic iron cannot be carried out
until both extractions of sulfur have been completed.
According to U. S. Bureau of Mines testing procedures for
pyritic sulfur(Bulletin 538 USID1 Office of Coal nesearch 1967):
"Macerate the coal residue and filter paper from
the hydrochloric acid separation in 100 ml of 25
percent by volume nitric acid and allow to stand,
with occasional stirring for 12 to 24 hours at
room temperature. Filter and discard the coal
residue after washing several times with cold
water. Add 3 ml of concentrated hyrdochloric
acid to the filtrate and evaporate to dryness on
a water bath. Dissolve the residue in 5 ml of
concentrated hydrochloric acid and 25 ml of water.
Pour this acid solution into a 250-ml beaker and
add 25 ml of hot ammonium hydroxide (1:1) making
sure that ammonium hydroxide is in excess. Filter
while hot and wash several times with hot water.
Sulfur in the filtrate is determined by the method
used for sulfate sulfur.
Dissolve the precipitate of ferric hydroxide off
the filter with the least possible quantity of
concentrated hydrochloric acid, added drop by
drop, and wash with small amounts of water. Heat
the acid solution contained in a 250-ml beaker
almost to boiling and add stannous chloride (10
grams of stannous chloride dissolved in 20 ml of
hot concentrated hydrochloric acid and diluted to
200 ml with water) drop by drop from a burette
until the solution is colorless, adding ·3 or 4
drops in excess. Cool the solution rapidly and
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transfer it to a 600-ml beaker containing 250 ml
of cold water. Add 10 ml of a saturated solution
of mercuric chloride, stir the solution thoroughly,
then add 20 ml of titrating solution (144 grams of
manganeous sulfate, 1,040 ml of water, 280 ml of
sulfuric acid, 1.84 specific gravity, and 280 ml
of phosphoric acid, 1.71 specific gravity) and stir
until well mixed. Titrate at once with 0.02 N
potassium permanganate until the faintest pink color
lasts for 10 seconds. The number of milliliters of
0.02 N potassium permanganate used, multiplied by
0.0558, gives the percentage of pyritic iron in the
coal. Comparison is made with the gravimetric
determination of pyritic sulfur, and if the calculated percentage is lower than that obtained
directly, the calculated value is considered to be
the correct one."
The organic sulfur is determined by subtracting the
sum of the sulfate sulfur and pyritic sulfur from the total
sulfur as determined in accordance with ASTM Method D 3177-"Test for Total Sulfur in the Analysis Sample of Coal and
Coke."
14.3

WASHABILITY DATA

As discussed in Chapter 11, the determination of the
preparation methods and the equipment needed to clean a
specific coal is determined by washability studies. The
washability study is an analysis or evaluation of the
physical properties of coal which determine its amenability
to improvements in quality by cleaning. The studies include
stage crushing to release trapped impurities and specific
gravity fractionation to show the quality and quantity of
the cleaned product. The washability studies are made by
testing the coal samples at preselected, carefully controlled
specific gravities (float and sink analysis). Detailed
chemical analyses of the various specific gravity fractions
of the coal are used to compile the washability data, e.g.:
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proximate analysis, ultimate analysis, calorific value, coal
ash composition (see Chapter 11}.
Typical washability data is shown in the following
series of figures beginning with Table 14-2 General Washability data for the Upper Kittanning coal bed.

Cumulative

yield, ash, pyritic sulfur and total sulfur contents are
displayed, showing theoretical yields and product quantities
at various specific gravities when samples of coal were
crushed to

l~

irich, 3/8 inch and 14 mesh top sizes.

The

interpolated sulfur and yield data shown in the figure were
obtained as part of a computer program used by the U. S.
Bureau of Mines which provided theoretical data that show
at a glance the specific gravity of separation, the yield,
the ash and the pyritic sulfur content to be expected at
any desired total sulfur level.
Much more detailed washability data is available.

For

example, Table 14-3 represents a screen analysis of the
Upper Kittanning Coal Bed showing the percent of total
weight, ash content, pyritic sulfur and total sulfur by
individual size fractions within each of two top size
categories as direct percentages and as cumulative percentages.

This information provides the data base needed to

analyze the impact of the size fractions on the preparation
plant.
Table 14-4 shows the general physical and chemical
properties of the Upper Kittanning Coal Bed.

Tables 14-5

and 14-6 show the detailed washability analysis of the same

11

bed indicating the effects of stage crushing on the liberati

tion of pyritic sulfur.

II

The U. S. Bureau of Mines Report of Investigations
RI 8118 entitled Sulfur Reduction Potential of Coals of
the United States, by J. A. Cavallano, M. T. Johnston and
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Table 14-2
Typical Washability Data Plus Interpolated
Values.Provided by U. S. Bureau of Mines

STATE
COUNTY
TOP SIZE
PRODUCT
FLCAT-1.30
FLOAT-1.40
FLOAT-1.60
TOTAL
TOTAL
SULFUR

.so

U1
\.0

""'

1.00
l.SC
2.ca
2. 50
YIELD

COAL8EC

PA. IBITU,. INOlJS I
CAMBRIA

SOURCE:

14 l'ESH

1-1/2 INCHES
'II El D

ASH

a.2

1.7
5.6
7.8
11.6

70.~

88.4
lCO.C
S.G. OF
SEF.

YIELD

l.SC

77.6

S.G. OF

ASH

l.31
1.38
l.4C
l.4'l

3.6
4.5
5.5
6.7

SEP.

50.0
6a.a
70.0
ea.a
90.0

3/8 INCH
CUMl.LAT I VE ioASHABILIT'I CATA, PERCENT
TC f AL
ASH
PYRITIC
PYRITIC TOTAL
YIELD
SULFUR
Sl:LFUR
SULFUR
SULFLR
15.4
1.7
.04
.61
.04
.6 3
.b5
13.'l
5.0
•l7
.ao
.30
.35
e6.7
6.8
• 83
• 77
1. 32
2.eo
2.10
12.0
2.28
2.16
lCO.O
l~TERPOLATEO SliLFUR CATA
PYR IT IC
PYRITIC
ASH
S.G. OF YIELC
"'511
SlLFUR
SULFUR
SEP.

UPPER KITTANNING

6."

PYRITIC
SULFUR
.21
.a9
.20
.52

ASH

YI ELD

TOTAL
SULFUR

PYRITIC
SULFUR
.03

11.0
71. 3
88.0
100.0

1.1
4.2
6.1
11. 5

5.G. OF
SEP.
1.32

YI ELD

ASH

23.2

2.2

.49

.55
.70
2.74

.13

.21
2.22

PYR ITICSULFUR
.05

.54

INTERPCLATEO Y!ELC CA TA
ASH
PYRITIC
TOTAL
s.<:. OF
SULFUR
SEP.
Sl:LFUR
2.1
• 12
• 74
l.36
• l4
.11
1.38
3.5
4.5
1.39
• 13
• 7e
s.a
.25
1.49
1.04

TCTAL
Sl:L FU!>
.64

S.G. OF
SEP.
l. 36
l. 38

.65

l • "0

~

l. <t9

• t3
•7

ASH
2.5
3.2
4. l ·
5.1

"-I 7633, "Sulfur Reduction Potential of t'."le Coals of t'.-:e ·:::i ~-.::-:i States," "
of ~ilnes, 1972, by A. W. Deurbrouck.

P'\'RlTlC
SULFUR
.06
.09
.12
.17

TOTAL

SULFUR
.53

S. Bureau

• 54.

.54
.62

Table 14-3
Screen Analyses of Upper Kittanning-Bed Coal

I

Direct Percent
Size analysis

Weight

Ash

Pyritic
Sulfur

Cumulative Percent

Total
Sulfur

Weight

Ash

Pyritic
Sulfur

Total
Sulfur

1-1/2 Inches Tog Size:

(Jl

l.O
(Jl

Minus
Minus
Minus
Minus
Minus
Minus
Minus
Minus
Minus
Minus

1-1/2-plus 1-inch
1-plus 3/4-inch
3/4-plus 1/2-inch
1/2-plus 3/8-inch
3/8-plus 1/4-inch
1/4-inch-plus 28-mesh
28-plus 48-mesh
48-plus 100-mesh
100-plus 200-mesh
200-mesh

6.1
4.8
10.0
6.3
10.4
44.9
5.9
4.4
3.1
4.1

63.8
44.0
32.8
27.9
24.4
16.1
13. 4
14.2
15.0
17.1

2.12
2 .13
2.16
2.20
2.34
1.67
1. 32
1.40
1. 78
1. 38

2.20
2.42
2.56
2.72
2.78
2.20
1.88
2.10
2.47
2.10

6.1
10.9
20.9
27.2
37.6
82.5
88.4
92.8
95. 9
100.0

63.8
55.0
44.4
40.5
36.1
25.2
24.4
23.9
23.6
23.2

2.12
2.12
2.14
2.15
2.70
1.91
1.87
1. 85
1.84
1.83

2.20
2.29
2.42
2.49
2.57
2.36
2.33
2.32
2.33
2.32

17.1
64.4
6.8
4.7
3.4
3.6

38.2
20.0
15.2
16.0
16.6
19.0

2.44
1.63
1.42
1. 76
2.22
2.03

2.73
2.13
1.94
2.35
2.74
2.47

17.1
81.5
88.3
93.0
96.4
100.0

38.2
23.8
23.1
22.7
22.5
22.4

2.44
1. 79
1. 77
1. 77
1. 78
1. 79

2.73
2.25
2.23
2.23
2.25
2.26

3/8 Inch Top Size:
Minus
Minus
Minus
Minus
Minus
Minus

3/8-plus 1/4-inch
1/4-inch plus 28-mesh
28-plus 48 mesh
48-plus 100 mesh
100-plus 200 mesh
200-mesh

Table 14-4
Chemical and Physical Properties
of Upper Kittanning-Bed Coal*

Analyses

Coal

Raw

Chemical analysis, percent:
Proximate:
Volatile matter
Fixed carbon
Ash

15.9
60.6

23.5

Total

100.0

Pyritic sulfur
Total sulfur

1. 77
2.3

Physical analysis:
Hardgrove grindability index
Free swelling index
British Thermal Units

91
8.5
11710

Fusibility of Ash °F:
Initial deformation temperature
Softening temperature
Fluid temperature

*Moisture-free basis.

596

2480
2570
2680

Table 14-5
Detailed Washability Analyses of Upper Kittanning-Bed Coal
Showing the Effect of Crushing on the Liberation of Pyritic Sulfur (1-1/2 inches top size)

Direct Percent
Product

Weight

1-1/2 by 3/8

35.9

Float - .1.30
1.35
1.40
1.45
1.50
1.60
1. 70
1.80
1.90
2.00
2.20
2.40
2.60
2.80
3.30
Sink
3.30

4.1
28.9
12.5
7.6
4.4
4.7
1.8
1.0
0.8
0.5
2.5
6.0
7.1
15.9
1.0
1. 2

-

Ash

Pyritic
Sulfur

Cumulative Percent
Total
Sulfur

Weight

Ash

Pyritic
Sulfur

3.6
6.1
7.9
9.0
9.9
11. 2
11.8
12.3
12.7
13.0
15.0
19.7
25.4
36.0
36.3
36.7

• 09
.32
.53
.70
.82
1.03
1.10
1.15
1. 21
1. 25
1. 32
1. 39
1.48
1.40
1.64
2.02

Total
Sulfur

35.9
3.6
6.5
11.9
16.7
20.9
27.0
34.4
42.7
46.7
51.0
67.0
74.8
84.8
90.6
63.9
62.8

.09
.35
1.09
1.71
2.31
3.61
3.27
4.43
6.24
7.14
3.17
2.11
2.45
1.01
25.32
32.50

• 72

.89
1.49
2.17
2.84
3.84
3.79
4. 77

6.41
7.94
3.49
2.82
2.69
1.05
25.81
32.86

4.1
33.0
45.5
53.l
57.5
62.2
64.0
65.0
65.8
66.3
68.8
74.8
81.9
97.8
98.8
100.0

• 72

. 86
1.03
1.20
1.32
1. 51
1.58
1.62
1.68
1. 73
1. 79
1.88
1.95
1.80
2.04
2.41

Table 14-5 (continued)
Detailed Washability Analyses of Upper Kittanning-Bed Coal
Showing the Effect of Crushing on the Liberation of Pyritic Sulfur (l-1/2-inches top size)

Direct Percent
Product

Weight

28 by 100

15.7

Float - 1.30
1.35
1.40
1.45
1.50
1.60
l . 70
1.80
1.90
2.00
2.20
2.40
2.60
2.80
3.30
Sink - 3.30

42.44
26.30
9.31
4.22
2.23
2.17
1.07
.40
.34
.32
.57
.90
.91
6.18
.80
1.84

Ash

Pyritic
Sulfur

Cumulative Percent
Total
Sulfur

Weight

Ash

Pyritic
Sulfur

Total
Sulfur

1.9
3.2
3.9
4.4
4.8
5.3
5.6
5.7
5.9
6.0
6.4
7.0
7.7
12.8
13.2
14.2

.07
.09
.12
.13
.15
.• 18
.20
.22
.24
.26
.30
.33
.37
.43
.63
1. 32

.62
.64
.67
.69
.70
.73
.75
. 77
• 79
.81
.84
.88
.91
.93
1.13
1.85

100.0
1.9
5.2
9.5
13.8
17.9
23.6
30.3
40.l
45.0
52.0
61.3
69.0
77.3
88.0
65.8
64.8

.07
.13
.28
. 47
. 76
1.26
2.38
4.08
5.02
5.91
5.83
4.11
3. so
l. 32
24.68
38.24

.62
.68
. 85
1.02
l . 31
1. 77
2.84
4.54
5.37
6.19
6.12
4.17
3.82
l . 33
25.43
40.30

42.4
68.7
78.l
82.3
84.5
86.7
87.7
88.l
88.5
88.8
89.4
90.3
91. 2
97.4
98.2
100.0

Table 14-5 (continued)
Detailed Washability Analyses of Upper Kittanning-Bed Coal
Showing the Effect of Crushing on the Liberation of Pyritic Sulfur (1-1/2-inches top size)

' Cumulative Percent

Direct Percent
Product

Weight

3/8 by 28

48.4

Float - 1.30
1.35
1.40
1.45
1.50
1.60
1. 70
1.80
1.90
2.00
2.20
2.40
2.60
2.80
3.30
Sink
3.30

36.2
29.5
7.5
4.0
2.1
3.0
1.1
0.7
0.6
0.5
1. 2
1. 7
2.0
7.4
1.0
1.5

-

Ash

Pyritic
Sulfur

Total
Sulfur

Weight

Ash

Pyritic
Sulfur

Total
Sulfur

3.3
4.9
5.6
6.2
6.6
7.3
7.7
7.9
8.2
8.4
9.2
10.4
11.9
17.8
18.3
19.0

.08
.14
.19
.24
.27
.39
.43
.48
.53
.60
.67
.74
.84
.90
1.23
1. 77

.64
.69
.74
.78
.82
• 93
.98
1.03
1.08
1.14
1.22
1. 28
1.37
1.41
1. 73
2.30

84.3
3.3
7.0
11.8
16.8
20.9
27. 2
33.0
38.9
44.3
48.2
63.2
72.6
79.9
89.8
60.0
63.7

.08
.23
.60
1.11
1.54
3.42
4.09
5.84
7.90
11.42
6.16
4.19
5.17
1.69
32.70
37. 72

164
. 77
1.13
1.59
2.27
3.90
4.57
6.68
8.44
11.92
6.51
4.46
5.33
L88
33.37
39.58

36.2
65.7
73.2
77.2
79.3
82.3
83.4
. 84.1
84.7
85.2
86.4
88.1
90.1
97.5
98.5
100.0

Table 14-5 (continued)
Detailed Washability Analyses of Upper Kittanning-Bed Coal
Showing the Effect of Crushing on the Liberation of Pyritic Sulfur (1-1/2-inches top size)

Direct Percent
Product
. 1-1/2 b;t 0
()\

0
0

Float - 1. 30
1. 35
1.40
1. 45
1. 50
1.60
1. 70
1.80
1.90
2.00
2.20
2.40
2.60
2.80
3.30
Sink
3.30
100
Minus

-

-

!/

Weiqht

Ash

Pyritic
Sulfur

Cumulative Percent
Total
Sulfur

100.0
25.7
28.8
9.6
5.3
2.9
3. 5·
1.3
.8
.6
.5
1.6
3.1
3.6
10.3
.9
1. 5
3.3

Weight

Pyritic
Sulfur

Ash

Total
Sulfur

100.0
3.0
6.6
11. 5
16.4
20.5
26.8
33.3
40.7
45.4
49.6
65.3
74.0
83.2
90.l
62.2
63.7
16.0

.08
.26
.78
1.34
1.86
3.30
3.48
5.04
6.92
9.24
4.43
2.74
3.22
1. 27
28.92
36.27
1. 74

.63
• 80
1. 25
1.81
2.46
3.66
3.97
5.61
7.27
9.82
4.76
3.31
3.43
1.36
29.53
37.73
2.18

25.7
54.5
64.1
69.4
72.3
75.8
77 .1
77.9
.78. 5
79.0
80.6
83.7
87.3
97.6
98.5
1/100.0
- 100.0

3.0
4.9
5.9
6.7
7.3
8.2
8.6
8.9
9.2
9.4
10. 5
12.9
15.8
23.6
24.0
1/24.6
- 24.3

.08

.18
;

:

:

.27
.35
.41
.54
.59
.64
.69
.74
.81
.88
.98
1.01
1.28
1/1. 79
- 1. 79

These are cumulative values for the float-and-sink plus the minus 100 mesh material.

.63
.72
.80
.88
.94
1.07
1.12
1.16
1. 21
1. 26
1. 33
1.40
1.48
1. 47
1. 74
1/2.27
- 2. 27

.

Table 14-6
Detailed Washability Analyses of Upper Kittanning-Bed Coal
Showing the Effect of Crushing on the Liberation of Pyritic Sulfur (3/8 inch top size)

Direct Percent
Product

Weiqht

3/8 by 28

84.5

Float - 1. 30
1. 35
1. 40
1.45
1. 50
1.60
1. 70
1. 80
1.90
2.00
2.20
2.40
2.60
2.80
3.30
Sink - 3.30

22.4
33.2
9.4
5.1
2.5
3.6
1.1
0.8
0.6
0.4
1. 8
2.7
2.8
11.1

LO
1.5

Ash

Cumulative Percent

Pyritic
Sulfur

Total
Sulfur

Weight

Ash

Pyritic
Sulfur

Total
Sulfur

84.5
2.7
6.4
11.8
17.0
21.0
27.7
33.8
41.4
47.5
50.6
67.2
74.8
81.0
90.4
62.3
63.2

.06
.19
.57
.96
1.48
2.70
3.62
4.62
6.13
8.78
3.89
2.61
3.33
1.11
26.47
37.52

-

.58
.68
1.03
1.55
1.91
3.19
4.08
4.80
6.13
9.10
4.11
3.09
3.96
1. 33
28.15
38.97

22.4
55.6
65.0
70.l
72.6
76."2
77.3
78.l
78.7
79.1
80.9
83.6
86.4
97.5
98.5
100.0

2.7
4.9
5.9
6.7
7.2
8.1
8.5
8.8
9.1
9.3
10.6
12.7
14.9
23.5
23.9
24.5

.• 06
.13
.20
.25
.29
.41
.45
.49
.54
.58
.65
.72
.80
.83
1.10
1. 70

.58
.63
.69
.75
.79
.91
.95
.99
1.03
1.07
1.14
1. 20
1.29
1.29
i.57
2.13

Table 14-6 (continued)
Detailed Washability Analyses of Upper Kittanning-Bed Coal
Showing the Effect of Crushing on the Liberation of Pyritic Sulfur (3/8 inch top size)

Direct Percent
Product

Weight

28 by 100

15.5

Float - 1. 30
1.35
1.40
1.45
1.50
1.60
1. 70
1.80
1.90
2.00
2.20
2.40
2.60
2.80
3.30
Sink - 3.30

42.2
25.8
8.7
4.3
2.0
2.3
1.0
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.5
1.6
1.1
6.4
1.0
1.9

Ash

Pyritic
Sulfur

Cumulative Percent
Total
Sulfur

Weight

Ash

Pyritic
Sulfur

Total
Sulfur

2.0
3.2
3.9
4.5
4.9
5.4
5.7
5.9
6.1
6.2
6.5
7.7
8.6
13. 9
14.4
15.4

.05
.08
.10
.12
.15
.19
.21
.23
.25
.27
.30
.35
.38
.43
.65
1. 38

.61
.65
.68
.70
.73
.75
.78
.80
.82
.83
.86
.90
.92
.93
1.16
1.91

100.0
2.0
5.3
9.8
14.5
19.6
24.1
31.4
39.3
46.0
52.2
60.9
72.4
82.0
88.6
67.0
64.8

.05
.14
.29
.53
1. 36
1.34
2.46
3.73
4.91
5.45
5.42
2.85
2.69
1.15
22.06
38.87

.61
.73
.91
1.02
1.88
1. 77
2.78
4.11
5.02
5.91
5.64
2.98
2. 72
1.15
22 .13
40.73

42.2
68.0
76.7
81.0
83.0
85.3
86.3
86.8
87.2
87.5
88.0
89.6
90.7
97.1
98.l
100.0

Table 14-6 (continued)
Detailed Washability Analyses of Upper Kittanning-Bed Coal
Showing the Effect of Crushing on the Liberation of Pyritic Sulfur (3/8 inch top size}

Cumulative Percent

Direct Percent
Product

Weight

3/8 by 0

100.0

Float - 1. 30
1. 35
1. 40
1.45
1. 50
1.60
1. 70
1.80
1.90
2.00
2.20
2.40
2.60
2.80
3.30
Sink
3.30
Minus
100

-

25.4
32.0
9.3
5.0
2.4
3.4
1.1
.8
.6
.4
1.6
2.5
2.5
10.4
1.0
1.6
7.8

Ash

Pyritic
Sulfur

Total
Sulfur

Weight

Ash

Pyritic
Sulfur

Total
Sulfur

.06
.13
.18
.23

.58
.64
.69
.74
.78
.88
.92
.96
.99
1.03
1.09
1.15
1. 23
1. 24
1. 51
1/2.10
- 2.14

100.0
2.5
6.3
11.5
16.6
20.8
27.3
33.4
41.1
47.3
50.8
66.8
74.5
81.0
90.2
63.0
63.4
18.2

.06
.18
.53
.90
1.46
2.56
3.44
4.52
6.00
8.35
3.96
2.63
3.28
1.11
25. 77
37. 77
2.11

.58
.68
1.01
1.47
1.90
3.03
3.88
4.72
6.01
8.69
4.18
3.07
3.87
1. 31
27.29
39.29
2.60

25.4
57.4
66.7
71. 7
74.1
77.5
78.6
79.4
80.0
80.4
82.0
84.5
87.0
97.4
98.4
1/100.0
- 100.0

2.5
4.6
5.6
6.3
6.8
7.7
8.1
8.4
8.6
8.9
10.0
11.9
13.9
22.0
22.5
1/3 .1
- 22.8

;

• 27

.37
.42
. 45
.49
.53
.60
.66
.74
.78
1.03
1/1.61
- 1.66

!/These are cumulative values for the float-and-sink plus the minus 100 mesh material.

A. W. Deurbrouck, published in 1976 represents the results
of washability studies of 455 raw coal channel samples with
special emphasis on sulfur reduction.

The 455 samples

represent 70% of the total annual utility coal production
sources for the United States.
The analysis of these samples reported on by the u. 5.
Bureau of Mines have been compiled specifically to show
what effect size reduction and specific gravity fractionation have on the liberation and subsequent removal of
pyritic sulfur and other impurities. According to the U. 5.
Bureau of Mines, the "cumulativ~ weight and Btu recovery,
Btu per pound, ash, pyritic sulfur, total sulfur and pounds
50 emission per million Btu levels are given showing
2
gravities when the coal samples were crushed to l~ inch,
3/8 inch and 14 mesh top sizes. The Btu per pound values
for the float 1.60 specific gravity products and the total
or raw coal products were obtained by actual analysis;
those of the float 1.30, 1.40 and 1.90 specific gravity
products were obtained by interpolation from a plot of
cumulative ash versus cumulative Btu per pound. The pounds
50 emission per million Btu were calculated using the
2
corresponding Btu per pound (moisture-free basis) and total
sulfur content (moisture-free basis) and assumes that all
of the sulfur in the coal goes out of the stack as 50 ~
2
Actual emissions may vary because as-fired coals will contain some moisture and all of the sulfur may not go out the
stack as SO ." All chemical analyses are reported on a
s
moisture-free basis. Raw coal moisture is the moisture
contained in the sample after being air dried at the coal
preparation laboratory based on the assumption that the
moisture content thus arrived at and reported would closely
simulate the moisture content of the coal burned at the
selected power plants.
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In addition, the samples collected and analyzed by
the U. S. Bureau of Mines are broken down into six regions
(Northern Appalachian, Southern

Appalach~.an,

Alabama Region,

Eastern Midwest Region, Western Midwest Region and Western
Region) refined and shown in Chapter 20.

A sample of the

data display is shown in Table 14-7.
Tables 14-8, 9, 10 and 11 are statistical evaluations
of the composited washability data as displayed in Table 14-7.
The data for each sample and a composite of all the samples
collected for each individual coalbed, or a composite of all
the samples collected for all the coalbeds of a region,
showing the effect on ash, pyritic sulfur and total sulfur
contents when crushing the coal to three top sizes,
inches, 3/8 inch and 14 mesh are included.

l~

Average values

are given plus standard deviation (sigma) values.

Average

values are the arithmetic means of the data involved in
computing any given average.

Because the number of pieces of

data involved in the computation of an average gives one
measure of credence of the average, this number is shown in
all output.

Sigma values are given to show the spread of

the data about the average.
deviation.

This sigma is the standard

For a normal distribution, 68 percent of the

cases should fall between the "average"

(X),

±s; 95 percent

of the cases between the "average" X ± 2s, and 99.7 percent
of the cases between the "average" X ± 3s.

Thus, it is

desirable to have "N," the number of samples, large and s,
"sigma," as small as possible.
Specifically Table 14-8 is a sample projected.by
percent weight recovery of a coal sample of a particular
coal bed showing the effects of stage crushing and gravimetric separation on the specific coal.
are presented for samples crushed to

l~

Individual values
inch top size,

3/8 inch top size and 14 mesh top size for each of the six
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Table 14-7
Sample Washability Data from
U. S. Bureau of Mines RI-8118
STATE:
COUNTY:

COALBED: Lower Kittanning
RAW COAL MOISTURE:
.8%

Pennsylvania (Bituminous)
Cambria
CUMULATIVE WASHABILITY DATA

SAMPLE CRUSHED TO PASS 1-1/2 INCHES
BTU/LB

Ash,%

64.4
89.0
96.2
100.0

15073
14858
14611
14288

3.3
4.7
6.3
8.4

.15
.32
. 49
1.31

.90
1.05
1.18
2.01

65.2

15068

3.3

.15

.90

Product

Recovery,%
Weight
BTU

Float - 1.30
Float - 1.40
Float - 1.60
Total

61.0
85.6
94.1
100.0

EPA Standard

61.9

(JI

0

Sulfur,%
Pyritic
Total

LB

so 2 /M

(JI

1.2
1. 4
1.6
2.8
1. 20

SAMPLE CRUSHED TO PASS 3/8 INCH
Float - 1. 30
Float - 1.40
Float - 1.60
Total

65.3
87.1
93.3
100.0

69.1
90.7
96.0
100.0

15227
14996
14811
14396

2.3
3.8
5.0
7.7

.20
.29
.39
1.19

.81
.88
.97
1.81

EPA Standard

90.l

93.6

14960

4.1

.31

.90

1.1
1. 2
1. 3
2.5
1. 20

BTU

· Table 14-7 (continued)
Sample Washability Data from
U. S. Bureau of Mines RI-8118

SAMPLE CRUSHED TO PASS 14 MESH
Product

Recovery,%
Weight
BTU

Float - 1. 30
Float - 1. 40
Float - 1.60
Total

59.2
85.3
92.6
100.0

EPA Standard

88.9

BTU/LB

Ash,%

63.4
89.7
96.l
100.0

15274
15012
14811
14272

2.0
3.7
5.0
8.5

.09
.24
.35
1.29

.83
• 85
.94
1.90

92.9

14913

4.3

.36

.89

Sulfur,%
Pyritic
Total

LB

so 2 /M
1.1
1.1
1. 3
2.7
1. 20

BTU

Table 14-8
COALtiED: LOWER KITTANNING
STATE:
PA
RAW COAL MOISTURErPERCENT:

.7

ASH.PERCENT
RAw: 21.3
SIGMA: O.O
WEIGHT
RECOVERY

NO Of
SAMPLES

AVERAGE SIGMA

PYRITIC SULfUR,PEHCENT
f<AW: 3.<;3
SluMA: OoO

REDUCTION SIGMA

AVERAGE SIGMA

TOTAL SULfURtPERCENT
RAW: 4 0 63
SIGMA: O.O

REDUCTION SIGMA

AVERAGE SlGMA

REDUCTION SIGMA

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••SAMPLE CRUSHED TO PASS 1-1/2 INCH••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

50.0

• Ib
o.o
95.9
o.o
74.5
o.o
1.11
o.o
.37
90.4
o.o
o.o
73.9
o.o
1.20
o.o
1.0
.76
o.o
eo.5
o.o
t>5.6
o.o
1.50
o.o
80.0
I 0. I
S3.3
I. 44
o.o
63.1
o.o
o.o
2.24
o.o
51.2
90.0
JO,b
2.48
15. I
o.o
36.2
o.o
o.o
o.o
29.3
3.25
100.0
21. 7
o.o
3.89
o.o
o.o
o.o
4.59
o.o
o.o
o.o
,, , , ,, , , , •• •••,,,,, •••••,,,,. ~ ,, , , , , , ,, , , , , ••••••••••,.SAMPLE CRUSHED TO PASS 3/8 INCH•••••••••••••••••'•••••••••••••••••••••••••
3,b
50.0
o.u
82,7
I
o.o
.29
o.o
92.S
75.4
o.o
o.o
o.o
1.13
b0.0
I
4. 5
o.o
1a.3
.31
o.o
o.o
o.o
91.9
o.o
74.9
I.IS
o.o
10.0
I
6.2
o.o
70.7
.55
o.o
o.o
es.a
o.o
10.0
o.o
1.37
o.o
80.0
I
o.o
56.7
'I. I
o.o
1.12
o.o
11.1
o.o
o.o
1.92
o.o
50.1
90.0
I
14. I
o.o
33.0
o.o
2.23
o.o
42.3
34.5
o.o
o.o
o.o
3.oo
100.0
I
21. 0
o.o
o.o
3.87
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
4.58
o.o
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••SAMPLE CRUSHED TO PASS 14 HESH•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
50.0
o.o
84.tl
3.2
o.o
o.o
93.5
o.o
76.7
o.o
1.10
o.o
·26
60.0
4,5
O·. 0
78.9
o.o
.20
o.o
93.0
o.o
o.o
76.7
I. I 0
o.o
10.0
6.6
o.o
68.9
o.o
.53
o.o
86.9
o.o
o.o
o.o
71.3
1.36
eo.o
10.0
o.o
53.0
o.o
1.10
o.o
71.3
o.o
se.2
o.o
1.97
o.o
90,0
14.9
o.o
30,0
2.34
o.o
o.o
42. 1
34,2
o.o
o.o
o.o
3.10
100.0
o.o
4.04
21. 3
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
4.72
o.o
o.o
o.o
4 •I
5.2

bO.O
10.0

o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o

81. 2
1b.O
b7 .8

o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o

.

(j\

!:ITU RECOVERY, PERCENT
RAW: 100.0
SIGMA: 0. ()

0

(Xl

WEIGHT
RECOVERY

NO OF
SAMPLES

AVERAGE SIGMA

kEDUCTION SIGMA

BTU PER POUND
RAW:
1195!> SIGMA:
AVERAGE SIGMA

0

9.INCREASE SIGMA

POUNDS Of S02/M ti Tu
RAii: 1.1
SIGMA: o.o
AVERAGE SIG"IA

9.REDUC~ION

SIGMA

Cf<USHED TO PASS 1-1/2 INCH••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
3B,3
o.o
14~63
o.o
0
79.l
0
I,6
o.o
o.o
22
o.o
21.0
13.0
14435
o.o
0
21
79.3
0
o.o
o.o
1.6
10.0
o.o
ID.5
lb.5
141%
o.o
0
70.9
o.o
19
0
o.o
2.2
BO.O
91. 9
o.o
8.1
134'il
o.o
0
13
0
o.o
55.6
o.o
3.4
.. , • 3
90,0
o.o
2.1
o.o
l2b95
0
31,9
6
o.o
o.o
0
5.2
100.0
100.0
o.o
o.o
o.o
l lll99
0
0,0
o.o
0
1.1
o.o
0
, , , •,. • • • •. •., ••• • • • •• , ••• ,, ••••• ,.,.,,,,,,, •• ,,, •• • ••• SAMPLE CRUSHED TO PASS 3/8 I NCH •••• •.• • • • • •••••• • •••••••••••• • • •. •. • • • • •.
50.0
bl ,4
0,0
I
38.6
o.o
l4b5b
0
80.2
o.o
22
0
o.o
1.5
b0.0
1
72.9
o.o
27.1
o.o
l4~JI
0
o.o
21
o.o
eo.o
0
1. 5
10.0
1
B3.5
o.o
J 43,>J
16.5
o.o
74.7
19
0
o.o
0
o.o
I. 9
80.0
7,9
9l.l
I
o.o
o.o
13661
61,8
0
o.o
o.o
13
0
2.9
90,0
9 7. b
I
o.o
2 ,4
1283S
o.o
0
36,7
o.o
6
4.8
o.o
0
100.0
l
100.0
o.o
o.o
o.o
1200~
0
o.o
o.o
o.o
0
7.6
0
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••SAMPLE C~USHEO TO PASS 14 MESH.•••••••.••••.•.•.••• •• ••••• ••• •••• ••• •••••
50,0
bl, 0
o.o
38.0
14670
o.o
0
0
o.o
81. 0
o.o
22
1.5
b0.0
73.2
o.o
14540
26.ll
o.o
0
o.o
o.o
21
81.1
0
1.5
10.0
83,4
14249
o.o
16.6
o.o
0
o.o
19
o.o
76. 1
0
l.9
bO.O
'i I • b
8,4
o.o
13549
o.o
0
62.7
o.o
l3
0
o.o
2.9
<; 7, I
90.0
o.o
2 .'I
12755
o.o
0
6
0
o.o
o.o
37.1
5.0
100.0
0,0
100.0
o.o
11962
o.o
0
0
o.o
7.9
o.o
o.o
0
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••SAMPLE

50.0
b0.0

61. 1

criteria:

percent of ash, percent of pyritic sulfur,

percent total sulfur, percent Btu recovery, Btu per pound
and pounds of

so 2

per million Btu. For example, reviewing

Table 14-8, if the particular coal shown is cleaned by
physical methods with a yield of 50% by weight at a top
size of

l~

inch, then:
The ash content is reduced from 21.7% to
4.1 {a reduction of 81.2%),
The pyritic sulfur content is reduced from
3.89% to 0.16% {a reduction of 95.9%),
The total sulfur content is reduced from
4.59% to 1.17% {a reduction of 74.5%),
The Btu recovery is reduced from 100% to
61.7% (a reduction of 38.3%),
However, the Btu per pound increases from
11899, to 14563 (an increase of 22%} and
The pounds of so per million Btu are
2
reduced from 7.7 to 1.6 (a reduction of
79.3%).

For this particular coal, following the table through to
final crushing to pass 14 mesh yields little further
significant reduction in total sulfur and only a 0.1%
reduction in pounds
Table

14~9

so 2

per million Btu.

shows the effects of crushing on liberation

of impurities by displaying the quality of theoretical
products obtained from cumulative interpolated washability
data at 50-, 60-, 70-, 80-, 90- and 100-percent Btu recovery
levels.

The data are arranged and read the same as for

Table 14-8.
Table 14-10 shows the effects of crushing on liberation
of impurities by displaying the quality of theoretical
products obtained from cumulative interpolated washability
data at specific total sulfur levels beginning at 2.2 and
dropping down to 1.2 percent.
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COALBEO: LOWER KIT TANNING
PA
STATE:
RAW.COAL MOISTURE1PERCENT:

Table 14-9
.1

WEIGHT1PERCENT
SIGMi\: o.o
RAw:100.o
BTU
RECOVERY

NO or
SAMPLES

AVERAGE SIGMA

PYRtTIC SULFUR• P.ERCENT
SIGH.A: O.O·
RAw·: 3.93

ASH•PER°cE:.NT
RAW: 21.3
SIGMA: o·.o

REDUCTION SIGMA

AVERAGE SIGM'A

REDUCTIOlil sfo'l.fA

AVERAGE SIGMA

REDUCTION SIGH'A

••••••••••••••••••••••••-•••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••SAH~LE CRUSHED TO PASS 1-112 INC~···~••••'•••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
50.0
I
o.o·
59.7
40.3
o.o
o.o
.19'
3.9
o.o
81.9
o.o
95.1
o.o
o.o·
60.0
1
48.4
o.o
51.6
o.o
3.8
o.o
82.3
o.o
.31 ·
o.o
92. l
70.0
I
.2·0
57.2
o.o
42.8
o.o
92,7
4.8
o.o
78.0
o.o
o.o
o.o
ao.o
1
o.o
33.4
o.o
66.6
6.3
o.o
70.9
o.o
84.3
o.o
o.o
.61
90.0
I
52,4·
o.o
21.2
o.o
1.4·7
10.3
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
62.l
7!! • 8
o·.o
100.0
1
o.o
o.o
o.o
.100. 0
21.7
o.o
o.o
o.o
3.89
o.o
o.o
CRUSHED
TO
PASS
318
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••SAMPLE
INCH•••••••••••••••••••••••••···•••••••••••••••
50.0
59.4
94,5
40.5
o.o
o.o
3.3
o.o
84. l
0. O·
o.o
o.o
.21
60.0
o.o
o.o
92,6
48.7
51.3
3.5
o.o
83.4
o.o
o.o
o.o
.29
10.0
57.4
o.o
42.6
o.o
4.2
o.o
80.1
o.o
93.2
o.o
o.o
.26
eo.o
JJ.4
l'>b.6
o.u
o.o
o. o·
s.s
73.6
o.o
.46
o.o
00.2
o.o
. 90.0
o.o
78.3
21.7
o.o
. 9.0
57.0
10.a
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
1.13
100.0
o.o
o.o
o.o
21.0
o.o
o.o
o.o
100.0
o.o
o.o
3.87
o.o
• • •• •. • •• ·•• • •••• • • •• • • • • • ••••• • •• • •• • • • •••••• • • .• • ••• • • • SAM.PLE CRUSHED TO PASS 14 MESH•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•~•••
50.0
40.0
o.o
60.0
o.o
3.2
o.o
85.0
o.o
o.o
95.0
o.o
.20
60.0
o.o
51 .9
o.o
J.9
93,6
48.1
o.o
81.6
o.o
o.o
o.o
.26
70.0
43.l
o.o
o.o
J.9
94.6
56.9
o.o
81.5
o.o
o.o
o.o
.22
00.0
o.o
33.4
o.o
66.6
s.0
o.o
72.7
o.o
89.3
o.o
o.o
.4J
90.0
o.o
20.9
o.o
68,7
79.1
10.2
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
52.31.26
100.0
o.o
o.o
o.o
100.0
21.J
o.o
o.o
o.o
4.04
o.o
o.o
o.o

0\

TOTAL SULFUR, PERCENT
RAW: 4.63
SIGMA: o.o

I-'

0

BTU
;(fCOVERy

NO or
SAMPLES

AVERAGE .SIGMA

BTU PER POUND
RAW:
11956 SIGMA:

REDUCT ION SIGMA

AVERAGE SIGMA·

0

II.INCREASE SIGMA

POUNDS or S021M BTU
RAW: 1.1
Sl~MA: o.o
AVERAGE SIG"1A

~REDUC!ION

SIGMA

CRUSHED TO PASS 1-112 INCH•••••••••••·•~··••••••••••••••••••••••••
14682
o.o
o.o
0
23
0
81.l
1.5
14573
79.4
o.o
1.16
0
22
0
o.o
1.6
10.0 .
14464
0
l .11
21
0
o.o
81.2
o.o
1.4
80.0
1.43
14300
0
74.2
o.o
0
2.0
o.o
20
90.0
13432
2.21
o.o
54.7
0
12
0
o.o
3.5
100.0
4.59
11899
0
0
7.7
o.o
o.o
o.o
0
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·····••••SAMPLE CRUSHED TO PASS 318 INCH••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
50.0
11. 0
14174
o.o
o.o
l. 05
0
23
0
l.4
o.o
81.7
o.o
bO. 0
o.o
75.5
o.o
14665
1.12
0
22
0
o.o
80.3
o.o
1.5
70.0
o.o
7o.O
o.o
14557
1.10
0
I ,4
21
0
o.o
o.o
81. l
00.0
71 .9
o.o
o.o
14422
1. 29
0
20
0
o.o
76.8
o.o
1.8
90.0
57.8
l. 91+
o.o
o.o
13667
0
13
o.o
61.5
o.o
2.9
0
100.0
4.SR
o.o
o.o
o.o
12009
0
1.b
o.o
o.o
o.o
0
0
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••SAMPLE CRUSHED TO PASS 14 MESH•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
50.0
77.8
o.o
l47<i4
1.os
o.o
23
o.o
81.9
0
0
1.4
o.o
60. 0
o.o
7b.8
o.o
14683
l. 09
0
22
0
o.o
o.o
1.5
81.l
10.0
75.9
o.o
1.14
o.o
14571
0
o.o
21
0
o.o
B0.3
1.6
BO.O
73.4
14373
l. 26
o.o
o.o
0
o.o
78. l
o.o
20
1.7
0
90.0
2.07
o.o
o.o
13483
So.I
0
o.o
60.3
o.o
12
0
3.1
100.0
4. 72
o.o
o.o
11962
o.o
o.o
0
0
o.o
7.9
o.o
0
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••!••••••••••••••SAMPLE

50.0
oo.o

l
l
l
l
1
l

1.01

o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o

76.6
74. 7
7!; .8
b8.9
50.5
o.o

o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o
o.o

Table J.4-10
COAL8ED1 LOWER KITTANNING
STATE:
PA
RA• COAL MOISTUREoPERCENTI

,7
WElGHTtPERCENT
RAWllOo.o
SIGMAI o.o

PYRITIC SVLFURtPtRCENT
RAWI 3,93
SluMAI O.O

ASHtPERCENT
RAWI i!l.3
SIGMAI Q,O

TOTAL
NO OF"
AVERAGE SIGMA REDUCTION SIGMA
AVERAGE SIGMA REDUCTION SIGMA
AVERAGE SIGMA REDUCTION SIGMA
SULF"UR
SAMPLES
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••SAMPLE tRUSMED TO PASS I• 112 INCH••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1.z
I
54,8
O,O
45,2
o.o
5,0
o.o
o.o
.36
o.o
90,9
o.o
7b.6
1.4
I
68,0
0,0
3i!,O
O,Q
6,3
o,o
.s9
o.o
85.o
o.o
o.o
70.6
l.6
1
70,)
o.o
29.7
o.o
1.2
o.o
66,4
o.o
,19
o.o
ao.o
o.o
1.8
l
74,7
o.o
2s.3
o.o
~.o
o.o
62,5
o.o
.98
o.o
75.l
o.o
2.0
l
78,b
o.o
21.4
o.o
8,9
o.o
o.o
1.18
o.o
b9,9
o.o
58.1
2.2
I
82.2
O,O
17.8
o.o
9,9
o.o
o.o
53,7
1.39
o.o
64,8
o.o
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••SAMPLE CRUSHED TO PASS l/8 lNCM,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
1.2
l
60,S
O,O
39,5
o.o
4,9
o,o
o.o
,37
o.o
90,7
o.o
77. i!
1,4
I
70,6
O,O
29.4
o.o
6,4
O,O
o.o
70,0
.sa
o~o
a5,J
o.o
1,6
l
77,4
0,0
22.6
o.o
·1.1
o.o
64.l
.79
o.o
ao.o
o.o
o.o
1,8
l
8J,S
o,o
16.5
o,o
8,y
o,o
,99
o.o
71t,7
o.o
o.o
58. i!'
2.0
1
88,9
o.o
11.1
o.o
10,1
o,o
Si! ,4
o.o
1.20
o.o
69,4
o.o
2.2
1
93,6
o.o
6,4
o,o
11.J
o.o
47, 0
o.o
1.1o1
o.o
64,I
o.o
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SAMPLE CMUSHED ro PASS l~ MESH•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
,,. , J
1.2
1
67,0
O,O
33,0
O,o
5,5
O,O
,)8
90,J
o.o
o.o
o.o
1,4
I
71,2
O,O
28,8
O,O
7,1
O.O
o.o
as ...
,5a
bb.8
o.o
o.o
o.o
l,b
I
77.S
o.o
22.s
o,o
a.s
o.o
110.2
.11
80. 5
o.o
o.o
1,8
I
83,2
. O.O
11>,8
o.o
9,9
Q,O
S3,1t
,9b
75,6
o.o
o.o
a.o
2,0
I
88,J
o,o
11,7
o.o
11,J
o.o
70,S
o.a
It 1. a
l, I b
o.o
a.a
65,4
2.2
l
9i!.8
o.o
7,2
o.o
12.f>
o.o
1t I , l
o.a
o.o
a.a
1.36
BTU RECOVlMYo PERCENT
RAWllOO,O
SIGMAI Q,O
TOTAL
SULFUR

NO OF'
SA"1PLES

AVEMAGE SluMA

BTU ~EA POUND
RAWI
11956 SIGMAI

REDUCTION SIGMA

AVERAGE SIG"1A

'ldNCREASE SIGMA

•• ••••• •,,, • •• • •• • •• •••,, •, •• •••• ••• •••,, ,,,,,,,,•••,,,SAMPLE CMUS11ED TO PASS l-112

1.2

o.o

POUNDS or S02/M BTU
RAWI 7,7
SIGMAI 0,0
AVERAGE SIG"1A

'AEDUC!ION SIGMA

l~CH,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

145)0
79,0
o.o
o.o
0
21
0
1• b
llo330
75,1
a.o
o.o
a
19
0
1• 9
o.o
o.o
I lo I ti 1
70,6
0
o.o
o.o
18
0
2.3
Q,Q
14037
o.a
0
11
o.o
66. I
0
2.6
1 lt!84
61 ,6
o.o
3,Q
0
a.o
a.a
It>
0
57,0
o.a
13731
14
0
o.a
o.o
0
3.3
• ••••,•.SAMPLE Cl'USHED TO PASS 3/8 INCH••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
o.o
l4S4"
0
79 .1
o.o
21
0
1.6
o.o
l4J05
o.o
74 ,6
19
o.o
o.o
0
2.0
0
o.o
14 l'J!l
69,8
0
o.o
o.o
18
0
2.J
I ,8
2.
1.
Y1, 0
J,O
o.o
IJ995
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Table 14-11 shows the effect of crushing on liberation
of impurities by displaying the quality of theoretical
products obtained from cumulative interpolated washability
data on specific, theoretical pounds of
million Btu fired.

so 2

emissions per

Generally, the data presented in RI 8118 show that
as the recoveries increased, the ash, pyritic sulfur, total
sulfur, weight, ~nd pounds of 50 2 imission per million Btu
also increased. However, the Btu per pound decreased since
the ash content increased. As the sample was crushed, more
impurities were released and readily separated. That is,
.the ash, pyritic sulfur, total sulfur, weight recovery and
pounds of 50 2 emission per million Btu generally decreased
while the Btu per pound increased when the sample was
crushed to the finer top sizes and the higher specific
gravity material was removed.
Figure 14-3 is a nomograph showing the 50 2 emissions
which will result from burning coals of various sulfur and
Btu contents. When using the nomograph or the formula
shown therein, it is important to maintain consistency and
to be sure that both the Btu per pound and sulfur values
are on an as received, moisture-free or moisture-and-ash
free basis. For example, a coal containing 0.8 percent
sulfur and 13,100 Btu per pound could meet the EPA so
2
emission standard; however, a coal of the same sulfur
content but containing only 10,500 Btu per pound would
produce 1.5 pounds of so 2 per million Btu and would therefore be out of compliance.
The following summary based on all of the 455 samples
is taken directly from RI 8118:
"The 455 raw coal sarrples averaged 14.9 percent
ash, 1.91 percent pyritic sulfur, 3.02 percent
total sulfur and 12,574 Btu per pound, which
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Figure 14-3
Nomograph Relating Sulfur Content and Calorific
Value in Coals to Pounds of SO Emission per Million Btu
2

would produce 4-.9 pounds so /MM Btu fired at the
2
power plant. The raw coal sulfur
contents averaged
63 percent pyritic sulfur and 37 percent organic
sulfur.
The ash, pyritic sulfur, total sulfur and heating
value contents varied considerablv as would be
expected when washability data of coals from various
regions of the United States are evaluated. This
is evidenced by the large sigma values for each of the
parameters evaluated.
Figure 14-4 shows that significant reduction of
impurities can be obtained, especially ash and
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pyritic sulfur contents, by crushing and gravimetric .
separation.
Figure 14-5 shows that only 14 percent of raw coal
samples as mined could meet the current EPA so 2
emission standard of 1.2 pounds so 2/MM Btu.
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Percent of All U.S. Coal Samples Meeting the Current EPA
Standard of 1.2 Pounds so /MM Btu with no Preparation, Curve
2
a; Compared With Those Crushed to l~ inch Top Size at a Btu
Recovery· of 90 Percent,Curve b; and Those Crushed to 14 mesh
Top Size at a Btu Recovery of 50 Percent, Curve c, and
Separated Gravimetrically.
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24

Twenty-four percent of the samples would meet the
standard at a 90 percent Btu recovery when crushed
to l~ inch top size, while 32 percent would meet
the standard at a Btu recovery of 50 percent when
crushed to a 14-mesh top siie.
The composite data (Table 14-1) show if all the coals
were upgraded at a specific gravity of 1.60, the analyses
of the clean coal products of the various regions would
range on the average from 5.1 to 8.3 percent ash, 0.10
to 1.80 percent pyritic sulfur, 0.56 to 3.59 percent toal
sulfur, 12,799 to 14.264 Btu per pound and would produce
0.95 to 5.5 pounds of so 2/MM at Btu recoveries ranging
from 91. 7 to 97.6 percent. The corresponding 'so 2/MM
removal efficiencies required to comply with the current
EPA emission regulations of 1.2 pounds so 2/MM Btu would
range from 0 to 78 percent.
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APPENDIX l
GLOSSARY OF SELECTED TERMS

Abatement

- A statement of the reduction of pollution effects of
mine drainage.

Abrasiveness

- Abrasiveness is the ability of coal to cause wear
and is significant because it increases costs.
The ash content of a coal causes most of the wear.

Abutment

- The point of contact between the ends of an
embankment and the natural ground material is
called the abutment.

Acid Producing_
Materials (Acid
Forming)

- Usually, rock strata containing significant pyrite
which if exposed by coal mining will, when acted
upon by air and water, cause acids to form.

Acid Mine
Drainage

- Any acid water draining or flowing on or having
drained or flowed off, any area of land effected
by mining is called acid mine drainage (AMD).

Acid Soil

- Generally, a soil that is acid throughout most or
all of the parts of it that plant roots occupy is
referred to as acid soil, commonly applied to only
the surface-plowed layer or some other specific
layer or horizon of the soil. Practically, this
means a soil with a pH less than 6.6; precisely,
a soil with a pH less than 7.0. Alternately, a
soil having a preponderance of hydrogen or hydroxyl
ions in the soil solution may be referred to as acid.

Acid Spoil

- The spoil or waste material containing sufficient
pyrites so that the weathering produces acid water
and where the pH of the soil determined by standard
methods of soil analysis is between 4.0 and 6.9.

Acre-Foot

- A term used in measuring the volume ~f water, equal
to the quantity of water required to cover 1 acre
x 1 foot in depth, or 43,560 cubic feet.
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Aquifer

- A water bearing formation through which water moves
more readily than it can through an adjacent
formation with lower permeability.

Ash Balance

- Ash balance. is a method for estimating the amount
of one of the products or the feed to a unit process
or an entire operation by means of known ash
percentages for each. The process is analogous to
conservation of matter and may be thought of as
"conservation of ash."

Ash Constituents

- The principal contributors to coal ash are the
following mineral groups: the shale group, the
kaolin group, the sulfide group and the carbonate
group. Most ash constituents are present as
silicates. The most abundant oxides present in
coal ash are silica (Si0 ), aluminum oxide(Al o ), ·
2
2 3
ferric oxide (Fe o ) and calcium oxide (Cao).
2 3

Ash Content

- Ash content of a coal is inorganic residue remaining
after ignition of combustible substances, and is
determined in the proximate analysis of a coal
sample. After the moisture of the sample is
established, the weight of ash is found by placing
the sample in a cool electric muffle furnace and
gradually increasing the temperature to 700 to
0
7So c and holding this temperature for 10 to 15
minutes until all the carbon has burned off. Then
the ash is weighed and ash percentage (%A) is
determined according to the following:
%A =

weight of ash
X 100
weight of sample

Ash.Error

- Ash error indicates the difference between the ash
content of the clean coal product and the theoretical ash from the washability data at the same yield.

Ash Fusion
Temperature

- Ash fusion temperature is the temperature at which
the ash of a coal softens or fuses. If the ash
fuses at a comparatively low temperature, it may
cause clinkering or slagging when the coal is
burned. The ash fusion temperature is found by
heating a cone made from ash of the given coal. in
a furnace where the temperature can be gradually
increased. The ash softening temperature is that
temperature at which the ash becomes a spherule,
and is read using an optical pyrometer, or with a
suitably place thermocouple.
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Ashline

- A relationship between specific gravity and percent
ash of a coal. This information, which is used to
accomplish curve fitting, is at the present time
largely determined by experience. It supplements
actual test data or specified data to aid in
determining smaller increments, for use in calcul?tions, by interpolating or extrapolating from the
given points.·

Blinding

- Blinding is a term describing the lodging of pieces
of coal or slate in the bed of material being
carried on a:·"screen deck which results in a decrease
in open area for the particles to pass through the
screen surface.

Breaker

- A breaker is often called a "rotary breaker." It
is a rotating drum type coal crushing machine with
internal lifting vanes, and with holes in the drum
shell which pass the largest size of coal desired.
The coal is broken by impact inside the drum in
dropping from the lifting vanes. An important
feature of the breaker is that undesirable ash
producing rock and shale is often tougher than coal
and discharges with other unbreakables. The
unbreakables, timbers, tramp iron, etc., are discharged from the end of the drum away from the
feed and this helps to reduce the refuse load and
nuisance load in the remainder of the preparati.on
process. The breaker is commonly the first process
piece of equipment in the preparation plant.

Btu

- One Btu is defined as the amount of heat required
to raise the temperature of one pound of water one
degree Fahrenheit.

Btu Value

- Btu value, also known as the calorific value or
heating value, is usually expressed for a solid
fuel as Btu per pound of fuel. This Btu may be
based on an "as received," a "dry," or a "moisture
and ash-free" basis and the basis should always be
stated. It is the heat of combustion of a substance
as determined by test using an oxygen bomb
calorimeter.

Bulk Density

Bulk density is the weight per unit volume of
aggregates of materials. The usual units of bulk
density are pounds per cubic foot (PCF). This
includes the weight of the moisture in the aggregate.
The solid material must necessarily be in pieces
and air fills the voids in the aggregate volume.
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The bulk density is significant -- though generally
of a somewhat different value -- with material. in a
container or free standing, or with the material
suspended in a stream of air, or with material in
motion. In motion the materials again can show
different bulk densities when in free fall, traveling
down chutes, or with different methods of conveying.
Reducing the moisture content of coal, for example,
can sometime? increase the bulk density and coarser
coal often has a higher bulk density than finer coal.
A common bulk density used for coal is 50 PCF
whereas the solid density of the coal might be about
90 PCF. The solid density of coal is usually described as "specific gravity" to help eliminate
confusion in the type of density being considered.
Classification

- Classification is a "sizing" process where the
effects of specific gravity of the particles is
a factor in the separation. When a sizing is
carried out on screens the particle must pass
through a given hole size and thus particle
dimensions are of primary importance. Classification, in contrast, is usually a solid-particlein-a-fluid sizing process where heavy fine particles
can join lighter coarse particles. In the
classification process, if the particles are all
of the same specific gravity, a pure size separation
is possible. Also some classification devices can
be designed or adjusted to minimize specific gravity
phenomenon to give a result closer to pure size
separation. Particle shape is also a factor in
both screen sizing and classification of particles
in fluids. Generally particle shape is of somewhat
secondary importance and shows up in other measured
variables.

Classifier or
Classifying
eyclone

- A classifier cyclone is used as a hydraulic centrifuge or thickening slurry solids. The overflow is
controlled by an overflow valve, and the size of
both overflow and underflow orifices. Normally
the underflow volume is about 10 percent of the
feed volume. By closing down the overflow valve a
back pressure is applied, forcing more flow out
the underflow. This lowers the classification
point, which is the particle size of a material
that is distributed equally between the overflow
and the underflow. Thus, the classification point
is adjusted to cause separation to occur at
different sizes.
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Coefficient of
Permeability

- The rate of flow of a fluid through a unit cross
section of a porous mass under a unit hydraulic
gradient at a standard temperature is called the
coefficient of permeability. The standard coefficient of permeability used in the hydrologic
work of the United States Geological Surve~ is
defined as the rate of flow of water at 60 F in
gallons or millions of gallons a day, through a
cross section of 1 sq. ft. under a hydraulic
gradient of 100%.

Comminution

Comminution is reduction to a smaller size,
accomplished either on dry coal or in aqueous pulp.
Depending on the size of the material being
comminuted, the operation is regarded as crushing
or grinding. In general, coarser materials are
crushed.

Compressive
Strength

- Compressive strength is defined as resistance of
material to rupture under compression, expressed as
force per unit area. The load-bearing ability of
coal, especially in pillars, as well as its strength
in crushing and grinding, are reflected by the
various measures of compressive strength. There is
a general relationship between the rank of a coal
and its compressive strength. However, there is
no single standard way to measure compressive
strength because coal is not a homogeneous material.
It contains random cracks, and a small sample taken
from the coal-mine face into the laboratory does
not necessarily reflect bed conditions of loading
and strain.

Concentration

Concentrating
Table

Concentration is the term applied to the amount of
any substance occurring in a given amount of water-the common unit is parts per million (PPM) or
miligrams per liter (mg/l).
- The concentrating table employs the principle of
flowing a mixture of coal and water over a series
of riffles on a slightly tipped table which is
oscillated rapidly to effect a separation of the
coal by particle size and specific gravity.
Essentially the table consists of a pair of steel
frames upon which are mounted two rubber-covered
decks and a drive mechanism. Each flat, rhornboidshaped deck is approximately 17 feet long on the
clean coal discharge side and 8 feet wide on the
refuse discharge side. It is supported in an
essentially horizontal plane, but is slightly
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declined so that water fed along the upper side
will flow across the table surface and discharge
along the lower clean coal side. The deck is
attached to a differential-motion drive which gives
it a quick-return conveying motion, moving material
lying on the table surface away from the drive end.
The drive motion is perpendicular to the short
sides of the rhomboid. Attached to the rubber
covering on the deck is a system of parallel rubber
riffles which taper toward the refuse end of the
table and run in the direction of the conveying
motion. At one corner of the long diagonal and
above the deck is a feedbox with a slotted bottom
to spread the feed onto the deck. Beside the
feedbox and by the upper, longer side of the deck
is a trough having adjustable gates through which
the flow of dressing water to the deck is.
distributed.
Cyclone, Wet
Classifying

- The cyclone makes use of the mechanical properties
of a vortex to effect the separation of coal. A
raw coal slurry enters a cylindrical chamber
tangentially with a given velocity and spirals
downward onto a conical section, forming a strong
vortical flow. The larger and heavier particles
move along the wall of the conical chamber and are
discharged through the underflow opening known as
the apex orifice. The lighter and smaller particles
have less tendency to settle at the wall and are
forced to the core of the vertical flow. A tube
called the vortex finder is positioned coaxially
in the cyclone and collects the particles that are
forced to the core. This material is termed
overflow.

Deep Cleaning

Deep cleaning is the cleaning of coal to maximize
reduction of impurities, especially sulfur, within
economic limitations and generally implied is that
the specific gravity of separation is lower than in
normal plant operation. This is done by crushing
to finer sizes and cleaning with conventional equipment, placing emphasis on maximizing the sharpness
of separation.

Degradation

Degradation is the term applied to the breakage of
coal caused by weathering or handling.

Density

- A synonym for specific gravity, which might be solid
denisty, liquid denisty or an overall density of
a composite of solids and liquids.
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Density Control

- The specific gravity of the circulating medium of
a heavy media cyclone is monitored by a density
control sensing device. Any deviation from the
desired specific gravity causes an error signal to
be sent to a control motor, causing an appropriate
change in the feed rate of thickened medium to the
medium sump. The amount of magnetite in this flow
of thickened medium, then, compensates for the
amount of water retained on the drained products.
The automatic control. system maintains suitable
balances and, therefore, preserves the desired
specific gravity of the medium.

De sliming

- Desliming is the washing of micronsized particles
from a product by passing it over a screen and
subjecting it to water sprays.

Dewatering

- Dewatering of coal is the removal of excess surface
moisture.

Distribution

- Distribution refers to the percentages of each
density fraction of the raw coal which reports to
the clean coal. Distribution has a different
value, as a rule, for each density fraction and
for each size range of the given density fraction.

Distribution
Curve

- This is sometimes called the partition curve. The
distribution curve indicates for each specific
gravity fraction, the percentage of the specific
fraction which is contained in one of the products
of the separation (e.g., the clean coal). The
curve values are plotted against the mean density
of the particular fraction. It is used as a
measuring and design criterion for cleaning methods
and equipment. A distribution curve may also be
plotted for a size fraction in reference to a piece
of sizing equipment though its main use is with
separations which are a function of specific
gravity.

Distribution
Factor

- This is sometimes called the partition factor. It
is the percentage of a specific gravity (or size)
fraction recovered in one of the products of the
separation (e.g., the clean coal). It is a more
general term than distribution number.

Distribution
Number

- The distribution number is an absolute value that
gives the percentage of the raw coal specific
gravity fraction which reports to the reject of a
piece of cleaning equipment. Engineers in the
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United States use distribution number for the
percentage of the raw coal specific gravity
fraction that reports to the clean coal.
Distribution
Value

- This can be a synonym for distribution number. See
distribution number definition. Distribution value
can refer to other numbers also, such as probable
error, specific gravity of separation·, imperfection
and error area.

Draining

- Draining is the removal of water and media from a
product of a heavy medium sink and float separator
by passing the product over a vibrating screen with
openings too small to permit loss of product, but
which will pass the media.

Electrostatic
Properties
(Electrostatics)

- Electrostatics is the science of electric charges
captured by bodies which then acquire special
characteristics due to their retention of such
charges. Dry coal particles acquire charges as they
pass through a high-voltage field. They are then
deflected from their natural falling path in accordance with the attraction or repulsion due to the
influence of their retained charge as they pass
other charged bodies.

Error Ar:ea

- Error area is the area between the actual distribution curve obtained in practice, and a theoretically
perfect distribution curve which indicates 100
percent of the raw coal lighter than the separating
gravity going to washed coal and zero percent of
the raw coal heavier than the separating graving
going to washed coal. It is a measure of the total
misplaced material to clean coal and refuse, and
is a "sharpness of separation" criterion.

Fe:i;:-ric Iron

- Ferric i~~n is an oxidized or high-valence form of
iron (Fe ) responsible for the red, yellow, and
brown colors in soils and water.

Ferrous Iron

Ferrous i2on is a reduced or low-valence form of
iron (Fe ) imparting a blue-gray appearance to
water and some wet subsoils on long standing.

Float-and-Sink
Testing

Float-and-sink testing is known more scientifically
as specific-gravity analysis, and is based on the
difference in specific gravity'between coal and its.
associated impurities. The concept involved is
simply to procure a valid sample and effect a series
of separations on the basis of specific gravity ·
differences. This is done by immersing the sample
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Float-and-Sink
Testing
(continued)

·~

-- - . ---

in a series of heavy liquids, starting at about 1.30
specific gravity, and incrementing up to about 2.00
specific gravity. The float material is drawn off
the first heavy liquid and s·et aside for drying and
weighing and the sink material is placed in the next
higher gravity liquid for a similar separating
process. When the float material products from
each gravity fraction are separated and set aside
and a final sink product is also set aside and
dried, the products are weighed. These weights are
converted into percentages of the total sample and
reported. Then, the specific gravity fraction
samples are analyzed for ash, sulfur, and any other
chemical characteristics desired. The data obtained
in the analysis of a raw coal is useful in predicting
the amenability of that particular coal to upgrading
by washing. If the clean coal and refuse of a washing operation are also subjected to specific gravity
analysis, the data obtained is used to determine the
distribution curve and associated sharpness-ofseparation criteria.

Flotation,
Froth

- A mechanical/chemical process which is based on the
selective adhesion of some solids in suspension to
air bubles while other solids in the suspension
selectively adhere to water. A separation occurs
when finely disseminated air bubbles are passed
through a feed-coal slurry. The clean coal adheres
to the bubbles while other solids in the suspension
the surface where the forming froth is skinuned off
and dewatered. The refuse tends to stay in suspension. Reagents are used to enhance selectivity by
establishing a hydrophobic or air-loving surface on
certain solids (i.e., clean coal particles) while
the other solids (i.e., refuse) are rendered
hydrophilic or water-loving.

Flotation Cell,
Froth

- Flotation cells are of two basic types, pneumatic
cells and mechanical cells. The prototype plant
will be using a mechanical type of call .known as
a Fagergren cell. This Fagergren cell features a
rotor-stator assembly for agitation and aeration of
the pulp. The stator consists of cylindrical
spacers mounted between two rings which are rigidly
fastened to the tank. The rotor construction is
siniilar to that of the stator, except that the upper
and lower bladed impellers are mounted within the
rings. The rotor is suspended on a short drive
shaft and rotates within the stator. Pulp enters
directly into the tank through.a suitable opening.
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Flotation Cell,
Froth
(continued)

The pulp is drawn by the impeller blades into the
rotor. Rapid pulp displacement creates a partial
vacuum which causes air to enter into the rotor
through the standpipe. The air is dispersed through
the pulp in the form of fine bubbles. In passing
between the cylindrical spaces of the rotor and
stator, the pulp-water-air-mixture is highly agitated, giving efficient aeration. The froth is
removed by a rotating skimmer and the refuse is
drawn off at the bottom of the tank.

Friability

The complement of size stability, friability is the
tendency toward breakage on handling. It is an
indication of the strength of the coal, and also
an indication of preparation cost per ton since
this is a function of the number of particles per
ton of feed. The greater the proportion of fines
in the feed, the greater the expected total preparation cost.

Free Swelling
Index (F. S. I. )

- "Free Swelling Index" value is also known as the
"coke button" value. It is determined using a
simple test described in ASTM 0720-67, "Free
Swelling Index of Coal." The value obtained gives
an approximate measure of the caking and coking
characteristics of coal, but not of coal expansion
properties in coke ovens. It is intended to
describe the caking characteristics of a coal, or
the opposite characteristic, free-burning. A one
gram sample of minus 60 mesh coal is heated under
prescribed conditions in a crucible and the
resulting "button" is compared to a series of 17
button shapes ranging on a scale of values from l
to 9, by halves. A match is made with one of the
buttons on the scale and the number of that button
is the F.S.I. value.

Grizzly

- A grizzly is a screen surface composed of parallel
bars. The bars are usually tapered toward the
discharge end to prevent clogging. Grizzlies are
intended for coarse scalping and may be either
fixed, movable or vibrating.

Hardgrove Grindabi li ty Index

Hardgrove Grindability Index (HGI) is used to
determine a relative measure of the hardness of a
coal. A special ring-and-ball-type grindability
mill, as specified in ASTM 0409-71 (see Appendix 8)
is used to grind a 50 gram sample of ~6 by 30 mesh
coal for 60 revolutions. The sample is then sized
at 200 mesh by 10 minutes of mechanical sieving.
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Hardgrove
Gr indabi l i ty
Index
(continued)

The HG! number can be approximated using the
equation HG!= 13+ 6.93 W, where W = (50 gm. - X),
X being the weight of the material retained on the
200 M sieve. The 1971 revision of the method makes
the exact index number a function on graphs determined from testing coals of known value on the given
testing machine and accessories. (See "Rosin-Ranunler
plot" .for relationship between HG! numbers and the
siope of the screen analysis plot.) Higher index
numbers represent softer, more breakable coal. The
HG! number is lower for harder, less breakable coal.

Hardness

- Defined by Hardgrove Grindability Index, hardness is
a measure of the ease with which a coal may be made
into a pulverized fuel. Thus, it is an indirect
measure of the energy required to reduce a coal in
size.

Heavy Media
(H.M.) Cyclone

- A heavy media cyclone employs centrifugal force on
a coal in a heavy medium suspension, having a higher
specific gravity than water, to effect a sharper
separation between coal and impurity than can be
obtained in other types of cleaners handling the
same size range of coal. A suspension medium, of
fine magnetite particles in water, carrying raw
coal particles is fed to the heavy media cyclone.
The clean coal reports to the overflow and the
refuse material reports to the underflow. Separating
concentration effects are maximized by use. of a
0
smaller cone angle than that of a hydrocy~lone, 20
being about standard in the case of the heavy media
cyclone.

Hydrocyclone

Imperfection
Factor

The Hydrocyclone is a cyclone that does not employ
an artificially higher specific gravity suspension
but uses water only as medium for the coal. However, coal fines are generally accepted as
contributing to a higher effective separating gravity.
Design of the hydrocyclone differs from that of the
conventional heavy medium cyclone by providing a much
0
greater cone angle -- up to 120 -- and a longer
vortex finder. Hydrocyclones are operated to
suppress size classification phenomena in favor of
specific gravity type concentration effects.
- The imperfection factor is equal to the probable
error divided by a quantity equal to the specific
gravity of separation minus the specific gravity of
the separting medium. For jigs, tables, rheolaveurs
and other washers the gravity of the separating
medium, which is subtracted from the specific gravity
of separation, is taken to be 1.
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Independent
Crit,eria
(Coal washing)

- The independent criteria are the performance criteria
which are characteristic of the washing unit and
which are substantially unaffected by the specific
gravity composition of the raw coal are probable
error, area error, and imperfection factor. They
are commonly referred to as the sharpness-ofseparation criteria.

Inherent
Moisture

- Bed moisture, as opposed to extraneous moisture,
is termed inherent. The moisture content retained
by the coal whe.n in equilibrium with an atmosphere
over a saturated solution of potassium sulfate at
30°c. is known as the equilibrium moisture of the
coal. This atmosphere has a 96 to 97 percent
relative humidity. When extraneous or free
moisture is present in the coal, inherent moisture
and equilibrium moisture may be considered to be
the same. The inherent moisture is directly
related to the rank of the coal.

Low Gravity
Cleaning

- The washing of coal at a specific gravity of
separation of approximately 1~40 or lower.

Magnetic_
Properties

- Those characteristics of coal and associated
impurities which cause the particles to be attracted
to, repelled from, or neutral to a magnetic pole
are considered to be magnetic properties. These
properties of coal can be utilized in a separation
process using dry coal passing through a magnetic
field.

Magnetite

- Magnetite is a black isometric mineral (Fe o4 ) of
3
the spine! group that is an oxide of iron and
an
important iron ore. Having a specific gravity in
the vicinity of 5, it can be ground to a fine size,
and mixed with water to form a.heavy media suspension to be used, for example, in heavy media
cyclone circuits.

Mesh Size

- Mesh size or, as it is sometimes called, "screen
mesh size" have several standards. The most common
standard in the coal industry is the "Tyler square- root-of-two series" and is the standard followed
generally in U. s. research. ASTM specifications
D 410, D 431, E 11 and E 323 which are listed in
Appendix 8 include complementary mesh open~ngs.
ASTM standard E 11 contains the U.S.A. Standard
Series. Where a specific series is called for in
a particular procedure, as with the determination
of the Hardgrove Grindability Index, or with

, I
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proximate or ultimate analysis following ASTM
procedures, where the U.S.A. Standard Series is
specified, then such a specified series should be
used.
Some sizes are designated by millimeters; e.g.,
~ mm, 1 mm, 1.5 mm.
These are ordinarily sizes
which are used in dewatering or desliming. In
these cases, long slotted openings of the stated
opening width are commonly used. This opening
size can be converted to a nominal mesh size, but
it is not actually one, for a mesh size implies a
square opening.
Also, sizes finer than 200 mesh are designated in
microns. Screening below 200 mesh is something of
a hypothetical process. Accurate actual screening
is difficult at best although it is performed,
and screening efficiency is very low for the screens
readily blind. Thus the micron designation applies
more to a mesh size by specifying a theoretical
square opening which the actual particle would
theoretically pass through. Micron size is also
used in fine particle settling size designations.
By suitable definition, the micron size characterization of a given particle should be very close
in both cases.
The following is a size by size designation of the
mesh sizes with the series to which a given mesh
size refers. At 200 mesh (74 microns) both Tyler
and U.S. Standard have the same opening size so
this size is not included in the list.
Tyler Mesh Sizes

U.S. Standard Mesh Sizes

14 ( 1, 168
28
(589
48
(295
100 (147

8 (2,380 microns)
16 (l,190 microns)
30
(590 microns)
60
(250 microns)

microns)
microns)
microns)
microns)

The figure in parenthesis in the above listing
(xxx microns) is the opening dimension between
wires of the particular mesh.
Metallurgical
Coal

- Coal which is suitable for coking and as coke has a
high compressive strength. The coal usually has a
maximum sulfur (about 1%) and a maximum ash content
(about 10%) and naturally or by blending with a
different coal will, in aggregate, behave as a
medium volatile coal. A medium volatile coal is
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Metallurgical
Coal
(continued)

usually considered to have a volatile matter
percentage in some range including 30 percent
volatile matter.

Misplaced
Material

- Total misplaced material is that percentage of the
feed which reports to the wrong product.

Near-Gravity
Material

- The amount of near gravity material is that percentage of material in the feed withing 2:_0.10 specific
gravity units of the specific gravity of the separation. See the "Specific Gravity of Separation"
definition below.

Organic Sulfur
Content

- See Sulfur.

Oversize

- The oversize material is the material which stays
on a given screen; i.e., not passing through the
screen openings.

Performance
Criteria

- Performance criteria are the criteria that depend
both on the washing characteristics of the coal
being treated and on the sharpness of the separation
achieved by the washer. These are also called
dependent criteria, and include recovery efficiency,
misplaced material, and ash error.

Petrographic
Constituents

- These are the constituents of coal discernible by
miscroscopic examination. These constituents are
important in determining coal rank and in carbonization studies. Coal petrography is a highly
specialized field and extensive work has been done
in regard to recognizing and naming petrographic
components; and in correlating coal characteristics
with these components.

Porosity

- Porosity is the ratio "p" expressed as a percentage
of the volume "Vp" of the pore space in a mineral to
the total volume "Vr" of the mineral, the latter
volume including mineral material plus pore space
(coal is a mineral}.

Prewetting
Screen

p =_.YE_

Vr

- A prewetting screen is a screen used in coal
· preparation ahead of a heavy medium separator to
wash the fines from the material not removed by
previous screening and to wet the surf ace of each
particle before it enters the heavy medium bath.
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Primary
Dewatering
Screen

- A primary dewatering screen is a screen used in a
coal preparation plant. It receives all the coal
and water from the washer and may or may not be
followed by further dewatering screens.

Primary Screen

- A primary screen is a screen used in connection
with heavy media processes. Its purpose is to
remove fine sizes from the coal ahead of the
separator. The screening is usually aided by
using water sprays.

Probable Error

- Probable·error is obtained directly from the
distribution curve and is numerically equal to
one-half the specific gravity difference between
the 25 and 75 percent washed coal recovery ordinates
on the curve. It is frequently designated by the
symbol "Ep".

Probable Maximum
Flood

- The most severe flood flow that would be expected
to occur from the most critical hydrometeorological
conditions that would be reasonable possible in a
region. The occurrence of a flood of this magnitude
would be highly improbable.

Proximate
Analysis

- Proximate analysis is a type of analysis of coal that
has been in existence for many years. Proximate
analysis is the determination, by prescribed methods,
of moisture, volatile matter, fixed carbon (by
· difference) and ash. Details of a frequently used
proximate analysis can be found in U.S. Bureau of
Mines Bulletin 638, pp. 3-7. A similar analysis can
be found as designated by ASTM but not specifically
called "proximate analysis" in ASTM 0271-68,
"Laboratory Sampling and Analysis of Coal and Coke"
Sections 6 through 17 under Methods of Analysis for
Moisture, Ash, Volatile Matter and Fixed Carbon
(Fixed Carbon by Difference).
- A slurry, but usually a slurry with more than one
type of solid component.

Pulp Density

- The percentage by weight of solids of a solidswater mixture.

Pyritic Sulfur

- See Sulfur.

Rank

- The rank of a coal expresses the degree to which the
original coal-forming material has been changed
by metamorphism through successive states from
peat to anthracite.
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Rapped Sieve
Bend

- A rapped sieve bend is a sieve bend equipped with a
rapping device. The rapping causes vibrations in
the apparatus and thus tends to prevent blinding
of the screen, thus allowing normal operation,
(see Sieve Bend) .

Raw Coal

- Raw coal is run-of-mine coal which has been reduced
to a given top size by screening and crushing, and
has not received other preparation.

Recovery
Efficiency

- Recovery efficiency is defined as the ratio,
expressed as a percentage, of the yield of washed
coal to the yield of float coal of the same ash
content shown to be present in the feed by the
specific gravity analysis.

Recurrence
Interval

- Recurrence interval (return period) is the average
time between actual occurrences of a hydrological
event of a given or greater magnitude.

Refuse

- Washed or separated waste material from the raw coal
which was the object of the cleaning process. This
material is also called "gob", "slate" or "hutch".

Re screen

- Rescreen is the term applied to the screen used to
remove the degradation product or undersized
material from a product which has not been removed
by prior screening operations.

Rinsing

- Rinsing is a term used to describe the use of
water sprays over the screen deck to remove clay
or other foreign substances, as employed in
dense medium separation.

R.O.M. Coal

"Run-of-Mine" coal is coal produced by mining
operations before any preparation.

Rotary Breaker

- See Breaker.

Scalping

- Scalping is removing coarse, oversized material,
usually ahead of a crusher or other primary process
equipment to reduce the load on the specific process
equipment.

Scrubber Screen

- A scrubber screen is a revolving screen with a
scrubbing section of blank plates containing lifters
to agitate the material.

Secondary
Dewatering
Screen

A secondary dewatering screen follows a primary
dewatering screen and dewaters and classifies the
smaller sizes in a coal preparation plant.
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Shaking Screens

- Shaking screens are long screen bodies hung from
flexible supports and supported by eccentrics.
They have a long stroke at a relatively low speed.

Screening
Efficiency

- Screening efficiency is a rating percent figure
used in describing a screening unit. The values
used in the formula are determined by laboratory
testing of actual feeds and products. In the
reverse process, a given efficiency is frequently
used in design and with proper selection is capable
of ultimate verification after the installation is
put into service. One measure of screening efficiency is the percent of the undersize in the feed
that actually passes through the screening surface,
or:
% of feed (or amount) which
actually passes through
Efficiency of Screen = screen surf ace
% of feed (or amount) which
Undersize Recovery
is undersize (should pass
through screen surface)
Another generally recognized formula for screening
efficiency is:

Screen Efficiency

Where:

Shape Factor

% of feed (or amount) which
is oversize on screening
surface
=
% of feed (or amount) which
actually passes over screening surface
% true oversize in material
passing over screen deck, as
determined by testing sieves,
where 100% represents all of
the screen deck.

Shape factor is that property of a particle which
determines a relation between the particle surface
area and the particle volume. It correlates with
particle response to fluid type friction effects.
The shape factor is equal to "one" for spheres.
It is calculated by dividing the actual surface
area of the particle, by the surface area of a
sphere having the same volume as that of the
particle. Various fluid frictional effects are
involved throughout the many aspects of coal
preparation. More specifically, they are present
in screening and jigging, hindered settling, dust
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Shape Factor
(continued)

collection, and in general anywhere that a
particle must travel in a fluid or film.

Sharpness of
Separation

- The sharpness of separation for most cleaning
devices dlminishes with the increase in specific
gravity of separation. It may be measured by an
imperfection factor, which for jigs, tables and
other equipment using water as a separating
medium, is oftentaken as equal to the probable
error divided by the specific gravity (from the
distribution curve), minus the specific gravity of
ths separating medium. Later studies of the
imperfection factor, as related to dense media
vessels, indicate that a more constant imperfection
factor value may be obtained by dividing the probable
error by the specific gravity of the separation
only. Imperfection factor thus tends to corre-ct
for the increase in probable error and results in
a numerical figure that characterizes a particular
cleaning device regardless of the separating gravity.

Sieve Bend

- A sieve bend is a rigidly spaced and truly fixed
screen used for preliminary sizing and dewatering
of coal ahead of vibrating screens and centrifuges.
It is a stationary, curved, wedge bar screen with
the bars oriented at right angles across the line
of flow.

Sieve Scale

- A sieve scale is a list of apertures of successfully
smaller screens and step sizing operation. The
sieve ratio is the ratio of the aperture of a given
screen and a given sieve scale to the aperture of
the next finer screen.

Size Consist

- Size composition or size consist is the specification
of the percentage of coal, based on weight, in each
size range. The size ranges must be stated. Size
composition is a relative indication of the ease
of degradation of a coal, which in turn is a
function of friability, physical strength, and so
on. Size consist is determined by a sieve analysis
and may be expressed as a percentage between two
sieve sizes or by accumulative percentages.

Sizing

- Sizing is the process of dividing a mixture of
grains of different sizes into groups or grade
whose characteristic is the particles therein are
more or less nearly the same size, that all have
passed an aperture of certain dimensions and failed
to pass through some smaller aperture.
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Slurry

A slurry is a suspension of solids in water.
slurries range between about 3 percent and 50
cent solids and are the form in which coal is
cyclones, hydrocyclones and flotation cells.
frequentiy ref~rs to a suspension of only one
of solid, such as raw coal in water.

Coal
perfed to
Slurry
type

Specific Gravity

- Specific gravity is the weight of a .substance as
compared to the weight of an equal volume of water.
From the standpoint of coal preparation, it is the
single most important physical property of coal.
With the exception of froth flotation, all the
methods of coal preparation in general use are
dependent upon the difference in specific gravity
between the desired coal and its associated
impurities.

Specific Gravity
of Separation

- The specific gravity of separation is read from the
distribution curve at the 50 percent ordinate and
is the specific gravity of material in the feed
that is divided equally between clean coal and refuse.

Specific Gravity
Units

- Specific gravity is described by a number, such as
1.5, which tells how much more an equal volume of
the substance weighs compared to water, 50 percent
or half again as much in the "1.5" case. This
would be called 1.5 specific gravity units, and
1.6 would differ from 1.5 by 0.1 specific gravity
units (S.G.U.).

Stacker

- A stacker is a heavy, usually rail mounted machine
used to form material storage piles. The machine
has a crane-like inclined boom that is sometimes at
a fixed inclination but often can be raised or
lowered to minimize dropping distance during
operations. A belt conveyor is mounted on the
boom to transport material from a receiving point,
which may be from a moveable tripper on a feeding
belt conveyor. A radial stacker has
fixed feed
point which is also the pivot point about which
the radial stacker rotates to form, in this case,
a crescent shaped storage pile.

a

StackerReclaimer

- A stacker-reclaimer is first of all a stacker.
However, the boom belt conveyor is reversible and
a rotating bucket wheel is mounted at the end of
the boom to reclaim materials from the pile. With
a stacker-reclaimer the boom must necessarily raise
and lower and usually pivots around the stacker
mode boom belt loading point also. The reclaimer
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StackerReclaimer
(continued)

- function is controlled by an operator in a cab
that travels with the stacker-reclaimer. Stackerreclaimers usually travel in-line and are sometimes
mounted on caterpillar tracks for additonal mobility.

Steam Coal

- This refers to virtually all coals that can be
productively burned to produce steam in a boiler
operation including lignite and what could otherwise
be used as metallurgical coal. A very high ash
coal (at say 70% ash) would not qualify. Coals with
lower mositure and ash have more heating potential
when burned.

Stratification

Stratification is a term applied to the conditions
that exist when the motion is applied to a
material on a screen deck. The motion causes the
finest particles to go to the bottom with each
excessive larger size located in "stratis" or
layers up to the top surface where the largest
particles are.

Sulfur

- Sulfur occurs in coal in four basic forms; that is,
native or free sulfur, as sulfate sulfur, as pyritic
sulfur and as organic sulfur. Native or free sulfur
is rare in coal and may be neglected when speaking
about coal preparation. Weathering increases the
percentage of sulfate sulfur in the coal. It is
removed by normal wet coal preparation methods.
Organic sulfur is a part of, and is linked with, the
coal itself. The amount of organic sulfur present
defines the theoretical lowest limit to which a
coal can be cleaned for sulfur removal by physical
methods. The percentage of organic sulfur in coal
is determined by difference (not directly) from
analyses. Finally, pyritic sulfur exists in two
dimorphs of ferrous disulfide (FeS2) that is as the
minerals pyrite and marcasite. Pyritic sulfur is
common to all coals and occurs both on the macroscopic and microscopic levels. It is determined
directly from analyses and is the form of sulfur
removed from coal by physical preparation methods.

Suspension

- A suspension is a system consisting of a solid
dispersed in a liquid or gas, usually in particles
of larger than colloidal size. The particles are
mixed with but undissolved in the fluid. Solids
dispersed in a solid are called "solid inclusions".

Total Misplaced
Material

- Total misplaced material is the percentage of feed
which reported to the wrong product. For sharp
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separations, the misplaced material is that material
having specific gravity values close to the specific
gravity of separation and, thus, correlates with the
amount of near gravity material.
Tramp Iron

- Bolts, shovel teeth, picks and other uncrushable
metal are termed tramp iron.

Tremmel Screens

- Tremmel screens are similar to revolving screens
except that they are carried on a thru-shaft instead
of rollers.

Ultimate
Analysis

- Ultimate analysis supplies information on the
elemental composition of coals in terms of ash,
carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen and sulfur. The
analysis may be mde on an undried sample ("asreceived" basis) or on a dried sample ("dry" basis).
With the undried sample, the free .moisture of the
coal is reported as part of the hydrogen and as
part of the oxygen. Thus ultimate analysis should
always be specified as being on an as-received
basis or on a dry basis. The analysis includes:
the determination of carbon and hydrogen
in the material as found in the gaseous
products of its complete combustion, the
determination of sulfur, nitrogen and ash
in the material as a whole, and the.
estimation of oxygen by difference.
Details of a frequently used method of ultimate
analysis can be found in U.S. Bureau of Mines
Bulletin 638, pp. 3-5 for moisture and ash, and
pp. 7-11 for carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulfur and
oxygen (oxygen by difference) . A similar
ultimate analysis will be found in ASTM 0271-68,
"Laboratory Sampling and Analysis of Coal and Coke".
The procedure sections in the ASTM specification
are: Section 6 through 11 for moisture and ash;
Sections 18 through 25 for sulfur; and Sections 30
through 42 for carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and
oxygen. In both of the above ultimate analysis
procedures, which are comparable, the ash and
moisture in "proximate analysis" is the same
ash and moisture used as part of the ultimate
analysis.

Undersize
Volatile Matter

Undersize is a material that passes through a
given screen opening.
- A measure of the gases which are formed from coal
on heating to a temperature around 9500 C. in
proximate analysis, but excluding moisture.
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Washabi li ty
Data

- The specific gravity fractions resulting from the
specific gravity analysis of a coal are weighed
and analyzed for ash and sulfur content and these
three types of information provide the basis for
calculating the washability data. The data are
plotted as washabili ty curves. 'The washabi l i ty
curves predict, for separation of the given coal
at a given specific gravity: (1) percentage of
the feed that will be recovered as clean coal,
(2) the percentage of feed that will be refuse,
(3) the ash analysis of the clean coal, (4) the
ash analysis of the refuse and (5) the highest
ash expected in the particular density fraction
of the clean coal. Predictions for sulfur, as
well as ash, can be included in sulfur analysis
data is available, but these are not yet reliable.

Weir

- A weir is a notch over which liquids flow and which
is used to measure the rate of flow. A dam across
the stream for diverting or measuring the flow.
(Note: The essential difference between an
orifice and a weir is implicit in the expression:
water flows through an orifice but over a weir.)

Yield

- Yield is also called "yield of coal" or "yield of
washed coal". Yield is designated by the percent
by weight of raw coal that reports to the clean
process or to an equipment product. Sometimes the
percent by weight of a certain feed coal that
reports to a given process or equipment product
is called yield, but then the feed and the product
should be specifically designated.

Yield Error

- The difference between the yield of coal actually
obtained and the theoretical yield at the ash
content of the washed coal is termed yeild error.

Zeta Potential

Zeta potential, or electrokinetic potential is
the potential difference across an electric
double layer, usually in a liquid next to a solid
surface. The zeta potential concept is made
evident in a phenomenon known and electrophoresis.
Electrophoresis is defined by the migrating rate
of electrokinetically charged particles which are
suspended in a liquid, toward an electrode of
opposite charge in a DC voltage (electrical force)
field. Different particl~s typically have different
rates of migration. The migration speed is
directly proportional to the magnitude of the zeta
potential of the particles and to the DC voltage
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zeta Potential
{continued)

applied. The migration speed is inversely
proportional to the distance between the electrodes.
The potential is important in flocculation
phenomenon, a factor to be considered in the flotation process and may be significant in other coal
preparation equipment where individual particles
are processed in fluids.
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APPENDIX II
Coal Waste Disposal Questionnaire
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Site Number
Date
COAL-WASTE DISPOSAL INVENTORY
QUESTIONNAIRE

We need your help to develop a complete a!'.d accurate coal-waste disposal inventory. Before
completing the questionnaires enclosed in this folder, along with an aerial photograph of
your site, please, read the following definitions and explanation.
UEFINITIONS

Site

A geographical location of past or present waste producing unit(s) such as
a mine, mill, plant, and/or smelter and its associated waste disposal system or complex.

Disposal Area

A general area or plot of land within the site that is used as a place for
long-term storing er disposing of waste materials

~Deposit

A structural entity consisting of a dump(s), an impoundment(s), or a combination of a dump(s) and/or impoundment(s) within a disposal area

Dump

A permanent or long-term accumulation of mine, mill, plant, and/or smelter
waste materials, on or in the earth, not capable of impounding liquid

lmpoundment

A depression; excavation; permanent or long-term accumulation of mine,
·mill, plant, and/or smelter waste materials; or other facility, on or in
the earth, capable of impounding.liquid; an impoundment includes:
Retaining Elements--embankments, depressions, excavations, etc.
Retained Elements--liquids, sludge, slurries, etc.
Potential Retention--storage space able to retain liquids, sludge, slurries,
etc.

EXPLANATION

Simple forms of coal-waste dumps and impoundments are illustrated inside this folder. Host
of the more complex waste deposits are combinations and variations of the simple forms, but
some complex forms defy categorization--these waste deposits are designated by type number
VI if they are not capable of impounding liquid or sludge and by type number XI if they are
capable of impounding liquid or sludge. (Use the back of the Basic Data Form, Section 1.4,
for sketches of their plans and sections.)
Each site has been given an inventory number. In addition, at each site, waste deposits are
numbered sequentially, with letters added to the numbers for simple forms that are combined·
into a structural entity. At the plant site shown in the aerial photograph on the back of
this folder, for example, the ridge dump was numbered 01; the two side-hill dumps under the
aerial tramway were numbered 02 and 03; the massive cross-valley structure was numbered 04
with the valley-fill dump at its upstream end designated 04-A, the three cross-valley impoundments designated 04-B, 04-C, and 04-D, and the side-hill dump along the right-hand side
of the valley designated 04-E; the waste heap or stock pile alongside the railroad track was
numbered 05; the two diked ponds beside the plant were numbered 06 and 07; and what may be
a waste heap and/or ponds was number~d 08. Two small earth dams near the ridge-dump toe not
shown in the photograph were numbered 09 and 10.

On the aerial photograph of your site in this folder, waste deposits have been classified by
type and assigned numbers, with and without letters, as seeminfly appropriate. We need to
know: (1) if all of these waste deposits belong to your site, (2) if the classifications
assigned them on the basis of the photograph are, indeed, reasonable ones, (3) if there are
any other coal-waste deposits at your site, and (4) basic information about the structures.
Whether a simple form stands alone or in combination with other simple forms, a column in
the Basic Data Form should provide information on each simple coaJ-waste deposit form at your

site. Please, complete the Basic Data Form(s), Section 1.4, enclosed in this folder, providing the data called for in each box marked by a check. If any of the structures do not belong to your site, write "Not at this site" in its column, and indicate to whom it belongs.
If there are other coal-waste deposits at your site, include them on the Basic Data Form by

assigning numbers, letters, and type classifications and providing appropriate data in blank
columns on the form.

·

Complete Section 2.0 for each column In the Basic Oata Form, providing information on the
dump <'l retainini; element of the impmmdment. Complete Section 3.0 for impoundments only,
that ls for each column in the Basic llata Form with a type number VU through XI. If information called for 1~ the same for more than one structure at a site, refer to the earlier
data by number ;md let ta.
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SIMPLE DUMP FORMS
TYPE OF DUMP

VALLEY-Fill

CROSS SECT ON AB

LONGITUDINAL CROSS
SECTION CO

TYPE

D

CROSS-VALLEY

TYPE II
A'

c

+

C

B

SIDE-Hill

TYPE 111

d e

D

B

VIEW A

c

c

D

0

VIEW
A

RIDGE

TYPE IV
eI
D

WASTE HEAP

TYPE V

B
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Site Number
Date
1.0 OWNERSHIP AND SITE IDENTIFICATION

1.1 Site Name
site name
mailing address
city, state, zip
phone number
1.2

Physical Address
nearest town
miles from town

1.3

county

direction on road number

state

Site Owner
Is the disposal area owned by the site operator?
yes

no

mine/plant owner name
mailing address
city, state, zip
phone number
parent organization
mailing address
city, state, zip
phone number
1.4

Basic Data Form

Whether a simple form

~tands

alone or in combination with other simple forms, a column in

the Basic Data Form, Section 1.4, should provide information on each simple coal-waste deposit form at your site. Please, complete the Basic Data Form(s) that are attached, providing the data called for in each box marked by a check. If any of the structures do no belong to your site, write "Not at this site" in its column, nnd indicate, if possible, to
whom it belongs. If there are other cnal-waste deposit• at your site, include them on the
Basic Data Form by assigning numbers, letters, and type classifications and providing appropriate data in blank columns on the form.
Complete Section 2 .O for each column tn the Basic Ontn Form, providing Information on the
dump or retaining element of thf' impoundment.

Complete Section 3.0 for impoundments only,

that is for each column in the Basic Data Form with a type number VII through XI.
If
information called for is the same for more than one structure at a site, refer to the
earlier data by deposit number and letter.
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Site Number
Date
SECTION 1.4--BASIC DATA FORM
Provide the data called for in each box marked by a check.
Number, letter, and classify and provide similar data for
other coal-waste deposits at your site. Refer to sketches
inside the folder for definitions of points.

.
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Site Number
SECTION 2.0
Complete for each column in the Basic Data Form,
providing information on the dump or retaining
element of the impoundment. If information called
for is the same for more than one structure at your
site, refer to the earlier data by deposit number
and letter.

2.1

Deposit Number
Deposit Letter
Date

Name and Location
deposit name
0

0

USGS 7.5

2.2

north

Quadrangle

west

Deposit Status

Same as

Rate of past, present, and planned deposition from initiation to abnndonment:
From-to (mo/yr)

number

Tons/day

letter

From-to (mo/yr)
Tons/day
Is deposit burning oi has it ever burned?
burning
Is deposit being reworked or has it
ever been reworked?

2.3

being
reworked

burned

reworked

never
burned

unknown

never
reworked

Deposit Foundation

Same as

Describe type, structure, weathering, and drainage of the foundation:

rrior to construction, was foundation:

Pond
No Unknown

Yes

. Embankment
Yes
No Cnknown

Cleared of vegetation?
Stripped of overburden?
Are there any mines under the disposal area?
Abandoned mine

Potential mine

deposit is it located?----

Operating mine ___ Inactiv<' mi.ne

If so, how many feet below the waste

If not, what is approximate distance to the nearest

underground mine tunnel/drift?
If the deposit is or has teen an impoundment, has the embankment been expanded in the upstream direction so that it may
be partially founded on silt or sludge?

2.4

yes "liO unknown
Yes

Surficial Condition of Deposit

No

Sarr.e as

Arc plants and/or trees growing on the deposit?
1f so, do they h:we a normal attitude?

letter

Are there any volcano-like boils on the deposit?
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2.4

Continued

Yes

__!!£

Are there any sinkholes or other depressions on the deposit's surface?
Are there any surface cracks?
Is there any evidence of settlement?
Is there evidence of erosion?

If so, describe:
2.5

~----------------~-~---~-~----------~

Deposit Movement

Yes

__.?'.£

Yes

No

Were settlement markers installed?
Is there any history of slope movrment?

Is there any evidence of the following: Slides
Slumps
Bulges _ _ _ Heaving___ l.oose{roll Ing rocks
Flows
Movement beyond the toe

_ __

other

2.6

other

Consequence of Deposit Failure
Is any property (r11ilroad, highway, power line, etc.) thre;itenC'd?
Is the deposit positioned so that if it were to slide or m<>ve it could
block a watercourse?
Are any people working Jn a position directly threatened by potential
slides or other movement?

Number

None

Are any people Jiving in a position directly threatened by potential
slides or other movement?

2.7

Deposit Material and Source
What coal seams were or are being mined and what percent of C'ach hy volume is involved
in this deposit:
Coal Seam

Other Name

Percent

What mining method(s) was or is being used?
About what percent by volume of the deposit is:
Mill refuse

%

Red dog

Mine refuse rock

% Coal culm

___J'.

%

%

other
Which of the following equipment. was or is being used to clean the coal?
Jigs __ Air tables or cleaners
Flotation
Hpavy media
Wet cyclone ___ Dry cyclone _ __
Water tables
other

2.8

Construction Method

Deposition

Spreading
Gravity Mechanical

None

Systematic Compaction
Refuse Layers Layers
....!h!lL_ ...£1.i!Y.... 0 t her
llnJllmfil

Aerial tram
_Conveyor belt
_ !lump truck.
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Same as

Site Number
SECTION 3.0
Complete for each impoundment, that is for each
column in the Basic Data Form with a type number
VII through XI. If information called for is the
same for more than one impoundment at your site,
refer to earlier data by deposit number and letter.

3.1

Deposit Number
Deposit Letter
Date

Impoundment Status
Rate of past, present, and planned inflow from initiation to abandonment-From wash plant:
From-to (mo/yr)
Gallons/day

% Solids by weight
From mine drainage:
From-to (mo/yr)
l;allons/day

Z Solids by weight

------ - - - - - - - -------

------

Was embankment breached or is it to be breached up0n discontinuation
of impoundment operations?

3.2

yes

no

yes

no

Outlet Facilities
Describe type, dimensions, location, and elevation (with respect to minimum
embankment crest elevation) of:
Outlet conduits:----------·-

Open-cut spillway: _____~-------

Diversion ditches: _ _ _ _ _ __

Other outlet facilities:

---------·-------------·--·-----·-

·------------------·

lf th.,re is an open-cut spillway, is it cut into firm rock?

- ·-·----------· -·-····

lf not, d e s c r i b e : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Describe downstream erosion p r o t e c t i o n : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Describe upstream erosion protection:------·---·-----·- ... _______

·---~-------

-- ----- ---------- -·----------------

WA WAHlrn
& ASSOCIAHS

1023 CORPORATION WAt. PALO Al Ill CAI lfORNIA 94JO.l
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3.3

Seepage through the Embankment
None

Loe at ion of Seepagl•

Seep
0.1 gpm)

Trickle
1. 0 gpm)

Flow
.L!Q....ae_~

Stream
10 gpm)

Right abutment contact
Left abutment contact
Foundation-toe contact
Downstream shell

If there ls seepage on downstream fac£" what height is it abovl' the toe?

feet

feet

feet

Are there any visible sinkholes in impounded sludge?
)'t.?S

no

If so describe size and location:
J.4

lmpoundment Hydrology

Same as

What is the approximate drainage area?
square miles

number

%

About what percent of the watershed is covered with vegetation?

devoted to commercial, industrial, or residential use? ______ %

letter

stripped of vegetation for mining purposes?-----·%
otherwise stripped of or lacking V•'getat ion? - - - - - %
J.5

Hydraulics and Consequences of Failure

Same as

To complete the following table, use these charncter codes to describe do•11strearn watercot1rse characteristics:

number

improved channel section
well-defined confined natural channel

letter

reasonably well-defined and confined natural channel,
4

poorly defined channel with extensive arpns subject to overbank flooding

Character

Casl!:

N11mhrr po

Distance
(mile)

Dimensions

.Ell!m._ _Tu_

(feet)

------

-----

---

Flood Plain

Illi~llill&~

Schools/
Churches

Com/ Indus
Establish

----

----

------

--- -----
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Other

SIMPLE IMPOONDMENT FORMS
TYPE OF IMPOUNOMENT
CROSS-VALLEY TYPE VI I

ROSS SECTION AB

GENERALI ZED PLAN

A

d

AI

c

e

D

e
SIDE-HILL

LONGITUDINAL CROSS
SECTION CD

e•

c

g

TYPE VII I
ab

c

Cd

U

D

H

0

8

DIKED POND

TYPE IX

D

*
a'

8

INCi SEO POND

TYPE X

a

• C

•

b1

b

~

D

a'

B
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1

b

c

d

~
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APPENDIX 3
Washability Curves and the
Interpretation of Float-and-Sink Data

(Adapted from:

G.D. Coe, An Explanation of Washability Curves

For the Interpretation of

Float~and-Sink

Data on Coal, U.S. Bureau of

u.s.

Mines Information Circular No. 7045 (Washington:

Department of

the Interior Library, 1938), !Opp.)
A raw-coal sample is float-and-sink tested as described in
Section V.D.2.d.).

The Products resulting from the float-and-sink

separations, after they have been dried, are weighed and analyzed
for moisture and ash.

The weights are calculated to percentages and

the ash analyses to percentages on the moisture-free basis.

These

data are tabulated as shown in the first five columns of Table 1.
TABLE 1. - Arrangement of Float-and-Sink Data

I

I

Description
(1)

Specific
Gravity
(2)

Weight
Kg.
(3)

Weight

Ash,!/

Cum.
Weight

%

%

%

%

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Cumll
Ash,-

I

Coal from the
Pratt bed,
Warrior
Field,
Alabama

Float on 1.27
1.27 - 1.30
1.30 - 1.38

5.10
4.20
2.50

34.5
2a.4
16.9

2.8
3.9
a.a

34.5
62.9
79.a

2.8
3.3
4.5

1.50
1.70
1.90
1.90

.79
.4a
.45
1.25

5.4
3.3
3.0
a.5

16.9
30.6
46.2
71.3

a5.2
88.5
91.5
100.0

5.3
6.2
7.5
12.9

1.38 1.50 1. 70 Sink in

14. 77
!/Moisture Free basis
The·values in Column 6, headed "Cumulative weight, percent," are
in each instance the sum of all the preceding weight percentages.
ex~ple,

For

the first value recorded in the "Cumulative weight, percent"
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column is the same as the first value in the "Weight, percent" column;
the second value is the sum of the first two weight percentages; the
third is the sum of the first three; and so on.
The values listed in column 7 of Table l have been computed and
represent, in each instance, the ash analysis of the total float-coal
on the corresponding specific gravity shown in collllllll 2.

For instance,

the total coal floating at 1.27 specific gravity analyzed 2.8 percent
ash; at 1.30 specific gravity, the cumulative ash analysis would be
3.3 percent at 1.38 the cumulative ash would be 4.5 percent; and so on.
The last value, 12.9 percent, would be the analysis of the total coal
sample, including the sink in the liquid of 1.90 specific gravity.

The

calculation of the cumulative ash percentage is based on the equation:
"weight, percent" x "ash

percent" = units
.
of ash

~~~-----~-~~~~~~~--'_,.,-~~~~

100
where "units" means parts in the number of parts expressed by the
corresponding weight percentage.
Referring again to the data of Table 1, the cumulative ash for
the float-on-1.27 fraction is the same as the corresponding percentage
listed under "ash, percent".

The next cumulative ash value may be

calculated in the following manner:
there is 34.S x 2.8
100

In the float-on-1.27 fraction

or 0.9660 units of ash; in the 1.27-1.30 fraction

there are 28.4 x 3.9 or 1.1076 units of ash. The sum of these,_or
100
2.0736, is the \inits of ash in the total material lighter than 1.30
specific gravity, which, as shown by column 6, comprises 62.9 percent
by weight of the sample.

Since "weight, percent" x "ash, percent" =
100

"units of ash", then "units of Ash" x 100 ~· "weight, percent" = "ash
percent", and 2.0736 x 100..;.. 62.9 = 3.3 percent, the average ash
content of the float-on-1.27 fraction combined with the sink-on-1.27
and-float-on-1.30 fraction, or the total float on the liquid of 1.30
specific gravity.

The calculations for the third recorded cumulative

ash percentage are:
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~34.5 x 2.8)
~

100

percent.

+ (28.4 x 3.9) + (16.9 x 8.8) ·]·
100 .

100.;.. 79.8

= 4.5

100

This system of calculation is continued for all of the

specific-grav-fractions down to and including the sink in 1.90.
In constructing washability curves, cross-section paper with
centimeter and millimeter divisions is used.
least 21 by 25 cm in size.

This paper should be at

The ordinate and abscissa scales should

be in the form shown in Figure 1.

An almost indispensable piece of

equipment is a No. 48 Copenhagen ship curve.
A. Cumulative Curve
· The first curve to be plotted is the one called "cumulative",
showing the yield of float coal resulting from a 100-percent efficient
separation at any selected cumulative, or average, ash percentage.
The curve is outlined in Figure 1 by plotting the percentages found
under columns 6 and 7 in Table 1.

A smooth curve is drawn through

the resulting points.
B. Eleinentary Curve
Mathematically, the elementary curve is a derivation of the
cumulative curve and gives an indication of the rate of change of
the ash content at different yields.

In other words, the elementary

curve is intended to indicate the average ash percentage in the
highest ash particle group included in a float-coal product, for any
given cumulative ash percentage.

The elementary curve can be

established by the following method.
A rule for calculating points

on

the elementary curve directly

from the float-and-sink data may be expressed as follows:
One half of the "weight, percent" of the specific..:.
gravity interval involved, plus the "cumulative weight,
percent" of all material of lower specific gravity, is
plotted against the ash content (not cumulative ash)
of the specific gravity interval involved.
(Note that columns 4 and 5 in Table 1 show that 34.5 percent of
the total coal is of lower specific gravity than 1.27 and that the
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average ash content of this product is 2.8 percent •. Obviously, every
particle of coal included in this.product does not contain exactly 2.8
percent ash.

The analysis does not show what the ash range is, but

merely that these particles of coal collectively contain 2.B percent
ash.)
Application of the above calculation rule to the values recorded
in Table 1 results in the following calculations:
34.5
- - or 17.25 percent cumulative weight plotted at 2.8% elementary ash.
2
2

~· 4 or 14.2 + 34.5%

=

48.7% cumulative weight plotted at 3.9%

elementary ash.
8 5
; or 4.25 + 91.5

= 95.75% cumulative weight plotted at .71.3 elem. ash.

Thus three points are shown calculated which serves to illustrate
the method of determining points for the elementary curve.

The

elementary ash curve is an indication of the ease with which coal may
be cleaned.

Flat slopes mean an easy separation without large changes

in the amount of ash removed with small changes in process separating
specific gravity.

c.

Specific-Gravity Curve

The specific gravity curve in Figure 1 shows the yield of float
coal for a perfect separation, meaning laboratory conditions, at any
specific gravity within the range of gravities of the float-and-sink
tests.
This curve is constructed by plotting the specific gravities
listed in column 2 of Table 1 against the corresponding cumulative
weight percentage, column 6.

In this manner, a series of points

plotted from the float-and-sink data are connected to form a smooth
curve.
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D. The·Plus-and-Minus 0.10 Specific GravityDistribution Curve
The+ 0.10 specific gravity-distribution curve in·Figure 1 shows
the percentage by weight of the coal that lies within plus 0.10 and
minus 0.10 specific-gravity units at any given specific gravity.
instance, the

.:t,

0.10 value at 1.40 specific gravity is the percentage

of the total coal that lies within the 1.30 to 1.50
· range.

For

At 1.45 specific gravity, the

.:t,

~pecific

gravity

0.10 value is the perce.ntage

between 1.35 and 1.55 specific gravity and so on.
The

.:t,

0.10 specific gravity distribution curve is constructed in

the following manner:

The yield at 1.30 specific gravity is subtracted

from the yield at 1.50 specific gravity as read from the specific
gravity curve in Figure 1.

To compensate for varying amounts of

high-gravity materials, especially slate and other rock, the numerical
difference in the yields is divided by the yield at 2.00 specific
gravity.

The resulting adjusted percentage is plotted at 1.40 specific

gravity.

The reason for dividing the difference in the two yields

by the yield at 2.00 specific gravity is that the material of higher
specific gravity than 2.00, because of its

rapid settling rate, would

not interfere with the separation between washed coal and refuse at
normal specific gravities.

Failure to make this correction would

result in the absurd condition where the addition of roof rock to
the washery feed would apparently decrease the difficulty of the
separation because it would decrease the percentage of material
within the + 0.10 range.

The next point is determined by subtracting

the yield at 1.35 specific gravity from the yield at 1.55 specific
gravity.

This difference, divided by the yield at 2.00 specific

gravity, is plotted at 1.45 specific gravity.

In this manner points

are plotted at specific-gravity intervals of 0.05 throughout the range
from 1.40 to 1.80 specific gravity.
E. Method of Reading the Washability Curves
Because all of the curves have a common ordinate, values from one
of the curves may be expressed in terms of any of the others.
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This is

illustrated by the broken lines in Figure 1 where some additional
points not found in Table 1 have been plotted.

Assume that the coal

to which the curves of Figure 1 apply is of a size range suitable for
concentrating-table concentration.

A reading of 10 percent on the

:t_ 0.10 specific gravity-distribution curve represents the normal
maximum difficulty at which a wet table is capable of effecting an
efficient separation..

At 10 percent cumulative weight, Figure 1

shows a horizontal broken line that intersects the + 0.10 curve at
1.452 specific gravity.

The vertical broken line at this specific

gravity intersects the "Specific Gravity" curve at 83.9 percent
cumulative weight, and the horizontal broken line at 83.9 percent
cumulative weight is shown to intersect the "Elementary" curve at 19.5
percent ash and the "Cumulative" curve at 5.0 percent ash.

In other

words, the curves predict that a concentrating table, if expertly
operated and if other conditions are favorable, should be capable of
washing this coal efficiently to 5.0 percent ash with a theoretical
yield of 83.9 percent.

Included in the washed coal would be particles

containing as high as 19.5 percent ash.

The efficiency of the

separation is the ratio of the actual yield to the theoretical or
float-and-sink yield, and should be about 95 percent.

It is not

unusual. for a table to operate at 97 to 98 percent efficiency, but
95 percent represents the usual average when the object is to produce
as clean a washed coal as possible.

Thus, the actual yield of

5.0 percent ash washed coal that could be expected is 95 percent of
83.9, or 79.7 percent of the total raw coal feed.
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APPENDIX IV
Performance Criteria
Efficiencies as used herein refer to the body of performance
criteria which is utilized to evaluate the separation of a feed, as
effected by a washing device, into a salable product and a reject.
The quantity and quality of clean coal produced by a cleaning
unit are of primary interest to the operator because they determine
the economics of the operation.

However, both quantity and quality

are influenced directly by the density
by the density of the separation.

composition of the feed and

Therefore, the use of yield and

ash content to draw direct comparisons between similar cleaning units
treating dissimilar feeds or making separations at dissimilar
densities is not valid.

Nevertheless, yield and ash content are of

such vital importance to the operator that to be useful all other
criteria should have a direct bearing on them.
Performance criteria used to evaluate cleaning efficiencies are
of two principal types:

those dependent upon the density composition

of 'the feed, and those substantially independent of the density
composition of the feed.

A distribution curve is important in

performance analysis and will be discussed in connection with independent criteria.
A. Criteria Dependent on Density Composition of Feed
Performance criteria that depend on bcith the washability
characteristics of the coal being treated and the sharpness-ofseparation achieved by the washer are called "dependent criteria" and
include recovery efficiency, misplaced material, ash error, and
yield error.
a)

Recovery efficiency is defined as the ratio, expressed as a

percentage, of the yield of washed coal to the yield of float coal
of the same ash content shown to be present in the feed by the
specific-gravity analysis.
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b)

Total misplaced material is that percentage of the feed which

reports to the wrong product.

For sharp separations, the misplaced

material is principally composed of that material having specific
gravities· close to the specific gravity of separation and thus is
strongly influenced by the amount of near-gravity material present.
Near-gravity material is defined as that percentage of material in the
feed + 0.10 specific-gravity units from the specific gravity of the
separation.
c)

Ash error is the numerical difference between the actual and

theoretical ash contents of washed coal at the yield of washed coal
obtained.

Ash error takes into account both the ainount and quality of

improperly treated material, and thus is·a direct measurement of
impairment in ash content.
d)

Yield error is the difference between the yield of coal actually

obtained and the theoretical yield at the ash content of the washed
coal.

Yield error is related arithmetically to efficiency; they

simply express the same thing in different terms.
Ash error and yield error are closely related to recovery
efficiency and are of special interest inasmuch as they indicate the
margin by which actual recovery and ash content of the clean coal
product approach the theoretical recovery and ash.

Because of the

arithmetical relationship between yield error and efficiency, greater
yield errors accompany higher yields for any given efficiency.
B. Criteria Independent of Density Composition of Feed
Criteria which are characteristic of the washing unit performance
and are substantially unaffected by the density composition of the
feed are called "independent criteria" and include probable error,
error area, and imprefection.

Often

refer~ed

to as sharpness-of-

separation criteria they are obtained from the distribution curve.
a)

Distribution curve, the distribution curve plots the percentage

of each density fraction of the raw coal that reports to the washed
coal against the mean of the density fractions.
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It can be used to

describe the characteristics of actual process equipment.

See

Figure l where a distribution curve has been plotted based on data
obtained from a heavy media vessel coal washer.
b)

Probable error is obtained directly from the distribution curve.

It is numerically equal to one-half the specific-gravity difference
between the 25 and 75 percent recovery ordinates on the curve, and
thus is an indication of the slope of the distribution curve over a
large portion of its range.
c)

Error area, the area between the actual distribution curve

obtained in practice and a theoretically perfect distribution curve
(a theoretically perfect distribution curve indicates 100 percent of
the raw coal lighter than the separating gravity going to washed coal
and zero percent of the raw coal more dense than the separating
gravity going to washed coal), is a measure of the total misplaced
material.

The total misplaced material includes that material going

to clean coal that should have reported to refuse and that material
going to refuse that should have reported to clean coal.

Error area

is a dimensionless number found when the distribution curve is drawn
to a uniform scale on which a unit of length that represents 2 percent
on the ordinate or weight scale will represent 0.1 specific gravity·
units on the abscissa or specific gravity scale.

The dimensionless

number, error area, is the area found as so many square units of the
length selected.

The error area would be zero for a theoretically

perfect separation.
The two criteria, error area and probable error, represent
attempts to characterize the total distribution curve with a single
value.

The convenience of such a procedure is appealing; and, in

general, good distribution curves are characterized by low error
areas and low probable errors, whereas poor distribution curves are
characteriezed by higher values of error area and probable error.
d)

The imperfection factor is equal to the probable error divided

by the specific gravity of separation (the 50 percent recovery point
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from the distribution curve) minus the actual specific gravity of
the separating medium.

For jigs, tables, rheolaveurs and other washers

employing water as the separating medium the actual specific gravity of
the separating medium is takev. to be 1.0 specific gravity.

In

correcting for the increase in probable error by division using an
increasing specific gravity of separation, imperfection provides a
unique parameter that characterizes a particular cleaning device
regardless of the separating specific gravity and density composition
of the feed.

However, this value of imperfection is valid only for a

given size consist, feed rate, and quality of operation.
Imperfection Factor

=

d
p
d - d

s

d

p

d

d

s

m

In symbols:

where:
m

= probable error

= specific

gravity of separation from the distribution curve. This
is the specific gravity where 50% of that specif~c gravity in
the raw coal reports to clean coal.

= specific

gravity of the separating medium used to wash the coal.
This specific gravity is taken as 1.0 for jigs etc., higher for
heavy media divices.
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APPENDIX V
Calculation and Plotting of Distribution Curves
(Adapted from: M.R. Geer and H.F. Yancey, "Chapter 18:

Plant

Performance and Forecasting Cleaning Results," Coal Preparation, eds.
Joseph W. Leonard and David R. Mitchell and Others; sponsored by the
Seeley

w.

Mudd Memorial Fund (Third Edition; New York:

The American

Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers, 1968).)
An example is perhaps the most satisfactory way to show how the
distribution data are calculated and plotted.

Table 1 shows the

specific gravity analyses of the feed (composite), washed coal and
refuse made in the course of a performance test on a baum jig.
ana~yses

The

of the products are given in the usual way as percentages of

the products, and also as percentages of the feed.

The latter are

obtained, of course, by multiplying the analysis of the product by the
yield of that product expressed as a decimal.
Strictly speaking, the distribution data should be plotted
against the mean specific gravity of the fraction--the specific gravity
at which half of the fraction would float and half would sink.

In

practice, however, they are plotted against the midpoint of the

' I!

specific gravity range of the fraction.

Assumptions are required in

plotting the lightest and heaviest fractions because they have no
exact limiting specific gravities.

If 1.30 is the lowest specific

gravity used in the analysis, as frequently is the case, the point
for· the float should be plotted at a specific gravity that is midway
between that of the lightest particle present and 1.30.
1.26 to 1.28 generally is used.

A figure of

Any error involved in making this

assumption generally has very little influence on the shape and
position of the curve; it becomes important only when the specific
gravity of separation is unusually low.

If 1.80 is the highest

specific gravity in the analysis the sink is usually plotted at 2.20
or 2.30, depending on what is known about its composition.

If the

highest specific gravity is 1.60 the proper position of the point
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(Appendix 5) TABLE 1. - Specific-gravity analyses and distribution data

Specific gravity
analyses, percent
of product
Specific
gravity

A

Total

c

Washed
coal

Refuse

1.4
5.7

0.2
85.3
11.2
2.3
.6
.2
.2

9.4
11.5
13.3
10.9
9.6
45.3

100.0

100.0

100.0

Feed

Under 1.30
1. 30 to 1.40
1.40 to 1.50
1.50 to 1.60
1. 60 to 1.70
1. 70 to 1. 80
Over 1.80

B

specific grax~ty
analyses, percent of feed

0.2
76.1
11.2
3.6

1.8

o.o

D
Washed
coal

E

Refuse

o.o

0.2
75.0
9.8
2.0

.2
.2

1.1
1.4
1.6
1.3
1.2
5.5

87.9

12.l

.s

Disbritution,
percent

F

G

Feed

Washed
coal

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
98.6
87.5
55.6
27.8
14.3
3.5

£1

H

Ref use

o.o
1.4
12.5
44.4
72.2
85.7
96.5

~

Column D obtained by multiplying column B by 87.9 percent, the yield of washed coal;
column E obtained in correcponding manner.

£1

Column G obtained by dividing column D by column A.
Column H eCJUals 100 minus column G.

must be lowered accordingly.

An error made in selecting the proper

specific gravity at which to plot the sink sometimes has a significant
influence on the shape of the curve.
Generally the distribution curve is plotted directly against
specific gravity.

In comparing curves having different specific

gravities of separation, however, they may be plotted against the
difference between the specific gravity of the fraction and that of
the separation.
In Europe it is common practice to plot the distribution curve
on either log probability or arithmetic probability paper in an
effort to obtain a straight line.

The ordinate employed is always

percentage recovery on a probability scale, but the specific gravity
abcissa scale varies with the type of cleaning unit involved.

For

dense medium cleaning units the abscissa scale is arithmetic.

For

processes that employ water it is log d-1 (specific gravity of
separation minus one) and for pneumatic processes it is log d.
The advantages inherent in a straight-line plot are appealing.
The slope of the line is a measure of the sharpness of the separation
and the slope plus the specific gravity of separation combine to
characterize the complete curve.

In principle, only two points are

required to plot the curve; thus a great deal of costly laboratory
work would be eliminated.

In practice, however, it is found that

rarely can a set of distribution data be fitted to a straight line
without a loss in accuracy that often is rather large.
See Appendix 4 - Perfonnance Criteria, in the section on Criteria
Independent of Density of Composition of Feed where there is
additional discussion of distribution data and associated distribution
curves.
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COLUMN "G" IN TABLE 1:
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Percentage of the co:il specific gravity fraction of
the feed "'hich actually reports to ckan co·a1.
100 percent or zero percent, but never an
intermediate value. rcore-;ents the amount of clean
coal that should repo~l to a given specific gravity
fraction. Values are based on laboratory float-sink
analysis of both raw coal feed and clean coal
product.
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APPENDIX VI
Predicting Cleaning Results Using Distribution Curve Data
This appendix is adapted from U.S. Bureau of Mines Information
Circular 8093, "Evaluation of Washery Performance," by M.R. Geer and
H.F. Yancey which was published in 1962.

It should be noted that

the prediction of cleaning results applies only to yield and ash
of clean coal, and not to the predicted sulfur content.
The projection of anticipated cleaning results--the yield and
ash content of the washed coal expected--is a prerequisite step in
the design of a new cleaning plant.

Such predictions must be made

also in connection with the treatment of a new coal in an existing
plant, or in evaluating the effect of a proposed change in mining
practice that would alter the density composition of the raw coal.
Often these predictions are based largely on the judgment of the
preparation engineer.

Experience in making similar separations in the

same type of equipment may provide a figure for recovery efficiency
that can be used in conjunction with the density composition of the
raw coal to calculate yield and ash content with acceptable accuracy.
However, if the separation is particularly difficult, involving an
unusually large amount of near-gravity material, or an excessive
amount of heavy impurity, the distribution curve recovery-efficiency
approach to predicting cleaning results is inadequate.
The distribution curve shows what proportion of each density
fraction of the feed will be recovered in the washed coal.
used in predicting cleaning results.
technique employed.

An

It can be

example will illustrate the

Suppose that market considerations indicate

that the new coal will require a separation at 1.50 specific gravity.
The following tabulation shows the specific-gravity analysis of
the new coal and the steps involved in the calculations.
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Specific
gravity

Sped Ile
gravity
difference!l

Under I .30
1.30 to 1.40
1.40 to 1.50
I.SO to 1.60
1.60 to I. 70
1. 70 to 1.80
Over 1.80

-0.22
- .15
_ .. 05
+ .05
+ .15
+ .25
+ .70

Total

l>i~I rihu t ion

factor,.V
percent

-

98.6
93.8
65.0
33.8
17.4
10.3
2.6

-

Rnw conl

··------·- -· -··-Weight,
percent

Ash,
percent

20.0
52.3
1 J.4
3.8
1.9

7.0
I 2.3
23.8
35.6
41.8
50.4.
77. t

l.O

9.6

-100.0

-

Wuh~
Coal 3

19. 7
49.1
7.4
J.3
.3

.1
.2

--78. t

lJ

Difference betwccu average specific gravity of fraclion and specific gravity separation.
'l:} Read from distribution curve of figure 2, using upper abscissa scale.
~ As percentage of raw coal.

The float 1.30 has an assumed average specific gravity 0.22 lower
than the specific gravity of separation.

Material of this density

difference would be distributed 98.6 percent to the washed coal.
Therefore, of the 20.0 percent of float 1.30, 19.7 percent (expressed
as a percentage of feed) would be recovered in the washed product.
Similarly, the next higher density fraction would have an average
specific gravity 0.15 lower than the specific gravity of separation,
and this would indicate a recovery of this material in the washed
coal amounting to 93.8 percent.

Thus, of the 52.3 percent of 1.30 t.o

1.40 in the feed, 49.l percent would be recovered in the washed
product.

Similar calculations for each density fraction provide a

complete specific gravity analysis of the washed coal expressed in
percentage of feed.

The sum of these percentages is the anticipated

yield of washed coal, in this example 78.l percent.
The ash content of the washed coal (12.8 percent in this example)
is calculated by assuming that each of its density fractions will have
the same ash content as the corresponding fraction of the raw coal.
Generally this assumption is suffieiently accurate, although the ash
content of the heaviest portion of the· washed coal ordinarily is
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substantially lower than the corresponding density fraction in the
raw coal.

However, the amount of such material generally is so small

. that its assumed ash content is not significant.

For example, in

the preceding sample calculation, the ash content of the washed coal
is reduced by only 0.1 percent if the ash value assigned to the sink
1.80 fraction is

so.a

instead of 77.1 percent.

A more serious error in calculating ash content may occur when
the density of separation falls within a fraction containing a large
proportion of the raw coal.

If, for example, the separation is at

1.45 specific gravity, the portion of the 1.40 to l.SO·fraction
reporting to the washed coal will be somewhat lower in ash content
than this fraction of the feed, because it will include primarily
the lighter portions of the fraction.

Error from this source can be

minimized by interpolating on the raw-coal washability curves to
subdivide the fraction in which the density of separation occurs into
intervals of about 0.02 specific gravity.

In this way the gravity

range is so small that the difference in ash content between
corresponding fractions of the washed coal and raw coal is insignificant.
Obviously, the limitations on use of the distribution curve
cited earlier in this report apply when the curve is used in predicting
cleaning results.

The principal limitation of concern is the necessity

of using a curve derived from treating coal having about the same size
composition as the one for which the prediction is being made.
Although the errors involved in employing a curve having a specific
gravity of separation varying from the desired value by 0.20 or more
generally are small, ideally a curve representing separation at about
the desired density should be used.

If these few precautions are

observed the prediction of yield and ash content can be suprisingly
accurate.
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APPENDIX VII
List of Applicable ASTM Standards
ASTM D-3174

"Ash in the Analysis of Coal and Coke."

ASTM D-388

"Coals by Rank, Specifications for Classification Of."

ASTM D-2234-68

"Collection of a Gross Sample of Coal."

ASTM D-431-44

"Designating the Size of Coal from its Sieve

ASTM D-440

"Drop Shatter Test for.Coal."

ASTM D-2492

"Forms of Sulfur in Coal."

ASTM D-720

"Free-Swelling Index of Coal."

ASTM D-409-71

"Grindabiliyt of Coal by the Hardgrove Machine Method."

ASTM D-271-68

"Laboratory Sampling and Analysis of Coal and Coke."

ASTM D-3173

"Moisture in the Analysis of Coal and Coke."

ASTM D-2013-68

"Preparing Coal Samples for Analysis"

ASTM E-323-70

"Perforated-Plate Sieves for Testing Purposes"

ASTM D-3172

"Proximate Analysis of Coal and Coke"

ASTM D-197

"Pulverized Coal, Sampling and Fineness Test"

ASTM D-410-38

"Sieve Analysis of Coal"

ASTM D-311

"Sieve Analysis of Crushed Bituminous Coal"

ASTM D-3302

"Total Moisture in Coal"

ASTM D-3177

"Total Sulfur in the Analysis Sample of Coal and Coke"

ASTM D-3176

"Ultimate Analysis of Coal and Coke"

ASTM D-3175

"Volatile Matter in the Analysis Sample of Coal
and Coke."

ASTM E-11-70

"Wire-Cloth Sieves for Testing Purposes."

Analysis.~'

The latest edition of the entire specification document appears
in the ASTM Annual Book of Standards, "Part 26 - Gaseous Fuels; Coal
and Coke," or may be obtained as individual publications from:
American Society for Testing and Materials
1916 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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This year's Buying Directory contains a handy
reference of up-to-date
equipment and services
that will help·youdo you_r job more efficiently
and profitably.
, The Buyi"ng Directory is
divided into two sections:
1. Product Classificatio~
An up-tq-date alphabetical list of products,
materials and service"s,
and the companies
that offer them, starting
on this page. To help
you quickly find
the product or service,
the listing has been
alphabetized both by item
and company, and crossindex~d. Note that some
product classifications

have numbered subdivisions.
immediately under them.
These divisions are
designed to help you
identify quickly the
supplier of a specific
type of product. The
numbers following the company name thus refer to
the numbered items
appearing under the
product head. For example,
if you want to buy
corrosion-resistant
pipe, look under the general
heading PIPE and then
go through the subdivisions
until you find corrosionresistant, which has the
number Ain front of it.
All companies in the
alphabetical listing
under PIPE and having
the number 8 after them

COAL AGE .• September l 976
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are suppliers of corrosion-resistant pipe.
If a product does not
appear under one classification, look for
the alternative listing.

2. Directory of
Manufacturers-Contains
in alphabetical
order, at the end of
this directory, the.
names and addresses of
the manufacturers,
suppliers and service
organizations appearing
in the Product
Classification section.
Advertisers appear
with bullets; see the ·
second to last page
of this issue for the
page number(s) of the
advertlsement(s).

ABRASION-RESISTANT
MATERIALS

o.,

A-S·H Pump.
of Envirotech Corp
AmP.n<.an Alloy Steel, Inc.
Am'lo 0" , Abe• Corp
A\bury lndu\lt1e\. Inc
Badal! Co. Int
C11b0rundum Company
C1ncinnal1 Rub~ Mtg Co, Div ol Stewart·

Warner Corp
Columbo• Stael Casllng Co .. Inc.
Corhart Refractories Co. 0.v. of Corning Glass
Works
Detrick, M. H, Co.
du Pont de Nemours, E. I. & Co. Inc.
Dure• Products. Inc. Natl. Wore Cloth Div.
ESCO Corp
Fairmont Supply Co.
fiberglass Resources Corp.
Galigtier Co . Th•
Gates Rubber Co • The
General Electric Co. Carboloy Systems Dept
Goodrich. 8. f.-Eng1neered Systems Co.
Greenbank Cast Basalt Ens. Co. Lid
Greenpte Industrial Polymers ltd.
Guyan Machinery Co.
Hensley Industries Inc.
Holz Rubber Co .. A Randron O.V.
International Alloy Steel Div., Curtis Noll Corp.
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp.
Kalen born
Kanawha Mfg Co.
Lee Supply Co .. Inc.
Linatex Corp. of America
Lukens Steel Co.
3M Co.
Manganese Steel Forse. Taylor-Wharton Co. 0.v.
of Ha""o Corp.
Molded Dimensions Inc.
Norton Co
011 Center Research
Poly-Hi, Inc.
Pretser/Mineco O.V.. Praiser Scientific Inc.
Ry~. lostllh T.. & Son, Int.
Shwayder Co.
Smith, A. O.~nland Inc. R!tnforced Plastics Div.
Steel Heddie Mfg. Co.. Industrial Div.
Stetlite O.v., Cabot Corp.
Stonhard, Inc.
Stoody Co.
Stoody Co. WRAP Div.
Thomas foundries Inc.
Tretleborg Rubber Co .. Inc.
Tricon Metals & Services, Inc
Trowelon. Inc.
U. S. Polymeric. Sub. of Armco Steel Corp.
United States Steel Corp.
Wa1ax Industries Ltd.
Wall Cotmonoy
West Virginia Belt Sales & Repairs Inc.
Wilmot Ensineer1ng Co.
Worl<man Developments. Inc.

AERIAL SURVEYING,
MAPPING, PHOTOGRAPHY
Aerial Map Service Co.
Aerial Surveys, Inc.
Aero SerY1ce OJY .. Western Gt<ll>nysical Co. ol
Amer.
Berger Associates. ltd.
Geometrics
Grittolyn Co., Inc.
Numomcs Corp.

ANALYZERS, GASES,
VAPORS, ATMOSPHERE
A-I 0 In<
tiatharac.h lmtrumenl Co. Mmmg 01'1

Sarne\ f 11&mec1mg r.o
BP.tkman ln\tr11menls, Inc
Bulla•d. 1. IJ Co

du Pon1 de Ncmour !, [ I & Co Inc
rdmon1.w11son. 01v ol Becton. 01ckmson & Co
I 1~her Sc1ent1f1c Co
I eeds &Northoup Co

Mine Safety Applodnce. Co
National Environmental Inst. Inc
Nallonal Mme Sfar.. 1ce Co

Perkin-Elmer Corp
Pre1ser /Mineco Div . Pre1ser Scientific Inc.

Scoll Av1at1on. A Div ol A· T-0. Inc
Taylor Instrument Process Control Div Sybron
Corp.
Varian Assooates

ANEMOMETERS
Alnor Instrument Co
Bacharach Instrument Co .. Mining 01~.

CSE Mine Service Co
Davis Instrument Mtg Co

fisher Scientilic Co.

J. Tec Associates. Inc
Mine Safety Appliances Co
National Mine Service Co
Pre1~tr/M1neco Div., Preis.er ScientJlic Inc

BAGS
1.
, 2.
3.
4.
5.

AIR FILTERS. DUST COLLECTORS
AN-fO. NCN
EXPLOSIVES
TAMPING
SAMPLE

(I)

Wilson. R M . Co , (I )
Wore Cloth Ent•rpnses. Inc. (I)

BARGE-HANDLING
EQUIPMENT

AERIAL TRAMWAYS

Easton Car & Construcllan Co
FMC Corp. link-Belt Malenal Handling ~)!ems

ANALYZERS, COAL SULFUR

Div
Heyl & Pauerson. Inc.
Kdnawha Mtg Co.
McDowell-Wellman ! ngrg Co
McNally PottsburK Mlg Coop
Webster MIK Co

Seckman Instruments. Inc

BARGE LINES

KHO /ndustrieanlagen AG. Humboldt Wedag
Leco Corp.

ALPS Wore Rope Corp

Perkin-Elmer Corp.
Pretser/Mineco Div .. Preiser Scientific Inc.

Onawa Corp
M•• 41hon Mlg Co

Unit"'1 StdltS St..1Coop

BASKETS, CLOTHES
An11te• Mine & Smeller Supply
Fairmont SuPplf Co
Lyon Metal Prod• Inc
Moore Co . I he
National Mme Serv~• Co

BELT-LOADING STATIONS,
AUTOMATIC
Aggregates Equipment Inc
D£MAG lauchhammer

Dowty Corp
FMC Corp. link-Belt Material H•ndhng SySlems
0.v
fa1rfoetd Engineering Co
Hanson. RA , Oise . ltd
Huwood·l,,.1n Co
Jold Mtg Co . Inc
McOo•ell-Wellman Engr~ Co

:n~: :1:i~~~~:o~:i. ~v ~r Barber-Green~

Ameucan Commercial Barge l me Co

Armco Steel Corp .. Product Into.
Oravo Corp.
Flowers Transportallon. Inc.

M/G Transport Services. Inc
Midland Enterprises Inc.

Ohio Rive• Co. The
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1

1

Re.. nord Inc
Schroeder B•os Corp
Stamler, W. R. Corp., The
Webb. Je,.,1s B . Co
Webster Mtg Co
Wilson. R M. Co

BELTS
I CHAIN
2 HAI lRANSMISSION

3 MINER'S LEATHER
4

Aeroiall Mills ltd .. (I)
American Air Fiiter Co. Inc_, (l)
Atlas Po~der Co .. (4)
Austin Powder Co. (2. 3. 4)
Ben"s Co, Inc., (I. 2. 3. 4, 5)
Daniels. C. R. Inc.
du Pont de Nemours, E. I & Co Inc . (4)
Energy Packaging, Inc. (2. 3)
f•ormont Supply Co., (4)
Firestone Tore & Rubber Co. (I)
Hercules Inc .. (2, 3. 4)
Independent [Jplosives Co . ( 2. 3. 4)
Joy Mtg. Co. (UK) ltd, (I)
KHO lndustneanlagen AG, Humboldt Wedag, ( I )
Logan Corp. (4)
Monsanto Co .. ( 2. 3. 4)
National filter Media Corp .. (I)
Nallonal Mine Service Co., (4)
Peabody ABC.(\, 3, 5)
Pre1ser /M1neco Div . Preiser Sc1en11l1c Inc , ( 5)
Sly. W W. Mtg. Co. (I)
Smico Corp., (I)
Sprout-Waldron, Koppers Co. Inc. (I)
Trojan Div IMC Ch•mical Group. Inc .. 12. 3. 4)
West Virginia Belt Sales & Repairs Inc. (4)
Western l>rec1pitation Div., Joy Mrg Co. (I)
Wheelabrator-Frye Inc. Air Pollution Contrul 01v.

Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Wild Heerbru88 lnsts. Inc.

Interstate Equipment Corp.
United States Steel Coop

BARGES
Amtrican CommerC1dl Barge I •flt Co
~lhlrht.-nr Steel Corp

V-BU T

5 V-LINK
Acme·Hamilton Mlg Corp. Belling Orv . ( 21
Adams Equipment Co .. Inc. (41

Baldwon Beltong Inc. (2, 3 •I
Banner Bearings. (4)

81g Sandy Electr~ & Supply Co 1oc (4 I
Bonded Scare & Mach•,,. Co. I I l
Boston Industrial Products O.v .1.merl(:ar B11tr11e
Inc. (2. 41
Bov.m.tn 01slnbuhon. Barnes Group. Inc . ( 2 4)
Bridge\tone Tore Co . LI~ .( 2 4l
Browning Mtg Div. Emer1en Ele<tnc Co .14. 51
CE Tyler Inc
Campbell Cnaon Co. (I)
Celanese f•be•s Ma•kehng Co. (5)
C1nc1nnat1 Rubber Mf1 to. 0111 al Sie .... art·
Warne• C0<p . (2)
Dayco Corp. RubOer Pooducts Div. 12. )I
o~~ Inc. R J. (2. 4. 5)
Dodge Div. Reliance Electric Co (•. 51
Ouptei Moll & Mtg Co. (41
Eaton Coop, World HeadquarW\, <•. 51
Eaton Corp. lndustnal Drives Div. <•1
FMC Corp. Chaon Div (I I
f aormont Supply Co .( I. 2 4 5)
fen""'. J H & Co. Ltd. (I. 4 51
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co (41

~:;~~'~;: , ~~'~fn~~ ii:>
1

Goodall Rubber Co. (2. 4)
Goodpcn. 8 f -Engonee•ed Systems Ce .12!
Goodyear Tore & Rubbe• Co (2 41
Greengate Industrial Polymers ltd. (2 4)
~tolz Rubbef Co. A Randron Orv (2)
H1.1wood·lf"'llllin Co

Indus.trial Rubber PrOducl~ Co. (I. 2 I!
Lee Suppty Co Inc

~)

Logan Corp. (4)
Manneom Mlg & Bel/Ing. (2. 4. 5i
Mine Safety Appl,an<es Co. ( ll
Nationat Mine Service Co ( 3)

Re1nord Inc . (I I
Rost. H &Co . (2)
Rubber Eog1neenng & Mtg Co. (2)
Scandura. Inc. (2)
Shingle. L H. Co., (2. 4)
Trelleborg Rubtier Co. Inc. (41
UnolOI< Beltong Co .. Div. ot Georg•a Duck •no Cord·
age Mill (2)
Uniroyal. Inc. (2. 4)
Webster Mlg. Co, (I)
Wilson. R M. Co. (4)
Wood's, T 8. Son• Co.(•. 5)

BIN GATES
Aggregales Equipment Inc.
Bond.a Scale & Machine Co.
Card Corp
Challenge·Cook Bros., Inc.
Cleveland·Armstrong Corp.
Concrete Equipment Co, Inc.
Dorr Ohver long, Ltd
FMC Corp., l.ink·Belt Material Handlu1g Systems
Div
Fa1rl1eld Engineering Co.

Fet.>co 1n1erna11ona1. Inc
fuller Co .. A Gah Co.
Industrial Contracting of Fairmont, Inc
lndustnat Pneumatrc !,tstems. Sub of Industrial

Comralllng of fa,.mont. Inc.
Industrial Rubber Products Co.
K•na,.oa Mtg. Co.
Leman Machine Co
L"el) Mtg & Eqwpment Co.
Marsh, E F • Eng1neenng Co.

McNally P1tt1Durg Mtg Corp
Somerset Welding & Steel Inc
Standard Metal Mfg Co
Stephons·Adamson
Telsmllh
Barber·Greene Co
Universal R0ad Machmery Co
Webster Mtg Co
Wllhs & Paul Corp. The

o...

BIN-LEVEL INDICATORS

Concrele [Qu1pment Co. Inc.
Fabricated Metals Industries. Inc
Fairmont Supply Co.. (4)
Feeco International. Inc .. (I. 2. 3)
Ferro· Tech, Inc.

First Colony Corp., (1)
Frick.Gallagher Mfg. Co., The. (4)
Hammerm1lls, Inc., Sub of Pettibone Corp, (2)
Holmes Bros. Inc.
I & M EQuipment Sales, Inc.
Industrial Contracting ol Fairmont. Inc, (I. 3)
Industrial Pneumatic Systems, Sub of Industrial
Contracting ol fairmonl. Inc .. (I)
Iowa Manufacturing Co , (I )
Kanawha Mtg. Co. (2, 3)
L1Yely Mfg. & EQu1pment Co. (I. 2 JJ
Lyon Metal Prods. Inc. (4)
Madlonald Eng•neering Co, (I, 2)
Manulaclurm [Qu1pment Co., The
Marietta Concrelc Co. Cl. 2. 3)
Marsh. E f., Engineering Co. (2)
McNally Pittsburg Mtg. Corp., (I. 2. 3)

~~:~.!r!J.~~.;·~!). Pre•"'r Scientil•c Inc. (I. 2.
3. 4)
Republic Sleel Corp. (4)

R1pco. Inc

Ruttmann Companies, (I. 2. 3)
St Heg" Paper Co., (3, 4)
Sproul·Waldron. Koppers Co .. Inc.
Standard Metal Mtg. Co., (I)
V1bra.Screw Inc.. (2)
W1lhs & Paul Corp .. The. (I, 2. 3)
Wilson. R. M. Co .. (I. 3. 4)

BUCKETS

BLENDERS-COAL

Automa11on Products, tnc

Big Nn1se Instruments. Div ol lmorovecon Corp
B1nd1catc.r Co . 01v of lmprovecon Corp

FMC Corp., Link·Belt Material Handling Systems
DIV.

Comp1on floctrical Equipment Corp

Feeco International. Inc.

Concre1e [QlHpment Co . Inc.
Delavan [ lectronics. Inc
FMC Corp. Material Hanohng [Qu1pinen1 Div
Fa1rfle1a Engineering Co
Ferrl)·Te .. 11. Inc

Fulle1 Co A Gal• Co.
Huwood·lrwm Co
lndusl1101 Rubber Products Co
Jeffrey Mtg Div , D1esser lndustr1es Inc

Kay Ray Inc
McNally P1tt•burg Mfg Corp
Mi?lntape Inc

Gundlach. T. J.. Machine Co .. DIV J M. J. Indus·

Mon1101 Mtg Co
Mon•lro1 Mtg Co.
Orm1ar1 Ceirp

Ramsey Engineering, Co
Stephens·Adamson
Stevens. Inc , C W
Te1tis Nuclear
Unique Products Co

WE SMAR Level Momtor 0"

BIN VIBRATORS
I

AIR OR GAS

Branford Vibrator Co .. The, Div of Electro Me·
cnamcs. Inc

Mclanahan Corp

Panerson·Kelley Co., Div. of Taylor Wharton Co
. Harsco Corp
Pre1!!.er /Mmeco 01\1 , Pre1ser Sc1enlllte Inc

Wiison. R. M , Co.

BLENDING &
PROPORTIONING
SYSTEMS-COAL
ASV Engineering Ltd
Duplex M•ll & Mtg Co
FMC CCirp, link-Belt Material Handling Systems

DIV
FMC Corp, Matenal Handling [Qu•pment 0"
Fa1rf1eld Engineering Co.
Feec:o lnternatmnal. Inc

GEC Mechanical Handling Lid
Hawker Siddeley Dynamics Eng1neerinl ltd
Heyl & Patl<r!.Jn, Inc
Jen>1ns ol Relford I Id
K-G lndus1r1es. tnc

Carman lndustnes, Inc

Kaiser Engineers. Inc

Er1ez Magnellcs
fMC Corp. Matenal Handhng Equipment 01\1.

K· Tron Corp

Forestone Tore & Rubber Co
Industrial Rubber ProduCIS Co
Long·A1rdo1 Co. A. Div. of the Marmon Group, Inc .
(I)
Pre1ser/M1neco Div. Pre1ser Sc1enlil1c Inc
Thayer Scale Hyer Industries, ( 1)

V•bCO Inc .• (I)
V1branet1Cs. Inc

Kanawha Mtg Co
L"ely Mfg. & Equipment Co
Marsh. £ f, Engineermg Co.
McDowell Wellman Engrg Co
McNally Pittsburg Mtg Corp.
M1ntec/lnternat1onal. Div. ol Barber-Greene
Panerson·Kelley Co. Div. ot Taylor Wharton Co
. Harsco Corp.

Wilson, R. M. Co .. (I)

Ramsey Engineering. Co.
Thayer Scale Hyer Industries

BINS

BOX-CAR LOADERS,
UNLOADERS

I. CONCRETE·COAL STORAGE
BLENDING
3 REfUSE
4 PARTS STORA GE
ASV[ng•n..,ringltd.(I. 2. l. 41
A1inco Sti't't Corp, Product Into
A:iit>wy lnoustnts. lrtr. (3. 4)

Belhlehern Steel Corp , ( l)
Bowman D1slnbut1on. Barnes Group, Inc. (4)

I. AERIAL·TRAMWAY
2 CLAMSHELL
3 DRAGUNE
4. DRAGLINE·ARCHES, CHAINS
5 ELEVATOR
6. TRACTOR AND WHEEL·LOADER

tries, Inc

Heyl & Patterson. Inc.
Jenkms of Retford Ltd
K·G Industries. Inc.
McDo ..en.Wellman Engrg Co.

'M1HO Switch. A Div ol Hone'IWell

Mineral Services Inc

Br1t1sh Jeffrey Diamond. Div of Dresser Europe
SA (UK Branch), {l, 2. 3)
Card Corp , (I)
Damels Company. The. (I)
Emaco Inc.
ferro· Tech. Inc. {I, 2)
GEC Mech•n•cal Handling ltd., (1)
Gruendler Crusher & Putvemer Co . ( I )
Gundlach, T J. Machine Co. Q.,. J M J Indus·
Ines, Inc
Hem>eheidt Amer~a. (2)
Heyl & Patterscn. Inc. (I)
Jenk,ns of Retlord ltd., (3)
Joy Mlg Co (U.K.) Ltd, (3)
K·G lnduslries. Inc.
Koppers Co. Inc, (I)
Koppers Co., Inc Metal Products D", Hard1nge
Operation. (I)
lively Mtg & EQu1pmont Co, (I)
long·A1rdo• Co A 01v of the Marmon Group. Inc ,
(1, 2)
Mtlanahan Corp .. (I. 2)
Mc Nally P•tlsburg Mfg. Corp., (I)
Mining Progress. Inc. Cl. 2)
Mining Supplies. Lid., (2)
Owens Mlg, Inc. (I. 2, 3)
Pennsylvania Crusher Corp., (I. 2)
Schroeder Bros. Corp., (I)
S1am1er. W R, Corp. The, {I, 2)
Sturtevant M•ll Co. (I)
Wilson. R M. Co. (I. 2)

Brrinford V1t>1ator Co. lhe.

l'h . tnu

~

l>w of l

Workman OevP.lopments., Inc , (1, S)

Yaun Wilham> Bucket Co .. (2. 3. 4)
Youn11 Corp. <61
i1'(lru Mt•·

Inc

lnd11stnJI RubbP.r Produ(f\ Lo
M111mR £t1111t1menl Mii( Corp
Mt l,11t•rn~lton11I I hi
~n·hrot>drr

Aggregates Equipment Inc .. (5)
Alh•·Chalmers. (6)
American Poe lain (Gfll , (2)
A$bury Industries, Inc., (5, 6)
Balder~n Inc .. (6)
Bucyrus.Erie Co. (4)
8:Jdd Co., Pl1$l1t ProdUC1• Div., Potychem Products. (5)
card C0<p
Caterpillar Tractor Co .. (6}
Concrete Equ1prnenl Co, Inc .. (5)
Duple• Mill & Mfg Co, (5)
Elkhorn Industrial ProdUC1S Corp., (6)
ESCO Corp., (2. 3. 4, 5)
FMC Corp , Material Handling Equipment Div., (5)
Fa1r1iekl Engineering Co. (5)
Fairmont Supply Co., (5)
Ferri)· Tecti, Inc
F1at.Alhs C0Mtruct1on Machinery. Inc. (6)
Haulm.nters. Inc"' (3)
Hendrix Mfg Co. Inc .. (3)
Industrial Rubber Products Co , ( 5)
ln1erstate (qu,pment Corp, (I)
Jettrey Mtg. D", Dresser lndustrie• Inc. (5)
KHO lndustrieanlagen AG. Humboklt Wodag
Kanawha Mtg. Co. (5)
Lauben•tein Mtg. Co. (5)
Manon Power Shovel Co Inc , ( 3. 4)
McNally Pittsburg Mii C0<p, (5)
Ore Reclamation Co, (5)
Owen Bucket Co .. The. (2)
Page Engr1 Co, (3)
Pettibone Corp., (2. 3)
Ph1hppt·Ha1enDuch Inc. Ltd. (6)
Rexnord Inc, (5)
S & S Machinery Sare.. Inc., (6)
Standaro Metal Mfg. Co, (5>
Slephens·Adamson (5)
!ere• D". GMC. (6)
Um· loot Attachment•. Inc .. (6)
Web•ter Mf1 Co., (5)
Wdmol lngineering Co, (5)
Wiison. ii M. Co .. (I, 5)

Rros CNi1

BREAKERS

CAR DUMPERS, MINE
Alla~

R,,1lroall

t:o11~.uucr1011

Co

C.Jrlf Corp

(1in11i>llsv1ll1! r orp
l)o11 011Vf>I I 1lng,

l Id

I MC Corp I "'k llt!lt Material llandhng S~ 11er's
Q.,

I COAL ROTARY
2 LUMP. MINE
3. PICK·TYPE. PREPARATION

H~vl

& Pdlh•r!i,On. Inc

l'\andwt111 Ml~ Co

M(Ndtl)' P11!!!.b1Hg Mtg Corp
M1111ng lt1uipn1ent Mtg Corp
Nolan Co . The

Ru!Jerts & Scn•eler Co
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CAR DUMPERS, R.R.
ROTARY

:~~eR::~~a~qc:::'r:~::~ Co.
Dileo, Inc.
Dorr Oh•er Long, lid.
FMC Corp., lln~·Bell Malerial l<andhng Sy•tem•
Dov.
·
Heyl &Patterson, Inc.
McOowell-Wellman Engrg. Co.
Mining Equipment Mfg. Corp.
National Air Vibrator Co.
Whiling Corp.
CAR HAULS, MOVERS,
PULLERS, R.R.
Aldon Company, The
Atlantic Track & Turnout Co.
CE·Ehr>•m
Coeur d'Alene• Co.
Don Ohver Long, Ltd.
FMC Corp. Lmk·Bell Material Handling Systems
Div.
Fairmont Sul>!lly C9.
Heyl & Pattel'IOI\. Inc.
ISCO Mtg. Co.
· Manoon Transmot"e Div., Sanford Day Pn>ducts
McDowell·WeUman Engra. Co.
. McNally Pittsburg Mlg. Corp.
Nolan Co.. The
P<tt1bone Corp., l'<ttibone New Yon. Ow.
Roberts & Schaefer Co.
Stamler, W. R.. Corp., The
Stephens-Adamson
Whiling Corp.

CAR HOLDERS, STOPS,
MINE
Aber Corp.. Railroad Pn>ducts Group
Aldon Company, The
Card Corp.
Connellsville Corp.
Dorr Oliver Long. Ltd.
Duquesne Mine Supply Co
Huwood-trwin Co.
Kanawha Mfg. Co.
Mannon Tr1nsmol1ve Div.. Sanford Day Pn>ducts
Midwest Steel o;,., Midwest Corp.
Nolan Co.. The

CHUTES

·CAR MQVERS, R.R.

I. DIVERSION. COAL·LOAOING
2. TElESCOPING. COAl.l~

A& K Railroad Mate11als, Inc
Advance Car Mover Co., Inc.

Aldon Company, The
An11ter Mme & Smelter Supply
Atlanlic Track & Turnoul Co.
Clark Equipment Co .. Cons1ruct1on Machinery
lllV
Coeur d'Alenes Co
Dorr Oh•er Long, lid.
Fairmonl Supply Co
General Sc1ent1l1C Equipment Co
ISCO Mlg. Co.
Marmon Transmot1Ve Do•, Sanford Day Pn>ducts
Mcllowell·Wellman Engrg. Co
Midwest Steel Oiv . Midwest Corp.
Nolan Co .. The
Pettibone Corp, Pettibone New York Dov.
Sanford-OaytMarmon Transmotrve, Dov. 01 the
Marmon Group, Inc
Stamler. W R.. Corp, The
Stephens-Adamson
Waia1 lndu51ne. Ltd
WM111g Corp.

CAR RETARDERS, MINE-CAR
Abe• Corp, Railroad Products Group
Aldon Company, The
Do" Ohver Lons. lid
OuQue•ne Mine Sull!lly Co
FMC Corp .. Link.Bell Material Handling Sy•lems

°''·

Fairmont Supply Co
Jenkins ol Rettord ltd
Kanawha Mia. Co
Marmon Transmo11ve 01'1., Sanford Day Producls

Sanford-Day/Marmon lransmot.,e. Do• of the
Marmon Group, Inc.

CAR RETARDERS, R.R. CAR
Aller Corp , Railroad Product• Group
Aldon Company, The

Card Corp.
Dorr Ohver Long, Lid
Kaiser f ng1neers. Inc.
Marmon Jransmot"e Dov.. Sanford Day Products
Nolan Co.. Th•
Schroeder Bros. Corp.
Slamler, W R., Corp., The
Wilson, R. M.. Co.

CAR-LOADING STATIONS,
AUTOMATIC-R.R.-CAR
Dorr Ohver Long, LId
FMC Corp., L1nk·Belt Material Handling Syslems
DIV.
Fa1rt,.ld Engineering Co
General Electric Co, Transportation Systems
Business Dov
tleyl & P1tte<son. Inc
ka1w Ens1neers. inc
Marmo<\ Transmollve 0.v. Sanlord Oay Products
Mcllowetl·Wellm1n fngrg Co.
McNllly l'lttsbura Mrs Corp.
M1nt«'lntern1h0n1I. Div. of Berber·Greene

Nolan Co. The
Schroeder 8ros. Corp.
Stimler, W R, Corp .. The
Webster Mtg. Co.
Whiling Corp.

o.... (l. 2)

f11rfield En11-nna Co
Holme• Bros Inc .. (2)
lndu51..-I Contractrng_ot Fairmont. Inc .. (I)
Kana•hl Mlfi. Co. (I., 2}
lluben•tan Mlg. Co
Lrvety Mfg. & EqurjJmelll Co.. (I. 2}
McNally Pittibur& Mfg. Corp., (I, 21
w. J.
5<¥nersel Weldina & Steel Inc .. (I)
Stamler. W.R .. Corp., The. (I)
Trtllebo<g Rubber Co.• Inc .. (I, 21
United McGill Corp.
Webb, Jerv1' B.• Co., (I. 2).
Wetnler Mia. Co.• (I, 2)
W~hs & Paul Corp., The
Wrlson, R. M . Co .. (I, 2)
Worj<man Oe.eiopmenlS, Inc.

Sl••a•.

eo.. m

CLARI FIERS
Crene Co.

Don-Olivet Int.

Dorr ~ Lone. Lill.
Enviru, Inc.
Enwc>Clar. 1 Div. of Amsllt Corp,
Enwonmenllf Equip Div.. FMC Corp.
Enwotech Corp, EimcD BSP Div.
Heyl & Plnenon. Int.
Joy Uta Co., 0.- EQUiomlnl Div.
KHD lndu'~ AG. Ht.mb*lt Wedi&
Koppers Co.. Inc.
Pal'Ascn Corp.
Redd1na Co .. James A.

Rtrnor11 Inc.
Sala ln!lmllionll
Undloc Limited

Atlas Railroad Construction Co

Duquesne Mme Supply Co.
FMC Corp., L1nk-Belt Matenal Handhng Systems
Oiv
Heyl & Paner<on, Inc.
Kanawha Mtg. Co.
Logan C0<p.
Manoon Transmot1ve Otv., Sanford Day Products
Mcllowell-Wellm1n Engrg Co.
Mcllally Pin.burs Mtg. Corp
WABCO Union Switch & S.gnal
We1t1na·
hause A.r Brake Co .. an Americ1n-Standlrd

°''··

CAR-LOADING STATIONS,
AUTOMATIC-MINE-CAR

ASV Eng1neen"1 lid., (I)
8elhlehem Sleel Corp., (I)
Clevetand·Aml,tron& Corp, (II
Concrete Equipment Co., Inc
fMC Corp., l1nil-8elt Material~ s,slems

Co.

CAR SHAKERS, R.R.
Aldon Company, The
Alh,·Chalmen
Alhs-Chalmen. Crushrng & Screen1111 Equipment
llrln!ord Yrbrator Co, lhe, Div. ol Electro Mechanics. Inc.
Industrial Rubber Products Co.
LopnCorp
Nltional Air V'ibnnor Co.

Yllxo Inc.

CAR SPOnERS, MOVERS,
MINE
Aldon Company, The
FMC Corp. Material Handhns Equipment Oiv.
l!i<:O Mlg. Co
KalllWht Mtg Co.
Marmon Tr1n•motrve Oiv , Sin lord Day Products
Morg111town Machine & HydrauhC\. Inc .. Q.,
Nill. Mine Sefv1ce Co.
Nolan Co. The
Schroeder Bros Corp
St1rnltt, W. R, Corp, The

CLASSIFIERS
I. AIR

2. HYDRAULIC
3. MECHANICAL
M<olll Mils lid., (I)

C.£

Rayrnond/81rUen·~.

[,,.,._,,... Inc .. (I, 3)

CE Tyler Inc .. (3)

°"'*'
Deiller

Div. Combusban

'
(3)

Company. The.
Concen!rl!Dr Co. Inc., The, (2)
Dorr-OI- Inc., (2)
Dorr a- Lonc. ltd .. (2. 3)
GenerW Resaun:e Corp.
Gruendllr Cnaher • PIMrizer Co .. (I)

Heyl • , . . _ , Inc.. (2)
J<>r Mia. Co, ...... EQUipmlrlt Div.

KHD lndusltielnlllln AG, ltlmbaldl Wedll, (I,
3)

Kennedy Y.. $tun Corp Sdl. ol lldW)' Plfts.
burg. (I)
Krebs E~ (2)
.
Uniter Cori>. ol Americl. (2)
MlllC Dov., Donlldson Co, (I)
McUnWn Corp., (2)
McfQly Plll1tu1 Ml&- CGrp,, (3)
Rexnord Inc., (3)
Sall ln-llOnll, (I, 2. 3)
SM11Mnt Mil Co.. (I, 3)
Telunilll Otv .. IJlrlllr-Gnllne Co.. (3)
llnlftoc Limllld
Urwenll Rold lllchtnely Co., (I)
WEMCO DY., EnWolacli Corp., (2)
W~llam' Paten! CluMw & l'lllv. Co., (I)
Wilmot E...,_.. Co., (3)
Wilson. R IA .. Co.. -(3)

CLEANERS. AIR, FOR .COAL
(SEE. TABLH, AIR)
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COAL-ANALYSIS
LABORATORIES

Geneoal Eietlrc Co , lndu•tnal Sales O.v . 13 S
7)

COAL BREAKERS, C02, AIR
Ullt Crusher Co .• ""·
~Co.

..

General Eledrc Co . Tr111sportal100 S,slems
S....ness0...,(6)
General Equipmerit & Mtg Co. Inc. 16 7)
General Resoutte Corp. (7)
Gnncte•-CWI Dislnbufln& Co., (3)
Ha\oloet ~ Oy-s lng·,,..""~ I Id
( 6, 7)

A0... ol lhe Mlnnan Gioup, tnc

.COAL INSPECTION,
SAMPLING

•
COAL STORAGE
(SH STOIUGf & Rf:ClMllHG
STITQI$)

COMMUNICATORS,
INTEROFFICE & PLANT

HOneywlllt Inc .. Proceu Cootrol [J" (l)
H-lnnnCo.,(7)
Huwood Limoted, (6. 7)
lllx.•. Int . 16. 1)

Or"'""

Jetlrey Mor11ng Mac"-y Div .
lndustrin
Inc (7)
Joy Mfg. Co., llefMr [ q - t Dov. 13)
Kai Ray Ille, (3, 4)
Leeds & IW1hnop Co. (3)
Louislllnllrr., \.intlnlnlMtrall'!oduus. In<. (5)
Metntape Inc., (3. 4)
Micro Svn1th, A 0.. ot Honeywell, (3. 4. 7)
Mlnerlf Senices Inc.
Monitor Mia. Co.. (4)
Morse Conlrds 0..., Rockwell Intl
MolcnU CommunitatiClns & E1«1rr,nu lf>l
Nat'°""I Electnc Cool Div. ot McG••• Ed•,..., C.O.
(3. 61
Ohmarl c...p . (), 4,
Pau Tran.a.iur Co. 0... of CJ Enterpr156. (3)
Pfle;ps Dodge lndu•lrin, Inc . (I )
Preo>er!Moneco Ill• .. Prer>er SornDt~ Inc. 13. 4,
71
Ret.ance Eleclroc Co., (5)
Reveoe Corp of Amenc.t. Sub of Nept""" inn
Corp. (J)
llobicon CC>'p., (5)
Squate 0 Co., 13)
Stevens. Inc .• C w
Taylot Instrument Process Control 0.. Sybron
Corp. (3)
Te1as Nuclear. (3.
Unrque Products Co. (3. 4. 7)
WABCO Unoon Swolch & Signal 0.• . Westm1house "'1 Bra~e Co . an Amenun. St.lndard
Co. (6)
W.alherhead Co .. The. (I)

•>

Webb. Jems 8. Co, (7)

I. HYDRAULIC
2. PNEUMATIC

4 SOI.IDS-LEVEL
5 STATIC
6 REMOTE, AUTOMATIC.RR.

7. CONVEYOR

•

Acco, Bnsltll Dov., (3)
Acco.~ Con11ds °"'··(I)

Handlintl System• 0..., ( 7)
Allen·llradley Co. (3)
Alis-Ola.lrntn, (5)
Alnor ln.trumen1 Co.
~~llOO Producls. Inc.. (3. 4)
......._.&Wba,(3)
Big Nlllse Instruments, OiY. of lmjwOWCDn r Acee>, Integrated

(4)

"""'°'"""'

-~··
Corp., (3,

4,

Blndicalor Co., 0... of
Colins RadlO. (6)
Communahon & Conlnll Eng Co. lid., (3. S, 7)
~E=quqimen1Corp.,(I, 3. 4.1)
c:;:~
& f _ , 1 Co. (1)
.lnc .. (1.1)
Conlmlled Systems Inc., (5, 7)
eon.....,.,, Components Co., (I. 1)
Crouse-Hinds Co, (1)
~~·H-. Inc. (4, 5, 6, 7)
.......n [leclronta, '"'. (3. 4)
O.vet$1hed Eleclronia, Inc.
Eaton Corp., lndustrill 0.- 0.. . (7)
Eaton Corp., T<1nsmo111011 Orv
Eltclric Madttnery Mtg. Co. (3)
FMC Corp. Malena! Hlndbna lqu·-·
(4)
f81rl1•kl ["""""""Co. (6. 1)
fe1Toco Orv, Gullon lndustnes, Inc. (7. 6)
fisher Controls Co. (3. 4)
fOdlOIO Co, fhe, (3)
fuller Co., AGata Co., (4)
GTE Sylvania Inc .. 15. 7)

Cable 8el1 ea-yo,. Inc.
0 P Way Corp., (2)
Oucon Co, Inc, The, (2)
ESCO Corp. (2)
feoro-Tedl, 1nC. (2)
fuller Co.. A Gib Co. (2)
GEC Medlanaf Hlrdin& Lid.. (2)
Geoleoal Resource Corp., (2)
Hammennil!s, Inc. SIA>. of PttlDlneC...p. (I, 2)
Hansoo. ff.A.. Disc., Liii
lrOlslriM Conlrldina of faimmt. Inc. (2)
lnduslriM Pneurnolrc Srslems. Sub of lnduslnll
Contraaq of flSmonl, Inc.. Ill
Industrial Rubber Pioducts Co.
~Jlndu$~ AG. Hlrnboldl Wedll, 11 •
Kennedy Yan 5lur1 Corp. SIA>. of McN11J Pilbburg. (2)
Lake Shore, Inc.
Logan Corp
Long-Airdol Co. A0... ol lhe Mirman"--- Inc.
(I, 2)

-.......

Ma<awber £,.....,, ltd., (2)
Manullclurer$ Equipment Co.. The, (2)
~E Eqoopment Mtg. Corp., (I, 2J
m
lntemationll Liii , (2)
RMd Manullclwing. (2)
At•nord Inc.
Rlpco, Inc (2)
Se>toul·WaldrOn. ~Co .. Inc. (1~
lr#Clwtll c...p . (I. ?)
Wot V•'"1oa Ar""'ll#• f o , (I)

°''··

CONVEYOR·BELT PARTS,
SERVICES

6 DRIVE PULLEYS
7. FASTENERS. SPLICING
MATERIALS
8 IDlER PULLEYS
9. LOADING STATIONS. MINE.
AUTOMArlC
I 0. REPAIR KITS
11 REPAIR MA TfRIAl
12. REPAIR SERVICE
I 3. SPL !(;ING, SttOP & FIEL O
14. TIGHTENtRS

I 5. TRIPPERS
16 VULCAN11ERS
17. WINDERS
18 CONTROL SWHCHES

Auieote f.QUtltmenl Inc. (7. 8)
Aiidetion Mawr (USA) Ltd .. (8)
Arrnsllon& in, & Co. (7)
Au-IK VulUnliln Corp, (3. f. 7, 10, 11,
12. 13, 16)
llalclwH1 Bemntln<., (2. 4, 6, 7. 8. 12, 13. 14)
Bannor llwings. (6. 8)
Barller;6- Co .. (2. 6. 8. 15)
lleMer1 Steel Wn Cotp
llol s.llly (l!ctnc 6 5'Jllllly Co. Inc.. (6. 7)
Banded Scale & Madw1o Co. (2. 6. 7, 8)

Br--. Mil 0.... Emenon Eleclnt Co., (6. 8J
Cf.£'""'1. (8. U)
CSE.,_ Sena Co. (7. 8. 10. Ill
(loc. s.-i..na Oevoce Co. (18)
t.ncinnan flulUr MIR Co.. DIY. of Slftart·

a.-

wamerCoro.U.

lb.111

c- d'Alenes Co. (17)
CoinP11Jn ElllClnal fQUlllfllelll Corp . ( 18)
Concrllle EQUlll'lllnl Co. Inc. (6. 8. 15. 18)

Conmentat Con.eyor & E - 1 Co. (2, 6. 8,
15)
Conlral Ptoducts. Inc . (18)
Con.eyor Components Co . (2. 18)

C--Co.(18)
Didi Inc. R. J. (6. 8)

Dodeo 0... ~ Eleclnc Co. (6. 8)
~Mil&llf&.Co.(68)

CONVEYING SYSTEMS

I CABLE· TYPE
2. INIJUCTIVE-CARRIER·REMOTE
3. UQUllHEVEL

l..lt.ANt..K~

Dowty Corp. (2, 6. 8. 9)

Wf SMAii Level Monlll>' Dov • ( l. 4)
West Vwgna Armature Co . (7)
WtslrngllOuw [leelrrc Corp., (3. ~. 6)
WcMa Cluldl Co . Inc.

CONTROLS

L

3 CLEATS
4. COLD VULCANIZING
!i. CUTTERS

•

Eaton Corp . ........, Onw!s 0.. . (6. 8)
El.MAC Corp., (2, S. 6. 7, 8. 18)
fMC Corp • Mllerlll Hlrdnl fquipnent Div . 16.
8. 15)
· faflw 8eaMc 0... ol Te.troo Inc., (8)
f-~Co.(6. 7,8, 14)
f - House. Inc., (7)
femtr Arnenca Liii., (2. ~. 7)
Fenner. J H. & Co.. Liii .. (2. 5. 7. 13)
ferro-Tech, Inc., (2)
f-Sledl~Co.. (I, 2. 3. 5. 7.11.14)
flood Caty l!rau & Eleclnt Co., (l2)
GEC Mecllanicll Hlrdni Liii .. (6, 8. 15)
Generll Eleclne Co . nM1n11 Siies Dov . (181
Generll E~ & Mtg Co.. Inc.. (18)
Gencnl Splice Corp., (I, 5, 7, 10. 11. 16)
Goodman E~ Corp., (6. 8)
Goodntll. 8. F .[..,._~Co, (f. 7.
II. 13. 16)
liood).ar Twe & Aullller Co. (7. 12. 13)
Grl!l!llple lndils 'Ill Polrmers lid., ( 13)

Quyon MacNwy Co ,

<'· 8)

~ Inc .. SW. of PtlllllGns Corp. (8)
~Conllillt Ull.. (2. 7)

Heintz~ Inc., (12. 13. 16)
-.Jlobns Con.eyor E~ 111¥. Li11on
Inc • (2)
Hall Rubber Co. A lllllllnln 0..., (3, '· 6.- 7)
~Co.. (2,6,8, 15)
l"-d Ltmllell, (8)
lndullnll IMllJer PnoM:b Co., (I, 3••. 5. 6, 7.
8. 10, 11, 12. 13. 14. 16)

s.-.

................... Co.10.1.a>
JlbcD. lnl:. (18)

Jo11rey11t1o.... 0Mrar~1nc.o. 2. 6.
8. 14. I~)
Kemrdy Mllll l'roMll • ..-... Inc.. Jae~.
(18)

Kdbora Mia Corp. 12. 6. 8)
1,.SupplyCo. Inc .• (2. 10. II)
l - •-Co. 16. 121
•-C-ol-a,(2.11)
lopnC«p,(I 1,l, 16)
l~Ao,.boCo AO.. ofthoMlr-°'°'41 "1t
'7.8.9.17.U.17)
..
lllnlonS--.lnt.,(I, J.4. S,6, 1.1.10.1 i.
12, 13, 16, 17)
Mlrsh, E f .. £........ Co .• (6. 8)

Mlrftn Enn Co.. (2. 14)
Malena! Conbd, Inc .• (2)
MATD.171
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1

McNally Pittsburg Mfg. Co<p. (6. 9. IS)
Micro Switch. A Div. of Honeywell, (18)
Mineral Semces Inc., (2)
Molded Dimensions Inc .. (2)
National Mine Service Co .. ( 7)
Owens Mfg., Inc .. (6, 8, 14, 18)
Poly·Hi, Inc.. (8)
Portee, Inc., Pioneer O.v .. (2. 6. 8, 14, IS)
Preiser/Mineco Div .. Preiser Scientific Inc.. (2)
Rema-Tech. (I, 3. 4, 10, 11, 12, 13)
Rexnord Inc .. (2. 6. 8. 9, 14. IS)
Rexnord Inc., PrC"'.ess Machinery Div., (6. 8)
Rock Industries Machinery C0<p.. (2, 6)
Schaefer Brush Mtg. Co., (2)
Shaw-Alme• Industries Ltd .. (I. 16)
Shingle, l.H .. Co .. (I. 7, 10, 11. 13)
Stephens-Adamscin. (2. 6, 8, 15)
Templeton, Kenly & Co., ( 14)
Umloll Bettina Co., Div. ol Georgia Duck and Cord·
age Mill.
United States Steel Corp.
Van Gorp Mfg. Inc.. (6, 8)
Vulcan Materials Co., Southeast Div .. (12. 13,
16, 17)
wa1ax Industries Ltd., (I. 5, 7)
Waltacetown £ngmeenns Co. Ltd. (18)
Webb. Jeniis
Co. (6, 9. 14. 15. 18)
Webster Mfg. Co .. (8, 9) ·
Wesl Virginia Annature Co .• (6. 8. 11. 12, 18)
West Virginia Sett Sales & Repaif\ Inc.. (I, 2, 5,
6, 7.8, 10.11.12.13.14, 16)
Will~ & Paut Corp., The, (15)
Wilson, R. M.. Co., (I, 2. 3,-6. 7. 8. 9)
Wort.man Developments, Inc.. (2. 8)

m

e..

'.

s.

CONVEYOR BEL TING
Acme-Hamilton Mfg. Corp., Belting Div.
Aggregales Equipment Inc.

Baldwin Belting Inc.

•

Banks-Miller SuPIJly Co.
Bonded Scale & Mactune Co.
Baston Industrial Products Div.. American Biltrite
Inc.
CE Tyler Inc
Celanese f 1bers Marketing Co
C1nc1nnati Rubber Mfg. Co .. Div. ol St..,.art·
Warner Corp.
Concrete Equipment Co. Inc.
Dock Inc .. R. J.
Dowty Co<p
Duplex Mill & Mtg. Co.
Eaton Co<p., Industrial Dn,.s DIY.
ELMAC Corp.
f airmont Supply Co.
Fenner AmE!nca Ltd.

Fenner. J. H. & Co .. Ltd.
ferro-Tech, Inc.
Flerowall Corp.
Goodall Rubber Co
Goodrich, B. F.-Engineered Systems Co
Goodyear Tire &Rubber Co
Greengale lndu.ir1al Polymers Ltd.
Holz Rubber Co .. A Randron Otv.
Hu.aod·lrwin Co.
Industrial Rubber Products Co.
Iowa Manufacturing Co.
Lee Supply Co .. Inc.
Logan CO<fl.
Long-Airdox Co A01v. of the Marmon Group, Inc.
Manscin Service>. Inc.
Mineral Serv1Ces Inc
National Mine Service Co.
Rosi, H & Co.
Rubber Engineering & Mfg. Co.
Scandura, Inc.
TBA lnduS1ria1 Products ltd.
Trelleborg Rubber Co .. Inc.
Uniloll Betting Co .. Div. of Gec<g1a Duck and C0<d·
age Mill
Uniroyal, Inc.

United States Steel Corp.
Vukan Materials Co .. SoulhHSI Div.
Wa1ax lndustnes ltd
WeSI Virginia a.ti Sales & Repairs Inc.
Wilson. R M.. Co

CONVEYOR COVERS
Aggregates Equipment Inc.
Armco Steel Corp .. Product Into.
Automabc Vulcamzers Corp.

Baldwin Belling Inc.
Barber-Greene Co.
Bended Scale & Machine Co.
Continental Conv"Y"': & Equipment Co.

Iowa Manufacturing L.O.

Jeffrey Mlg Div .. Dresser Industries Inc.
Kanawha Mfg Co
Kolborg Mlg. Corp
Lee Supply Co .. Inc.

linate1 Corp. ol America
Long-Airdox Co. A Div. of the Marmon Group, Inc.
Marsh, E. F.. Engineering Co.
Portee. Inc .. Pioneer Otv.
Raychem Corp.
Rexnord Inc .. Process Machinery Oi~.
Rock Industries Machinery Co<p.
TrellebOl'g Rubber Co .. Inc.
Webb. Jervis 8 . Co.
Webster Mfg. Co.
Wilson. R. M. Co.

CONVEYOR GALLERIES,
TUBULAR

Kanawh• Mlg Co
Kolborg Mlg Corp.
Lee Supply Co , Inc
Lmalt:ll C:nrp of America
Manson Services, Inc

Marsh. E F , Eng1neering Co

Portee. Inc .. Pioneer

CONVEYOR WEIGHERS
Aggresate\ Equ1pme:n1 Inc
ASEA inc

Aulo Weigh Inc.
Cardinal Scale Mfg Co
Fairbank~

Aggregates Equipment Inc. .
Continental Conveyor & Equipment Co.
Fairfield Engineering Co
Industrial Contracting of fairmonl. Inc
Industrial Steel Co.
Kanawha Mfg. Co .
Lee Supply Co . Inc.
Lively Mlg. & Equipment Co.
Marsh. E. F . [ngmeeung Co.

McNally Pittsburg Mfg. COl'p.
Portee. Inc.. Pioneer Div.
Rock Industries Malh1nery Corp.

Webb, Jervis B.. Co
Wilson. R M . Co

CONVEYOR-PULLEY
LAGGING
Aggregales [Qu1pment Inc.
Automa11c Vulcan1zers Corp.

Baldwin Belling Inc
Bonded Scale & Machine Co.
C1ncinnat1 Rubber Mfg. Co .. Div of Stewart·

Warner Corp.
Concrete Equipment Co .. Inc.
Dick Inc., R. J.

. Dowty Corp
Ourer Products. Inc , Natl. Wire Cloth Div.
FMC Corp .. Material Handling Equipment DIY
Fairmont Supply Co.
General Splice C0<p.

Goodall Rubbei Co.
Goodnch, 8. F.-Engineered Systems Co.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Heintz Manufacturers, Inc.
Holz Rubber Co.. A Randron Div.
Industrial Rubber Products Co.
Lee Supply Co .. Inc.
Leman Machine Co.
Linalex Colp. ol America
Manson Servltl!s, Inc.
Marsh. E f , Engineenng ·co.
Rema-Teen

Rubber Engineering & Mlg Co.
Scanc:h..1ra. Inc.

Van Gorp Mlg Inc
Vulcan Materials Co .. Southeast 01v

West Virginia Belt Sales & Rtpairs Inc.
Wilson, R. M . Co.

CONVEYOR SKIRT BOARD
Acme-Ham1llon Mlg. Corp, Belting Div
Aggregates Eq111pment Inc.
Automatic Vulcamzers Corp.

Bonded Scale & Machine Co
Bo~ton

Industrial Products Div. American 811!r1te

Inc.

Cf.-[h1sam
Crnc1nnat1 Rubber MftJ Co. Orr ol Slr.•.trt
Warner Corp
Cnnrretl'! I qwpment Co . Inc
Con11nenlal Conveyor & fqu1pmrn1 Co
Conveyor Cmn1Mmenh Co
Durex Produrh. Inc .. Ni11t1 W1r• Cloth (hY
f amnon1 Supply Co
GlC M11.h3nK al Handhng I Id
Goodrich. R f l n~1neerdd Sy!oltms Co
Goodyeat I ire & Rubber Cn.
Hamm~rnulls. Inc.. Sub ol Pettibone Corp
Holl Rubber Co , A Randron ()Iv

Industrial Rubber Products Co.
Iowa ManulaclurtnR Co.
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l).v.

Schaefer Brush Mtg Co
Trellebor g Rubber Co .. Inc
Webster Mlg Co
Wesr Y1111nia Seu Sal~s & Repairs inc
Wilson R M. Co
.
Workm•n lle•elopments. Inc

Wei&h1n1 Div., Con Industries

f airfield En11neenng Co
Ho•• R1(hardson Scale Co
lnllo Resometnc Scale Inc
Jellrey Mlg Otv . Dresser lndustrits inc.
KHO lnduslritanlagen AG. Humboldt Wedag
Kay.Ray Inc
Kllo-Wate Inc.
K-lron Corp
1.1,.ly Mlg & Equipment Co.
Ohmart Corp.
Ramsey Eng1neer1ng. Co.
Revere Corp. of Ament.a, Suo ol Neptune lnll
Corp
Reanord Inc.
Rexnord Inc . Process Machinery 0..
Te•H Nuclear
Thayer Scale Hyer lndustrits
Thurman Scale Co Div. lhurman Mtg Co
Webb, Jern~ 8.. Co
Wdson R M . Co.

CONVEYORS
1. APRON
2 ARMORED LONGWALL

3 BELT
4

5

BELT, EXTEN~IBLE
BU HEEDING

6 llUCKET
7 RUCKET-WHEEL
ll CABLE-BELT
9. CHAIN & CHAIN & fl IGHT
JO OfCLINE
11. DEWATEHING
12 ELEVA TING
13 ELEVATING, MINF-lRANSFER
CAR LOAUING
14. MINE BRIDGE
15 MINE, FLEXIBLE-CHAIN
16. CHAIN. MOBlLE-HlAD
17. PORTABLE
18 ROPE & BUnON
19. SCREW
20. SECTIONAL
2 I SHAlllNG. lllBRA TING
2 2. SPIRAL l OWE RING
23 SlOCKPIUNG & RECOllERY
ASV Eng1neenng ltd. (3. 5:9. 23)
Acco. ln1egrated Handling Systems °''. ())
Acco Mining Sales Div. (2 6. 7. 9)
Acco. UM Conveyor°''' (3. 5. 17)
Aggregates Equipmentlnc. (3. 6. 9. 17. 19. 21.
23)
Alprne Equipment C0<p., C2. 3. 9)
American Alloy Steel. Inc.
Anchor Con,.yors Div . Standard Alliance Indus ..
Inc .. (I. 3. 6. 9. 12)
Andetson Mtvor (USA) Ltd. (2. 3. 4)
A-1·0 Inc
'
Auto WeiRh Inc. 13. 5)
.
Barbtr Gr ..ne LO. (3 I<•. l l 11. I~. ll)
Bonde<l Sea~ & M•ch1ne Co ti J. ~.. 9. 12)

8nflsti JeNre~ 01aMund. 01v of Ckt•\~1 lurope
S~ lllM 811r.rn) (7 q IJ. IJ 11)

Cl fh1Ym. tJ. ~ 8 9. 10 ll. ZJ)
CMI Corp. (J. 9. 11l
Cable Bell Con'"'°'' Inc . ( J. 8)
Campboll CM1n Co. (9)
Canton Slollrr C0<p (l 9. 7 I l
Ca•d Corp. (3. 4. Bl.
Carman lndustnes. Inc . (I I 21)
Cert1flfd Weld1ns SerY1Ces inc
C1nc1nnah Mine Machinery Co. (9)

C1nc1nnal1 HuOOt!r Mrg lo. uw. 01 ::itewart.
Warner Corp .. (3, 4. 12)
Concrele Equipment Co, Int, (3. 12. 17. 19)
Connellsville Corp. (I. 6. 9. 11. 21)
Conhnenlal Conveyor &fqu1pmen1 Co .. (3. 5, 7,
I 0. 13. 17, 20, 23)
Crown Iron Works Co . (19)
Daniels Company. The, (9)
Day10o1 AutomallC Sloker Co. ( 19)
DEMAG Lauchhammer. (3. 5)
Ceron R & D Co .. Inc. (I 9)
Oosco Corp .< 4. 14)
Dowty Corp. (2, 3 4, 5. 9. !4)
DmoCorp.f6. 7.14.18.23)
Duple> Mill & Mlg Co .. (3. 6. 19)
Eickhoff Ametica Corp, (2. 9)
HMAC Corp. (3 20)
Enterpnst fabricators. Int. (6)
Eriez Magnetocs. O. 3. 5. 12. I/. 21)
ESCO Corp. (9)
FMC Corp . Lmk·Bell Material Handling Sy>iems
Orv. (I, 3. 9. 10. 12. 14. 231
FMC Corp, Ma1erial Handling Equ1pmen1 Orv.,
(12, 19. 21)
fairch11d. Inc .. (3)
fa1rl1eld Engineering Co .. (I, 3. 4, S, 6. 9, 10, 11,
12. 17, 19. 23)
fairmonl Supply Co. (6, 9. 12. I J. 15. 19)
fate.lnternatKJnal Ceramic & Processing Eq111p.
men!, 0.v. ol the fate-Root-Heath Co .. a Banner Co, (3)
feecolnternatKJnal.lnc .. (3.9.10.12, 17.19.
23)
Fenner, J. H. & Co . Lid , (3)
ferro-Tech.lnc.(3.6.12.17)
fle1<he< Sutclotte Wold, Lid, (3)
fuller Co, A Gal• Co. (9)
GEC MechanJCal Handling lit!.. O. 3. 19. 21)
General Konemahcs Corp, (21)
General Rnoorce Corp. ( 19, 2 t)
Goodman Equipment Coro .. (3. 4. 21 )
G11ndex-CWI O.stnbut1ng Co . ( 11)
Gruendlef Cru>he< & Pulven1er Co, (3, 12)
Hammermrlli. Inc .. Sub. of Pettibone Corp., (3.
17. 23J
Han50fl. R.A., ()!><:., Lid
~ad W11ghtson &Co Lid .. (23)
Kemscheodt Amer1Ca, (2)
He<-oodMlg Co.(1.2.9.15.17.21.22)
Hewrtt-l!obrns Conveyor Equipment DIV. Litton
Systems Inc. (3. 4. B)
Heyl & Panerson. Int. (7. 23)
Holmes Illas Inc. (3. 6, 22)
fiuwoocHrwm Co .. (2. 3. 4. 5. 9, 13. 15)
Huwood limrted (2. 3, 4)
lndust11al Contractrna of Fa1rmont, Inc., (I, 3, 5,
6. 9. 12. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23)
Industrial Rubber Products Co .. (1, 3. 5. 6. 9, I0,
12. 17. 19. 20)
Iowa Manufutu11ng Co. (3. 13. 17 23)
lrvon-McKelvy Co., The, (3. 9. 21. 22. 23)
Janes Manufatturing Inc. (I, 9. 11. 12)
Jl!ttrey Mfg. ()Iv. Dresser lndustnes Inc .. (I. 3. 4,
5, 6. 7, 12. 17. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23)
Jettrer Mmrng Machine') Orv , Dresser Industries
Inc, (9. 14. 15. 16, 17)
Jenkins of Relford ltd .. (3. 9. 23)
Joy Mfg Co .. (2. 4, 14J
Joy Mfg Co (U.K.) I td., (4, 14)
KHO lndusfneanlagen AG, tlumboldl Wedag, (3,
6. 19, 21)
Kaiser Engrneers. Inc .. (23)
Kanawha Mfg Co .. (I, 3. 4. 6. 9, 12, 18)
Kolborg Mf& Corp., (3, 5. 23)
.
Lee·Norst Co. Sub ol lnserooll·Rand Co .. (14)
lee S.,pply Co. Inc. 0. 11. 12)
L•..Cy Mtg. & fQuopment Co .. (I, 3. 5. 23)
Long-Airdo• Co AO" ol 1he Marmon Group, Inc.,
(2.3.4.5.9.10.12.13.14.16.20.23)
Machmoexport, (2 9)
Manufacturers Equ1pmenl Co., The, (I, 3. 5, 6. 9.
12. 13. 19)
Marathcm Mfg Co . ( 3. 23)
Marsh. E F. Engrnee11ng Co. (I. 3. 5. 6. 8. 10.
12. I~. 17. 20. 23)
MtNaHyP1n51>urgMlg Corp.(1.3.19,22,231
Mineral Sernces Inc. (12)
Monrng fquopmeOI Mtg Corp .. (3)
Mmrng Mochrnt Par1s. Inc.. (9)
Mining Procre» Int. (2. 9)
Mining Supphe\, lid. (2. 9. 15. 17)

M1ntec. lnlerna11onal. Div ol

Rar~r.Grfltme.

(],

5. 7. 17, 231
Myer.,Wllalf'y Co. (J. JJ
N1holl1I Air V1hral0< Co . ( 2 I )
Nat10nll Iron Co . ( \ i
Nat1011al Mme Semcu Co. (2. 9)
Ore Re<,lamatoo Co. (l. 19)
Owens Mtg .. Int. (3, 4, ~. 10)
Petrin> Conveyor & Mtg Co, Inc., (3, 5, 23)

Persmgtrs Inc

Portee, Inc. P1uneer ()Iv, (I, 3. 5. 12. 17, 20,
23)
Rexnord Inc., (I, 3. 5, 6, 9. 12. 13. 21)
Re1nord Inc., PTOcns M11th1nery Div .. (3. 5. 6,
17)
Ri>h Equipment Co., Material Handhng Systems
01v.
.
RD<> lndust11es Machinery Corp, 0. 3. 6. 11,
20. 23)
Rubber Engineering & Mfg. Co, (3. 6)
Sala lnfernalr0111I. (1, 2. 3)
Salem Tool Co. The. (12)
Savase. W J. Co., (3)
Schroeder Bros. Corp, (3)
Serpenh• Conveyor Corp., (3. 5, 10, 12. 13. 15.
17, 20. 22, 23)
Simphc1ty fngrneenng, (21)
Specialty Services. Inc .. (3)
Sprnut-Waldron. Koppers Co .. Inc .(3. 6. 12. 19)
Stamler. W.R .. Corp., The, (5. 12. 13)
Slandard Metal Mia. Co, (3. 5. 6. 12)
Stephens-Adamson. (I. 3. 13. 21. 23)
Sturtevant Mill Co., ( 19)
Telsm1th Ow .. Barber·Greene Co, (3. 5. 17. 23)
Underground M1nins Machinery Lid., (2).
Un1flD< L1m1fed
Un1lok Belling Co .. Div. of Georgia Outk and Cord·
age Mill. (3)
Universal Industries. (3. 6. 12)
Un1¥ersal Road Machinery Co., (3. 6)
V1Dco Inc .. (21)
V1branetics. Inc .. (12. 21)
V1bt1-Screw Inc .. (5. 21)
Wa1a. lndu>trie> ltd., (2, 3, 4, 9, 15, 20, 23)
Webb. JervlS B. Co. (I. 3. 4. 5. 6. 8. 9, 10, 12.
17. IB. 19. 20. 21. 23)
Webster Mfg Co.,(1.3.5,6,9.10, 12, 13, 19,
20.21.23)
West V1rg1nia Armature Co .. (3. 4. B. 14)
West Virginia Bell Sales & Repairs Int .. (I, 3. 6.
9, 12, 21)
Willis & Paul Corii .. fhe.(3. 5. 6. 9. I 0. 12. 19.
20, 23)
Wilmot Ensmeering Co .. (9. 12)
W1l!M. RM. Co. (I, 3, 5, 6. 9. 10. II. 12. 13.
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23)

Anoxter Mone & Smeller ~pplr. (4)
Barber Greene Co . 13. 6)
Birdsooro Corp. (3)
Bonded Scale & Machine Co. (6)
B1111sh Jellrcy Diamond. Div ol Dresstr Europe
SA (U.K Branch). (I. 2. 4. 6)
Duplex Mill &Mlg Co. (I. 6)
Eagle Crushei Co .. Inc. (I. 2. l 6. 7)
£1.J•y, Int.
Fairmont Supply Co, (I, 2. 7)
fale·lnlcrna11onal Ctram1c & Proceu1ng [q111pmenl. Orv. ot lhe fate Roar Hedth Co. a &In
ner Co. (6)
frog Sw1lth Mlg Co, (2)
.Fuller Co .. A Gall Co. (3. 6J
GEC Mechanical Handhng Lid. (I. 2. 3. 5, 6)
Gruendler Crusher & Pulverizer Co .. (I. 2. 3, 4,
5. 6, 7)
Gundlach, T. J.. Machine Co., D" J M J lnduslries. Inc .. (2. 6. 7)
H•mmerm1lls, Int, Sub ol Pellobone Corp . (I , 2,

3.

4, 6)

Hemsche1dl Ame11ca. (3)
Hensley lnduslries '"' . ( ~)
Hew1ll·RDIMs Div. L1non Syslems. Inc. (I. 2. 3)
Holmes Bros Inc . (4 J
Iowa Manulacturmr Co. (I. 2 3. 6)
Jelfrey Mtg D". Dresser Industries Int. (I. 2.
Joy Mtg Co. Denver Equipment Orv .. (3. 4. 6)
KHO lndus111eanlagen AG, Humboldt Wedag. (I.

n

2. 3.

4.

5. 6)

Koppers Co .. Int. (I. 2. 5. 6. 7)
Koppers Co. Int Melal Produtts O.v .. Hardmge
Dperatoo. (I 2. ~. 6)
Mach1noe1port. (I 3. 6)
Ma1dC Q,, . Donaldson Co . (2)
Manulatt1ire<s Equ1pmen1 Co .. lhe
Mclanahan Corp. ( 3. 6. 7)
M<N•lly P•"•burg Mtg Corp. (6)
Mone do Smeller lnduslries. (3. 4)
Mineral S.rv1te> Inc. (6)
Minong Progress. Inc. (3. 6. 7)
Mors.e Bros Machinery Co. (3. 4)

Owens Mlg .. Inc. (2)
Pennwlvan1a Crushfr Corp. (I. 2. 3. 4, S. 6. 7)
Portee, Inc. Pioneer Div, (I 2. 3. 6, 7)
Pre1ser.rMmeco Dtv .. Pre1~r Sc1enlllc Inc . (I. l.
4)

CRUSHER REPLACEMENT
PARTS
Alhs-Chalmers
Allis·Chalmers. Crushing & Screening Equipment
American Pulvenzer Co.
Amsto Div .. Abex Corp.
Birdsboro Corp.
Bnt1str Jeffrey Diamond. Ow. of Dresser [urope

SA. (U.K. Branth)
Columbia Steel Caslrng Co . Inc
Eagle Crusher Co. Inc.

fSCO Corp.
Fairmont Supply Co.
Frog Switch Mfg Co.
Hammerm1lls. Int .. Sub ol Pe1t1bone Corp
Iowa Manulacturing Co.
Jeffrey Mfg O" . Dresser Industries Inc
Laubenslein Mtg. Co.
Manufacturers Equipment Co .. The

Mtlanahan Corp.
Pennsylvania Crusher Corp
Pe111bone Corp.
P0r1ec. Jnc. Pioneer Div.
Resislo·Loy Co.
.
Rexnord Inc., Process Machinery Div.
Ruck Industries Machinery Corp.
Sleel Heddie Mlg. Co .. lnduslnal o...
Telsm1th DIV • Barber-Greene Co.
Thomas Foundries Inc
Williams Patent Crusher & Pulv. Co.
W;lson, R M.. Co.

CRUSHERS
I

HAMMER
2. IMPACT
3 .IAW
4 I ABOIM I OHY
~> RING
b llOl.I
I

Miil

ll~lll(ll

Pulvem1ng Machinery, Dr~. of M1ilr0Pul Corp. ( l.
2. 4)

Resislo-Loy Co. (3)
Reinard Int .. Process Machonery
2. 3. 6)
Rish Equ1pmen1 Co lnll
Rish Equ1pmenl Co .. Mate11al Handhng Systems
Div
Rock lnduslries Machinery Corp. (I, 2. 3. 6)
S & S MKh1nery Sales. Int. (2)
Sala fnternatlOnal. (4)
Schroeder Bros Corp .. (6)
S1mplrt1ly Engrnee11ng, (I. 2)
Smoco C0tp .. (I)

°'"(I.

Soollesl, Int . (4)
Sproul·Waldron. KOfll)ers Co. Inc. (I. 6)
Sledman fdy. & Math Co (I. 2. 4. 5. 6. 7)
SI eel Hed<Sle Mfg Co , Industrial ()Iv , (I . 2. 5)
Straub Mlg Co, (3)
Sturtevant Mill Co .. (I, 2. 3. 4. 5. 6)
Telsm11h Q,,., Barber-Greene Co. (3. 6)
Umversar Road Machinery Co. (3)
Wolhams Patenl Crusher & Pulv Co .. (I. 2. 4, 5,
6)

Wolmol Eng1neerrng Co .. (6)
Wilson. R. M. Co, (2, 4. 6. 7)
Workman Developments. Inc . (4)

CRUSHING PLANTS,
PORTABLE
Aggregales Equipment Inc
Alhs-Chalmers
Alhs-Chalmers. Crushing & Screening Equipment
Barber.Greene Co.

•

Bri11sh Jeltrey 01amond. Div ol Ortner Europe
SA (U ~ Branch)
hgl~ Cru~htr

Co , Inc

Ulay. tnc
GUJMIN
GnM!ndler Cr11\h~r & PulverttPr Co
Hanumtm11lh. 1111 , Sub ot fte111bone Corp
H1m\on RA . 011C . l Id
ftrw1ll Rntun\ Ih" . l 1ftM Sy~lf'm\. Inc

111mon1. Inc

A~t-:ir~.ih•\ I 111111111111111 1111 . C.H

~:~~'~:~t:;:~:;,~~~n~:'

All" I htth11f11\. (.t)
Alh!> Clu~hl'lf!r.,. C111 .. hn1R A. :~ '11?1•111111t I 1J1111)
1111'111.{Z. J}
Ar1w11l.m Pulvtt11ter Co. 0. ~. 4. 5. b}

l OIJAn Corµ
Mr!Jowell·W•llm•n f ngrg Co
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l1•1fr(tv Ml~: 01" . l>rdH1•1 lndusfnes Inc
IOHJ lndu~l11can1agun AG. Humbotdt Wtdag

Mintec/lntemational, Div. of Barber·Greene
Pennsylvania Crusher Corp.
Portee, Inc., Pioneer Div.
Rexnord Inc., Pnx:ess Machinery Div.
Rish Equipment Co. Intl
Rish Equipment Co .. Matenal Handling Systems

Mineral Services Inc.
Sala International
Telsm1lh Div., Barber·Greene Co.
Unilloc Limited
WEMCO OIY., Envirotech Corp.

o...

Rock Industries Machinery Corp.
Stedman Fdy. & Mach. Co.
Straub Mfg. Co.
Telsmith Div., Barber·Greene Co.
W1lwn, R. M.. Co.

CRUSHING & SCREENING
PLANTS, PORTABLE
A88regates Equipment Inc.
Allis·Chalmers
All1s·Chalmers, Crushing & Screening Equipment
Barbef·Greene Co
Bntish Jeffrey 0.amond. Dov. ol Dresser Europe
SA (U.K Branch)
Eagle Crusher Co .. Inc
El.Jay. Inc.
GEOMIN
Gruendler Crusher & Pulvenzer Co.
Hammermdls, Inc .. Sub of Pettibone Corp.
Hanson, R.A .. Disc .. Ltd.
Hew1tt·Robins 01v., Litton Systems, tnc
lndustnal Contracting ol Fairmont, Inc
Iowa Manufacturing Co
Jeffrey Mtg Div., Dresser Industries Inc.
KHO lndustneanlagen AG, Humboldl Wedag
Logan Corp.
Machinoexport
McDowell-Wellman Engrg. Co
M1ntec/lnternational, Div. of Barber·Greene
Portee. Inc., Pioneer Div
Rexnord Inc, Process Machinery O.v.
Roct< lndustnes Machinery Corp.
Sledman Fdy. & Mach. Co.
Straub Mfg. Co.
Telsm1th Oiv .. Barber·Greene Co.
Wilson, R. M, Co.

CYCLONES, DUST
COLLECTING
Aerofall Mills Ltd
American Air filler Co., Inc.

American Alloy Steel, Inc.
Amencan Standard. Industrial Products Dov
C.E Raymond/Bartlett-Snow, Div. Combustion
Engineering. Inc.
CMI Corp
CSE Mme Service Co
Carborundum Company
Oonaldwn Co . Inc
Oucon Co., Inc., The
Duple• Mill & Mfg. Co
Ferro· Teth, Inc.
fuller Co. A Gab Co
General Resource Corp
Industrial Contracting of Fairmonl, Inc
Iowa Manufacturing Co.

KHO lndustrieanlagen AG, Humboldt Wedag
l1nateK CDfp. of America

McNally Pittsburg Mfg. Corp.
NFE International Ltd
Process Equipment, Stansteel Corp.
Research-Cottrell, Inc.
Sprout·Wa/dron, Koppers Co., Im:.
Umfloc Limited
Western Pret1p1tat1on Dov., Joy Mfg Co.

CYLINDERS

(SEE WASHERS)

•

American Alloy Steel. Inc.
Cyclone Machine Corp.
Daniels Company. The
Dorr Oliver Long. Ltd.
Oravo Corp.
Heil Pnx:ess Equipment Co., Div of Dart Indus·
tries, Inc.
Heyl & Patterson. Inc.
Krebs Engineers
McNally Pittsburg Mtg. Corp.

°'"

8. 9. 11)

2 HYDRAULIC
Ani•ler Mme & Smelter Supply, (2)
A·l·O Inc .. (2)
Bruning Co .. (2)
' ENERPAC. 0.v. of Applied Power Inc .. (2)
Fairmont Supply Co .. (2)
Gullick Dobson Intl Ltd .. (2)
Guyan Machinery Co, (2)
HYCO, Inc, Sub. of The Weathertiead Co. {2)
Iowa lndust11al Hydraulics. Inc .. (2)
Lebco, Inc.; Illinois Div, (2)
Ma11on Co .. OIY of Sycon Corp, (2)
McOowell·Wellman Engrg. Co., (2)
Mining Equipment Mtg. Corp., (2)
Porter, H K , Inc .. (2)
Raco lnlernat1onal, Inc . (I )
Re1nord Inc .. (2)
Templeton, Kenly & Co .. (2)
Tol-0-Mat~. (2)

WABCO fluid Power OIY, an Ame11can·Standard
Co, (2)
, Ward Hydraulics DIV., AJO Corp. (2)
Weatherhead Co. The, (2)
Wilson, R M.. Co .. (I)

DENSITY MEASUREMENT &
CONTROL
Automation Products. Inc.
Beckman Instruments. Inc

Daniels Company, The
Halliburton 5erVlteS·Research Center
• Kay·Ray Inc
K·Tron Corp.
Mine & Smelter lndust11es
Ohman Corp
Preiser /M1neco Div.. Pre1ser Sc1enl!lic Inc.
Tex as Nuclear
TOTCO 0.v ·Baker 011 Tools, Inc.
Wiimot Engineering Co

fl«:lr« Math1nery Mtg Co. (I 9. 11)
FMC Corp Ome Div. 11. 5. 6. 7. 9)
FMC Corp Pump O". (5. 9. 10)
faormont Supply Co. (l. 2. 3. 4 6. 7. 8. 9)
Falk Corp. The (I 4. 5. 6 7. 9 10)
Federal Supply & Equipment Co Inc (5)
Flu1a11ve [ngoneerong Co Ltd. (5. I 0)
Formsprag Co. (5, 9)
1;[C Metti•mcal HanJiong Ltd II 0)
Gil Syl•anld tnc. (I 9)
Gates Rub!ler Co. !tie. (I Bl
Ger.er al [!ectrl( Cu. 0C Motor &. Uf:nerolor
Dept. (I)
General [lectnc Co , lndustuctl Sate!) 01.- .1 l. 2. 3

4. 6. 7. 8 9. 111
Goodman

Equ1pm~nl

Corp. (i)

fiarn1sctil•gor Corp. 11)
Huwood Irwin Co, (2. 3 bJ
Huwood l1m1ted (I. 2. 3. 4)
llhno1s C.t:Jr 'Wlllace M1Jrray Corp (6)

Industrial Rubber Producb CCI . l I l. 3. &. J. 8.
9)

KanawM Mfg Co
~oppers Co. Inc (I. 7. 9)
leeds &Norttirup Co. (9)
lee Supply Co. Inc. (9)
Lima f lectroc Co . Inc . (I)
Logan Corp. (2, 3. 6. 7. d. 9)
Louis Alhs 01v , Litton indu>lr1Jt ._iroduch Inc ( I.

2. 3. 4. 6. 8. 9. 11)
Luca~

Industries. flLnd Powitr (}1, (5. 10)

Minong Progress. Inc . ii. 4. 5 I J
M1n1ng Supplies. Ltd. (3 4)
M0tsll!Cha1n.Otv ofBorg-Wan1t-rCorp (I 2. 3

6, 7. 9)
National Iron Co . (7)
Owens Mfg Inc . (2)
Ph1ladelptiia Gear Corp. (I. 6. 7. 9 I 0)
Power Trans.mission Otv. Dresser Indus.Ines. Inc.
(I 2. 4. 6. 7. 9)
Raco lnternatoonal. Inc . ( I )
Reliance Electroc Co. (I. 2. 4. 6. 8 9 11)
Re1nord Inc. (3. 5)
Robbins & Myers. Inc. fl. 4. 6. 7. 9)
Roblcon Corp. (9)
Rockw~l·Standard Div. Rockwell lnternati0nal

DEPRESSANTS

DRIVES
I. ADJUSTABLl & SELFCTll/E
SPEED
2 BELT
3. CHAIN
4. FLANGE·MOUNTEO
5 FLUID. HYDRAULIC
6. GEAR. WORM·GEAR
7. SHAFT ·MOUNTED
8. 'l·BELT
9. VARIABl.E·SPEED
I 0. VARIABLE SPEW. fiYORAIJllr.
11. EDDY-CURRENT
Allen·Bradley Co. (I. 9)
All" Ch•lmers, ( I )
American Pocla1n Corp, (5. 10)
2, 5)

Banner Bearings. (I. 2. 3 6. 8. 9)
Bog Sandy Electric & Supply Co. Inc. (I. 2 3. 4.

5, 6. 7. 8. 9)
Bonded Scale & Mattione Co. (2, 3. 6. /)

CYCLONES WATER
TREATMENT

8)

Oomm1on EnRanttrina Works Ltd . (6. 7)
Dowty Corp. (2 4. ~J
Ouple1 Mill & Mtg Co. (2 3 7. d. 9J
[}1ne•
Applied Power In' I 5 I 0)
Eaton Corp. World Headquartors. (I. 2. 4. 5 6.
1. 8 9)
Eaton Corp . 1nduslr1dl Drives Orv . (I. 2 4. 6 7.

I. ELECTRIC

Ameucan Standard, lndu!>lnal Products Div . ( 1.

CYCLONES, HEAVY MEDIUM

Dodge 0.v, Reliance Electric Co. (2. 3. 4. 5. 7.

Boston Industrial Products Div .. Ame11can H11tr1te
In<, (2. 8. 9)

Corp. (6)
Sper"f Vickers O.v . Sperry Rand C0<p . (I. S. I Oi
Sperry V1Ckers, Tulsa Div. (4. 6. 7)
St..1Headl<! Mfg Co. lndust11a1 Div I I. 2. 9)
Sterhng Power Sy1tems. Inc .. A Sub of Ille lo0net
Corp, (4, 6, 9)
Tool St..1 Gear & P111o0n Co. (6)
T.1n Disc. Inc. f I. 5)
U S Electr1C.al Mc.luu Orv £mer~ £lec.tr1c Co
(I 4 6 I 9, 11)
Webb. Jer.os 8 . Co
West V1rg1n1a Armature Co. (2)

West Virginia Btll Sales & Rel)drr~ Inc .. (2 3)
Westmgtlcuse Electnc Curp. (I. 6. 9)
Wothlta Clutch Co .. Inc. (9)
Wiimot Engineering Co. fB)
Wood's.TB. Sons Co. (I. 2. 7. 8. 9, 10)

DRYERS
I
2

CfNTR1fUGAl
Cf N TRIF UGAl, SOUO ~OWL
3. COAL. S fEAM·PROCESS
4 THERMAL
5 THERMAL CONflNUOUS
ROTARY
6 THERMAL. FllJIDIZEO·BfO
7. CENlRIFUG~l. VIBRATING

Browning Mtg Div .. Emerson [lect11c Co. (2. 3.
6, 7, 8. 9)

CSE Mme Se1vice Co. (2)
Coeu• d'Alenes Co. (I. 2, 5. 6. 7. 9. 10. 11)
Compton (lectncal Equipment Corp. (I, 11}

Cone·OrlYeGears, AUn1tol E<·Cell OCorp. (4. 6.
7)

Conlmental Conveyor &Equipment Co, (7)
Controlled Systems Inc .. (I. 2, 9)
Cutler.Hammer. Inc, (I, 9)
Dayco Corp, Rubbe• Products D" . (I. 2. 8, 9)
Oo<k Inc R I. rt. 2. 8. 91
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Apgregales [Qu1pment Inc. f5)
All.;·Chalmm. (51
An1cl~k. (I. 2. S, 6)
Be1n;ehem Steel Corp. (I. 2)
Bord Machine Co. Inc ii 2 7)
(.[ Rayrr•ona 'Ba10en Snow D•" Comt>us11on
lngoneermg. Inc. (4. 5. 6)
Ce1~)1lugat & Mechanical Industries. Inc. (I. 2.
Dvrr-Oh..-er Inc. (6)

fnvirotech Corp [1mcQ BSP

o,,. (4

51

FMC Corp .. ltnk·B•ll Materral Handling Sy•tem•
OLV. (5. 6)
f aormont S"PPIY Co . (I)
fce<o International, Inc .. (5)
fuller Co. A Gall Co .• (ti)
GEC Mecharucal Handhng ltd .. (5)
Hoyl & Pan-.IOn, Inc .. i I. 4. 6, 7)
Holmes Bros Inc . ( 4)
lndrana Steel & Fabricating Co. (4)
lrmMtKelvy Co. lhe, (5)
Jellrcy Mfg
Or.-ser lndustrres Inc. (4. 6)

o,,.

Johnson Div, Umver~dl 011 Produch (3)
Joy Mfg Co. Oen.-r E~u1pment Div. (4)
K·G lndustnos, Inc. (4, 5, 6)

KHO lndustneanlagen AG. Humbtlldt \\1!•1ag, (6)
Kennedy Van S.un C0<p. Sub. of McNall) P,n,.
burg. (5, 6)
Koch Engineering Co. Inc. (6)
Koppers Co., Inc. M•'.•61 Producb Div., Hard1nge
Operation. (3. 5)
taubenstein Mfg. Co .. (I)
lLVely Mfg. & Equ<pment Co .. (l, 41
McOowell·Wellman En2r2 Co. m
McNallt .P1nsburg Mlg C~rp .. (l, 4. 6. i)
Pall Corp. (3 41
Panerson·Kelley Co .. 01'. ol Taylor Whdrton Co
. Harsco Corp . ( 5)
Portee. Inc. Pioneer DLV .. (5)
Process Equipment. Stansleel Corp. (5)
Sala International. (5)
Stearns.Roger Inc .. (5)
lllEMCO Orv. Envorolech Corp. (7)
Whiting Cotp. (5. 6)
Wilmot Engineering Co., (5)

DUCT, AIR
American 1Jloy Steel, Inc
Armco Steel Corp. Product Info.
Oavrs Instrument Mfg Co
f arrmont Supply Co.
federal Metal Hose Corp
f•berglass Re.,,urces Corp.
flexaust Co., 0.v. of Callahan Mining
Herl Proce5' [qu1pmen1 Co .. Dov. ol Dart Indus·
tnes, Inc
in Holub Industries
lndustnal Rubber Products Co.
Johnston-Moreno"se-Dickey Co
Kanawha Mfg. Co.
Lee SUJlllly Co, Inc
Logan Corp
NatoOl\al Mrne Service Co.
PeabOdy ABC
Porter, HK Co. Inc

Prerser!Mineco Ow. Pretser SctentlfK Inc
Schduenburg f\e1adu1 COJp
Umtetl McGrll Corp.
Wa1u Industries Ltd
West V1rgtr11a Seit Sales & Repairs Inc.
Wil~,R M.• Co.

DUST-COLLECTOR BAGS,
TUBES
Aerofall Mills Ltd
Aggregates Eq"1pment Inc
Au Correction 0111 , · UOP
American Air Filter Co., Inc.
Bemis Co .. Inc
C·E Raymond/&artlett·Snow, Orv. Combustion
Engineenng, Int
Daniels. C. R.• Inc.
Farrmont Supply Co.
ferro-Tech. Inc
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co
Johnson·March Corp., The
KHO lndustrreanlagen AG. Humboldl Wedag
Logan Corp
·
M1kr0Pul Corp
Mrne Safety APph3J1Ces Co.
National filler Media Corp
Peaoody ABC
Pre1ser /Mmeco 0111 . Pre1ser Scien!111c Inc
Sm1co Corp.
Sprout·Waldron, Kopper> Co .. Inc.
Standard Metal Mlg. Co
Torri Div. Donaldson Co Inc.
Wheelabraior·Frye Inc .. Air Pollution Control D1v
Wilson. R M.. Co.
V.~re Cloth Enterprises, Inc.

DUST COLLECTORS, COAL
HANDLING, PREPARATION
Aggregates Equipment Inc.
A11 Pollut1on Cont1ol Operatron•. I MC Corp,
American Air filter Co .. Inc.
American Alloy Steel. Inc
American Standard. Industrial ProduCIS Div
CSE Mine Service Co.
Donaldson Co. Inc.
Drayo Corp
Ou,on Co . Inc .. The
£n...,11nn1..>enng. Inc
f a1rchrld. Inc
ferro.Tech. lnr
fuller Co .. A Gah Co
Generdl Resoun.e Corp

tmJusrrral Pneumatic Syscems. Sub of lndu~rnal
Contra1.t1ng ot Fairmont. Inc
Johnson-March Corp. The
Joy Mfg Co.
Joy Mlg Co. (UK.) lid
KHO 1ndustneanlagen AG. Humboldt Wed•g
Kana.. ha Mfg. Co.
Krebs Engineers

McNa1ly P1nsburg Mlg Corp.
M1kr0Pul Corp
Mineral Services Inc
Peabody ABC
Pre1ser/M1neco Div. Pretser Sctent1hc Inc
Research-Cottrell. Inc.
Sly. W W. Mlg Co.
United McGill Corp
V'orte~ Air Corp.
West Virginia Belt Sales & Repa•rs Inc
Western Prec1pitahon Div . Joy Mfg. Co
Wheelabrator·frye Inc, Air Pollution Conhol 01 ...
Wrlhs & Paul Corp., The
Wilson. R. M . Co.

DUST COLLECTORS, SHOP,
LABORATORY, ETC.
Aggregales Equipment Inc.
Air C:orrect1on Div ... UOP
Arnenlan A.1r filter Co . Inc
American Standard, Industrial PrOducts 01v
Oucon Co . Inc .. The
Environeenng. Int
Fairchild. Inc.
Ferro· Tech. Inc
frl· J.Vac Corp
Fisher Scient1tic Co.
General Resource Corp
Herl Process [Qu1~nt Co .. Di•. of Dart Ind""
tnes, Inc.
in Holub lndu)trin
Johnson.March Corp. The
MikroPul Corp
Notional Mino Service Co
Research.Cottrell. Inc
Rockwell International. Power Tool 01"
Sly. W W. Mtg Co.
Sproul·Waldrcn. Koppers Co. Inc.
Toni Div Donaldson Co. Inc.
United Mr:G1ll Corp
Yrheelal:Jrator·frye Inc. Air Pollut1on Conlrol Div

DUST-CONTROL &
DUSTPROOFING
EQUIPMENT & LIQUID
COMPOUNDS
Mams Equipment Co. Inc.
Aquadyne. Div ol Molomco, Inc.
Communication & Control Eng. Co. ! td
Oeron R & 0 Co . Inc
Donaldson Co . Inc
Dowell Oiv ot the Dow Chem••al Co
f•rrO·lech. Inc
GMde•·CWI 01\tr1b11ling Co
Hayden N11o~ Conflo"" Ltd
Houghton &Co . l. f.
lndustnat Pneumatic Sy~tems Sub ol lndu'::itriat
Con11acting ot Fairmont. tnc
Johnson·March Corp. The
Nallo Chemical Co
Nahonal Mine Service Co.
Pre1ser!Mrneco 01v, Pre1ser Sc.1ent1fJC lr1L
Shell Chemical Co . Chemical Sales
Slv. W W. Mtg .Co
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Spraying Sy!lems Co
Trelloborg Rubber Co. Inc.
Uniroyal, llll
V1krng Oil & Machinery Co
Wen·Oon Corp
Wilson. R. M . Co

ENGINEERS
l BLASTING.VIBRA TIUN
2 ELEC lklCAL
3 fACILll f DESIGN &
CONSTRUCTION
4 FLOTATION
5 GEOLOGY
6. INDUSTRIAi.
7 MEOiANICAL
8 MINING
9. PRE PARA llON
l 0 STRlf'PING
11. MINE·MANAGEMENT
12. GEOTECHNICAL. (SOIL ANO
ROCK MECHANICS. SLOPE
STABILITY)
13 CIVIL
14 DAMS
15 ARCHITECTURE
Al!llregates Eq"rpment Inc .. 11. 3. 6. 7, 13) •
Alltrr & Garcia Co, (2. 3. 7. 9. 13)
Atlas Powder Co. (I)
Alla' Rarlroad Construction Co .. ( 13)
Ausfln Powder Co . (I )
Badger Construcoon Co .. Dov. of Mellon·Stuart
Co. (3. 9)
Barnes 6 Reinecke, Inc .. (2. 3. 6. 7, 13)
Beaurnont. [d,.ard C.. (S, 6)
S.u Laboratories. (3)
Blaw·Knox lqu1pment. Inc .. (3J
Boggess. 8 l . Co. Mine Oevelopmenl Group
!!<yd, John 1 Co. ( S. B. 9. I 0. 11)
b11tish Jeffrey 0.amond.
ol Dresser EurOPO
SA CU K Branch), (2. 6. 7. Bl
&•own M•nrng ConstrUCllOft Co. (3)
C•talylrc. Inc.. (3)
Cemen1a11on Co ol America. Inc. (3. B)
Cementat10n Monrng l.td, (3. 5. 7, 8. 12. 13. 14)
Colhns RadlO. (2)
Comm•rcral Tesun2 6 En2meermK Co. (4. 8. 9)
Com~ton Ele<trical Equopment C0tp .. (2)
Con11nerrta1 Conveyor & Equrpmefll Co. (2. 3. 7.
8 9. 1J)
Danrtl• Cornµany, The. (3. 4. 7, 9)
Oavrs. J J. Assocrates. Inc. I&. 6. 9. 11)
Dover con.eyO< & f qurprnent Co . Inc (1. 7)
Qo.,.11 Orv ot the Dow Chemical C.O. (~)
Doa•o Corp (3, 9)
du Pont 0. Nemours. t I & Co Inc
£n11trosphere Co

°''

FMC Corp, L1nk·8eh Mattrial Handling Systems
DIV. (9)

fair!K'ld Engrn.errng Co <2. 7)
fteco lnternahonal Int.. (3)
fergu:.on. HK. Co. (31
ferro Tech. Int. (3. 6. 9)
f 11Uerton. kodgart & 8drttay ltd . (/)
GEC Mect<anrcal H•roJhog Lto .. (l 7. 9)
Ga11gher Co. The. (4J
Gates Engr Co .. (3. 4, S. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 13.

14. I 5)
Geometrics (5. 13)
G[QMIN. ti. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9 10. 11. 12.
13. 14)
Golder A"OC•dles. Inc. (5. 8. 11 12. 13)
HiSmmermdls Inc. Sub or Pe1t1r>oi1e Co1p. (3)
Han'°" RA.,
Ltd
Hazen Research. Inc. (4. 5. 9)
Head W11gtrt"°" & Co ltd .. (9) ·
Hewrn·Robrns CoMeyor Equipment
Lrnon
Sy>terns. Inc .. (8)
Hew1n Robinso,,, I 1non System~. Inc .. (3. 7. B)
Heyl & Piner'°"· Inc .. 13. 4. 91
HOl!e)r. Kenney, Sct>ort Ille .. (2. 3, 6. 7, 9, 13)
lndustrral Contrldin1 of Ftwmont, Inc .. (]. 7. 9)
lrvin·McKelvy Co, The, (3. 9)
Jen-ins of Retlad Lid.. (2. 3. 4. 6. 7. 9. 13)
Joy Mfg Co .. Oettvtt Eq111pment Otv .. <•>
Kaiser EngmOOfl, Inc .• (2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 1, 8. 9, 10.
II. 12.13, 14.1~)
K11tiom.NUS. Inc, (3. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10)

Q,,, .

°''

, l.Jke Shore. Inc., (2. 3. 1)
Livetv Mta. & Equipment Co.. (3. 9)
loltu>. Peter f. Corp.. (2. 3. 6. 7. 8. 13. 15)
MacDonald En~na Co .. (2. 3, 6, 7, Ill
Mathews. ADe w.. Enci,,.in1 Co .. (2. 3, 7. 13.
15)
Mceo..ell·Wellman Enars. Co. (3. 6. 7. 8. JO.
13)

McKee. Atlllur G. & Co., Westem K...ii11 Ena Div ..
(3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 13)
McNllly Pittsbura Ml&. Corp., (9)
Mine Engineerin& & ~t Co. (MEDCO),
(5, 8, 10, II, 13. 14)
Mineral Services Inc.. (3. 4, S, 8, 9, 11)
Minerals Processina Co., Div. ol Trojan Steel Co..

Mi~~temational. Div. ol Barber-Greene. (3)
Montreal En1il1Mrin1 Co. Ltd., (2. 3, 4, 5. 6. 7,
8, 9, 10, 11. 12. 13, 14, 15)
Multi-Amp Corp., (2)
National Electr:c Coil Div. of McGraw-Edison Co ..
(2)

NUS Corp .. Robinson & Robinson Div., (3. 7)
O'Donnell & Associates. Inc., (I, 7)
ORSA Corp.. (9. 13)
Patent Scaffoldin& Co.. (3)
Preiser/Mineco Div .. Preiser Scientific Inc.. (4, 8,
9)

.

Pullman Torlletson Co.. (2. 3. 6. 7. 9, 13)
Roberts & Sctiaeler Co. (3. 9)
Roller Corp.. (9)
Rust Engineerin& Co.. A Sub. of Wheelabrator·
Frye Inc.. (2. 3. 6. 7, 13. 15)
Sala International. (4)
Steam~ Inc .. (2. 3. 6. 7. 8. 9, 15)
Stepllens-Adamson. (3)
Trudwell Corp.. (2. 3. 6, 7. 13)
VME-Nitro Consult. Inc .. (I. 8. 11)
Webb, JeMs 8.. Co .. (3)
Weir. Paul Co.. Inc .. (3. 4, 5. 8. 9. I0, 11)
West Virginia Armature Co .. (2, 7)
Westin&house Electric Corp.. (2)
Willis & Paul Corp., The. (3. 7, 12. 13)
W~son En1ineerin1 Co., (3)
Wdmot Engi~n1 Co, (9)

EYE SHIELDS
AO Safety Products. Dov. ot Amer. Optical Corp.
American Optical Corp.
Anixter Mine & Smelter Supply
Bowman Oostribution. Barnes Group. Inc.
CSl Mint Semce Co.
Fairmont Sui>l>ly Co.
Fibr~ Products Co.
Fire Prolection Sui>l>lies Inc.
General Soenbfic Equipment Co.
Industrial Rltiber Products Co.
Martindlll Electric Co
Mile Safely AA*1nces Co.
Nationll Mine Semce Co.
Pl'e.ser/Mineco Div.. Preset Soenbhc Inc
Shannon Opticlt Co .. Inc.
Welsh Div. ol Tutron
Will~ Products Div .. ESB. Inc.

FABRICATORS, BINS,
TANKS & HOPPERS
· Aurelltes Equipment Inc.
Amencan Alloy Steel, Inc.
Asbury Industries, Inc.
Bethlehem Steel Corp.
Concrete Equipment Co .. Inc.
Continental Conveyor & Equipment Co
Euton Car a. Constructoo Co
Enterprise Fabr1cators. Inc.
· Equipment Ml& Services. Inc.
Fairfield Eng1neenn1 Co.
ferro-Tech. Inc.
Holmes Bros. Inc.
HuWOO<l·lrw1n Co
Industrial Contracting ol Fairmont. Inc.
Industrial Pneuma!JC Systems. Sub. ot Industrial
Contracting of Fa1rmonl Inc.
lndustnal Steel Co.
Kanawha Mfg. Co.
, Lake Sho<'e. Inc.
Laubenste1n Mia Co
Leman Machlllt Co
lovely Ml& & Equipment Co.
Min-.. Abe W.. E,,,._.ng Co
McOo...etl·w.timan E~rg Co
McN.dy P.ll'lbut1 llolfC Corp
M->t Sift! Dow. Mid9nt C.xr
...... Suoroot ... ltd
<lrt Rf.iln\ltoon Co
lht Corp

Somenet

Wetdllljl

Webb, Jerm B. Co.
West Vir11n1.1 Sett Sales & Repairs Inc.
Willis & Paul Corp., The
Wilmot Engu-ing Co.
Wilson. R. M., Co.
Worllman Developments. Inc.

FABRICATORS, STEEL &
STRUCTURE
Agre11tes Equipment Inc.
llabcock & Wilcox
Blaw-Kno• Equipment, Inc.
Brown Mmm1 Construction Co.
Canton Stoker Corp.
Coeur d'Alenes Co.
Continental Conveyor & Equipment Co.
Cover Conveyor & Equipment Co.. Inc.
Dowty Corp.
OrellO Corp.
Enterprise Fabricators. Inc.
Equipment Mis Se,..ices. Inc.
Fairfield Enl'neefins Co.
Falk Corp.. The
Greenbank Cast Basalt Ens. Co Ltd.
Huwood·lrw1n Co.
Industrial Conlractins of Fairmont. Inc.
lndustr1.1I Steel Co.
Jennmar Corp.
Kanawha Mis. Co.
Lake Shore. Inc.
Leman Machine Co.
l.Jvely Mfg. & EquiJiment Co.
Manson Services. Inc.
Mathews, Abe w.. Enaineenna Co.
Mc!lowell.Wellman Enara. Co
Mclanahan Corp.
Midwest Steel Oiv . Midwest Corp.
Mirun1 Equipment Mia. Corp.
Minin1 Supplies, Ltd.
Ore Reclamation Co.
Rise Corp.
Sanford-Day/Marmon Transmol1ve, Dov. of the
Marmon Group, Inc.
Somerset Weldin& & Sleel Inc.
Specialty SeMces. Int.
Standard Metal Mta. Co.
Sturtevant Mill Co.
United States Steel Corp.
Willis & Paul Corp .. The
Wilson. R. M.. Co.

FACE SHIELDS
AO Satety Products. Dov. of Amer. Optical Corp.
American Optical Corp.
Anixter Mme & Smelter Supply
Bowman Oostribtltion, Sames Group, Inc.
Bullard, E. D. Co.
CSl Mine Service Co.
Fairmont Supply Co.
Fire Protection Supplies Inc.
General Scienldic Equipment Co.
Industrial Rubber Products Co.
Lincoln E1ectr11: Co .. The
3M Co.
Martindale Electric Co.
Mine Safety Appli1nces Co.
Mining Equipment Ml&. Corp
Preiser/M1neco Div.. Preiser Setentilic Inc.
Shannon Opticll Co., Inc.
Snap-On Toots Corp.
Welsh Otv. of Textron
Willson Products Div .. ESB, Inc.

FAN SIGNALS
General Equipment & Mia. Co. Inc.
Huwood·lrwin Co.
Jabco. Inc.
Jotfrey M1nin1 Machinery Dov . Dresser lndu~tnes
Inc

L.. Supply Co., Inc.
Pjj110n1I Mone SeMce Co
l'yott·lloono.lnc .

FANS, BLOWING, EXHAUST

& Steel Inc.

Specialty SoMces, Inc.

Standard Metat Mia. eo.
Stwtmnt Mm Co.
T,.._. Rubber Co .. Inc.
Uniroyal, Inc.
Untlld States Steel Corp

American Air F11tt1r Co, Inc.
Aml"11(1n Standard, lnduslntl Products Orv

CSE Mone Semct Co.
Dresser lnduslnes, Inc .. lndustn1l Products Div.

F11rmun1 Supply Co
Fuller Co . AGah Co
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General Reiource Corp.
Guyan Mach1ne<y Co
Heil Proc11s Equipment Co. D" ol Oar1 Indus·
tries. Inc.
ITT Holub Industries
!LG lndustnes. 0.w. ol Carner Corp
Jeffrey Min1n1 Mactunery Otw.. Dresser lndustnes
Inc
Joy Ml& Co.

'
KHO lnduslneanla1en AG. Humboldt Wedi&
Koppers Co .. Inc.
Manufacturers Equipment Co.. Tile
Mathews, Alie W., Enaineerin8 Co.
New York Blower Co.
Peabody ABC
Porter, H.K. Co.. Inc.
• Preiser/Mlneco Div.. Preiser Scienbhc Inc.
Rl>binson lndustr.il$. '"'· .
Scflluenbur& Flexadux Corp.
S!wout·WllCllOn. K()pl)ell Co. Inc.
West1n11tMe Electric Corp.

FANS, VENTILATING
CS£ Mone S...a ·eo.

F11rmont Supply Co.
Futier Co. A llitx Co
Generll R2soutal Corp.
Guyan Mach....., Co.
Hanco lntemltoonal Di•. ot Hannon Electric Co.
Hed Process EQUlf)lllent Co .. Div. of !WI lndu>tne\. Inc.
.
-11t8 eo.
ITT Holub lndustnes
llG lndustnes. Dov. of Carner Corp
Jeftrey M1n'"8 Machinery Dov .. Dresser lndustnes
Inc.

Joy Mia

eo.

!IOCIPet\ Co , Inc.

Lee SulJIJfY Co .. Inc.
Manulacturen Equipment Co . The
New York Bio.- Co.
Pubody ABC
Porter, H.K Co., Inc.
Preiser/llineco Dov .. Preset Soennhc Inc.
flobin10n lndustnes. Inc.
Sc:flauertbur1 Flellldux Corp.
S!wout·Waldron, ~Co. Inc
Waja• lndustnes Ltd.
WesttnlftOu,. Electnc Corp.

•EEDERS
I. APRON
2. CHAIN

3. CHEMICAL, CHLORIDE. LIME,
REAGENl. ElC.
'· CONTINUOUS-WEIGHING
5. GRIZZLY
6. MINE-CAR HANOUNG
7. MINE TRANSFER TO BELT OR
CAR
8. OSCILLATING
9. PLATE
IO. RECIPROCATING
II. ROTARY
12. SCREW
13. VIBRATING

Auregates Equipment Inc, (l. 5. 12. 13)
An1s.Cflllmers, (l lJ
..
Allis·Chatmers. Crushon8 & Ser-.. [q~
ment. (5. 13)
Auto Weiah Inc (l, 3)
111r11er-~
5. g, 10. 13>
BIF 1 un~ ol Gonerlt SlcNf. (3. •. 12)
~Scale & Machine Co. (9. 10)
Branforlf Vibrltor Co .. Tlle. Di• of Eledlll Medlantcs. Inc .. (13)
Catcon Corp.• (3)
CarrtlllJefl Chain Co .. (2)
Canton StoNr. Corp.. (IO. 12. 13)
Cati! Corp. (111
Carman lndustne$. Inc. (3. 5. 7. 12. 13)
Carus Chemical Co. (3)
Clartuon Co . (3)
Connellsvdll Corp. (I. 2. 6. 9. 10. I l)
Crene Co .. (3)
Deoster Machine Co. Inc. (5. 13)
Dorr Cl!,... Long. Ltd, (l. 2. 5, 11)
Do.er Conveyat & Equipment Co., Inc .. (I. 2. 8.
9. 10. 12. 13)
£riez Masneocs. (5. t 3)
ESCO Corp, (l l)
FMC Corp., l.Jnk-Bett Mlterlal Handhna Systems
Div .. (l. 5. 10. 11)

co. o.

FMC eo.p., Material Handlin& Equipm0nt 01V., (3.
4, 5, 13)
.
Fairlietd En&ineenngCo .. (l. 2. 9, 10.12)
Fairmont Supply Co., (I, 12. 13)
Ferro-Tech, Inc., (3)
fullet Co.. A Gabl Co .. (I, 5. 11)
GEC Mechanical Handling Ltd.. (I. 5. 9. 11. 12.
13)
Galigher Co .. The. (3, 9)
Genenil K1Mmatics Co<p., (S. 8. 13)
GenmlllnourceCorp.. (11, 12, 13)
Gruendler Crusher & P u - Co.. (I. 5. 9. I 0.
12)
Hammennillt, Inc.. Su~. ol Pettibone Corp.. (I. 5,
• 9. 10. 13)
Hanson. A.A .. Disc.. Ltd.
Hewitt-Rollins DiY.. lrtlon Sy.terns, Inc, (I, 5, 8,
10, 13)
Hoy1 & Plttenon. lne .. (6. I 0)
Howe Riclllnlson Scale Co .. (4)
lndustrilf Contracting of Fairmont, Inc .. (I, 2, 7.
9, 10. 12)
Industrial Pneumatic Systems, Sub. of lndustnal
Con""1m& of Fairmonl. Inc .. (2)
lnflO Rasometnc Selle lne .. (4)
Iowa Manulactur"'8 Co .. (l,S, 10, 13)
IMn-Mcl\etYr Co .. The, 19. 10. 11)
Janes ManutlClutini Inc.• (I, 2)
Jeffrey Mtg. Div., O.esset Industries Inc .. (I, 4, S,
8. 12. 13)
Jenl<ins of Retlonl Ltd .. (6)
Joy Mfg. Co., Den..., Equipment Div., (3)
KHO lndu1tnelililgen AG, HumlJOldl Wedi&. (I,
2, 5. 13)
Kanaw11a Mt1.
6. 101
Ko1W1 Mt1. Corp., (9, 10, 13) .
.
KIJPPll' Co.. lne. MWI PnxtoclS Div .. Hardonge
Operation
K-lron Corp., (4, 12, 13)
~kl! Shon!. Inc .. (I)
l.NolyMf1. & EquipmentCo.. (l, 9, 10, 12, 13)
Logan Corp., (I, 2, 5, 8. 10. 12)
t.cn&·AlnlD• Co. ADiv. of the Marmon Group, Inc ..

eo. o.

(2, 7)

Ludlow-SI~ Wire Clotll, Div. G.S.I.
Manufacturers Equipment Co.. The. (I. 2, 9. 10.
II. 12)
Minh. E. f ., Enpieering Co., (I, 9, I 0)
McUnlllln Corp.. (5. 9, 10)
McNallr l'lttsbUri Mfg. Corp.. (10)
111iner1t Services Inc.. (4)

llininC PftlcresS. Inc., (2)

llinlllt/lntemationlt, Div. of Barber-Greene, (I.
10)
Halm Oll!miclt Co.. (3)
National AJl Yilnlor Co.. (13)
NltJonlf hln Co.. (I. I0)
ljltianll . . . Sena Co.
Nolan Co.. The. (6)
Olvnlrt Corp., ( 4)
Owens Mf&., Inc.. (2. 7)

PtttixlM Corp., (I)
Portee, Inc., l';or., Div., (I, 5, 9. 10, 13)

Preiser/Moneco Div. Prener Saentific Inc .. (4,
13)
Ramsey Enan-ina. Co.. (4)
Reed Manulettunng, (12)
Rexnonllnc.,(l. 2. 3,4, 5.6. 7,8, 9.10, 11, 13)
Rexnord Inc .. Process Machine!}' 0..., (I, 5, 13)
Rish Equiprnenl Co., Materilt Handlin1 51'stems
Div.
.
Roddndus!nes Machinery Corp., (I, 2, 5, 9, 10,
13)
Schlffet Pcidometer & Madune Co., (4)
Stmphcity Engrneerina, ( 5, 13)
Solids Flow Control Corp.. (13)
511tou1.Wllldron, Koppers Co .. Inc., ( 11. 12)
Stamler, W. R., Cofp., The, (2. 6, 7)
Steptoens-Adamsan. (I, 13)
Telsmitll Div.. Barber-Greene Co.. (I, 5. 9. 10.
13)
Thlyw Scale Hyer Industries, (4)
Univenal Road Machinery Co., (I 0)
Yibranetics. Inc.. (5. 12. 13)
~bra-ScnM Inc.. (3, 4, 12, 13)
Wl(ll lndu$tries Ltd., (5, 13)
Webb,.llnlsB .. Co.,(1.2.12.13)
.Webster Ml&. Co,, (I. 2. 9, 10)
w..1vvp.11 Belt Sales & Rlplirs Inc., (I, 2. 5,
13)
Willis & "'"'Corp., The. (2, 12)
Wilson. R. M., Co .. (I. 5. 8, 9, 10. 13)

FILTER CLOTH, MEDIA
American Air Foller Co. Inc.
Ame tell
BelhNille Wor< Cloth Co., Inc.
Dunron Co., Inc .. The
Envirotech C0to .. [imco BSP Div.

Spraying Systems Co .. (8)
Sprout.Waldron. Koppers Co., Inc. 11 l
Stanadyne/Hartford Div .. (~)
Stra1ghlline ,liters Inc .. (3, 6)
Ttoor p...., Tool Co .. (I)
Thurman Scale Co. Div. Thurman Mlg Co . (I)
Unofloc l.1m1tl!d
Union Carbide C0tp., (I)
Union Oil Co. ot Cautomia. (5)
Varian Associates
WABCO Fluid Power 0.v., an Amerun Siarldard

GAF Corp.
M1kroPul Co<p.
Mone Safely Appliances Co.
National Filter Media Corp.
Pall Corp.
Peabody ABC
Peterson Filters & Enaineenng Co.
Smico Corp.
Uniroyal. Inc
Wire Cooth (nterpnses. Inc.

We~~ Co. The. (2. S. 7)

.
we.iern Prec11>tat100 Dov., Joy Mtg Co. Ill
W11eelabrat0t·fry• Inc .. Ail Pollution Control 0.v ..

FILTER MEDIA, METALLIC

(I)

Belleville Wire Clotll Co .. Inc.
CE Tyler Inc.
Cleveland Wore Clotll & Mtg. Co
lluriron Co .. Inc .. Tiie
Envirotech Cofp .. E1mco BSP Div.
Ludlow·Slylor Wore Cloth, Div. G.S.I.
Pall CorJi
Petenon Filters & Engoneenng Co.
Wore Cloth Enterprises, Inc.

Wouins Connectors Dov. Delaval 1urbme Int (~)
Willson PrOducts Dov .. ESB. lne.
Wilson. R. M.. Co . (I)
Wire Cloth Enterllf1SH, Inc .. (I)
Workman lle>elopments. lne., (3)

FINANCIAL SERVICES
Sache & Co . Int.
Capital Conse<Vation Group
CIT Corp
C1t1ions Fode!oly Bank & 1rusl Co
Oean Witter & Co. Inc.
Forstmark Morrison Inc.
Forst Natoonat Bank ot U.ryland. Energy Rf.

FILTERS
1.
2
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

AIR
CENTRIFUGAL
OISC. ORUM, VACUUM
ENGINE & COMPRESSOR INTAKE
FUEL & LUBE OILS
HORIZONTAL
HYDRAULIC FLUIDS
WATER

S.OUrtH Div

Manufacturers Hanom Lea11ng Corp

FIRE ALARMS, DETECTORS
AMF Inc. (I. 2, 3, 4, ~. 7, 8)
Adams Equipment Co .. Inc . (8)
American Air filter Co .. Inc .. (I. 2. 4, 6)
Ametel>. (2, 3, 6)
81F. a umt ot General Signal. (8)
Bird Machine Co .. Inc., (2. 3. 6)
Bowman Distribution. Bame• Group, Inc . I I. ~)
Branford Vibrator Co .. The. Div. ot Electro Me·
cna*s. Inc. (I)
CE Tyler Inc., (I, 2)
caterJJ!llar Tractor Co .. (I. 4. 5)
Cra~Co .. (8)
Cummins Engine Co .. Inc., (I, 5)
Deron R & 0 Co.. Inc., (8)
Donaldson Co., Inc., (I, 4)
Dorr-Oliver Inc., (3)
· Dorr Oliver Long. Ltd .. (3)
Do.er Conveyor & Equipment Co .. Inc .. (I )
lluroron Co., Inc., The, (6)
Eaton Corp., World HeadquarterJ. (8)
Envire•. Inc .. (3)
Federal Supply & Equipment Co., Inc .. (7)
'w?-T""1. Inc .. (I, 2)
~d-l·VBC Corp .. (I. 4)
fleetguard. (4. 7)
fuller Co, AGall Co.. (4)
GAF Co<p., (5. 7, 8)
Gatdnet·Oen- Co .. (I. 4. 5)
General RMOUrte Corp .. (I)
Hauck Mtg. Co., (I, 5)
Hayden-Nolos Cantlow Ltd .. (7. 8)
Hetl Process Equipment Co., Div. of Dart Indus·
tries. Inc .• (I. 2)
Huwoocf.lrwin Co .. (7)
Hydreco. A Umt ot General Signal. (7)
Johnson Div. Unove<Sll Oil Products. (7. 8)
.Johnson·March Corp., The, (I)
Joy Mfg. Co, Denver Equipment Div .. (3)
KHO lndustroeantagen AG. Humboldt Wedag. (2.
3)

Lively Mfg & Equipment Co., (3)
3MCo.,(l)
Mathews. Abe W., Engoneering Co .. (3)
MikroPul Corp.
Mine Safely Apptl8nces Co .. (I)
Mining Machine Parts. Inc .. (~. 7)
Monitor Mtg Co, (4)
M0tgantown Machine & Hydrouhc.. Inc .. 0.v
Nall. Mone Service Co., (8)
National Environmental Inst Inc .. (I)
Norton Co ' (8)
Pall Corp, (I. 4, 5. 7, 8)
Peterson f 11ters & Engineer1ng Co . ( 31
Pte1ser/M1neco Div .. P!eoser Scoenlohc Inc I I. 8)
Radding Co., James A.. (3)
Rtsaarch·Cottrell. Int .. (I. 2)
Sail International, (3)
Sdlroede• Bro• Corp .. (7)
Scon AVlatKJn, A Div. of A· 1-0. Inc .. (I)
Sly. W.W. Mia Co. (l)
Sperry Vicken Div . Spen-y Rand Corp . (7)
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Adams Equ1pment Co , Inc
Aor.Lert. Inc
A.T.Q Inc
Conrat Corp
Fire ProtectKJn Supplies Inc.
Ha1den-N1los Conllow Ltd.
Jabco, Inc
Kidde. Waller. &Co .. BelleY~te
Mine Safely Appliance< Co
National Mine Sena Co.
Norris lndustrOH. Fltf & Safely £Qull)mtnt Olv
Pre1ser /M1neco 0.v ., Pre1ser Scient1ftC Inc
Pyon-Boone, Inc
Red Cornet. Inc
Schroeder Bros. C..p.
Tw1•lo·Wore fire System>. Inc.
West Vorg1n1a Belt Sales & Repaon Inc.
Wilson. R M. Co

°''

•

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
I. CHEMICALS. FLUIDS
2. FLUID
3. C02. ORY-CHEMICAL
Ansul Co .. Ille. (3)
A·T-Olnc .. (l. 2. 3)
Big Sandy Electric & Supply Co. Inc . I I, 3)
Bow.nan D"tribution, Bamn Groop. lroe. (3)
du Ponl de Nemours. E. I. & Co Inc. (I>
Fairmont Supply Co .. (I. 3)
fire Prti1ec11on Supplies Inc., (3)
Hayelen·Nilos Conhow Ltd.. (I. 2. 3)
Kidde. Walter. & Co .. Betie.ille Dov .. (2. 3)
Logan Corp., 13)
3MCo.(I)
Marathon Coal Bit Co. Inc. (3)
Moehael Walters Ind .. (3)
Na11ona1 Foam System Inc.
National Mone Serva Co .. (I. 3)
Norris Industries. fire & Safely Equipment 0...
. Pre1ser/M1neco Otv., Pre1S8f Sctent1f1C Int. (l)
Red Comet. Inc . (I. 2. 3)

FIRE-PROTECTION SYSTEMS
Ansul Co .. lhe
H-0 Inc
Auston. J P, Inc
Automatic Sprinkler Corp
Bis Sanay Eleclnc & Supply Co . Inc
Cementation Mining ltd
F1berK1ass Resourcn Corp
Fire Protection SuppltM Inc.

Hayden·Nilos Cantlow lid.
HuwoorHrw111 Co.

J•bcO. Inc.
Kidde, Walter, & Co., Belleville Dov.
Lee Supply Co., Inc.
3M Co.
Michael Walters Ind.
Mine Safety Appliances Co.
National roam System Inc.
National Mine Service Co.
N9rris lndustrtH, Fire & Salety Equipment Div.
Pet\lngers Inc.
·
Pre1ser/M1neco Oiv .. Preiser Soenlihc Inc.
Pyolt·Bocn.., Inc.
Red ComeL Inc.
S & S Macn1nery Sales, Inc.
Schroeder Bros Corp.
Twisto·Wire Fite Systems, Inc.
Uni<O)'al, Inc.
West v~sinia Ben Sales & Repairs inc.
Wdson. A M, Co.

FLIGHTS, CONVEYOR-LINE

-=

M1n1ng Sales Dov.
Campbell Chain Co.
C1nc1nnat1 Mone M.Khinery Co.
Ouq..esne Mine Supply Co

ESCO Corp.

Fairmont Supply Co.
Hotz Rubber Co .. A Randron Div.
Huwood-lrwin Co
Jellrey Mining Mlchinery Div.. Dresser Industries

Inc.

Kanawha Mlg. Co.
Uubenstein Mfg Co.
long·A1rdo1 Cc. A Orv of the Marmon Group. Inc

M1n1ng Macnme Parts.. Inc
National Mine Service Co.
Rexnord Inc

Slamler. W. R. Corp., The
Webb, Jervos 8 , Co.
Wes! Vorg1noa Belt Sales & Repairs Inc

Shell Chemical Co, Chemical Sales
Unilk.< L1m1led
Umon Carbide Corp
Wilmo1 fogmeenng Co.

FLOTATION CELLS,
MACHINERY PLANTS
OanoeJs Company, The
Gahgher Co .. The
GEOMIN
Heyl & Patter.On, Inc.
Joy Mlg Co.. Denver Equipment Div
KHO lnduslrieanlagcn AG. Humboldt Wedag
lovely Mtg & Equipment Co
Sala International
Sala Macn1ne Works ltd
Umttoc L1m1ted
Umroyal. Inc
WEMCO Dov , Envirotech Corp
Wesl V1rg1ma Belt Sates & Repairs Int.

FLOTATION TESTING
Commercial Testing & Engineering Co
Oamels Companr. T11e
Oo•ell 01" ol the Dow Chemical Co
Gahgher Co. The
GEOMIN
Hazen Re~earch. inc
Heyl &Pdtterson, Int
Joy Mfg Co .. Oenwer EQu1pmen1 Div
KHO lndustrieanlag•n AG. Humboldl Wedag
Pre1~er /M1neco Otv , Pre1ser Sc1ent1f1c Inc
S21la lnh!rnat1onal
Un1floc l1rrnted
WEMCO Dov , Envorotech Corp

FREEZEPROOFl~G

CHEMICALS
Allled Chemical Corp. Industrial Chemical~ Oiw
Celanese Cnemocal Co
Dowell Div ol the Do~ Chemical Co
Hardy Salt Co
lnternatoonal Sall Co
Morton Sall Co
Pre1~r;Mineco 01w. Pre1ser Sc.1ent1l1c inc
Vokong Doi & M•chonery Co

FURNACES
I
2
3.
4.
5.

COAL·DRYING
CONSTRUCTION ANO PARTS
HEAT.TREATING
1.ABORA TORY
METAL·MEL TING
6. PLANT ·HEATING
8oge10w·l1ptak·Corp, (I. 2)
Campbell. E K Co, (6)
Commercoal lestong &Engoneerong Co 14J
Oravo Corp, (I. 6)
Heyl & P•tterson, Inc .. (1)
K·G lndustroes, Inc. (I)
KHO lndu;troeanlagen AG, Humboldt Wodag. (I.
2, 3, 5, 6)

Leco Corp, (4)
Leeds &Nortnrup Co. (3)
Mone & Smelter Industries. 13. 4, 5)
Pre1!1er/Mineco Div .. Preis.er Sc1enhhc Inc (4)
So1ltest. Inc. (4)
Varoan A'5ociate.. (3. 4)
Wall Colmonoy, ( 3)
WMong Corp. (3. 5)
W1ll1dms Patent Crusher & Pult Co, (I)

Wiimot fngmeenng Co.
Wilson, R. M . Co
Workman Developments. Inc.

FLOAT & SINK TEST
SOLUTIONS
American Minechem Corp.

Pre1ser1Mmeco Div., Pre1ser Sc1ent1f1c Inc

FLOAT AND SINK TESTERS

FLOCCULATING AGENTS
Allied Chemical Corp., Industrial Chemicals D"
Am?f~~~;b~;amid Co., Industrial Chemicals &
American Mmechem Corp
Ashland Chemical Co
Betz Laboratories
Calgon Corp
Carus Chemocal Co.
Dowell 0.v of the Dow Chemical Co.
du Pont de Nemours, E. I. & Co. Inc.
Goodrich, 8 F.. Chemical Co
Hercules Inc.
Hubonger Co .. The
Nalco Chemical Co.
Preiser/Mineco Div .. Pre1ser Scientlf1c Inc.
Un1floc L1m1ted

FLOTATION CONDITIONERS,
FROTHERS, REAGENTS
Akolac. Inc
Amenun Cyanamid Co . lndtistnal Chemicals &
Plastics 01"

Amencan M1n!(hem Corp.
Ashland Chemical Co

Btu Labou1t0t1'es
C•lgon Corp

. Ctllne>e Chemocal Co

Dan..is ComPan1 The
[\).,.t'"il r." Clf tht 0o... Chtm1Ca1 Co
Htr~·IJ~~

1."'ll'.

Jo) Mitt Co Den..,.t>r f quipment Otv
II.HO lnda)tflCdnlagen AG. Humboldt Wt.'dd8
PPG lntJustne\. Inc . Chemical 01v
Pre1!tet •M1neco 01v Pre1~ef" Sc1ent111c In~

FLOW METERS
Acco, Bristol Div.
Amer1ean Meter 01w, Smger Co .. The
Babcock &Wolco1
BIF. a umt ot General Signal
Calgon Corp.
Capital Controls Co.
Federal Supply & Equipment Co .. Inc
Foxboro Co , 1he
General Electric Co, Instrument Producb Operat10n

Halhburton Servoc:e,.Research Center
Hayder•·N1los Contlow Ltd
Honeywell Inc . Process Control Div.
J. Tec Associates. Inc.
Kay.Ray Inc
Leeds & Northrup Co.
Modern Eng1neerong Co.
National Environmental Inst. Inc.
Pace Transducer Co .. Div ol CJ. Enlerproses
Prt!1ser/M1n~o Div .. Pre1ser Sc1ent1hc Inc.
Stevens, Inc , C W.
Taylor Instrument Process Control Otv Syl.Jron
Corp.
Umon Carbide Corp.

Unique Products Co.
V1k1ng 011 &Machonery Co.
WESMAR Level Monitor Dov.
Weslonghouse lleclnc r.orp

FLUID-POWER
COMPONENTS
Abe• Corp. Demson Dov.
Aeroqu1p Corp
Anoxter Mone & Smelter Supply
Art Corp , The
A·I 0 Inc
Dyne• Dov , Applied Power Inc
fNERPAC. DIV of Applied Power Inc
Gu>an Machinery Co
HoushlPn &Co , f F
lmpenaH a~tman Corp
l.utas lndvstnes. Fluid Power 01w
N~toonal Supply Co, Dov. ol Armco Sl«I Corp
0-atonna Tool Co
.
Re•n01d Inc.
Sperry Vickers D1w . Sperry Rimd Curp
. Twin Oise. Inc
Weatt:erhedd Co. Ttte
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GAGES, LIQUID-LEVEL
Alem1te &Instrument ().., . Stewart Warner COfp
lliocock & Wolco1
llondocator Co , DI• of lmpl'Ovecon Corp
Crane Co
Fo1b0ro Co. Hw
Hone~wetl Inc., ProcMs Control Div.
Ka1·Ra1 Inc
Lunkenheorner Co. Dov of Conval Co<p, Sub. ot
COO!lec Corp
Onma•t Corp
Pre1ser/M1neco 01¥. Prets.er Sc1ent1hc Inc
Slovens. Inc . C W
Te.as Nuclear
Unoqu• Products Co
WESMAR le•et Mon.tor 0.v
W"tonghouse ElectrK Corp

GAGES, PRESSURE,
VACUUM, FLOW
Acco. Hehcood Gage Dov
Adams Equipment Co. Inc.
Alem1te & Instrument o,.,. Stewart-Warner Corp
American Meter
SonRet Co 1lie
Aouter Mone & Smelter Supply

°''

Beckman Instruments. Int
Duroron Co, Inc .• The
lNERPAC, Div of Apphed Po~er int
Foxboro Co, The
~ayden·Nrlos Conllow ltd
'1oneywell Inc., Proce>S Conlrol Dov
Vhnnesota Au1omo11~ !nc
\todern Engoneerong Co.
·
'au Transducer Co, Div of C.J Enterprises
.>re1ser/M1n«0 Div .. Preiser Sc1ent1hc Inc
ichroeper Bros Corp
·
;,,ap.Qn Tools Corp
rempteton. Kenly & Co
IOTCO 0.v ·Baker Od TOOis. Inc
Nes11nghouse Electric Corp

GAS DETECTORS. MINE
American M1nethem Corp
A.TQ Im:
Bacharach ln~trument Co. Mining 01"
Sulldrd E D Co
CSE Mone Se,..oce Co.
du Pont de Nemours, E I &Co Inc
Edmont·Wolson. 0.v ol Becton. OocMinson & Co
Fire Protection Supphes Inc

Mme Ga~ Momton, Inc
Mine Safety Appliance> Co.
National Environmental ln1t. Inc
National Mme Ser<ice Co.
Pr11ser /Mineco DIV . Pre1ier Suent1l1C Inc
Scon A¥1allon. A Q., ol A· T.Q, Inc.
Wdson. R M. <:o.

General Sl1f<nt1fll t.quipment C.o

HYDROCYCLONES

Gen Rad
Gol\On Scr""n Co
Hiu,;Mer lmtrumen11 Inc

(SEE WASHERS, COAL, CYCLONE
WATER)
·

Joy Mtg Co . flo!n•er Equoprnenl

K lrnnCmp
l0tn Corp
Mm~r1I Serv•tt!) Inc.
Murie Bros Math1nery Co.
NOfton Co
Numon1u Corp
Perk1n·Elmer Corp
Preiser/M1neco Otv.. Preiser Saent1tic Inc
Quest Electrom"
Sala International
Soiltesl. Inc.
Speakmdn Co
Westinghouse Electr1C Corp.

HYDROSEPARATORS

GRIZZLIES
(SEE WASHERS, COAL)
(SEE FEEDERS, GRtZll Y)

HAULAGES, R.R. CAR,
BARGE, BOAT
ACF lndustr,.., Inc.
Heyl & Patterson, Inc.
lntt!f11Jte Equipment Corp.
Mc:Dowet~Welman Engrg. Co.

HEAVY-MEDIUM
RECLAMATION
EQUIPMENT

INSTRUMENTS,
RECORDING, PRESSURE,
TEMPERATURE, ETC.
AltO, 8r1)!C..I 01\1
Adams [~•,1pmen1 Co. l11c
Alemite & instrument Div .. Ste"""rt·Warner Corp

American Mt?ter Div . S1ng1~r Cc . l he
Analytical Measurements, Inc

LABORATORY TESTING

A·T-0 Inc
Babcock & Wolco•
Bacharach fr.strument Co. MmHTg Div
Barnes Engineering Co
· Beckman lnslruments, Inc.

B•ddlP Co Jan oPS G

(SEE MAGNETITE, RECOVERY

SEPARATORS)

HEAVY-MEDIUM
SEPARATORS
,(SEE WASHERS, HEAVY-MEDIUM)

HOPPER
OUTLETS-NONPLUGGING
Katenborn

Sohds flow Control Corp.
Webb. Jerns B.. Co.

HOPPERS
Aggregates Equipment Inc.
Bethlehem Steel Corp
Bonded Scale & Machine Co.
Concrete Equipment Co .. Inc.
OEMAG Lauchhammer
Dorr Oliver Long. Ltd.
Dover Conveyor & Equipment Co. Inc.
Easton Car & Construction Co.
Enterprise fabtocators. Inc.
Fairfield Ensu-ing Co.
ferro-Tech. Inc.
General Resource Corp.
Hammerm1Hs, Inc., Sub. ol Pettibone Corp.
Hanson. R.A.. Oise .. ltd.
lndustr~I Contracting ol Fairmont, Inc.
l1Vely Mis & Equipment Co
Marsh. E. F.. Engineering Co.
McNally Pittsburg MIR Corp
Rish Equipment Co .. Material Handling Sy>1ems

DIV
Rock Industries Machinery Corp.

Somerset Welding & Steel Inc. ·
Sprout·Waldron. Koppers Co .. Inc
United McGill Corp.
V1bnl·Scr.,. Inc.
Webster Mtg. Co
• West V"gmia Belt Sales & Repairs Inc.
W1ll15 & Pa~I Corp . The

CaP4tal Controls Co
Fisher Control!! Co

Fo1boro Co. Tne
General

ctj

EIP.i:l~·C

•nduslr1al Sllf!:> 01·;

Ger.era! Elett 1 1c c~. mstrumtnt ProcJuLI:) 'lv>:rd
llon
Hayden N1to!i. Codlc.v. ~!d
Honeyv.ell Inc Prott::i') Cc.111rn1 D,·,
J Tee As\C.(.1af(•\ tnc
Leeds &~orthrup Co
Martindale [lt~ttric Co
Measuremenl &Car.hot System-, 01v. G1Jlt".Jn In·
dustrte) Inc.
National [ nvirtrnmenral Inst Inc.
Pace Transciucer Co. DIY. ol CJ ln1~rpr1!io~\
Pre1ser /Mineco 01v , Pre1ser Sc•enhhc Inc

Pyolt·Boone. Inc
Quest flectron1cc;.
Revere Corp of America. Sub ol r-,eµlunt: Intl

Corp
Sorle• Co of North Amt?rica. Inc
Taylor tnstrumt!nl Proc1!~c;. Control 01" $yb1c,n

Corp
TOTCO lliv.·Baw 011 lnol>. lno
Walter Nolo Co

Anurter Mine &Smelter SuPIJfy
Barnes & Reinecke. Inc.
Beckman Instruments. Inc.
Commercial Testins & En&ineenn1 Co
DIVIS Instrument Mtg. Co.
foshtf Scientific Co.
Gahgller Co.. The
Gentfal Resource Corp.
GEOMIN
Hlzen Research. Inc.
K·Tron Corp
~l·WeUman Enara. Co.
Mineral Ser.ices Inc.
NUS Corp .. Robinson & Rollinson Otv.
Pre1ser/M1neco Div., Preiier Scient1lic Inc
Sala International
Stearns Magnebcs Inc., Div. ¢ Maanetics Intl.

LEVEL MEASUREMENT &
CONTROLS
Acco. B11stol O"
Automat10n !Jroducls. Inc
Blf. a unit ot General ~gnal
8111: Norse lnstr~ments Div ol lmprovecon Corp
81nd1ci:1h.H Co: Div. of improvecon Corp
Communotatt0n & Control Eng Co I Id
Oel'&"an [lectron1n. Inc.
F1Sh~r Controls Co

Westmghou')f' E1r:ttro1. Corp

Foxboro Co . The
Fuller Co. A Gal• Co

w,11on. R. M.. Cc

INSURANCE, CASUAL TY,
WORKMEN'S
COMPENSATION

General [lectnc C.o, lndu\l11al Sates 01"
Greal lakes Instruments. Inc
Honeywell Inc , Process Control Div

Kay·Rdy Inc
leeds & N<>rt~rup Co
lee Supply Co. Inc
Metritape Inc

ria1 Top li1!1Urdriu: r v
Oh.J Reol!IJhl h1!>11rance Co

Micro Sw1tcn, A 01v of Hone~welt
Mineral Service\ Inc

, Monitor Mtg Co
Monotrol Mtg Co

INSURANCE, PLANT &
EQUIPMENT

Pace Tran~ucer Co, Olv ol C J (nltrpnses
Pre1ser / Mmteo Div. Pren.er Scienhl11'. Inc.

Quest [ 1ecrron1cs

Bellefonte Insurance Cos .. Sub ol Armco Stet/

Ram$ey £ns1neering. Co

flat Top ln~urance Co.

S1even1. Inc . C W
Ta~lor lnslr.Jmenl Proceu Conool Div Sybron
Corp

JIGS

WE SMAR le.el Mon,lof Dov

Corp

Te1as Nuclear
Unrque Prooucts Co
V.e•tmgho•ae Ele<tro,; Corp

LINING

(SEE WASttERS, JIG)

::::t. ~nft~ng Co

I. CHUTE. FLUME & TANK.
CERAMIC, GLASS
CHUTE & FLUME. METAL
3 CHUTE. FLUME & TANK .
RUBBER
4. CONCRETE
5. CYCI ON£
6. FURNACE
7. HYDRAULIC PUMP
B SHHl. CONCRETf. SHEL

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

2

HOPPERS, WEIGH
Alnor Instrument Co
Bethlehem Steel Corp
Concrete Equipment Co. Inc

Analytical Measurements. Inc
Anutter Mine & Smelter Supply

Connellsville Corp
Enton Car & Construction Co.

Bacharach ln\trument Co . Mming 01v

Fairbanks Weighing DIV • Colt lndustnes
f airfield Engoneering Co.
General Resource Corp
Howe Richardson Scale Co.
Railwe1ght. Inc.
Sprout.Waldron. Kopper< Co .. Inc.
Thayer Scale Hyer Industries
V1bra·Saew Inc.
Webb. Jervis B. Co.

o.,

KHO lndu•lrit'dnla1en AG. Humboldl Wedag

A·l·O Inc
Bausch & Lomb. SOPO Dov.
Beckman lnslrumenls, Inc
Cf Tyler Inc
Commercial 1e111ng & Engineering Co

9. SPRAYABLE Pi.ASllC

I 0. PLASTIC

Oa"l•S lnslrumenl Mtg. Co.

A S H Pump, 01v al Env1ro1ec t• Corp. ( l)

Ouriron Co .. Inc . The
f1Sher Sc1enl1hc Co.
Gahgher Co, The
General Electric Co.. ln>trument Produm Oper~·

Adhes"e ln~1neering to. (9)
Aeroquop Coop. (3)
Ameriun Alloy Steel, Inc. (2, 8)
Amsco Div .. Abe1 Corp.. (2. I)
Auto'!lat1e VuleaMers Corp. (3)
Babcock & W11~" {6)

llOn

·
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H1ge1ow-Loplak i..orp. (). bf
Bonded Scale & Machine Co . (3)
Bo~ton

lnd11stual Products Orv . American Biitrite
Inc. (3)
Challenge Cook Bros . Inc .. (4)

C1nc1n11ah Rubber Mfg. Co .. Oov of St~wart·
Warner Corp. (3)
Conlraclors Warehouse Inc.. (4)
Corharl Rehac1ones Co. Oov of Corning Glau
Works, (l, 6)
Oelnck. M. H, Co.. (I. 6)
Oosco Corp, (8)
Dure• Products, Inc.. Nall Wore Clolt1 O" . (3, l 0)
Equipment Mtg Services, Inc., (7)
ESCO Corp. (3)
Fairmont Supply Co. (l. 3, 4, 5. 7. 9)
Gail~her Co. The, (3)
Gates Rubber Co. The. (3. 9)
General Refractorres Co, U.S Rt-hactoues Div,
(6)

Goodall Rubber Co, (3)
Goodrich. B F ·Engineered Systems Co. (3)
Goodyear Tore & Rubber Co .. (3. 9)
Greenbank Ca>t Basalt Eng. Co ltd, (l, 5)
Greengate lnduWoal Polymers ltd. (3)
Groffolyn Co. Inc . (I 0)
Guyan Machinery Co, (3. 5. 7. 9)
Hanson. R.A • Oise . ltd.
Hardman Inc. (3. 9)
Heil Process Equ1pmen1 Co , Div ol Dart Indus·

tries. Inc. (I. 3. 9)
Holz Rubber Co. A Randron Dov. (3, 5)
Huwood·lrw1n Co, (7)
Industrial Contracting of Fairmont. Inc. (2)
1ra1nane Systems. Inc .. (9) ·
Janes Manufacturing Inc .. (2)
Kalen born
Kanawha Mfg Co 12)
lauoensrein Mfg. Co. (2)
Lee Supply Co . Inc . 11)
Lmalt:' Corp. ot Amfr1c.a. (3)
3M Co. (I)
Nonn Sr••• Pyroph1ll1te Co, In<. (6)
Norton Co (61
Plastic Tecnn1ques. Inc . (I 0)

Phbroco Company, (5 6J
Pol1·H1. Inc. (3. 5. 7. B lO)
Pre1~r/Mmeco

Div .. Pre1~ Sc1ent1f1c Inc .. t3. 9)

R•ycnem Corp (I 0)
ReadmgCo.JamesA.(I. 4, 5)'
Republic Ste.:1 Corp. (8)
Stonhard, Inc .. 0. 4. 5. I. 8. 9)
Thomas foundries lni:. (2)
TrelleOOrg Rubber Co, Inc. (3)
Uniroyal Inc. (3)
U S PolymE:r1c. SuD ol Ar11Ko Sleel Corp. ( IOJ
Un1wer~at Hoa<l Machinery Co., (2. 3)
~a1a• Industries Ltd

(3)

We\! V11g1n1a Se11 S.1es & Repairs Inc. (I. 3. 5)
W1l>0n. R M. Co (l. 3. l0)
Workman Oe•elopmenls. Inc. (). 3 l Ol

LOADERS, PORTABLE &
SELF-PROPELLED, BELT,
BUCKET
Aggre&ates Eqoipment Inc.

Hey! Iii l'lttanon, Inc., (l)

lndu1tnll Contnlc1in1 of Fairmont, Inc.
Jeffrey Mia. Otv .. Omw lndu1tries Inc., (I, 2)
Jenkins of Retfonl Ltd .. (2)
Lively Mia. & Equipment Co .. (l, 2, 3)
McNalfy P.ttmura Mf•. Corp.. (l. 2)
Aemord Inc., (I, 2. 3)
Slwaae. w. J. Co.. (2)
St!!Jhens-Adlmscn, (2)
Umfloc Limited
Webb, Jer<is 8., Co., (2, 3)
Willis & Plul Corp.. The, (2, 3)
Wilson, R. M.. Co., (2)

LOADING EQUIPMENT,
AUTOMATIC, R.R. &
TRUCK
American Podlrn Corp
f111field Enameemg Co.
Ftea> International. Inc.
Fuller Co., AGall Co.
General Aesoutca Corp.
Hansen. R.A .. Otsc., ltd.
Jenluns of Retfonl ltd.
i.Nefy Mfg & Equipment Co.
Ml"->. Abe W.. E,,.._.,. Co.
Mdlowell-Wellmln Enarl Co.
McNaUy PmW1 Mia Corp.
Nolan Cli., The
Rexnord Inc.
Webb, Jervis 8.. Co.

LUBRICATING SYSTEMS
I. CENTRALIZED. CONTINUOUS
2. MANUAL
3 SPRAY, Oil MIST

Adams Equipment Co , Inc.
Aeroqu1p Corp, (2)
Alem11e & Instrument Dov .. St... an.Warner Corp.
(I. 2, 3)
Aro Corp., The. (2)
CSE Mine Service Co . (2)
Cypher Co .. The, (l, 2)
Dravo Corp., (I, 3)
Duff-Norton Co .. (3)
Eaton Corp. World H•adquarters. (). 2. 3)
Eaton Corp., lndustnal Drivos Dov .. 1l. 2. 3)
E-Po..er lndustnes Corp, (I. 2. 3)
Fairmont Su~ Co, ll. 2. 3)
Gardner·Denvor Co .. (l, 2)
Iowa Mold loolina Co .. Inc.
Keystone Div., Pennwalt C0<p. (2)
Lincoln St. Louis Otv. at McNeil Corp. (I. 2. 3)
Pot!adrdi, Div. of Smith lnt•matlOlllll Inc.. (3)
Spraying Systems Co.
Trabon Lubricating Syst•m>. Dov. of Houdaille Industries. Inc., (l. 2. 3)
Ince Mfg CO<P .. ( l. 2. 3)
Whtelabrator-Frye, Inc .. Material> Oelning Sr•·
tems. (2)
Wiggins Connect0<s Dov. Clet•••• Iurbone Inc

Atlley Products Corp.

D£MAG lluchhammer
Eaton Corp., Fomtry & Construction Equipment
Div.
f airlield Engi1*ring Co.
Hansen, A.A.. Oise.. ltd.
Marsh, E. F.. Engir*"na Co.
Mescher Mfa. Co. Inc.
M11ung Equipment Mfg. Corp.
Not1h Amencan o&K
ftget' Equipment & Services. ltd./0 & K M1n1na
Equipment
M1nina Equip.
wa1u lndustrios Ltd.

LUBRICATORS
I

WHEEL, fl ANGE

2 JOURNAL -BEARING
3. RAIL

MAGNETITE, RECOVERY
SEPARATORS
Otn11 Co • Mqneroc Group
Ene1 M•aneticl
lnduitn.11 Pneumatic Sy1tems. Sub. of lndulltWI
Contr1Cbn1 of F1111TQ\I, Inc.
M1fllrll Services Inc.
Siii Mldline Wonts ltd
Srurns Mlgntllcs Inc .. Otv. at Malf'"llCS lnU
Uniftoc l1m1ted
Wilsen, R. M.. Co.

MAGNETS
I. CHUTE & PLATE TYPES
2. DRUM & PULLEY TYPES
3. SUSPENDED
Con lndu1tries, Crucible. (I)
Dings Co.. Magnetic Group. ( l. 2. 3)
Duplex Mill & Mis. Co . (I)
Eriez Maif'81ics, (l, 2. 3)
3MCo.
Minerll Servim Inc.. (I, 2. J)
Nationll Electric Coil Di" of McGr1w.£d1son Co ..
(3)

w. J. Co .. (I)
$Qulrw DCo.. (I l
StNrM Magnetics Inc., Otv. ot Magnetics lnU .. (I,

Slvap.

2. 3)
Varian Auoci1tes
Wd.on. A. M.. Co .. (I. 2. 3)

MAPS, TOPOGRAPHIC,
PHOTOGRAPHIC
Aenll Surveys, Inc.
Aero Ser'fioe Dov., Wntwn GeocihrllCll Co of
Amer.
Berger Auocoates. ltd
GEOMIN

MINE DRAINAGE CONTROL
SYSTEMS
(SEE POLLUTION CONTROL

SYSTEMS)

MOISTURE INDICATORS,
METERS, TESTERS
Acco. Br11tOI Oiw
~htltl<:h Instrument Co

M1mng 0.v

Beckman Instruments. Inc
Concrete Equipment Co .. Inc
du Pont de Nemou<s. E I. & Co Inc
foibOfo Co . The
Kay-Ray Inc
Pre.set /Mlneco Otw . P~.er Scienhf~ inc
Soittost. Inc

MOTOR REWINDING,
REPAIR
Alk1n5iQn Atmature WMs

w.,_

Abex Corp., R1ilroad Product! Group, (3)
CSE Mine Service Co. (I. 2)
Eaton Corp., lndustnal Droves Div.
E.Powef lndustrot!S Corp.
Lincoln St Louis OIY ol McNeil C0<p. ( l)
Lunkenhetmer Co .. 0.v of Conval Corp., Sub. of

LOADING BOOMS

I nee Mfg. C0<P .. (2)

Con<lec Corp.

[vor""1 [latroc Co
FMC Corp. Minong [qu1pmon1 Do•
flood Coty Bra" & Ei.ctroc Co
Generil f iectnc Co. lndu!»lt1al Sale\ Chv
Guyan Macnonery Co
Hanco lnt!fnatM>nll O.• of Hdnl"lon liec111c C.O
Joy Miil Co
Joy Sen.~e Center. 0.v Joy M!g Co
l ouis Allis (h . Litton ll'IClum 1a1 Produch. Inc

I. APRON
2. BELT
3. CHAIN

Diet> Co. Inc .. (l)
Dover Con>eyor & Equipment Co .. Inc. (2. 3)
ElMAC Corp. (2)
FMC Corp., Link·Belt Material Handhn& Systems
Div .. (2)
Fairfield Engineering Co .. (I. 2. 3)
GEC Mechanical Handling Ltd .. (l, 2)
Hanson. A.A., Otsc.• ltd.

MAGNETITE
foote M11ier11 Co
Ha-t Co, Mt. Hal><! Mine Div.
Mineral Serlices Inc.
Ress Vik•na Corp. Div. c. Rarss Cool Co.
Voltin& Oil & Machinery Co.

Nar10nal t le<tnc Cod Otv ol McGra•·Ed1son Co
PPnn!>ylvan•• fle<tnc Coil, Inc
Reliance Etectrl( Co
S & S Machinery Siie>. Inc
West Virg1n1a Armalure Co

Westonghou"" [leetroc Corp

MOTORS
MAGNETITE METERS
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I

AC

AIN
3. DC •
4. FLUID, HYDRAUUC
GEAH·(SEE GEARMOTORS)

l

Alli!• CUip. ll<niwn o.,. 141
Acme Ma<honery Co . (2)
Ad1m1 l qu1pmenl Co . lnr . (I )
Alh1 Ch1lm-.11. I I. 3)
Ameuun PrJC.la111 Corp , (4 J
Anuler Mine & Smeller Supply. 11.1. J, 4)
Aro Corp , The. 12)
ASEA Inc .. (I l)
Bia Sandy l.lecl11< & Supply Co. Inc
Brown1f1i Mia O.v .. £mersor1 [lectric Co .. (l. 3)
Ctiicago Pneumalic Equipment Co .. (2)
Cornmemal Shear1t1g. Inc .. (4)
Compt011 Eleclncal Equipment Corp., (I, 2)
Conrac Corp. (I. ))
Conlinenlal Conveyor & Equipment Co .. (l)
Delavan Mis. Co.. (4)
Doter Convey0< & Equ1pmen1 Co .. Inc . (I. l)
[)yne1 Oil .. Apj)lied Power Inc .. (4)
E1I011 CO<p, WOt1d Headquarters, (I. 3. 4)
Ell011 Corp .. lnduW11I Drives Div .• (I. 3)
Eunco Mining Machinery, Envirolech Corp .. (2)
Elcctrit Machinery Mis. Co. (I)
Electric Products Oil.. Portee Inc .. (l)
FMC Corp. M1n1ns Equipmenl Div.. (I. 3)
Fawm011t Supply Co.. (I. 3)
Fenner. J H. & Co, lid., (I. 2. 3)
Fidelity Electnc Co. Inc.• (3)
Gardner-Oenvet Co., (2)
General Electric Co.. DC Mol0< & Genetator
Dept .• (3)
General Electnc Co .. Industrial Sales Di> . (l. 3)
Go..td Inc. Century Electric°''·· (I, 3)
Harruschfeset Corp.
Hydraulic Producls Inc .. (4)
Hydreco. A Unit of General S.pl, (4)
ln&etlGll·Rlnd Co ' (2)
Jelfrey M1nma Machinery Div .. O.esser lndustr,..
Inc .. (I)
kll M1a. Co, (2)
Joy Serva Center. Div. Jov Mfg. Co .. (I. l. 4)
Kersey Mia. Co. (3)
Uwnel CO<p., (J)
lee Supply Co .. Inc .. (I. 2. 3)
Lani Eleelric Co . Inc . (I)
Lincoln Electr1t Co., The
l.Jncotn SL Louis Div. Of McNeil Corp .. (2)

LO&I" Corp .. ( I. 3)
Louis Alli1 OIY , L1non lndustnal Prooucts. Inc . ( 1,
3)

Luc IS lnduslne<. Fluid Power Div . (4)
Micro S.,itch, A Di•. o1 Honeywell, (J)
Mm1ng Progress. Inc. (I. 2. 4)
M0tse Cllaift. Div of Borg-Warner Corp., (I. 3)
Mo>ebac:ll Manutaaunns Co
Nalional Mine Serva Co .. ( 1. 2)
North Amencan Hydraulics. Irle .. (4)
Pennsy!Yanoa [lectnc Coil. Inc .. (I, 3)
Portet, HK Co. Inc .. 0. 2. 3)
Prestol11e flectnc.al Orv. of Eltra Corp, (I. 3)
Reliance Electric Co .. (I. 3)
Rexnord Int , (4)
RobocDn Corp . (1. 3)
Soerry V1<kors Div .. Sperry Rand Corp .. (4)
Sler11"1 ~Systems, Inc . ASub. ol The Lionel
Corp. {I)
Their Powe< Toot C:O .. (2)

U. S Elec1rica1 Motors Oil EmetiOll Eiec.tnc Co .•
{I, 3)

Wesl V.a1n11 Armature Co .. (I. 3. •)
Westinghou,. Electnc Corp., (I. 3)
WllSOl1. R Iii .. Co.. f!. 2. l o

NOZZLES. FOG
A-T-0 Inc
Bete Fog Noule. Inc.
lleiafln "'18 Co
FMC Coro. Agricunural !Uch1nery
fife Protection SuPC>Les Inc
Goodall R;ibC>er Co.
Him lndustnes, Mme & Mill SpecoaltleS
lnduslna' Rut>ller Products Co.
....,1"1 Progreu, tnc.
NlbOnll Mone Smu Co.
""1set /Mnco Dnr . Preow Soenr11oc Inc.
s-c o..eioom.nt COf1I
Sl>'1y1111 S)"tetns Co.

°''·

Vlkf'IO.l&~Co
Won.man~ts.lnc

l eeds & Northrup Co.
Per~1n·[lmet Corp.

Bet• Foe No111e,.1nc
8111 Sandy E1ect11c &Supply Cu Inc
Bowman 01slributJOn. 8'111•s G1011p. Inc
Oe11ter Conc:entrB10f Co Inc, lhe
0et ..1n Mia Co
FMC Corp. A&ricullur1I M1Ch1nory U.v
ho1111011I Supply Co
lire ProllClion Suppt111 Inc
Genlfll Electric Co. C1rboloy Sy•tems Dept
Goodlll Rubber Co
IUhn lndu>lr11s. Mine & Miii Spec11111es
H1ydefl·N1los Conflow lid.
Industrial Pneumalic Sr•lems. Sub of lndustr11I
Contr1ct1na of f 11rmorit Inc..
lndustnal Rubber Producls Co
Jolln1011·Mlrth Corp., The
Krebs Engineers
lee Supply Co .. Inc.
l.incotn St Louis Oil of McNeil C0<p.
Loa1n Corp.
M1n1n1 Progreu. Inc.
Nationil M..e Service Co.
F'reuer/M1neco Div .. Pretser Scienlihc Inc.

Reinard Inc.
Sonic Oevetci>ment Corp
Spr1wina S~l!ms Co.
Uniroyal. Inc.
V1kin& Oil & Machinert Co.
Wortunln Oeveiopmenls. Inc

Bete Foe Nozzle. Inc.
Oefawan Mia. Co.
Genetti Elettnc Co., C.rboloy Systems Dept
lndustnal Pneumatic Srstems. Sub. al lnduslrill
C..ttactins of Fa.. monl, Inc
Norton Co.
Sonic DMlotlmenl Corp
5'><111"1 System• Co.
Workman Oo..topments, Inc.

PANELS & PANELBOARDS,
INSTRUMENTS, CONTROL

°''

Acco, Electro-Mech
A&&regates Equipment Inc.
Allen-Bradley Co.
An.. ter Mme & Smelter Supply
Bacharach lnsrrumenl Co .. Mrnmg OrY
Beckman lnslrumenls. Inc
Cam-Lok Div., Empire Products. Inc.
Communication & Control Eng Co lid
Compton Eleclrical Equipment Corp
Concrete Equipment Co., Inc
Crouse·Hrnds Co.
Cutler.Hammer. Inc
Fairfield [ngineering Co

Fairmont Supply Co.
Forboro Co .. The
GTE Sylvania Inc.
General Electric Co., lndus1nal Sdles Div

General Resource Corp.
Guyan Machinery Co.
Hanco International Div. of Hannon [1ec1nc Co

H8 Electrical Mtg Co
Honeyv-P.11 /nc , Process Control

IT[ lmponal C0tp
Leeds & Northrup Co

o. . .

Louis Alhs Div .. Litton Industrial Product:,, Inc.
Pre1ser/M1neco Div., Pre1ser Sc1entilK Inc

Pyon-Boone. Inc
Seton Name Plale Corp.
Square 0 Co
TOTCO O+Y.-Baker 011 Tools. Inc
Webb. Jervis 8 . Co
Westinghouse Electnc Corp

PH INDICATORS,
RECORDERS
Ar.c.:o. Bnsto\ Div
Analytical Measuremt!nls. Inc
Babu.><:k & Wllrn1
8P.C",kman lnslrume11ls, Inc

Seti Laboratones
CSE Mine ServlCP Co
f1c;her Sc1entLl1c Co

Forboro Co. The
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PrP.1\er /Mmeco Div . Pre1ser Setentthc tnc
So1llc\I, Inc

PIPE
I AlllMINUM
1 Al 1IMINUM l'I AS I IC
3 Al llMINUM. Sl[AM !RACED
4

ASll!.~TOS·CfMlNT

5 BRON/[, COPP[R. NED BHASS
6. CAST-IRON. WROUGHT IRON
7. llNED
8 CORROSION RESISTANT
9. CORRUGATfD
10. DRIVE & DRIVING WINCHES
11 Pl ASTIC
12. RUBBER
13 RUBBER·LINEO
14 SEAMLESS
15 SPIRAL-WELDED
16. STAINLESS STEEL.
I 7. STEEL. STEEL-WELDED
18 STEEL. PLASflC-COATlD
19. WOOD. WOOD-STAVE
20 GLASS FIBER REINFORCED

Acker Drill Co. Inc . (I 0)
Alcoa.(l. J. 14)
Allegtieni Ludlum Steel Corp (8. U. 16. 17)
Ampco Metal ();v .. Ampco·Ponsburgh Corp. (5.

NOZZLES, WET ROCK
DUSTING

fll!i.l!Olact

NOZZLES.SPRAY

Gredl Lakes Instruments. Inc

Awl M1n1n1 Sales Cliv.
Adams Equ1pmenl Co, Inc
Ato Corp., The
A-T-O Inc

8)

Anirter Mme & Smelter Supply, (8. 11. 10)
Armco Steel Corp .. Product Info. (7. 8. 9. 11. u.
16)
Babeoc• & WrlcOI. (8. 14. 16. 17)
Bethlehem Sleet C0tP .. 19. 14. 17. 181
Cf & I Steel Corp, (14)
Calwis Co ·. <1 ll
Capital Coty lncMt,.•1 SuP!>ly Co
-Cen•m Tee<l Proouct> Co•p., Pope & P\asl"'
Group. (4. I I)
CIQA.CEICV Corp, Pipe Sy•tem< Dept. (8. 101
Crnc1nna11 ijulll>er Mia. Co, Div. ot Ste,.ar1·
Warner Corp . (11)
Con 1n0um1es, Crucible. 18. 16)
Con11neftlal Rubllor Work<. Sub. of CO!llinent•I
Coppe• & Steel lndu•lrin, In<., (12)
Coo1ractors Wa1elloose Inc .. (I 5. 17)
Detrick. M H. Co .. (7. 8)
du Pont de Nemou!l, [. I. & Co Inc . ( I I)
Ouriron Co. Inc . The. (8)
ESCO Corp .. (6. 8. I6)
.
faormontSupplyCo.,(ll.12. ll. U, IS, 20)
Federal·Mogul Corp.. ( 11 >
f1bergLass Resourc.s Corp .. (8. l I)
fle,.ble Val"' Corp. ( 12)
Foster, L. 8. Co .. (6. 7. It. IS. 17)
Gahgher Co. The. (7. 8. 131
Cates Rubber Co .. The. (13)
General Re50urce Corp .• (I, 6. 8)
Genetal Scientrlic Equ1pmenl Co.. ( 11. 12)
Goodall Rubber Co . (11. 12)
Coodnch, B. f ·Ensoneered Sy•tom> Co. (13)
GOUdyear Tire &Rubber Co .. (12. l 3)
Greenban• Casi 8'satt Ena Co. ltd .. (7. 81
Creensate lndultnal lltAymefs Ltd .. ( 12)
GrinOuCWl Oistnbul1"1 Co .• (15, 17)
Heil Proce11 Equipment Co . ();_ of Dart lndul·
tnes, Inc .. (8. 11. 16)
Hetcules Inc. (8)
IT! Grinnell Corp. (11. 14. I SI
ITI Harper. (16)

lrlthlne Systems. Inc. (13)
Jennmar Coro.
John>ton-Moreholose-Oickey Co. ( 11)
Jones & Laughhn Sleet Corp .. (14. 17)
Ka1Set Aluminum & Chemrcal Corp . ( I)
Kalenbotn. (7. 8. 12)
K1nelics. Inc. (8)
letSuPIJlrCo.lnc.(l.2.9.11.13.14.15. 16.
18.10)
Lonat., Coop of Amero<a, ( 13)
Logan Corp . (11, I 7)
Midland Pipe & SuPl)(y Co .. (I. 8. 13. 16)
Nal10111I Mine SeMCe Co .. 12. 11)
N1ylor Pipe Co .. (13. 15. 16)
Pe1body ABC. ( 11)
Phelps flodse lndustnes. Inc. (5. 8)
Phllhps Products Co.. Inc., (I I)
Pre1,;er /M1neco °'" Preisel ScientrllC Inc .. (I I)
Rt'd Valve Co. Irie .. (I 2)
Republic Steel Corp., \8, 9. 14. 16. 17. 18)
Reynolds Metals Co. (I. 3)
Rubber Engmeer1t1g & Mfg. Co .. (12. 131

lfyerson, Joseph T., & Son. Inc., (I, 8, I I. 14, 16.
17)
Smith, . 0.-lnland Inc. Reintorced Plastics Div ,

(8. 11.20)
Stelhte Div .. CabOt Corp., (8)
Trelleborg Rubber Co .. Inc .. (12)
Tricon Metals & Services, Inc .. (8, I I. 14, 16,
17)
Tube Turns Div .. Chemetron Piping Systems.

M1dldntl Pipt II Supply Co. (8. 12. I J,
Nat1onc11

Mine Service

(Ct,

{l. 3)

N•ylor Pip• Co. (8. 12)
Ohio Brm Co, (7 15)
Porker·Hannil1n Corp, Tube F1t1ing~ Div.(!>, 9

12)
Phelps Oodgl! 11,J11Slm~s. Inc. { l. 4 S. 8)
Pto1lhµ• Products Co . Int , (I 0)
Plymouth Rubber Co Inc, (4)
Pre1ser /Mmeco Div , Preiser Sc1en1rl1{ Inc . (I.

(17)

Union Carbiae Corp., (8)
Uniroyal. Int"., (12)
United McGill Corp.. (1, 11. 15)
United States Steel Corp. (1, 7, 8, 9, I I. 14. 16.
17. 18)
Valley Steel Proaucts Co.
West Virg1n1a Sett Sales &Repairs Inc .. ( 11, 12.

131
Wh1naker Corp., (6, 7. 8. 14, 17)
Wilson. R. M, Co .. (2. 8. 20)
Wori<man Developments, Inc., (8. 11)
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co .. The, (8, I I. t4.
17)

10)
Rea Valve Co .. Inc., (2, 11)
Seton Name P1a1e Corp., (4)
Sm1tn, A. 0 -lnlMd Inc. Re1nlurced Pldshcs Div .

I.
2.
3.
4

5.
6.

7
8.

9.
I 0.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

I 7.

COUPLINGS
COUPLINGS. FLEXIBLE
COUPLINGS, GROOVED
COVERINGS
FITIINGS. BRASS & BRONZE
FITTINGS. CAST-IRON
FITIINGS. MALLEABLE-IRON
FIITINGS.
FLANGE.S-FABRICA TION,
WELDING
ATIINGS. FORGED SlEEL
FITIINGS. PLASTIC
FITIINGS. RUBBER
FITIINGS. STAINLESS STEEL
FLANGES. FORGED. STAINLESS.
ALLOY
GROOVERS
HANGERS
REPAIR CLAMPS, SLEEVES
FITTINGS. CAST STEEL

Acker 0.111 Co , Inc .. (1)
Adams Equipment Co , Inc .. (I, 5. 12)
Aeroqu1p Corp, (1. 2. 8, 9)
Ampco Metal Oiv , Ampco-Pittsburgh Corp , ( 5)
Anchor Coupling Co, Inc .. (I, 5, 7. 8, 9)
Amder Mme & Smeller Suf>!lly. (14)
A-TO Inc.(!. 5.15)
Babcock &W1~01. (8, 12)
Bethlehem Sleet Corp, (9. 13)
Sig Sandy Elec1nc & Supply Co .. Inc .. (3, 6. 7J
Bowman Oistnbubon. Barnes Group, Inc , (I, 6.
7)

'Cf & I S1ee1 Corp.. (I)
CJmpt,,.,.;t Cr1d1:'1 Co. 1l~1
Ct-rtJ1r.· Teta P100.Jcls (Qrp. F11Jc & ?ld~t1c)

Group (I. 10)
Cld)·ton Mar11-Pac1f1c vai ... ts. Div ol MMJ.. (011.
trols Corp. (I\
Cor.llnental Ruober Wor11s, Sub of Cont.nenttil
Copper & S1eel tndu>lnes. Int . (I I)

Contractors Waretiouse Inc. (1, 3)
Dresser Manufacturing, Drw Dresser lnchistrn~s.
mt, (I. 2, 5. 7. 10. 16)
du Pon1 d• Nemours. E I & Co. Inc, (I 0)
Dunron Co, Inc. The. (I, 6)
ESCOCorp,(8. IO. 12. 13)
ra,,bank> Co. The. (7)
Fa,,mon1 Supplv Co, (I 3. 6. 7, 8 9. I 0. 15.
16\

fas1ener Hou~e. lnc. ( 15)
Feoerat·Mogul Corp (I 0)
f1bergiJ~s

Resources Corp. (I, l 0. : o)

Mun, B H , & Son> lro< , (:)
Nalco C11err.1tal Co . 1l , 2)

lube Turr.:. Div C.:nenwtror r.p "t. ~;)~!1:111,) Lh
9 12 13)
Unrle<l S1ate1 Slee\ (or~, (I. 2, 3. b 7. 8. 9. 12
l'J 14 16)

2. 3 6 7. ! ? ! 4
16)
..
Wach•. E H , Co.
Weatherh.ad Co. The. 11. > -:i. 121
We•! Virginia Bell Salee & Repa"' In<. 11. I 0)
Wiggins Con11ec1ors Dr" Dela-val lurbine Inc. (2)

Wilson. R. M , Co. (I. I 0)
Workman 0e'lelopments, Inc., (I, I 0. I 6)

PIPE FABRICATION,
WELDING
American Alloy :iteel. In·.

Arnprn Metal lm Amµco

i'1ll\bl.r~;t1

U. 1µ
1

Drdvo Corp

Foster. L 8. Co
Greenoank CO>I Ra>all [ng Co Lfj
Livel) Mlg. & tQ111pmonl Co
Mclaugtrlln Mlg Co
Midland Pipe & Supply Co
Rubber f ng1ne•11ng & Mlg Co

111 Ht,,)tub lnc!U'.)!lleS ( 151

& Laugh:.n St~! Corp
laa1shCo_(l 89.12.13l
J.;."lt's

L ...

SJ\JlllvCo Int (I 3 6 7 10.14.!S 16.
'))

Lt: H1 \:di¥!:°'&. Coup1in~ Hose PrOOuris 0 ~ t)Jrlo.
fr H.;rr.. fi:i (mp (I. 3. 5 6 1 g lV !:~;

kee.J Manulatlurn1g, (3)
ReseilrCh·Coltrell. Int, (3)
Rexnoro Inc. (I, 2)
Said lnternai1ona1. (2)
Sauerman Bros., Inc, (2)
Sh,,ley Machine Co, Div hsa Corp .. (I)
Treadwell Corp.
' Trelleborg Roeber Co . Int . ( 3)
Unilloc L1m11ea
Union Carbidl! Corp (2)
Un11ed McGrll Co1 p . t 3)
WE MCO Otv. Envirotech Corp, (2)
Wester'n Prec1pilation Div., Joi Mtg Co, (3)
Wtslingl>Ol.se E!etlr~ Corp .. (I. 2 3)
Wheelabrator-Frye Inc, Air Pollution Con1rol Dov,
(3)

1'11ll1s & Paul Corp. The (3)

PREPARATION · PLANT
BUILDERS
Allen & Garcia Co
Sadger Construct.on Co. Div ot Meli:.m Stuart
Co
Oan1el1 Company The
Or•·•o Corp
FMC Ctiro . L1nk-Be1t Mat~nal t1dM.l1ng S·ptems

POLLUTION-CONTROL
SYSTEMS
I

ACID MINf DRAINAGE

2 SOUDS·Rf.MOVAl FROM WArER
3. OU~ I & fl IM<<.
Aerolall Mrll> lld (3)
A;ig,.g•le. Equrpment Inc .. ())
Au Corre.:t1on Div . · UOP. ( l I
An Pollu11on Conlrul Operar.ons FMC Corp. (3)
Am~11can Air F•U~r Co. Inc. (3.1

American Alloy Steel. Inc. (I. 2. 31
American Meter Div, 31nger Co The!. (I)
:'.~-0'~~~- Stan'1ard. lr.dustr1cJ1 P1..:ductsj)1v .·(3)
Badger Construclton Co Div ol Mellon·Sluar1

Co, (I 2. 3)
Betz laboralurn~::a.

(2)

81gelow·l.1plak Cc,.rp 13)
Bird Machine Co . lnc . ( 2)
Calgon Corp, (2)
Conwtd Corp En-v1ronmental Products 01v
Creme Co.
Davis Instrument Mlli!. Co. (3)
Dorr Ohver Lur.g, lid, (I. 2)
Dowell Div of the Do-.· Cht:1rucal Co (I. 2, 3)

Enmonmenlal [qurp O". fMC Corp (2. J)

tm""1'ial·f ~stman C0<p, (I, 5 I 0)
1na.,sfr1JIRut!t'lel'PrOdU(ISCo.\IO. ll .1'2.13)
.•<"n\IM·Mor•houst·Oicl.ey Co . (I. 3 I0\

NUS Corp, Robinson & Rob1n>on O" (I. 2. 3)
Par~'°" Corp. (I. 2)
Peterson F11te:rs & Engmeenng Co. (2J
Yrt1ser/Mineco 01-v. Pre1ser Sc.ent1lu.: Inc. (1. 3)

Workmon Developments. Inc.

Dra'o Corp, (I. 2. 3)
Ducon Co .. Int. The. (3)

15 I 7)

l<orton Co .. ( 3)
Numon.cs Corp

Stearns Rogt!r Inc.

fle•1Dle l/Jl~f' Corp. { 11)
fJ>!tr L 8 LO (I)

Cast BJs.a1t E.ng C~ ua ( l ~ \ 'J)
Gt1~t1n·8Jcon 01., iAt'rDQwp C~rp. {I 3 6 l q,
12. 14)
.;; GronnenCcwp (i l ~.6. 7.S 9 10 I.' 13

Notional Car Rental Sy~rems tnc MLJJi:JI O.v .
(2)

Valley Steel ProduCll Co
Wach1, EH, Co

Gener.11 KeSlll.irc~ Corp. {l)
Goodoi! Ruober Co. ( i 0 I i)
Gn?~?r.~nl..

Johnson-Maren Corp. The. ( 3)
Joi Mtg Co , 0en¥er [qurpmenl D"
Kai Ray Inc. 12J
Koch lngont.'t11ng Co. Inc (JI
Koppers Co, Int, (I, 2. 3)
Krebs Eng1ne•rs. (31
.
li<ely Mfg & [qu1pnrenl Co (2, 31
• McDowell-Wellman Engrg Co 131
MtNally P1ns~urg Mlg Corp . i2l
· MrkroPul Corp., (3)
M11mg Eqlllpmenl Co, A Uni! ot General S11na1.
(I)

(10)

$p1•ying Systems Co .. (5)
Stratollex. Inc, (I 5, 8. 12. 13)
Thor Power Tuai Co, (I l
Trelle!Jor g krJbtcr Co . Inc l I)

l/3ilt'y ~!eel Products Co
l/Klauhr CJ ol America. (I.

PIPE ACCESSORIES

lndus1r1a1 Pneumd11c Systems, StJb 01 lr.duW1dl
Coolrttchnt: ot fa11mon1 lnc. (I. 2 JI
Jellrey MIK Div , Dresser lndu~trtes Inc . I 2)

falun Corp. tndu~h1.il Drrwes 01.,., (7)
En~uotec.h

Cofp, (um.o SSP 01.... O. l)

Er"'z Magnetrts. (2)
Fairbanks Morse Engine 01-v. Colt lndlj: Ines (2)

ler•o-Tech. Inc. (I. 2. J)

; :~'f~~.~,~~~~lC~es corp
Fuller Co, A Ga!• Co. (3)
General Rewurce Corp, (3)

Ha,oen N1\os Contlo,, 1hl . ( 3\
~11 Proc~ss

[qwpmt!nl Cc. 01't' ol o.ul IndusInc (I. 2. 3)
Mtg Co , (I)
Heyl & Pa1ter1on Inc, (I. 2. 31
Holley, Kenney. S.holl. Inc, II. 2. 3)
!nduslt1dl ConlrarlmQ: ot Fa1rmon1, Inc, fl. 2. 3)

"'°'

Hondnc~
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Fa1r1M:ld Engmeermg Co
G[QMIN
·
Head Wrogt111on & Co ua
Hey1 & Patterson. Inc.
Holl•y. ~enney Stholt. Inc
Industrial ConttaLlln8 ol Fo1rmon1 Inc
ltt1re)' MtH 0.v ., Oress,er lnou\tries lr.c
ienliitn) 01 Het1otd ltd

KHO lndu\lrtdnlagen AG. Humbotdl Wetlag
lo,.ly Mlg & Equrpmen\ Co
lon~·Arraox Co ADiv. ol the Marmon Gr0u11 inc
MtNdllt P1!11burg Mtg Corp
Minerals Proceu1ng Co. Os~ ol T101an S1e.:1 Co
Pullman Torkel!l.On Co
R1\h lf.1111pment Co. Mate11a1 Hanci1rng ~)")1ems

°''

Roberts & Schaefer Co
Roller Cvrp
Un1lloc. L1m1tt>d
Wilmot Engineering Co

PREPARATION PLANTS,
PORTABLE
GfOMIN
11e1r

& Panerson Jnc

lnduW1ai ContracMg of Fatrmorit Inc
Jtni.111:. ol Ret1ord l Id
· lrvtl:I~ Mlg & [Qu1pmen1 Co
•
M1nltl 1nlcrnat1ondl. Dtv of Ba,ber-Gfeen.:
Sdla 1nkrnationat
Un1l1oc l 1m11f'd
W11mct f 1~mttrtng Co
Wilson f( M . Co

. PULVERIZERS
COAl
f URN ACE HED
l.ABO\lATUtiY

Aerofall Mills Ltd, (I, 2. 3)
Amer1t•n Pulv.rizer Co , ( I )
Aniiltr Mone & Smelter Supply, (3)
~11t1sh Jolfrey Diamond. D". of Dresser Euro,ie
S.A IU K. Branch). (I, 3)
C.[ Power Systems, Combustion Eng .. Inc, (I)
C.[ Raymond/Bartlett·Snow. 01v. Combustion
. Ehgmeering. Inc .. (I, 2. 3)
G[C Mechanical Handling Ltd .. (I)
Gruenrller Crusher & Pu!Verizer Co .. (I. 2, 3)
Hammermolls, Inc .. Sub. ol Pettibone Corp .. (I)
Hew•tt·Rooms DI¥ .. Litton Systems. tnc .. (I)
Holmes Bros. Inc .. (3)
Jeffrey Mfg DIY .. Ore.ser lndustnes Inc .. (I)
K.·G Industries. Inc.
KH~)tndustrieanlagen AG. Humboldt Wedag, (I,
Kennedy Van Saun COfll. Sub of McNally Pitts·
burg. (I)
• Kowers Co .. inc .. ( I)
Ma1ac D" .. OonalOson Co, (I)
Mine & Smelter Industries. (3)
Mo<se Bn>S. Mad11nery Co, (3)
Preiser/M111t'Co Oiv .. Preiser Scient1I~ Inc .. (3)
Pulvenz.ng Machinery, Div. ol M1kr0Pul COip., (I,
3)

Sodtest. Inc . ( 3)
Stedman fdy. & Mach. Co .. (I. 3)
Steel He<ldle Mfg. Co, Industrial D" , (I)
Slurtevanl Miff Co. (3)
Williams Patent Crusher & Pulv Co .. (I, 2. 3)
.Wil>on, R. M, Co, II. 2, 3)
W0tkman Oevelcl)fll,nts. Inc .. (3)

PUMP LININGS
Amsco D" . A0.1 Corp
(qu1pment Ml~ Services. Inc
F1o1mont Supply Co.
Galigher Co . The .
Holz Rubber Co . A Randron Dov
L1nate• Corp of America
RM Roll Products Co.. Div. Rayoes1os·Manhdllan.
Inc.
Stonhard, Inc.
West Virginia Belt Sale. & Repairs Inc.

PUMPS
l

CENTRIFUGAL

2. CORROSION · RESISTANT
3. DIAPHRAGM
4. ORUM

5. FROTH·HANDLING
6 METlRING
7.
8
9.
I 0.
11.
12.
13
14.
15.
16.

I 7.
18.

PISTON & PLUNGER
PRESSURE· TESTING
PRIMING
SANO & ABRASIVE HANDLING
SLURRY. SOLIDS·HANOUNG
SUBMERSIBLE
SUMP
TRANSFER
TRASH & SLUDGE
VERTICAL CENTR!fUGAL &
TURBINE
POWER HYORAUl.IC
EXPLOSIONPROOf

AMF Inc. (3. 5. I)
A·S H Pump, Oiv ollnvirotech Corp (I. 2. I 0.
11. 13. 16)
All:• Corp. Dern$0n Oiv .. ( l J)
Acker Drill Co. Inc . (I)
Adams Equipment Co , Inc , ( I. 2. I)
Alem11e & lnstrumenl Oiv. Slewart·Warnet COtp.,
(2 '· 14)
Allis·Chllmm, (I, 2. 10. 11. 12, 15. 16)
American Crucible Prod11<1S ~o. II, 12, 13)
Ampco Metal Oiv .. Ampco·P1nsourgh Co1p .. (I.
2)

Amsrn Oiv .. Abel Corp, (2. 10. 11. 15)
Anderson Electric COtp., (17)
Aro Corp. Tiie. ('. 6. 7, 14)
Artas Coii<o. Inc .. (I. 3)
Auron Pump. Unit of General Signal. (I. 2. 13.
16)
S.men, Haentiens Co. (I. 2. S. 9, 10, 11. 12.
13. 16)
Beckman Instruments. Inc .. (6)
BIF, a unit of General Signal, 13. 6. 7)
Byron Jackson Pump o,... Borg Warner Corp, (I.
2. 12. 13, 14. 16)
Calgon Corp .. (2. 3, 6. 7, 14)
CantonSto.ker~orp .. (2,7, 10.11.14, 15, 18)

l..ulJOnJl\11LJm Lompany ·
CarverPumpCo .. (l.2.3.B,9.10. II, 13.1'.
IS. 16)
Chocago Pneumalic Equ1pmenl Co., ( 12. 1l IS)
CompAu Construchoo & Mmmg ltd., (I. 12. 13,
I~
.
Contmtors Warehouse Inc.. (10, 11. 12. 13.
15, 18)
CraneCo .. (1.2.3.4.S.6. 7.8.9.10.11. ll,
13. 14. IS. 16)
C11salulli Pump Co, Inc .. (I. 11, 12. 13, 15, 16,
17. 18)
Dean Brothers Pumps, Inc .. (I. 2. 14, 16. IB)
. Oorr-Ohver Inc , (I, 2, 3. 11)
Dorr Oliver long. lid .. (I. 2. 3. 11)
Drcs"8r Mining Services & Eq"ipment
(3, 7)
Dutt·Nonon Co. ( 17)
Ouriron Co .. Inc .. The, (I. 2. 3. 9. 16)
Dyne• Oiv., Applied Power Inc., ( 17)
fNERPAC. OIY ol Applied Powtr Inc., (7. 8)
lngli•h Drilling Equ1pmenl Co ltd .. 17)
Envuonm;:nt•l lqu1p. DIY., FMC Corp .. (I, 11. 12.
13. 14, 15. 16)
E·Pa..er tnduslries Corp. (14)
FMC Corp., Agricultural Machinery
(2, 7, 8,
14)
FMC Corp., Pump Oiv .. (I, 2, 12, 13. 14. 16)
Federal Suppty &£qu1µmenl Co .. Inc .. (8. 17)
Fue Protection Supplies Inc. 0.'3. ci. 15)
Flood City Brass & Electric Co. (I, 2, 7)
Flygt Corp., (2. I 0. 11. 12 .. 13, 15. 18)
FullerCo,AGatiCo.(1.10, 18)
GECMechanicatHandlmgltd,(l.2, 10. 11.13.
16)
Galigher Co .. The, (I. 2, 5, 10. 11. ·13, 14)
Gardner-llenver Co .(2. 3, 7, 8. 11. 12. 13. 14,
18)
General Scient1f1t Equipment Co, (4)
Gorman· Rupp Co., The, (I. 2, 3, 6. 9, 11. 12, 13.
14, 15)
GouJds Pumps. Inc. (l, 2. 9, 11. 12. 13. 14, 16.
18)
Goyne Pump Co .. (I, 2, 10. 11, 13. 16)
Grind.,·CWI D1st11but1n1 Co. (10. 12. 13. 15
18)
Gull Oil Corp. Dept OM
Golhck Oollson Intl lid .. (I)
GuyanMachineryCo.(1.2.3. 7.10, 11.12. l l
15)
Hardman Inc .. (6)
Homefite Div .. Textron Inc., (I. 3, 12. 15)
Hulburt Oil & Grease Co , ( 4)
HuwoocHrwin Co .. (17, 18)
Hydraulic Producls Inc .. (17)
Hydreco, A Unit of General Signal, ( 17)
Hydr-O·Matic Pump Div .. Weil·McLain Co .. Inc.,
Claremont & Baney, (I. 3. 9. 11. 12. 13)
Industrial Rubber Products Co .. (I. 3, 4, 7, 9, 12,
13. 14. 15. 16. 18+
lnaersoll·RandCo .. (1.2. 7, JO, 11.12. 13.14.
15. 16)
Jaeger Machine Co .. (l, 3, 15)
Jennmar Corp
.lohnslon Pump Co .. (2. 12. 13. 14. 16. 18)
Johnston Pump Co., Pittsourgh Branch, (2. 12.
13. 14,·16)
Joy Mlg. Co .. Denver Equipmenl DIY .. (I, 2. 3. 5.
6. 10. 11. 13. 16)
'
Joy Mlg. Co. (U.K) ltd .. ( 11)
KHO lndu1trieanlagen AG, Humboldt Wedag. (I,
10, 11. 13. 18)
loBour Pump Co .. (I, 2, 5. 9, 11, 13, 14, 16,
18)
law,.nte Pump•. Inc .. (I, 2. 9, 10. 11. 13. 14.
16)
•
Lee Supply Co. Inc. 0. 2. 3. 7, 11. 12. 13, 14.
15, 16, 18)
Le Roo 0" .. Dresser lndustrre.. Inc .. (3, 12, 13)
L1ghln1ng lndu>lrres. Inc .. (2. 10, 11)
L1nate1 Corp. of America. (I. 10. 11. 13)
Lirteeln St. Lours OIY. of McNeil Corp .. (2, 4, 7,

°''··

o....

14)
Lopn Corp .. (11, 12. 15, 16)
Lucas lnduslries. Fluid Power Oiv . (l 7)
McNaUy Pittsburg Mlg Corp.. (I)
Megator Corp .. (3. 6, 9, 13. 14)
Midland Pump, LFE Fluids Control OIY, ( 1. 2, 3.
10, 11, 12. 13, 15)
Mineral Services Inc .. (I, I 0, 11. 13)
Min1n1 Developments Lid .. ( 13)
Mining Proaress. Inc .. (7)
Minnesota Automotive Inc., (I. 14)
Moms Pumps, Inc. (I, 2, 5, 10, 11. 12. 13. 14,
15. 16)
NaglePumps.lnc:,(1,2,9. 10. 11.12, 13.16)
Nash Engineering Co., (9)
National Cir Rental Systems In• .. Mudcat o....
(II)
National Environmental Inst. Inc .. (2\
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National Supply Co . O" of Armco Slee I Corp . (7.
17)
Poabody 8arne" (l, 2. 3, 7. 9. 10. 11. 12, 13.
14, 15)
Pettibone Corp, (I 0. 11)
Porter, H K, Inc, (11)
Porto Pump. Inc .. (8)

Pre1ser /M1neco Or" . Pre'"' Sc1en11f1c Inc ( l . 2.

3. 4, 6. 7)
Prosser lnduslries. OIY ol Purex Corp. (I. l 12.
13)
Reinard Int . (l 7)
Robbins & Myers. Inc .. (2. 5. 6. 9. 10. 11. 14.
15)
Sala International, (I. 2. 5, 10. 11. 13. 16)
Sala Machine Works lid. 0. 2. 5. 11. 13 161
Sperry Vickers Oiv , Sperry Rand Corp , ( I 7)
Sprague & Henwood. Inc .. (7)
. Stanadyne/Hartl0td Oiv. (7. I')
StanrnMlg.&Sale$lnc.,(l.2. 10. 11.12 15.
18)
Sundslrand fluod Handling, Oiv Sundslrand
Corp. (I. 2. 8, 14, I 7, 18)
T & TMacnme Co .. Inc .. 11. 2. 3. 7, 9. I 0. 11. 12
13. 15. 16, 18)
TaberPumpCo .. lnt,(l,2, 11.13, 14, 16.18)
Templeton. Kenly & Co .. (17)
Thomas Foundries Inc. (I. 10. 11. 15)
!her Power Tool Co. (I I, 12, 1l)
.
TRW M1sS1Dn Mfg Co, Oiv. of TRW Inc .. (I)
Unifi« L1m1led
Union Carbide Corp., (I. 2)
Uniled Slates Steel CO<p.
Valley Sleet Products Co .. (12, 16)
V1kmg Oil & Machinery Co.. (5.' 14)
Wachs.EH. Co. (12. 17)
Wa1a1 lndust11es Ltd .. (I. 3. I, 10. 11, 12. 13.
16)
Warman lnlernafional. Inc. (I, 2. 5. 10. 11)
Warren Rupp Co. The. (I. 2. 3. 6. 7. 9. 10 11.
12. 13, l'. 15 18)
WEMCOOIV .. Envirolech C0tp, (I. 2. 5. ID. 11.
12. 13. "· 15)'
Wost Virgoooa Armature Co, (11. 13)

WeSI Virginia Belt Sales & Repairs Inc .. (I. 2. 7.
10. 12, 13)
W1lfley. A R.. & Sons. (I. 2. 5. 10. 11. 141
Wolson. P M. Co. (I 2. 7 11. 12. 13. 15 16.
181
WortningtonPumplnc.(1.2.1.11.12 13.15.
16)

RAILROAD CAR LOADING
(SEE LOADING EQUIPMENT, R.R.
CAR; UNIT·TRAIN LOADING)

RAILROADS, RAILWAYS
A!lanfic Track & Turnoul Co
Alias Railroad ConS1ruct10o Co
Balt1mo<e & OhlO RR Co
Bessemer & Lake Erie RR
Consolidated Railway Corp.
Uravo Corp

Louisv•lle & Nashville RR
Midwest Steel Dw, Midwest C0tp

RAILROAD CARS
ACf lndw\lr1es. Inc
Be!hltnem Steel Corp
flrslrnark Mornson Inc.
Greenville Steel Car Co

McOowell·Wellman lngrg Co
Ortner freight Car Co
Pu\lm,rn Standard [)y , Pullman Inc

Wh1ltdker Corp

REAGENTS
Ame11can Cyc1Ham1d Co, lndu:.itnal Chem1ldl!. &
PliSl•CS Div
American Minethem Corp

A\hland Chem1ci11 Co

Beckman Instruments. Inc

Calgon Corp
du Pont de Nemours. E I & Co Inc

f15her Sc1ent1ln; Co
Hercules Inc
Pre15er /M1neco Div .. Pre1$tr SaenM1c Inc.

Riverside Polynier Corp
Union Carbide Corp

RECLAMATION
l TREES OR PLANTS
2 SEEDING
3. SEEDING lQIJIPMENT
~. EROSION CON IROL
Con ... ed Corp, Environmental ProdullS Ort', (2)

Finn [qu1pmenl Co. (3)
Gull Slates Poper Corp., (4)
Han!oOn, RA .. Oise .. ltd.
Hardy P1anls
Re1nco lndustr1es. (2. J}
U S Gypsum Co .. (2)

RECORDERS
l. LABORATORY
2 OPERA TING-HOUR
3. TEMPERATURE

Acco. Bristol O". 11. 3)
Amer~•• Meter Div, Singer Co. The. (3)
Babcock & W1lco1. ( 3)
Bacharach Instrument Co., M1n1ng Div. (1. 2. 3)
Bausch & Lomb, SOPD Div .. (I)
Beckman Instrument!.. Inc. ( l. J)
Capital Controls Co. (I)
fisher Scien1>!1c Co. (I. 3)
fod>0ro Co. !he. (I. 2. 3)
Gent!ral E.lettnt Co. DC Motu• & Gene1a\Of
Oepl. (2)
General Electric Co. Industrial Sale!io Div. ( 1. 2.
3)

GenRad. (I)
Honeywell Inc. Process Control Div. (I, 2. 3)
Leeds & Northrup Co. (I. 31
Measurement & Control S~stems 01v .. Gulton In·
du'stnes Inc . (I. 31
Mineral Services Inc. (2)
National Environmentat Inst Inc
Pfet~tMmec.a. Ow

. Preis.er SC1ent1hc tnc . ( 1. 2.

3)

Songamo Electroe Co . ( I )
Sprengnether. W F . tnslrument Co Inc . (I)
TOTCO Div -Baker 011 Tools. Inc, (2)
Westinghouse Eleclnc Corp. 13)

McGraw-ld11on Co. Power Systems 0.v .. (3)
Measurement & Control Systems Div .. Gullon In·
dustn" Inc .. ( I. 2)
Modern Engineering Co., (I)
Ohio Transformer Corp .. (3)
Pre1ser/M1neco 0111., Pre1ser Scient1f1c Inc . (I. 2,
3, 4)

Preslohl• [lectncol DIY. of Eltta Corp, (3)
Raprd fle<tnc Co, Inc, (3)
Scon Av1ol1on, A Q., ol A·T-0, Inc .. (I)
Sproyong Systems Co .. (I)
Thor Power Tool Co., (I)
Union Carbid• Corp . ( I)
Unique Products Co .. (2. 4) ~
Westmghouse £1ec111c Corp .. (a)
Woegand. Edwin L., Div .. Emerson Elec. Co. (2)

SAFETY EQUIPMENT AND
ACCESSORIES
I
2.
3.
4.
5.
6
7.
8
9

SAFETY BEL TS
SAFETY DISPl.AYS, SIGNS
SAFETY FOOTGEAR. LEATH[R
SAfETY FOOfGf.AR. RUBB£H
SAfETY HEADGEAR
SAFETY HOOKS
SAFETY SIGNS. llEFLECTORllfD
SAFETY SPECTACLES
SELF-RESCUERS

AO Safety PrO<Jucls, Div ol Amer OptRdl Corp.
(5. 8)

6, ), 8)

Bullard. [ 0 Co .. (5. 6)
CSE Mine Service Co. (5, 8)
Cro;by Group, (6)
011on V•l•e &Coupling Co

Wcob. Jervis B . Co.

REGULATORS
I.
2.
3.
4.

PRESSURE
TEMPERATURE
VOLTAGE
WATER-LEVEL

Adams Eouipmenl Co .. Inc. II. 21
Allos·Chalmers. (3)
Amer1Can Meler
Singer Co. The, (I)

°'"·

American Recltl1er Corp. (3)
~n>Jter

Mine & Smelter Supply, (I)
Aro Corp. The, (I)
Beckman Instruments. Inc., ( l, 3)
CSl Mm• Serv1Ce Co. (I)
Cashco. Inc. (I_ 2. 4)
Compton !le.:lrical [qu1pment Corp. (31
Dutt Norton Co. (I)

Gemi:ral

£\~Inc

Co. lndustnat Sale\ Ow, ( \. 7.

3)

Grnrr d1 f q111pment & Mtg Co . Inc . ( 3)
GpnRiJd. (3)
HaydP.n N1l\Js Conflow I td . ( I )
HontytJrell In~ • PrOCP:,~ Control 01v . (I. J. 4)
~•Y R1y Inc .. (4)
Lincoln SI Lot111 Oiv ol McNeil Corp. 111

Louis Alh~ Div , L1non Industrial ProduCl\. Inc , ( J)

l. MINE -CAR WEIGHING
2 RR. CAR WEIGHING
3. TRLJCK WEIGHING

du Pont de Nemours, E. I & Co. Inc.

Fairmont Supply Co. (5. 81 .
Fibre-Metal Products Co. (5 8)
fire Protect.on Suppl.es Inc. (2. 4 5: 1. 8)
General Sc1•nlll1c Equipment Co .. (I. 2. 3. 4. S.
6, 7, 8, 9)

(3)

ASfA Inc'. (I. 2)
Auto w..gn 111<
Baltnnore & Ohio RR Co , (2)
Cardinal Scale Mfg. Co
f a1rbanks We1~h1ng Otv ·.Coll lndusrrie!. ( 1. '2 3)

•

lndustnal Rubber Producls Co. (4, 5)
Leh1gn Salely Shoe Co. (3. 4)
3 MCo. (2. 5. 7)
Mine Safety Appliance> Co. (I. 2. S. 6. I, B. 9)
National Mine Serv1Ce Co. (5. 7. 8, 9)
Norton Co., (5)
Ono•. inc
Pre1ser/M1ne.:o 0111. Pre1ser Sc1ent1hc Inc. (2, 3,
4. 7)

Pulmo;an Safely Equip Co. (5. 6, 8)
Red Wing Shoe Co., .Inc.. ( 3)
Rock T""''· Inc
Rose Manulaclurong Co .. (I)
Sala lnlern•l1onal. (6)
Servus Rubber Co , (4 l
Seton Name Pial• Corp .. 12. 7)
Shannon Optic.al Co, In<. (5. 7. 8)
Speakman Co
Trelleborg Rubber Co. Inc. (4)
Tube·lo~ Products O.v ol Portland Wire & Iron
Un11oyal. Inc .14)
Unt·locu Anachn1ents. Inc
W111rn 1mJ11stnes

Welsh OIY ol Teilron. ( 5. 8)
Willson Produm Div , f SB. Inc

Gardner-Den••• Co. (I 2. JJ
Ho"e Richard'°n Scale Co . (I . 2. J l
lnllo Resomelr.: Scale Inc.
Kay.Ray Inc
K1lo·Wa1e Inc . ( 2. 3)
LiYely Mlg. & Equ1prnenl Co. (2. J)
Logan Corp., (3)
Moneral Services Inc. (2)
Ra1.lwei1hl. loc. (I, 2. 3)
Ramser f ng1nee11ns. lo ·
ReiJt>re Corp ol America. Sub ol Nt:plune Intl

Corp. II 2. 3)
Strl!t'ter Arnet. Div ol Mangood Corp. 11 2. JI

le•a!i NuClear

Thurman xaie Co O.v Thurman Mtg Co. (I

Ji

Well Vorg1noa lk!I Sates & Rep•11; Inc (I. 2.
Wilson. R M Co t I. 2. 3)
Win\lo" Sc<!te Co. \11

Corp

(dlerp1llar Tractor Co.

lSCO C0<p
Hen!.h!) lndustnt-5 inc

SCRAPERS
I. SfLF-POWERED. EARTH MOVING
2 SHOT-HOLE
3 TRACTOR-DRAWN,
EARTtt·MOVING
4. UNDl RGROUNO

"I

C:ilr1pdlar tr art.Jr f.o ( 1.

°''

[l.,.rh

I COAL
7. COAL. All tOMA !IC

J)

SCRAPER TIPS, TEETH
Am)CO 01v Abe1

t•rd Corp.

SAMPLERS

FMC Corp AR11cullural Machml!r'( 01v

Fosher Controls Co. (I)
flygt Corp. (4)
forboro Co, The, (I. 2)

(SEE ALSO CONVEYOR WEIGHERS.
LABORATORY TESTING EQUIPMENT)

Duple• Moll & Mfg. Co. (3)

Hughes Image Oev~es
Hy Tesl ~fety Shoes 01v lntemat.on2.1 Shat! Co.

Mintec/lnternattondl. 0111 of 8drber Greene
Tread well Corp

SCALES

Concrete fqw'-'ment Co .. Inc

Amencan Commercial Barge L1r.e Co

Heyl & Panorson. Inc
Jenkins of Relford I.let
McDowell-Wellman Engrg Co

SCALE-WEIGHT RECORDERS
Cardinal Scale Mtg. Co
Concrete Equipment Co, Inc.
Fairbanks Weighing Ow .. Coll lndu;tn._
Gardner·Oenver Co
Howe R1Chard!o0n Scale Co
K·Tron Corp
Ro1lweighl. Inc.
Ramsey Engineering, Co
Revere Corp. ol Amenca. Sub al Neptone Intl
Corp.
Slreeler Amel, OIY. of Mangood Corp
Thayer Scale Hyer lndustroe•
Thurman Scale Co Div. Tnurman Mtg Co
We\t V11g1ma Belt Sales & Repairs Inc

Ba(hdrach lnstrumenl Co. Mining Div

Bausch &lom~. SOPO O". (5. 8)
Bog Sandy Eltclnc & Supply Co. Inc
Bo.rman 01stribut1on, Barnes Group. Inc. (2. S.

'RIVER-LOADING PLANTS

Oravo Corp
Fa1rf1eld [ nt!:1nee11ng Co

Sala Ma.hone Works lid . (I. 2)
Slurtavanl Mill Co , 11. 2)
Wil!oOn. R M. Co .. (I. 2)
Workman Oevelopmenls. Inc . f I . 2 J

Aldon Company. Th•. (7)
Amerocan Opl1cal Corp. (2. 5. B1
A·T·O Inc.

Goodall ~ullbef Co
Goodnch. B f ·Engineer.a Syslems Co .. 14°>
Gnnder-CWI 01S1robulong Co . (4)
.
Hobart Bros Co. CS. 8)

Badger Construction Co .. 01v ol Mctlon·Stuar1
Co.

Ramsey Eng1nee11ng, Co . (I. 2)
Redding Co . James A, ( I. 2)
Sala lnternd11onal

f Q111p~nl

o....,r c\ (II
(o

I J)

(n

Jt

( •.m~l1111 !•nr• M~t f'Unf!''i

.

~'"'All•\. (.m1\h111 !1n•1 M~r .,.,,,.,, •11•

f 11

fwtl lt~1lnr ~ ln1v1..,""'"' 111
~ r11nrnn111at

l P'>hna ,\ I n~1nf:!'lrn1" f ,, f l / )
I .11t!1Pkt l.11amPPrtnl( ro. (I. })
(11hDn \••'!tin f,11 (I. 7)
ltnlmfl•, Ibo·, ln1. fl. 'J)
l11clu~lr1<1I C:onh;u lm.i 111 I iumlrml 1111
loy Mta ru. (~n~eot l ~'Ul\Ul~nt lh~
ltvf'IV Ml~ &fq11111111r111I (,o

~·~~~:~M:1\~~·~·~~v~:~,.~;,',µs1 ~ ,;11~1! tm
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J.,, Mic'·"

I I. ii

f 1t

1-.,,.,0, f•1•1•11111eint 1,,,

141

~~;;'~:::~~:~:.: ,'.,~''111:1 1,,
41

', ft

1

1

"""r.'''' JI'• Hf11t.1.
I tit
u, .. 0111 t.o

h•f111rh~lu1t1•I

~. M6l t110.. 1, 'Alti.\. lnl,

14)

1,.,,., Urw. tiMl. f I)
WAHCO Con~llu<.flOn •nd M1n111t1 t qu1pma11!
Group, •n Amt:ncan ~11nda1d Co (I, J)
Wai•• l11d1JSlnes l Id, ( 4)

eo.

SCREEN-CLOTH HEATERS
Cl Tyler Inc
Hanco lnterna11onal Div of Hannon ! ll!ctroc Co
Mltlwestern lndustrin. Inc.. Screen Heating
Trlnsformttrs Div,

Sm:co Corp.
Un111ersal V1bra11na Screen Co.

Agrept111 Equipment Inc .. (I)
Bixby·Zimme< Enn Co .. (I)
llonded Sule & MKtiine Co.. {l)
CE Tylef lne .. (I, 2)
a...tand Wire Clod> & Mia. Co , (I)
[I.Jay, me., (I)
EnVJronmental Equip Div. FMC Cotp. (I)
Fairmont SuoolY Co.. (I)
Gilson Screen Co , (2)
Hlrring10n 6 Kine PIJrloratina. (I. 2)
Hendridl Mia. Co., (I. 2)
Hewift.llob111 Div .. Unon Systems, Inc., (I, 2)

I MESH CLOTH
2. PfllFORATEO. CENTRIFUGAL
ORYERS
3 ROD·TYPE
4 Rll88ER
S. SPACE Cl OlH

6. WEOGE·BAR & WIRE
7. f'OLYURATHANE
BelleY1ile Wire Cloth Co . Inc . ( I)
Buoy.[1mmer Engr~ Co, !l. 6)
Bo<1ded Seal< & Mac nine Co , ( I, 5. 6)
ButtalO W11e W0tk' Co. lot. ( l. 5)
CE Tyler Inc .. (I, 3. 4. 5. 6. 7)
Card Cotp. (2)
Centrifugal & Mechamtal lndu)\rie). Inc. (2. 6)
Cmcmn•ll RuDber Mlg Co .. iliv. of Slew•rl·
Warner Corp . (4)
Cle•etand Wire Cloth & Mfg Co .. (I. 5)
Ouru Producrs. Inc . Natl Wire Cloth o., (I. 2.

s. 6)

fa,,monl Supply Co.. (l. 2. 6)
Greening Donald Co lid. (I. 2. 5)
Guy•n Macn.ne<'I Co., (I)
Hamngton &King Perforating. (2)
Hendrick Mfg Co .. (2. 3. 4. 6)
H...1n·Rob1n1 DIV., l11ton Systems, Int. I\. 3)
Hoy1 Wire Cloth Co , (S)
lndu>trial Contracting or Fairinonr. Inc .. (I)
Manulocluring Co . ( ll

'°""

SCREENS

Stune.ant Mill Co .. (3)
SWECO. Inc. (2, 3)
Telsmilll Div. Barber·Greene Co .. (3)
Un1floc l1m1ted
Un1,.rsal ROid MllCllinery Co., I I)
Un,,ersal V1brlM8 Screen Co (l)
West Virs•n" Bell Soles & Repa"s Int., (3)
Wilson, R. M.. Co .. (2. 3)

I. INCllNED STATIONARV
2. TESTING

SCREEN

l 4,

o.

Redding
James A.•
2>
Smico Corp. I l. 2)
West Virginia Belt Sites & Repairs Inc . (I, 2)
Woson, I!. M., Co .. (I, 2)

°'"·· Dresser h1dus.tnes Int.

Jeffrey Mfg
John50!1 o;,.

Universal 011 Prodt.Cts. (6)
Lauben•l•m Mfg Co. (2. 4)
L1nale• Corp. of Ameri<a, (4)
Logan Corp., (l. 2)
I udto•·S..yior Wire (IOlh, Div. G.S.f .. ( l. 5)
McBnde Industries Inc.
M<:Key Per1ora\lng Co .. Inc .. (2)

M1awe)tern lnduslrM!s. Inc.. Sueef\ Heating
Tran>lormers °'',Cl. 5)
National Filler Meoia COil>. (l)
Na110r.al·Slandard Co. Perl Mellis Div. (2. 6)
Redoing Co. Jame> A. II. 7 3, 4, S. 6)
S1mpLc.1lr £n11neering, I l)
Sm1co Corp
SWlCO. Inc, (l)
lrellebO<g RuDbet Co. Inc. (4)
Un1floc limited
Wa1a1 lndu•U1ts lld. (t) .
Wedge Wire Corp. (2 6)
WeSf V1rg1nia Bell S.les & Repairs Inc .. ( l. 4)
'W1l)Ofl, R M, Co. (2. 3. 6)
Wire CIOlto En1.,or1ses. Inc. (I. 5)

SCREEN PLATE

Heyl '

Pan.rson. Ille., (I )

.lohnson Div., Univenll Oil Products, (I, 2)
Laubenstein M11. Co .. (I, 2)
Ludlolo·SlyfOr Wire Clolll, Div. G.S.I., (I, 2)
Portee, Inc.,"- Div., (l)
Preiser/Mineoo Div., Preiser 5'ilntific Inc .. (2)
Rexnord Inc.. Procmt Mlchinery Div .. (l)
Screen Equipment Co., Div. Hobilm Inc., ( I)
Smico Corp., (I, 2)
Soo1test Int.. (2)

SWECO. Inc.. (I)

Telsrnilll Div.. Barber·Gteene Co., (I)
Universal V1tntin1 Scl9IWl Co .. (2)
Wedge Wire Cotp., (I)
WEMCO Div .. frwinotech Corp., (I)
Wilson, R. M , Co., (I)

American Alloy Steel, Inc , (I)
Bonded Selie & Macrune Co .. (I l
Can! Cotp., (I)
Cle.ieland Wire Clolh l Mtg. Co.
DurOI Produc:ls. Inc., NaU. Wire Cloth Div., (I. 2)
Fairmonr Supply Co. (I. 2)
Greening Donald Co. Ltd., (I, 2)
Guyan Macfunery Co., (I)
Harrington & Kina Perf11rat1ng. (I)
Hendnck Mfg. Co., (I, 2)
Hoyt Wire Cloth Co .. (I, 2)
international Alloy Slld Div., Curtis Noll Corp.,
(I)

'°"'
Manufacturir.g Co.,
Jeffrey Mfg. Oiv .. Dresser lncfustnes Inc. II. 21
(I)

Kw•hl Mtg Co. (I)
Laubensteon Mtg. Co, (I, 2)
linatex Corp. al Amenta. (2)
Logan Corp., (I)
Manganese Steel Forge, Tayfor·WMrlon Co ..
of Har>co Corp., (I)
Manuflclurers Equipment Co.. The
McKey Pl!rblong Co . Inc., ( l)
UeNally Plllsbur& Ills. Corp., ())
Mncher MIS. Co me.. Cl)
Nalionol·Stanalnf Co . Perl. Melals Div . ( t l
Portee In< .. Pior*< Qi. .. (I)

°'"

Agreptrs lqu1pmenf Inc.
Allil·Chal/llerl, C1uslung' Screening [qu1pmen1
Bar~' Greene Co
Bondod 5'1te & M«n111t Co
CE Ty1t1 Inc
[I Jay, Inc
G1uendler Crusher & Pulverizer Co.
Guyan M1<h1nety Co
Ha"1nierm1fls. Inc . Sub ol Pettobone C0<p
Htwln·Robms Otv .. l1non Sysrems. Inc
Iowa Manutactunnc Co
Jeffrey Ml& 0... Drtl$et' Industries Inc
KHO lnduslnQnlagen AG, Hurntx>lcll Wed•&
M1ntec/lntem1tl0nll, Div of 8atbet·Green•
Ore Rtc:llmlfion Co
Pone<, Inc . " - Otv.
Runotd Inc . Process M«h1nery Div
Rish [qu1pnlefll Co.. Matenol Handling Sy>lem'

0..

Roi;k lndustnes M«111nery CCII>
Screen Eq~1pmen1 Co .. 0... Hollarn tnc
Telsmrth Di•, Barber·G,....... Co
Wli'°", R. M. Co.

SCRUBBERS
SCREENING MACHINES

I. AIR. GAS
2. ORYER·EXHAUST

I

REVOLVING
2 SHAKING
3. VlllRATING
Auregates Equipment Inc .. (2. 3)
Allis·Chalmers. (3)
Alhs-Chalmeri, Crushing & Screening [quip.
rnent, (3)
Barber.Greene Co .. (3)
Bonded Scale & Machine Co.. (l)
CE Tyler Inc., (I. 2, 3)
Can! Corp .. (I)
Connell..ille Cllrp., (2)
Deistet Concenfrlfor Co. Inc., The, (3)
Deister Machine Co , Inc., (3)
Detricfl Mlg. eo.;'(3)
Dravo CCII>.. (2, 3)
[I.Jay, Inc, (l)
Eriez Magnetic•. ())
FMC Cotp., Material Handling Equipment Di•., ( 3)
Fredrik Mogensen All, (3)
Fufler Co., AGal.I Co., (3)
General Kinematics Corp., (3)
Gruendler Crusher & Pulverizer Co., (I, 3)
Guyan Machinery Co., (3)
Hammermitts. Inc., Sub. of Penrbone Corp., (3)
Manulactunng Co .. (3)
Jeffrey Mtg. Div., Orel$et' fndustnes Inc., (2. 3)
KHO lnduslneanlagen AG. Humboldt Wedag, ( l,
2. 3)
Kanawlla Mia Co.. (2)
KteOs Engineers, (2, 3)
Laubenstein Mtg. Co, {l, 2, 3)
Lively Mlg. & Equipment Co .. (2. 3)
Logan Corp , (3)
MechinoelJJ(Jrl, (1, 3)
McLanahan Corp., (I)
McNairy Pittsbllrg IMg Corp .. (2)
r.w-tern lndustnts, Inc.. Screen Haat1ng
Translamters Div., (I. 2. 3)
Mineral Seo.us Int .. (2. 31
M1nfec/ln1ernaficnal, Di•. of Barbet Greene. (3)
National Eng1'*11ng Co (3)
Pertee. Inc. Pioneet Di<.. (2. 3)
Pre.set /M1neco O.v., PretMr Sc:ttnflf1c Inc . (I, 2,

'°"'

I. PERFORATED
2. PERFORATED. RU88ER·CLAD

SCREENING PLANTS,
PORTABLE

3)

Reanord rnc . (3)
Re•n0<d Inc, Proce\I Machinery o,,., (1. 2. 3)
Rish £qu1pmen1 Co . Matenal Handling Systems
Div.
Rock fnduSfries Machinery Corp . (I , 2. 3)
Screen (qu•pmenl Co., Or.. Hobam Int. (3)
Sunphc1tv Eng1neerm1. (3)
Smico C0<p. (l)
SOfO.Jll·Walll/on. KOPOerl Co.. Inc .. (2. ~)

712

~erofall M~I> lid, II)
Aufqates EQu1pmen1 tnc.
Air Pollution Control Opera!'°"" FMC Corp, (I)
~merican Air Filler Co., lnc.. ( l, 2)
8allCDck & W1tco1. (I)
Be1htehem Slee! Corp.
CSE Mine Service Co., (l, 2)
Dravo Corp . (l)
Oucon Co., Inc .. The, (I, 2)
£nrole1er Inc .. (2)
[nVlrllrftrlRI. Inc., (I. 2)
[n"""'ll'etllll Equip 0.. .. FMC Corp .. I I)
Fuller Co., A Gal.I Co. (l)
General Resource Corp . (I)
Gundlach. T. J.. Mlchone Co.. Otv. J. M J Indus·
111e1. Inc.
Hammerm1lls. Inc , Sub ol Pettibone Corp
Heil ProceH lqu1pment Co., Div ol Dan Indus·
tnes. Inc. II. 2)
Hunslel Holdings ltd .. Hunslet Engine WOr11$. (I)
lndusfrial Contracllftg of Fa•mont, Inc .. (1, 2)
John50n·Marcn Corp., The. (1)
Joy Mlg Co. (I)
Joy Mia Co (UK ) Lid .. (I)
KHO fndusfr.,.nllaen AG. Humboldt WedaJ ( I.

2)

Koch Eng1.-1ng Co. Inc .. (I. 2)
KretJj Engineers. (I, 2)
MtLananan Corp.
National Mine Senriu Co.
Research Cottrell, In< . ( I )
Sly, W. W, Mlg Co, (l. 2)
Telsm11h Div. BarlJer·Greene Co
United McGoll Corp., (I. 2)
Universal Road M1cf11nery Co.
Well Virginia Belt Sales ' Repairs In< . (l )
Westetn Prtc•P<flllo<I Div . Joy Mtg Cc . ( I)
Willis & Paul Corp., The. (I)

SEPARATORS, HEAVY
MEDIUM
(Sff WASHERS. HEAVY·MEDIUM)

SIEVES, TESTING
Cl Tyler Inc
Durex Products. Inc, Nall. Wire Clolh Div
G1l10n Screen Co.
Hackl!f lMtrumero.ti lnt.
Hendnc:k Mlg Co.
Joy Mtg. Co .. Denver Equipment Orv.
KHO lndustrieanlagen AG, Humboldt Wedag

lauben•tein Mfg. Co.
Midwestern lndustnes, Inc.. Screen Heating

SPRAYING EQUIPMENT

Translormers O.v.
Pre1ser /M1neco Di• , Pre1ser Scientific Inc.
Smtto Corp.
Soiltesl, Inc.

(SEE ALSO DUSTPROOFING
EQUIPMENT)

I. OIL
2. WATlR & COMPOUNDS

SIEVE SHAKERS
CE Tyler Inc.
Dure• Products. Inc., Natl. Wire Cloth D...
FMC Corp., Material Handl1"8 Equipment Di•.
Gtlson Screen Co.
Hacker Instruments Inc.
Joy Ml& Co., Denver Equipment Di•.
Laubensiein Mfs. Co.
Midwestern Industries. Inc., Screen Heabn&
Transformers Div.
Muieral Services Inc.
Pre1!1er/M1neco Div., Pre1ser Soentd1c Inc.
SmtCO Corp

Solltest. Inc.

SILOS, ASH, COAL,
ROCK-OUST & SAND
STORAGE
Aggregates [qwpment Inc.
Almco St~ Corp. Producl Info.
Badger ConstructlOl'I Co.• Div. of Melton-Stuart
Co
Concrete [quopment Co .. Inc.

ferro-lech, tnc.
FltSI Colony Corp
Fruehauf Div .. Fruehauf Corp
Holmes Bros. Inc.
lnduSlrtal Pneumatic Systems. Sub. of lndu•lriat
Contracting of Fa1rmont, Inc.
Macllonald Engineering Co.
Manetta Concrete Co.
Neff & Fry, Inc
Ruttmann Comparues

SLUDGE-RECOVERY
SYSTEMS
Ametell
Bird Machine Co .. Inc

Enw1rea. Inc.
En.,ronmentat Equip. Di• .. FMC Corp.
En•irotech Corp. E1mco 8SP Div.
F•111H!td Engineenns Co.
Feeco tnternattonll. Inc.
Heil Process Equipment Co. Di•. of Dart Indus·
tries. Inc.
Heyl & Patterson. Inc.
Holley. Kenney, Schott. Inc.
Jeffrey Mia. Div.• Dresser Industries Inc.
Jov Mia. Co .. Den"" E o - t Div.
Kaiser Engineers, Inc.
Kay-Ray Inc.
Rernord Inc

Sala lntemahonal
Sauerman Bros., Inc.
Unifloc L1m1ted

SPRAY COMPOUNDS, COAL
& DUST
Amoco Oil Company

DowefJ Otv. of the Dow Chemical Co.
Euon Co .. U.5.A
Joltnson-Matclt Corp., The
Preiser/Mineal Div .• Preiser Scientific Inc.
Shell Ott Co.
Wibon. A. M.. Co.

Tuacotnc.

Vduna Oil & Mlcltinery Co.

Hew1tt·Hobm\ Div. Litton Sy\1Cln\ Inc

Heyl & Patter.on, Inc
Holley, Kenney. Schott, Inc
Industrial Contractms ol Fairmont. Inc.
Iowa Manulactur1ng Co

Jellrey Mlg Otv., Dresser lnduSlne> Inc
Ka1:..~r

Ashland Oil & Ref1nin9 Co., (I)
Austin, J. P, Inc.. (2)
BASf Wyandotte Corp., (2)
Bete Foe Noute. Inc., (2)
Clayton Mtg. Co. (2)
Oela"n Ml& Co.
Dover Conveyor & Equipment Co .. Inc., (2)
FMC Colp., A&ricultural Machinery Div., (2)
G1mmeter. W. F.. Co.
Hayden-N1los Cantlow ltd.
Industrial Pneumatic Systems. Sub. of tndustnet
Contr1C11ng ot Fairmont, Inc.
Jabco. Inc.• (2)
JohnM)ll-Mlrth Corp., The. (2)
Johnston·Morellou..0.ckey Co .. (2)
lee. A.l.. & Co .. Inc.. (2)
lee Supply Co • Inc.
Lincoln St. LOUIS Div. of McNett Corp.
Mehle! Witters Ind.
Praser/M1neco Div.. Pretser Soentiftt Inc .. (2)
Sprayina Systems Co .• O. 2)
Viking Ott & Mlclunery Co.
W~son. R. M. Co.. (2)

STACKS

£ngmeers. Int

Kanawha Mfg Co
l"ely Mfg & Equipment Co
l ong-Airdo1 Co A [)i-.. ot rne Mdrrnon GrOYP
Marsh. [ F . Ens1nee,.,ng Co
McDowell-Wellman Engrg Co
McNally Pittsburg Mis Corp
M1ntec/lnternat1onal. Olw of Barber ·Gretnt!
Neff & fry. tnc
ORBA Corp
Paceco. A Div ol Fruehauf Corp
Roberts & Schaefer Co.

l~c

Sauerman Bros . Inc.
Stearns Roger Inc
Stephens-Adamson
Treadwell Corp.

V1branet1cs. Inc
Webb, Jervis B.. Co.
WesbnghO<Jse Electric Corp
Withs & Paul Corp . The
Wilson. R M. Co

TABLE DECKS, WASHING
Deister Concentrator Co. tnc .• The

Bethlehem Steel Corp.
Canton Stoker Corp.
Heil Process Equipment Co .. Di•. of Dart Indus·

I mate• Corp. of Amenta

Poly-Ht. Inc.
West Virginia Belt S..1es & Repairs Inc.

tries. Inc.
Kanawha Mfg. Co.
Treadwell Corp.

TABLES.

STACKERS, RECLAIMERS,
COAL
Aggregates Equipment Inc.
Barber-Gre<ne Co.
Concrete Equrpmenl Co, Inc.
Contmt!ntal Conveyor & E.quipment Co.

OEMAG Lauchhammer
Dover Conveyor & Equipment Co .. Inc.
Oravo Corp.
FMC Ctlfp., lonk·Belt Matenal Hondhns Systems
01v.
Fairfield Engineering Co.
GEC MechlnKal Handling Ltd.
Hanson. RA. DiSG.• Ltd.
Hew11t-Roblns 01v .. Litton Systems. Inc.
Heyl & Patterson. Inc.
Industrial Contracting of Fairmont. Inc.
Iowa Manufacturing Co.

Jeffrey Mlg Div .. O.esser lndustnes Inc.
Jenkins of Relford Ltd.
lake Shore. Inc.
Marsh, E. f., Eng1neer1ng Co.
McOowell-Wellman Engrg. Co.
McNally Pittsburg Mis. Corp.
M1nlec/lnlernational.
ol Barber-Greene
0 & K Orenstein & Koppel AG
Peerless Conveyor & Mtg. Co .. Inc.
Rexnord tnc .. Process Machinery Di•.
Stephens-Adamson
Webb. Jerv1S B . Co.
Willis & Paul Corp., The
Wilson. R. M.. Co.

o...

STORAGE PILE PROTECTIVE
COATINGS
Adhesive fngmeenng Co.
Do~ell

OtY of the Dow Chemical Co
John•on-March Corp. The
Pre1ser/M1nao Div. Pre1se1 S<.1P.nlll1r inc
W1l•on, R M . Co

SPRAY OILS
Amoco Oil Company
Asllland Cld & Rehnins Co.
Bowman Oistnbution. Bantes Group. Inc.
Enon Co.. U.S.A.
Gull Cld Corp., Dopt OM
Keenan Oil Co.
Shell Ott Co.
Sun Cld Co.

f ~cco lnlf!rnahondl. lnc
Gl C Mechanilal Handhnji LId
Hanson, RA , Disc . I.Id •

STORAGE & RECLAIMING
SYSTEMS
Al CO, lnlegrdlt'd H,mdhng Sy!ilem·, Div
Alpint• lqu1pment Corp
Uar~r·Grcene Co
01dvO

Corp

fMC Corp. lmk Bell Mate11al Hcu.dl11•K Sy~tt•m!i

Div
fair held [ ngmet"rmg Co
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(SEE WASHERS, COAL, TABLE·TYPE)

TANKS
l

CLARIFYING. SLUOGE-RECO\llRY

3.
4
5.
6

RUBBER LINED
STEEL
WOOD
PLASltC

2. CuNCRETE

ACF lndustnes. Inc, (41
ASV Eng1neenng ltd. (I, 3. 4)
American At toy St~. Inc . (4)
Armco Steel Corp. Product Info f4)
Bethlehem Steel Corp . O. J. 4)

C1nc1nnat1 Rubber Mtg. Co

O.w of Ste.art·

Warner Corp. (3)
Concrete lqu.pment Co. Inc. f4)

Environeer1ng. Inc, (I)
En ..ronmentat Equip O.v. FMC Corp
Equipment Mtg Ser"'"'· Inc . C4 !

(I

4)

f abncated Metals Industries. Inc
First Colony Corp. (2)
Gat1gher Co. The. (3)
Gates Rubllcr Co. The. (3)
Goctdyear lore & Rubber Co . (3)
Heil Process lQu1pmen1 Co. Dev ol Dart lndu~

triu. Inc.\]. 4)
Hendrick Mtg Co .. ( I I
Holntes 8'os Inc. (4)
Huwood Irwin Co. (4)
Industrial Contracting ol Fairmont. Inc (I 4)
lndustt1al Pneumahc Sys.rems. Sub of Industrial
Contracting of Fairmont. Inc, (4)

Joy Mlg Co . Denver Equipmenl o;, . (l. 3. 4)
Kanawha Mis Co. (4)
lee Supply Co. Inc. (4. 6)
Lrnate.1 COfp ot America (3)
t ively Mtg & [Qu,pment Co . (I 2 4 J
M•nena Concrete Co. (2)
Mc Natty Pittsburg Mtg Corp .. 11. 4)
Nell & fry. Inc (2)
Prr.1ser/Mmeco 01v. Pre1\er Sc1ent1hc Inc 14. 6)
·

Rubber Engineering & Mfg. Co. (3)
Ruttmann Companies. (2)

Somerset Welding & Stetl Inc. (4)
Ste•rn•·Roger Inc, (3. 4)
Telsm1th Div. Barber-Greene Co .. (I. 4)
Un.floe

L1m1ted

United States Steel Corp .. ( 4)
West Vorsinia Bell Sate. & Repaors Inc.
Wolh• & Paul Corp. TM. (4)
Workman Developments. Inc.. (6)

(I

3. 6)

TEMPERATURE
INDICATORS,
CONTROLLERS
Acco. Brostol Dov.
Allen·Braclley Co
Nnor lnst1ument Co.
Ameroun Meter Dov .. Singer Co .. lhe .
Bacharach lnslrument Co .. M1nmg Div.
Barn!! Engoneenng Co.
Beckman Instruments. Inc

Communocatoon & Control Eng Co. Ltd.
DaYJs Instrument Mlg. Co.
roiboro Co. The
General Elecmc Co .. lnaustro1I Sales Dov.
General Eiectroc Co. Instrument Products ()peratoen
Honeywell tnc. Process Control Dov.
Huwood·l,...on Co.
Leeds & Nortnrup Co.
3M Co.
Measurement & Control Systems Div., Gulton lndustnes Inc.
Pace Transducer Co .. Dov. of CJ. Enterprisas
Preoser /Mineco Dov,. Preiser Sc1entd1c Inc.
Pyon-Boone, Inc.
Taylor Instrument Prot!ls Control Dov. Sybron
Corp.
.
Wesfinlhouse Electric Corp

THICKENERS
Ameran Mu.edlem Cotp.

~Inc.

Erwirll, Int.

£~.

1 Div. of Amstar Cotp.

Enwinlnmenlal Equip. Div., FMC Corp.
EmirOllcll Cap.. Eimco BSP Div.
Goodricll. 8. F.. Chemaf Co.
Hendridl Mia- Co.

Herades Inc.

Mick Trutks. Inc .. (I, 2)
o.t.J.osh Truck Cotp , (I . 2I
Rosh Equipment Co. lnU.
Stetting Custom BWft Trucks
Tem Div., GMC. (2)
WABCO Construction Ind M1non1 Eq•1pment
Group, en AmerlCln·Standard Co .• (2)
W1gne< Minini Equip., (2)
White Motor Cotp.-Truck Group, (I, 2)

UNIT TRAIN STORAGE &
LOADING FACILITIES

Jar 1111. Co., Oen* Equipment Div.
McHdy Pittsbut& Mia.

Cor!J.

Monerlf Servica Int.
Plr\Slin Corp.
ReJllOld Inc.
Sall inllrnltionll
Siii Mlchlne Woru Ltd.
~Limited

Wist Yorpil Belt Siies & Repairs Inc.

THICKENING, STABILIZING,
SUSPENDING AGENTS
American Cr•namid Co .. lndostrill Chemiclls &
PIH!n

Dov.

BASF Wpndolll Corp.
8etl LlboratDries
Cllgon Cotp.
DIMlf Oiv. ol lhe Dow Chemical Co.
GAF Corp
Goodrich, 8. F., Chemicll Co.
Hendndl MIJ. Co.
NJlcO Cllemical Co.
Pniw/Mineco Div., Preiser Scientifoc Inc.
Uftitb: l.imitltt

TRUCKS &
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
I. ON-HIGHWAY
2. Off-HIGHWAY
Athey Products Cori>.. (2)

Calerpllar Tractor Co, (2)
Chlllenge-Ccoll Bros., Inc .. (I. 2)
Cushman-OMCtincdn, (2)
Dirt Truck Compeny, (2)
Eim<o Moninc MlcMwy. Envirotech Corp . (2)
(udod, Inc, Sull. of Whole Motor Corp, (2)
F111111rilos Co. Thi. (2)
Ford Div. of fonl Moler Co .. (I. 2l

rrue111u1 Dov. rruen.v1 CO<P.. o. 21

-ttr

GMC Truck & Colen Dov.
GOodblty Enait*MI Co, (2)
lntwmltionll
Co .. (I. 2)
low1 Mold Toolinl Co.. Inc .. (2)
ISCO Mfa. Co .. (2)
Kenw«th Truck Co.. (I, 2)
Kodo.ums lnClu$1ri AB, (I, 2)
Kr9$$ Coro.. (2)

10. IS)

Anchor Coup11n1 Co.. Inc .. (3)
Anchor/Dart1n1 Valve Co .. (3. 1, 8. 9)
Amder Mone & Smelter S..Poly, (I, 2, 3. 4. 6. 7.
8. 10, 11. 12, IS)
Armco Steel Corp. Product Info .. (2. 1, 14)
Aro Corp. The. (I. 3, 4. 6. 10, IS)
Babcock & Wlicoa. (I. S. t 0. I 3)
Barllsdale Controls Oiw./OELAVAL lurt>one Inc.
(I, 4, 9)

Baltimoni & Ohio R.R. Co.
Barber-Greene Co.
Daniels Company. The
DEMAG l.auchhammer
Dravo Corp
FMC Cotp .. Link-Belt Material Handhng Systems
Dov.
Faortield Engineerin& Co.
Feeco International. tnc.
GEC Mechanical Handlin& Ltd.
Hanson, R.A .. Oise .. Ltd.
Heyl & Patterson. Inc.
Holley, Kenney, Schott, Inc.
lndustnal Contracting of Fairmont. Inc
lrvin-Mc:Ket.y Co.. The
Kaiser Enaineers. Inc.
Kanawlll Mtg Co.
Lively Ml&. & Equipment Co.
Mc~l-Wellman (r.grg Co
McNally Pinsburg Mfg. CO<P.
Montec/lnternatoonal. Dov of Barber-Greene
P\Jllman Torl<elson Co.
Ros/\ Equipment Co .. Materoal Handhn& Systems
Oiv.
IMtm1nn CompanoH
Stephen•-Adamson
Wilson. R. M. Co.

VALVE ACTUATORS,
OPERATORS

Heyl & Pattenon. Inc.

llliO llldusmeanlqen AG, HumbolCSt Wedi&

Altm1te' 10\trument Div . si...art·W•rner Corp'
(I. 4)
Amerocan Aor filter Co, Int .. 13. 5)
Ame1ocan Merer Dov . S.n1er Co. lne. (I. 4. S.

Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Cashen, Inc.
Clayton Mart.-P1afic V1lves, Dov. of Meri< Controls Cotp.
Crane Co.
Delurik, 1 Unit of Gener1I Signal
Dunron Co.. Inc , The
Equipment Mfg. Senices. Inc.
F11rmont Supply Co.
Fisher Controls Co.
General Equifl!l1ef11 & Mis. Co , Inc.
Genenll Resource Corp.
Honie\tead Industries, Inc.
Honepell Inc., PrClcess Control Dov.
Jenkins Btos.
Measurement f. Control Systems Dov .. Gutton Industries Inc.
North American MtJ. Co.
Phiildefphia Gur COtp.
RKL Controls
Raco International, Inc.
Rockwell International Flow Control Oiv.
Victaulic Co. of Amenca
Wachs, E. H., Co.
Westift&house Elect11c Corp.
Wilson, R. M.. Co.

VALVES
. I. AIR
2. BLOW-OFF
3. CHECK
4. CONTROL
5. DIAPHRAGM
6. FOOT
7. GATE
B. GL08E
9. AIR, HYDRAULIC, MOTOR
OPf.RAlEO
10. NEEDLE

Sta. Kno1 Eqoopment, Inc .. (7)
B.iwman Oistnburoon, !Wnes Group, Inc . f I 7)
Branford Vibrator Co.. Tne. Dov of Electro Mechanics, Inc. (I. 2. 6)
Bruning Co, (3. IS)
C1shco. rnc .. (I. 2. 3. 4, s. 8, 9. 10. t I. 13. u.
15)

Clarkson Co. (4. 5. 12, 14)
Clayton Mark-P1til1C V11Yes. Dov. ot Merl< Con·
trots Corp.(), 2. 3. 4, S. 6. 7, 8. 9)
Cleveland-Armstrons Corp .. (7. 9)
Control Concepts, (4)
Crane Co .. (I, 2. 3, 4, 5. 6, 7. 8. 9, 10. II, 13.
U.15)

Daniels Company, The, (12, U)
DeZurok, I Unit of Gener11 S.9net. (4, 7, 9. 13)
Oi1on Valve & Coupl"" Co. (I. 3. 4, 10)
Dresser Manulactunng, Div. Dresser lnduslroes.
rnc.(3. 7. 9)
Dunron Co . Inc .. Ille, (4, 13)
Oyne1 Dov ' Applied Power Inc. (3, 4, I 5)
Eaton Corp. World HudqUlflers. (4)
ENERPAC. Dov of Apptoed Power Inc., (3. 4. 14,
15)
Equ1pmen1 Mlg Semces. lrte., (4. 9)
FMC Corp. Agncultural Maclwnery Oi• .. (14. t S)
FMC Corp., Matenal Handhlll Equ,_t Do• .. (5)
fabr•·Vatve. (3. 1. 9)
faorbanks Co. Tne, (I. 2. 3, 1, 8, 10)
Faormonl Supply Co.. (J. 6. 1, 8. 10. I 3)
Federal Suppl, & Equipment Co .. Inc. (14, t 5)
fisher Controb Co., (I. 4. 8. 12. 15)
Fle11ble V1l•e C0tp.. (4, 12)
fluid Controls Inc .. '3. 4, 9 10, 15)
Fo1boro Co .. Tiie, (4, S, 8. 9, 10)
fuller Co. A Gat• Co. (3, 7. 9. 15)
GTE Svlvanoa Inc. (I, 4)
Gahaher Co . The, (5. 9. t 2)
General Equipment & Mfg Co. Inc .. (I, 4)
General Resource Corp .. (3, 4. 5. 1. 15)
Goodall Rubber Co . (14)
Goyne Pi.mp Co .. (3. 6. 7. 14)
Gullick Dobson Intl Ltd., (4)
Gustin.Bacon Dov .. Aeroqull) Corii. (13)
Halliburton Services-Research Center. ( 13)
Hayden-Nolos Conltow ltd .. (2, J, .4. 6, 10. 15)
Heyl & Patterson. Inc • ( 13)
Homestead lndusrroes,lnc .. (I. 4, 9. 13)
Honeywell Inc .. Process Control Dov , (4, 5. 8)
Huwoocl-lrwon Co.. (4, 14, 15)
Hydrauloc Products Inc .. (15)
tn Gnnnell Corp .. (3, 7, 8)
Imperial-Eastman Corp., ( 1. 3, 4, 5, 8. l 0. 13.
15)
lndustroal Rubber Products Co .. ( t ..3. 6. t 2)
JenkonsBros.(1.2,3,4, 7,8,9, 10.13)
Ladosh Co. (3. 7. 8)
lee Suppty Co. Inc .. (I. 2. 3. 4. S. 6. 7, 8. 9. 10.
t I. 12. 13)
Le·H1 Valve & Coupling. Hose Products Dov. Park·
er·Hann1l1n Corp., (I)
lona!er Corp of AmerlCI, (12)
Lincoln St Louos Oiv. of McNetl Corp .. (I. 2, l. 4I
Lo1an Corp. (3. 6. 7. 8, 13)
Lunkenne1mer Co . Dov or Convar Corp. Sub or
Condec Corp, (I, 2. 3. 7, 8. 9, 10. 15)
McNally P1nsour1'M11 Corp.. (3. 7)
Mone & Smelror lndustroe•. (12)
Mineral Ser-.1ce1 Inc .• (4, 7, 12, 14)

Minnesota Auromotove Inc .. (l)
Modern lng1neerong Co, (10) j
MOJsan,own Mactune & Hydraulcs. Inc . Div
Natl Mm• S.rY1ce Co, (3. 4. 15)
N0<th Ame""" Mia Co. (I. 4. 91

11 ORlllCI:
17 PINClf

Oh•o Bra5' Co. (3. 7. 8)

14 f'IJMP

Phelp\ Oodar lnduslnes. tnc, 13. 7. 8)
Prr1\Pr tMmec.n flfw. Pre1ser Sc1tnt1hc Inc . ( l 6.
I. 10. I ~I
RKI Co11lrOI>. (I. 4, 5. 9. I 7)
Red Valvr. Co. In<. (3. I 2)
Rr.\f'.trch C:oflrell. Inc . f I. J. 7)
Rockwell lnlrrncJMnal I low Control Otw. (7. l. 1,
A. 9. I J. 151

Park•• Hannolon Corp. 1ubt! hmngs Dov. () 0)
Pl!abody R.orne" (6)

t 3 PUIG

t 5 Rfllff
ltY!lRAllllC <SH llYORAUI
VALVl:S)

re

ACf lnduslnc1. l11t. (I. 13. 15)
AMF l11c .. (14)
A·S H Pump, Dov ol lnvorotocn Corp. (3)
•Adam• EQu1oonen1 Co, Inc. (3, 6, IOI
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Sala M•chone Works lid, (4, 12)

• Sperry Vickers Div., Sperry Rarnl Corp., (3. 4. 8.

9. IO, 13, 15)
Spraying Systems Co, (3, 4, 5)
Sproot·Waldron, Koppers Co .. Inc, (I)
Templelon, Kenly &Co, (3, 4, 15)

Red Valve Co . Inc
Trellcborg RuDber Co . Inc
Uniroyal. Inc
V1c1~ul1C Co ol Ame11ca

Calgon C0<p
Cap•tal Control• Co
Cla11on Mtg Co
Crane Co
du l'onl de Nemours. E 1 Co tn'
fi,her Suenflhc Co
GAf Corp
John)un 01v Un1Yf'r\ll Oil PtOdUl'h

a.

Wichita tluh h Co. Inc
Workmdn Ot!velopments. Inc

Thomas founClnP..-. l"r f1\
TRW M11s1on Mlg Co, Div ol I RW Inc . OI
Union CarD1de Corp, (3, 4. 10. 15)

VIBRATORS

Uniroyal, Inc . (17)
United Slates Steel Corp. (J. 6. /, 10)
Varian AS\OC1ate·•. (7)
V1ctauh( Co ol Ameri,a. O. 9, I))

t

7

lllN & ttCJPf'l R, CttU If
R ~ HOPP[R CAR

WABCO fluid Power lnv, an American· Sl.tndard
Co,(! 34,5,6,l0.15)
Ward Hydraulics
AID Corp, (3. 4)
Weatherhead Co . The. (I, 13)
West Virg1111a Belt Sale. & Repair1 Inc. (8. 12)
Wt1tcm Prec.11<lat1on O" , Joy Mlg Co . I L 9)
WorMman Developments. Inc.

o,,,

WASHABILITY TESTS

Aldon Company, The. (2)
Branford V1brdlor Co. Jht. 01¥" of lite.ho Me·
chanics. Inc. 11. 2)

Carman ln<Juslnes. Inc , Cl)
Dover Conveyor & Equipment Co, Inc , ( 11
Eriez MaKnelics. (I)
FMC Corp. Material Handling fQu1pmenl Div (I.
2)

Commercial Tcst1ng & £ngmeermg Co
GEOMIN
Unilloc L1m1ted

GfC Mechanical Handling ltd. (I)
lndull11al Rut>be1 Produm Co. (I. 2)
Jett1ey Mlg O" . Oresser Industries lnr . t I)
Martin [r1grg Co. (I. 2)
National Air Vibrator Co, (I. 2)

WASHERS. COAL

Pre1ser/Mmeco 01". Pre1ser Sc1enh11c Inc .11. 2)
Sohds Flow Control Corp, (I)
V1bco Inc, (I. 2)
V1branetics. Inc . (I, 2)
V1bra·5'rew Inc .. (I)

(SEE ALSO FLOTATION & TABLES.
AIR)

I
2
3.
4
5.
6
7
8
9
10.

Wes I \11rg1nia Stolt Sales &Repau ~ Inc . ( l)
W1ctuta Clutc.h Co. Inc. { 1. 2J
W•l1on. R M, Co, (I)

CALCIUM·CHl.ORIDF.
CYCLONE, H[AVY·MEDllJM
CYCLONE. WATER
HfAVY·MEDIUM
HYDROSEPARA TOR

WATER-CLARIFICATION &
RECLAMATION SYSTEMS

JIG

Amer1Can Cyanamid Co. Industrial Chemicals &

LAUNDERS, TROUGH
FLOTATION
TABLE TYPE
UPWARO·CURRENT

Plastic~

Div

BIF. a uflll of Gent"r al S.gr'lal
Bird Machine Co .. Inc
Calgon Corp

Carus Chemical Co.
ASV [ng.neering ltd., (I, 2, 3. 4, 5. 6. I. 8. 9.

10)
BarlJer.Gr ..ne Co, (4)
Damels Company. lht. (4. 8. 9)
Oe1~\er Concentralor Co Int. !ht. (9)
Dorr Ohver Long. ltd, (2. 3. 5)
fagle Iron Works. (3. 4. 6)
froez Magnelics, (4)
FMC Corp .. Agricultural Mac~inery Div
FMC Corp, L1nk·Bell Malerial Handhng Systems

o... (4, 6)

Fa,,mont SupJlli Co, (4, 5. 6, 8)
Gahgher Co .. The. CB)
Garland Mlg Co, (6)
GEOMIN. (I, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6. 7. 8. 9. 10)
Head WrighMn & Co ltd. (2, 3 4, 5. 6, 7. 8)
Heyl & Paller'°n, Inc .. (2. 3. 4. 8)
lrnn.McKelvy Co, The, (4)
Jet1rev Mtg. D1Y. Oresser Industries Inc. (4. S. &.
8)

.

Jenkons of Relford ltd., (2. 3. 4, 6. 8. 9)
Joy Mfg Co. Denver Equipment D"
KHO lndustroeanl•gen AG, Humboldt Wwag. (4,

6. 8)
Kaiser Engineers. Inc.
Krebs fng1neers, (2, 3)
linale< Corp. ol America. (3)
L"ely Mtg & lqu•pment Co. (2, 3. 4, 6. 8, 9. 10)
McNally P11tsburg Mlg. Corp, (2. 3, 4, 61
Mineral Serv1ce!t Inc .. (2. 3)
Mmeral!t Processing Co., 01Y al Trc1an Sleel Co.
ti, 4, 8, 9, 10)
M1ntec 'tnternallonal, Div of Barber·Greene. (4)
Ore Reclamation Co, (6)
Proce111s ~Qu1pment. Stan~tt:el Corp. {3)
Rauer Curp. (4, 9)

Oravo Co1p
du Pant de ~emours. E I & Co Inc

Envirex. Inc
[nv1ronmen1al EQu1p Div., fMC Corp
Envirotech Corp. E1mco BSP Div

£r1ez Magnetics
Ferro-Tech Inc
Mlg Co

Heil & Patter'°"· Inc
Holl•t Kenney. Schott. Inc
lndu!il11a1 Contracting of Fairmont. Inc
Industrial Pnel1mat1c Sys1ems. Sub of Industrial
Con1rachng uf fa1rmonl. tnc
Jenkins ol Rettord Lid

Joy Mlg Co. Denver [qwpment li>v
Kais.er Eng1neers. Inc
~oppe" Co Inc
Lively Mlg &Eqwomenl Co
LO!lus. Peter f . Corp

~~,~~l~:.~~,~~·~OMlg

Corp

NUS Corp . RoO<n'°n & Robonson D"
Park'°n Corp
Re1nord tnc
Rohm and Haas Co
5ala International
Stearns-Roger Inc
Tread~ell Corp
un1floc L1m1led
Westinghouse llectuc Corp

Sal• lnternallOnal, (2. 3. 8. 9)
Un1lloc L1m11ed
W£MCOQ1 •. fn.,,.,tochCorp.(/.J 4 5.8.101

~~:~~a~;~:. ~1~l~~~;1~~I~
1

(&c ~-(~) 6' S. IOJ

VIBRATION ABSORBERS,
DAMPERS

WATER REPELLENTS
An1J1ter Mine & SmrUer Supply
Cc1bo1. Samuel. Inc

~~~~,~~t;,~1'tut\, [ I

Cmcmna11 Rubbfor Mlg Co. Orv ul Stf'wart
Warne1 Corp
Fabr~·lo..t Producls Co
foes tone 1ire & Rubber Co
GAF Corp

U1v

Prct\€'f

3M Co
Controls

R~l

S111•nltltr Int'

.WATER OEMINERAI IZERS,
SOFTENERS, TREATERS

Goodall Rubber Co
Industrial Rubber Product!t Co

& Cn Inc

3M Co

Ptf"l!l.l!ttMmrt"o

Prr1lt'r tM1111..~:o 01¥ . Prt!l\f'f SC1fnh11( Inc
Nt••nrnd In(
Rnhm and •iH\ Co
Shirley Milch1n' Co, 01v laH Corp
We>tinghouse (l«tr~ Corp
Wiegand, [dwin l, OIY, lmer'°" !lee Co

WEAR PLATE, STRIPS
Ampco Metal D" , Ampeo·P•tt•burgh Co<p
Asbury lndus111es. Inc
Carborundum Compc1ny
International AllO'f S1eel 0" . Cur1'1 Noll Corp
Manganese Steel Forge. Taylor·Wharton Co. Or•
of Harsco Corp.
NL Industries, Bearings O"
Pui)·Hi, Inc.
Shwayder Co.
Somerset Wekling & Steel Joe
Stelhte Div., Cabot Cotp
Tool Steel Gear & PmlOO Co
Workman Developments. Inc

WIRE CLOTH
8e11e.,1Je Wire CIOlh Co. Inc
Bonded Scale & Machine Co
8uflal0 Wore Works Co, Inc
CE Tyler Inc
Cleveland Wire Cloth & Mtg Co
Dure• Products, Inc, Natl Wire C101n Orv
Greenrng Donald Co ltd
Hoyt Wire Cloth Co
lov.a Manufacturing Co
Keyslone Slee! & Wire.
ol Key>tone Con·
'°lldated lnduslries. Inc
l .rdlow Sayt<.< Wire CIOlh Orv GS I
Mkfv.tr\tern lndustrie\, In(. Screen tl#!:ahng
Translormer"S. Otv
Re<1d1ng Co , James A
~mphc1ty Ena1neerm1
Sm1co Cotp.
SWECO, Inc.
We.i ~11gtnta Belt Sales &Repairs Inc
WilSOfl, R M, Co
Wire Ctotl'I Enterom.es. Inc

o,,

Crane Co
Daniels Cornoanv The
Davis lnslr~mf'nl Mtg Co
Dori ·Ohvt:t IOL
Dou Ol111f'1 loni l\d

H~ndt1Ck

Ml.ln\&nto Co
PPt~ lnd,1\lr·e\, 'luc, C1wm1ca1 O.v

Adllms l qu1pmflnl Co , lac

Rrt1 I abo,dlm1es
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Directory of Manufacturers
Bullet preceding(•) manufacturer indicates a products-information a·dvertisement in this issue. See the advertisers index on the second to last page of this issue for the page number or numbers of the advertisement(s).
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ACf lndustrin, Inc .• 2300 3nl Ave., P.O. llo1 547,

Hun~ngton.

W.

VI .. 25110
AC.R. Equipment Co. Inc., Part• Or.., 1961 5 Notlmgham Ro . CleYe·
Ian!!, Ohio, 44110
A & K Rlilroad Maleflals. Inc .• P.O. Bo1 1276, fr-1 Center.
Clearlield, Utah, 84016
Al.PS Wire Rope Corp., 2350 Lunt Ave, Elkgrove Village, 111. 60007
AMF Inc., 777 Westchester Awe, WMe Pl.Im" N. Y , I 0604
AMP Slletial l<Qislnes. 0... al AMP PJ"'1ucts Corp . ~alley f0<ge.
Pa .• 19482
NJ Safety Producu. a.. al M1tf Optical Corp , 14 Mecna111C SL
Sautllbndp , Mau .. o15 50
A·S-H Pump, Dow. al [1Mrotech Cap., P 0. Bo1 635. PllOl1, Pa.,
19301
MV Engineering ltd., Green Roof. Yorl< Rd, Oonmter, E1181an<I.
ONS 8HN
Abex Corp .. Demson Dov, 1160 Oubhn Rd .. Columbus. Ohio, 43216
Ab8l Corp., fncbon Producu Group, 1650 W. Bili Beaver. Troy,

Mdt, 48084
Abe• Corp., Railll*I Products Group, 530 Filth Ave., New YOik,
10.. 10036

Acco Allison

Clmpl)ell

Dov.. 875 811dgeport A"9., Shelton, Conn.,

06484
Acco Amenc:an Cham Dov., 454 E. PJ111Ce$$ St.. Yori<. Pa., 17403
Acco, SnSIOI Dov., llo1 1790, Waterbury, Conn , 06 720
Acco, Cable Control1 Or< .. I 022 E. Mict.igan St., Adnan, Mich.,
49221

Acco, Crant & Monotail Systems Dov.. Bo1 140, Fairfield, Iowa,
52S56
Acco, Electro-Mech Dov .. I Research Dr .. Strartotd, Conn., 06497
Acal. Hehcoid Gage Dov., 929 Connecbeut Ave .. Bndgeport, Conn ..
06602

Acal, H01s1 & Crane Dov, P. 0. Box 792. Yori<. Pa .. 17405

•

e

Acco, lnl•!lf•led Handling Systems O.v., Bailes Rd, Frederick. Md ..
21701
Acco.MalleableCaslingOiv, 1100[ Princess SI .. Yori<, Pa, 17403
Acco Minrng Sale• DIY., P 0. Bo• 15~37. P11lsburgh, Pa, 15244
AatJ, Page Fence Dov .. first & R""' Sis .. Monessen, Pa .. 15062
Acco, Pase Welding Dov., P. 0. Bo• 976, Bowling Grten, Kr .. 42101
Acco. UnitConieyot' Dov.• 10601 W. Belmont A"9., franklin Park, Ill ..
60131
Acker Dnll Co.• Inc. P. 0. Bo1 830. Scranton. Pa. I B501
Atme-Ham1tton Mtg. Corp .. Bettjng Ow .• £. Slate SI.. P. 0. Bo• 35·1.
Trenlon. N. J., OB603
Acme Machinery Co .• Box 2409. Huntington. W Va .. 25725
Acr~~~;>?· ~t America. 396 Washington Av•. Carlstadt. N. J..
Adams Equipment Co., Inc., 8421 25 Wabash. SI Louis, MO.
63134
Adhesive En8Jneering Co .. U 11 Industrial Rd .. Sao Carlos, Caht ,
94070.
Advance Car Mover Co .. Inc .. I ll N Ou1agamie St.. p 0 Bo· I I 8 I.
Appleton. Wis .. S49t 1
Advanced Mining & Mfg Co.. P. 0 Box 9387. Hunhngton. W. Va ..
25701
Aerial Map Service Co. l 016 Madison Av•. P1ttsb11rgh, Pa , 15212
Aenal Su,...ys. Inc. 4614 Prospect A•e. Cle•eland. Ohio. 44103
Aerofall M1Us lid .. 2640 So. Sheoodan Way. M1rnuauga. Ont.
Canada. I.SJ 2M4
AoroquoP Corp.• 300 S Fast A.... Jackson. M>th. 49203
Aero Serva Dov, Wntern Geopllysrral(o ol Amor PU. 801 l 9'.19.
Hou!IOn. IX. 7700 I
·
Aun!~!., lqUtpmtnl Inc. 9 Hon0>hot Rd. lPOla, Pa. I 7540
Air C..r«toun O.v. UOP. Bo1 1101 ()omen. Conn, tlli820
Aor lm. Inc. P 0 Bo• 341. Pl'tlrtlnolk>. Ott. 456M

Air Pollution Control OperallOn" FMC Corp. 799 Roosevelt Rd .. Glen
lllrn. Ill .. 60137
Altken Products. Inc . PO. Bo• 151, Geneva. Oh.a, 44041
Alobama Slat• Doc». PO Bo• 1588. Mobile. Ala . 3bb0 l
Al!Jnghl Mlg. Co. Ilic. 1232 N Wo<le1n Av•. Clucago.111 .. 60645
Alcoa. 1501 Alcoa Bldg. Pittsburgh Pa. 15219
Alcoa Conductot Prooucts Co. Div. Alun11num Co ol America. 510
One Allegheny Sq. Pittsburgh .. Pa . 15212
Alcolac, Int., 3440 fa1r11eld Rd. Baltimore. Md, 21226
Aldon Company. The. 3410 Sunsel A<e .. Wauk•gan. Ill .. 60085
Alemote & Instrument 01v .. Slewart-Warnet Corp. 1826 ll1Yerser
P!.wy .. Clucago. Ill . 60614
Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp, 2420 Oliver Bldg., eittsburgh. Pa .•
15222
Allen-Brlldt.!y Co. 1201 S Second St. M1h•aukee, Wis. 53204
Allen & Garcia Co . 332 S M1Ch1gan Ave . Chicago, Ill • 60604
Allentown Pneumat.: Gun Co, P. 0. 8o1 185. Allentown.Pa .. IB 105
All..cS ChomlCdl Corp .. lndustroat Chem1U1I! 0" • P.O. 8o1 l I 39R.
MomSlown .. N J. 07960
Allied Steel & Tractor Products. Inc .. 5BOO Harper Rd., Solon. Ohio.
441)9
•Albs-Chalmers. PO. Bo1 512. 1125 S. 70th St .. Milwaukee. WIS ..
53201
Alb,.Chalmers. Crushing & Screemng Equipment, P.O. Bo• 2219.
Appleton. WI. S4911
Allmand Btos .. Inc. W Highway 23. Holdrege. Neb .. 6B949
Al MEG. P.O. Bo1 114 30, Kansas City. Mo .. 64112
Alnor lnstrumenl Co .. 7301 N. Caldwell Ave, Nilo>.111. 60648
Alpine lquipmtnt Corp. P.O. Bo• t 06. 140 N Gill St.. State Col·
lege. Pa. 16BOI
Allen Speed Reducet 01v., Allen Foundry & Machine W0<ks. loc. P.
0 8o1 550. Lancaster. Ohio. 43130
• Amencan Air Filter Co. lnC .. PO Bo, 1100, lOUISYllie, Ky .. 40201
American Alloy C0<p, Pyramid Parts
3000 E 87th St, Cleve·
land. OH. 44104
American Alloy Sleel. Inc. 2070 Steel Or .. Tucker. GA. 30084
• American Commertoal Barge I ine Co .• P. 0 Bo• 61 O. JettersonYllle.
Ind .. 47130
American Crucible Products Co .. 1305 Oberlin Av•, l0<am. OhlO,
44052

o....

Amencan Cyanamid Co. Industrial Chem1c1ls &Plastics OIY .. Berdan

e

Ave .. Wayne. N J. 01'70
AmeflCdn Hoist & O..~nck Co .. 6J Soulh Rotier1 SI. St P•ul, Monn.
55101
Amerocan ln<lu•lroaj Lea,.ng Co. 20 I N Well) SI., Chicago, Ill.
60601
American logging Tuol Corp., 102 N Main St £•art. Moch .. 4963 I
Arneric•n Meter Ow .. Singer Co .. The. 13500 Philmon! Ave .. Phil•·
oelp111a. PA. 19116
An..,an Mmahem Corp, P.0 801 231. Coraopolis. Pa . 15108
American Mine Door Co . Box 6028. StallOn 8, C.nto11. Ohio, 44 706
American Mine SuPJ>lr Co, 404 Frit• ~ldg. Pitl>bursn. Pa. I S2 I 9
Amencan Optical Co1p, 14 Mechan1C St .. So<Jtnbrldge .. Mass ..

OISSO
• American Pocla1n Corp., 3'0' T10ewater Trail, fredencksburg, VA.
12401
• Ame11c.an Pul~L·nier Co, 1249 Mc1~Khnct Avenue, St l.Ow!I, Mo,
63110
Ameritan Roctolo<r (nrp, 15th Ave. College Pooni, N Y 11356
Ameucan Sfa111J u.J buh"111dl ProdUcts Div. 8111 T1remdn Awt!.
Dearbo111. r.t .. 1,. 4H I ;i&

Amtttek, t:•~t Moh11P., Ill , 611.44

Amoco 011 Comp.tn~ ,l()() [ R1ndolpf'I Dr • Ch1rago. Ill. 60t10 I
Ampi:n M1.1a1 (l1w A1111"' o f•111.t.1urah C.01v. J1 O Ro• '100• O.pl
M1lw,i111"-PC'I. W1\

GreenwlCll. Corin , 06830
An•l,-tal Measurements. Inc. 31 Wo1io.. St. ~hatham. NJ. 07928
Ancho< Con<eyors Dov. Standanl Albance Indus. Inc. 6906 Krnestey
A... PO Box 650. Oearboln. Ml. 48121
Ancho1 Coupling Co. Inc .. 342 N. fourth St. l•berty-.olle.111, 6004B
Anchor/Oa~mg Val'<e Co. 24747 Claw1ter Rd. Hlyw1nl. CA.
94545
Anoerson Eiectnc C0<p. Bo• 455. l.eed$, Ala. 35094
AnderS011 Ma>OI' (USA) lid. 30 l PJogress St. Ctancerry In<! Peril.
Zelienople. Pa .. 16063
Anderson Power Products, Inc .. 14 5 Newton St . Hoston. Miu.
02135
Anuter Br05. 4711 Goll Rd. Sk0k1< .. Ill. 60076
Ani11er Mine l Smelter Suppty. 5040 E. 41 st St. Denver. Coto.
80216
Ansul Co. The. I Stanton St. Marinello. W•s. 5414 3
Apache Powder (;o. P 0 Box 700. Benson. Arit. 85602
Ap\)lied Sctenoe, Bo1 158. Valencoa, Pa. I 8059
Aquadyne. Div. ol Mol~mco. Inc. 267 Vreelan<I Ave .. P1te""'1. N. J.
07513
·•Armco Sto:el COip. PJoJucl lnlo. 703 Curt•! St . Middletown. OhlO.
45043
• Arn•strong, Brar & Co. 5366 Northwest Hwy Chicago. Ill. 60630
Armstrong Bros Toot Co. 5200 W Am1strong Ave. Cn.caao. 111.
60646
e Aro C0<~. The. Ono Aro Cent••. Bryan. Ohio. '3506
Anograplo Inc., 519 S 7th St, M1nneapol1s. Mrnn. 55415
Asbury lndustnes. Inc. 4351 W1"""1 Pann Hwy. Murry!Yole Pa ..
1566B
A.SEA Inc . 4 New Kina St .. Whole Pl.11n!. N Y. I 0604
Ashlan<! Chemical Co. P 0. Bo1 2219. Columbu'- 01110. 43216
Ashland Ool & Ret.n1ng Co .. P 0 Bo1 391. A•hland. ~r. 41101
Associaled Resu1Ch. Inc . 612 5 W. Howaril St . Ch.cago. 111. 60648
Astrosistems. Inc .. 6 Novida Or. lake Su<ceS!. NY. 11040
Alll<y Products COip, P 0. Boa 669. Raleigh. N C., 27602
Atk•nson Armature WOl'ks. 116 E Isl St. Pitts!Jurg. Kan. 66762
Atkinson Dynamics. 10 West Oranse A•t So San Fra1ic•sco. Calo!.
~40b0

e Alldnl.c Mobile Corp . 111 Cn.sapeake Park Plaz.o. llllllmore. Mo .
21220
Atlantic Track & Turnoul Co. 270 BrOld St. Bloomlietd. N.J ..
07003
Atlas Bolt & Sc,... Co. Alias C.r & Ml& Div . 1100 Ivanhoe Rd.
c1...1arid, OhlO. 44110
AllH Copco. Inc .. 70 Oemar•sl Or. Wayne. N J
Atlas Po-• Co. 12100 Parl\ Cen1111 Pt. Ste 1700. Dallas. TX.
75230
AlllS Ra111010 ConstruC110n Co. PO Boa I. E1gn11 four Pa. 15330
A I 0 Inc, 4420 Shen.In lld. Wolloughby, Ohoo, 44094
Aurora Pump. Un1I of Ueneral Sisrwit. 800 Airport Rd. N. Auror1. hL
60542

Auslin. J P. Inc. 300 Ml L<llanon !!Nd. P•«<bu1gh Pa . I S2 l(
• A11!1rn Powder Co. 37 JS Green Rd . Cleveland

°""'·

U 122

Aust1u W•stern Dov. Clark EQu•pment Co. 601 N farn ...ortti A"'··
Auru1a. Ill. 6050 I
Auto Crdrie Co. qJ.60 Broken Arrow [cprenway, P 0 Boe 4~~48
lu1w.Okld, 74145

• Ame<>< an T1aC1u• (q.orp Co. P 0 Bo1 I 2l6. 0dkl•rod. Call!, 94b04
Amenun VM. Inc - 156 Wel)li Pool Rd. LIOllYlll•. P•. I 935]
Amerind MacK1>11( Inc, Bo• 111. l'•rker ford, Po. l 94 51

l 1'} l

e Amsco Ow. Abex Corp. 389 E 14tn SI. Cn•cago Hl18"tl. W.
60• 11
e Anacond• Company, Wore an<I Cable 0.v, C.reenw1cn Ollice Par1! 3.
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Aul~.:"~~j~/0 llodOI 1. 1439 N Emerald A"'. ModH!o.
Auloon•I< SP<onkler Corp. P 0 Box I BO. ClevelanO. Ohio 4414 7
Aulomal1l Vulc.am1ers Corp. ~~!> M._d,~r1 Ave. New Yortt. ~ Y,
!0077
Autom.tlll.>fl Producl'. Inc. 3030 Ma• Moy St, Hous.ton. Tens.
71008

Buffalo Wore Work\ Co. Inc. PO 8o1 129. Hutt•lo. NY. 14240
9,,11ard. E. D Co l680 B"''R•way, Sau>alilo. Cahl. 94%5
Bussm.mn Mtg Div, McGra• fd1M>n Co. Un1vcrs1ly at JeNer\Qn, St
Louis. Mo. b3 IOI
By1on Jdckstm Purnp 01v. RorR Warn~r Corp. P 0 Ba. 2017·

B
BalKOCk &w'"'"· 161 la.I 42nd St. New York.Ny. 10017

Baadrd1..h ln:..trurncnt Co. Min1ng01v. b2~ Alpha Or.HI UC Indus·

Terminal Anne•. Los AnM,l!les. Cahl, 900~1
1·ral Park. l'rl!sburgh. Pa., I 52 38
8acte & Co. Inc .. 8o1 400, Wall Slreel Stahon, New York. N. Y,
IOOOS
8ad;1ll Co, Inc. 4902 Calumet Ave., Hammond. Ind. 46327
8ad11er Construc1ion Co..
of Mellon.Stuart Co.. 1925 Beaver
l·•e. Pittsburgh, Pa .. 15233
Badi:er Mtg Corp, BIS Main SI., Summers.,lle, WV, 26651
8aldmon Inc., 8o1 6. Wamego, Kan., 66547
8ald•rn Belling Inc., 2B6·288 Sprrng SI., New York, NY, 10013
CCS Hal11eld M1n1ng Producls. 12 Commerce Dr. Cranlord, NJ.
Bal!rmore & Ohio R.R. Co, I Charles Center · 21 sl fl. 8all1more,
07016
14d. 21201
• C & 0 Balle,,es. Div ol ELTRA Corp, 304 3 Walton Rd, Plymouth
8anhs·M1ller Supply Co. P 0 So• 2111. Huntrnglon. W Va. 25706
M0t!l1ng. Pa. 19462
·
Banner Bearrngs. P 0. Bo1 6040, Stonewall Slahon, Charleston,
C[ f tirsam. 300 N C.cdar. Abilene. K•n . 6 7410
wva. 25302
c.t Power Sysiems. Combushon Eng. Inc. I OUO Prospocl IMI Rd.
Bani am o,.. Koehring Co. 201 Park SI, Wamly, low•. 50617
Windsor. Conn. 06095
Barter·Greene Co. 400 N Highland Ave. Aurora. Ill.. 60507
CE Hc1ymondlBar!letr Snow, On· Combmllun Engmeermg. Int, 41 l
Barter Manutaclurrng Co, Radac Orv. 22901 Aurora Rd. Bedford
w Ranaolph Sr . Chic•go, 111 60606
Ills. 01110. 44146
Cf. l yler Inc . 8200 Tyler Blvd . Mentor. Ohio. 44060
Barksdale ConlrolsO" /OE"' VAL Turbine Inc., 5125 Alcoa Ave, Los
C f & I Steel Corp., P 0 8o1 I 830. Pueblo, Coto, 81002
l,ngeles, Calrl. 90058
.
CM Cham. 01v Columbus McKinnon Corp . f remont St.. Tonawanda.
N Y., 14150
Sa" es Engoneer•n& Co., 30 Commerce Rd .. Slamlord, Conn.
(16904
CMI Corp. P.O 8o1 19B5. Oklahoma Coty, OK. 73101
Sar;~~ ,Reinecke, Inc., 2315 Estes A•e ..
Grove v,11age. 111.,
CR 1 ~du6~(.~ Chicago Rawhide, 2720 N Greenvrew A.e . Chrcago,

o...

m

1

e

6

e Big llorse Instruments. Orv. ot lmprO¥econ Corp., 25 Sylvan Rd., So,

lleslport, Conn., 06880
Sig !iandy Elec!nc & S,,Pflly Co., Inc. P.O. 8o1 2099, South US 23,
llkev~le, Ky., 4150 I
Btgeow·Liptak Corp., 21201 Civic Center Or., Southheld, Mrch ..
"B076
Brndicator Co. Div. ol lmprovec11n Corp., 1915 Dove St.. Port Huron.
l!rch .. 48060
• Brrd Machine Co .. Inc, Neponset SI., South Walpole, Mm .. 02071
Bird ;boro Corp., 811dsbor0. PA. 19508
B11b1·Zimmer Engrg. Co., 961 Abingdon St., Galesburg, Ill., 6140 I
Blau Mine Supply Inc .. P.O. 8o12182. Clarksburg, W. Va. 26301
Bla.·~~S Equipment. Inc., P. 0. 8o1 11450. Pinsburgh, Pa ..
8otcrs Ame11ca, Inc .• 1075 Edward St. lrnden. N. J.. 07038
8o&1:ess. B. L, Co., Mine Development Group, 80 I Gran! St.. Denver,
Colo .. B0203
Bontled Scale & Moch1ne Co .. 2176 So. Third St, Columbus. Ohio,
•·3207
8ost>n lndustrral Producu O.v., American B11t11le Inc .. P. 0. 8o1
1071. Boston. Mass.. 02103
8ost>n Insulated Wue & Cable Co .. Bay St, Boston.. Mass .. 02125
Bostrom Ow. UOP Inc .. 133 W. Oreeon St, Milwaukee. Wisc.,
!•3201
Bowld Co. Bu• 4 70. 1018 Boylan Ave. SE. Canion. Ohro. 44701
8ow·1'1an 01slnbution. Barnes Group, Inc_, 850 f 72nd Sr. CleveI 10<1 On.o. 44103
8oy<I. John 1 Co 01"" Rid~. P•ttsburgh. Pa . 152 22
Boyl !S A'I'> Drdlrn~ Co. P 0 8o1 58. $.all Lakr. Crty, UT. 84 I I 0
Rrad ~iatr1~0n ( o. 6l10 l Pla1nheld Rd. LllGran~fl. Ill 60~2~

Co.

lht;

Orw
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Campbell Cham Co. P 0 So, 3052, York. Pa . I 7402
CAM RAI Cham Co .. Inc., 450 Ragland Rd . Beckley, W Va., 2580 I
Canton Sloker Corp, P 0 8o1 60~8. Canton, Ohio. 44 706
Capi1al C11y lnduS111al Supply Co .. 544 Broad SI.. Charleslon, W. Va.,
25323
Cap~~1 ~°6'se.-.at1on Group, Fitth Ave E. & I Blh. SI., Hrbbmg, Mrnn.

7

Capital Controls Co . 20 I Advance lane. P.O. Bo• 211. Colmar. PA.
18915
•Carborundum Company, P 0 8o1 367, Niagara falls. N. Y, 14 302
Card (Mp. P 0. 8o1 117. Denver, Colo, 80201
Cardinal Scale Mlg Co. 203 £ Daugherty, Webb Crty. Mo. 64870
•Carman lnduslrie•. Inc .. 1005 W R"erside Or., Jeffersonvrlle. Ind.,
47130
• Carme1Co .. M1netoolOrv, PO. 8o1 127, Shmns!on .. W Va. 26431
• Carol Cable Co, Div. ol A.net. Inc. 249 Roosevelt Ave., Pawluckel.
R I., 02B62
Cmer Pump Co, 1056 Hershey Ave. Musca!rne, Iowa, 52761
Car us Chem1Cal Co .. 1500 8th St. LaSalle, IL, 6130 I
Case, J !., Co. CE. Div., 700 State SI., Racine. Wis., 53404
Cashco, Inc .. 540 N 18th St, Oeca!ur. Ill .. 62525
ea1~1r~·~~~·/ 500 Markel Sr. Centre Square West. P1111adelph1a,
• Ca!erprhar Trac!or Co. I 00 N £. Adams. Peo11a, Ill . 61629
Ce1a "i;'~~hermcal Co. 1211 Ave. ol lhe America.. New York, N Y.,

1

• Celanese fibers Marketing Co., 1211 Ave ot Amencas. llew York,
N Y, 10036
Celhle. Inc, 136 70 York Ra, Cleveland. Ohio. 44133
Cementat1on Co ut A.menca, Inc .. P. 0 Bo• 9, Bramplan Ont,
Canada. L6V 2K7
Ce~ae,:~~ MQ~1rg Ltd. Benllev Works. Benlley, Doncaster. Eng·

5

Cen~j~~~g1nee11ng Co., Inc., 4429 W. Slate St., Milwaukee. Wis,
Cen~j~ ~]"e Equipment Co .. 6200 N. Broadway, St. Louis. Mo.,

Central States lndus1r~s. Inc., Mmmg Products Div. Terminal To-er.
Cleveland. Ohro, 44 I 13
• Cen!nlugal & Mechan11 al lnauslrres. Inc. 146 PresKlenl St.. SI
lours. Mo. 63118
Cerro W11e & Cable Co. Q,v ol Cerro.Marmon Corp., Nicoll and
Canner Sis. Ne• Ha . . en. Conn, 06504
Cer~ ~"~ ~ ~~bie Co (Ma>pe!h). 5500 Maspelh Ave. Ma,pelh.

Cert1f1l'd WeldinK 5.f."·1n1:, lnC'. Drawer F, Slanalord. W Va, 259J. 7
Ch1111 s.,slP.01\. o ... {'' ~" Carlf'I &
Int. PO Bok 126. Spring·
l11•td. Va. ~' ,' t 110
Challf'nMe Cook H1t1\. Inc I ~4.' I I l~alP Avf', lnduwy, (alil.

ro.

l)o"'""" t'r . Nfl• R11l~1n. Conn, OflO~ I
Rrtd~'ll'n"

e

,,,\1-11

h•c- l.1, l 10

21 f\O

I l fhon'lt',

W 190 SI, lo1tf!n..:I"!,

"~·'~"h' 1 hu1'

QI 14~
(h1•.1th.11n I Ir"\ \"'11t h1111& l)f,v11 P Co. 4 IOU C11llrrtd1Pn Dr . I ot11\
1
"1llr. "" .• ,l, .' I
(hrm.-hnn l t11~1 11 l t Wai krr 01 , Ch11.iliu, Ill, bOMH
Chr~~~~~ C1.11p. W11ht111t1, f'rcxturt'. 1111 Wack1•1 Ur. Ctuf16{0. m.

t-.11. ltlhvo.

R1td,'\f1 An11'fl.;111 \\,rp, Ho' IHtl. W Ptthlon, f'.1 18tl4J
RuMh .lrllrc-~ lli.rnllml1, lliv of l'lfl!!!riMt• t 111oi'lft SA (ll k Hr;rn1 hi.
··h11fn1'" W1uk\. Wakc:tht•ld, W Yorh'-. ln11:land
8r1'1tl1•11t k A Hoi~o;n Rllf't' Co. 10440 lrtnlon "-v~. SI lot113., Mo,

Ch€'\lerton. AYr t'omf}dny,
Sto11eh11m. M."' Ol 180

1;.113,•
8rO(~'f1Ht lO!.'l"unohvt'

Orv PtnnbrD Corp. Stetl 81\'lt. Brookv1Hr,
l'•.1~8~5
•
Broun M101ng Coostruchon Co. P.0 Bo- 1589. Fairmont. W Va.

:?655~
Bro~j~'Q~ M1g Div fmerson [lectnc Co .. Bo1 687. Maysville. Ky ..

6

Bru1·n1ng Bearrngs. Inc., 3600 Euchd Ave .. Cleveland, Ohro. 44115
Brumng Co .. P. 0. 8o1 81247. lincoln, Neb., 68501
Bru11ner & Lay, Inc., 9300 King SI., Franklin Pan.. Ill., 60131
Bru!h Transformers Ltd .. P.O. So• 70, Loughborough, Lerceste"
•ll11e, England, LE 11 I HN
Bucl'rus Blades. Inc., 260 [. Beal Ave .. Bucyrus. OH, 44820
BUCJ'IU!·Erre Co .. P. 0. 8o1 56. S. Milwaukee, Wis, 53172
Budil Co .. Plastic Products Div, Polychem Products. Frankhn Ave. &
t>rant Sis .. Phoeniiville, PA. 19460

Clarkson Co. 735 l.oma Verde Ave. Palo Alla. Cahl. 94 303
Claylon Mlg Co. P 0 8o1 5530. ll Monie. C•ul 91 ll4
Claylon Mark·Pacrhc ~al•ts O.v ol Ma•• Controls Corp 1900
Oemp>ler St .. Ev•nslon. IL 60204
tleveland·Armslrong COfp. I IOB S Kolbourn SI. CMaeo. Ill.
60624
Cl•••l•M Wire Clolh & Mtg Co . 3513 l 1Hlh SI . (le•el1nd, Qh.,
44105
C0t.•tir 1.J'Alene) r.o. 81Jg

Mut1llr~r•

lml11\lr11I Pc11h. RI 93.

Ch1i:t~~j nr.11mJhl lqwpm1•11t Co. 191 Howard St. frankhn. Pa,

3

Chr1slen~n

D111mond Product\, fJ 0 Ho1 38 7. 19 31 S. 3n1 W. Sall

la"" City. lll.1h K4 I 10
• Chrnmalloy, Stiuni. lll.1!11· l)iv. I 4b0 Auto Ave. Pt> Bo1 431. EhJcy·
fUS, Ohio, 44f.c. 1{J

e

Cl8A·Gl1GY Corp. Pipe Sys11,ms Oep!, 9B00 Northwe.1 Freeway,
Suite 201, lloll\IOn. T..... 71018

•Cincinnati Mme Machinery Co. 2980 Sp11ng Gro'f'e Ave .. Cmcmnill.

Ohro, 45225

e Cincinnati Rubber

Mftz Co, 01v. of Slewar1·Wi11rner Corp, 4900
Frank.Im Ave. Cmcumatl, Ohio, 4~212
Cisco Fabrrca!lns Co .. P 0 So• 75. C•rluw1lle. Ill, 62626
• CIT Corp., 650 Madison Ave. New York, N Y. 10022
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• 7. lndu)tr1.-1 Pdrll ~P'*lnt, Wash.

99216
Collins lio<>I °''. lluH Norton Co. P \J So• 1119 Charlonr N C.
28232
Colhns Raoo0. 400 (ullon> Rd. N [ Ct!<la• Rapod> IA ~1406
Collrerlnsullttd Wrr• C:o. 100 H1qu•son A•e. loncotn R I 02865
Cott lnduslrres. Crucrbte. P 0 8o1 226 MICIW>d. P1. 15059
Cotumboa Steel Casting Co .. inc., I 042~ N Bloss Ave. Ponlono.
o... 97203
Combushon Equipment Assoc•lles. tn<. 555 Mldoson Ave. New
York .. N Y, 10022
• Co~~S~~ ShearNlg. Inc . I 775 Logan Ave . Youns-1own, Olloo,

e

Commemal I esling & Engrneenng Co. 228 N La Salte St., Chtcleo.
ill, 60601
Communrcahon & Control Eng Co Ltd. Park Rd. Calve.ton. Not·
trngharn England
·
Co~~·~ C ';;'~1ruc1ion & Mrnrng Ltd . Camborne. Corn,.all. En&Jand.

8

Compton Elect11c.al [quopmenl Corp. 120 I 51h SI W · 8o1 285,
~tun!1ngton, WV. 25707
Computer As.. st.anc• Co. 505 Maple Lane, Sewrcllley. Pa. 1514 3
Concrete Equipment Co. Inc . P 0 Bo1 4 30. Ba11. NE, 68008
ConeOnve Gears. A UM ot h·Cefl-0 Corp.PO 8o1 272. Tmene
Crty. Mich. 49684
tonnect1cu1 Hard Rubber Co .. Sub ol Armco Sitt! Corp. 8o1 1911.
New Haven. Conn . 06 509
ConneOsV1lle Corp, 120 S Third, ConnellsV1lle. Pa. 15425
Connors Sleet Co .. P 0 &. 118, Hunlrngton. '# Va .. 25706
Conrac Corp. 330 Madison A•e. Ne-. York. N Y. 10017
Con>0hdaled Railway Corp. 1542 S.1 Penn Center. Pti,lacletplMa,
PA 19103
e Contonental Conveyor &Equipment Co. P D 8o1 400, '#rnlield. Ala ,
35594
ConlonentalOd Co. P 0 Bo• 2197. Houston. Tei, 77001
Conlmental Rubbe< Works. Sub ol Continent.al COCllle< & Sieel lndu>:
lrres. Inc , 2000 lrber1y St, Erre. Pa . 16512
Con1ractors Warehouse Inc .. 1660 No fort Myer Or .. Artrn&UJll. Va.
22209
Control Concepls. Terry Dr. N.wlon. PA. 18940
Con11ol PrOdUC1s. Inc. P 0 Drawer 1087. Beckley. W Va. 25801
Controlled Systems Inc .. P 0 Bo> 175. faormont. W VI. 26554
Con•e)'OI Com-IS Co. 3640 Moh.. ukee. !Jkej)Olt. Midi .
48060
Con~ed Corp. [n,,ronmenl.81 Products°''. 2200 Highcre>t Rd. SI.
Paul.MN.55113
.
Co-Ordinated lnduslnes. Rd • 2 fldughe!ty Run Ra, Co<l<JIJOlt\, l'I.
15108
Copprnser Machinery
e. P 0 Bo• 89. Btuehetd. w Va. 24701
Carhart RelrlClones Co .. Div of Commg Glass Worlls. 1600 W Lee
St . LOUISvdte, Ky, 40210
Costain Mr..ng Lia .. 11 t Westminster Bridge Rd . l"""°". SE I 8£W.
England
Cr•ne Co. 300 Park Ave., New York .. NY, 10022
e Crrsalulh Pump Co, Inc .• 8o1 1051. Glendrve, Mont, 59330
Crosby Group, 2801 Dawson Road, P 0 3128. Tulsa. Oklo, 74101
Crouse Hinds Co .. Woll & 7th North St. Syr1tuse, N Y, 13l01
Crown Iron Worlls Co .. P.0 8o1 1364. MmnNPoirs. Menn., 5~40
Cumm.ns E11i1ne Co .. Inc , I 000 5th St . Columbu• Ind. 4 7201
Curry Manul1ttunng Corp, P. 0. 8o1 618. Glade Sl>rll\I. V1 ..
24340
Cushman.Qt.IC.Lincoln. PO 8o1 82409. 1401 Cut.llman Or .. IJll·
coin, Neb. 6851 l
Cu!ler·Hammer. Inc. 4201 N. 27th St. Milwaukee, Wis., 53216
Cytlone Orrll Co, 0rr'11le. Ono0. 44667
• Cyclone Machine Co<p, P 0 8o1 39. Scan Depot, W. V1 .. 25S60
Cypher Co. The, 1201 Washington Blvd. Pittsburgh .. Pa, 15206
e Cyprus W11e & Cable Co, 421 Rirlgf SI., Rome. t; Y, t 3440

s.......

D
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• Certam.f eed Products Curp. p,pe &Plashes Group, Bo18bO. Valley
lo•~·· Pa. I 94H}

of [lt'Clfo Me..h~n10. I°' . I ~o John

Rnd~t'!lfC\lw l orfl C,1 ol Am~1Ca. 11'1<,
t .al . \ll' ~'' l->

4

CRC Kelley Products. an Oper ol. Crutcher Resources Corp. P.O. So•
3227. Houston. r.. as. 77001
CS[ Mrne Servrce Co . 2000 £ldo Rd . Monroevrlle. Pa . 1514 6
Cable Belt Conveyors Inc .. 3~0 Frith Ave. New York, N Y. 10001
Cabot. Samuel. Inc . One Union SI , 8oslo11, Mass .. 02108
Calgon Corp, PO ~01 1346. P1!bbur~h. Pa, 15230
ea1,ro' ~~p .. lnduslrral Mk1g. Div. 2 u S1autter. Nape.-.111e. 111 •
Call. Inc .. Ray C. PO Bo1 B245. So Charleston. W Va, 25303
Calweld. 0.v ol Sm11h lnlemational, Inc. PO. 8o1 2875, 9200
Sorensen Ave. San le Fe Sp11n~s. Cahl . 906 70
C•l•1S Co. PO. So• 3743. Green l!ay, WI. 54303
C•m-lok Div . Empire Products. Inc , I 0540 Che11er Rd, Cmcrnnal1,
01110. 45215
Cam~~~ E K Co. 1809 Manchester Tr•ttrcway, Kansas City, Mo ..

e

~r111tof\J \.1l11.1t1.>1

o.,

c

Bamn. Haenl1ens Co. 8o1488. Hazellon. Pa .. 18201
Ban,,ries Inc. 8o1 275. Sprague, W.Va., 25926
BASF Wyandotte Corp., Wyanoane. Mrch., 48192
8au,(h & Lomb, SOPO Di• .. 80476 Bausch SI.. Rochester. N Y.,
: 4602
Sear Mlg. Corp., 2B30 5th SI.. Rock Island, Ill, 61201
Bearcal Trre .Co. 5201 W. 65th St.. Chicago, Ill., 60638
Bear 1ng Se.-.oee Co, 500 Dargan St., Pittsburgh, Pa .. 15224
• Bea11ng>. Inc .. 3600 Euchd Ave .. Cleveland. Ohio, 44115
Beaumont. Edward C., 32 36 Candelana Rd .. NE , AlbuQuerque,
llM.87107
Beel man Instruments, Inc .. 2500 Harbor Blvd., Fullenon. Calrl.,
112634
Beele Bros. Inc .• 2724 Srrth Ave. S, Seanle. Wash.. 98006
Bek;~ Steel Wrre Corp., 245 Park Ave., New York. N. Y.. 10017
Bel~ lon1e Insurance Cos , Sub ol Armco Steel Corp., 703 CurtlS SI.,
l!rddletown. OH, 4504 3
Bel~vrlle Wrre CIQ!h Co., Inc .. 135 Lrnle St.. Bellevrlle, N. J., 07109
Bell Hehcop!er Co.PO 8o1482. Fort Worth, Teias. 76101
Bemis Co. Int . 800 Northstar Center. 8o1 84A, Mmneapoh" Mrnn.,
!,5402
Ber1er Associates. Ltd .. P.O Sox 2116. Columbus. 01110, 43216
Bes!emer & Lake Ene R.R., P. 0 Boi.536, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230
Sele Fog Nozzle. Inc , 305 Well• St., Greenlietd, Mass .. 0130 I
Bethlehem Sleet Corp. Martin To-. 8e!hlehem, Pa .• 18016
Bell Laboratories. 4636 Somerton Rd. Trevose .. Pa., 19047
BICC Lrmrled. P.O So• No. 5, 21 Bloomsbury St .. London WC I B
;iQN, England
·
BIF, I UM ol General S.gnal. 1600 0.vrsoon Rd .. Wesl wa .... rck, R. I..
02893
Braci lndus111es Inc, P. 0 8o1 337-L. Cranford, N.J, 07016
B4!~ ~~·g!a ~es G., Township Line & Jolly Rds .. Plymouth Meeting.

e

& Trusl Co. C111zens f'lazd lt>4..11iw111e. Ki.
40202
Clarlt Equ1pmen1 Co. A.ale & Tran~1\~IOl'l Din 324 ON) St.
Hu\.'.hanan. M.ch 4910 7
• Cldrll Equipment Co Consrruclion Mach1ner 1
PU Boa !)•1.
Henion Harbor. MKh, 49022
Clark fqu1pmenl C<>. [,ma Div. 1046 5 M.!on SI. lom1. Olloo
45802
Cl31~i:ior'enl Co Melroe o;,. 112 N Un,.er"I) Or. f•rgo, N 0.
• C1111ens Ftdeht., 8afl1'

DA 1"bto<ant Co. Inc. 133 I W 29th SI. 10<1,•naPohS Ind 46208
OAP Inc. 5300 HullerYllle A,.. P 0 So• 271. D•)ton. Otio0: 4540 I
DP W•y Corp. P 0 lieu 09336. Mol.. aukee, Wrsc 53209
• D.•n• Corp. Si>te. Unove<sal Jomt
P 0 So• 9B6 T - Ollo0
4 3696
.
.
.
11 ...... 1, C R . Inc 34 ~I [llocoll Cenltr 0. I llocon C11y. Md 21043
Oan.,ls Compon1. lhe. lloute 2. So• 20J Hluel,ekl. W VI. 24701
0.. 1 Tmrk Compeny. P 0 So• 311. ~•n•asC•I)' Mo. 64141
llJ1wor1h Co. Tower line. Afon, Conn ObOOI
ll.tvey Comprenor Co. 11060 K,nwood Rd. C1ncinN1t1. OhlD.
45242
e llav~~b~°Q''lfllo. Oroll RI& D". 2310 w l81h St Cnoeo. 111.

°''.

o.,., lnstrumenl Mlg

Co. 51 1 £ 361h SI S.lhmore Md . 21218
Oa"s. J ) . ASIOClllOS, Inc . 7900 We.1pa1• Or . Sle 915. Mclean.
VI., 22101
Davis. John & Son (Oerby) I td. 20 Allrelon Rd. Oerby, 01.2 U8.
England
Day~~ig'/, Rubber PrOducll Div. 333 W 1sl SI . Day Ion. Oluo.
Oaylon AulO!NIK Stoker Co. 111 ~s Ave p 0 Bo1 255, N.
Oayion Statron. Oa)'lon. Oluo. 4 5404
Oea~ ~~lffs Pumps. Inc .. PO 8o1 68172. lnd,.napotrs, IN,

6

Dean Winer & Co. Inc. 130 Liberty SI. New IO<k, t; y. 10006
Deere & Co. John Deere Rd . Molme. IL, 61265
Oeo\~~ ~~~t11t0< Co Inc . The. 90 I Gl•>t1DW Ave . Ft W1yne.

Oet>ter Machine Co .. Inc., P.O. Box 5188, Ft. Wayne, Ind., 46805
Delavan Electronics. Inc., 14605 North 73rd St.. Scottsdale, A11z ..
85260
Delavan Mf&. Co .. Grand Ave. & 4th St., West Oes Moines, Iowa.
50265
Oelta Wire & Cable Co .. 1457 W. Oiversey Pkwy., Ch1tago, 111.,
60614
OEMAG Lauchh1mmer, 704l·Werbung, Forststrasse 16. 4000
Ousseldorf 13. fed. Rep. of Germany
Oeron R& 0 Co.. Inc., P.O. Box 603, Morgantown, W Va., 26505
Oemck Mtg Co .. 588 Ouke Rd., Buffalo. N.Y., 14225
OESA Industries. A Unit of AMCA Intl. Corp., 25000 S. Western Ave ..
Parll foreit. 111, 60466
• Detrick, M. H., Co., 20 N. Wod<er 0.., Chicago, Ill., 60606
Detroit Diesel Allison Div. Gener1I Motors Corp., 13400 W. Outer
0., Oetroit, Mich .. 48228
OeuU Colp., 75B5 Ponce de Leon Cirt., Atlanta, Ga., 30340
OeZur1k, a Untl of General Sign1t, Slrtell, MN. 56377
Otamcnd Cham Co .• 402 Kentucliy A.... lndianapol1s, Ind., 46225
Diamond Crystal Salt Co.. 916 S. River$1de Ave., St. Clair, Mich.,
48079
Diamond Toot Resurch Co., Inc.• 345 Hudson St., New Yori<. N. Y.,
10014
Dick Inc .. R. J., P.O. Box 306, Kin& of Pruuia, Pa., 19406
Oico Co .. Inc., 200 S. W. 16th St.. Oes Moines. IA, 50305
Dileo. Inc., Bor 238, Findlay, Ohio, 45840
Dings Co., Oynamiu Group, 4 742 W. Electric Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.,
53219
Omgs Co .. Magnetic: Group, 4 742 W. Electric Ave .. Milwaukee .. Wis.,
53219
Divers1hed ElecttOnics. Inc .. 119 N. Morton Ave., EvansV1lle, Ind.,
47711
Dixie Beannp, Inc., 3600 Euclid Ave .. Cleveland. Ohio, 44115
Dixon V1lve & Coupling Co., KRM Btd&.. BOO High St., Chestertown.
Md., 21620
Dodge Dov., Rl!l11nce Eiectnc Co., 500 So. Union St., M1Shawaka, Ind.,
465'4
Dominion Eng1,_,,,a Works Ltd., P.O. Box 220. Montreal, Que.,
Canada, H3C 2SS
Oon11dson Co., Inc .. P.O. Box 1299 (1400 W. 94 St.). M1nneapohs.
MiM .. s~o
Dorr·Oliver Inc., 77 Havemeyer U .. Slamford. Conn, 06904
Dorr Oliver Long. ltd., Orillia, Ontano. Canada
()oSQ) Colp., 740 Vistl Peril Dr., Pittsburgh, Pa .. I 5205
eo.:' ~veyor & Equipment Co ... Inc .. Box 300. Midvale. OH,

• 4
Dow Chemical Co .• 2020 Abbott Rd. Center, Midland. Mich. 4B640

Dow Comi,,, Corp., Midland. Micfl., 48640
Dowell Div. of the Dow Chelnal Co., P.O. Box 21. Tulsa, Okla.,
74102
• Dowty Corp., Procress St.. Cranbe<ty Industrial Park. Zelienople. Pa ..
16063
Omo Corp., One Otrver eiaza. Pittsburgh, Pa., 15222
llmS8f Industries. Inc.. Crane & Hoist ()per1tions. W. Broadway,
Mu$kep, Mid>., 4944 3
Dresser Industries. Inc .. Industrial Pnxlucts Div., 900 W Mount St ..
ConnersVllle, Ind . 47 331
Dresser M1nufacturing. Dov. Clr9$ser Industries, Inc., 450 fisher
Ave.. Bradtonl. Pa., 16 70 I
O.esser Minina Services & Equipment Div., P.O. Box 24647, Dallas.
Te11s. 7522•
·
Drill S~teml Inc., P. 0. Box 5140, Slat1011 "A", Calgary, Alberta.
Canada, T2H IX3
OvaJ(I Co., Inc., The. I' 7 E. Second St., Mineola, N. Y., 11501
Duff·NOl1on Co., P. 0. Box 1719, Charlotte. N. C., 2B232
• du Pont de Nernou,., E I. & Co. Inc., 1007 Marllet St., Wilmington,
Oet.• 19898
0u~5 ~i\' & Mtg. co.. 41 s;g1er st.. aox 1266. Sptinglield, Ohio.

e
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Duquesne Mino Su11P11 Co., 2 Cioss SI.. Pittsburgh, Pa., 15209
DurakOOI, Inc .• 1010 North Main St. Elkhart, Ind., 46514
Durex Products. Inc., NaH.
Clolll Div., Luck, Wisc., S4853
Ouriron Co., Inc.• The, 450 N. Findlay St., OaytOn, Ohio. 45404
Dyner Div., Ai>tilled Powet Inc .. 770 Capitol Or., Pewaukee, Wis ..
53072
Dyson, Jos., & Sons Inc., 53 Fr!lldom Rd., Painesville, Ohio. 44077

w.,,

E
Eagle CruSher Co .. Inc., Rt 2, Box 72. Galion, Ohio, 44B33
• Eagle Iron Wort.s, 129 Holcomb Ave., Oes Moines, IA, 50313
East Penn l\llJ. Co .. Lyon Station, Pa., 19536
Easton Car & Construction Co., Holly & Liberty Sis., Easton. Pa ..
180•2.
Eaton Corp, Wor1d Headquarters, 100 Enev1ew Plaza, Cleveland.
Ohio. 44114
Elton Corp., Axle Di• .. 739 E. 140 St., Cleveland, Ohio, 44110
Eaton Corp.. Forestry & Construction Equipment Dov, Tro1an Circle.
Batavia, N. Y., 14020
Eaton Corp,, H01stlna Equipment Dov, Hwy I. North, Forrest City.
Ari< .. 72335
E1ton Corp, lndustnal Drives
99 l 9 Clinton Rd. Clevtland.
Ohio. 44111
E1~ ~f. Transmission Div. 222 Mosel A,.. Kalamazoo. Moch.

°'"
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e

Economy fuse Dov. fl!dtral PacdlC Elec Co, 2070 Mllllt St .. O.s
Plaonn. •.. 60016
E.imont·w.1$0I\, O.v of ll«ton, Ooclunson & Co. J 17 2 W1lnut St .
Cosllocton., Ohio. '3812
E"""'°"~Coip.ManorO.•Bldg •l.1910CochranRd.
f'lllsburall,P,, IS220
fomcoMnitl&MlcliU111ry.EnV1rol9CllCorp,PO Bor 1211.S.ltlake
C.tr. UT. 84110
Electnc Macllillety Mia Co .. 800 C.ntral Ave .. Minn..po111. Minn.
55413
Electnc Products Dov., Portee Inc .• 1725 Clarllstone Rd .. Cleveland.
Ohio, Ul 12
Electro, 15146 Downey Ave., Paramount, CA. 90723
Electrolacl 3•07 Rose Ave .. Ocain, N,J., 07712
E~7 ~~ Battery Co., 1225 Eost 40tn St., Chlnanooaa. Tenn,

4

• Electro Sw1tcfl Colp., King Avt . Weymouth. Mm .. 021 BS
• Et..J1y, Inc., P.O Bo, 607, Euaene. Ore .. 97401
Electronlled Chemicals Corp.. S. Bedford SI Bu~1ngton Mass
01803
..
.
.

a

Elkhorn Industrial Product! Corp, P. 0 Bo• 652, Martin. Ky., 41649
ELMAC Colp., P.0 Bo• 1692, Huntington, W. Va , 25 717

Emaco Inc .. 111 Van Riper Ave. Elmwood Park. N.J., 07407
Energy Packaging, Inc., P.O Bo• 22, Virg1n1a, MN, 55792
ENERPAC, Div. ol Applied Power Inc., Butler. W1\ .. 53007
EnghSh Drilling Eqwpment Co I td , Lindley Moor Rd .. Huddersfield
HD3 3RW, Yorkshire .. England
Enllgn·Bicklord Co., The, P 0 Bo1 7, Simsbury, Conn., 06070
Ensign Electric Div.. Harvey HuDbell Inc . 914 Adams Are., P 0 Bo1
820. Huntington, W. Va. 2S7 I 2
Enterpt1se f ab11cators. Inc . Sor I~ I. Bri\tol. Va .. 24 20 I
Entoteter Inc, P.O Boa 1919, New Ha.en, Conn. 06509
Environeermg, Inc. 7401 N Hamlin. Skokie, Ill. 60076
Envirex, Inc.. 1901 S. Prairie. Waukesha. WI, S31B6
EnVlro·Ciear. a Div. of Amstar Corp .. Readington Rd. & Industrial
Pkwy. Somerville. N J.. OBB76
Environmental Control Systems. Inc., P. 0. Bo• 167. Gallaway,
Tenn., 38036
Environmental Equip. Div, FMC Corp , 1800 FMC Or. West. llasta,
IL, 60143
Envirosphere Co. 21 West St. New York, N.Y., 10006
EnV1rotech Corp., E1mco 8SP Div., 669 W. 2nd South, Salt lake City,
Ulah. 84110
Epling Mlg. Co .. Inc. P.O. Bo• 756. Grundy, Va., 24614
E·Power Industries Corp., 211 Mississippi. Box 2040, W1Ch1ta falls ..
Tex .. 76307
Equipment Corp. ol America. Bo• 306. Coraopolis, PA, 15108
Eqwpment Mlg. Services. Inc. RD 2. Bo1 70, Harmony, Pa., 16037
Erico Products. Inc .. 34600 Solon Rd .. Solon, Ohio. U 139
ErlO.I Magnet>Cs, 381 Magnet Dr, Erie, Pa, 16512
eESCOCorp, 2141 N. W. 25th St., Portland, Ore. 97210
Euclid, Inc .. Sub. ol White Motor Corp .. 22221 St Clair Ave .. Cleve·
land., Ohio, 44117
Eutectic Corp., 40·40.172nd St., flushing, NY. 11358
Everson Electric Co .. PO Bo• 268B. Lehigh Valley, PA, l 800 I
Excoa. Inc., 11441 Willows Rd., Redmond, Wash .. 9B052
E1ide Power Systems Div .. ESB Inc, Rt>1ng Sun and Adams Ave.,
Philadelphia, Pa .. 19120
Enon Co .. U.SA, P. 0 Boa 2180. Houston, Te•. 77001

e

e
e

F
FAG Bearinas Corp. Hamilton Ave. Stamloid. Conn .. 06904
fMC Corp .. Agricultural Machinery O.v., 5601 £ Highland A...,.,
Jonesboro. Ark .. 72401
FMC Corp .. Bearing Div .. 760 I Rockville Rd .. Box BS. lnd1anapolt>.
Ind. 46206
FMC Corp, Cham Div .. 220 S. Belmont. Bo• 3468. lndranapolis. Ind.,
46206
FMC Corp., Crane & E•cavator Div., 1201 Suth St., S. W., Cedar
Rapids. Iowa. 52406
FMC Corp., Drive Div .. 2045 W. Hunting Park Ave .. Ph1ladelph1a. Pa.
19140
FMC C0tp, L1nk·Belt Material Handling Systems Div .. 3400 Walnut
St., Colmar, Pa .. 18915
FMC Corp., Material Handling Equipment Div., 70B Lexington Ave.,
Homer City. Pa., 1574B
• FMC C0tp., Min1ng lqu1pment Div, Drawer 992. Fairmont. W. Va ..
26554
FMC Corp. Pump Div .. 2005 Northwestern Ave .. lndranapolrs .. Ind.,
46208
FMC Corp .. Steel Products Div., Box 1030, Anniston, Ala, 36201
fabreeka Products Co, P.O. Box f/J 190 Adamt St., Bostori, MA
~124
'
e fabricated Metals Industries, Inc., P.O. Box 8336, Roanoke, Va.,
24014
fabr1·Valve. P.0 Bo• 4367. Portland. OR. 97208
Falmr Bearing Div of Textron Inc., 37 Booth St., New Britain, Conn.,
06050
•
•
• fagersta. Inc., • 2 Henderson Or., W. Caldwell. N. J, 07006
failing. George E.. Co, A Div. ol Azcon Corp. 2215 S Vin Buren,
P. 0. Box 872. Emd, Okla. 73701
fairbanks Co, The, 2 Glenwood Ave., Binghamton, N. Y., 13902
Fairbanks Morse Engine Div .. Colt Industries, 70 I Lawton Ave., Be·
lo1t. Wis .. 53511
Fairbanks Weighing Div .. Coll lndustiie" 711 E. St. Johnsbury Rd.,
St. Johnsbury .. Vt, 05819
Fairc.hdd. Inc., P. 0. Bo1 890. Beckley, W. Va, 2SBOI
F11rf1eld Eng1neenng Co., 324 Barnhart St., Manon, Ohio, 43302
Fairmont Supply Co .. Bo1 SOI. Washington, Pa., I 5301
•Falk Corp .. The, Box 492, Milwaukee, Wis., 53201
farrell·Cheek Steel Co., 706 Lane St .. Sandusky, Ohio. 44B70
fast~~'i~ouse. Inc., 2231 Saw Mill Run Blvd. Pittsburgh. Pa.

e

Fate·lnternattonal Ceramic & Processml Equipment, OIY. ol lhe Fate·

:fJ6H

nth Co .. a Sanner Co .. Bell High Si•. Plymouth. Ohio.
5
• Fate·Roo1-Heath Co. Plymouth Locomot1ve5 Div. Autohf1 Ind. Trucks
Div., Bell & H;gh 111. Plymouth. Ohio. 44B65
federal Metal Hose Corp P. 0. So• 548. P11nesville, Ohio. 44071
federal·Mogul Corp. P 0 Bo• 1966. lletro1t. Mich. 482 35
federll Supply & Equ1pmenl Co. Inc, Bo, I 21. 4000 Parkway
Lane. Hilliard. Ohio. 43026
fffCO International. Inc. 3913 Algoma Rd. Gr.,.n Say. WI. 5430 I
femco
Gutton lnd11>lne>. Inc. P 0 Bo• 33. 2000 Bethel Or,
High Pooni. NC. 27261
• Fenner Amet1c1 Ltd . 400 EHI Main SI . Mtddltilown, Conn . 06"4 S7
Ftnner. J H &Co, I Id M1rfleet Hull, 'forks.trne. tngland. HU9 SRA
fttgoson. HK . Co . One lrlfvitw Pla11, Clevel•nd, Ohio, U 114
ftrmont Di• Di·n1mocs Corp of America. 14 I North Ave. Bridge.
port. Conn . 06606
Ferro·lech. Inc. 12.ll 8anks.,lleRd. PinsDurgn. Pa. 15216
• F1at·Alhs Construcllon Mdchint•r)·. Inc. P.O Bo1. 1213. Miiwaukee.
WI. 5305 l
F1berglus ResourCf\ Corp Molor Ave, Farmingdale, N Y.. I I 73!l
f1bfe·Melal PrOOu<h
(!(,. Z48. Concorovlile. Pa. 1933 I
f1delitr Eiect11c Co 1.. , Jl2 Nootn Arch St.. Lancaster. Pa. 17604
FiH·VK C0<p .. PO Bo• ,'1'51, Tempe. A111., 85282
Finn Equipment Co. 2525 Due• Cr""' Rd. Cmcmnati. Ohio. 45208
Fire Protection Supplies Inc .. 50 I M@rcer SI . Prmceton. W Va
H7~
•
.
•Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. 1100 forestone Pkwy. Akron. Ohio
44317
.
• F1r•t Colony Corp., P 0 Bo• 296, Grrene & Acme Sis. M1r1f!lla.
Ohio. 45750

o,,.

ro.
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ftrstmark Momson Inc . I 0 J Oeta .. are Ave . Bu Halo. N Y l C102
•first National Ban• ol Maryl•n<l. Energy Resource\ Q.,. 2S S
Charle\ St. Baltimore. Md. 21202
F1,her Controts Co. PO Bo, I 90. Marhsalltown. IA. 5015B
Fisher Sc1ent1hc Co, 711 Forties A•e, Pittsburgh. Pa. 15219
Flat Top Insurance Co., P 0. Bo• 439. Bluelietd .. w Va. 24701
• fleetguard, B204 Elmbrootl. Suite 250, Dallas, Te•. 7S24 7
fletcher. J H. & Co .. P 0. Bo• 2143, Huntington. W Va. 25722
Fletcher SutcbNe Wdd, Ltd, Horbury. Wakelield, Y0tkshire. England
fleuust Co.(),. ot Callahan M1mng. 11 Chestnut St, Amesbury.
MA. 01913
• fle11bte Steel Lacina Co, 2525 W1scon5ln Ave. Downer\ Grove, Ill.
60515
fle11bleValve Corp .. 9 Empire Blvd. Soutl> Hackensack.NJ. 07606
Fieao Products. Inc, 24B64 O.tr0ot Rd, Westlake. Ohio. U 14 5
Fleiowall Corp . Box I SB. Kew Gardens. N Y I 14 I 5
flood C1f'r BralS & Eiectnc Co .. Me\se.,er & Elder Sts. Jo/\nstown.
Pe. 15907
e flowers Transportation. lllC , P0. Bo• I 58B. Greenvolte. Miss..
38701
fluid ContrOls Inc .. 834 I Tyler Blvd. Mentor, Ohio, 44060
Flu1dnve Eng1neerin1 Co lid. flul'lnve Works. Worton Rd. lsleworth
Midolesea. England. l216EH
fly1t C0tp. 129 Gtooe< Avt. Nor.alil .. Conn. 06856
Foote Mineral Co, Route 100, bton. Pa, 19341
Ford Div of f0<d Motor Co. Rotunda Or at Southlield. OearbOrn.
Mich. 48121
Ford Steel Co , 24 75 Rodi Island 81"1 . SI LOW). Mo , 6304 J
ford Tractor & Implement. 2500 E Miple Rd. Troy. Mich. 48084
formsprag Co. 23601 Hoove< Rd. P.O Boa 778. Warren. Men.
4B090
e fort Ptn Steel Casting. 200 25th St. McKeeSllOrf. Pa. IS I 34
Foster. L. 8, Co. 415 Hc*lay 0.. P1nsbuf811, Pa. I S220
fo•boro Co. The. 3B Neponset Ave .. Foxboro. MU\ .. 02035
Frazer & Jones. Box 11 SS, S,racuse, N Y. I 320 I
Frednk Mogensen A8. Box 78. S. 544 00 HJO, S Frick ·GaOagtier Mii Co, The, 201 S. Mi<higan Ave. Wellston. Ohio,
45692
frog SMtch Mtg Co., Eut Loutller St. Cattlsle, Pl. 17013
Fruehauf Dov. fruehlulCorp .. 10900 H;irper. OetrOlf, Mich, 48232
Fuller Co., A Gatx Co. P 0 8o1 29. Callsauqua. Pa. l B032
Fullerton, Hodglrt & llatdly ltd., Vulcan Worlls, Renlrew Rd .. Pat!Jey
P~3 48£. Scotland

e

G
GAfCorp.140W 5lstSl,NewYorll,N Y, 10020
GCA Technotogy Dov . Burlington RIJ . Bed lord. Mass . 0 I 730
GEC Mechanical Handling Ltd. ll&rch Wilk, Enth. Kent OAS IQH,
England
GMC Truclt & Coadl Dov. 660 So BoulMrd. E. Pontiac. Midi.
48053
GJf Sylvania Inc .. 100 flfSI A"". Wallham. Ma:;s. 0215•
G & W Electric Siiecllltr Co., 3500 W. 12 7th St., Blue Island. 11 ,
60406
Ga1· Tron1Cs Corp., 400 E Wyomissma Ave, Monhnton, Pa .. 19540
GahgherCo .. The, UOW. 8th S., P.O. lloll 209. San 1.Akec.ty. Ullh,
84110
Gallon ManutachKins
Oresser lnduslnes. Inc . P O Bo• 64 7.
Gallon, Otuo. '4833
Gammeter, W f., Co., P.O. Boa 307. Cadll, Ohio, 43907
Gardner·Oenver Co., P.O. Box I020, Denver. COO. 8020 I
Garland Mtg. Co., &anlan.16rvi' 5645S
Gates Engr. Co, 201 N. ~St., Beckloi. W Va., 25801
•Gates Rubller Co.• The. 999 Soutll BrolOway, Denver. COO, 80217
Gauley Sales. Inc .. PO. Box 308. Gluley llndge, W Va, 25085
GeneratAlununumSmetW&Co., P.0 Box 11430.
Mo.,
64112
General Av11tion Dov., Rcci<well lnter111bonat, 500 I N Rock...ti A..,.,
Bethany. Okla., 73008
• General Battery Corp. Box 1262. Rudang. Pa. 19603
General Cable Colp .. 500 W. P\Jtnam Ave .. Greenwich. Conn,
06B30
Gener11Electric Co .. CartJotovSyslems Dept. Box 237. General Post
Office. Detroit, MICl1, 4B232
General Elec!rlcCo. DC Motor & Generator Dept, 3001 E. Lake Rd ..
Erie. Pa. 16531
General Electric Co. lndustnat Sates !Joy., l
Rd, Scllenectady,
NY .. 12345
General Electric Co, Instrument Products Operation, 40 federal St.,
lynn. Mass. 01910
General flectr1C Co.. lnsul Mns. I Campbell Road. Schenectady.
N.Y .. 12306
General Electric Co. Limp Marketing Oept., Nela Park, Cleveland,
OlllO. 44112
Gen<ral [lectroe Co, Locomot1vt Products O.pt, 2901 E Lake Rd.,
Erie. Pa. 16501
General Electrot Co .. Moboie RadioO.pt, PO Sor 4197. Ly11Chburg.,
Va. 24502
General Electric Co. Power Circuit Breaker Oept., Section I. 6901
Elmwood Are. Ptutadelph1a,. Pa, 19142
Ge,,... al Electric Co .. Transportat1on Systems Business 0.v .. 290 I E.
Lake Rd, Erie, Pa, 16501
General Electric Co, Wire and Cable Oept, 12B5 Boston Ave.
811d11eport. Conn, 06602
Gene1al E1eetnc Co .. W1nng Device Product Oept.. 95 Hathaw1y St .
Providence. R. I, 02904
General Electric Credit Corp., Pittsburgh, Pl .. I 5205
General Equipment & Ml1. Co, Inc., 3300 fern Valley Rd .• Louosvdle,
Ky .. 40213
Gen6o~ ~nematics Corp., 77 7 lake lunch Rd. 8amngton, Ill.

°'' ,

11an.,,c11y,

11i,.,

1

General Retract0ties Co.US Retract9'16 Dov . 600 Grant St. Pins·
burgn. Pa .. 15219
Gene1al Re,..,•ce C0<p, 201 S. l•d St, Hopi""'· Minn. 55343

General Sctent1hc [qu1pn"ltnt Co. L1mek1tn Pike & Wdkami Ave.
Phil•delph1a. P1 .. 19150
Gener it Sphce C0rp, Bo• 392. CJoton Oam Rd .. Croton Mud~ ..
N Y. 10~20
G•n.,a1 Supply & leu1na Co. 64 Kansas Ave. Kansas C1tr. Kan •
6&105
General lire & Ru- Co., Tne, One Gener11 St. Akron. Ollio.
44309
GenRad. 300 Biker A•e, Conc.,d, Min. 017 4 2

Hewlett·Pack•rd. 815 14th St, SW .. P 0 Bo• 301. Laveland. Coro.
80537
•.Heyl & Patte,.on. Inc, 7 Parkway Genier. Pittsburgh, Pa. 15220
HITCO. Sub. al Armco S1eel Corp, Ba• 1091, Alandra Station. Ga•·
dena. Cal. 90249
Hobart Bros Co. 600 W. Mam SI.. Troy. Ohoo. 4 53 73
Hottman Diamond Products. Inc . T1ona &Cedar Sts .. Punxsutawney.
Pa .. 15767
Holley, Kenney, Schott. Inc. 921 Penn Ave. Pittsburgh, Pa, 15222
Holmes Bros Inc, 510 Jund1an Ave, Oanvrlle. Ill .. 61 B32
Holz RubDer Co. A Randran O". P 0 Bo• l 09. 1129 Sacramento
St.. Lado. Calol. 95240
Hamehte DIV. Trrtron Inc. P 0 Bo• 7047. Charlotte. N. C.. 28211
Homestead lndu1troe1. Inc, PO Ba• 348. Coraopohs, Pa .. 15108
Honeywell Inc. Process Control o,.. 1100 V1ng1ma Or. Fort Wash·
mgton. Pa .. 19034
Hassleld Mlg Co. 440 W Thord St.. Winona, Minn .. 55987
Houdaille Hydrauhc., 531 E Delavan A,e, Buffalo.NY, 14211
Houghton & Co. E. f . 303 W. Lehigh Ave·. Phlladetph1a .. Pa .. 19133
Howe Richardson Scale Ca , 680 Van Houten Ave. Chttan. N. J .
07015
Hoyt Wore Ciotti Ca. 10 Allrasa St. Box 1577, Lancaster. Pa,
17604
Huller Corp., DIV ol A 1·0. Inc .. 200 No Greenwood SI. Manon, OH.
43302
Hublnger Co. The, Keokuk. Iowa. 52632
Hughes. L J.. & Sans. Inc . 320 Turnptke Rd . Summersville, W Va .
26651
Hughes Image Oevoces. 6855 El Cammo Real. Carlsbad. Cal.
92008
Hughes Toal Co .. P 0 Bo• 2539, Houston. lex, 77001
Hulburt Oil &·Grease Co. 2200 East Caslor Ave. Pholadelphoa. Pa,
19134
Hunslet HOidings ltd. Hunslet Engine Works. Leeds LS 10 IBT. Eng·
land
Huntec (70) Ltd .. 2 5 Howden Rd, Scarborough. Ont.. Canada, Mr•
5A6
Huron Mlg. Carp .. PO Sa• 1398, Huron SO. 57350
Huwood lrwm Co, So• 409. l"'1n, Pa, 15642
Huwood L1m1ted. Gateshead, Tyne & Wear. NE 11 OLP. England
HYCO. Inc. Sub al The Weatherhead Co .. 1401 Jacobson Ave.
Ashland. Ohoo, 44805
Hydrauhc Products Inc. P.O Box 458. Slurtevant. W•s .. 53177
Hydreco, A Unit al General Signal, 9000 E Michigan Ave. Kalama
zoo. Mich .. 49003
Hydr-O·Matrc Pump DIV .. Werl·McLam Co. Inc .. Claremont & Baney,
PO. Box 327. Ashland, Ohio. 44805
Hy Tesl Safety Shoes D" International Shoe Co. 1509 Washington
· Ave. St. louos. Mo. 63166

• G!<>metrics. 395 Java Dr., Sunnyvalle. Cal .. 94086
G:OMIN. Calea Vict0<1e1 109, Bucharesi, Roma111a
G!<>rge Evans Corp .. The. 121 37th St .. Mohne. Ill. 61265
GIson Screen Co .. P. 0. Box 99. Malinta. Ohio. 43535
Gobe Battery Oiv .. Globe Union Inc, 5757 N. Greenbay Ave, M11.
waukee, Wis. 53201
GoDe Safety Products, Inc .. 125 Sunrise Pl, Dayton. Ohoo, 45407
Gosser. M.. and Sens. tnc., 72 Messengor St .. Johnstown. Pa .
15902
G~der Associates, Inc .. 10628 N.£. 38th Pl .. Kirkland. Wash,
98033
GlO<lall Rutlber Co .. WMehead Rd .. Trenton, N. J. 08604
Glodbary E11gmeering Co.. 1518·R Sa. Norlolk, Tulsa. Okla .. 74120
Glodman Equipment Corp .. 4834 South Halsled St .. Chicago. Ill.,
60609
GlodtlCh. B f .. Chemical Co .. 6100 Oak Tree Boulevard. Cleveland,
01110, 44131
Glodnch, B. f.-Eng1neered Systems Co .. 500 S. Main SI .. Akron.
Ohoo. 4431B
Glodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. 1144 E. Marl<et St. Akron, Ohio.
44316
Gwman·Rupp Co .. The, P. 0. Box 1217, Mansfield. Ohoo. 44902
Gould Inc , Century Electric DIV .. 1831 Chestnut St .. St. Louis. Mo.,
63166
Gould Inc, Industrial Battery Oiv .. 2050 Cabot Blvd W. Langhorne,
Pa .. 19047
Gcoulds Pumll\. Inc .. 240 Fall St .. Seneca falls. N. Y.. 13148
Goyne Pump Co .. East Centre St., Ashland. Pa .. I 7921
Gcace. w.R & Co .. ConJlruC1lon Products Div .. 62 Whittemore Ave ..
Cambridge. Mass .. 02140
·
Great I.likes Instruments. Inc .. 7552 N. Teutanoa Ave. Mrlwaukee.
Wisc. 53209
Green lnternatranal, Inc .. 2015 Grand Ave .. Des Moines. Iowa.
50312
Greenbank Cast Basalt Eng. Co. LUI .. Gate St.. Blackburn. Lanes ..
England
Green&Bte lndustnal Polymers Ltd .. lrwell Works. Ordsall Lane, Sal·
font MS 4TD. England
Greening Donald Co. Ltd .. P.O. Box 430, ~am1llan .. Ont.. Canada
Gr eenVllle Steel C.r Co .. Greenvrlle. Pa.. 1612 5
Grottolyn Co .. Inc .. P. 0. Box 3324B. Houston. Tex .. 77033
G1<1dex-CW1 Oistnbubng Co .. 655 Bnea Canyon Rd. Walnut, Cal.
91789
Gr;enctler Crusher & Pulverizer Co .. 2917 N. Marl<et St., St. Lours,
Mo' 63106
Gr Jner. Oiv al Smith lntemational, Inc. Drawer 911. Ponca City,
Cllcra. 74601
Gull Doi Chemoc.als Co.. P.O. Box 2100. Houston. Ter .. 77001
• Gutt Oil Corp, Dept OM. P.O. Box 1563. Houston. Teras. 77001
Gull States Paper Corp.. P.O. Box 3199, Tuscaloosa. Ala .. 35401
e Gullrck Oollson Intl. Ltd .. P.O. Bar 12. Wogan. Lancashire. England.
WNI 30D
Gundlach. T J.. Machine Co ... Oiv. J. M J. lndustroes. Inc .. P. 0. Box
385, Belleville, Ill.. 62222
Gunson's Sar1ex (Mineral & Automation) Ltd . Hyde lnduslnal Es·
tale, The Hyde, London NW9 6PX, England
Gustin·BaW\ Oiv .. Mniqu1p Corp., P.O. Box 366. lawrent2. l\an ..
66044
Guyan Machinery Co .. P. 0. Box 150, Logan, W. Va .. 25601

e

e

e

e

e

e

1ietd Herts

t.f.f Imperial Corp Norn!ltown Rd Spnng House, Pa .. 19477

e

ITT GnnneH Corp, 260 W. Exchange St .. Providence. RI., 0290 I
ITT Harper. 8200 Lehigh A•e. Morton Gro•e. 111, 60053
ITT Holub lndustroes, 413 DeKalb Ave .. Sycamore. Ill .. 60178
ITT, Industrial & Automatran Systems, 41225 Plymouth Rd. Ply·
moulll. Mich. 48170
ITT Royal Electric, 95 Grand Ave .. Pawtucket.RI .. 02862
ILG Industries.°'' al C•mer Corp., 2850 N Pulaski Hd .. Chocaga.
Ill, 60641
.
llhnaos Gear /Wallace Murray Corp , 2108 N. Natchez Ave .. Chicago.
Ill .. 60635
Impact Rotor Toal tnc .. Route 30. E. lrwm. Pa. 15642
lmperial·Eastman Corp., 6 300 W Howard St. Ch1caeo, Ill. 6064 8
Imperial Ool & Grease Co. I 0960 Wolshore Blvd . Los Angeles. C•I.
90024
lndei;endent f•plosoves Co, 20950 Center Rodge Rd. Cleveland.
Ohio, 44114
Indiana s1 ..1& F•bricatmg Co, Rt 286 Sa, Indiana, Pa. 1570 I
lndu~lndl

Conlrit(flng ol Fairmont, Inc. P 0 Bo1 352. Fairmont W
Va. 26554
Industrial Electric Reels Inc .. l 12S Jackson St. Omaha. Neb.
68102

lndu'5lt1al Pneumatic Systems. Sub of lnduslnal Contracting of ra1r

monl. Inc. P.O Box 352. faormont. W Va, 26554
lndustro•I RubDer Products Co .. P.O. Box 2348. 815 Court Sr
Charleston. W Va .. 25328
Industrial s1 ..1Co .. P 0. Box 504. Carnegie. Pa. 15106
lnflo Resometnc Scale Inc .. 2324 University Ave. St Paul. Mmn.

e
e

H.. ~er S·~deley Erectnc E•port ltd. P 0 Ba. 20. Loughborough,
.. e~s. L£ 11 I HN. England

•

Hay:sen-N1los Conttow Ltd., Triumph Rd, Lenton. Nottingham. Eng·
land. NG7 2Gf
Haz !n Research. Inc .. 460 I Indiana SI . Golden. Colo, 8040 I

: I

55114
lngersoll·Rand Co, Woadchlt Lake. N J, 07675
Inland Sleel Co. 30 W. Monroe St, (h1c.i~o. Ill. 60603
Insley Mlg, A Unot ol AMCA lnl'I. Corp .. 80 I N Olney P 0 Bo•
11308. \ndoanapahs, Ina .. 46201
lnternat10nal Alloy Steel D<v. CurtlS Noll Corp .. 3911 St Claor A•e.
Cleveland. OH. 44114
lnterncUIOn.31 Harves1er Co., 40 l N M1ch1gan Ave . Ch1cat10. Ill .
60bl I

International Salt Co, Clarks Summit. Pd, 18411
Interstate [qu1pmt!nl Corp. 300 Ml lebdnOn Blvd . Pittsburgh. Pa

15234

HB Electrical Mlg. Co .. P.O Box 1466. Mansfoeld. Ohoo, 44901
Heaj WrishtMln & Co. ttd. lht fridrage. V.rm<>n·lffs, 5tockton.
I:ievetand, England, TS 17 6Al
Heil Process Equipment Co .. DIV. al Dart Industries. Inc .. 34250 Molls
Hd .. Avon. Ohio. 44011
Heintt Manutactums. Inc .. 6229 Giahon Rd .. Valley Coty, Oho0.
•14280
• Hl'l,;g CarDon Products, Inc .. 2550 N 30th St. M1l,.aukee. Wos.

Iowa lndu'oi,nal Hydr&\111{:'5, Int, lndu'!th1al Park Rd. Pocahon1a!i.

Iowa. 50574
Iowa ManulacturonR Co. 916 16th SI . N E. Cedar H•P<ds, Iowa,
52401
IGwa Mold loahn~ Co, !nc. llOO H1jthway 18 West Gam9f. \o..,.a.
50438
hath1n, Systrms. lnr.. lnd11slnal P1rk, lhbbmg, Minn. SS1•6
lreco Chem1r&1I\ Co Kenn~olt Rid&. 5wte 1'16. SAii llkf! r:11y,,

~·3210

• H.,IT.scheidt Ameroc.a. Ste. 660. Man0< Oak No l. Pittsburgh. Pa.
15220
• Hcncler>on Gear Corp .. Venetia Rd .. Venet1a. Pa. 15361
Hrnilnck Mtg Co. Lock Bo• 497, CarDondalc, Pa, 18401
Ho•nclrn Mlg Co. Inc.. P. Q. Boa 919. Mand1eld, la. 710~2
Hnm.ley lndustm" Inc. 2108 Jot flfld Rd. 0.llas. T", 752]q
Hercules Inc . Hercules Tewer. 9 l O ,,._.•t St .. Wolmmaton. Del .
19899
Hrrold Ml& Co. 21 5 H<Ckor; St. S.:renton, Pa
Hrwitt·Rollms Conveynr Eq"1pm1nt t~v Lonon Systems. Inc. 270
Pina.- AYP. Passaoc. N J. OIOSS
Hrwin·Robms ll<v. lottan Sy•tctm>. Inc .. PO. eo, 1481. Columl>a.
s.c. 29202

e

e

Oircaao.•.

K

I &M Equipment Sales. Inc .. R #I. Bo• 28M. Bourbon .. Ind. 46504

H
H<>:ker lnsirumenu Inc .. P 0. Box 657. Fa1rfreld, N J, 07006
HaJlglund & Saner. All. f~ck. 891 01 OrnskOldsvrk I.. S"'eden
Haun lndustroes. Mone & Mdl Specoaltoes. 50 Broad,.ay. New York,
N. Y. 10004
Halecrest Co, Mt Hope Mina Dov .. Ml. Hope Rd. Mt. Hopt, N. J.
07885
Hallcburton Servrces.flesearch Cen1er. P.O. Bo• 1431, Duncan ..
Okla. 73533
e Halllte Seals Inc.. 1929 Lakeview Dr .. fort Wayne. Ind., 46808
Ha1nmermill>. Inc. Sub ol P.tt1bone Car? .. 625 CAve. N W.. Cedar
Rapids. Iowa. 52405
Hammond, J V Co., N. lst St. Spangler. Pa .. 15775
Haro<:D lnternatoonal Oiv. of Hannon E1«tnc Co. 1605 W•ynesburg
Rd .. Canton. OhlO. U 707
Harison, RA. Dose .. Ltd.. P. 0. Boa 7400. Spokane. Wash .. 99207
Hardman Inc. BelleVllle, N.J., 071()9
Ha1dy Pla11ts. 587 Harmony Rd .. Ne• Brighton. Pa, 15066
Hardy Salt Co .. P. 0. Drawer 449, St Louis. Mo. 63166
Harn1schteger Corp .. P.O. Bar 554, Milwaukee. Wis. 53201
Harrington & Kmg Per1o<abng, 5655 f1llmo<e St.. Chocaga. Ill ..
60644
HOldo Mtg Co, P.O. Bar 90, Lebanon, Pa. 17042
• Haclmasters. Inc, 1212 Sa. Parker Rd. Olathe. Kon, 66061
Ha-.~er SldOt~Y OynamlCS £.ngn-.ee-nng l1m1led. Manor Road. Ha\-

Jaeger Machine Co S~OW Spron~ >1 Co\"mc.,s Onoo 43216
James D 0 Gear MIR Co. Unot ol [I Cell 0 Corp. 1140 W Monroe
SI . Ch1Cago. 111 • 6060 I
• Janes Manulacturmg Inc, 7625 S Howell A•e. Oak Creek. Wos.
53154
Jarva. Inc. 29125 Hall SI. Soton. Ohoo 44139
Jettrey Mtg Oiv. Dresser lndustroes Inc . 912 No. Fourth St . Colum·
bus. Ohoo. 43216
• Jeltrey Mrnmg Machrnery O.v. Dresser Industries Inc. 953 No 4th
St .. Columbus, Ohoo. 43216
Jenkins Bros .. I 00 Parl< Ave. New York, N Y. I 00 I 7
Jenkms of Renard Ltd. Rett0<d. Nons DN22 7AN. England
Jennmar Corp. P.O. Bo• 187. Cresson. Pa. 16630
Jet LuDe Inc. P 0. Bar 2 I 25B. 4849 H0<nestead Rd. Houston. TX.
77026
Jom·Bo's food & Beveroge Shoppes, P.O Bor 1535, Beckley. W Va.
25801
Johm.on Blocks Oiv .. Don R Hmclertoter. Inc. 1240 N Harmd, P 0
Box 4699. Tulsa. Okl1 .. 74104
Johnson Oiv. Universal Doi Products. P.O Bo• 3118. St Paul. M1M.
55165
Johnson·March Corp .. The. 3018 Market St , Phcladelphll, P1.
19104
Johnston·Motehouse-Oickey Co , 540 I Progress Blvd . P 0 Bo•
173, Bethel Par!<. P1. 15102
e JaM•ton Pump Co. 1775 E Allen Ave G-a. Cll. 91740
Johnston Pump Co. l'lttsllurg'18t1nch, 172 5 WashmstQn Rd. Prttsburgh. Pa. 15241
.laid Mtg. Co. Inc, Box 341. Oak- Va 24631
Janes & lllu&hlm Sleei Co<p. 3 Gat.,.,y (;enter. Po!Utlurgll. Pa .
15263
Jones & Laughhn Steel Co<p .. Conduit Products. McKees lllnt. lt<IH.
Ohoo. 444'6
e Joy Mlg. Co. Henry W Oliver Bldg. l'lttsbut&I'. Pa. 15222
Joy Mlg Co. Denver Equipment Oi• . P. 0 Box 2Z598. Demer,
Colo. 80222
Joy Mtg. Co .. Etectrrcal Proaucts Dept. 338 S. 8"lattway. llew l'tnla·
derphol .. Ohoo. 44663
Joy Mlg. Co (U.K.) Ltd .. 8urt1ngt0n Hause. Chesterfoeto. ~
540 IS&. UK.
Joy Ser<rceCenl.,,0.v loyM1g.Co .. P. 0 Bo• 681,llluehetd. W. Va.
24101
Juclsen RullberWOflcs. Inc. 4107 W Konrie St.
60624

e

KG Industries, Inc. 10225 H1ggrns Rd .'Rosemont.~. 60018
KHO lnd"stroeanllgen AG. H\fmboklt Wedag. Wltfsbefislmse. 0 5
Koetn 91.fed Rup. ol Ge.many
~ w Battery Co. a Oiv of WestJn&hOUse Electnc Corp. 3555 Howard
Si. Skolcre. lh .. 60076
Kaiser Alum""'m &Cliem1C1ICorp. 942 Kaiser 8fd&. 300Llkeslde
Dr. Oa~llnd. Cllil .. 94643
Kaiser Eng1neen. Inc • 1818 Kaiser Center. 300 l.Aice1lde Or.. °*<·
land. Cat .. 94666
.
Kalenburn, Dr lne. Maurotz KG, 0.5461 Kllenllom nor. 1Jnz an

Rhine. Germany
Kanawha Mlg Co. P 0 Boa 1786. Char1Htan. W Va. 25326
K•r·Ray Inc .. 516 W C.mpus Dr. Arhnaton ~fits. l. 600<M
Keenan Doi Co. 2350 Seymour Ave. Cononnab. Ohoo. 45212
• Kennametal Inc .. MICltng Toal Group. P 0 Bo• 346. ~ Pa .
15650
.
Kennedy Metal Products & Bulldlngs. Inc . .llek. lloi 38. 200 S
Jayne St. Taylorvdle.. Ill. 62568
Kennedy Van Saun Corp Sub. o1 MtNdy Plttsbut&. OllMll. Pa ..
17821
Kent Air TOOi Co.. 711 U11e St .. !lent.. Ohio. 4'240
Kenworth Truck Co, P.0 Box 80222. Seattle. W.nll .. 98108
Kern Instruments Inc.. I 11 Bowman Ave.. Port Chester. N. Y..
10573
Kersey Mlg Co. P 0 Box 151. Blueheld. V1 . 24605 .
Keystont Boll Co., Sub of Jenmar Co<p, 600 Arch St .. Cresson. PA.
16630
Ktystone o... Pennwalt C0<p. 11 & Loppmcatt Sts .. Phdade!ph11.
Pa.19132
.
K•ystone Steel & Wore. Oiv al Keysto"" Consolodated lndustrres. Inc..
7000 SW Adams. Peoria, IL, 61641
Koddo. W11ter. & Co. SellcMlle Oiv, 675 Maon St, Believolle, N J..
01109
K1lbarn·NUS. Inc. 600 S Cheny St. Ste 12 35. Denver. Co. 80222
Kolo·Wate Inc. 8o• 798. Georgetown. le•. 18626
K1netocs. Inc . 1001 Sa Forst St.. Artesia. N M. 88210
e Knaack M1g Co. 420 E. '"''a Cana Ave. Crystal Lake. HI. 60014
KochEnginee<ingCo. Inc .. 161E.A2nd St, New Yori<. NY. 10017
Kockums lndustro A~. Fack. S·26 I 20 Landsl<rona. Sweden
• Kaehrong, Crane/t.cavator Marl<etong O". 7BO ~. Water St .. Mii
waukee. Wisc . 5320 I
Koehring
of Kaetmng Co, 3026 W. Conc0<d1a Ave .. P 0 Box
422. Mllwlukee. Wos . 532 16
Kotbarg Mtg. Co<p, West 21 St.. Yan~ton. SD. 57078
Komatsu Amerrca Corp .. 555 C..htornoa St. Ste 3050. San Fran·
cosco. Cal. 94104
Koppers Co. Inc . 1900 Koppen 8tdg., Pon.burgh, Pa .. 15219
e Koppers Co, Inc Meta\ Products llt•. Hart11nge()peta1ron. 8ol 312.
York, Pa .. 17405
KoPP<'rs Co Inc .. Metal Products Div. P 0 Box 298. Balbmore. Md.
21203
Krebs Eng.-rs. 1205 Chry.iet Or. Mento Park, c.t.1 .. 9402S
e Kress C0<p., AOO llhn"'s St . Bromlrekl. Ill . 61 ~I 7
K Iron Corp. P 0 Bar S48. Glassboro. N, J. 08028

°''

Utah. 84111
Irvin

•

Mr~1•lv~

ISCO Ml~ f

11

Lu l/1r, P n Ba. 76 7. lmhana. Pa, 1~ 10 I
I' (I UOl "''~·o. t(aosn\ C11y Mn. L'l 114
1•1t1 W W11111h1wooc1, I ln.h11nt. Ill f10 I ((1

l1um1 Ch;un (.

J
J It'\. "'!lcx1ah!'I. In'. 31 / 71h Avft. S ~ . Cet111r UnµuJs, lov.,1,
5/401
labfo. rnr. ~l6 Oglt St, f.bensbura .. Pa. 159.11

719

L
• 1&M RacJ11tor. lnr. 1414 I 3/lh Sr H11J1Jon1 MoM. S~l46
11Hn11t PumJI <.tJ. i-i 0. Roi 118/. I 111.,m. tnd. 46Sl4
IAll"h Co. \401 S P1t~11~ Avt. Bo• I tucllhy Wo>. 53110
l•k• Shoto. In<. P 0 llo• tt09, Iron Mount1on. M~h, 49801
• I •Marthe Manulllclunna Ca, I 06 8raclroc~ Or . o., P!p,es, tn ..
60018
LI\<!! Ahanrnent. Inc. .. 6330 28th St' Sl. Grand llaOOds. Ml. A9506

Lou~stem Mfg. Co.. 418 S. Hoffman Blvd .. A!hland. Pa., 17921
Lownel Corp .. P0. Bar 206. Bl~fic!d. l'I. Va .. 24605
LoYlfl!nce Pumps. Inc , 371 Mort<at St . La"rence. Mau • 0184 3
LebcO, Inc .. llhnoos Div, H..,oy 14E. P0 8o1 656, Benton. Ill

L~rn::rnotional 1nc.. Bo• 2352. Loni!"""'· Te• .. 75601

Lea> Corp.. 3000 Loluwi:n> Av:i., St. Jo!eph, Midi. 49085

01.£3, A.L, S. Co .. Inc., 1166 Clav<llond Ave. (P.O. Bar 8085), Colum·
bul, Ollio, 4320 I
l.e:ds 6 Notthrup Co .. Sumneytomi Pike. Notth \'Joles, Po . I 94 54

o L.co-Nono Co .. Sull. o1 i114Gt~ Co.. 751 Lincoln Ave .. Chor·

laroi. Po .. 15022
Lee Supply Co., Inc., 130 Lincoln AN .. P.O. Bo1 35, Chorlel'oo. Pa.,
15022
Letutlh Solety Sllo3 Co .. 1100 E. Milin SI .. Endicon. NY. 13760
Lo-Hi VOivo & Couplina. Hose Produru Div .. Porllef·Hanrut1n Corp.,
30240 l.Di<cicnd Slvd .. l'Jidlliffo, 01110, 44092
Lo Riii Div.. Dro6D lnclusln:is. Inc.. t:lnin I!. Ruuoll Rd .. Sidnay. Ollio.
45365
Lanon Mcc111no Co, s. Ro11rood St.. Pottoao. Po. 15946
lottllon l'Jwo Rop:> Co .. Bo• 407, SI. Jor.opll. Mo .. b4502
o Ll:JCJll:ltr Amontll. Inc , 4100 Ctmtnut A•o .. Oro\'Jlll' Cl. Nc'1Pof1
~.Vo .. 23005
0 Us11tntn3 lndu111Q, Inc .. 80 I l'Jood1"°""'r Rd. ltmlr.oa C11y., Mo.
64105
Limo El:rlnc Co.. Inc .. 200 E Chapman Rd .. Lima. Otuo. 4~802
Linoter Corp. o1 Amarico, P.O. Bar 65, Stafford Sprinas. Conn ..
06016
.
Lincoln Eltt!ric Co.. The, 22801 SI. Clair Av<! .. Cleveland. Ohio,
44117
Lincoln St. LOUii Div. o1 McNatl Corp.. 40 I 0 Goodlet'°"1 Blvd .. St.
Louis.~. 63120
·
Line~ MonulccturinB Corp., 320 East Williams St., Bnstol, Va ..
24201
lMlly Mtg. 11. Equipmtnt Co .. P. Cl. Sor 338, Gian White, W. Va ..
25849
Loftus. Peter F.. Corp, Chom~ of Commerce Bids.. P1nsburBh, Pa ..
15219
lDGDn Corp., 555 7th Av<1.. P.O. Bor 1895. Huntinaton, l'J. Vo ..
25719
.
Lona·Airdor Co. ADiv. of Ille MDrmon Group, Inc .. P 0. Sor 331. Ook
HiU, l'J. VD, 25901
Lonl!J1lllf Co., 925 o.to11are SI. S.E., MinneaJJQlis. Minn, 55414
Louis Allis Div.. Lllllln lndustnlll ProdUcls. Inc .. 427 £. Ste,,art St ..
[);)pl CA, M~. \111s., 53201
Louisviffo N!JShvi!:aRR. 908 l'Jest llrocdl7Dy. Lou1sville, KY. 40203
LOOntatian Enaif=s, Inc .. PO. Bar 7128. ft. Worth, TX, 76111
Lulltilllllte Div.. Fislu! BtotMrs Aefin1na Co .. 129 Loci<l>Ood St .. Neri·
om, N.J .. 07105
LUClls lnllustri:ls. fluid~ Div.. P. Cl. Bor 662. 30 Von Nostrand
Ave., E~ N. J.. 07631
Ludler MfU. Co.. 444 So. H::ndencn Rd., Kina of Prussia, Pa ..
19406
ludlo<>-Soytor \'lira C!Dth, Div, G.S.I .. 8474 Oalpor1 Dr., St. Louis.

o

a.

L.a:·:J
l:!. ~- l.incllln 1<16"171l\'. Co!ltesvil!a.
Po .. 19320
l.un!ienh:!imo< Co , Div. ol Convtl
Sub. of
Beck·
Corp.,

~ Corp.,

man at~ A"3., CindnnDti. Olliu, 45214
Lyon Metzl Prods. Inc.. P.O. !!or 671, Montpnety. IL, 60507

03 M Co .. 3M Center, SI. Poul. Minn .. 55101
....MDbscott Supply Co.. Bor 1560. lloddey, W. Va. 25801
Moc Produrts. Inc.. 60 PennsytvaniD Av<!., Kearny, NJ, 07032
M!Xa<tb!r En~ Lid .. Cl3dSI Rd .. Ooncaster DN2 4SQ. Ens·
lend
Mtcllonold Enflincarina Co .. 22 w. Mtdison St, Chicago. Ill , 60602
Mlx:hinery Center, Inc.. 1201 S. 7th West P. 0. Bor 964. Sall l.Dke
City, Utnh, 84110
McchinoorPort. 35 Moslolmovsiooja, MOSCOI> M-330. USSR
0 ~Trucks. Inc .. 8or M, AllanlD<m. Po. 18105
Macl>hylll l'loe Rapa Co.. 2931 14th Ave .. Kenosha. Wis.. 53140
Majtc Div .. Donoldson Co .. 5555 S. Gam31t. Tulsa. Oida .. 74145
MMoonase St;;it Forge, Toytor·Whorton Co .. Div. ot HarKO Corp.
2900 l'Jilliam Penn HiPY· [0$lon, Po .. 18042
~m l:lfa. II 0dtlna. 3111'.1. S1i2tJo1 St.. Manheim. Pa .. 17545
Monito=Ot Enl!i=in3 Co.. Div. Monilo\ooc Co .. 500 S. 16111 St ..
MooitO\>Oc, l'f.s .. 54220
Monson 5'!Nico$. Inc .. R.D. a I, Boa 30 7·A. Greensbolo, Po., 15 338
M!lnulccturm EQLJll)ln2nt Co.. Tha. 35 Enterprise Dr .. Middlatoml.
Ollio, 45042
O Monufcc:turen HonovQI' Lellsint! Corp.. 350 Pom Ave .. Neri Yon.

~~l~~tCo,tnc .8o• l91.MonlgomQ<'j. W. Va. 25136

Morolhon letoumoou Co., li>nav- 0.v., P. 0. Bo• 2307. Lonaviea,
Taros, 75601
Mornlllon Mfa. Co. 600 Jellonon. 1900 Marothon llk!s Houston.
roa .. 11002
Mon:itto Conaote Co. P o eru 254. Mo112no. Ohio. 45750
Monon Co. Div. al S)O)n Corl>. P0. Boa 491. Monon. Ollio. 43302
O Monon fllw,or SllOYlll Co. Inc, 617 W. C.,,,10< St .. Monon.
43302
~ Equopment Co. 6033 Mon<haslllr A"'. St Louis. Mo. 61110
Mottond Onl>l'Jo~ Clulc'1 O.v., Zum lndustrios, Inc • P 0 &o. 308.
LD Gnrnao. Iii .. 60525
Morlin-Rod<171!11, Div. of Till'I, Inc .. 402 CIMl~ St. Jamestown.
N. Y.. 14701
Mormon Trnnsmo:ive Div .. Sonford Doy Products. P. 0. Bo1 151 l.
Kno1Mlle, Tonn.. 37901
t:li!IQU3tte Matcl Prods. Co .. 114 5 Go"""'°" Or .. Clo>elond. Ohio.
44110
Morsh, E. F.. Enameerins Co .. 1400 Hllnla)' lndustnol Or .. St Louis.
63144
Mortin Enarg. Co.. u. S. Rte. 34. Nejlonse~. w. 61345
Mort1ndDla Electric Co.. 130 7 Hird Ave.. Clm!DnO, O/llo, 44101
o Mawy.ftt11uson lndustnct II Consb'Uetlon Mlxtranery, P. Cl. 1500.
Altrun. Ollio. 44 309
M!ltcriol Contnll, ~'< .. 719 Morton Ave.. Aurora, IU., 60506
0 Math817s, Ab3 l'J.. En(li""3rina Co., 555 l'Jost 27th St.. H1bbmg, MN,
55746
.
0 MATO. P. Cl. Bar 70, 0.6050 Ottonbodi (Main) I .. VI. Cormany
Mceride Industrias Inc., P.O. Bor 94, SI. Albans, W. Va .. 25177

°"""

McDowell-Wellman Engig. Co .. 113 St. Cloir Ave. NE., Cleveland.
Ohio. 44114
McGra,..£d1son Co, l'cr<ler Sy.,ems O.•., P 0. Sor 440, Canon"
burg,Pa .. 1~311
McJunkin Corp. Charleston. W Va.
McKee. Arthur G. &Co.. Western Knopp Eng. O.v .. 2855 Campus Dr.
Son Mateo, cal. 94403
MtKey Per1orating Co. Inc .. 3033 So. I 66th St., New Benin, Wis.
53151
McLanDhan Corp .. 200 Woll St. Holhdaylburg. Po .. 16648
0 Mcl.Dughlin Mtg. Co. P.O. 8o1 303. Plamheld, IL, 60544

a

McNally P11tsburs Mfg. Corp .. 307 W. Third St .. Pittsburg, Kan ..
66762
Moosurement & Control Systems o,., Gullon Industries Inc .. Gullon
lndusln•I Park, East Greenwich, RI .. 02818
Me3ator Corp., 136 Gamma Dr, P1nsburgh, Pa .. 15238
Ml!rl<et forShooa Coop .. 5375 Naiman Parl<woy, Cle•etand. Ohio.
44119
M:l!Chllf MIB Co Inc .. P Cl. Bor 789. Grundy, Vo. 24614
Motol Carbide• Corp . 600 I Southorn Bl•d . Younast..,n. ClhlO,
44~12

Motor Corp. PO Bo• 10156. Hel11nk1 10. Finland
Molnlllpo Int. 33 S.odfOfd St.. West Concord. Mou. 01142
M/G Tron"""1 Sarvices. Inc .. 111 E 4th St.. C1nc1nno11, Ohio.
45202
O Michael Walter• Ind, 6th & Pme SI. Ke,,..,a, W. Va .. 25530
MIChetin Tire Corp.. Earthmover Tire [Rpt.. 2500 Marcus AV(! .. l.D~e
Success. N. Y.. 11040
Mitro-Oracle Laser Systems. Inc .. 2352 Charleston Rd .. Mountain
V1211. Cal .. 94043
Miao S"'1tch, A 0.•. of Hone)""ell, 11 W. Spnng St .. Freeport, Ill ..
61032
Midland Enterprises Int .. 580 Walnut St .. C1nc1nnati. Ohio, 45402
Midland Pipo & SuPIJly Co .. 6111 W. 28 St.. Cir.ero, Ill .. 60650
Midland Pump, Lfl fluids Control Di• .. I 00 Sl<iff St.. HllmWI.
Conn. 06514
Mid'ae•tern lndusln.,, Inc .. Screen Heating Transformers Div .. 915
Obarhn Rd. SW. Masslllon. Ohio. 44646
Mid-Western Machinety Co. Inc .. P 0. Bo• 458. Jophn, Mo .. 64801
M1d1>esl Steel Di• .. Midwest Corp .. P. 0 Boa 2 71. Charleston, l'J. Va ..
25321
M1ct<test Tetacommumations O.• .. M1d.,,est Corp., 300 f1ril Ave ..
Nitro, W. Vo. 25143
MikroPul Corp .. 102 Chatham Rd .. Summit. N J. 07901
Mme Eng1neer1ng & lleYelopment Co. (MEOCO), 20 IS Grand Ave.,
0... M0<ne>, io..a, 50312
Mine Gas Monitors, Inc .. P.O Sor 1361, Princeton, W. Va .. 24740
Mine Management Systems. 306 Board ol Trade llk!s.. 12th &
Choptine Sis .. Whoel111g. W. Va. 26003
o Mine Slllely App11ancos Co.. 400 Penn Center Blvd .. P1nsburB11. Pa ..
15235
Mine & Smelter lndustnes. 3800 Race St .. Denver, Coto .. 80205
Mine Venlilat1011 Systems, Inc .. Bor SSS, Madison, W. Va .. 25130
Mineral SelYICes Inc. 1276 l'Jesl Third St.. Cleveland, Ohio. 44113
Minerals Proce'5ing Co .. Div. ol Troran Steel Co .. 315 "C"SI.. St.
Alb!lns. W. Va .. 25111
Minins Daveloi>menb Lid .. C'°"n lane, Ho....icn, Bolton, 8L6 5HN,
England
.
Muting Equipment Mlg. Corl>. 3319 Four Mile Rd .. Rlcine, Wis ..
53404
Miruns Machine Parts, Inc .. 634 5 Norwalk Rd .. Med1nl!, OhlO.
44256
.
0 M1111ng Proeress, Inc .. 605 Nel""'1 Bldg.. Charleston. \II. Vo .. 2530 I
Min1ns Supplies, Ltd., Hilkrost \Iiams, Carr Hill. l!!rlby, Doncaster, S.
Yoms. U.K.
OMin1ns Tools, Inc .. 7700 St. Clair St .. Mentor, Oh•>, 44060
Minnesota Automotive Inc .. Sor 2074, North Mankato, Minn ..
56001
M1nlec/tnlemational, Div. ol Barber-Greene, 400 N. Highland Ave ..
Aurora,, Ill .. 60501
Mi11ng Equipment Co.. A Unit of General S1giutl, 135 Ml. Raod Blvd ..
Rochester. N. Y. 14603
o Mobtle Onlhne Co .. In<:., 3807 Madison A•e.. lnd1anapohs, Ind.,
46227
QMob1I Oil Corp., 150 E. 42nd St .. New York, N. Y., 10017
Modern Engineering Co., P.O. Boa 14858. SI. Louis. Mo .. 63178
Molded Dimens1011s Inc .. 70 I Sunset Rd .. Pt. Wash1nston. l'J1sc ..
53074
Monitor Mtg. Co, 200 N. Island A'8, 8ata.,a, Ill., 60510
Mon1trol Mfg Co. P.O. Bar 3296. Tyler, Texas. 75701
Monogiom Industries, Inc .. 4030 Freeman Blvd .. Redondo Boll<h.
Cal., 90278
Monlllnto Co .. 800 N. Lindbergh Blvd .. St. Louis. Mo. 63166
Montreal [ng1neenng Co. ltd .. P.O. Boa 777. Place Bonov<!nture,
Montreal. Canada
Moore Co .. The. P. 0. 8o1 753. Charlellon. W. Va .. 25323
Moore Industrial Ba«•ry Co .. 4312-20 Spnng Grove A•e .. Cincinnati, Oluo. 45223
Moore. Samuel. & Co, Synlle1 OIY. M.lntua. Ohio. 44255
Motsanto11n Machine & Hydrauhe<. Inc ..
Natl. Mine Sen.1tA1 Co ..
P Cl Sor 986. Morgantown, W. Vo .. 26505
Moms Pumps, Inc, 31 E. Genesee St. BalOMns.,lle. N. Y.. I 3027
rtorse Bros. M1ct11nery Co .. 1290 Harlan SI. DanvC!t. Coto .. 80214
Mona Cllo1n. O.v ot Born-wam•r Corp. So Aurora St , lthoco, N. Y,

o
o
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o Nalco Chemical Co, 290 I Bunerfie!d Rd . Oak Brook. IM , 60521
O Nash Engineenns Co .. 310 Wilson Ave. Non>atk, Conn .. 06856
Nat1011al Air Vibrator Co.. 6880 W)'nnl'IOO<l Lano. HotJslon, Tu•s.
77008
0National car Rental Sy•lems Inc .. Mudtat °''.PO 8o1 1624 7, SI.
LOUIS Pam. Mmn' 55416
0 National castings Div .. Midland-Ross Corl> .. 2570 l'loodlull Rd ..
Cl•veland. Ollio, 44104
N•llonal Electric Cob!z, Div. NabonOI Electric Control Co .. 2931
H1gg1ns Rd .. Ell< Grove Village. Ill .. 60007
Natiooal Elulnc Coil Div. of MtGro11·Ed1son Co .. 941 Choth!Jm
Lane. Su11R 301. Columbu" Ollio. 43221
N•t1011al Eng1neorintl Co., 20 North IVatller Dr . Suite 2060,
Clll<.ago. Ill., 60606
Nallonal En'1ronmentol Inst Int .. P Cl. Bo• 590. Pll(jrim $UJ1111n,
l'Jaraitll. R. I.. 02888
National filler Mcd>ll Colp .. 1117 Olrwell Ave, Herndon. Conn,
06514
Na11ono1 foom Systom tnc, 150 Ga11lon 0.. Lionvdlo, Po .. I 9153
ONDllOJlOl Iron Co. SO Aro. IV I!. Rooticy St., Du!ulh. Minn, S,607
O ND11ono1 Mino Sotvito Co. lOOO K~s C!tl6. Ptltllrllll)ll. Po.
15219
o Notionol Stondonl Co .. Per! Mo11111 Div .. 166 Oundon St .. Ccrtlnn·
dole.Po.18407
Nalionol !.<rpply Co., DI• of Armco Stool Corp., 14 SSW Loop South,
Houston. Ter .. 77027
Naylor P1p:i Co., 1265 E. 92 St, ChlCDSo, IM . 60619
Neff &Fry. Inc. I SOS Mo1n St. Camdl!n. Ohio. 45311
Nestle Co. D;ar Pllltl ~ l'Jotor. 100 8lo1111unBdd<l Rd .. IVMa
Pta;ns.. N Y. I 0605
NOYI York Blcw<rr Co.. 3155 S. Sheilds Ave .. Chotllgo. Ill. 60616
NFE lnternotionol lid. 413 IV. Unimty Dr .. AtMl!ICn H:ll{Jlrts. 111 ..

60004
Noles Erpandzd Matals. 403 No. Pttascnt Av<!., Niles. Clh:o. 44446
0 Nolan Co .. Th:!. Bar 20 I. llo<.<nton. Olrio. 44695

Non.fluid Oil Corp., 298 Datonq St .. No<iam, N. J.. 07 IOS
Norns lndustnes, fire l! Salaly EQUllll'ltZlll Div.. P.O. Bor 2750, U.S.
0
H1gl\ctQy No. I. ~om.NJ. 07114
North Amorialn Gclis Co., Rte. 7 Eost, P.O. Bar 3158. l.cor!J!:11tO<:m.
W Vo .. 26505
North Arnericon Hytlrou!Xs, Int .. P.O 8or I 5431. l!!rton flouJe. Lo ..
70895
North Arnefic.on Mta Co .. 4455E.I111St.Ctmlcnd,Clhco.44105
North Amancan OS.K. 222 S. l!rvenid2 Plllzo. ~ o .. ~
North State Pyropllyfltto Co. Inc • P. 0. 8or 724 7. Gr=sboio. Ill. C..
27407
Nort""8sl En616· Co:, 201 l'Jest WDlnul Gn;;;n Bay. WI, 54305
Norton Co.. I ~ &ond St .. IVOtteStar, I.loss . 01606
Numorucs Corp . 418 ~ St.. Ste l. l.Dntdclo. Po .. 19446
NUS Cori> , Robirlson 11. Rubinson Div.. 1517 Chl:rtaslDn ~
Pim, ChorbSIDn, ~-Vo .. 25301

0 & K Orensll!ln A l(QllP3I AG, Kon.Funl<o-Str. 30. ().4600 l>llrt·
mund, Germany
Ocenco, Inc.. Mas1111-bm O.•. PO. Bo• 8. IOI lndustricl I'll,
Blamille. Po .. 15717
0 O'Donnell & Assotlolos, Inc.. 51 fl!> Cllntre AN.. Pilbbur(!ll, Po.,
15232
Ohio S.ass Co. 3go N. Mo111 St. Monsfi::!d. Oh<o. 44902
Ohio Carbon Co .. 12508 beo Rd, Cl:N;Si::nd, Oh:o. 44111
Ohio fltYGf Co. Th3, P.O. 8an 1460. Cinann!:ti. Oll:o. 45201
Ohio Trons!Dr~ Corp., P.O. Sor 191, 1776 Constituti:n A.a,
LOU1$vil!a, Ohio, 44641
Ohmart Corp.. 4241 Allaldor1 0.. P. 0. llor 9026. Unannoti. Olto.
45209
0.1 Center Reteuth, 320 Haymonn ~crd. l.DlopgttJ. Lo.,
10501
O:.onne Co. P 0. llor 340. Homsey .. N. J. 07446
Old RepubliC IMurMCe Co., 414 l'J. Pitbburgh St.. Gret11$1lur(l. Po.,
15601
Ono•. Inc .. 240 Hamilton AN .. Poto Alto. Ca .. 94301
OR8A Corp, P.O. Boa 571. Su~. l'Jix. 54880
Ore Rectomalllln Co .. 301 N. Connall AN.. Pidlef. o:.ta .. 74360
Ortner f1E14hr car Co .. 2652 Ena Av<!.. Cincuuulti. Ohio, 45208
Cl•hkosh Trud< Corp., P Cl. Bo1 2566, Oshkosh .. Wis., 54901
Osmooe l'Jood PresmiftQ Co. of Am;JritlJ Inc., 980 ERia!n St.. But·
lalo. N. Y.. 14209
Outokumpu Oy, TccllneW Eaport Div., P.0.8 27, 02101 Espoo 10,
f111land
O O.er-L0<>2 Co. Inc ..2767 S. TefQn. Enp.ood, Co!o. 80110
O..atonna Tool Co .. 791 Eisen- Drive, O..atonno, Minn ..
55060
Ol>en Butllet Co .. The, 600 I 8reak<t0ter Ave .. OevelDnd .. Olliu.
44102
O..ens-Com1na f-gla• Corp, f1bergto,. T..,.., T-. ClhlO,
43659
Q a-rs Ml! .. Inc. P. 0. llo• 1490. Bnsllll. Va .. 24201

°"'°·

Marv Controls
Rock""ll Intl . 21 Clinton SI. Hudson.
44236
Mof1on Son Co. 110 N l'Jothtr Dr .. Ch.:•ao. Ill. 60606
~h Monulacturins Co. 1115 Arhnaton A,. . P111Sb<Jr1h. Po ..
15203
Motcrolo Commun1c1tions & (lo.;tron1cs, 1301 E AlllO"<lu1n Rd ..
Scl\Dumbur" .. 111. 60196
Mon. 8. H. & Son" Inc .. 814-846 8th A•e .. Huntongton. W. Va ..
25701
Mult1·Amp Corp, 4271 Bron1• Way, Danos. Tei. 75231
Myers-Wholey lo. P l1llo14265. Kno1Y1lle. Tenn. 31921

r.ro.

N.L. Industries. 8eann3s o,.. 5461 Soulh<tytk 8l•d. Toledo. Ohio.
43614
Nachod & U.S. S1~nol Co. 4777 Lou,.Yllle A•t .. Louisville, Ky ..
40221
NaR)e Pumps, Inc. 1249 C•nter Ave. Ch1caao HeiRhls. Ill. 60411

720

PlM Products. O.v Scott & fetlef. 4799 W. 150 St., Chrdond.
44135
PPG lndullnes. tnc . Cham.W DI• .. One Gatt!\'1oy Center. Pitblllw!Jft.
Po. 15222
Poce Transducor Co., Div. ol C.J. Enlerpn$QS. P.O. Box 834, Tonono,
CA.91356
Paceco, AOlv ol fruc:llou1Cotp, 235011!ondmsA.a.. Alcm:dD, Cl:I ..
94501
0 Pedley & Venables l Id . Coliy..nite lono, Dronl~. Shoffd S18
6XT, lnglcnd
Page En(!ls. Co.. Cl<lnrins Fest OlflCG. ~. Ill. 60638
0 Pall Cotp. 30 Seo Cliff A"" .. Gi:n Co.a.. N. 9.. l l 542
O Palm lndustrios, Boa 680, Llldlh:::d, l\l:nn.. 55355
Parker·Hanoihn Corp .. l!oJo Products Div.. 30240 lDiwlllnd. l"Jid<.
11ffe. Ohm. 44092
Parkor·Hllnnof1n Cori>, f'ogor Unili Div., f7 325 Euchd Avo.. Cbliolond,,
44112
Partler·Honrvlin Cotp., Tub3 F1nllt(!S Div .. 17325 Euclid AY3, Cb<;).
lllnd. ClhlO. 44112

°"'°·
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Raco International, Inc .. 3350 lndust,,al Blvd .. Bethel Pan., Pa ,
Parkson C0<p., 5601 N.E. 14th Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla .. 33334
15102
Patent Scattold1ng Co., 2125 Center Ave., Fofl Lee, N.J .. 07024
Ra11we,ght, Inc .. 1821 Wlilo• Rd. Northbeld. Ill. 60093
Patterson-Kelley Co., Div. of Taylor Wharton Co.· Harsco Cor~ .. I 00
Ramsey
Engmeenng, Co, l 8Sl W. County Rd. C.. St Paul, Minn,
Burson St., EHi Stroudsburg, Pa., 1830 I
SSI 13
Pattin Manufacturing Co., Div. The Eastern Co .. P. 0. So• 659. Mari·
Ransomes & Rapier lid .. P.O. Box I. Watemle Work$, Ipswich IP2
ena. Ohio, 45750
8HL, England
Paulsen Wire Rope Corp., 2111 TehoupitoulH St., New Orteans, La.,
Rapid Elect"c Co., Inc .. Grays Bndge Rd., Brookheld, Conn .. 06804
70130
Raybestos-Manhattan lndustnal Products Co., Garco St., No.
Paurat GmbH, NotdstraBe, 4223 Voerde 2, W. Germany
Charleston, S.C • 29406 .
Pubody ABC, P.O. 8o1 187, wanaw, Ind, 46580
Raychem Corp., 300 Constitution Dr, Menlo Park, Cabl , 9402S
Peabody Sames, 61 SN. Main St.. Mansfield, Ohio, 44902
RayGo, Inc., 940 I · 8Sth Ave. No., Minneapolis, Mmn., 5S4 l 2
i'uOody Gabon Div. of Peabody Galion Cotp., P.O. Soi 607, Gabon,
Red Comet, Inc., P. 0. Box 272-Red C0<net Bldg., 1,n1eton, Colo.,
Ohio, 44833
80120
>eertess Conveycw & uta. Co.; Inc.. 3341 Harvester Rd., Kansas
Red vai.e Co.. Inc .. 500 Sell A•e .. Ca1neg1e, Pa .. 15 t 06
City, Kan., 6611 S
Red
Wing Shoe Co .. Inc., 419 Bush St .. Red Wmg,. Minn., SS066
"eerless Hartlwara Mtg. Co., 210 Chestnut St., Columbia.. Pa.,
Redding Co., James A, 61 SWash,ngton Rd., Pittsburgh, Pa., I S228
17512
Reed Manufacturing, P. 0. So• 905, Walnut. Cal. 9178q
"elnco Cotp, 8o1 1338, Bluefield, W. Va., 24701
Reed Toot Co .. P.O. Bo• 2119, Houston, Tex., 7700 I
,>enn Maclune Co., 106 Slllion St., Johnstown, Pa., 15905
Reggie lndustnes. 15 Spmning Wheel Rd .. Ste. 332. Hinsdale. Ill.,
et>ennsylvalllo'I Crusher Cotp., P. 0. 8o1 100 CA, 8r00<nall, Pa ..
60S21
19008
Reinco lndustnes. P 0 8o1 S84. Plamheld. N. J.. 07061
l'eMsytvan111 ElectnC Cod, Inc., 1301 Saw Mill Run Blvd .. Pittsburgh,
Reiss Vikms Corp., 0.v C. Retss Coll Co., P 0 Box 3336, I JOO
Pa .. I 5226
Geors1a Ave.. 8n$tol, Tenn .. 37620
et'ennrod Co., Dnke Building. Oil City. Pa, 16301
e Reliance Electric Co. 24 70 I Euclid Ave, Cleveland, Ohio, 4411 7
l'ennlco, Oiv. Pennzoil Co.. 106 S. Main St., Butler, Pa .. 16001
Rem111-Tech,
200 Pans Ave .. Northvale, NJ. 07647
l'erard Eng111eenng Ltd., Brittain Or., Codnor Gata Ind. Estate, Ripley,
Republic Steel Corp. P 0. Bo• 6778, 1441 Republic Bldg., Cleve·
Derbyshire DES 3QB, EncJaNl
land,
Ohio,
4410 I
l'ertun.£1met Cotp., Main Ave .. Notwalk,. Conn., 06856
Re\earch·Cottrell, Inc, P.O. Box 750, Bound Brook. N. J. 08805
l'tni~ Inc., P.O. Box 1886, 520 Eliabelll St., Charle$ton, W.
•Research Ener8Y of.Ohio. 237 Charleston St .. CadJZ, Ohio, 43907
Va., 25327
.
ResistoLoy Co .. 12 SI Phillips Ave .. S. W, Grand Rapids, Mich ..
Peterson Filters & Engi.-ing Co.• P.O. Sox 606, San Lake City.
49S07
Ullh. 84110
Revere
Co<p. ol Amenca. Sub ol hleptune Intl. C0<p., Noflh Colony
l'etragen Inc .. P.O. Sox 1592, Ridlmond. Cal .. 94802
Rd., Wall1nstord, Conn. 06492
l'ellibone Cotp, 4710 W. Div. SI., Cllicago, 111 .. 60651
Rexarc,
Inc., Remc Place, West Ale1andna. Ohio, 45381
l'eltibone Cotp., Pettillone New Yorti Div., 1212 E. Dominick St.,
e Rexnord Inc .. P.0 Box 2022. Miiwaukee, l\"s.. S3201
Rome, N. Y.. 13440
Fllelps Dodge Industries, Inc., 300 Pan. Ave.. New YO<k. N. Y.. e Rexnord Inc., Process Machinery O.v., So• 383, Milwaukee, W'5.,
S3201
10022
Reynolds Metals Co, P. O Bo• 21003, Richmond, Va., 23261
nuladelphia Gear Corp., 181 S. Gulph Rd .. Kini of Prussia, Pa,
Ro:hmond Mtg Co., P.0 So• 188, Ashland. Ohio. 4480S
19406
Fhilippi·Hagenbuch Inc. Lid., 1815 North KnolVllle, Peoria. Ill.,
Rdse Toot Co .. Sub. of lmeJSon Elect"c Co. 400 Clark SI, [ly"a.
Ohio. 44035
61603
R1pco, Inc., 251 S 3rd St., O•lord, Pa .. 19363
FhilWps Mine & Miii, Inc., P. 0. Boi 70, 8ndgeville, Pa., 15017
Rise Co<p., 37 MKlland Ave .. Elmwood Park.NJ .. 07407
Fhillips Products Co., Inc .. Suite 120, Dallas, Tex .. 75234
FhoeniJ Products Co.. Inc., 4715 North 27th St., Milwaukee, Wis.,
Rish Equipment Co. lnU, P.O. Bo• 429, St. Albans. W Va., 25177
53209
Rish Equipment Co., Matenal Handhns Systems DIV .. 2508 West
Fitrnan Mfg., Co., Div. A.8. Chance Co., P.O. Box 120, GrandvM!W,
Main St .. Salem. Va, 24153
Mo., 64030
Riverside Polymer Corp., P.O. Bo• 313, Palerson. NJ, 07524
Fittsburgh Com1na Cotp., 800 Presque Isle Or, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Robbins Co., 6SO S. Orm St .. Seattle .. Wash .. 98108
15239
Robbins Div .. Joy Mtg. Co .. 300 Ftemmg Rd. (P.O. Box 6SOS), 9,,.
• Flutic Techniques, Inc., R.D. •3, Box 91. Cllrtls Summit, Pa.,
mmghlm, Ala .. 3S2 I 7
18411
Robbins & Myers. Inc., 134 S Lagonda Ave .. Springfield, Ohio,
Fbbrico Company, 1800 Kingsbury St., Chicago,. Ill., 60614
45SOI
Plymouth Rubber Co., Inc., SI Revere St., Canton, Mass .. 02021
Roberts & Schaefer Co .. 120 S RJVers,de Plaza. Ch<easo.111., 60606
Poly-Hi, Inc., 2710 American Way, Fofl Wayne, Ind., 46809
Roblcon Co<p., I 00 Sagamore Hdl Rd., Plum Ind. Park, Pittsburgh,
Portadrill, Div. of Smilll lntemationll Inc., 2201 Blake St .. Denver.
Pa., 15239
Colo., 80205
Robinson Industries. Inc, P.O. Box 100. Zelienople, Pa .. 16063
Plrtle,lnc., Pior.. Div., 3200 Como Ave., S. E.. Minneapolis, Minn.,
Roehester Corp , P. 0 So• 312, Culpeper, Va , 2270 I
55414
Rock lndustriM Machinery Corp .. 4603 W. Mitchell, Milwaukee,
P:irter, H.K. Co .• Inc., Porter Bids .. Pittsburgh, Pa .. I S2 l 9
Wisc. S3214
Pltler, H. K, Inc., 74 Fole)o St.. Somer>ille. Mass., 02143
Rock Toots, Inc., P.O. Box 17303, Salt Lake City, Lttah. 84117
~lflO Pump, Inc., l 973S Ralston, Oetrait. Mich., 48203
Rockwell International Flow Control O.v., 400 N Lexington Ave.,
~!$I-Glover Div .• ES8 Int., Box 709, Covington, KY .. 41012
Pilbllurgh, Pa., 15208
p,_ Transmission Oiv.,
Industries, Inc., 400 W. Wilson
Rockwe!l lntemational, Power Toot 0.v., 400 N. Le11ngton Ave., p,tts·
Bridge Rd .. Wllrthinlton. OhlO, 43085
burgh; Pa .. I S208
Pl-eiser/M1neco Oiv., Pftiw Sc<entific Inc .. ~ & Oliver St.. St.
Rockwel~Standard 0.v., Rockwell International Corp., P. 0. Box 641.
Albans, W. Va., 25177
Troy, Mich, 48084
Pl estohte Battery Div. of Eltra Cotp., S11 Haminon St., Toledo, Ohio,
Rohm and Haas Co., Independence Mall West. Ptiliadelphi1, Pa,
43694
19105
Plestolite Eleclricll Oiv. of Elite Colp, P.O. Box 931. Toledo, Ohio,
Rolief Co<p, P.O. Box 12606, Pittsburgh, Pa, IS241
43694
Rollway Searms Co, P 0. Bo• 1397, Syrac;use, N. Y, 13201
Plestolite Wire Div. of Eltra Cotp., 3529 24th St..~ Huron, Mich ..
Rose Manulacturing Co., 277S S. Vallejo, Englewood, Colo, 80110
48060
Rost. H. & Co., Salatroswerke, P.O. Box 1168, 0·21Hamburg90,
Piinatton AviatJOn Cotp., Teterboro Airpotl, Tetertio<o. N.J., 07608
W German)'
Pi ocess Equipment, Sllnsteet Cotp., SOO I S. Boyle Ave., Los An·
Round, David & Son. Inc .. P. 0. Box 391 S6, Cleveland. Ohio, 44139
geles, Cat., 900S8
Rubber Eng1neenng & Mtg. Co .. 3459 S. 700 West, Salt Lake c,ry,
Piocess Metals Co.. P. 0. 8o1 90S, Eu.hart.. Ind .• 46514
Utah. 84107
Piogrammed & Remote Systems. 899 W. Highway 96, St. Paul,
Rust Eng,neering Co .. A Sub. ol Wheelabrator·Frye Inc . P.O. Box
Minn., SS 112
101. 1130 South 22nd St, B"mmsham. Ala., 35201
Piosser Industries, Div. of Purex Co<p., P.O. Box 3818, Anaheim,
Rust-Oleum Corp, 2301 Oakton St., E'anston, Ill, 60204
Caht., 92803
Ruttmann Companies, 425 W. Walker St .. P. 0. Box 120, Upper
Proi, Frank Co., Inc., P. 0. Box 1484. 1201 S. Isl St., Terre Haute,
Sandusky, Ohio, 43351
Ind .. 47808
Rye6'06e~ph T.. & Son. tnc .. P. o. Bo• BOOOA. Chicago, 111.
Pl.llman Sllndlrll Div .. Pullmln Inc .. 200 So. Michigan Ave...
ChiceRo. Ill., 60604
Pl.Iman Torkelson Co .. JO West Broadway, St. Lake Cit)'. Utah,
84101
Plilmoslll Satety [quip. Co., 30-48 Linden Pl., Flushing, N. Y.,
l l 3S4
P\Jivenz"1& Macnine<y, Div. of MlkroPul Corp., 102 Chltnam Rd.,
Summit. N J, 01901
Pure Carllon Co.. Int., 441 Hall Ave .. St Marys. Pa. l 5857
eS & S Mach,nery Sales. Inc. Roule I. Cedar Bluff, Va. 24609
Pure Way Cotp., 30 l-42nd Ave, E. Mohne. Ill., 61244
St Rea's Paper Co. 150 E 42nd St .. New York. N Y. I 0017
• Pye Nationll Co.. 1334 Nonh Kostne<. Chicago, m.. 606S 1
SKF lnduWies, Inc, 1100 F"st Ave, King ol Prus5'a. Pa .. 19406
Pv>n·Boone. Inc., P.O. Box 809, Tazewell, Va., 246Sl
Sala International. S 733 00 Sala .. Sweden
e Py>11-8oone Machinery Corp., Saltvdle, Va., 24370
Sala Machine Wort" ltd, 3136 Ma•" St., Coof..sYJlle. Ont . Canada
I
e Salem Toot Co .. The. 767 S Ellsworth Ave, Salem, Oh,o. 44460
Samson Supply &Mlg Inc. P.O Boa 462, Waterloo, Iowa, S0704
Sanderson Cyclone Dnll Co .. I 2SO E Chestnut St., Ormlle.. Ohio.
44667
SantonHlay/Maimon hansmotive. lliv ot the Marmon Group, Inc ..
P.O. 8o1 1511. Gov John SeYJor Hwy. Kno1ville, TeM., 37901
~!SI EloC!ronics. 510 Worthington St.. Oconomowoc. Wis. 53066
Sangamo Electnc Co, 1301 N. 1llh St .. Springfield. Ill, 62708
~ncy Compressor Div .. Colt lnaustnes. 217 Ma"ie SI.. Quoncy, UI,
Sauerman Bros .. Inc., 620 S 28th Ave. Bellwood. Ill .. 60104
62301
Sa•age, W J. Co. 912 Clinch Ave. S w, Knox.,lle, Tenn .. 37901
Scandura. Inc P 0 Bo• 949, 1801 North Tryon St, Charlotte,
NC.28201
e Scheeler Brush Mtg Co. 11 7 W Walker St .. Miiwaukee, W".
S3204
Schaffer Poidomeh?r 1 M•ch,ne Co, 2828 Smallman St.. Pins·
burSh, Pa, I SN 2
Sch1uenbur1 Fle••du• Corp. 12 A 8uncher Ind. O.st . Leetsdale.
RCJ, Mobile Communications Systems. Meadow Lind. Pa., I S34 7
Plttsburah. Pa. I SOS6
Riil Controls. Harntipor1 lndustnal ~ .. Harnspofl, N.J., 08036
eSchramm Inc .. 901 E V"i'"'" Ave, West Chester, Pa .. 19380
RM Friction Materials Co .• Div. Rlybesl0$·Mlnhlllln, Inc .. I 00 OP·
Schroeder Bros. C0<p. Nichol Ave . Boa 72. McKees Rocks, Pa ..
rift Dr .. TrumbuU, Conn., 06611
IS136
RM ilott Products Co .. Div. Alrtiestos-Mlnh1t11n, Inc .. P.O. 8o1 I S7,
Scott AviatJOn, A OIY. ol A-1·0. Inc .. 225 Erie St., Lancaster, N. Y..
,:im·s Summit. ~. 18411
14086

Scoll Midland D'v. A·l-0 Inc. 11099 Broadway. Alden."N Y.
14004
Screen [Qu,pment Co. lliv Hobam lnr.. 40 AM<rson Rd. Buffalo.
N Y. l 422S
Se'berlins foe & Rubber Co . 34 S 1Slh SI NW. P 0 Box 189,
Barberton. Ohio. 44 20 3
Sem,nole P1odocts Co, Inc. Box 12 3. Glendora. N. J. 08029
Seneca Helicopters Inc., PO Bo• 882. 011 c,11. Pa, 16301
Serpent11 Convey0< Cotp. 1S50 S Pearl St . Denver, Colo. 80210
SeNu\ Rubber Co .. 1136 Second St. Rocll t\land, Ill. 61201
Seton Name Plate Corp.. 16 54 Boulevard, New Haven, Conn .
06505.
eSevcon. Div of Tech/Ops, 40-A South Ave. Surhngton, Mass ..
01803
Shannon{)ptatCo. Inc .. 3825W1llow A•e. P1n"'1.lrgh. Pa. 15234
e Shac:n:• lndustnes ltd P O Boa 430. Parry Sound. Ont ,
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Shell Chem<eal Co. Chemal Sales. PO Boa 2463. Houston. Tei,
77001
Shell 011 Co .. One Shell Plaza. Houston .. Tex ... 71002
Sh,.gle. L.H, Co. SOO'Gravers Rd. Plymouth Meellng. Pa. 19462
Sh'rtey Maclune Co, Div. Tasa Cotp. Su'te 270 I. Gateway T°"en,
Pillsburgh, Pa. 15222
Shwaydor Co. 23JS E Lincoln. 8'rm1ng111m. M"h. 48008
S'emen$ Co<p, 186 Wood Ave. South. tsetin. N J. 0883,)
S'gmat0<m Corp., 2401 Wlls.h Ave. Santi Ciara. Cat. 9~0SO
Su Ot1ico lndustnal. Div ol Smith Intl Inc. .. . Or.- 3135. Mod·
land, Tea. 7970 I
S1mpl1C1ty Eng1neermg. 212 S Olk St . Durand. Mich . 48429
S.OU• Steam Cleaner Co<p. 8eresf0<d. S O. S7004
Sly. W.W. Mts. Co, P0 Bo. S939. Cleveland, OhlO, 44101
Smico Corp. 500 N. Mac Arthur 81"1. Oklanoma r..ty .. Okla.
73t27
Smit. J. ~. & Sons, Inc. 511 Central Ave, Murray Hd1, N J, 07974
Sm,tn, A 0.·lnland Inc. Reinforced Plastics Div. 2 700 West 65111 St,
11n1e Rock. An., 72209
Sm,th 1nternato<>nal Inc.. 4667 Lecar1hur 81vll. Newport Beadl.
Calif. 92660
Smith Toot, 17871 Von Karman Ave. tl'llne. Cal. 92714
Sn•p-On Toots Corp., 8132 28th A"', Keno$N. Wis, 53140
Sodtest. Inc., 2205 Lee St, Evanston. Ill., 60202
Solids Flow Controt Co<p., 37'\lxltand Ave., Elmwood Park. N. J,
07407
Somerset Weldlng & Steel Inc., 733 S Center Ave .. Somerset, Pl,
1~501

Sonic Development Co<p .. 3 industr,al Ave . Upper Sadtlle Rivet, N.J ,
07458
Sortex Co ol North America, Inc . P0. Bo• 160. L-41. Moch.
49331
Southern T"e Co., 1U4 Broachoay, ~ffietO, Ala.
Spaoa & Co.. P o. Bo• 751. Butler. Pa. 16001
Speakman Co., P. 0. Box 191, W1lmtngton. Del, 19899
Specialty ~. Inc., 52 Steeplothase Dr .. s.w ' Salem, Va'
241 S3
Spectrum lnlr1red Inc., 246 E 131st St., Cleveland, Otuo. 44108
Sperry Vickers Div, Sperry Rind Co<p, P 0. Box 302, Troy, MICh.:
48084
Sperry Vltkef\. Tul\I O.v, P 0. Bo• G, TulY. Okla, 7411 S
Sprague & Henwood. Inc. 221
Olive St .. Scranton. Pl .. 18501
Spray1na Syi.tems Co.. North Ave. at Schmale Rd., Whelton. •.
60546
Sprengnether, W. F , lnstl'Ument Co. Inc, 4 S76
Ave .. St loUJs.
Mo,63110
Sprout·Watdron, Koppers Co .. Inc , Muncy, Pa . I 77 56
Square 0 Co. Execulm! Pim, Park Rldae. Ill, 60068
Stamler, W.R. Cotp., The, 600 Tngg St, ,...,Sllurg.. Ky. 40348
Stanadyne/Hattford Div .. Sox 1440, Hartford, Conn, 06102
Stanco Mlg. & Siies Inc .. 800 Sciruce Lake Dr . Harbor City, c.t.
90710
'
Sllndlrd Metal uta Co, P. o. Bo• S7. Mattn11 .. Ohio. 43535
S!luffor Chemicll Co , Specialty Chemal Div , Westport, Corvi ..
06880
Steams Magnetics Inc., Div. ol Magnetics lnU., 600 I So General
Ave., Cudahy, Wis, S3 l 10
Stearns·Roeer Inc., 700 So. Ash, P 0. 8o1 S888. Denver, Coto ..
80217
Ste<lman Fay. & Mich. Co., P.O. Bo• 209, Aurora. Ind, 47001
Steel Heddie Mtg. Co .. lndustnaJ Div., 1801 Ruthetford St (P.O. 8o1
186 7), Greenville, S. C.. 29602
Steelp1ank Cotp., 4 I S Goddard Rd , Wyandone. Mich , 48192
Stelhte Div, Cabot Cotp., Kolu>mo, Ind, 4690 I
• Stephen\·Adamson. Ridgeway Ave, AurO<I, tu., b0507
Sterling Custom 8uitt Trudls, 5000 Mackey, Mernam. Kan., 66203
Stortmg Power Svstems, Inc., A SW or The Lionel Cotp., 167S2
Armstrong Ave., ltvine, CaM, 92714
Stevens. Inc., C W., P. 0. 8o1 619, Kennett Sq .. Pa, 19348
Stonharll. Inc., Patll Ave. & Rte. 13. Maple Shade. N. J. 080S2
Stoody Co .. Box 190 I CA, Industry, Cat , 91 74 9
Stoody Co, WRAP Di• .. 11804 Wakeman St .. wtuttoor, Cal., 90607
Stra,ghlhne Fitten Inc. P.O Boi 1911. Wdm111gton. Del. 19899
Stratollex, Inc., P 0 So• 10398. ft. Woflh. Texas, 76114
Straub Mtg Co .. 8383 8.tldwin St.. Oakland, Cal, 94621
Streeter Amel. Div ol Mangood Corp .. Slusser & Wicks, Grayslake,
Ill 60030
Stroie•pofl. pzo, Vaclavsl<e Nam 56, Prag I. Czechoslovall111
Sl•n~~lCartson Corp. P0. Bo• 7266. CtiartottesVllle. va.
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S1urte,an1 Mdl Co., 22 Sturtevant St .. 0..chestor, Boston, Mass,
02122
Sulla" Corp., 514 Waslungton Rd .. Pittsburgh. Pa, 15228
Sun Q,1 Co., 1608 Walnut St.. Phdadetphia, Pa .. 19 t03
Sundstrand Fluid Handtint. Div. SundstraNl Corp, 2480 w. 70ll1
Ave, Denver, Coto .. 80221
Super Products Corp .. P 0 Box 2722S, M'lwaul<ee. Wisc. S3227
Swan Host Div., P.O. 8o1 509, W011hrngton, OhlO, 43085
SWECO. Inc, 6033 E 8andmi Blvd, P.0 8o1 41~1. L~ Anp\.
Caht. 900Sl
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• !SA tndustn,1 Products lid. P.O Bo• 71. w,pn WN2 4XQ, Llrushire, Engtlnd
I JS Inc. 19940 lnprsoll Or .. Rocky River. Ohio. 44116
T & I Mllchine Co .. Inc:., Rte 8, Bo. 343. f11rmont, W. Va., 26SS4

Taber Pump Co, Inc .. P. 0. Bo• 1071, Elkhan .. Ind .. 46514
Tampella·Tamrock, 33310 Tampere 31. Finland
Taylor instrument Process Control Oiv. Sybton Corp .. 95 Ames St.,
Rochester, N.Y .. 14601
Tazewell Industries. P.O. Box 431. Tazewell. Va. 24651
Teledyne McKay, 850 Grantley Rd., YOik, Pa .. 17405
Teledyne Western Wire & Cable. 2425 E. 30th St. Los Angeles.
Caht .. 90058
Teledyne Wisconsin Motor, 1910 S. 53rd SI .. Milwaukee, Wis ..
53219
Telsm1th Oiv .. Barber.Greene Co .. 532 E. CapotOI Dr .. Milwaukee.
Wis .. 53212
Templeton, Kenly & Co .. 2525 Gardner Rd., BroadVlew, Ill .. 60153
eTere1 Oiv .. GMC. Hudson. Ohio. 4'236
Terrell Machine Co., Industrial Products Oiv. P. 0 Bo• 92B. Char.
lone. N. C., 2820 I
Teiaco Inc .. 2100 Hunters l'Olnt Ave .• long lloland City, N. Y..
11101
Te1as Nuclear. 9 IOI Research Rd (P 0 Box 9267), Auston. Te•as.
7B757
Thayer Sule Hyer tndustnes. Rt 139. Pembroke. Mm. 02359
Therm.. Metallurgical Inc., Rod9eway Blvd .. Lakehurst. N. J., OB 733
Thomas foundries Inc .. P.O. Box 96.Birmmgham, Aid. 35201
ThOf Po..er Tool Co .. 175 N. State St .. Aurora. Ill. 60~07
Throwaway S.t Corp., 624 N. East Emen, Ponland, Ore .. 97232
•Thurman Scale Co. Oiv. Thurman Mtg. Co .. 1939 Refugee Rd ..
Columb.Js. Ohoo, 43215
Tiger Equipment & Sen<1cl!S. ltd./0 & K Mining Equipment. 222 S.
RIYersode Plaza. Chicago. Ill . 60606
Timken Co .. IB35 Dueber Ave. S W., Canton. Ohoo, 44706
Todd Ent. Inc .. 530 Wethngton Ave .. Cranston, R. I.. 02910
Tot-0-t.labc. 246 1011> Ave., So.. M1nneagotis, Minn., 55415
Toot Steel ~r & P1mon Co.. 211 Tow1!$11ip Ave .. C1nc1nnat1. Ohio.
45216
Torit Oiv. Donaldson Co. Inc .. P.O. Box 3217, St. Paul, Minn., 55165
Tomngton Co .. The Bearings Div .. 3702 W. Sample St.. South Bend,
Ind .. 46634
TOTCO Div ·Baker Oil Tools. Inc .. 506 Paula Ave .. Glendale, Calif.
91201
Toyo Tire (USA) Cor'p., 3136 E. Victoroa St .. Compton. Cal, 90221
Trabon lubtiClbng Systems. Oiv. of Houdaille lnduslries. Inc ..
28B I 5 Aurara Rd., Solon.. Olloo, 4' 139
Tr1oty, Benrand P Co., 919 futton St .. Pittsburgh. Pa .. 152 ll
Tread Calo. Bo1 5497. Roanoke, Va .. 24012
Treadwell Corp .. 1700 Btoldway, New Yon.. N.Y .. I 0019
• Tretleborg Rubber Co., Inc .. 30700 Solon Ind. Pkw. Solon. OH.
44139
Tnangle/PWC, Inc .. A Sub. of Triangle Industries, Inc .. Box 711.
Triangle & !Mey Aves.. New lltunswick. N. J.. 08903
TrlCO Mtg. Corp., 2948 N. Sii> St .. Milwaukee, Wis., 53212
TrlCOfl Metals & SerllCl!S. Inc .. P.O. Box 663,, Birmingham. Ala ..
35210

e

Tro1an Dov IMC Chemical Group. Inc . 17 N. 71h St.. Allentown. Pa.,
18105
Trowelon, Inc .. 973 Haven Dr .. P.O. Bo• 3126. Green Bay. Wos ..
54303
TRW Mission Mtg. Co., Dov of TRW Inc., PO Box 40402, Houston.
Tem. 77040
Tube·Lok Product• Dov. of Portland Wore & Iron, 4644 S E. 17th
Ave., Portland. Ore .. 97202
Tube Turns Dov., Chemetron P1p1ng Syst.,ms. 2900 W Broadway.
Lou1s,,11e. Ky., 40201
TWECO Products, Int .. P. 0 Bo> 666. Wochola. Kan. 6 720 I
Twin Disc. Inc, 1328 Racine St., Racine. Wos. 53403
Twooto-Wire fireSyotems. Inc .. 302 E Hunllngton Dr .. Arca~oa. Cahl.,
91006

u
Underground Mining Machinery I.Id. P 0 Box I 9. Aycl11te lndu11roal
Eslatt, Oarlongton, Co Durham Dl 5 6CJS, England
Umlloc L1m1ted. 11/l6 Melaide SI .. Swansed. U.K.
Unolok Belling Co. Dov. of Georgia Ouck and Cordage Moll, Scottdale,
Ga .. 30079
Union Carbide Corp., 270 Par\< A.e. New York, NY .. 10017
Unoon Ool Co of Cahlornoa, 200 E. Goll Rd .. Palatine, Ill .. 6006 7
Union forge, Inc, Stop SI. NoDlestown. Pa .. J 5070
Unique Products Co, 12867 Mac Neil St .. Sylmar, Cahl 91342
Uniroyal, Inc .. 1230 Ave of Amerocas. New York. N Y. !0020
Unit Crane & Shovel Corp . 1915 South Moorland Rd .. New Berlin,
Wos., 53151
United McGill Corp .. 2400 fa11wooc:t Ave .. Columbus. Ohio. 43216
U.S. [leclrocal Motors Oov lmerson Eleclrot Co., 125 Old Gate Lane,
M1l101d .. Conn , 06460
U S. Gypsum Co . I 0 I S Wacoer Dr , Chicago. Ill .. 60606
U. S Polymer.c. Sub ot Armco Steel Corp. 700 [.Oyer Rd .. Santa
Ana, Cal .. 92707
United Stales Steel Corp .. 600 Grant St ·Rm. 2106, P11tsb11rgh. Pa ..
15230
United Tire & Rubber Co lid .. 275 8el11eld Rd .. Rexdale, Ont.
Canada. M9W5C6
Um·Tool Anachments. Inc .. 1607 Woodland Ave .. Columbu1. Ohio.
43219
.
Unoversal Alias Cement Co.. 600 Grant SI, 12th fl, Ponsburgh.. Pa .
15230
• Unoversal lndustroes. P 0 Box 9B, 245 S. Washing1on, Hudson,
towa. 50643
Universal Road Machiner; Co .. 27 Emerock SI. Kingston. N. Y..
12401
Un1Versal Vibrating Screen Co. P 0. Box 1097. 1145 Deane Blvd.
Racine, Wos .. 53405

v
VME·Notro Consult, Inc, 1732 Central St., (vamton, 111. 60201
Valley Steel Products Co. P.0 Bo• 503. SI Louos. Mo. 63166
Van Gorp Mtg Inc .. Bo• 123, Pella, Iowa. 5021 ~
Varel Mtg Co. Inc .. 92 30 Denton Or .. P. 0 Box 20156. Dallas.
Te•as. 15220
Varoan Associates. 611 Hansen Way. Palo Alto. Caht, 94303
VehocleConstructon Dov, Maroon Power Shovel Co. 733& Air freiRhl
Lane. Dallas. Te1. 75235
Vobco Inc , P 0 Bo• B Stilson Rd . Wyomin1. RI 0289B
V1brane11cs.1nc. 2714 Crinenden Dr, Louisvllle. Ky. 40209
e Vobra.Screw Inc. 755 Union Blvd Totowa.NJ. 075t2
• Voctauht Co. ol Amenta, 31 OQ.J Ham11loo Blvo .. So Pl•onheld. N J .
07080
Victor Producli (Wall>end) lid. P 0 Bo• Wallsend. Tyne and WHr
NE28 6PP. England
Vokmg 011 & Machmer; Co. Rt 8. Orebank Rd .. K1ngsp0r1, leM.
17664
Vone• Aor Corp, P 0 Box 928. Beckley, W Va . 2580 I
• VR/Wesson a 0.v of Fansteet. 800 Markel St. Wau'<gan. 111,
60085
Vulcan Materoals Co Soulheasl Dov. P 0 Box 7324·A. 81rmmgham.
Ala. 35223

e
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•WABCO Conslructoon and Minong [Qu1pment Group, an American·
Standard Co. 2300 NE Adams St . Peo11a, Ill. 61639
WABCO fluid Power O.v . an Amencan·Standard Cu, 1953 Mercer
Rd Le'xmgloo. Ky .. 40505
WABCO Union Switch & S.gnal Oiv , West1n9house Aor Brake Co .. an
Amerocan·Standard Co .. Pinsburgll. Pa .. 15218
WacM. E H. Co, 100 Shepard St. Wheeling. Ill, 60090
Wagner Minong fquop, P. 0 Bo• 20307, Ponland .. Ore. 97220
Wa1a• lndustri.S ltd, 350 59art.s St, Sle 1105. Onawa. Onl,
Canada. KI G 3G8
Wa~o lnduslro"' Inc. NW Cor. Race & Camac St• . Pt11lldelpl1111,
Pa. 19107
•Waldon Inc. Fa1rvoew. Okla .. 73737
Walker Parkersburg Te•tron, 620 Depot St. Pa,..e•sbllrg, W Va .•
26101
Wall Colmonoy, 19345 John R SI. DetrOlt. Moch .. 48203
Wallacetown El\g1neenng Co. ltd., Heathfoetd Rd , Ayr KAB9 SR. Eng·
land

Walter Nold Co .. 2• S.rch Rd. Natock. Mass., O1760
Ward Hydrauloes Oiv, ATO Corp. 11980 Walaen Ave. Alden. N Y..
14004
Warman lnletnatoonal, Inc . 2 70 I S Stoughton Rd .. Ma<loson, Wos,
53716

About the Buying Directory •
This 1976 edition of the Coal Age Buying

• •

the Buying Directory.

Directory remains the most complete directory of equipment, supplies, and ser-

Each manufacturer is asked to revise the

vices available to the coal mining industry.

listing where necessary, adding any new
products or services· available to the coal

For several years, the entire directory has

mining industry.

been stored in a computer data bank. Early
each year, a computerized questionnaire is

The information supplied by manufac-

printed for each listed manufacturer, show-

turers is then used to update the comput-

ing the categories under which his prod-

erized listing and is stored in the data

ucts appeared in the preceding edition of

bank.
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Warn Industries. 19450 68th Ave. So ... Kent, Wash., 98031
Warner &Swasey. ConsfrUCflO/I fqu1pmenf, Solon, Ohio. 44139
Warren Rupp Co .. The. 800 N. Main, P.O. 8o1 1568, Mansfield, Ohio.
44!01
Watt Clir &Wheet Co.. Sox 71. Sarnesville, Ohio. 43713
Wauke!ha Engine Div.. 1000 SI. Paul Ave., Waukesha, Wis. 53 l B6
eweatherhead Co .. The, 300 E 1lht SI., Cleveland. Ohoo. 44 IOB
Webb .. @rvis 8. Co. 9000 Alpine Ave. Oetro1f. Mich .. 48204
Webste· Mlg Co .. W Hall St.. Tiffin. Otloo, 44B83
e Wedge Wire Corp. P. 0. Boa I 57, Wellington. Ohoo, '4090
Weir. Ptul Co. Inc , 20 N. Wacker Or. Chie1go. Ill .. 60606
Wellm11, SK .. Corp., The, 200 Egber1 Rd., Bedford, Ohoo, U 146
Wells C1r10 Inc .. P.O. Bo1 712B·CA, W1co, le• .. 76710
Welsh Cov. of Te.Iron. 2000 Pfa1nf1eld Pike. Crenston. RI, 02920
wtMCCI OIV., Envirotech Corp .. P.O. Box 15619. Sacramento. Calli .
95lil3
Wen·Ocn Ca<p.. P.O. Bo• 12094, Roanol\e, Va .. 24022
Wescot: Steel Inc. 1020 Washington Ave .. Croydon, Pa .. 19020
wtSMIR LO'fel Monitor Div .. 905 Deller Ave. N.. Box Cl9074.
Seanle, Wash .. 98109
West Virginia Armature Co .. P. 0. Box 1100, Bluehekf. W. Va .
24;•01
West Virginia Sett Sales & Repairs Inc .. P. 0. Boa 32, Mount Hope.
W. 'la., 25880
Westen• Prec1P<tat1on O.v .. Joy Mfg. Co.. P. 0. Boa 2744. Terminal
Anr.e1. Los Angeles. Calif., 90051
Westtalta lunen. 0 4670 lunen, P.O. 8o1, Germany
West1n11house Electric Corp., West1nghou1e 8kfg .. Gat....ay Center,
P,ttllJurgh, Pa, 15222
Westlalie Plastics Co, Lenni Rd .. Lenm, Pa .. 19052
Wheelabrator·frye Inc., Air Pollution Control O.v .. 600 Grant SI..
Pittlburgh, Pa .. 15219

Wheelabrator.f rye, Inc.. Materials Cleamng Systems, 14 76 S. 8yrk1t
St.. M11hawaka, Ind, 46544
While Engines. Inc, 101 · I Ith SI.. S.E.. Canion. Ohio, 44707
White Motor Corp ·Truck Group, 35129 Curt11 Blvd, Eastlake, Ohio.
44094
WMe Superior Otv , Whtie Motor Corp .. 140 I Sheridan Ave . Sprong.
held. OhtO. 45505
Whiling Corp, 15700 Lathrop. Harvey. Ill, 60426
Whitmore Mfg Co, Tho. P 0 Box 488, Cleveland, Ohoo, 44127
Wh11t1kor Corp. IOBBO Wdshire Blvd, Los Angeles, C111t. 90024
WttMa Clutch Co. Inc, 307 8arw1se SI. (P 0 Box I 550). WicMa
F•lls. r.. as. 76301
• W1tgand. Edwin l, Dtv, lmeison [lot Co, 7867 Thom•s Blvd.
P•ttsburgh. Pa. 15208
Wiggins Connectors Dtv Oelaval lurb1ne Inc .. 5000 Triggs St. Los
Angeles, Cahl , 90022
W1kf Heerbru&& lnsts Inc. 465 Smith St .. Farmingdale, N Y.
11735
•willley, A R, & Sons, P. 0 Boa 2330, Denver, Colo .. B0201
Williams, J. H. D" otTRW Inc .. 400 Vuk•n St. Buffalo, N. Y. 14201
Wtlhams Patent Crusher & Pulv Co , BI 0 Montgomeri SI. SI. Lou''·
Mo. 63102
Willis & Paul Corp. The, 125· I 35 Mam St .. Netcong. N. J.. 07857
W'lson Engineering Co, 210 I Pleasant Valley Rd, Fairmont. W Va .
26554
Willson PrOducts Dtv. ESB. Inc. P. 0. Box 622. Reading, Pa .. 19603
Wilmot Engineering Co .. Berw•ck St., Whtie Haven. Pa .. 18661
ewt1son. A. M Co. Bo• 6274, Wheeling. W Va, 26003
Wing Co .. The, O.v of Aero.flow Dynamics. Inc. 2300 N Sltles St.
linden, N. J., 07036
Wmslov. Scale Co .. P.O. Boa 1523, Terre Haute Ind. 4 7808
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Wore Clot'1 Entorpr•su, Inc . RtOC Industrial Park. P1ttst>vrgh, Pl ,
15238
Wire Rope Corp ol America, 8o1 288. St Joseph. Mo .. 64 502
Woocl's, T B.. Sons Co, ••O N. fifth Ave. Chamt>etsburg, P1,
17201
Workman Developments. Inc l 741 Woodvale Rd. Charleston, W
Va. 25314
eworthmgton Pump Inc., i 70 Sheffiekf St. Mountainside, N J.
07092

y
Yardney Electr~ Corp. B2 Mechanic St . Pawcatuck Conn .. 02891
Yaun·Wdh1ms Bucket Co, 10100 Brec:ksvdle Rd. Brecksville, Ohoo.
44141
•roung Corp .. Bo• 3522. Seam.. W•slt, 9812'
Youngstown Sheet & lube Co. The. Post Office Bo• 900. Youngs·
town. Ohoo, USO I

z
Zeni Orilhn& Co, 324 Eighth St. Morgantown, w Va .. 26505
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APPENDIX IX
English - Metric Conversion Charts
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CONVERSION FACTORS FOR BRITISH AND METRIC UNITS
To convert from

.c~

2

meters

3

meters

To

5
( °F-32)
9

--

0.305

meters

... L..

ft.

Multiply by

oc

OF

ft.

To

2

000283

centimeters

centimeters/sec a

Oo508

.
31 sec.
centimeters

471.9

meters/sec.
3
meters /hr.

in.

centimeters

2.54

meters

6045

meters

28.34

grains

2

centimeters

oz.
OZc/yd.

2

grams
2

grams meter

grains
grains/ft.
grains/ft.

2

2

Oc0647

3

lb. force
2
lb./ftc
in. H 0/ft./min.
2
Btu

grams meter
grams/meter

2

l

3

2.288
4.44 x 105

dynes
grams/centimeter

H o/cm/sec.
2
calories
Cffic

2

0.488
5.00
252

30.5
929.0

3

28,300.0
5c08 x 10

2
2.54 x 10-4
6.45 x 10

2

438.0
3
3.39 x 10-

2

----- - - - --- --

---- - - - -----

0.44

newtons
grams/meter

-3

1. 70

grams/centimeter

33.89

grams

- - - - -

2

centimeters

ft./min. {fpm)
3
fto /minc

in.

--

centimeters

000929

3

-

Multiply by

2

4,880.0
2

Newtons/meter /cm/sec.

-----

490.0

- - - - -
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· AesTRAcT
The manual provides an introduction to physical coal cleaning to individuali:
outside of the coal preparation industry. Specifically, the manual covers the general
nature and characteristics of U.S. coals, provides an overview of the coal preparation plant, discusses the major equipment and processes currently in use in coal
preparation, identifies the primary waste streams found during the coal cleaning
operation, discusses the techniques of control currently applied to those waste
streams, and describes the contaminant removal potential of coal.
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